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^ ALBEEUNI'S INDIA. 

dus. 

CHAPTER XLIX. 

A SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE EEAS. 

T H E eras serve to fix certain moments of time which are rage 203. 
mentioned in some historical or astronomical connection, tion of some 
The Hindus do not consider it wearisome to reckon with of the Hin-
huge numbers, but rather enjoy it. Still, in practical 
use, they are compelled to replace them by smaller 
(more handy) ones. 

Of their eras we mention— 
1. The beginning of the existence of Brahman. 
2. The beginning of the day of the present nych-

themeron of Brahman, i.e. the beginning of the kalpa. 
3. The beginning of the seventh Tnanvanta.ra, in 

which we are now. 
4. The beginning of the twenty-eighth caturyuga, in 

which we are now. 
5. The beginning of the fourth yuga of the present 

caturyuga, called kalikdla, i.e. the time of Kali. The 
whole yuga is called after him, though, accurately 
speaking, Ms time falls only in the last part of the 
yuga. Notwithstanding, the Hindus mean by kalikdla 
the beginning of the kaliyuga. 

6. Pdndava-kdla, i.e. the time of the life and the wars 
of Bharata. 

All these eras vie with each other in antiquity, the 
VOL. II. A 
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one going back to a still more remote beginning than 
the other, and the sums of years which they afford go 
beyond hundreds, thousands, and higher orders of num
bers. Therefore not only astronomers, but also other 
people, think it wearisome and unpractical to use them. 

The author In Order to give an idea of these eras, we shall use 
adopts the J 2 J _ • J_ J' • I I J T T - T 

year 400 of as a first gaugc or point 01 comparison that Hindu 
atesf-year? JQSiV the great bulk of which coincides with the year 

400 of Yazdajird. This number consists only of hun
dreds, not of units and tens, and by this peculiarity 
it is distinguished from all other years that might 
possibly be chosen. Besides, it is a memorable t i m e ; 
for the breaking of the strongest pillar of the religion, 
the decease of the pattern of a prince, Mahmud, the 
lion of the world, the wonder of his time—may God 
have mercy upon him !—took place only a short time, 
less than a year, before it. The Hindu year precedes 
the Nauroz or new year's day of this year only by 
twelve days, and the death of the prince occurred pre
cisely ten complete Persian months before it. 

Page 204. Now, presupposing this our gauge as known, we shall 
compute the years for this point of junction, which is 
the beginning of the corresponding Hindu year, for the 
end of all years which come into question coincides 
with it, and the Nauroz of the year 400 of Yazdajird 
falls only a little later (viz. twelve days). 

How much The book Vishnu-Dliarma says : "Yajra asked Mar-
Brahman ° kandeya how much of the life of Brahman had elapsed ; 
^^ irdirfî to whereupon the sage answered: ' That which has elapsed aocorc 

^Dharma!^^'" is 8 years, 5 months, 4 days, 6 manvantaras, 7 samdhi, 
27 caturyugas, and 3 yugas of the twenty-eighth catur
yuga, and 10 divya-years up to the time of the asvamedha 
which thou hast offered.' He who knows the details of 
this statement and comprehends them duly is a sage 
man, and the sage is he who serves the only Lord and 
strives to reach the neighbourhood of his place, which is 
called Paramapada." 
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Presupposing this statement to be known, and refer
ring the reader to our explanation of the various mea
sures of time which we have given in former chapters, 
we offer the following analysis. 

Of the life of Brahman there have elapsed before our 
gauge 26,215,73,2948,132 of our years. Of the nych-
themeron of Brahman, i.e. of the kalpa of the day, there 
have elapsed 1,972,948,132, and of the seventh manvan-
tara 120,532,132. 

The latter is also the date of the imprisoning of the 
King Bali, for it happened in the first caturyuga of the 
seventh manvantara. 

In all chronological dates which we have mentioned 
already and shall still mention, we only reckon with 
complete years, for the Hindus are in the habit of dis
regarding j'raci!^ows of a year. 

Further, the Vishmc-Bharmct says: " Markandeya The time of 
says, in answer to a question of Vajra: ' I have already co'rffng'to 
lived as long as 6 kalpas and 6 manvantaras of the 
seventh kalpa, 23 tretdyugas of the seventh manvantara. 
In the twenty-fourth tretdyuga Rama killed Ravana, 
and Lakshmana, the brother of Rama, killed Kumbha-
karna, the brother of Ravana. The two subjugated all 
the Rakshasas. At that time Valmiki, the Rishi, com
posed the story of Rama and Ramayana and eternalised 
it in his books. It was I who told it to Yudhishthira, 
the son of Pandu, in the forest of Kamyakavana.'" 

The author of the Vishnu-Dharma reckons here with 
tretdyugas, first, because the events which he mentions 
occurred in a certain tretdyuga, and secondly, because it 
is more convenient to reckon with a simple unit than 
with such a unit as requires to be explained by reference 
to its single quarters. Besides, the latter part of the 
tretdyuga is a more suitable time for the events men
tioned than its beginning, because it is so much nearer 
to the age of evil-doing (v. i. pp. 379, 380). No doubt, 
the date of Rama and Ramayana is known among the 

Vishnu 
DJiarma. 
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How much 
time has 
elapsed be
fore o of the 
present 

cording to 
Pulisa and 
Brahma-
gupta. 

Page 205. 

How much 
time has 
elapsed of 
the current 
kaliyuga. 

Hindus, but I for my part have not been able to ascer
tain it. 

Twenty "three caturyugas are 99,360,000 years, 
and, together with the time from the beginning of a 
caturyuga till the end of the tretdyuga, 102,384,000 
years. 

If we subtract this number of years from the number 
of years of the seventh manvantara that have elapsed 
before our gauge-year, viz. 120,532,132 (v. p. 3), we get 
the remainder of 18,148,132 years, i.e. so many years 
before our gauge-year at the conjectural date of Rama ; 
and this may suffice, as long as it is not supported 
by a trustworthy tradition. The here-mentioned year 
corresponds to the 3,892,132d year of the 28th catur
yuga. 

All these computations rest on the measures adopted 
by Brahmagupta. He and Pulisa agree in this, that 
the number of kalpas which have elapsed of the life of 
Brahman before the present kalpa is 6068 (equal to 8 
years, 5 months, 4 days of Brahman). But they differ 
from each other in converting this number into catur
yugas. According to Pulisa, it is equal to 6,116,544; 
according to Brahmagupta, only to 6,068,000 catur
yugas. Therefore, if we adopt the system of Pulisa, 
reckoning i manvantara as 'J2 caturyugas without 
samdhi, i kalpa as 1008 caturyugas, and each yuga as 
the fourth part of a caturyuga, that which has elapsed 
of the life of Brahman before our gauge-year is the 
sum of 26,425,456,204,132 (!) years, and of the kalpa 
there have elapsed 1,986,124,132 years, of the manvan
tara 119,884,132 years, and of the caturyuga 3,244,132 
years. 

Regarding the time which has elapsed since the 
beginning of the kcdiyuga, there exists no difference 
amounting to whole years. According to both Brahma
gupta and Pulisa, of the kaliyuga there have elapsed 
before our gauge-year 4132 years, and between the 
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wars of Bharata and our gauge-year there have elapsed 
3479 years. The year 4132 before the gauge-year is 
the epoch of the kalikdla, and the year 3479 before the 
gauge-year is the epoch of the Pdndavakdla. 

The Hindus have an era called Kdlayavana, regard- The era 
- . f n • (> Kalayavana. 

ing which I have not been able to obtain full infor
mation. They place its epoch in the end of the last 
dvdparayuga. The here-mentioned Yavana (JMN) 
severely oppressed both their country and their religion.. 

To date by the here-mentioned eras requires in any 
case vast numbers, since their epochs go back to a most 
remote antiquity. For this reason people have given 
up using them, and have adopted instead the eras 
of— 

(i.) Sri Harsha. 
(2.) Vikramdditya. 
(3.) Saka. 
(4.) Valahha, and 
(5.) Gupta. 

The Hindus believe regarding Sri Harsha that he EraofSrt 
Harsha 

used to examine the soil in order to see what of hidden 
treasures was in its interior, as far down as the seventh 
earth ; that, in fact, he found such treasures ; and that, 
in consequence, he could dispense with oppressing his 
subjects (by taxes, &c.). His era is used in Mathura and 
the country of Kanoj. Between Sri Harsha and Vikra-
maditya there is an interval of 400 years, as I have been 
told by some of the inhabitants of that region. How
ever in the Kashmirian calendar I have read that Sri 
Harsha was 664 years later than Vikramaditya. In 
face of this discrepancy I am in perfect uncertainty, 
which to the present moment has not yet been cleared 
up by any trustworthy information. 

Those who use the era of Vikramaditya live in the Eraofvik-
southern and western parts of India. It is used in the 
following way : 342 are multiplied by 3, which gives 
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the product 1026. To this number you add the years 
which have elapsed of the current shashtyahda or sexa
gesimal samvatsara, and the sum is the corresponding 
year of the era of Vikramaditya. In the book SrHd-
hctva by Mahadeva I find as his name Candrahija. 

As regards this method of calculation, we must first 
say that it is rather awkward and unnatural, for if they 
began with 1026 as the basis of the calculation, as they 
begin—without any apparent necessity—with 342, this 
would serve the same purpose. And, secondly, admit
t ing that the method is correct as long as there is only 
one shashtyahda in the date, how are we to reckon if 
there is a number of shashtyabdas ? 

The Saka- The epoch of the era of Saka or Sakakala falls 135 
years later than that of Vikramaditya. The here-men
tioned Saka tyrannised over their country between the 
river Sindh and the ocean, after he had made Arya-
varta in the midst of this realm his dwelling-place. 
He interdicted the Hindus from considering and repre
senting themselves as anything but Sakas. Some main
tain that he was a Sudra from the city of Almansura; 
others maintain that he was not a Hindu at all, and that 
he had come to India from the west. The Hindus had 
much to suffer from him, till at last they received help 
from the east, when Vikramaditya marched against him, 
put him to flight and killed him in the region of Karur, 
between Multan and the castle of Loni. Now this date 
became famous, as people rejoiced in the news of the 
death of the tyrant, and was used as the epoch of an 
era, especially by the astronomers. They honour the 
conqueror by adding Sri to his name, so as to say Sri 
Vikramaditya. Since there is a long interval between 
the era which is called the era of Vikramaditya (v. 
p. 5) and the killing of Saka, we think that that Vik
ramaditya from whom the era has got its name is not 
identical with that one who killed Saka, but only a 
namesake of his. 
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The era of Valabha is called so from Valabha.the ruler Era of 
of the town Valabhi, nearly 30 yojanas south of Anhil-
vara. The epoch of this era falls 241 years later than Page 206. 
the epoch of the Saka era. People use it in this way. 
They first put down the year of the Sakakala, and 
then subtract from it the cube of 6 and the square of 
5 (216 + 25 = 241). The remainder is the year of the 
Valabha era. The history of Valabha is given in its 
proper place (cf. chap. xvii.). 

As regards the Guptakala, people say that the Guptas Guptakaia. 
were wicked powerful people, and that when they 
ceased to exist this date was used as the epoch of an 
era. I t seems that Valabha was the last of them, be
cause the epoch of the era of the Guptas fails, like 
that of the Valabha era, 241 years later than the Saka
kala. 

The era of the astronomers hegina 587 years later than Era of the 
the Sakakala. On this era is based the canon Khanda- mers. 
/i;M(i;ya7i;a. by Brahmagupta, which among Muhammadans 
is known as Al-arkand. 

Now, the year 400 of Yazdajird, which we have Comparison 
chosen as a efauge, corresponds to the following years of the in-

„ , -̂  , . ^ =• ^ ^ -̂  dianeras 

or the Indian eras :— with the test-year. 

(i) To the year 1488 of the era of Sri Harsha, 
(2) To the year 1088 of the era of Vikramaditya, 
(3) To the year 953 of the Sakakala, 
(4) To the year 712 of the Valabha era, which is 

identical with the Guptakala, 
(5) To the year 366 of the era of the canon Khanda-

khddyaka,, 
(6) To the year 526 of the era of the canon Panca-

siddhdntikd by Varahamihira, 
(7) To the year 132 of the era of the canon Kara-

nasdra; and 
(8) To the year 65 of the era of the canon Karana-

tilaka. 
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The eras of the here-mentioned canones are such as 
the authors of them considered the most suitable to be 
used as cardinal points in astronomical and other cal
culations, whence calculation may conveniently extend 
forward or backward. Perhaps the epochs of these eras 
fall within the time when the authors in question them
selves lived, but it is also possible that they fall within 
a time anterior to their lifetime, 

onthepopu- Common people in India date by the years of a cen-
of dating by temiium., which they call samvatsara. If a centennium 
samvatsaras. IS fanished, they drop it, and simply begin to date by a 

new one. This era is called lokakdla, i.e. the era of 
the nation at large. But of this era people give such 
totally different accounts, that I have no means of 
making out the truth. In a similar manner they 
also differ among themselves regarding the beginning 
of the year. On the latter subject I shall communicate 
what I have heard myself, hoping meanwhile that one 
day we shall be able to discover a rule in this apparent 
confusion. 

Different Thosc who usc the Saka era, the astronomers, begin 
of the year, the year with the month Caitra, whilst the inhabitants 

of Kanir, which is conterminous with Kashmir, begin 
it with the month Bhadrapada. The same people count 
our gauge-year (400 Yazdajird) as the eighty-fourth 
year of an era of theirs. 

All the people who inhabit the country between 
Bardari and Marigala begin the year with the month 
Karttika, and they count the gauge-year as the i i o t h 
year of an era of theirs. The author of the Kashmirian 
calendar maintains that the latter year corresponds to 
the sixth year of a new centennium, and this, indeed, is 
the usage of the people of Kashmir. 

The people living in the country Nlrahara, behind 
Marigala, as far as the utmost frontiers of Takeshar and 
Lohavar, begin the year with the month Margasirsha, 
and reckon our gauge-year as the io8th year of their 
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era. The people of Lanbaga, i.e. Lamghan, follow their 
example. I have been told by people of Multan that 
this system is peculiar to the people of Sindh and 
Kanoj, and that they used to begin the year with the 
new moon of Margasirsha, but that the people of Multan 
only a few years ago had given up this system, and 
had adopted the system of the people of Kashmir, and 
followed their example in beginning the year with the 
new moon of Caitra. 

I have already before excused myself on account of Popular 
. p T . n . . • i - i mode of 

the imperfection of the information given m this chap- dating in 
ter. For we cannot offer a strictly scientific account of the Hindus, 
the eras to which it is devoted, simply because in them dsmsthere-
we have to reckon with periods of time far exceeding a 
centennium, (and because all tradition of events farther 
back than a hundred years is confused (v. p. 8).) So 
I have myself seen the roundabout way in which they 
compute the year of the destruction of Somanath in the 
year of the Hijra 416, or 947 Sakakala. First, they 
write down the number 242, then under it 606, then 
under this 99. The sum of these numbers is 947, or 
the year of the Sakakala. 

Now I am inclined to think that the 242 years have 
elapsed before the beginning of their centennial system, 
and that they have adopted the latter together with 
the Guptakala; further, that the number 606 represents 
complete samvatsaras or centennials, each of which they Page 207. 
must reckon as loi years; lastly, that the 99 years 
represent that time which has elapsed of the current 
centennium. 

That this, indeed, is the nature of the calculation is 
confirmed by a leaf of a canon composed by Durlabha 
of Multan, which I have found by chance. Here the 
author says : " First write 848 and add to it the laukika-
kdla, i.e. the era of the people, and the sum is the 
Sakakala." 

If we write the first year of the Sakakala correspond-
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ing to our gauge-year, viz. 953, and subtract 848 from 
it, the remainder, 105, is the year of the laukika-kdla, 
whilst the destruction of Somanath falls in the ninety-
eighth year of the centennium or laukika-kdla. 

Durlabha says, besides, that the year begins with the 
month Margasirsha, but that the astronomers of Multan 
begin it with Caitra. 

Origin of the The Hiudus had kings residing in Kabul, Turks who 
the Shahs of wcro Said to bc of Tibetan origin. The first of them, 

Barhatakin, came into the country and entered a cave 
in Kabul, which none could enter except by creeping 
on hands and knees. The cave had water, and besides 
he deposited their victuals for a certain number of 
days. I t is still known in our time, and is called Var. 
People who consider the name of Barhatakin as a good 
omen enter the cave and bring out some of its water 
with great trouble. 

Certain troops of peasants were working before the 
door of the cave. Tricks of this kind can only be 
carried out and become notorious, if their author has 
made a secret arrangement with somebody else—in 
fact, with confederates. Now these had induced per
sons to work there continually day and night in turns, 
so that the place was never empty of people. 

Some days after he had entered the cave, he began 
to creep out of it in the presence of the people, who 
looked on him as a new-born baby. He wore Turkish 
dress, a short tunic open in front, a high hat, boots and 
arms. Now people honoured him as a being of mira
culous origin, who had been destined to be king, and in 
fact he brought those countries under his sway and 
ruled them under the title of a shdhiya of Kabul. 
The rule remained among his descendants for gene
rations, the number of which is said to be about 
sixty. 

Unfortunately the Hindus do not pay much attention 
to the historical order of things, they are very careless 
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in relating the chronological succession of their kings, 
and when they are pressed for information and are 
at a loss, not knowing what to say, they invariably 
take to tale-telling. But for this, we should com
municate to the reader the traditions which we have 
received from some people among them. I have 
been told that the pedigree of this royal family, 
written on silk, exists in the fortress Nagarkot, 
and I much desired to make myself acquainted 
with it, but the thing was impossible for various 
reasons. 

One of this series of kinafs was Kanik, the same who The story of 
. . Kanik. 

is said to have built the vihdra (Buddhistic monastery) 
of Purushavar. It is called, after him, Kanik-caitya. 
People relate that the king of Kanoj had presented to 
him, among other gifts, a gorgeous and most singular 
piece of cloth. Now Kanik wanted to have dresses 
made out of it for himself, but his tailor had not the 
courage to make them, for he said, "There is (in the 
embroidery) the figure of a human foot, and whatever 
trouble I may take, the foot will always lie between the 
shoulders." And that means the same as we have 
already mentioned in the story of Bali, the son of 
Virocana {i.e. a sign of subjugation, cf. i. p. 397). Now 
Kanik felt convinced that the ruler of Kanoj had 
thereby intended to vilify and disgrace him, and in 
hot haste he set out with his troops marching against 
him. 

When the rdi heard this, he was greatly perplexed, 
for he had no power to resist Kanik. Therefore he 
consulted his Vazir, and the latter said: "You have 
roused a man who was quiet before, and have done un
becoming things. Now cut off my nose and lips, let 
me be mutilated, that I may find a cunning device ; for 
there is no possibility of an open resistance." The rdi 
did with him as he had proposed, and then he went off 
to the frontiers of the realm. 
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There he was found by the hostile army, was recog
nised and brought before Kanik, who asked what was 
the matter with him. The Vazir said: " I tried to 
dissuade him from opposing you, and sincerely advised 
him to be obedient to you. He, however, conceived a 
suspicion against me and ordered me to be mutilated. 
Since then he has gone, of his own accord, to a place 
which a man can only reach by a very long journey 
when he marches on the high road, but which he may 
easily reach by undergoing the trouble of crossing an 
intervening desert, supposing that he can carry with 
himself water for so and so many days." Thereupon 
Kanik answered: " T h e latter is easily done." He 
ordered water to be carried along, and engaged the 
Vaztr to show him the road. The Vazir marched be
fore the king and led him into a boundless desert. 
After the number of days had elapsed and the road did 
not come to an end, the king asked the Vazir what was 
now to be done. Then the Vazir said: " N o blame 
attaches to me that I tried to save my master and to 
destroy his enemy. The nearest road leading out of 
this desert is that on which you have come. Now do 
with me as you like, for none will leave this desert 
alive." 

Then Kanik got on his horse and rode round a de
pression in the soil. In the centre of it he thrust his 
spear into the earth, and lo! water poured from it in 
sufficient quantity for the army to drink from and to 
draw from for the march back. Upon this the Vazir 
said: " I had not directed my cunning scheme against 
powerful angels, but against feeble men. As things 
stand thus, accept my intercession for the prince, my 
benefactor, and pardon him." Kanik answered: " I 

Page 208. march back from this place. Thy wish is granted to 
thee. Thy master has already received what is due to 
him." Kanik returned out of the desert, and the Vazir 
went back to his master, the rdi of Kanoj. There he 
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found that on the same day when Kanik had thrust 
his spear into the earth, both the hands and feet had 
fallen off the body of the rdi. 

The last king of this race was Lagaturmdn, and his End of the 
Vazir was Kallar, a Brahman. The latter had been for- nastyrand' 
tunate, in so far as he had found by accident hidden B?fhm°an*̂ '' 
treasures, which gave him much influence and power, ŷ"'̂ ®*̂ -̂
In consequence, the last king of this Tibetan house, 
after it had held the royal power for so long a period, 
let it by degrees slip from his hands. Besides, Laga-
turman had bad manners and a worse behaviour, on 
account of which people complained of- him greatly 
to the Vazir. Now the Vazir put him in chains and 
imprisoned him for correction, but then he himself 
found ruling sweet, his riches enabled him to carry out 
his plans, and so he occupied the royal throne. After 
him ruled the Brahman kings Samand (Samanta), 
Kamalu, Bhim (Bhima), Jaipal (Jayapala), Ananda-
pala, Tarojanapala (Trilocanapala). The latter was 
killed A.H. 412 (A.D. 102 I ) , and his son Bhimapala five 
years later (A.D. 1026). 

This Hindu Shahiya dynasty is now extinct, and of 
the whole house there is no longer the slightest rem
nant in existence. We must say that, in all their 
grandeur, they never slackened in the ardent desire of 
doing that which is good and right, that they were men 
of noble sentiment and noble bearing. I admire the 
following passage in a letter of Anandapala, which he 
wrote to the prince Mahmud, when the relations be
tween them were already strained to the u tmost : " I 
have learned that the Turks have rebelled against you 
and are spreading in Khurasan. If you wish, I shall 
come to you with 5000 horsemen, 10,000 foot-soldiers, 
and 100 elephants, or, if you wish, I shall send you 
my son with double the number. I n acting thus, I 
do not speculate on the impression which this will 
make on you. I have been conquered by you, and 
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therefore I do not wish that another man should 
conquer you." 

The same prince cherished the bitterest hatred against 
the Muhammadans from the time when his son was 
made a prisoner, whilst his son Tarojanapala (Triloca
napala) was the very opposite of his father. 
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CHAPTER L. 

HOW MANY STAR-CYCLES THERE ARE BOTH IN A " KALPA " 

AND IN A " CATURYUGA." 

IT is one of the conditions of a kalpa that in it the 
planets, with their apsides and nodes, must unite in 
o° of Aries, i.e. in the point of the vernal equinox. 
Therefore each planet makes within a kalpa a certain 
number of complete revolutions or cycles. 

These star-cycles as known through the canon of The tradi-" 
Alfazari and Ya'kub Ibn Tarik, were derived from a Xia°nd 
Hindu who came to Bagdad as a member of the politi- ilrik! 
cal mission which Sindh sent to the Khalif Almansur, 
A.H. 154 ( = A.D. 771). If we compare these secondary 
statements with the primary statements of the Hindus, 
we discover discrepancies, the cause of which is not 
known to me. Is their origin due to the translation 
of Alfazari and Ya'kub ? or to the dictation of that 
Hindu ? or to the fact that afterwards these computa
tions have been corrected by Brahmagupta, or some one 
else ? For, certainly, any scholar who becomes aware 
of mistakes in astronomical computations and takes an 
interest in the subject, will endeavour to correct them, Muhammad 
as, e.g. Muhammad Ibn Ishak of Sarakhs has done. s;mkhS-" 
For he had discovered in the computation of Saturn a 
falling back behind real time (i.e., that Saturn, accord
ing to this computation, revolved slower than it did in 
reality). Now he assiduously studied the subject, till 
at last he was convinced that his fault did not originate 
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Aryabhata 
quoted by 
Brahma
gupta. 

Number of 
the rota
tions of the 
planets iu a 
kalpa. 
Page 209. 

from the equation (i.e. from the correction of the places 
of the stars, the computation of their mean places). 
Then he added to the cycles of Saturn one cycle more, 
and compared his calculation with the actual motion of 
the planet, till at last he found the calculation of the 
cycles completely to agree with astronomical observa
tion. In accordance with this correction he states the 
star-cycles in his canon. 

Brahmagupta relates a different theory regarding the 
cycles of the apsides and nodes of the moon, on the 
authority of Aryabhata. We quote this from Brah
magupta, for we could not read it in the original work 
of Aryabhata, but only in a quotation in the work of 
Brahmagupta. 

The following table contains all these traditions, which 
will facilitate the study of them, if God will! 

The planets. 

Sun 

c 
0' 
S 

Brahmagup ta . 
The t ransla t ion 

of Alfazari . 
Aryabhata 
The anomalist ic 

revolution of 
the moon ac-
c o r d i n g t o 

i. Brahmagup ta 

Mars 
Mercury . 
Jup i t e r . 
Venus 

TBrahmagupta 
d 1 The translat ion 
B I of Alfazari 
t̂  The correction 

\̂  of Alsarakhsl 

The fixed stars 

Number of their 
revolutions in 

a Kalpa. 

4,320,000,000 
0 0 
0 
0" 
0 
ro 
r^ 

2,296,828,522 
17,936,998.984 

364,226,455 
7,022,389,492 

146,567,298 
146,569,284 

146,569,238 

120,000 a 

Number of the 
revolutions of 
their apsides. 

480 

1 [ 488,105,858 

J 
488,219,000 

57,265,194,142 

292 

332 

855 
653 

1 
r 41 

J 
3cording to t h e t 

Alfazir l . 

Number of the re
volutions of their 

nodes. 

H a s no node. 
232,311,168 
232,312,138 

232,316,000 
The anomalis t ic 

revolution of the 
moon is here 
t rea ted as if it 
were the apsis, 
be ing t h e differ-
e n c e b e t w e e n t h e 
motion of the 
moon and t h a t 
of the apsis. (See 
t h e notes.) 

267 
521 
63 
893 

584 

ranslation of 
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The computation of these cycles rests on the mean cycles of 
motion of the planets. As a caturyuga is, according to in&catur-
Brahmagupta, the one-thousandth part of a kalpa, we kaliyuga. 
have only to divide these cycles by looo, and the 
quotient is the number of the star-cycles in one catur
yuga. 

Likewise, if we divide the cycles of the table by 
10,000, the quotient is the number of the star-cycles in 
a kaliyuga, for this is one-tenth of a caturyuga. The 
fractions which may occur in those quotients are raised 
to wholes, to caturyugas or kaliyugas, by being multi
plied by a number equal to the denominator of the 
fraction. 

The following table represents the star-cycles speci
ally in a caturyuga and kaliyuga, not those in a man
vantara. Although the manvantaras are nothing but 
multiplications of whole caturyugas, still it is difficult 
to reckon with them on account of the samdhi which 
is attached both to the beginning and to the end of 
them. 

Page 210. The names of the planets. 

Sun 
His apsis . 

Moon . 

5j -^ J Brahmagupta 
M g ' l Aryabhata 

Her anomalist ic revolution 
TBrahmagup ta . 

^ r§ J The t rans la t ion of 
M § 1 Alfazari 

^Aryabhata 
Mars . 

His apsis 
His node 

Mercury 
His apsis 
His node 

Jup i t e r 
His apsis 
His node 

Their revolutions 
in a Caturyuga. 

4,320,000 

oil 
57,753,300 

488 ,1054^ 
488,219 

57,265, i945Vi5-
232.31 ITVO 

232,31 2 / V T 
232,316 

2,296,828|f i 
0 / 5 % ' 
r, 2 s 7 

17,936,998^ 
om r , 52 1 

o-iuTjxr 364,226^VTr 
OTTrir 
n 6 .3 

Their revolutions 
in a Kaliyuga. 

432,000 
n CO 

5,775,330 
48,810111^ 
48,821 JL 

5,726,5i9MH 
23,23 ITTWO-

o-j 0-1 I 1 0 6 9 

23,231! 
229 ,682 | |6 t 

05-iw 
n 2 0 7 

i .793,699TMt 
O2 oTTT 
n 52 1 
OiTrTTrTr 

36,422it|i 
r , 1 7 1 
osfrTSTr 
OrTTUTTTr 

VOL. II. 
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Page 211. 
Star-cycles 
of a kalpa 
and catur
yuga, ac
cording to 
Pulisa. 

Transforma
t ion of the 
word Arya
bha ta 
among the 

The names of the planets. 

Venus . . . . 
Her apsis 
H e r node 

Saturn . . . . 
His apsis 
His node 
Q TThe translat ion of 
g I Alfazari 
11 j The correction of 
^ V Alsarakhsi . 

The fixed s tars . 

Their revolutions 
in a Caturyuga. 

7,022,389i |f 
n 0 5 3 

OTWT? 
146,5674^ 

OTTJiny 
"- '125 

146,569/51, 

146,569^1 

120 

Their revolutions 
in a Kaliyuga. 

702,238|f^f 
Oio o'oo 
r, 8 9 3 

i4 ,656 |n t 
OlTITSTnT 
n 7 3 

14,656-ift^ 

14,65645^1 

12 

After we have stated how many of the star-cycles of 
a kalpa fall in a caturyuga and in a kaliyuga, according 
to Brahmagupta, we shall now derive from the number 
of star-cycles of a caturyuga according to Pulisa the 
number of star-cycles of a kalpa, first reckoning a 
kalpa— 1000 caturyugas, and, secondly, reckoning it as 
1008 caturyugas. These numbers are contained in the 
following table :— 

The Yugas according to Pulisa. 

The names of the 
planets. 

Sun . . . 
Moon . . . 

Her apsis . 
Her node . 

Mars . . . 
Mercury . 
Jup i t e r . . 
Venus 
Saturn . . 

Number of 
their revolu

tions in a 
Caturyuga. 

4,320,000 
57,753,336 

488,219 
232,226 

2,296,824 
17,937,000 

364,220 
7,022,388 

146,564 

Number of their 
revolutions in a 

Kalpa of 
1000 Caturyugas. 

4,320,000,000 
57,753-336,000 

488,219,000 
232,226,000 

2,296,824,000 
17,937,000,000 

364,220,000 
7,022,388,000 

146,564,000 

Number of their 
revolutions in a 

Kalpa of 
1008 Caturyugas. 

4,354,560,000 
58,215,362,688 

492,124,752 
234,083,808 

2,315,198,592 
18,080,496,000 

367,133,760 
7,078,567,104 

147,736,512 

We meet in this context with a curious circumstance. 
Evidently Alfazari and Y a k u b sometimes heard from 
their Hindu master expressions to this effect, that his 
calculation of the star-cycles was that of the great Sid-
dhdnta, whilst Aryabhata reckoned with one-thousandth 
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part of it. They apparently did nqt understand him 
properly, and imagined that aryabhata (Arab, drjahhad) 
meant cc thousandth part. The Hindus pronounce the 
cl of this word something between a d and an r. So 
the consonant became changed to an r, and people wrote 
drjabhar. Afterwards it was still more mutilated, the 
first r being changed to a s, and so people wrote dzja-
bhar. If the word in this garb wanders back to the 
Hindus, they will not recognise it. 

Further, Abu-alhasan of Al'ahwaz mentions the revo- star-oycies 
. , . according to 

lutions of the planets in the years of cd-arjabhar, i.e. m Abu-aihasan 
- T i n - 1 11 of Al'ahwaz. 

caturyugas. I shall represent them m the table such 
as I have found them, for I guess that they are directly 
derived from the dictation of that Hindu. Possibly, Page 212. 
therefore, they give us the theory of Aryabhata. Some 
of these numbers agree with the star-cycles in a catur
yuga, which we have mentioned on the authority of 
Brahmagupta; others differ from them, and agree with 
the theory of Pulisa; and a third class of numbers differs 
from those of both Brahmagupta and Pulisa, as the 
examination of the whole table will show. 

The names of the 
planets. 

Sun . . . . 
Moon . . 

Her apsis 
H e r node 

Mars . . 
Mercury . 
Jup i t e r 
V e n u s . 
Sa turn 

Their Yugas as parts 
of a Caturyuga 

according to 
Abu-alhasan Al'ahwaz. 

4,320,000 
57,753,336 

488,219 
232,226 

2,296,828 
17,937,020 

364,224 
7,022,388 

146,564 
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GHAPTEE LI. 

AN EXPLANATION OF THE TERMS "ADHIMASA," " UNA-

EATEA," AND THE "AHARGANAS," AS EEPEESENTING 

DIFFEEENT SUMS OF DAYS. 

On the leap T H E moiiths of the Hiudus are lunar, their years solar ; 
therefore their new year's day must in each solar year 
fall by so much earlier as the lunar year is shorter than 
the solar (roughly speaking, by eleven days). If this 
precession makes up one complete month, they act in 
the same way as the Jews, who make the year a leap 
year of thirteen months by reckoning the month Adar 
twice, and in a similar way to the heathen Arabs, who 
in a so-called annus procrastinationis postponed the 
new year's day, thereby extending the preceding year 
to the duration of thirteen months. 

The Hindus call the year in which a month is 
repeated in the common language malamdsa. Mala 
means the dirt that clings to the hand. As such dirt 
is thrown away, thus the leap month is thrown away 
out of the calculation, and the number of the months 
of a year remains twelve. However, in the literature 
the leap month is called adhimdsa. 

That month is repeated within which (it being con
sidered as a solar month) two lunar months finish. If 
the end of the lunar month coincides with the beginning 
of the solar month, if, in fact, the former ends before 
any part of the latter has elapsed, this month is re
peated, because the end of the lunar month, although 
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it has not yet run into the new solar month, still does 
no longer form part of the preceding month. 

If a month is repeated, the first time it has its 
ordinary name, whilst the second time they add before 
the name the word durd to distinguish between them. 
If, e.g. the month Ashadha is repeated, the first is called Page 213. 
Ashadha, the second Durdshddha. The first month is 
that which is disregarded in the calculation. The Hin
dus consider it as unlucky, and do not celebrate any of 
the festivals in it which they celebrate in the other 
months. The most unlucky time in this month is that 
day on which the lunation reaches its end. 

The author of the Vishnu-Dharma says: " Candra Quotation 
(mdna) is smaller than sdvana, i.e. the lunar year is vishnu-
smaller than the civil year, by six days, i.e. ilnardtra. 
Una means decrease, deficiency. Saura is greater than 
candra by eleven days, which gives in two years and 
seven months the supernumerary adhimdsa month. 
This whole month is unlucky, and nothing must be 
done in it." 

This is a rough description of the matter. We shall 
now describe it accurately. 

The lunar year has 360 lunar days, the solar year has 
371AV lunar days. This difference sums up to the 
thirty days of an adhimdsa in the course of 976/yVinr 
lunar days, i.e. in 32 months, or in 2 years, 8 months, 16 
days, plus the fraction: 4V7ir<r lunar day, which is 
nearly = 5 minutes, 15 seconds. 

As the religious reason of this theorv of intercala- Quotation 
. „ , . , from the 

tion the Hindus mention a passage of the Veda, which veda. 
they have read to us, to the following tenor: "If the 
day of conjunction, i.e. the first lunar day of the month, 
passes without the sun's marching from one zodiacal sign 
to the other, and if this takes place on the following 
day, the preceding month falls out of the calculation." 

The meaning of this passage is not correct, and the criticisms 
fault must have risen with the man who recited and 
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translated the passage to me. For a month has thirty 
lunar days, and a twelfth part of the solar year has 
30f|-^^ lunar days. This fraction, reckoned in day-
minutes, is equal to 55' 19" 22"^ 30'^ If we now, for 
example, suppose a conjunction or new moon to take 
place at 0° of a zodiacal sign, we add this fraction to 
the time of the conjunction, and thereby we find the 
times of the sun's entering the signs successively. As 
now the difference between a lunar and a solar month 
is only a fraction of a day, the sun's entering a new 
sign may naturally take place on any of the days of the 
month. I t may even happen that the sun enters two 
consecutive signs on the same month-day (e.g. on the 
second or third of two consecutive months). This is 
the case if in one month the sun enters a sign before 
4' 40" 37"' 30'" have elapsed of i t ; for the next follow
ing entering a sign falls later by 55' 19'' 23*" 30''*', and 
both these fractions [i.e. less than 4} 40" 37"' '^o^"' plus 
the last-mentioned fraction) added together are not 
sufficient to make up one complete day. Therefore 
the quotation from the Veda is not correct. 

Proposed I supposc, howcvcr, that it may have the following 

of thcfvedk: corrcct meaning :—If a month elapses in which the sun 
passage. ^QQQ ^ot march from one sign to another, this month is 

disregarded in the calculation. For if the sun enters 
a sign on the 29th of a month, when at least 4' 40" 37'" 
30*̂  have elapsed of it, this entering takes place before 
the beginning of the succeeding month, and therefore 
the latter month is without an entering of the sun into 
a new sign, because the next following entering falls on 
the first of the next but one or third month. If you 
compute the consecutive enterings, beginning with a 
conjunction taking place in 0° of a certain sign, you 

Page 214. find that in the thirty-third month the sun enters a new 
sign at 30' 20" of the twenty-ninth day, and that he 
enters the next following sign at 25* 39" 22"' 30'" of the 
first day of the thirty-fifth month. 
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Hence also becomes evident why this month, which 
is disregarded in the calculation, is considered as un
lucky. The reason is that the month misses just that 
moment which is particularly adapted to earn in it a 
heavenly reward, viz. the moment of the sun's entering 
a new sign. 

As regards adJiimdsa, the word means the first month, 
for AD means beginning (i.e. ddi). In the books of 
Ya'kub Ibn Tarik and of Alfazari this name is written 
padamdsa. Pada (in the orig. P-Dh) means end, and 
it is possible that the Hindus call the leap month by 
both names; but the reader must be aware that these 
two authors frequently misspell or disfigure the Indian 
words, and that there is no reliance on their tradition. 
I only mention this because Pulisa explains the latter 
of the tivo months, which are called by the same name, 
as the supernumerary one. 

The month, as the time from one conjunction to the Explanation 
p ^^ • • i i - c i i 1 - 1 1 of the terms 

following, IS one revolution of the moon, which revolves universal or 
through the ecliptic, but in a course distant from that Sonths and 
of the sun. This is the difference between the motions ^^^'^' 
of the two heavenly luminaries, whilst the direction 
in which they move is the same. If we subtract the 
revolutions of the sun, i.e. the solar cycles of a kcdpta, 
from its lunar cycles, the remainder shows how many 
more lunar months a kcdpa has than solar months. All 
months or days which we reckon as parts of whole 
kalpas we call here universal, and all months or days 
which we reckon as parts of a part of a kalpa, e.g. 
of a caturyuga, we call partial, for the purpose of sim
plifying the terminology. 
• The year has twelve solar months, and likewise universal 

, , ., . 1 - 1 adhimdsa 

twelve lunar months, ihe lunar year is complete with months. 
twelve months, whilst the solar year, in consequence of 
the difference of the two year kinds, has, with the 
addition of the adhimdsa, thirteen months. Now evi
dently the difference between the universal solar and 
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How many 
solar, lunar, 
and civil 
days are re
quired for 
the forma
tion of an 
adhimdsa 
month. 

The compu
tation of 
adhimdsa 
according 
to Pulisa. 
Page 215. 

lunar months is represented by these supernumerary 
months, by which a single year is extended to thirteen 
months. These, therefore, are the universal ccdhimdsa 
months. 
. The universal solar months of a kcdpa are 51,840, 

000,000 ; the universal lunar months of a kalpta are 
53,433,300,000. The difference between them or the 
adhimdsa, months is 1,593,300,000. 

Multiplying each of these numbers by 30, we get 
days, viz. solar days of a kalpa, 1,555,200,000,000; 
lunar days, i ,602,999,000,000 ; the days of the adhimdsa 
months, 47,799,000,000. 

In order to reduce these numbers to smaller ones 
we divide them by a common divisor, viz. 9,000,000. 
Thus we get as the sum of the days of the solar months 
172,800 ; as the sum of the days of the lunar months, 
178,111 ; and as the sum of the days of the adhimdsa 
months, 5 3 i i . 

I f we further divide the universal solar, civil, and 
lunar days of a kalpa, each kind of them separately, by 
the universal adhimdsa months, the quotient represents 
the number of days within which a whole adhimdsa 
month sums up, viz. in 976^%\*Y solar days, in 1006J^^r^--^-^ 
lunar days, and in 9 9 0 Y | ^ | | | civil days. 

This whole computation rests on the measures which 
Brahmagupta adopts regarding a kalp)a and the star-
cycles in a kalpa. 

According to the theory of Pulisa regarding the 
caturyuga, a caturyuga has 51,840,000 solar months, 
53,433,336 lunar months, 1,593,336 adhimdsa months. 
Accordingly a caturyuga has 1,555,200,000 solar days, 
1,603,000,080 lunar days, 47,800,080 days of adhimdsa 
months. 

If we reduce the numbers of the months by the 
common divisor of 24, we get 2,160,000 solar months, 
2,226,389 lunar months, 66,389 adhimdsa months. If 
we divide the numbers of the day by the common 
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divisor of 720, we get 2,160,000 solar days, 2,226,389 
lunar days, 66,389 days of the adhimdsa months. If 
we, lastly, divide the universal solar, lunar, and civil 
days of a caturyuga, each kind separately, by the uni
versal adhimdsa months of a caturyuga, the quotient 
represents the numbers of days within which a whole 
adhimdsa month sums up, viz. in 976^-i-i-i-^ solar days, 
in ioo6-g%%%\ lunar days, and in 990-|-^f|- civil days. 

These are the elements of the computation of the 
adhimdsa, which we have worked out for the benefit of 
the following investigations. 

Kegarding the cause which necessitates the unardtra, Explanation 
lit. tloe days of the decrease, we have to consider the f ol- °(M(«4râ ."̂  
lowing. 

If we have one year or a certain number of years, 
and reckon for each of them twelve months, we get the 
corresponding number of solar months, and by multi
plying the latter by 30, the corresponding number 
of solar days. I t is evident that the number of the 
lunar months or days of the same period is the same, 
plus an increase which forms one or several adhimdsa 
months. If we reduce this increase to adJiimdsa months 
due to the period of time in question, according to the 
relation between the universal solar months and the 
universal adhimdsa months, and add this to the months 
or days of the years in question, the sum represents the 
partial lunar days, i.e. those which correspond to the 
given number of years. 

This, however, is not what is wanted. What we want 
is the number of civil days of the given number of 
years which are less than the lunar days ; for one civil 
day is greater than one lunar day. Therefore, in order 
to find that which is sought, we must subtract some
thing from the number of lunar days, and this element 
which must be subtracted is called Unardtra. 

The Unardtra of the partial lunar days stands in the 
same relation to the universal lunar days as the universal 
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Computa
t ion of the 
unardtra 
according 
to Pulisa. 

Criticisms 
on Ya' k u b 
Ibn Tarik. 

Page 216. 

civil days are less than the universal lunar days. The 
universal lunar days of a kcdpa are 1,602,999,000,000. 
This number is larger than the number of universal 
civil days by 25,082,550,000, which represents the uni
versal unardtra. 

Both these numbers may be diminished by the com
mon divisor of 450,000. Thus we get 3,562,220 uni
versal lunar days, and 55,739 universal unardtra days. 

According to Pulisa, a ccduryuga has 1,603,000,080 
lunar days, and 25,082,280 unardtra days. The com
mon divisor by which both numbers may be reduced 
is 360. Thus we get 4,452,778 lunar days and 69,62;^ 
unardtra days. 

These are the rules for the computation of the unct-
rdtra, which we shall hereafter want for the compu
tation of the ahargana. The word means sum of days; 
for ah means day, and argcom, sum. 

Ya'kub Ibn Tarik has made a mistake in the compu
tation of the solar days ; for he maintains that you get 
them by subtracting the solar cycles of a kalpa from 
the civil days of a kalpa, i.e. the universal civil days. 
But this is not the case. W e get the solar days by 
multiplying the solar cycles of a kalpa by 12, in order 
to reduce them to months, and the product by 30, in 
order to reduce them to days, or by multiplying the 
number of cycles by 360. 

In the computation of the lunar days he has first 
taken the right course, multiplying the lunar months 
of a kalpa by 30, but afterwards he again falls into a 
mistake in the computation of the days of the Unardtra. 
For he maintains that you get them by subtracting the 
solar days from the lunar days, whilst the correct thing 
is to subtract the civil days from the lunar days. 
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CHAPTER LII . 

ON THE CALCULATION OF ''AHAEGANA" IN GENEEAL, 

THAT IS, THE RESOLUTION OF YEAES AND MONTHS 

INTO DAYS, AND, VICE VEESi, THE COMPOSITION OF 

YEAES AND MONTHS OUT OF DAYS. 

T H E general method of resolution is as follows:—The General rule 
1 • T -i 1 V J1 ^ ^ ° ^ ^^ ^^^ 

complete years are multiplied by I2 ; to the product are th&sdvami-. 
added the months which have elapsed of the current ' '" 
year, [and this sum is multiplied by 30 ;] to this product 
are added the days which have elapsed of the current 
month. The sum represents the saurdhargana, i.e. the 
sum of the partial solar days. 

You write down the number in two places. In the 
one place you multiply it by S'^ii, i.e. the number 
which represents the universal adhimdsa months. The 
product you divide by 172,800, i.e. the number which 
represents the universal solar months. The quotient you 
get, as far as it contains complete days, is added to the 
number in the second place, and the sum represents the 
cand^rdhargana, i.e. the sum of the partial lunar days. 

The latter number is again written down in two 
different places. In the one place you multiply it by 
55,739, i.e. the number which represents the universal 
unardtra days, and divide the product by 3,562,220, i.e. 
the number which represents the universal lunar days. 
The quotient you get, as far as it represents complete 
days, is subtracted from the number written in the 
second place, and the remainder is the sdvandhargana, 
i.e. the sum of civil days which we wanted to find. 
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More de- Howcver, the reader must know that this computa-
tailed rule . . ^ 
for the same tion applies to datcs in which there are onlv complete 
purpose. J 1. 

adhimdsa and iXnardtra days, without any fraction. If, 
therefore, a given number of years commences with the 
beginning of a kalpa, or a caturyuga, or a kaliyuga, this 
computation is correct. But if the given years begin 
with some other time, it may by chance happen that 
this computation is correct, but possibly, too, it may 
result in proving the existence of adhimdsa time, and in 
that case the computation would not be correct. Also 
the reverse of these two eventualities may take place. 
However, if it is known with what particular moment 
in the kalpa, ccduryuga, or kcdiyuga a given number 
of years commences, we use a special method of com
putation, which we shall hereafter illustrate by some 
examples. 

The latter We shall Carry out this method for the begin-
carnedout niug of the Indian year Sakakala 953, the same year 
kTiagss. which WO usc as the gauge-year in all these com

putations. 
First we compute the time from the beginning of 

the life of Brahman, according to the rules of Brahma
gupta. We have already mentioned that 6068 kalpas 
have elapsed before the present one. Multiplying this 
by the well-known number of the days of a kalpa 
(1,577,916,450,000 civil days, vide i. p. 368), we get 
9,574,797,018,600,000 as the sum of the days of 6068 
kcdpas. 

Dividing this number by 7, we get 5 as a remainder, 
and reckoning five days backwards from the Saturday 
which is the last day of the preceding kalpa, we get 
Tuesday as the first day of the life of Brahman. 

We have already mentioned the sum of the days of 
a caturyuga (1,577,916,450 days, v. i. p. 370), and have 
explained that a kritayuga is equal to four-tenths of it, 
i.e. 631,166,580 days. A manvantara has seventy-one 

Page 217. times as much, i.e. 112,032,067,950 days. The days of 
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six manvantaras and their samdhi, consisting of seven 
kritayuga, are 676,610,573,760. If we divide this 
number by 7, we get a remainder of 2. Therefore the 
six manvantaras end with a Monday, and the seventh 
begins with a Tuesday. 

Of the seventh manvantccra there have already elapsed 
twenty-seven caturyugas, i.e. 42,603,744,150 days. If 
we divide this number by 7, we get a remainder of 2. 
Therefore the twenty-eighth caturyuga begins with a 
Thursday. 

The days of the yugas which have elapsed of the 
•^v&^Qiit caturyuga &YQ 1,420,124,805. The division by 
7 gives the remainder i. Therefore the kaliyuga begins 
with a Friday. 

Now, returning to our gauge-year, we remark that 
the years which have elapsed of the kcdp)a up to that 
year are 1,972,948,132. Multiplying them by 12, we 
get as the number of their months 23,675,377,584. In 
the date which we have adopted as gauge-year there 
is no month, but only complete years ; therefore we 
have nothing to add to this number. 

By multiplying this number by 30 we get days, 
viz. 710,261,327,520. As there are no days in the 
normal date, we have no days to add to this number. 
If, therefore, we had multiplied the number of years 
by 360, we should have got the same result, viz. the 
partial solar days. 

Multiply this number by 5 311 and divide the pro
duct by 172,800. The quotient is the number of the 
adhimdsa days, viz. 21,829,849,018^-||-. If, in multi
plying and dividing, we had used the months, we 
should have found the adhimdsa months, and, multi
plied by 30, they would be equal to the here-mentioned 
number of adhimdsa days. 

If we further add the adhimdsa days to the partial 
solar days, we get the sum of 732,091,176,538, i.e. the 
partial lunar days. Multiplying them by 55,739, and 
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dividing the product by 3,562,220, we get the partial 
unardtra days, viz., ii,455,224,575i;|-f-^;ffi. 

This sum of days without the fraction is subtracted 
from the partial lunar days, and the remainder, 
720,635,951,963, represents the number of the civil 
days of our gauge-date. 

Dividing it by 7, we get as remainder 4, which 
means that the last of these days is a Wednesday. 
Therefore the Indian year commences with a Thursday. 

If we further want to find the adhimdsa time, we 
divide the adhimdsa days by 30, and the quotient is 
the number of the adhimdsas which have elapsed, viz. 
727,661,633, plus a remainder of 28 days, 51 minutes, 
30 seconds, for the current year. This is the time 
which has already elapsed of the adhimdsa month of 
the current year. To become a complete month, it 
only wants I day, 8 minutes, 30 seconds more. 

The same W c havc here used the solar and lunar days, the 
calculation n • A I A • A , -i , n -i , '• 

applied to a aoAimasa and unaratra days, to find a certain past 
according'to portiou of a kalpa. We shall now do the same to find 
of Pulisa.̂  the past portion of a caturyuga, and we may use the 

same elements for the computation of a caturyugct 
which we have used for that of a kalpa, for both 
methods lead to the same result, as long as we adhere 
to one and the same theory (e.g. that of Brahmagupta), 
and do not mix up different chronological systems, and 
as long as each gunakdra and its bhdgahhdra, which we 
here mention together, correspond to each other in the 
two computations. 

The former term means a m.ultiplicator in all kinds 
of calculations. In our (Arabic) astronomical hand
books, as well as those of the Persians, the word occurs 
in the form guncdr. The second term means each 
divisor. I t occurs in the astronomical handbooks in 
the form hahcdr. 

I t would be useless if we were to exemplify this com
putation on a caturyuga according to the theory of Brah-
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magupta, as according to him a caturyuga, is simply one- page 218. 
thousandth of a kcdpa,. We should only have to shorten 
the above-mentioned numbers by three ciphers, and in 
every other respect get the same results. Therefore we 
shall now give this computation according to the theory 
of Pulisa, which, though applying to the caturyuga, is 
similar to the method of computation used for a kalpa. 

According to Pulisa, in the moment of the beginning 
of the gauge-year, there have elapsed of the years of the 
ccduryuga 3,244,132, which are equal to 1,167,887,520 
solar days. If we multiply the number of months 
which corresponds to this number of days with the 
number of the adhimdsa months of a caturyuga or a 
corresponding multiplicator, and divide the product by 
the number of the solar months of a ccduryuga, or a 
corresponding divisor, we get as the number of adhi
mdsa maxAhs, 1,196,52511^^-^-. 

Further, the past 3,244,132 years of the ccduryuga 
are 1,203,783,270 lunar days. Multiplying them by 
the number of the "dnardtra days of a caturyuga, and 
dividing the product by the lunar days of a caturyuga, we 
get as the number of Unardtra days i8,835,700-2^'^^f^-^^V-
Accordingly, the civil days which have elapsed since 
the beginning of the caturyuga are 1,184,947,570, and 
this it was which we wanted to find. 

W e shall here communicate a passage from the A similar 
Pulisa-siddhdnta, describing a similar method of com- computation 
putation, for the purpose of rendering the whole subject ^Q^puUm-

1 j _ j _ i • T i " j _ i 1 ~\ n • ' j ^ j i siddhdnta. 

clearer to the mmd of the reader, and nxmg it there 
more thoroughly. Pulisa says: " We first mark the 
kalpas which have elapsed of the life of Brahman 
before the present kalpa, i.e. 6068. We multiply this 
number by the number of the caturyugas of a kalpa, 
i.e. 1008. Thus we get the product 6,116,544. This 
number we multiply by the number of the yugas of a 
caturyuga, i.e. 4, and get the product 24,466, i y6. This 
number we multiply by the number of years of a yugco, 
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i.e. 1,080,000, and get the product 26,423,470,080,000. 
These are the years which have elapsed before the 
present kcdpa. 

W e further multiply the latter number by 12, so as 
to get months, viz. 317,081,640,960,000. W e write 
down this number in two different places. 

In the one place, we multiply it by the number of 
the ad,himdsct months of a caturyuga, i.e. 1,593,336, or 
a corresponding number which has been mentioned in 
the preceding, and we divide the product by the num
ber of the solar months of a caturyuga, i.e. 51,840,000. 
The quotient is the number of adhimdsa months, viz. 
9>745,709,75o,784. 

This number we add to the number written in the 
second place, and get the sum of 326,827,350,710,784. 
Multiplying this number by 30, we get the product 
9,804,820,521,323,520, viz. lunar days. 

This number is again written down in two different 
places. In the one place we multiply it by the 'Anardtra 
of a caturyuga, i.e. the difference between civil and lunar 
days, and divide the product by the lunar days of a catur
yuga. Thus we get as quotient 153,416,869,240,320, 
i.e. unardtra days. 

We subtract this number from that one written 
in the second place, and we get as remainder 
9,651,403,652,083,200, i.e. the days which have elapsed 
of the life of Brahman before the present kalpa, 
or the days of 6068 kcdpas, each kcdpa having 
1,590,541,142,400 days. Dividing this sum of days 
by 7, we get no remainder. This period of time ends 
with a Saturday, and the present kcdpct commences 
with a Sunday. This shows that the beginning of the 
life of Brahman too was a Sunday. 

Of the current kcdpct there have elapsed six manvan
taras, each of 72 caturyugas, and each caturyuga of 
4,320,000 years. Therefore six manvantaras have 
1,866,240,000 years. This number we compute in the 
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same way as we have done in the preceding example. 
Thereby we find as the number of days of six complete 
manvantaras, 681,660,489,600. Dividing this number 
by 7, we get as remainder 6. Therefore the elapsed 
manvantaras end with a Friday, and the seventh man
vantara begins with a Saturday. 

Of the current manvantara there have elapsed 27 
caturyugas, which, according to the preceding method 
of computation, represent the number of 42,603,780,600 
days. The twenty-seventh caturyuga ends with a 
Monday, and the twenty-eighth begins with a Tues
day. 

Of the current caturyuga there have elapsed three 
yugas, or 3,240,000 years. These represent, according 
to the preceding method of computation, the number 
of 1,183,438,350 days. Therefore these three yugas 
end with a Thursday, and kaliyuga commences with a 
Friday. 

Accordingly, the sum of days which have elapsed 
of the kalpa is 725,447,708,550, and the sum of days 
whi/ch have elapsed between the beginning of the life 
of Brahman and the beginning of the present kaliyuga 
is 9,652,129,099,791,750. 

To judge from the cjuotations from Aryabhata, as we The method 
T , 1 1 i- 1 • 1 j_ 1 • , 1 of ahargana 

have not seen a book of his, he seems to reckon m the emiĵ ioyed" 
following manner :— ^L^J2^' 

The sum of days of a caturyuga is 1,577,917,500. 
The time between the beginning of the kalpa- and the 
beginning of the kaliyuga, is 725,447,570,625 days. 
The time between the beginning of the kalpa and our 
gauge-date is 725,449,079,845. The number of days 
which have elapsed of the life of Brahman before the 
present kalpa is 9,651,401,817,120,000. 

This is the correct method for the resolution of years 
into days, and all other measures of time are to be 
treated in accordance with this. 

W e have already pointed out (on p. 26) a mistake 
VOL. II. c 
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The ahao-- of Ya'kub Ibn Tarik in the calculation of the universal 
given by solar and unardtra days. As he translated from the 
T4rik. Indian language a calculation the reasons of which he 

did not understand, it would have been his duty to 
examine it, and to check the various numbers of it one 
by the other. He mentions in his book also the method 
of ahargana, i.e. the resolution of years, but his descrip
tion is not correct; for he says :— 

" Multiply the months of the given number of years 
by the number of the adhimdsa months which have 
elapsed up to the time in question, according to the 
well-known rules of adhimdsa. Divide the product 
by the solar months. The quotient is the number of 
complete adhimdsa months plus its fractions which 
have elapsed up to the date in question." 

The mistake is here so evident that even a copyist 
would notice i t ; how much more a mathematician who 
makes a computation according to this method; for 
he multiplies by the partial adhimdsa instead of the 
universal. 

A second Bcsides, Ya'kiib mentions in his book another and 
given by perfectly correct method of resolution, which is t h i s : 

" W h e n you have found the number of months of 
the years, multiply them by the number of the lunar 
months, and divide the product by the solar months. 
The quotient is the number of adhimdsa months to
gether with the number of the months of the years in 
question. 

" This number you multiply by 30, and you add to 
the product the days which have elapsed of the current 
month. The sum represents the lunar days. 

" If, instead of this, the first number of months were 
multiplied by 30, and the past portion of the month 
were added to the product, the sum would represent 
the partial solar days; and if this number were further 
computed according to the preceding method, we should 
get the adhimdsa, days together with the solar days." 

Ya'kub. 
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The rationale of this calculation is the following:—If Explication 
we multiply, as we have done, by the number of the mentioned 
universal adhimdsa months, and divide the product by 
the universal solar months, the quotient represents the 
portion of adhimdsa time by which we have multiplied. 
As, now, the lunar months are the sum of solar and 
adhimdsa months, we multiply by them (the lunar 
months) and the division remains the same. The quo
tient is the sum of that number which is multiplied 
and that one which is sought for, i.e. the lunar days. 

W e have already mentioned in the preceding part 
that by multiplying the lunar days by the universal Page 220. 
Unardtra days, and by dividing the product by the 
universal lunar days, we get the portion of unardtra 
days which belongs to the number of lunar days in 
question. However, the civil days in a kalpa are less 
than the lunar days by the amount of the Unardtra 
days. Now the lunar days we have stand in the same 
relation to the lunar days minus their due portion of 
unardtra days as the whole number of lunar days (of 
a kalpa) to the whole number of lunar days (of a kalpa) 
minus the complete number of unctrdira days (of a 
kalpa)', and the latter number are the universal civil 
days. If we, therefore, multiply the number of lunar 
days we have by the universal civil days, and divide 
the product by the universal lunar days, we get as 
quotient the number of civil days of the date in ques
tion, and that it was which we wanted to find. In-
stead of multiplying by the whole sum of civil days 
(of a kalpa), we multiply by 3,506,481, and instead of 
dividing by the whole number of lunar days (of a 
kalpa), we divide by 3,562,220. 

The Hindus have still another method of calculation. Another 
I t is the following:—" They multiply the elapsed years ahargana ot 
of the kalpa by 12, and add to the product the com
plete months which have elapsed of the current year. 
The sum they write down above the number 69,120, 
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[Lacuna.) 
and the number they get is subtracted from the num
ber written down in the middle place. The double of 
the remainder they divide by 65. Then the quotient 
represents the partial adhimdsa months. This number 
they add to that one which is written down in the 
uppermost place. They multiply the sum by 30, and 
add to the product the days which have elapsed of the 
current month. The sum represents the partial solar 
days. This number is written down in two different 
places, one under the other. They multiply the lower 
number by i i , and write the product under it. Then 
they divide it by 403,963, and add the quotient to the 
middle number. They divide the sum by 703, and 
the quotient represents the partial dnccrdtrct days. This 
number they subtract from the number written in the 
uppermost place, and the remainder is the number of 
civil days which we want to find." 

Explication The rationale of this computation is the following:— 
method. If WO divide the universal solar months by the uni

versal adhimdsa months, we get as the measure of one 
adhimdsa month Z'^^i'^'^ii solar months. The double 
of this is 65Yy-9%% solar months. If we divide by this 
number the double of the months of the given years, the 
quotient is the.number of the partial ctdhimdsas. How
ever, if we divide by wholes plus a fraction, and want 
to subtract from the number which is divided a certain 
portion, the remainder being divided by the wholes 
only, and the two subtracted portions being equal por
tions of the wholes to which they belong, the whole 
divisor stands in the same relation to its fraction as 
the divided number to the subtracted portion. 

The latter If wc make this computation for our gauge-year, we 
^piiedto get the fraction of T,irVV/tfô "o> ^.nd dividing both num-
the gauge- -, -, _ i. n i 

year. bcTS by 15, wc get W T W -
I t would also be possible here to reckon by single 

adhimdsas instead of double ones, and in that case it 
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would not be necessary to double the remainder. But 
the inventor of this method seems to have jDreferred 
the reduplication in order to get smaller numbers ; for 
if we reckon with single adhimdsas, we get the fraction 
of -g-fff^, which may be reduced by 96 as a common 
divisor. Thereby we get 89 as the multiplicator, and 
5400 as the divisor. In this the inventor of the 
method has shown his sagacity, for the reason for his 
computation is the intention of gett ing partial lunar 
days and smaller multiplicators. 

His method (i.e. Brahmagupta's) for the computation Method for 
of the Unardtra days is the following :— ta\lon™f̂ t̂ i'o 

I f w e d iv ide t h e u n i v e r s a l l u n a r d a y s b y t h e u n i - daysaocord-
versal ilnardtra days, we get as quotient 63 and a ^rihma-
fraction, which mav be reduced bv the common divisor Ŝ P"̂ -̂

•̂  "̂  . Page 221. 

450,000. Thus we get 634 | ; f f f lunar days as the period 
of time within which one unardtra day sums up. If 
we change this fraction into eleventh parts, we get Y \ 
and a remainder of f|-;-f ^4, which, if expressed in 
minutes, is equal to o' 59" 54"'. 

Since this fraction is very near to one whole, people 
have neglected it, and use, in a rough way, -|[-J instead. 
Therefore, according to the Hindus, one unardtra day 
sums up in 6 3 ^ ^ or '^^^ lunar days. 

If we now multiply the number of unardtra days, 
which corresponds to the number of lunar days by 
63lf, 'fff) tihe product is less than that which we get by 
multiplying by 63^°. If we, therefore, want to divide 
the lunar days by ''^-{', on the supposition that the 
quotient is equal to the first number, a certain portion 
must be added to the lunar days, and this portion he 
(the author of Pulisa-Siddhdnta) had not computed accu
rately, but only approximatively. For if we multiply 
the universal unardtra days by 703, we get the product 
17,633,032,650,000, which is more than eleven times the 
universal lunar days. And if we multiply the universal 
lunar days by 11, we get the product 17,632,989,000,000. 
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The difference between the two numbers is 43,650,000. 
If we divide by this number the product of eleven times 
the universal lunar days, we get as quotient 403,963. 

Criticisms of This is the number used by the inventor of the 
this method. "^ . 

method. It there were not a small remainder beyond 
the last-mentioned quotient (403,963+a fraction), his 
method would be perfectly correct. However, there 
remains a fraction of ^Ws- or s/V, ̂ ^^ t^i^ is the amount 
which is neglected. If he uses this divisor without the 
fraction, and divides by it the product of eleven times 
the partial lunar days, the quotient would be by so much 
larger as the dividendum has increased. The other 
details of the calculation do not require comment. 

Method for Becausc the majority of the Hindus, in reckoning 
finding the , . • i 77 • /< i • 1 

adhimdsa tor their ycars, require the adhimasa, they give the pre-
a kalpa, f ercncc to this method, and are particularly painstaking 
or kaliyuga. ill describing the methods for the computation of the 

ctdhimdsa, disregarding the methods for the compu
tation of the unctrdtra days and the sum of the days 
(cthargana). One of their methods of finding the ad
himdsa for the years of a kalpa or caturyuga or kaliyuga 
is this:— 

They write down the years in three different places. 
They multiply the upper number by lo, the middle by 
2481, and the lower by 7739. Then they divide the 
middle and lower numbers by 9600, and the quotients 
are days for the middle number and avama for the 
lower number. 

The sum of these two quotients is added to the 
number in the upper place. The sum represents the 
number of the complete adhimdsa days which have 
elapsed, and the sum of that which remains in the 
other two places is the fraction of the current adhimdsa. 
Dividing the days by 30, they get months. 

Ya kub Ibn Tarik states this method quite correctly. 
We shall, as an example, carry out this computation for 
ourgauge-year. The years of theyfea/̂ a which have elapsed 
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till the moment of the gauge-date are 1,972,948,132. The latter 
We write down this number in three different places, piled to the 
The upper number we multiply by ten, by which it 
gets a cipher more at the right side. The middle 
number we multiply by 2481 and get the product 
4,894,884,315,492. The lower number v/e multiply by Page 222. 
7739, and get the product 15,268,645,593,548. The 
latter two numbers we divide by 9600; thereby we get 
for the middle number as quotient 509,883,782 and a 
remainder of 8292, and for the lower number a quo
tient of 1,590,483,915 and a remainder of 9548. The 
sum of these two remainders is 17,840. This fraction 
(i.e. l̂-g-Vjf) is reckoned as one whole. Thereby the 
sum of the numbers in all three places is raised to 
21,829,849,018, i.e. ctdhimdsa days, plus -̂f-g- day of the 
current adhimdsa day (i.e. which is now in course of 
summing up). 

Eeducing these days to months, we get 727,661,633 
months and a remainder of twenty-eight days, which 
is called Sh-D-D. This is the interval between the 
beginning of the month Caitra, which is not omitted 
in the series of months, and the moment of the vernal 
equinox. 

Further, adding the quotient which we have got for 
the middle number to the years of the kalpa, we get 
the sum of 2,482,831,914. Dividing this number by 7, 
we get the remainder 3. Therefore the sun has, in the 
year in question, entered Aries on a Tuesday. 

The two numbers which are used as multiplicators Explanatory 
for the numbers in the middle and lower places are to latter 
be explained in the following manner :— 

Dividing the civil days of a kcdpa by the solar cycles 
of a kalpa, we get as quotient the number of days which 
compose a year, i.e. Z^S\',^^%\-^^%\%%^' Eeducing this 
fraction by the common divisor of 450,000, we get 
365f|-7ro'- The fraction may be further reduced by 
being divided by 3, but people leave it as it is, in order 
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Simplifica
tion of the 
same 
method. 

Page 223. 

that this fraction and the other fractions which occur 
in the further course of this computation should have 
the same denominator. 

Dividing the universal iXnardtra days by the solar 
years of a kalpa, the quotient is the number of 'dnardtra 
days which belong to a solar year, viz. 5f3-|~|;-§w:T¥"ff 
days. Eeducing this fraction by the common divisor 
of 450,000, we get sa%i) days. The fraction may fur
ther be reduced by being divided by 3. 

The measures of solar and lunar years are about 360 
days, as are also the civil years of sun and moon, the 
one being a little larger, the other a little shorter. The 
one of these measures, the lunar year, is used in this 
computation, whilst the other measure, the solar year, 
is sought for. The sum of the two quotients (of the 
middle and lower number) is the difference between the 
two kinds of years. The upper number is multiplied by 
the sum of the complete days, and the middle and lower 
numbers are multiplied by each of the two fractions. 

If we want to abbreviate the computation, and do 
not, like the Hindus, wish to find the mean motions of 
sun and moon, we add the two multiplicators of the 
middle and lower numbers together. This gives the 
sum of 10,220. 

To this sum we add, for the upper place, the product 
of the divisor x 10 = 96,000, and we get -^Vff--
Eeducing this fraction by the half, we get "-ĵ ^V-

In this chapter (p. 27) we have already explained 
that by multiplying the days by 5311, and dividing 
the product by 172,800, we get the number of the 
adhimdsas. If we now multiply the number of years 
instead of the days, the product is -r^^^j of the product 
which we should get when multiplying by the number 
of days. If we, therefore, want to have the same quotient 
which we get by the first division, we must divide by 
-ŷ -g- of the divisor by which we divided in the first case, 
viz. 480 (for 360 X 480 = 172,800). 
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Similar to this method is that one prescribed by A second 
Pulisa : ' ' Write down the number of the partial months finding the 

, T rf / I T , i 1 i j ' i adhimdsa, 

m two different places. In the one place multiply according to 
it by n i l , and divide the product by 67,500. Sub
tract the quotient from the number in the other place, 
and divide the remainder by 32. The quotient is the 
number of the adhimdsa months, and the fraction in 
the quotient, if there is one, represents that part of an 
ctdhimdsa month which is in course of formation. Mul
tiplying this amount by 30, and dividing the product 
by 32, the quotient represents the days and day-frac
tions of the current adliimdsa month." 

The rationale of this method is the following:— 
If you divide the solar months of a caturyugct by the Explication 

culhimdsa months of a caturyuga, in accordance with the method 
theory of Pulisa, you get as quotient 32-||-;-|ff. If you 
divide the months by this number, you get the com
plete ctdhimdsct months of the past portion of the ccttttr-
yuga or kalpct. Pulisa, however, wanted to divide by 
wholes alone, without any fractions. Therefore he had 
to subtract something from the dividendum, as has 
already been explained in a similar case (p. 36). We 
have found, in applying the computation to our gauge-
year, as the fraction of the divisor, -2,ff "cr.l-fo", which may 
be reduced by being divided by 32. Thereby we get 

1 1 1 1 
6 7 ,5 0 0 * 

Pulisa has, in this calculation, reckoned by the solar 
days into which a date is resolved, instead of by months. 
For he says: " Y o u write this number of days in two Further 
different places. In the one place you multiply it by ĥ mVuUsa. 
271 and divide the product by 4,050,000. The cjuo-
tient you subtract from the number in the other 
place and divide the remainder by 976. The quo
tient is the number of ctdhimdsct months, days, and 
day-fractions." 

Further he says : " The reason of this is, that by 
dividing the days of a caturyitgct by the ctdhimdsa 
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Criticisms 
on the pas
sage from 

months, you get as quotient 976 days and a remainder 
of 104,064. The common divisor for this number and 
for the divisor is 384. Eeducing the fraction thereby, 
we get •^,jyW;-uiTo days." 

Here, however, I suspect either the copyist or the 
translator, for Pulisa was too good a scholar to commit 
similar blunders. The matter is this :— 

Those days which are divided by the ctdhimdsa 
months are of necessity solctr days. The quotient con
tains wholes and fractions, as has been stated. Both 
denominator and numerator have as common divisor the 
number 24. Eeducing the fraction thereby, we get 

4.3 3 6 
6 6 , y 8 9 • 

If we apply this rule to the months, and reduce 
the number of adhimdsa months to fractions, we get 
47,800,000 as denominator. A divisor common to both 
this denominator and its numerator is 16. Eeducing 
the fraction thereby, we get 2-,8"w,Wo-

If we now multiply the number which Pulisa adopts 
as divisor by the just-mentioned common divisor, i.e. 
384, we get the product 1,555,200,000, viz. solar days 
in a caturyitgct. But it is quite impossible that this 
number should, in this part of the calculation, be 
used as a divisor. If we want to base this method on 
the rules of Brahmagupta, dividing the universal solar 
months by the ctdhimdsct months, the result will be, 
according to the method employed by him, double the 
amount of the adhimdsct. 

Method for Further, a similar method may be used for the com-
tation'̂ f̂ the putation of the iXnctrdtrct days. 
Wafra Wri te down the partial lunar days in two different 

places. In the one place, multiply the number by 
50,663, and divide the product by 3,562,220. Sub
tract the quotient from the number in the other 
place, and divide the remainder by 63 without any 
fraction. 

Page 224. I n the further very lengthy speculations of the 

I 
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Hindus there is no use at all, especially as they require 
the ctvctma, i.e. the remainder of the partial ilnardtra, 
for the remainders which we get by the two divisions 
have two different denominators. 

He who is perfectlv acquainted with the preceding Rule how to 
construct a 

rules of resolution will also be able to carry out the chronoiogi-
„ . , . . . » . cal date from 

opposite function, the composition, it a certain amount a certain 
of past days of a kalpa or caturyitgct be given. To berofdays. 
make sure, however, we shall now repeat the necessary verse of the 

•, ahargana. 

rules. 
If we want to find the years, the days being given, 

the latter must necessarily be civil days, i.e. the differ
ence between the lunar days and the ilnardtrct days. 
This difference [i.e. the civil days) stands in the same 
relation to their unctrdtrct as the difference between the 
universal lunar days and the universal ilnctrdtra days, 
viz. 1,577,916,450,000, to the universal iXnardtra days. 
The latter number (-i.e. 1,577,916,450,000) is represented 
by 3,506,481. If we multiply the given days by 55,739, 
and divide the product by 3,506,481, the quotient repre
sents the partial Unardtra days. Adding hereto the civil 
days, we get the number of lunar days, viz. the sum of 
the partial solar and the partial adhimdsa days. These 
lunar days stand in the same relation to the ctdhimdsa 
days which belong to them as the sum of the uni
versal solar and adhimdsa days, viz. 160,299,900,000, 
to the universal adhimdsa days, which number (t.e. 
160,299,900,000) is represented by the number 178,111. 

If you, further, multiply the partial lunar days by 
53I I , and divide the product by 178,111, the quotient 
is the number of the partial adhimdsa days. Subtract
ing them from the lunar days, the remainder is the 
number of solar days. Thereupon you reduce the days 
to months by dividing them by 30, and the months to 
years by dividing them by 12. This is what we want 
to find. 

E.g. the partial civil days which have elapsed up to 
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Application 
of the rule 
to the 
gauge-year. 

Rule for 
the same 
purpose 
given by 
Ya'kub Ibn 
Tarik. 

Explanation 
of the latter 
method. 

Page 225. 

our gauge-year are 720,635,951,963. This number is 
given, and what we want to find is, how many Indian 
years and months are equal to this sum of days. 

Firstj we multiply the number by 55,739, and divide 
the prod uct by 3,506,481. The quotient is 11,45 5,2 24,5 7 5 
iXnardtra days. 

We add this number to the civil days. The sum is 
732,091,176,538 lunar days. We multiply them by 
5 311, and divide the product by 178,111. The quotient 
is the number of ctdhimdsct days, viz. 21,829,849,018. 

We subtract them from the lunar days and get 
the remainder of 710,261,327,520, i.e. partial solar 
days. W e divide these by 30 and get the quotient of 
23,675,377,584, i.e. solar months. Dividing them by 
12, we get Indian years, viz. 1,972,948,132, the same 
number of years of which our gauge-date consists, as we 
have already mentioned in a previous passage. 

Yakub Ibn Tarik has a note to the same effect: 
" Multiply the given civil days by the universal lunar 
days and divide the product by the universal civil 
days. Wri te down the quotient in two different places. 
In the one place multiply the number by the universal 
adhimdsct days and divide the product by the universal 
lunar days. The quotient gives the adhimdsa months. 
Multiply them by 30 and subtract the product from 
the number in the other place. The remainder is the 
number of partial solar days. You further reduce them 
to months and years." 

The rationale of this calculation is the following:— 
We have already mentioned that the given number of 
days are the difference between the lunar days and 
their unctrdtra, as the universal civil days are the dif
ference between the universal lunar days and their 
universal Unardtrct. These two measures stand in a 
constant relation to each other. Therefore we get the 
partial lunar days which are marked in two different 
places. Now, these are equal to the sum of the solar 
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and adhimdsct days, as the general lunar days are equal 
to the sum of universal solar days and universal ctdhi
mdsa days. Therefore the partial and the universal 
adhimdsct days stand in the same relation to each other 
as the two numbers written in two different places, there 
being no difference, whether they both mean months 
or days. 

The following rule of Ya'kub for the computation of Ya'kuVs: 
° ^ • C I - • method for 

the partial unaratra days by means of the partial adhi- the compu-
1 • f 1 • -n 1 • P I - tationofthe 

masct months is found m all the manuscripts of his partial iima-
. ratra days. 

book:— 
"The past adhimdsa, together with the fractions of the 

current adhimdsa, are multiplied by the universal iXna
rdtra days, and the product is divided by the universal 
solar months. The quotient is added to the adhimdsa. 
The sum is the number of the past imctrdtras." 

This rule does not, as I think, show that its author Criticism 
knew the subject thoroughly, nor that he had much 
confidence either in analogy or experiment. For the 
ctdhimdsa months which have passed of the cctturyitga 
up to our gauge-date are, according to the theory of 
Pulisa, 1,196,525^i-|-(^^. Multiplying this number by 
the itnardtrct of the caturyuga, we get the product 
30,oii,6oo,o68,426y^-2V Dividing this number by the 
solar months, we get the quotient 578,927. Adding 
this to the ctdhimdsct, we get the sum 1,775,452. And 
this is not what we wanted to find. On the contrary, 
the number of iXnardtra days is 18,835,700. Nor is 
the product of the multiplication of this number by 30 
that which we wanted to find. On the contrary, it 
is 53,263,560. Both numbers are far«»away from the 
truth. 
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GHAPTEE LIII. 

ON THE AHAEGANA, OE THE RESOF.UTION OF YEAES INTO 

MONTHS, ACCOEDING TO SPECIAL RULES WHICH AEE 

ADOPTED IN THE CALENDARS FOE CEETAIN DATES 

OE MOMENTS OF TIME. 

Method of 
ahargana, as 
applied' to 
special 
dates. 

Method of 
the Khan-
dakhad-
yaka. 

NOT all the eras which in the calendars are resolved 
into days have epochs falling at such moments of time 
when just an adhimdsct or iXnardtrct happens to be com
plete. Therefore the authors of the calendars require 
for the calculation of ctdhimdsa and ilnctrdtra certain 
numbers which either must be added or subtracted if 
the calculation is to proceed in good order. We shall 
communicate to the reader whatever of these rules we 
happened to learn by the study of their calendars or 
astronomical handbooks. 

First, we mention the rule of the Khanclakhddyaka, 
because this calendar is the best known of all, and pre
ferred by the astronomers to all others. 

Brahmagupta says : " Take the year of the Sctkctkdla, 
subtract therefrom 587, multiply the remainder by 12, 
and add to the product the complete months which have 
elapsed of the year in question. Multiply the sum by 
30, and add to the product the days which have elapsed 
of the current month. The sum represents the partial 
solar days. 

" Write down this number in three different places. 
Add 5 both to the middle and lower numbers, and 
divide the lowest one by 14,945. Subtract the quotient 
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from the middle number, and disregard the remainder 
which you have got by the division. Divide the middle 
number by 976. The quotient is the number of com
plete adhimdsa months, and the remainder is that which 
has elapsed of the current adhimdsa month. 

" Multiply these months by 30, and add the product 
to the upper number. The sum is the number of the 
partial lunar days. Let them stand in the upper place, 
and write the same number in the middle place. Mul
tiply it by I I , and add thereto 497. Write this sum 
in the lower place. Then divide the sum by 111,573. 
Subtract the quotient from the middle number, and dis
regard the remainder (which you get by the division). 
Further, divide the middle number by 703, and the 
quotient represents the unardtrct days, the remainder 
the avamas. Subtract the ilnctrdtra days from the upper 
number. The remainder is the number of civil days." Page 226. 

This is the ctharganct of the Khctndiakhddyctka. Divid
ing the number by 7, the remainder indicates the week
day on which the date in question falls. 

We exemplifv this rule in the case of our gauefe-vear. Application 
^ •{ / . ° ° "̂  of this 

The corresponding year of the Sctkakdla is 953. W e method to 
subtract therefrom 587, and get the remainder 366. year. 
We multiply it by the product of 12 x 30, since the 
date is without months and days. The product is 
131.760, i.e. solar days. 

We write down this number in three different places. 
We add 5 to the middle and lower numbers, whereby 
we get 131,765 in both places. We divide the lower 
number by 14,945. The quotient is 8, which we sub
tract from the middle number, and here we get the 
remainder 131,757. Then we disregard the remainder 
in which the division has resulted. 

Further, we divide the middle number by 976. The 
quotient 134 represents the number of months. There 
is besides a remainder of f f f. Multiplying the months 
by 30, we get the product 4020, which we add to the 
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Method of 
t h e Arabic 
book Al-
arkand. 

solar days. Thereby we get lunar days, viz. 135,780. 
We write down this number below the three numbers, 
multiply it by I I , and add 497 to the product. Thus 
we get the sum 1,494,077. We write this number 
below the four numbers, and divide it by 111,573. The 
quotient is 13, and the remainder, i.e. 43,628, is dis
regarded. We subtract the quotient from the middle 
number. Thus we get the remainder, 1,494,064. We 
divide it by 703. The quotient is 2125, and the re
mainder, i.e. ctvctma, is i f f . W e subtract the quotient 
from the lunar days, and get the remainder 133,655. 
These are the civil days which we want to find. Divid
ing them by 7, we get 4 as remainder. Therefore the 
1st of the month Caitra of the gauge-year falls on a 
Wednesday. 

The epoch of the era of Yazdajird precedes the epoch 
of this era (v. era nr. 5, p. 7) by 11,968 days. There
fore the sum of the days of the era of Yazdajird up to 
our gauge-date is 145,623 days. Dividing them by the 
Persian year and months, we get as the.corresponding 
Persian date the yectr of Yazdajird 399, the i8th Isfan-
ddrmadh. Before the ctdhimdsa month becomes com
plete with 30 days, there must still elapse five ghctti, 
i.e. two hours. In consequence, the year is a leap year, 
and Caitra is the month which is reckoned twice in it. 

The following is the method of the canon or calendar 
Al-arkand, according to a bad translat ion: " I f you 
want to know the Arkctnd, i.e. ahargana, take 90, mul
tiply it by 6, add to the product 8, and the years of 
the realm of Sindh, i.e. the time till the month Safar, 
A.H. 117, which corresponds to the Caitra of the year 
109. Subtract therefrom 587, and the remainder re
presents the years of the Shakh. 

An easier method is the following : " Take the com
plete years of the Aera Yctzdagirdi, and subtract there
from 33. The remainder represents the years of the 
Shctkh. Or you may also begin with the original ninety 
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years of the Arkand. Multiply them by 6, and add 14 
to the product. Add to the sum the years of the Aera 
Yazdajirdi, and subtract therefrom 5 87. The remainder 
represents the years of the Shakh." 

I believe that the here-mentioned Shctkh is identical Critical 
with Saka. However, the result of this calculation does latter 
not lead us to the Sctka era,, but to the Gupta era, which 
here is resolved into days. If the author of the Arkand 
began with 90, multiplied them by 6, added thereto 8, 
which would give 548, and did not change this number 
by an increase of years, the matter would come to the 
same result, and would be more easy and simple. 

The first of the month Safar, which the author of the 
latter method mentions, coincides with the eighth Daimah 
of the year 103 of Yazdajird. Therefore he makes the Page 227. 
month Caitra depend upon the new moon of Daimah. 
However, the Persian months have since that time been 
in advance of real time, because the day-quarters (after 
the 365 complete days) have no longer been inter
calated. According to the author, the era of the realm 
of Sindh which he mentions must precede the era of 
Yazdajird by six years. Accordingly, the years of 
this era for our gauge-year would be 405. These 
together with the years of the Arkand, with which the 
author begins, viz. 548, represent the sum of 953 years 
as the year of the Sctkctkdla. By the subtraction of 
that amount which the author has mentioned, it is 
changed into the corresponding year of the Gupta-
kdla. 

The other details of this method of resolution or 
aharganct are identical with those of the method of the 
Khandctkhddyakct, as we have described it. Sometimes 
you find in a manuscript such a reading as prescribes 
the division by lOOO instead of by 976, but this is 
simply a mistake of the manuscripts, as such a method 
is without any foundation. 

Next follows the method of Vijayanandin in his 
VOL. II. D 
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Method of 
t he canon 
Karanati-
laka. 

Application 
of this 
metliod to 
the gauge-
year. 

canon called KctrwncttilcdxXt: " Take the years of the 
Sakakala, subtract therefrom 888, multiply the re
mainder by 12, and add to the product the complete 
months of the current year which have elapsed. Wri te 
down the sum in two different places. Multiply the 
one number by 900, add 661 to the product, and divide 
the sum by 29,282. The quotient represents adhimdsa 
months. Add it to the number in the second place, 
multiply the sum by 30, and add to the product the 
days which have elapsed of the current month. The 
sum represents the lunar days. Wri te down this num
ber in two different places. Multiply the one number 
by 3300, add to the product 64,106, divide the sum by 
210,902. The quotient represents the iXnardtra days, 
and the remainder the ctvctmas. Subtract the iXnardtra 
days from the lunar days. The remainder is the cthar
gana, being reckoned from midnight as the beginning." 

We exemplify this method in the use of our gauge-
year. We subtract from the corresponding year of the 
Sakakala (953) 888, and there remains 65. This num
ber of years is equal to 780 months. We write down 
this number in two different places. In the one place 
we multiply it by 900, add thereto 661, and divide the 
product by 29,282. The quotient gives 23ff^|-|- adhi
mdsa months. 

The multiplicator is 30. By being multiplied by it, 
the months are changed into days. The product, how
ever, is again multiplied by 30. The divisor is the pro
duct of the multiplication of 976 plus the following 
fraction by 30, the effect of which is that both numbers 
belong to the same kind {i.e. that both represent days). 
Further, we add the resulting number of months to 
those months which we have previously found. By 
multiplying the sum by 30, we get the product of 
24,060 {read 24,090), i.e. lunar days. 

We write them down in two different places. The 
one number we multiply by 3300 and get the product 
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79,398,000 {rectd 79,497,000). Adding thereto 64,106 
(i^ead 69,601), we get the sum 79,462,104 (orad 
79,566,601). By dividing it by 210,902, we get the 
quotient T/^G (rectd 307), i.e. unardtra days, and a re
mainder of-J-f-ff-g-f (rectd -aW/oV)' *-̂ - 't̂ ® avctmas. We 
subtract the iXnardtra days from the lunar days, 
written in the second place, and the remainder is 
the civil ctha,rganct, i.e. the sum of the civil days, viz. 
23,684 (read 23,713). 

The method of the Po,ncct-Sid,dhdntikd of Varahami- Method̂ of 
hira is the following : " Take the years of the Sakakdlcc, siddhdntikd. 
subtract therefrom 427. Change the remainder into 
months by multiplying it by 12. Wri te down that 
number in two different places. Multiply the one 
number by 7 and divide the product by 228. The 
quotient is the number of ctdhimdsa months. Add 
them to the number written down in the second place, 
multiply the sum by 30, and add to the product the 
days which have elapsed of the current month. Wri te 
down the sum in two different places. Multiply the 
lower number by i i , add to the product 514, and divide page 228. 
the sum by 703. Subtract the quotient from the num
ber written in the upper place. The remainder you 
get is the number of the civil days." 

This, Varahamihira says, is the method of the Sid-
dhanta of the Greeks. 

We exemplify this method in one of our gauge-years. Application 
From the years of the Sakakala we subtract 427. The me*thodto 
remainder, i.e. 526 years, is equal to 6312 months, yeir"^^' 
The corresponding number of adhimdsct months is 193 
and a remainder of ^f. The sum of these months 
together with the other months is 6505, which are equal 
to 195,150 lunar days. 

The additions which occur in this method are required 
on account of the fractions of time which adhere to the 
epoch of the era in question. The multiplication by 7 is 
for the purpose of reducing the number to seventh parts. 
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Method of 
the Arabic 
canon 
Al-harkan. 

The divisor is the number of sevenths of the time of 
one ctdhimdsa, which he reckons as 32 months, 17 days, 
8 ghati, and about 34 cashctkct. 

Further, we write down the lunar days in two diffe
rent places. The lower number we multiply by 11, 
and add to the product 514. The sum is 2,147,164. 
Dividing it by 703, we get the quotient 3054, i.e. the 
Unardtra days, and a remainder of fff . W e subtract 
the days from the number in the second place, and 
get the remainder 192,096, i.e. the civil days of the 
date on which we base the chronological computations 
of this book. 

The theory of Varahamihira comes very near that of 
Brahmagupta; for here the fraction at the end of the 
number of the adhimdsa days of the gauge-date is J-f, 
whilst in the calculations which we have made, starting 
from the beginning of the kctlpct, we found it to be \%^, 
which is nearly equal to W (cf. p. 29). 

In a Muhammadan canon or calendar called the canon 
Al-hctrkctn we find the same method of calculation, but 
applied to and starting from another era, the epoch of 
which must fall 40,081 (days) after that of the era of 
Yazdajird. According to this book, the beginning of the 
Indian year falls on Sunday the 21st of Daimah of the 
year n o of Yazdajird. The method may be tested in 
the following manner :— 

" Take seventy-two years, change them into months 
by multiplying themi by 12, which gives the product 
864. Add thereto the months which have elapsed 
between the is t of Sha'ban of the year 197, and the 
1st of the month in which you happen to be. Wri te 
down the sum in two different places. Multiply the 
lower number by 7 and divide the product by 228. 
Add the quotient to the upper number and multiply 
the sum by 30. Add to the product the number of 
days which have elapsed of the month in which you 
are. Wri te down this number in two different places. 
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Add 38 to the lower number and multiply the sum by 
I I . Divide the product by 703, and subtract the quo
tient from the upper number. The remainder in the 
upper place is the number of the civil days, and the 
remainder in the lower place is the number of the 
avctmas. Add i to the number of days and divide the 
sum by 7. The remainder shows the day of the week 
on which the date in question falls." 

This method would be correct if the months of the 
seventy-two years with which the calculation begins 
were lunar. However, they are solar months, in which 
nearly twenty-seven months must be intercalated, 
so that these seventy-two years are more than 864 
months. 

We shall again exemplify this method in the case of Application 
our gauge-date, i.e. the beginning of Eabi' I., A.ii. 422. method to 
Between the above-mentioned ist of Sha'ban and the datê "̂̂ ^ 
latter date there have elapsed 2695 months. Adding 
these to the number of months adopted by the author 
of the method (864), you get the sum of 3559 months. 
Wri te down this number in two places. Multiply 
the one by 7, and divide the product by 228. The 
quotient represents the ctdhimdsa months, viz. 109. Rage 229. 
Add them to the number in the other place, and you 
get the sum 3668. Multiply it by 30, and you get the 
product 110,040. Write down this number in two 
different places. Add to the lower number 38, and 
you get 110,078. Multiply it by 11 and divide the 
product by 703. The quotient is 1722 and a remain
der of 292, i.e. the ctvctmas. Subtract the quotient from 
the upper number, and the remainder, 108,318, repre
sents the civil days. 

This method is to be amended in the following way : Emendation 
You must know that between the epoch of the era here method. 
used and the first of Sha'ban, here adopted as a date, 
there have elapsed 25,958 days, i.e. 876 Arabic months, 
or seventy-three years and two months. If we further 
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add to this number the months which have elapsed 
between that is t Sha'ban and the ist Eabi ' I . of the 
gauge-year, we get the sum of 3571, and, together with 
the adhimdsa months, 3680 months, i.e. 110,400 days. 
The corresponding number of unardtra days is 1727, 
and a remainder of 319 avamas. Subtracting these 
days, we get the remainder 108,673. If we now sub
tract I and divide the remainder by 7, the computation 
is correct, for the remainder is 4, i.e. the day of the 
gauge-date is a Wednesday, as has above (p. 48) been 
stated. 

Method of The method of Durlabha, a native of Multan, is the 
Durlabha of . 

Multan. following :—He takes 848 years and adds thereto the 
Laukika-kala. The sum is the Sakakala. He subtracts 
therefrom 854, and changes the remainder of years into 
months. He writes them down together with the past 
months of the current year in three different places. 
The lower number he multiplies by y/, and divides 
the product by 69,120. The quotient he subtracts 
from the middle number, doubles the remainder, and 
adds thereto 29. The sum he divides by 65, so as to 
get adhimdsct months. He adds them to the upper 
number and multiplies the sum by 30. He writes 
down the product together with the past days of the 
current month in two different places. He multiplies 
the lower number by 11 and adds to the product 686. 
The sum he writes underneath. He divides it by 
403,963, and adds the quotient to the middle number. 
He divides the sum by 703. The quotient represents 
the unctrdtra days. He subtracts them from the upper 
number. The remainder is the civil aharganct, i.e. the 
sum of the civil days of the date in question. 

We have already in a former place mentioned the 
outlines of this method. After the author, Durlabha, 
had adopted it for a particular date, he made some 
additions, whilst the bulk of it is unchanged. How
ever, the Karanasara forbids introducing any innovations 

• 
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which in the method of ahargana deviate to some other 
process. Unfortunately that which we possess of the 
book is badly translated. Wha t we are able to quote 
from it is the following :—• 

He subtracts 821 from the years of the Sakakala. 
The remainder is the basis. This would be the year 
132 for our gauge-year. He writes down this number 
in three different places. He multiplies the first num
ber by 132 degrees. The product gives the number 
17,424 for our gauge-date. He multiplies the second 
number by 46 minutes, and gets the product 6072. 
He multiplies the third number by 34, and gets the 
product 4488. He divides it by 50, and the quotient 
represents minutes, seconds, &c., viz. 89' ^6". Then 
he adds to the sum of degrees in the upper place 
112, changing the seconds to minutes, the minutes to 
degrees, the degrees to circles. Thus he gets 48 circles 
358° 4 1 ' 46 ' ' . This is the mean place of the moon when 
the sun enters Aries. • 

Further, he divides the degrees of the mean place of 
the moon by 12. The quotient represents days. The 
remainder of the division he multiplies by 60, and adds 
thereto the minutes of the mean place of the moon. He 
divides the sum by 12, and the cjuotient represents Page 230. 
ghatis and minor portions of time. Thus we get 27° 
23 ' 29", i.e. ctdhimdsa days. No doubt this number 
represents the past portion of the adhimdsa month, 
which is at present in the course of formation. 

The author, in regard to the manner in which the 
measure of the ctdhimdsa month is found, makes the 
following remark:— 

He divides the lunar number which we have men
tioned, viz. 132° 46' 34", by 12. Thereby he gets as 
the portio anni 11° 3 ' 52' 50'", and as the portio mensis 
0° 55' 19'' 24" ' lO'''. By means of the latter portio he 
computes the duration of the t ime in which 30 days 
sum up as 2 years, 8 months, 16 days, 4 ghati, 45 
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cashaka. Then he multiplies the basis by 29 and gets 
the product 3828. He adds thereto 20, and divides 
the sum by 36. The quotient represents the 'dnardtra 
days, viz. io6f. 

However, as I have not been able to find the proper 
explanation of this method, I simply give it as I find 
it, but I must remark that the amount of unctrdtrct 
days which corresponds to a single ad,himdsct month is 
T r 7 8 8 7 
^ J 1 0 6 2 2 -
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C H A P T E E LIV. 

ON THE COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN PLACES OF THE 

PLANETS. 

I F we know the number of cycles of the planets in a General 
kalpct or caturyuga, and further know how many cycles the deter-
have elapsed at a certain moment of time, we also the mean 
know that the sum-total of the days of the kalpct or planet at 
ccduryuga stands in the same relation to the sum-total tî e^^^ " 
of the cycles as the past days of the kalpa or cctturyugct 
to the corresponding amount of planetary cycles. The 
most generally used method is this :— 

The past days of the kalpa or caturyuga are multi
plied by the cycles of the planet, or of its apsis, or of its 
node which it describes in a kalpct or caturyugct. The 
product is divided by the sum-total of the days of the 
kctlpa or cctturyuga accordingly as you reckon by the 
one or the other. The quotient represents complete 
cycles. These, however, because not wanted, are dis
regarded. 

The remainder which you get by the division is mul
tiplied by 12, and the product is divided by the sum-
total of the days of either kalpa or caturyuga by which 
we have already once divided. The quotient repre
sents signs of the ecliptic. The remainder of this divi
sion is multiplied by 30, and the product divided by 
the same divisor. The quotient represents degrees. 
The remainder of this division is multiplied by 60, 
and is divided by the same divisor. The quotient 
represents minutes. 
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Method of 
Pulisa for 
the same 
purpose. 

Explana
tory notes 
thereon. 

This kind of computation may be continued if we 
want to have seconds and minor values. The quotient 
represents the place of that planet according to its 
mean motion, or the place of that apsis or that node 
which we wanted to find. 

The same is also mentioned by Pulisa, but his 
method differs, as follows:—" After having found 
the com]3lete cycles which have elapsed at a cer
tain moment of time, he divides the remainder by 
131,493,150. The quotient represents the mean signs 
of the ecliptic. 

" T h e remainder is divided by 4,383,105. The quo
tient represents degrees. The fourfold of the remainder 
is divided by 292,207. The quotient represents minutes. 
The remainder is multiplied by 60 and the product 
divided by the last-mentioned divisor. The quotient 
represents seconds. 

" This calculation may be continued, so as to give 
third parts, fourth parts, and minor values. The quo
tient thus found is the mean place of the planet which 
we want to find." 

The fact is that Pulisa was obliged to multiply the 
remainder of the cycles by 12, and to divide the pro-^ 
duct by the days of a cctturyugct, because his whole 
computation is based on the cctturyuga. But instead 
of doing this, he divided by the quotient which you 
get if you divide the number of days of a caturyuga by 
12. This quotient is the first number he mentions, viz. 
131,493,150. 

Further, he was obliged to multiply the remainder 
of the signs of the ecliptic by 30, and to divide the 
product by the first divisor; but instead of doing this, 
he divided by the quotient which you get if you divide 
the first number by 30. This quotient is the second 
number, viz. 4,383,105. 

According to the same analogy, he wanted to divide 
the remainder of the degrees by the quotient which 
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you get if you divide the second number by 60. How
ever, making this division, he got as quotient 73,051 
and a remainder of f. Therefore he multiplied the 
whole by 4, in order that the fractions should be raised 
to wholes. For the same reason he also multiplies 
the following remainder by 4 ; but when he did not 
get wholes, as has been indicated, he returned to mul
tiplying by 60. Page 231. 

If we apply this method to a kalpa according to the 
theory of Brahmagupta, the first number, by which the 
remainder of the cycles is divided, is 131,493,037,500. 
The second number, by which the remainder of the 
signs of the ecliptic is divided, is 4,383,101,250. The 
third number, by which the remainder of the degrees 
is divided, is 73,051,687. In the remainder which we 
get by this division there is the fraction of ^. There
fore we take the double of the number, viz. 146,103,375, 
and we divide by it the double of the remainder of 
minutes. 

Brahmagupta, however, does not reckon by the kalpa Erahma-
and caturyuga, on account of the enormous sums of piies this 
their days, but prefers to them the kaliyugct, in order tiiekaiiyuga 
to facilitate the calculation. Applying the preceding g'̂ rsnTIue'r 
method of aharga,na to the precise date of the kaliyugct, 
we multiply its sum of days by the star-cycles of a 
kalpa. To the product we add the bctsis, i.e. the remain
ing cycles which the planet had at the beginning of 
the kaliyuga. W e divide the sum by the civil days 
of the kctliyuga, viz. 157,791,645. The quotient repre
sents the complete cycles of the planet, which are dis
regarded. 

The remainder we compute in the above-described 
manner, and thereby we find the mean place of the 
planet. 

The here-mentioned bctses are the following for the 
single p lane ts :— 
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For Mars, 4,308,768,000. 
For Mercury, 4,288,896,000. 
For Jupiter, 4,313,520,000. 
For Venus, 4,304,448,000. 
For Saturn, 4,305,312,000. 
For the Sun's apsis, 933,120,000. 
For the Moon's apsis, 1,505,952,000. 
For the ascending node, 1,838,592,000 (v. the notes). 
At the same moment, i.e. at the beginning of the kali

yuga, sun and moon stood according to their mean 
motion in 0° of Aries, and there was neither a plus nor 
a minus consisting of an ctdhimdsa month or of Una
rdtra days. 

I n the above-mentioned cctnones or calendars we find 
^kiutdji^l'!"'' 'the following method :—" The ahargctna, i.e. the sum of 
uk'aVld the days of the date, is, for each planet respectively, 

multiplied by a certain number, and the product is 
divided by another number. The quotient represents 
complete cycles and fractions of cycles, according to 
mean motion. Sometimes the computation becomes 
perfect simply by this multiplication and division. 
Sometimes, in order to get a perfect result, you are 
compelled once more to divide by a certain number 
the days of the date, either such as they are, or multi
plied by some number. The quotient must then be 
combined with the result obtained in the first place. 

Sometimes, too, certain numbers are adopted, as e.g. 
the basis, which must either be added or subtracted for 
this purpose, in order that the mean motion at the 
beginning of the era should be computed as beginning 
with 0° of Aries. This is the method of the books 
Khctndctkhddyctkct and Karctnatilctka. However, the 
author of the Karanasdra computes the mean places of 
the planets for the vernal equinox, and reckons the 
ahargana from this moment. But these methods are 
very subtle, and are so numerous, that none of them has 
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obtained any particular authority. Therefore we refrain 
from reproducing them, as this would detain us too long 
and be of no use. 

The other methods of the computation of the mean 
places of the planets and similar calculations have 
nothing to do with the subject of the present book. 
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C H A P T E E LV. 

ON THE ORDER OP THE PLANETS, THEIE DISTANCES 

AND SIZES. 

Traditional 
view on the 
sun being 
below the 
moon. 

Popular 
notions of 
astronomy. 

Page 232. 

W H E N speaking of the lokas, we have already given a 
quotation from the Vishnu-Purdna and from the com
mentary of Patafijali, according to which the place of 
the sun is in the order of the planets below that of the 
moon. This is the traditional view of the Hindus. 
Compare in particular the following passage of the 
Matsyct-Purdna:— 

" The distance of heaven from the earth is equal to 
the radius of the earth. The sun is the lowest of all 
planets. Above him there is the moon, and above 
the moon are the lunar stations and their stars. 
Above them is Mercury, then follow Venus, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturn, the Great Bear, and above it the pole. 
The pole is connected with the heaven. The stars can
not be counted by man. Those who impugn this view 
maintain that the moon at conjunction becomes hidden 
by the sun, as the light of the lamp becomes invisible 
in the light of the sun, and she becomes more visible 
the more she moves away from the sun." 

We shall now give some quotations from the books 
of this school relating to the sun, the moon, and the 

. stars, and we shall combine herewith the views of the 
astronomers, although of the latter we have only a very 
slender knowledge. 

The Vdyu-Purdna says: " The sun has globular 
shape, fiery nature, and lOOO rays, by which he attracts 
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the water ; 400 of these are for the rain, 300 for the Quotations 
-, p j_i • , , f™n̂  Vdyu-

snow, and. 3 00 tor the air. Purdna. 
In another passage it says : " Some of them (i.e. the 

rays) are for this purpose, that the devas should live in 
bliss; others for the purpose that men should live in 
comfort, whilst others are destined for the fathers." 

I n another passage the author of the Vdyu-Purdna 
divides the rays of the sun over the six seasons of the 
year, saying: " T h e sun illuminates the earth in that 
third of the year which commences with 0° of Pisces 
by 300 rays ; he causes rain in the following third by 
400 rays, and he causes cold and snow in the remain
ing third by 300 rays." 

Another passage of the same book runs as follows : 
" The rays of the sun and the wind raise the water 
from the sea to the sun. Now, if the water dropped 
down from the sun, it would be hot. Therefore the sun 
hands the water over to the moon, that it should drop 
down from the moon cold, and thus refresh the world." 

Another passage: " The heat of the sun and his 
light are one-fourth of the heat and the light of the fire. 
In the north, the sun falls into the water during the 
n igh t ; therefore he becomes red." 

Another passage : " I n the beginning there were the 
earth, water, wind, and heaven. Then Brahman per
ceived sparks under the earth. He brought them forth 
and divided them into three parts. One third of them 
is the common fire, which requires wood and is extin
guished by water. Another third is the sun, and the 
last third is the lightning. In the animals, too, there is 
fire, which cannot be extinguished by water. The sun 
attracts the water, the lightning shines through the 
rain, but the fire in the animals is distributed over the 
moist substances by which they nourish themselves." 

The Hindus seem to believe that the heavenly bodies 
nourish themselves by the vapours, which also Aris
totle mentions as the theory of certain people. Thus 
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On the 
nature of 
the stars. 

Quotation 
from the 
Vishnu-
Dharma. 

the author of the Vishnu-Dharma explains that " the 
sun nourishes the moon and the stars. If the sun did 
not exist, there would not be a star, nor angel, nor man." 

The Hindus believe regarding the bodies of all the 
stars that they have a globular shape, a watery essence, 
and that they do not shine, whilst the sun aloft is of fiery 
essence, self-shining, and per accidens illuminates other 
stars when they stand opposite to him. They reckon, ac
cording to eyesight, among the stars also such luminous 
bodies as in reality are not stars, but the lights into 
which those men have been metamorphosed who have 
received eternal reward from God, and reside in the 
height of heaven on thrones of crystal. The Vishnit-
Dhctrma says : " The stars are watery, and the rays of 
the sun illuminate them in the night. Those who by 
their pious deeds have obtained a j)lace in the height 
sit there on their thrones, and, when shining, they are 
reckoned among the stars." 

All the stars are called tdra, which word is derived 
from tarana, i.e. the passage. The idea is that those 
saints have pctssed through the wicked world and have 
reached bliss, and that the stars pass through heaven in 
a circular motion. The word nakshatrct is limited to 
the stars of the lunar stations. As, however, all of 
these are called fixed stars, the word nakshatra also 
applies to all the fixed stars ; for it means not increas
ing and not decreasing. I for my part am inclined to 
think that this increasing and decreasing refers to their 
number and to the distances of the one from the other, 
but the author of the last-mentioned book (Vishnu-
Dharm,ct) combines it with their light. For he adds, 
" a s the moon increases and decreases." 

Further, there is a passage in the same book where 
Markandeya says : " The stars which do not perish be
fore the end of the kalpct are equal to a nikharvct, i.e. 
100,000,000,000. The number of those which fall down 
before the end of a kalpct is unknown. Only he can 
know it who dwells in the height during a kctlpct." 
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Vajra spoke : " 0 Markandeya, thou hast lived during 
six kalpas. This is thy seventh kctlpct. Therefore why 
dost thou not know them ? " 

He answered : " If they always remained in the same 
condition, not changing as long as they exist, I should 
not be ignorant of them. However, they perpetually 
raise some pious man and bring another down to the 
earth. Therefore I do not keep them in my memory." 

Eegarding the diameters of sun and moon and their onthedia-
shadows the Mcttsyct-Purdna says: " The diameter of tiie planets. 
the body of the sun is 9000 yojctncts; the diameter of 
the moon is the double of it, and the apsis is as much 
as the two together." 

The same occurs in the Vdyu-Purdna, except that it 
says with regard to the apsis that it is equal to the sun 
when it is with the sun, and that it is equal to the 
moon when it is with the moon. 

Another author says : " The apsis is 50,000 yojanas.'^ 
Eegarding the diameters of the planets the Matsya-

Purdna says: " T h e circumference of Venus is one-
sixteenth of the circumference of the moon, that of Page 233. 
Jupi ter three-fourths of the circumference of Venus, 
that of Saturn or Mars three-fourths of that of Jupiter, 
that of Mercury three-fourths of that of Mars." 

The same statement is also found in the Vdyu-Purdna. 
The same two books fix the circumference of the onthecir-

great fixed stars as equal to that of Mercury. The next of the fixed 
smaller class have a circumference of 500 yojanas, the 
following classes 400, 300, and 200. But there are no 
fixed stars with a smaller circumference than 150 yojctncts. 

Thus the Vdyu-Purdna. But the Matsya-Pitrdnct 
says : " The next following classes have a circumference 
of 400, 300, 200, and 100 yojctnas. But there is no fixed 
star with less circumference than a half yojanaJ' 

The latter statement, however, looks suspicious to 
me, and is perhaps a fault in the manuscript. 

The author of Vishnu-Dharma says, relating the 
VOL. II. E 
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words of Markandeya: " Abhijit, the Falling Eag le ; 
Ard,rd, the Sirius Yemenicus; Bohini, or Aldabaran; 
Punarvasu, i.e. the Two Heads of the Twins; Pushya, 
Bevctti, Agastya or Canopus, the Great Bear, the master 
of Vdyu, the master of Ahirbudhnyct, and the master 
of Vctsishtha, each of these stars has a circumfer
ence of five yojanas. All the other stars have each 
only a circumference of four yojctnas. I do not know 
those stars, the distance of which is not measurable. 
They have a circumference between four yojctnas and 
two kitroh, i.e. two miles. Those which have less cir
cumference than two kuroh are not seen by men, but 
only by the devas.'" 

The Hindus have the following theory regarding the 
magnitude of the stars, which is not traced back to any 
known authority : " T h e diameters of the sun and moon 
are each 6"/ yojctncts; that of the apsis is lOO ; that of 
Venus lo, of Jupiter 9, of Saturn 8, of Mars 7, of Mer
cury 7." 

[Views of This is all we have been able to learn of the confused 
astronoiners notious of the Hiudus regarding these subjects. W e 
subjectr"̂ '̂  shall now pass on to the views of the Hindu astro

nomers with whom we agree regarding the order of the 
planets and other topics, viz. that the sun is the middle 
of the planets, Saturn and the moon their two ends, 
and that the fixed stars are above the planets. Some 
of these things have already been mentioned in the 
preceding chapters. 

Varahamihira says in the book Sctmhitd : " The moon 
is always below the sun, who throws his rays upon her, 
and lits up the one half of her body, whilst the other 
half remains dark and shadowy like a pot which you 
place in the sunshine. The one half which faces the 
sun is lit up, whilst the other half which does not face 
it remains dark. The moon is watery in her essence, 
therefore the rays which fall on her are reflected, as 
they are reflected from the water and the mirror towards 

Quotation 
from the 
Samhitd of 
Varahami
hira, chap. 
iv. 1-3. 
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the wall. If the moon is in conjunction with the sun, 
the white part of her turns towards the sun, the black 
part towards us. Then the white part sinks downward 
towards us slowly, as the sun marches away from the 
moon." 

Every educated man among the Hindu theologians, 
and much more so among their astronomers, believes 
indeed that the moon is below the sun, and even below 
all the planets. 

The only Hindu traditions we have regarding the Ya'kub ibn 
distances of the stars are those mentioned by Ya'kub IfsiSiceŝ o/ 
Ibn Tarik in his book. The Composition of the Spheres, ^^^ '̂ '''''" 
and he had drawn his information from the well-known 
Hindu scholar who, A.ii. 161, accompanied an embassy 
to Bagdad. First, he gives a metrological s ta tement : 
" A finger is equal to six barleycorns which are put 
one by the side of the other. An arm (yard) is equal to 
twenty-four fingers. Kfarsakh is equal to 16,000 yards." 

Here, however, we must observe that the Hindus do 
not know the farsakh, tha t it is, as we have already 
explained, equal to one half a yojctna. 

Further, Ya'kub says : " The diameter of the earth is 
2100 farsakh, its circumference 6$g6^-^ farsakh.'" 

On this basis he has computed the distances of the 
planets as we exhibit them in the following table. 

However, this statement regarding the size of the Puiisaand 
earth is by no means generally agreed to by all the guptaoii 
Hindus. So, e.g. Pulisa reckons its diameter as 1600 subjet™*' 
yojctnas, aud i t s circumference as 5026-^-4 yojctncts, whilst 
Brahmagupta reckons the former as 1581 yojctnas, and 
the latter as 5000 yojctnas. 

If we double these numbers, they ought to be equal to 
the numbers of Ya'kub ; but this is not the case. Now 
the yard and the mile are respectively identical accord
ing to the measurement both of us and of the Hindus. 
According to our computation the radius of the earth is 
3184 miles. Eeckoning, according to the custom of our 
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country, i fctisctkh —-^ miles, we get 6'/2Sfarsctkh; and 
reckoning i farsctkh = 16,000 yards, as is mentioned by 

'Page 234. Yakub, we get ^046 fctrsctkh. Eeckoning i yojana = 
32,000 yards, we get 2523 yojanas. 

Distances of The following table is borrowed from the book of 
t he planets ^7- ti AT T I T-A -I 

frointhe YaKUD iDn iariK :— 
centre ofthe 
earth, and 
the i r dia
meters , ac
cording to 
Yaki ib Ibn 
Tarik. 
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Their distances from the 
centre of the earth, and their 

diameters. 

Radius of the ea r th 
The smallest d is tance . 
The middle d is tance 
The grea tes t dis tance . 

Diameter of t h e moon 

The smallest d is tance . 
The middle d is tance 
The grea tes t d is tance . 

Diamete r of Mercury 

The smallest d is tance . 
The middle distance . . 
The greates t d is tance . 

Diameter of Venus 
The smallest dis tance . 
The middle d is tance 
The greates t d is tance . 

Diameter of the Sun . 
The smallest d is tance . 
The middle dis tance 
The greates t d is tance 

Diameter of Mars 

The smallest d is tance . 
The middle distance 
The grea tes t distance . 

Diameter of Jup i t e r . 

The smallest dis tance . 
The middle dis tance 
The grea tes t dis tance . 

Diameter of Saturn . 

The radius of t h e outside 
The radius of the inside 
I ts circumference from 

t h e outside 

The conventional 
measures of the 

distances, differing 
according to time 

and place, reckoned 
in farsakh, i farsakh 

= 16,000 yards. 

1,050 

37,500 
48,500 
S9,ooo 
5 , 0 0 0 

6 4 , 0 0 0 
164 ,000 
2 6 4 , 0 0 0 

5 ,000 

2 6 9 , 0 0 0 
709,500 

1,150,000 
2 0 , 0 0 0 

1 , 1 7 0 , 0 0 0 -
1,690,000 
2 , 2 1 0 , 0 0 0 

2 0 , 0 0 0 
2 , 2 3 0 , 0 0 0 
5 , 3 1 5 , 0 0 0 
8 ,400 ,000 

2 0 , 0 0 0 

8 ,420 ,000 
1 1 , 4 1 0 , 0 0 0 
1 4 , 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 

2 0 , 0 0 0 

1 4 , 4 2 0 , 0 0 0 
1 6 , 2 2 0 , 0 0 0 
18 ,020 ,000 

2 0 , 0 0 0 

2 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 
19 .962 ,000 

125,664,000 

Their constant 
measures, based 
on the radius of 

the earth = r. 

I 

35f 
46/T 
56A 
4lf 

6 o | ^ 
i56^T 
25i f 

,10 
4-5'T 

2562*1 

675f 
i ,o95A 

i9^V 
i , i i 4 f 
i,6o9-^-{-
2 , I 0 4 | f 

I9¥T 
2,123-2-x 
5 , 0 6 1 ^ 4 
8 ,000 

19^1 

8 , O I 9 J T 
i o , 8 6 6 | 
I3,7i4f 

I9YV 

i3 ,733i 
i5,447ff-
i 7 , i 6 U f 

19A 

I9,047if 
i , 8 6 6 | (sic) 
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This theory differs from that on which Ptolemy has Ptoiemy on 
based his computation of the distances of the planets tancesof 
in the Kitdb-ctlmctnshurdt, and in which he has been page 236. " 
followed both by the ancient and the modern astrono
mers. I t is their principle that the greatest distance 
of a planet is equal to its smallest distance from the 
next higher planet, and that between the two globes 
there is not a space void of action. 

According to this theory, there is between the two 
globes a space not occupied by either of them, in which 
there is something like an axis around which the rota
tion takes place. I t seems that they attributed to the 
aether a certain gravity, in consequence of which they 
felt the necessity of adopting something which keep)s or 
holds the inner globe (the planet) in the midst of the 
outer globe (the sether). 

I t is well known among all astronomers that there On occuita-
is no possibility of distinguishing between the higher parallax. 
and the lower one of two planets except by means of 
the occultation or the increase of ih.e parallctx. However, 
the occultation occurs only very seldom, and only the 
parallax of a single planet, viz. the moon, can be ob
served. Now the Hindus believe that the motions are 
equal, but the distances different. The reason why the 
higher planet moves more slowly than the lower is the 
greater extension of its sphere (or orbi t ) ; and the reason 
why the lower planet moves more rapidly is that its 
sphere or orbit is less extended. Thus, e.g. one minute 
in the sphere of Saturn is equal to 262 minutes in the 
sphere of the moon. Therefore the times in which 
Saturn and the moon traverse the same space are dif
ferent, whilst their motions are equal. 

I have never found a Hindu treatise on this subject, 
but only numbers relating thereto scattered in various 
books—numbers which are corrupt. Somebody objected 
to Pulisa that he reckoned the circumference of the 
sphere of each planet as 21,600, aud i t s radius as 3438, 
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whilst Varahamihira reckoned the sun's distance from 
the earth as 2,598,900, and the distance of the fixed stars 
as 321,362,683. Thereupon Pulisa replied that the for
mer numbers were minutes, the latter yojctnas; whilst 
in another passage he says that the distance of the fixed 
stars from the earth is sixty times larger than the distance 
of the sun. Accordingly he ought to have reckoned 
the distance of the fixed stars as 155,934,000. 

"Hindu The Hindu method of the computation of the dis-
thecompu- tauccs of the planets which we have above mentioned 
tationofthe . - i -, . . , , . , . , , • , ! 
distances of IS Dased ou a principle which is unknown to me m the 
the planets. , , p i -. -. -. , T i 

present stage of my knowledge, and as long as i have 
no facility in translating the books of the Hindus. The 
principle is this, that the extension of a minute in the 
orbit of the moon is equal to fifteen yojctncts. The nature 
of this principle is not cleared up by the commentaries 

Quotations of Balabhadra, whatsoever trouble he takes. For he 
from Bala- -n i i • T n T I 

bhadra. says: " Peoplc have tried to fix by observation the 
time of the moon's passing through the horizon, i.e. the 
time between the shining of the first part of her body 
and the rising of the whole, or the t ime between the 
beginning of her setting and the completion of the 
act of setting. People have found this process to 
last thirty-two minutes of the circumference of the 
sphere." However, if it is difficult to fix by obser
vation the degrees, it is much more so to fix the 
minutes. 

Further, the Hindus have tried to determine by 
observation the yojctncts of the diameter of the moon, 
and have found them to be 480. If you divide them 
by the minutes of her body, the quotient is 15 yojctnas, 
as corresponding to one minute. If you multiply it by 
the minutes of the circumference, you get the product 
324,000. This is the measure of the sphere of the 
moon which she traverses in each rotation. If you 
multiply this number by the cycles of the moon in a 
kalpa or caturyugct, the product is the distance which 
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the moon traverses in either of them. According to 
Brahmagupta, this i^iuB^kalpa 18,712,069,200,000,000 
yojanas. Brahmagupta calls this number the yojanas of 
the ecliptic. 

Evidently if you divide this number by the cycles 
of each planet in a kalpa, the quotient represents the 
yojanas of one rotation. However, the motion of the 
planets is, according to the Hindus, as we have 
already mentioned, in every distance one and the 
same. Therefore the quotient represents the measure 
of the path, of the sphere of the planet in question. 

As further, according to Brahmagupta, the relation of 
the diameter to the circumference is nearly equal to The radii of 
that of 12,959 : 40,980, you multiply the measure of o t̂heî dis'-
the path of the sphere of the planet by 12,959, ^'^^ theTê ntre"" 
divide the product by 81,960. The quotient is the compuTe'd ' 
radius, or the distance of the planet from the centre of Sia'iima-̂  ^° 
the earth. ^^P**-

We have made this computation for all the planets 
according to the theory of Brahmagupta, and present 
the results to the reader in the following table :— 

The planets. 

Moon 
Mercury . 
Venus 
Sun 
Mars 
Jupiter . 
Saturn 
The Fixed Stars,' 

their distance 
from the earth's 
centre being-
sixty times the 
distance of the 
sun from the 
same . . j 

The circumference of the 
sphere of each planet. 
reckoned in yojanas. 

324,000 
1,043,2102^4-2 r^ 4 8T^ 
2,664,629|f|Wff| | | 

4,33i,497i 
9. T AC mC S 2 4 S 0 0 2 4 

C T TV/I 8-77 5 4 1 8 2 0 8 9 
T 0 7 CCR >75?>7 2r)2 3<!6,'?'7 l Z 7 , 0 0 0 , 7 5 7 y a ^ g ^ - j j - 5 r ^ 9 

259,889,850 

Their radii, which 
are identical with 

their distances from 
the earth's centre, 

reckoned in yojanas. 

51,229 
164,947 
421,315 
684,869 

1,288,139 
8,123,064 
20,186,186 

41,092,140 

Page 237. 
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The same As Pulisa Tockons bv caturi/uc/as, not by kalpas, he 
computation I - T -, -i. ( > i i f i i 
according to multiplies the distaucc of the path of the sphere or 
the theory i i -i i T c 

of Pulisa. the moon by the lunar cycles of a caturyugct, and gets 
the product 18,712,080,864,000 yojanas, which he calls 
the yojanas of heaven. I t is the distance which the 
moon traverses in each caturyuga. 

Pulisa reckons the relation of the diameter to the 
circumference as 1250 : 3927. Now, if you multiply 
the circumference of each planetary sphere by 625 and 
divide the product by 3927, the quotient is the distance 
of the planet from the earth's centre. We have made 
the same computation as the last one according to the 
view of Pulisa, and present the results in the follow
ing table. In computing the radii we have disre
garded the fractions smaller than ^, and have reduced 
larger fractions to wholes. We have, however, not 
taken the same liberty in the calculation of the circum
ferences, but have calculated with the utmost accuracy, 
because they are required in the computations of the 
revolutions. For if you divide the yojanas of hectven in 

Page 238. a kctlpa or cctturyugct by the civil days of the one or the 
other, you get the quotient 11,858 plus a remainder, 
which is f-|;f r f according to Brahmagupta, and f f-|;|~g-f 
according to Pulisa. This is the distance which the moon 
every day traverses, and as the motion of all planets is 
the same, it is the distance which every planet in a day 
traverses. I t stands in the same relation to the yojctnas 
of the circumference of its sphere as its motion, which 
we want to find, to the circumference, the latter being 
divided into 360 equal parts. If you therefore multiply 
the path common to all the planets by 360 and divide 
the product by the yojancts of the circumference of the 
planet in question, the quotient represents its mean 
daily motion. 
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The planets. 

Moon . . . . 
Mercury 
Venus . . . . 
Sun . . . . 
Mars . . . . 
Jup i t e r 
Saturn 
The Fixed Stars , the^ 

sun's d is tance from 1 
t h e ear th ' s cent re i 
be ing -g^ t̂h of thei rs j 

. The circumferences of 
the spheres of the 

planets, reckoned in 
yojanas. 

324,000 
1,043,21 ITVVV 

2,664,6323VAy9 
4,331,500-1 

8,i46,937^ffM-
5 I , 3 7 5 , 7 6 4 I ¥ A - ' ' T 
i 27 ,67 i , 739Ht l f 

259,890,012 

The distances of the 
planets from the 
earth's centre. 

reckoned in yojanas. 

51,566 
166,033 
424,089 
690,295 (sic) 

1,296,624 (!) 
8,176,689 (!) 

20,319,542 (!) 

41,417,700 (sic) 

As, now, the minutes of the diameter of the moon 
stand in the same relation to the minutes of her cir
cumference, i.e. 21,600, as the number oi yojanas of the 
diameter, i.e. 480, to the yojanas of the circumference 
of the whole sphere, exactly the same method of 
calculation has been applied to the minutes of the 
diameter of the sun, which we have found to be equal 
to 6522 yojancts according to Brahmagupta, and equal 
to 6480 according to Pulisa. Since Pulisa reckons the 
minutes of the body of the moon as 32, i.e. a power of 
2, he divides this number in order to get the minutes 
of the bodies of the planets by 2, till he at last gets 
I. Thus he attributes to the body of Venus -| of 32 
minutes, i.e. 16 ; to that of Jupiter ^ of 32 minutes, i.e. 
8 ; to that of Mercury ^ of 32 minutes, i.e. 4 ; to that 
of Saturn yL of 32 minutes, i.e. 2 ; to that of Mars -^^ of 
32 minutes, i.e. i . 

This precise order seems to have taken his fancy, or 
he would not have overlooked the fact that the diameter 
of Venus is, according to observation, not equal to the 
radius of the moon, nor Mars equal to yV^^ of Venus. 

The following is the method of the computation of 
the bodies of sun and moon at every time, based on 
their distances from the earth, i.e. the true diameter 

The dia
meters of 
the planets. 
Page 239. 

Method for 
t he compu
tat ion of the 
bodies of 
sun and 
moon at any 
given t ime. 
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of its orbit, which is found in the computations of the 
corrections of sun and moon. AB is the diameter of 
the body of the sun, CD is the diameter of the earth, 
ODH is the cone of the shadow, H L is its elevation. 
Further, draw CE parallel to DB. Then is A E the 
difference between AB and OD, and the normal line 
CT is the middle distance of the sun, i.e. the radius of 
its orbit derived from the yojctnas of heaven (v. p . 72). 
From this the true distance of the sun always differs, 
sometimes being larger, sometimes smaller. We draw 
CK, which is of course determined by the parts of the 
sine. I t stands in the same relation to CT, this being 
the sinus totits ( = radius), as the yojctnas of CK to the 
yojanas of OT. Hereby the measure of the diameter is 
reduced to yojanas. 

The yojanas of AB stand in the same relation to the 
yojancts of TO as the minutes of AB to the minutes 
of TO, the latter being the sinus totits. Thereby AB 
becomes known and determined by the minutes of the 
sphere, because the sinus totus is determined by the 

Quotations measuro of the circumference. For this reason Pulisa 
Brahma- ' ' says : " Multiply the yojctncts of the radius of the sphere 
Baiabiiadra. of the sun ov the moon by the true distance, and 

divide the product by the sinus totits. By the quotient 
you get for the sun, divide 22,278,240, and by the 
quotient you get for the moon, divide 1,650,240. The 
quotient then represents the minutes of the diameter of 
the body of either sun or moon." 

The last-mentioned two numbers are products of the 
multiplication of the yojanas of the diameters of sun 
and moon by 3438, which is the number of the minutes 
of the sinits totits. 

Likewise Brahmagupta says : " Multiply the yojanas 
of sun or moon by 3416, i.e. the minutes of the sinus 
totus, and divide the product by the yojctnas of the 
radius of the sphere of sun or moon." But the latter 
rule of division is not correct, because, according to it. 
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the measure of the body would not vary (v. p. 74). 
Therefore the commentator Balabhadra holds the same 
opinion as Pulisa, viz. that the divisor in this division 
should be the true distance reduced (to the measure 
of yojctnas). 

Brahmagupta gives the following rule for the com- prahma-
putation of the diameter of the shadow, which in our SSifodfor 
canones is called the measure of the sphere of the dragon's tation̂ f̂ the 
head and tail: " Subtract the yojanas of the diameter thê Lrdow. 
of the earth, i.e. 1581, from the yojctncts of the diameter 
of the sun, i.e. 6522. There remains 4941, which is 
kept in memory to be used as divisor. I t is represented 
in the figure by A E . Further multiply the diameter 
of the earth, which is the double sinus totus, by the 
yojancts of the true distance of the sun, which is found 
by the correction of the sun. Divide the product by 
the divisor kept in memory. The quotient is the true 
distance of the shadow's end. 

"Evident ly the two triangles AEC and CDH are 
similar to each other. However, the normal line OT 
does not vary in size, whilst in consequence of the 
true distance the ap)pectrctnce of AB varies, though its 
size is constantly the same. Now let this distance be 
CK. Draw the lines A J and E V parallel to each other, 
and J K V parallel to AB. Then the latter is equal to 
the divisor kept in memory. 

" Draw the line JCM. Then M is the head of the cone 
of the shadow for that time. The relation of JV, the 
divisor kept in memory, to KC, the true distance, is 
the same as that of CD, the diameter of the earth, to 
ML, which he (Brahmagupta) calls a true distance (of Page 240. 
the shadow's end), and it is determined by the minutes 
of the sine (the earth's radius being the sinus totus). 
For KC " 

Now, however, I suspect that in the following some- Lacuna in 
' ' -•• _ '-' t he manu-

thina: has fallen out in the manuscript, for the author script copy 
o ••• . of Brahma-

continues : " Then multiply it (i.e. the quotient of CK, gupta. 
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Criticisms 
on Brahma
gupta's 
method. 

by the divisor kept in memory) by the diameter of the 
earth. The product is the distance between the earth's 
centre and the end of the shadow. Subtract there
from the true distance of the moon and multiply the 
remainder by the diameter of the earth. Divide the 
product by the true distance of the shadow's end. 
The quotient is the diameter of the shadow in the 
sphere of the moon. Further, we suppose the true 
distance of the moon to be LS, and F N is a part of the 
lunar sphere, the radius of which is LS. Since we 
have found LM as determined by the minutes of the 
sine, it stands in the same relation to CD, this being 
the double sinus totus, as MS, measured in minutes of 
the sine, to XZ, measured in minutes of the sine." 

Here I suppose Brahmagupta wished to reduce LM, 
the true distance of the shadow's end, to yojanas, 
which is done by multiplying it by the yojctnas of the 
diameter of the earth, and by dividing the product by 
the double sinus totus. The mentioning of this division 
has fallen out in the manuscript; for without it the 
multiplication of the corrected distance of the shadow's 
end by the diameter of the earth is perfectly superfluous, 
and in no way required by the computation. 

Further : " If the number of yojctncts of LM is known, 
LS, which is the true distance, must also be reduced to 
yojctnas, for the purpose that MS should be determined 
by the same measure. The measure of the diameter of 

te shadow which is thus found represents yojanas. 
Further, Brahmagupta says : " Then multiply the 

shadow which has been found by the sinus totus, and 
divide the product by the t rue distance of the moon. 
The quotient represents the minutes of the shadow 
which we wanted to find." 

However, if the shadow which he has found were 
determined by yojctnas, he ought to have multiplied it 
by the double sinus totus, and to have divided the pro
duct by the yojctnas of the diameter ' of the earth, in 
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order to find the minutes of the shadow. But as he has 
not done so, this shows that, in his computation, he 
limited himself to determining the true diameter in 
minutes, without reducing it to yojancts. 

The author uses the true (sphuta) diameter without 
its having been reduced to yojanas. Thus he finds that 
the shadow in the circle, the radius of which is LS, is 
the true diameter, and this is required for the compu
tation of the circle, the radius of which is the sinus 
totus. The relation of ZX, which he has already found, 
to SL, the true distance, is the same as the relation of 
ZX in the measure which is sought to SL, this being 
the sinus totus. On the basis of this equation the 
reduction (to yojancts) must be made. 

In another passage Brahmagupta says: " The dia- Another 
meter of the earth is 15 81, the diameter of the moon pnihma-
480, the diameter of the sun 6522, the diameter of the Computing 
shadow 15 81. Subtract the yojctnas of the earth from * '̂' shadow. 
the yojctncts of the sun, there remains 4941. Multiply 
this remainder by the yojanas of the true distance of 
the moon, and divide the product by the yojctnas of the 
t rue distance of the sun. Subtract the quotient you 
get from 15 81, and the remainder is the measure of the 
shadow in the sphere of the moon. Multiply it by 
3416, and divide the product by the yojancts of the middle 
radius of the sphere of the moon. The c[uotient represents 
the minutes of the diameter of the shadow. 

" Evidently if the yojanas of the diameter of the earth 
are subtracted from the yojctnas of the diameter of the 
sun, the remainder is AE, i.e. JV. Draw the line VCF 
and let fall the normal line KC on 0 . Then the relation 
of the surplus J V to KC, the true distance of the sun, is 
the same as the relation of Z F to 0 0 , the true distance 
of the moon. I t is indifferent whether these two mean 
diameters are reduced (to yojanas) or not, for Z F is, in this 
case, found as determined by the measure of yojanas. 

" Draw XN as equal to OF, Then ON is necessarily 
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equal to the diameter of CD, and its sought-for part is 
ZX. The number which is thus found must be sub
tracted from the diameter of the earth, and the remainder 
will be ZX." 

The author For such mistakes as occur in this computation, the 
criticises 

the corrupt author, Brahmagupta, is not to be held responsible, but 
state of his .-, T I P 

manuscript WO rather suspect that the fault lies with the manu-
gupta. ' script. We, however, cannot go beyond the text we Page 241. have at our disposal, as we do not know how it may be 

in a correct copy. 

The measure of the shadow adopted by Brahma
gupta, from which he orders the reader to subtract, 
cannot be a mean one, for a mean measure stands in the 
midst, between too little and too much. Further, we 
cannot imagine that this measure should be the greatest 
of the measures of the shadow, including the plus (?); for 
ZF, which is the minus, is the base of a triangle, of 
which the one side, EC, cuts SL in the direction of the 
sun, not in the direction of the end of the shadow. 
Therefore ZF has nothing whatsoever to do with the 
shadow (conjectural rendering). 
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Lastly, there is the possibility that the minus belongs 
to the diameter of the moon. In that case the relation 
of ZX, which has been determined in yojanas, to SL, 
the yojanas of the t rue distance of the moon, is the 
same as the relation of ZX reckoned in minutes to SL, 
this being the sinus totus (conjectural rendering). 

By this method is found what Brahmagupta wants to 
find, quite correctly, without the division by the mean 
radius of the sphere of the moon, which is derived from 
the. yojanas of the sphere of heaven (v. p. 72). (For the 
last three passages vide Notes.) 

The methods of the computation of the diameters of Thecompu-
-I • 1 j_n TT ' J 1 t a t i o n o f t h e 

sun and moon, as given by the Hindu canones, such as diameters 
the Khandctkhddyaka and Karanctsdra, are the same as mooTac" 
are found in the canon of Alkhwarizmi. Also the com- to'^'tw to other 

sources. putation of the diameter of the shadow in the Khandct-
khddyctkct is similar to that one given by Alkhwarizmi, 
whilst the Karctnasara has the following method:— 
" Multiply the bhukti of the moon by 4 and the bhukti 
of the sun by 13. Divide the difference between the 
two products by 30, and the quotient is the diameter of 
the shadow." 

The Kctrancttilctkct gives the following method for the Diameter of 
• - . „ , . . _ t he sun and 

computation of the diameter of the sun :—"Divide the ofthesha-
, , - , . „ , , -, . - , i i - i f > ' *^°^ aocord-

bhitkti of the sun by 2, and write down the half m two ing to the 
different places. In the one place divide it by 10, and laka' 
add the quotient to the number in the second place. 
The sum is the number of minutes of the diameter of 
the sun." 

In the computation of the diameter of the moon, he 
first takes the bhukti of the moon, adds thereto -gVth of 
it, and divides the number by 25. The quotient is the 
number of the minutes of the moon's diameter. 

In the computation of the diameter of the shadow, 
he multiplies the bhukti of the sun by 3, and from the 
product he subtracts •̂ V'̂ h of it. The remainder he sub
tracts from the bhukti of the moon, and the double of 
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the remainder he divides by 15. The quotient is the 
number of the minutes of the dragon's head and 
tail. 

If we would indulge in further quotations from the 
cctnones of the Hindus, we should entirely get away from 
the subject of the present book. Therefore we restrict 
ourselves to quote from them only subjects more or less 
connected with the special subject of this book, which 
either are noteworthy for their strangeness, or which 
are unknown among our people (the Muslims) and in 
our (the Muslim) countries. 



( 8i ) 

C H A P T E E LVI. 

ON THE STATIONS OF THE MOON. 

T H E Hindus use the lunar stations exactly in the same on the 
way as the zodiacal signs. As the ecliptic is, by the sI '̂Silunar 
zodiacal signs, divided into twelve equal parts, so, by ^ ^ ^°" '̂ 
the lunar stations, it is divided into twenty-seven equal 
parts. Each station occupies 13^ degrees,or 800 minutes ^ 
of the ecliptic. The planets enter into them and leave 
them again, and wander to and fro through their nor
thern and southern latitudes. The astrologers attribute 
to each station a special nature, the quality of foreboding 
events, and other particular characteristic traits, in the 
same way as they attr ibute them to the zodiacal signs. 

The number 27 rests on the fact that the moon passes 
through the whole ecliptic in 27^^ days, in which num
ber the fraction of |- may be disregarded. In a similar Lunar sta-
way, the Arabs determine their lunar stations as begin- 1X4?^*^° 
ning with the moon's first becoming visible in the west 
till her ceasing to be visible in the east. Herein they 
use the following method:— 

Add to the circumference the amount of the revolu
tion of the sun in a lunar month. Subtract from the 
sum the march of the moon for the two days called 
ctlmihdk (i.e. the 28th and 29th days of a lunation). 
Divide the remainder by the march of the moon for one 
day. The quotient is 27 and a little more than f, which 
fraction must be counted as a whole day. 

However, the Arabs are illiterate people, who can 
neither write nor reckon. They only rely upon numbers 
and eyesight. They have no other medium of research 
than eyesight, and are not able to determine the lunar 
stations without the fixed stars in them. If the Hindus 

VOL. II. F 
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want to describe the single stations, they agree with 
the Arabs regarding certain stars, whilst regarding 
others they differ from them. On the whole, the Arabs 
keep near to the moon's path, and use, in describing the 
stations, only those fixed stars with which the moon 
either stands in conjunction at certain times, or through 
the immediate neighbourhood of which she passes. 

Whether the The Hindus do not strictly follow the same line, but 
Hindu.s i i • i • • • t> 

havetwenty- also take into accouut the various positions of one star 
twenty- with reference to the other, e.g. one star's standing in 
stations. oppositiou OT in the zenith of another. Besides, they 

reckon also the Falling Eagle among the stations, so as 
to get 28. 

I t is this which has led our astronomers and the 
authors of 'anwd books astray; for they say that the 
Hindus have twenty-eight lunar stations, but that they 
leave out one which is always covered by the rays of the 
sun. Perhaps they may have heard that the Hindus call 
that station in which the moon is, the burning one; 
that station which it has just left, the left one ctfter the 
embrace ; and that station in which she will enter next, 
the smoking one. Some of our Muslim authors have main
tained that the Hindus leave out the station Al-zubdnd, 
and account for it by declaring that the moon's path is 
burning in the end of Libra and the beginning of Scorpio. 

All this is derived from one and the same source, viz. 
their opinion that the Hindus have twenty-eight stations, 
and that under certain circumstances they drop one. 
Whilst just the very opposite is the case; they have 
twenty-seven stations, and under certain circumstances 
add one. 

A vedic tra- Brahmagupta says that in the book of the Vedct there 
Brahma-°™ is a tradition, derived from the inhabitants of Mount 

Meru, to this effect, that they see two suns, two moons, 
and fifty-four lunar stations, and that they have double 
the amount of days of ours. Then he tries to refute this 
theory by the argument that we do not see the fish (sic) 
of the pole revolve twice in a day, but only once. I for 
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my part have no means of arraying this erroneous sen
tence in a reasonable shape. 

The proper method for the computation of the place Method for 
of a star or of a certain degree of a lunar station is this :— the place of 

Take its distance from 0° Aries in minutes, and divide dcgreê of 
them by 800. The quotient represents whole stations station. 
preceding that station in which the starin question stands. 

Then remains to be found the particular place within 
the station in question. Now, either star or degree is 
simply determined according to the 800 parts of the 
station, and reduced by a common denominator, or the 
degrees are reduced to minutes, or they are multiplied 
by 60 and the product is divided by 800, in which case 
the quotient represents that part of the station which 
the moon has in that moment already traversed, if the 
station is reckoned as -QL. 

These methods of computation suit as well the moon 
as the planets and other stars. The following, however, 
applies exclusively to the moon :—The product of the 
multiplication of the remainder (i.e. the portion of the 
incomplete lunar station) by 60 is divided by the bhukti 
of the moon. The quotient shows how much of the 
lunar nakshatra day has elapsed. 

The Hindus are very little informed regarding the Table of the 
fixed stars. I never came across any one of them who tions taken 
knew the single stars of the lunar stations from eye- Khanda-
sight, and was able to point them out to me with his 
fingers. I have taken the greatest pains to investigate 
this subject, and to settle most of it by all sorts of com
parisons, and have recorded the results of my research 
in a treatise on the determincttion of the litnctr stations. 
Of their theories on this subject I shall mention as 
much as I think suitable in the present context. But 
before that I shall give the positions of the stations in 
longitude and latitude and their numbers, according to 
the canon Khctndctkhddyaka, facilitating the study of 
the subject by comprehending all details in the follow
ing table :— 

khddyaka. 
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The names of the 
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Asvinl 
Bharani 
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Notes on the stars of which the 
lunar stations consist. 

Alsharat3,o. 
Albutain. 
Althurayya. 

{ Aldabaran, together wi th the 
( s tars of the head of Taurus . 

Alhak'a. 
\ Unknown. Most likely ident i -
l cal wi th Ganis Minor. 

Aldhi ra . 

[ Alnathra . 

C Unknown. Most likely identi-
4 cal wi th two s tars of Cancer 
1̂  and four stars outside of it. 
J Aljabha, toge ther wi th two 
( o ther s tars . 

Alzubra. 
\ Alsarfa, together with the th i rd 
I s ta r of Aldafira. 
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On the pre
cession of 
the equi
noxes ; quo
tation from 
Varahami
hira, chap, 
iv. 7. 

The author 
criticises 
Varahami-
hira's state
ment. 

The notions of the Hindus regarding the stars are 
not free from confusion. They are only little skilled in 
practical observation and calculation, and have no under
standing of the motions of the fixed stars. So Varaha
mihira says in his book Sctmhitd: " In six stations, 
beginning with Eevati and ending with Mrigasiras, ob
servation precedes calculation, so that the moon enters 
each one of them ectrlier according to eyesight than 
according to calculation. 

" In twelve stations, beginning with Ardra and ending 
with Anuradha, the precession is equal to half a station, 
so that the moon is in the midst of a station according 
to observation, whilst she is in its first part according 
to calculation. 

" In the nine stations, beginning with Jyeshtha and 
ending with Uttarabhadrapada, observation falls back 
behind calculation, so that the moon enters each of 
them according to observation, when, according to 
calculation, she leaves it in order to enter the fol
lowing." 

My remark relating to the confused notions of the 
Hindus regarding the stars is confirmed, though this is 
perhaps not apparent to the Hindus themselves, e.g. by 
the note of Varahamihira regarding Alshctrcttdn = Asvini, 
one of the first-mentioned six stations ; for he says that 
in it observation precedes calculation. Now the two stars 
of Asvinl stand, in our time, in two-thirds of Aries (i.e. 
between io°-20° Aries), and the time of Varahamihira 
precedes our time by about 526 years. Therefore by 
whatever theory you may compute the motion of the 
fixed stars (or precession of the equinoxes), the Asvinl 
did, in his time, certainly not stand in less than one-
third of Aries (i.e. they had not come in the precession 
of the equinoxes farther than to i ° - i o ^ Aries). 

Supposing that, in his time, Asvini really stood in 
this part of Aries or near it, as is mentioned in the 
Khctndctkhddyctkct, which gives the computation of sun 
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and moon in a perfectly correct form, we must state 
that at that time there was not yet known what is now 
known, viz. the retrograde motion of the star by the 
distance of eight degrees. How, therefore, could, in 
his time, observation precede calculation, since the 
moon, when standing in conjunction with the two stars, 
had already traversed nearly two-thirds of the first sta
tion? According to the same analogy, also, the other 
statements of Varahamihira may be examined. 

The stations occupy a smaller or larger space ac- Eachsta-
-,. , . „ . , . -, . tion occu-

cordmg to their figures, i.e. their constellations, not pies the 
, , ^ „ . same space 

they themselves, tor all stations occupy the same space on the 
on the ecliptic. This fact does not seem to be known 
to the Hindus, although we have already related similar 
notions of theirs regarding the Great Bear. For Brah
magupta says in the Uttarct-khctndctkhddydkct, i.e. the 
emendation of the Khctndct-khddyctkct:— 

" The measure of some stations exceeds the measure Quotation 
. - P I 1 1 c ^'""^ Brah-

ot the mean daily motion of the moon by one half, magupta. 
Accordingly their measure is 19° 4 5 ' ^2" i'^'". There 
are six stations, viz. Rohinl, Punarvasu, Uttaraphal-
gunl, Visakha, Uttarashadha, Uttarabhadrapada. These 
together occupy the space of 118^ 35^ i^," 48 ' ' ' . Fur
ther six stations are short ones, each of them occupying 
less than the mean daily motion of the moon by one 
half. Accordingly their measure is 6° 35 ' ly" 26'". 
These are Bharani, Ardra, Aslesha, Svati, Jyeshtha, 
Satabhishaj. They together occupy the space of 39° 31 ' 
44^' 36" ' . Of the remaining fifteen stations, each occu
pies as much as the mean daily motion. Accordingly 
it occupies the space of 13° 10' 3 4 " ^2'". They to
gether occupy the space of 197° 38' 4 3 " . These three 
groups of stations together occupy the space of 355° 
4 5 ' 4 1 ' ' 24 ' ' ' , the remainder of the complete circle 4° 
14' 18' ' 36'^^ and this is the space of Abhijit, i.e. the 
Falling Eagle, which is left out. I have tried to make 
the investigation of this subject acceptable to the 
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Quotation 
from Vara
hamihira , 
Sar'nhitd, 
ch. ill. 1-3. 

Page 246. 

The author 
on t he pre
cession of 
t he equi
noxes. 

student in my above-mentioned special treatise on the 
lunar stations (v. p. 83). 

The scantiness of the knowledge of the Hindus re
garding the motion of the fixed stars is sufficiently 
illustrated by the following passage from the Sctmhitd 
of Varahamihira :—" It has been mentioned in the books 
of the ancients that the summer solstice took place in 
the midst of Aslesha, and the winter solstice in Dha
nishtha. And this is correct for that time. Nowadays 
the summer solstice takes place in the beginning of 
Cancer, and the winter solstice in the beginning of Oap-
ricornus. If any one doubts this, and maintains that it 
is as the ancients have said and not as we say, let him 
go out to some level country when he thinks that the 
summer solstice is near. Let him there draw a circle, 
and place in its centre some body which stands perpen
dicular on the plain. Let him mark the end of its 
shadow by some sign, and continue the line till it 
reaches the circumference of the circle either in east or 
west. Let him repeat the same at the same moment 
of the following day, and make the same observation. 
When he then finds that the end of the shadow deviates 
from the first sign towards the south, he must know 
that the sun has moved towards the north and has not 
yet reached its solstice. But if he finds that the end 
of the shadow deviates towards the north, he knows 
that the sun has already commenced to move south
ward and has already passed its solstice. If a man 
continues this kind of observations, and thereby finds 
the day of the solstice, he will find that our words are 
true." 

This passage shows that Varahamihira had no know
ledge of the motion of the fixed stars towards the east. 
He considers them, in agreement with the name, as 
fixed, immovable stars, and represents the solstice as 
moving towards the west. In consequence of this fancy, 
he has, in the matter of the lunar stations, confounded 
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two things, between which we shall now properly dis
tinguish, in order to remove doubt and to give the 
matter in a critically emended form. 

In the order of the zodiacal signs we begin with that 
twelfth part of the ecliptic which lies north of the point 
of intersection of the equator and the ecliptic according 
to the second motion, i.e. the precession of the equinoxes. 
In that case, the summer solstice always occurs at the 
beginning of the fourth sign, the winter solstice at the 
beginning of the tenth sign. 

In the order of the lunar stations we begin with that 
twenty-seventh part of the ecliptic which belongs to 
the first of the first zodiacal sign. In that case the 
summer solstice falls always on three-fourths of the 
seventh station (i.e. on 600' of the station), and the 
winter solstice on one-fourth of the twenty-first station 
(i.e. on 200' of the station). This order of things will 
remain the same as long as the world lasts. 

If, now, the lunar stations are marked by certain 
constellations, and are called by names peculiar to these 
constellations, the stations wander round together with 
the constellations. The stars of the zodiacal signs and 
of the stations have, in bygone times, occupied earlier 
(i.e. more western) parts of the ecliptic. From them 
they have wandered into those which they occupy at 
present, and in future they will wander into other still 
more eastern parts of the ecliptic, so that in the course 
of time they will wander through the whole ecliptic. 

According to the Hindus, the stars of the station 
Aslesha stand in 18° of Cancer. Therefore, according 
to the rate of the precession of the equinoxes adopted 
by the ancient astronomers, they stood 1800 years before 
our time in the 0° of the fourth sign, whilst the con
stellation of Cancer stood in the third sign, in which 
there was also the solstice. The solstice has kept its 
place, but the constellations have migrated, just the very 
opposite of what Varahamihira has fancied. 
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CHAPTER LVII. 

ON THE HELIACAL RISINGS OF THE STARS, AND ON THE 

CEREMONIES AND RITES WHICH THE HINDUS PRAC

TISE AT SUCH A MOMENT. 

How far a TiiE Hiudu mcthod for the computation of the heliacal 
distantfrom risiugs of the stars and the young moon is, as we think, 
order to the samc as is explained in the cctnones called Sindhind. 
visible. They call the degrees of a star's distance from the 

sun which are thought necessary for its heliacal rising 
kdldmsaka. They are, according to the author of the 
Ghitrrctt-alzijdt, the following:—13° for Suhail, Alya-
maniya, Alwaki', Arayyuk, Alsimakan, Kalb-arakrab ; 
20° for Albutain, Alhak'a, Alnathra, Aslesha, Sata
bhishaj, Revat l ; 14° for the others. 

Evidently the stars have, in this respect, been divided 
Page 247. into three groups, the first of which seems to comprise 

the stars reckoned by the Greeks as stars of the first 
and second magnitude, the second the stars of the third 
and fourth magnitude, and the third the stars of the 
fifth and sixth magnitude. 

Brahmagupta ought to have given this classification 
in his emendation of the Khandctkhddyaka, but he has 
not done so. He expresses himself in general phrases, 
and simply mentions 14° distance from the sun as 
necessary for the heliacal risings of all lunar stations. 

Quotation Vijayanandin says : " Some stars are not covered by 
nandin?''̂ '' the rays nor impaired in their shining by the sun, viz. 

Alayyuk, Alsimak, Alramih, the two Eagles, Dhanish
tha, and Uttarabhadrapada, because they have so much 
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northern latitude, and because also the country (of 
the observer) has so much latitude. For in the more 
northern regions they are seen both at the beginning 
and end of one and the same night, and never dis
appear." 

They have particular methods for the computation Onthe 
of the heliacal rising of Agastya, i.e. Suhail or Canopus. rising of 
They observe it first when the sun enters the station 
Hasta, and they lose it out of sight when he enters the 
station Rohini. Pulisa says : " Take double the apsis of 
the sun. If it is equalled by the corrected place of the 
sun, this is the time of the heliacal setting of Agastya." 

The apsis of the sun is, according to Pulisa, 2 | zodiacal 
signs. The double of it falls in 10° of Spica, which is 
the beginning of the station Hasta. Half the apsis 
falls on 10° of Taurus, which is the beginning of the 
station Rohini. 

Brahmasfupta maintains the following in the emen- Quotation 
-, . „ from Brah-

dation of the Khandctkhddyaka :— magupta. 
" The position of Suhail is 27° Orion, its southern 

latitude 71 parts. The degrees of its distance from the 
sun necessary for its heliacal rising are 12. 

" The position of Mrigavyadha, i.e. Sirius Yemenicus, 
is 26° Orion, its southern latitude 40 parts. The de
grees of its distance from the sun necessary for its 
heliacal rising are 13. If you want to find the time 
of their risings, imagine the sun to be in the place of 
the star. That amount of the day which has already 
elapsed is the number of degrees of its distance from 
the sun necessary for its heliacal rising. Fix the 
ascendens on this particular place. When, then, the 
sun reaches the degree of this ctscendens, the star first 
becomes visible. 

" In order to find the time of the heliacal setting of 
a star, add to the degree of the star six complete zodiacal 
signs. Subtract from the sum the degrees of its dis
tance from the sun necessary for its heliacal rising, and 
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fix the ascendens on the remainder. When, then, the 
sun enters the degree of the ascendens, that is the time 
of its setting." 

On the The book Samhitd mentions certain sacrifices and 
practised at ccremonies which are practised at the heliacal risings 
risingofcer- of various stars. We shall now record them, translat

ing also that which is rather chaff than wheat, since we 
have made it obligatory on ourselves to give the quota
tions from the books of the Hindus complete and exactly 
as they are. 

Quotation Varahamihira says : " When in the beginning the sun 
hTmihirâ s had riseu, and in his revolution had come to stand in the 
xii™pref'ace', zcuith of the towcring mountain Vindhya, the latter 
i-i8^on would not recognise his exalted,position, and, actuated 
AgastyfTand by haughtiucss, ,moved towards him to hinder his 
tohim!"^°^ march and to prevent his chariot from passing above 

it. The Vindhya rose even to the neighbourhood 
of Paradise and the dwellings of the Vidyadharas, the 
spiritual beings. Now the latter hastened to it because 
it was pleasant and its gardens and meadows were 
lovely, and dwelt there in joy ; their wives going to 
and fro, and their children playing with each other. 
When the wind blew against the white garments of 
their daughters, they flew like waving banners. 

In its ravines the wild animals and the lions ap
pear as dark black, in consequence of the multitude 
of the animals called bhrctmctrct, which cling to them, 
liking the dirt of their bodies when they rub each other 

Page 248. with the soiled claws. When they attack the rut t ing 
elephants, the latter become raving. The monkeys and 
bears are seen climbing up to the horns of Vindhya 
and to its lofty peaks ; as if by instinct, they took the 
direction towards heaven. The anchorites are seen at 
its water-places, satisfied with nourishing themselves 
by its fruits. The further glorious things of the Vin
dhya are innumerable. 

When, now, Agastya, the son of Varuna (i.e. Suhail, 
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the son of the water), had observed all these proceed
ings of the Vindhya, he offered to be his companion in 
his aspirations, and asked him to remain in his place 
until he (Agastya) should return and should have freed 
him (Vindhya) from the darkness which was on him. 

V. I.—Then Agastya turned towards the ocean, de
vouring its water, so that it disappeared. There appeared 
the lower parts of the mountain Vindhya, whilst the 
makara and the water animals were clinging to it. 
They scratched the mountain till they pierced it and dug 
mines in it, in which there remained gems and pearls. 

V. 2.—The ocean became adorned by them, further 
by trees which grew up, though it (the water) was 
feeble, and by serpents rushing to and fro in windings 
on its surface. 

V. 3.—^The mountain has, in exchange for the wrong 
done to it by Suhail, received the ornament which it 
has acquired, whence the angels got tiaras and crowns 
made for themselves. 

V. 4.—Likewise the ocean has, in exchange for the 
sinking down of its water into the depth, received the 
sparkling of the fishes when they move about in it, the 
appearance of jewels at its bottom, and the rushing to 
and fro of the serpents and snakes in the remainder of 
its water. When the fishes rise over it, and the conch-
shells and pearl-oysters, you would take the ocean for 
ponds, the surface of their water being covered with the 
white lotus in the season of sarctd and the season of 
autumn. 

V. 5.—You could scarcely distinguish between this 
water and heaven, because the ocean is adorned with 
jewels as the heaven is adorned with stars ; with many-
headed serpents, resembling threads of rays which come 
from the sun; with crystal in it, resembling the body 
of the moon, and with a white mist, above which rise 
the clouds of heaven. 

V. 6.—How should I not praise him who did this 
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great deed, who pointed out to the angels the beauty of 
the crowns, and made the ocean and the mountain 
Vindhya a treasure-house for them ! 

V. 7.—That is Suhail, by whom the water becomes 
clean from earthly defilement, with which the purity of 
the heart of the pious man is commingled, clean, I say 
from that which overpowers him in the intercourse 
with the wicked. 

V. 8.—Whenever Agastya rises and the water in
creases in the rivers and valleys during his time, you 
see the rivers offering to the moon all that is on the 
surface of their water, the various kinds of white and 
red lotus and the papyrus ; all that swims in them, the 
ducks and the geese (pelicans ?), as a sacrifice unto him, 
even as a young girl offers roses and presents when she 
enters them (the rivers). 

V. 9.—We compare the standing of the pairs of red 
geese on the two shores, and the swimming to and fro 
of the white ducks in the midst while they sing, to the 
two lips of a beautiful woman, showing her teeth when 
she laughs for joy. 

V. 10.—Nay, we compare the black lotus, standing 
between white lotus, and the dashing of the bees against 
it from desire of the fragrancy of its smell, with the 
black of her pupil within the white of the ring, moving 
coquettishly and amorously, being surrounded by the 
hair of the eyebrows. 

V. 11.—When you then see the ponds, when the light 
of the moon has risen over them, when the moon illu
minates their dim waters, and when the white lotus 
opens which was shut over the bees, you would think 
them the face of a beautiful woman, who looks with a 
black eye from a white eyeball. 

V. 12.—When a stream of the torrents of Varshakala 
has flown to them with serpents, poison, and the impu
rities, the rising of Suhail above them cleans them from 
defilement and saves them from injury. 
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V. 13.—As one moment's thinking of Suhail before 
the door of a man blots out his sins deserving of punish- Page 249. 
ment, how much more effective will be the fluency of 
the tongue praising him, when the task is to do away 
with sin and to acquire heavenly reward ! The former 
Rishis have mentioned what sacrifice is necessary when 
Suhail rises. I shall make a present to the kings by 
relating it, and shall make this relation a sacrifice unto 
Him. So I say : 

V. 14.—His rising takes place at the moment when 
some of the light of the sun appears from the east, and 
the darkness of night is gathered in the west. The 
beginning of his appearance is difficult to perceive, and 
not every one who looks at him understands it. There
fore ask the astronomer at that moment about the direc
tion whence it rises. 

V. 15, 16.—Towards this direction offer the sacrifice 
called ctrghct, and spread on the earth what you hap
pen to have, roses and fragrant flowers as they grow 
in the country. Pu t on them what you think fit, 
gold, garments, jewels of the sea, and offer incense, 
saffron, and sandalwood, musk and camphor, together 
with an ox and a cow, and many dishes and sweet
meats. 

V. 17.—Know that he who does this during seven 
consecutive years with pious intention, strong belief, 
and confidence, possesses at the end of them the whole 
earth and the ocean which surrounds it on the four 
sides, if he is a Kshatriya. 

V. 18.—If he is a Brahman, he obtains his wishes, 
learns the Veda, obtains a beautiful wife, and gets 
noble children from her. If he is a Vaisya, he obtains 
much landed property and acquires a glorious lordship. 
If he is a Sudra, he will obtain wealth. All of them 
obtain health and safety, the cessation of injuries, and 
the realisation of reward." 

This is Varahamihira's statement regarding the 
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T'arahami-
hira 's Sam
hitd, chap, 
xxiv . 1-37, 
on Rohlni . 

offering to Suhail. In the same book he gives also the 
rules regarding Rohinl : 

" Garga, Vasishtha, Kasyapa, and Parasara told their 
pupils that Mount Meru is built of planks of gold. 
Out of them there have risen trees with numerous 
sweet-smelling flowers and blossoms. The bees already 
surround them with a humming pleasant to hear, and 
the nymphs of the Devas wander there to and fro with 
exhilarating melodies, with pleasant instruments and 
everlasting joy. This mountain lies in the plain Nan-
danavana, the park of paradise. So they say. Jupiter 
was there at a time, and then Narada the Rishi asked 
him regarding the prognostics of Rohini, upon which 
Jupi ter explained them to him. I shall here relate 
them as far as necessary. 

V. 4.—Let a man in the black days of the month 
Ashadha observe if the moon reaches Rohini. Let him 
seek to the north or east of the town a high spot. To 
this spot the Brahman must go who has the charge of 
the houses of the kings. He is to light there a fire and 
to draw a diagram of the various planets and lunar 
stations round it. He is to recite what is necessary for 
each one of them, and to give each its share of the 
roses, barley, and oil, and to make each planet propi
tious by throwing these things into the fire. Round the 
fire on all four sides there must be as much as possible 
of jewels and jugs filled with the sweetest water, and 
whatever else there happens to be at hand at the 
moment, fruits, drugs, branches of trees, and roots of 
plants. Further, he is to spread there grass which is 
cut with a sickle for his night-quarters. Then he is to 
take the different kinds of seeds and corns, to wash 
them with water, to put gold in the midst of them, 
and to deposit them in a jug. He is to place it towards 
a certain direction,- and to prepare Homct, i.e. throw
ing barley and oil into the fire, at the same time re
citing certain passages from the Veda, which refer to 
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different directions, viz. Varuna-mantra, Vayava-mantra, Page 250. 
and Soma-mantra. 

He raises a dandct, i.e. a long and high spear, from 
the top of which hang down two straps, the one as long 
as the spear, the other thrice as long. He must do all 
this before the moon reaches Rohini, for this purpose, 
that when she reaches it, he should be ready to deter
mine the times of the blowing of the wind as well as 
its directions. He learns this by means of the straps 
of the spear. 

V. 10.—If the wind on that day blows from the cen
tres of the four directions, it is considered propitious; 
if it blows from the directions between them, it is 
considered unlucky. If the wind remains steady in the 
same direction, powerful and without changing, this 
too is considered propitious. The time 6f its blowing 
is measured by the eight parts of the day, and each 
eighth part is considered as corresponding to the half 
of a month. 

V. I I .—When the moon leaves the station Rohini, 
you look at the seeds placed in a certain direction. 
That of them which sprouts will grow plentifully in 
that year. 

V. 12.—When the moon comes near Rohini, you 
must be on the look-out. If the sky is clear, not affected 
by any disturbance; if the wind is pure and does not 
cause a destructive commotion ; if the melodies of the 
animals and birds are pleasant, this is considered pro
pitious. We shall now consider the clouds. 

V. 13, 14.—If they float like the branches of the 
valley (? bcttn ?), and out of them the flashes of lightning 
appear to the eye ; if they open as opens the white 
lotus ; if the lightning encircles the cloud like the rays 
of the sun ; if the cloud has the colour of stibium, or of 
bees, or of saffron ; 

V. 15-19.—If the sky is covered with clouds, and 
out of them flashes the lightning like gold, if the rain-

VOL. II. G 
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bow shows its round form coloured with something like 
the red of evening twilight, and with colours like those 
of the garments of a br ide ; if the thunder roars like 
the screaming peacock, or the bird which cannot drink 
water except from falling rain, which then screams for 
joy, as the frogs enjoy the full water-places, so as to 
croak vehemently; if you see the sky raging like the 
raging of elephants and buffaloes in the thicket, in the 
various parts of which the fire is blazing; if the clouds 
move like the limbs of the elephants, if they shine like 
the shining of pearls, conch-shells, snow, and even as 
the moonbeams, as though the moon had lent the clouds 
her lustre and splendour ; 

V. 20.—All this indicates much rain and blessing by 
a rich growth. 

V. 25.—At the time when the Brahman sits amidst 
the water-jugs, the falling of stars, the flashing of the 
lightning, thunderbolts, red glow in the sky, tornado, 
earthquake, the falling of hail, and the screaming of 
the wild animals, all these things are considered as 
unlucky. 

V. 26.—If the water decreases in a jug on the north 
side, either by itself, or by a hole, or by dripping away, 
there will be no rain in the month Sravana. If it de
creases in a jug on the east side, there will be no rain 
in Bhadrapada. If it decreases in a jug on the south 
side, there will be no rain in Asvayuja; and if it de
creases in a jug on the west side, there will be no rain 
in Kartt ika. If there is no decrease of water in the 
jugs, the summer rain will be perfect. 

V. 27.—From the jugs they also derive prognostics 
as to the different castes. The northern j u g refers to 
the Brahman, the eastern to the Kshatriya, the southern 
to the Vaisya, and the western to the Sudra. If the 
names of people and certain circumstances are inscribed 
upon the jugs, all that happens to them if, e.g. they 
break or the water in them decreases, is considered as 
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prognosticating something which concerns those per
sons or circumstances." 

" The rules relating to the stations Svati and Sravana samuid, 
M 1 • -T. 1 • A TT7-1 * c h a p . XXV. 

are similar to those relating to Rohmi. When you are v. i, on 
in the white days of the month Ashadha, when the Lavafia. 
moon stands in either of the two stations Ashadha, 
i.e. Piirva-ashadha or Uttara-ashadha, select a spot as 
you have selected it for Rohini, and take a balance Page 251. 
of gold. That is the best. If it is of silver, it is ĝ '̂ ^̂ x̂ i 
middling. If it is not of silver, make it of wood -̂ s 
called khctyctr, which seems to be the khadira tree 
(i.e. Acacia catechu), or of the head of an arrow with 
which already a man has been killed. The smallest 
measure for the length of its beam is a span. The 
longer it is, the be t t e r ; the shorter it is, the less 
favourable. 

V. 6.—A scale has four strings, each 10 digits long. 
I ts two scales are of linen cloth of the size of 6 digits. 
I t s two weights are of gold. 

V. 7, 8.—Weigh by it equal quantities of each 
matter, water of the wells, of the ponds, and of the 
rivers, elephants' teeth, the hair of horses, pieces of gold 
with the names of kings written on them, and pieces of 
other metal over which the names of other people, or the 
names of animals, years, days, directions, or countries 
have been pronounced. 

V. I.—In weighing, turn towards the east ; put the 
weight in the right scale, and the things which are to 
be weighed in the left. Recite over them and speak to 
the balance: 

V. 2.—' Thou art correct; thou art Deva, and the 
wife of a Deva. Thou art Sarasvatl, the daughter of 
Brahman. Thou revealest the right and the truth. 
Thou art more correct than the soul of correctness. 

V. 3.—Thou art like the sun and the planets in their 
wandering from east to west on one and the same road. 

V. 4.—Through thee stands upright the order of the 
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world, and in thee is united the truth and the correct
ness of all the angels and Brahmans. 

V. 5.—Thou art the daughter of Brahman, and a 
man of thy house is Kasyapa.' 

V. I.—This weighing must take place in the even
ing. Then put the things aside, and repeat their 
weighing the next morning. That which has increased 
in weight will flourish and thrive in that year; that 
which has decreased will be bad and go back. 

This weighing, however, is not only to be done in 
Ashadha, but also in Rohini and Svati. 

V. II.—-If the year is a leap-year, and the weigh
ing happens to take place in the repeated month, the 
weighing is in that year twice done. 

V. 12.—If the prognostics are identical, what they 
forebode will happen. If they were not identical, 
observe the prognostics of Rohini, for it is predomi
nant." 
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CHAPTER LVI I I . 

HOW EBB AND FLOW FOLLOW EACH OTHER IN THE 

OCEAN. 

W I T H regard to the cause why the water of the ocean Qiiotation 
always remains as it is, we quote the following passage Matsya-
from the Matsya-Purdna,:—"At the beginning there 
were sixteen mountains, which had wings and could fly 
and rise UJD into the air. However, the rays of Indra, 
the ruler, burned their wings, so that they fell down, 
deprived of them, somewhere about the ocean, four of 
them in each point of the compass—in the east, Risha-
bha, Balahaka, Cakra, Mainaka; in the north, Candra, 
Kahka, Drona, Suhma ; in the west, Vakra, Vadhra, 
Narada, Parva ta ; in the south, Jimuta, Dravina, Main
aka ; Mahasaila (?). Between the third and the fourth 
of the eastern mountains there is the fire Sctmvartaka, 
which drinks the water of the ocean. But for this the 
ocean would fill up, since the rivers perpetually flow 
to it. 

" This fire was the fire of one of their kings, called story of 
. . ° King Am-va. 

Aurva. He had inherited the realm from his father, 
who was killed while he was still an embryo. When 
he was born and grew up, and heard the history of his 
father, he became angry against the angels, and drew 
his sword to kill them, since they had neglected the 
guardianship of the world, notwithstanding mankind's 
worshipping them and notwithstanding their being in 
close contact with the world. Thereupon the angels 
humiliated themselves before him and tried to con-
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ciliate him, so that he ceased from his wrath. Then he 
spoke to them : ' But what am I to do with the fire of 
my wrath ? ' and they advised him to throw it into the 
ocean. I t is this fire which absorbs the waters of the 
ocean. Others say : ' The water of the streams does not 

Page 252, increase the ocean, because Indra, the ruler, takes up 
the ocean in the shape of the cloud, and sends it down 
as rains.' " 

The man in Again the Matsya-Puvdua says : " T h e black part in 
the moon, which is called Sasalaksha, i.e. the hare's 
figure, is the image of the figures of the above-men
tioned sixteen mountains reflected by the light of the 
moon on her body." 

The Vishnu-Dharma says: " The moon is called Sasa
laksha, for the globe of her body is watery, reflecting 
the figure of the earth as a mirror reflects. On the 
earth there are mountains and trees of different shapes, 
which are reflected in the moon as a hare's figure. I t 
is also called Mrigaldncana, i.e. the figure of a gazelle, 
for certain people compare the black part on the moon's 
face to the figure of a gazelle." 

story of the The lunar stations they declare to be the daughters 
the moon, of Prajapati, to whom the moon is married. He was 

especially attached to Rohini, and preferred her to the 
others. Now her sisters, urged by jealousy, complained 
of him to their father Prajapati. The latter strove to 
keep peace among them, and admonished him, but with
out any success. Then he cursed the moon (Lunits), in 
consequence of which his face became leprous. Now 
the moon repented of his doing, and came penitent to 
Prajapati, who spoke to him : " My word is one, and 
cannot be cancelled; however, I shall cover thy shame 
for the half of each month." Thereupon the moon 
spoke to Prajapati: " But how shall the trace of the sin 
of the past be wiped off from me ? " Prajapati answered : 
" By erecting the shape of the liiiga of Mahadeva as an 
object of thy worship." This he did. The linga he 
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raised was the stone of Somanath, for soma means the Theidoiof 
moon and ndtha means master, so that the whole word 
means master of the moon. The image was destroyed 
by the Prince Mahmiid—may God be merciful to 
him!—A.H. 416. He ordered the upper part to be 
broken and the remainder to be transported to his resi
dence, Ghaznin, with all its coverings and trappings of 
gold, jewels, and embroidered garments. Par t of it 
has been thrown into the hippodrome of the town, 
together with the Cctkrasvdmin, an idol of bronze, that 
had been brought from Taneshar. Another part of the 
idol from Somanath lies before the door of the mosque 
of Ghaznin, on which people rub their feet to clean 
them from dirt and wet. 

The linga is an image of the penis of Mahadeva. I origin of 
have heard the following story regarding i t : — " A Rishi, ^ "̂ ^̂ ' 
on seeing Mahadeva with his wife, became suspicious 
of him, and cursed him that he should lose his penis. 
At once his penis dropped, and was as if wiped 
off. But afterwards the Rishi was in a position to 
establish the signs of his innocence and to confirm 
them by the necessary proofs. The suspicion which 
had troubled his mind was removed, and he spoke to 
him : ' Verily, I shall recompense thee by making the 
image of the limb which thou hast lost the object of 
worship for men, who thereby will find the road to God, 
and come near him.' " 

Varahamihira says about the construction of the Thecon-
linga: "Af te r having chosen a faultless stone for it, the Linga 
take it as long as the image is intended to be. Divide Varsiiiaml-
it into three parts. The lowest part of it is quad- Bruiatsam-

1 •[• •! 1 1 1 1 had,, chat). 

rangular, as it it were a cube or quadrangular column, ivui. 53.' 
The middle part is octagonal, its surface being divided 
by four pilasters. The upper third is round, rounded 
off so as to resemble the gland of a penis. 

V. 54.—In erecting the figure, place the quadran
gular third within the earth, and for the octagonal third 
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make a cover, which is cdXle^pinda, quadrangular from 
without, but so as to fit also on the quadrangular 
third in the earth. The octagonal form of the inner 
side is to fit on to the middle third, which projects out 

Page 253- of the earth. The round third alone remains without 
cover." 

Further he says :— 
V. 55 .—"If you make the round part too small or 

too thin, it will hurt the country and bring about evil 
among the inhabitants of the regions who have con
structed it. If it does not go deep enough down into 
the earth, or if it projects too little out of the earth. 

Chapter ix. this causes people to fall ill. When it is in the course 
of construction, and is struck by a peg, the ruler and 
his family will perish. If on the transport it is hit, 
and the blow leaves a trace on it, the artist will 
perish, and destruction and diseases will spread in that 
country.' ' 

The worship In the south-wcst of the Sindh country this idol is 
Somanath. frequently met with in the houses destined for the 

worship of the Hindus, but Somanath was the most 
famous of these places. Every day they brought there 
a j ug of Ganges water and a basket of flowers from 
Kashmir. They believed that the liiigct of Somanath 
would cure persons of every inveterate illness and heal 
every desperate and incurable disease. 

The reason why in particular Somanath has become 
so famous is that it was a harbour for seafaring people, 
and a station for those who went to and fro between 
Sufala in the country of the Zanj and China. 

Popular be- Now as regards ebb and flow in the Indian Ocean, 
the cause of ^^ which the former is called bharna (?), the latter 
the tides. vuhctra (?), wc state that, according to the notions of the 

common Hindus, there is a fire called Vadavdnala in 
the ocean, which is always blazing. The flow is caused 
by the fire's drawing breath and its being blown up by 
the wind, and the ebb is caused by the fire's exhaling 
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the breath and the cessation of its being blown up by 
the wind. 

Mani has come to a belief like this, after he had 
heard from the Hindus that there is a demon in the 
sea whose drawing breath and exhaling breath causes 
the flow and the ebb. 

The educated Hindus determine the daily phases of 
the tides by the rising and setting of the moon, the 
monthly phases by the increase and waning of the 
moon ; but the physical cause of both phenomena is not 
understood by them. 

I t is flow and ebb to which Somanath owes its name Origin of the 
(i.e. master of the moon); for the stone (or linga) of ofsoma-
Somanath was originally erected on the coast, a little 
less than three miles west of the mouth of the river 
Sarsutl, east of the golden fortress Baroi, which had 
appeared as a dwelling-place for Vasudeva, not far from 
the place where he and his family were killed, and 
where they were burned. Each time when the moon 
rises and sets, the water of the ocean rises in the flood 
so as to cover the place in question. When, then, the 
moon reaches the meridian of noon and midnight, the 
water recedes in the ebb, and the place becomes again 
visible. Thus the moon was perpetually occupied in 
serving the idol and bathing it. Therefore the place 
was considered as sacred to the moon. The fortress 
which contained the idol and its treasures was not 
ancient, but was built only about a hundred years ago. 

The Vishnu-Purdna says : " T h e greatest height of Quotation 
the water of the flow is 1500 digits." This statement vishnu-
seems rather exaggerated; for if the waves and the 
mean height of the ocean rose to between sixty to 
seventy yards, the shores and the bays would be more 
overflown than has ever been witnessed. Still this is 
not entirely improbable, as it is not in itself impossible 
on account of some law of nature. 

The fact that the just-mentioned fortress is said to 
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I 
have appeared out of the ocean is not astonishing for 
that particular part of the ocean; for the Dtbajat 
islands (Maledives and Laccadives) originate in a 
similar manner, rising out of the ocean as sand-downs. 
They increase, and rise, and extend themselves, and 
remain in this condition for a certain time. Then they 
become decrepit as if from old age ; the single parts 
become dissolved, no longer keep together, and dis
appear in the water as if melting away. The inhabi
tants of the islands quit that one which apparently dies 
away, and migrate to a young and fresh one which is 
about to rise above the ocean. They take their cocoa-
nut palms along with them, colonise the new island, 
and dwell on it. 

That the fortress in question is called golden may 
only be a conventional epithet. Possibly, however, 
this object is to be taken literally, for the islands of 
the Zabaj are called the Gold Goitntry (Suvctrnadvipct), 
because you obtain much gold as deposit if you wash 
only a little of the earth of that country. 
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CHAPTER LIX. 

ON THE SOLAR AND LUNAR ECLIPSES. 

I T is perfectly known to the Hindu astronomers that 
the moon is eclipsed by the shadow of the earth, and 
the sun is eclipsed by the moon. Hereon they have 
based their computations in the astronomical hand
books and other works. 

Varahamihira says in the Samhitd:— 
V. I .—"Some scholars maintain that the Head be- Quotation 

longed to the Daityas, and that his mother was Sim- hamiMra's 
hika. After the angels had fetched the amritct out of ch. v. ' 
the ocean, they asked Vishnu to distribute it among 
them. When he did so, the Head also came, resembling 
the angels in shape, and associated himself with them. 
When Vishnu handed him a portion of the amritct, he 
took and drank it. But then Vishnu perceived who it 
was, hit him with his round cctkra, and cut off his head. 
However, the head remained alive on account of the 
amrita in its mouth, whilst the body died, since it had 
not yet partaken of the amritct, and the force of the 
latter had not yet spread through it. Then the Head, 
humbling itself, spoke: ' For what sin has this been • 
done ? ' Thereupon he was recompensed by being 
raised to heaven and by being made one of its in
habitants. 

V. 2.—Others say that the Head has a body like sun 
and moon, but that it is black and dark, and cannot 
therefore be seen in heaven. Brahman, the first father. 
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ordered that he should never appear in heaven except 
at the time of an eclipse. 

V. 3.—Others say that he has a head like that of a 
serpent, and a tail like that of a serpent, whilst others 
say that he has no other body besides the black colour 
which is seen." 

After having finished the relation of these absurdities, 
Varahamihira continues :— 

V. 4 .—" If the Head had a body, it would act by 
immediate contact, whilst we find that he eclipses from 
a distance, when between him and the moon there is 
an interval of six zodiacal signs. Besides, his motion 
does not increase nor decrease, so that we cannot 
imagine an eclipse to be caused by his body reaching 
the spot of the lunar eclipse. 

V. 5.—And if a man commits himself to such a 
view, let him tell us for what purpose the cycles of the 
Head's rotation have been calculated, and what is the 
use of their being correct in consequence of the fact 
that his rotation is a regular one. If the Head is 
imagined to be a serpent with head and tail, why does 
it not eclipse from a distance less or more than six 
zodiacal signs ? 

V. 6.—His body is there present between head and 
ta i l ; both hang together by means of the body. Still 
it does not eclipse sun nor moon nor the fixed stars of 
the lunar stations, there being an eclipse only if there 
are two heads opposed to each other. 

V. 7.—If the latter were the case, and the moon 
rose, being eclipsed by one of the two, the sun would 
necessarily set, being eclipsed by the other. Likewise, 

Page 255. if the moon should set eclipsed, the sun would rise 
eclipsed. And nothing of the kind ever occurs. 

V. 8.—As has been mentioned by scholars who enjoy 
the help of God, an eclipse of the moon is her enter
ing the shadow of the earth, and an eclipse of the sun 
consists in this that the moon covers and hides the sun 
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from us. Therefore the lunar eclipse will never revolve 
from the west nor the solar eclipse from the east. 

V. 9.—A long shadow stretches away from the earth, 
in like manner as the shadow of a tree. 

V. 10.—When the moon has only little latitude, 
standing in the seventh sign of its distance from the 
sun, and if it does not stand too far north or south, in 
that case the moon enters the shadow of the earth and 
is eclipsed thereby. The first contact takes place on 
the side of the east. 

V. I I .—When the sun is reached by the moon from 
the west, the moon covers the sun, as if a portion of a 
cloud covered him. The amount of the covering differs 
in different regions. 

V. 12.—Because that which covers the moon is large, 
her light wanes when one-half of it is eclipsed; and 
because that which covers the sun is not large, the rays 
are powerful notwithstanding the eclipse. 

V. 13.—The nature of the Head has nothing what
ever to do with the lunar and solar eclipses. On this 
subject the scholars in their books agree." 

After having described the nature of the two eclipses, 
as he understands them, he complains of those who do 
not know this, and says: " However, common people 
are always very loud in proclaiming the Head to be 
the cause of an eclipse, and they say, ' If the Head 
did not appear and did not bring about the eclipse, the 
Brahmans would not at that moment undergo an obli
gatory washing.' " 

Varahamihira says:— 
V. 14.—"The reason of this is that the head humi

liated itself after it had been cut off, and received from 
Brahman a portion of the offering which the Brahmans 
offer to the fire at the moment of an eclipse. 

V. 15.—Therefore he is near the spot of the eclipse, 
searching for his portion. Therefore at that time people 
mention him frequently, and consider him as the cause 
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of the eclipse, although he has nothing whatsoever to 
do with i t ; for the eclipse depends entirely upon the 
uniformity and the declination of the orbit of the 
moon." 

The latter words of Varahamihira, who, in passages 
quoted previously, has already revealed himself to us 
as a man who accurately knows the shape of the world, 
are odd and surprising. However, he seems sometimes 
to side with the Brahmans, to whom he belonged, and 
from whom he could not separate himself. Still he 
does not deserve to be blamed, as, on the whole, his 
foot stands firmly on the basis of the truth, and he 
clearly speaks out the truth. Compare, e.g. his state
ment regarding the Samdhi, which we have mentioned 
above (v. i. 366). 

Would to God that all distinguished men followed 
his example ! But look, for instance, at Brahmagupta, 
who is certainly the most distinguished of their astro
nomers. For as he was one of the Brahmans who read 
in their Puranas that the sun is lower than the moon, 
and who therefore require a head biting the sun in 
order that he should be eclipsed, he shirks the t ruth 
and lends his support to imposture, if he did not—and 
this we think by no means impossible—from intense 
disgust at them, speak as he spoke simply in order to 
mock them, or under the compulsion of some mental 
derangement, like a man whom death is about to rob of 
his consciousness. The words in question are found in 
the first chapter of his Brahmasiddhdnta:— 

" Some people think that the eclipse is not caused by 
the Head. This, however, is a foolish idea, for it is he 
in fact who eclipses, and the generality of the inhabi
tants of the world say that it is the Head who eclipses. 
The Veda, which is the word of God from the mouth of 
Brahman, says that the Head eclipses, likewise the book 
Smriti, composed by Manu, and the Samhitd, composed 
by Garga the son of Brahman. On the contrary, Vara-
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hamihira, Srishena, Aryabhata, and Vishnucandra main
tain that the eclipse is not caused by the Head, but 
by the moon and the shadow of the earth, in direct 
opposition to all (to the generality of men), and from 
enmity against the just-mentioned dogma. For if the 
Head does not cause the eclipse, all the usages of the 
Brahmans which they practise at the moment of an 
eclipse, viz. their rubbing themselves with warm oil, 
and other works of prescribed worship, would be illu
sory and not be rewarded by heavenly bliss. If a man 
declares these things to be illusory, he stands outside 
of the generally acknowledged dogma, and that is not 
allowed. Manu says in the Sinriti : ' When the Head 
keeps the sun or moon in eclipse, all waters on earth 
become pure, and in purity like the water of the Ganges.' 
The Veda says : ' The Head is the son of a woman of the 
daughters of the Daityas, called Sainakd' (? Siihhika ?). 
Therefore people practise the well-known works of piety, 
and therefore those authors must cease to oppose the 
generality, for everything which is in the Veda, Smriti, 
and Samhitd is true." 

If Brahmagupta, in this respect, is one of those of 
whom God says (Koran, Sura xxvii. 14), " They have 
denied our signs, although their hearts knew them clectrly, 
from wickedness ctnd, hctughtiness," we shall not argue 
with him, but only whisper into his ear : If people 
must under circumstances give up opposing the reli
gious codes (as seems to be your case), why then do you 
order people to be pious if you forget to be so your
self? Why do you, after having spoken such words, 
then begin to calculate the diameter of the moon in 
order to explain her eclipsing the sun, and the dia
meter of the shadow of the earth in order to explain its 
eclipsing the moon ? W h y do you compute both eclipses 
in agreement with the theory of those heretics, and not 
according to the views of those with whom you think 
i t proper to agree ? If the Brahmans are ordered to 
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practise some act of worship or something else at the 
occurrence of an eclipse, the eclipse is only the clctte 
of these things, not their cctuse. Thus we Muslims are 
bound to say certain prayers, and prohibited from say
ing others, at certain times of the revolution of the sun 
and his light. These things are simply chronological 
dates for those acts, nothing more, for the sun has 
nothing whatever to do with our (Muslim) worship. 

Brahmagupta says (ii. n o ) , " T h e generality thinks 
thus." If he thereby means the totality of the inhabi
tants of the inhabitable world, we can only say that he 
would be very little able to investigate their opinions 
either by exact research or by means of historical tra
dition. For India itself is, in comparison to the whole 
inhabitable world, only a small matter, and the number 
of those who differ from the Hindus, both in religion 
and law, is larger than the number of those who agree 
with them. 

Or if Brahmagupta means the generctlity of the Hindus, 
we agree that the uneducated among them are much 
more numerous than the educated ; but we also point 
out that in all our religious codes of divine revelation 
the uneducated crowd is blamed as being ignorant, 
always doubting, and ungrateful. 

I, for my part, am inclined to the belief that that 
which made Brahmagupta speak the above-mentioned 
words (which involve a sin against conscience) was 
something of a calamitous fate, like that of Socrates, 
which had befallen him, notwithstanding the abun
dance of his knowledge and the sharpness of his intel
lect, and notwithstanding his extreme youth at the 
time. For he wrote the Brahmasiddhdnta when he was 
only thirty years of age. If this indeed is his excuse, 
we accept it, and herewith drop the matter. 

As for the above-mentioned people (the Hindu theo
logians), from whom you must take care not to differ, 
how should they be able to understand the astronomical 
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theory regarding the moon's eclipsing the sun, as they, 
in their Puranas, place the moon above the sun, and 
that which is higher cannot cover that which is lower 
in the sight of those who stand lower than both. 
Therefore they required some being which devours 
moon and sun, as the fish devours the bait, and causes 
them to appear in those shapes in which the eclipsed 
parts of them in reality appear. However, in each 
nation there are ignorant people, and leaders still more 
ignorant than they themselves, who (as the Koran, 
Sura xxix. 12, says) "bear their own burdens and other 
burdens besides them," and who think they can increase 
the light of their minds ; the fact being that the masters 
are as ignorant as the pupils. 

Very odd is that which Varahamihira relates of certain Quotations 
ancient writers, to whom we must pay no attention if hamihira's 
we do not want to oppose them, viz. that they tried to chap' Y.' ly, 
prognosticate the occurrence of an eclipse by pouring a ' '̂ 
small amount of water together with the same amount 
of oil into a large vase with a flat bottom on the eighth 
of the lunar days. Then they examined the spots 
where the oil was united and dispersed. The united 
portion they considered as a prognostication for the be
ginning of the eclipse, the dispersed portion as a prog
nostication for its end. 

Further, Varahamihira says that somebody used to 
think that the conjunction of the planets is the cause 
of the eclipse (V. 16), whilst others tried to prognosticate 
an eclipse from unlucky phenomena, as, e.g. the falling 
of stars, comets, halo, darkness, hurricane, landslip, and 
earthquake. " These things," so he says, " are not always 
contemporary with an eclipse, nor are they its cause ; 
the nature of an unlucky event is the only thing which 
these occurrences have in common with an eclipse. A 
reasonable explanation is totally different from such 
absurdities." 

The same man, knowing only too well the character 
VOL. II. H 
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of his countrymen, who like to mix up peas with wolf's 
beans, pearls with dung, says, without quoting any 
authority for his words (V. 63 ) : " If at the time of an 
eclipse a violent wind blows, the next eclipse will be 
six months later. If a star falls down, the next eclipse 
will be twelve months later. If the air is dusty, it will 
be eighteen months later. If there is an earthquake, it 
will be twenty-four months later. If the air is dark, it 
will be thirty months later. If hail falls, it will be 
thirty-six months later." 

To such things silence is the only proper answer. 
I shall not omit to mention that the different kinds 

of eclipses described in the canon of Alkhwarizmi, 
though correctly represented, do not agree with the 
results of actual observation. More correct is a similar 
view of the Hindus, viz. that the eclipse has the colour 
of smoke if it covers less than half the body of the 
moon ; that it is coal-black if it completely covers one 
half of her ; that it has a colour between black and red 
if the eclipse covers more than half of her body; and, 
lastly, that it is yellow-brown if it covers the whole 
body of the moon. 
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CHAPTEE LX. 

ON THE PARVAN. 

THE intervals between which an eclipse may happen Page 258. 
and the number of their lunations are sufficiently ^i^thftlrm^ 
demonstrated in the sixth chapter of Almagest. The '̂"''"'"' 
Hindus call a period of time at the beginning and end 
of which there occur lunar eclipses, parvan. The fol
lowing information on the subject is taken from the 
Samhitd. Its author, Varahamihira, says: " Each six Quotation 

. T /. . , . , , . - from Vara-

months lorm o,parvan, m which an eclipse may happen, hamihira's 
These eclipses form a cycle of seven, each of which has chap"v"' 
a particular dominant and prognostics, as exhibited in ^̂  ^̂" 
the following table :— 

Number 
of the 

Parvans. 

Domi
nants 
of the 

Parvans. 
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1 

Brahman. 
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2 

Sa^in, 
i.e. the 
Moon. 
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n 
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e 
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3 

Indra, 
the 

Euler. 
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4 

Kubera, 
the Pro
tector 
of the 
North. 
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h
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e 
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5 

Varuna, 
the Pro
tector 
of the 
Water. 

N
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6 

Agni, the 
Fire, also 

called 
Mitra-
khya. 
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7 

Yam a, 
the 

Angel of 
Death. 
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e,
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Rules for 
t h e compu
tat ion of t he 
po.rvan from 
the Khan-
dakhddyaka. 

Page 259. 

Quotation 
from Vara
hamihira 's 
Samhitd, 
chap. V. 236. 

The computation of the pctrvan in which you happen 
to be is the following, according to the Khanclakhddyaka: 
" Write down the cthctrgctnct, as computed according to 
this canon, in two places. Multiply the one by 50, and 
divide the product by 1296, reckoning a fraction, if it is 
not less than one-half, as a whole. Add to the quotient 
1063. Add the sum to the number written in the second 
place, and divide the sum by 180. The quotient, as 
consisting of wholes, means the number of complete 
parvans. Divide it by 7, and the remainder under 7 
which you get means the distance of the particular 
parvan from the first one, i.e. from that of Brahman. 
However, the remainder under 180 which you get by 
the division is the elapsed part of the parvctn in which 
you are. You subtract it from 180. If the remainder 
is less than 15, a lunar eclipse is possible or necessary ; 
if the remainder is larger, it is impossible. Therefore 
you must always by a similar method compute that 
time which has elapsed before the particular parvan in 
which you happen to be." 

In another passage of the book we find the following 
ru le : "Take the kctlpa-ctharganct, i.e. the past portion 
of the days of a kalpa. Subtract therefrom 96,031, 
and write down the remainder in two different places. 
Subtract from the lower number 84, and divide the sum 
by 561. Subtract the quotient from the upper number 
and divide the remainder by 173. The quotient you 
disregard, but the remainder you divide by 7. The quo
tient gives parvctns, beginning with Brcthmddi" (sic). 

These two methods do not agree with each other. 
We are under the impression that in the second pas
sage something has either fallen out or been changed 
by the copyists. 

What Varahamihira says of the astrological portents 
of the parvans does not well suit his deep learning. 
He says: " I f in a certain parvan there is no eclipse, 
but there is one in the other cycle, there are no rains, 
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and there will be much hunger and killing." If in 
this passage the translator has not made a blunder, 
we can only say that this description applies to each 
parvan preceding such a one in which there occurs an 
eclipse. 

Stranger still is the following remark of his (V. 24) : 
" I f an eclipse occurs earlier than has been calculated, 
there is little rain and the sword is drawn. If it 
occurs later than has been calculated, there will be 
pestilence, and death, and destruction in the corn, the 
fruit, and flowers. (V. 25.) This is part of what I have 
found in the books of the ancients and transferred to 
this place. If a man properly knows how to calculate, 
it will not happen to him in his calculations that an 
eclipse falls too early or too late. If the sun is eclipsed chap. ui. 
and darkened outside a parvan, you must know that an 
angel called Tvashtri has eclipsed him." 

Similar to this is what he says in another passage: 
" If the turning to the north takes place before the sun ibid. v. 4, 
enters the sign Capricornus, the south and the west 
will be ruined. If the turning to the south takes place 
before the sun enters Cancer, the east and the north 
will be ruined. If the turning coincides with the sun's 
entering the first degrees of these two signs, or takes 
place after it, happiness will be common to all four 
sides, and bliss in them will increase." 

Such sentences, understood as they seem intended 
to be understood, sound like the ravings of a madman, 
but perhaps there is an esoteric meaning concealed 
behind them v/hich we do not know. 

After this we must continue to speak of the domini 
temp)orum, for these two are of a cyclical nature, adding 
such materials as are related to them. 
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CHAPTER LXI. 

ON THE DOMINANTS OF THE DIFFERENT MEASURES OF 
TIME IN BOTH RELIGIOUS AND ASTRONOMICAL RELA
TIONS, AND ON CONNECTED SUBJECTS. 

whichofthe DURATION, or time in general, only applies to the 
measures of Creator as being his age, and not determinable by a 
dominants beginning and an end. In fact, it is his eternity, 
not.^ ic ipi^gy frequently call it the soul, i.e. yurusha. But as 

regards common time, which is determinable by mo
tion, the single parts of it apply to beings beside the 
Creator, and to natural phenomena beside the soul. 
Thus kalpa is always used in relation to Brahman, for 
it is his day and night, and his life is determined by it. 

Page 260. Each manvantara has a special dominant called 
Mctnu, who is described by special qualities, already 
mentioned in a former chapter. On the other hand, I 
have never heard anything of dominants of the ccttitr-
yugas or yugas. 

Varahamihira says in the Great Book of Ncttivities : 
/' Abda, i.e. the year, belongs to Saturn ; Ayana, half a 
year, to the sun ; Ritu, the sixth part of a year, to Mer
cury ; the month, to Jup i te r ; Paksha, half a month, to 
Venus ; Vdsarct, the day, to Mars ; MuhHrtct, to the 
moon." 

I n the same book he defines the sixth parts of the 
year in the following manner : " T h e first, beginning 
with the winter solstice, belongs to Saturn ; the second, 
to Venus ; the third, to Mars ; the fourth, to the Moon; 
the fifth, to Mercury; the sixth, to Jupi ter ." 
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We have already, in former chapters, described the 
dominants of the hours, of the mithiXrtas, of the halves 
of the lunar days, of the single days in the white and 
black halves of the month, of the parvans of the 
eclipses, and of the single manvctntarcts. What there 
is more of the same kind we shall give in this place. 

In computing the dominant of the yectr, the Hindus computa-
use another method than the Western nations, who dominant of 
compute it, according to certain well-known rules, from accordtng to 
.1 7 1 p rm -1 • . f the Khanda. 

the ascendens or horoscope of a year. The dominant of khadyaka. 
the year as well as the dominant of the month are the 
rulers of certain periodically recurring parts of time, 
and are by a certain calculation derived from the domi
nants of the hours and the dominants of the days. 

If you want to find the dominant of the year, com
pute the sum of days of the date in question according 
to the rules of the canon Khanclctkhddyaka, which is 
the most universally used among them. Subtract there
from 2201, and divide the remainder by 360. Multiply 
the quotient by 3, and add to the product always 3. 
Divide the sum by 7. The remainder, a number 
under 7, you count off on the week-days, beginning 
with Sunday. The dominant of that day you come 
to is at the same time the dominant of the year. The 
remainders you get by the division are the days of his 
rule which have already elapsed. These, together with 
the days of his rule which have not yet elapsed, give 
the sum of 360. 

I t is the same whether we reckon as we have just 
explained, or add to the here-mentioned sum of days 
319, instead of subtracting from it. 

If you want to find the dominant of the month, sub- iiow to find 
tract 71 from the sum of days of the date in question, nantofthe 
and divide the remainder by 30. Double the quotient 
and add i. The sum divide by 7, and the remainder 
count off on the week-days, beginning with Sunday. 
The dominant of the day you come to is at the same 
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Page 261. 

Quotation 
from Maha
deva. 

The Nagas 
in connec
t ion wi th 
the p lane ts . 

t ime the dominant of the month. The remainder you 
get by the division is that part of his rule which has 
already elapsed. This, together with that part of his 
rule which has not yet elapsed, gives the sum of 30 days. 

I t is the same whether you reckon as we have just 
explained, or add 19 to the days of the date, instead of 
subtracting from them, and then add 2 instead of I to 
the double of the sum. 

I t is useless here to speak of the dominant of the 
day, for you find it by dividing the sum of the days of 
a date by 7 ; or to speak of the dominant of the hour, 
for you find it by dividing the revolving sphere by i5-
Those, however, who use the &pai KatptKai divide by 15 
the distance between the degree of the sun and the de
gree of the ctscendens, it being measured by equal degrees. 

The book SriXdhava of Mahadeva says : " Each of 
the thirds of the day and night has a dominant. The 
dominant of the first third of day and night is Brahman, 
that of the second Vishnu, and that of the third Rudra." 
This division is based on the order of the three primeval 
forces (scttvct, rajas, tctmcts). 

The Hindus have still another custom, viz. that of 
mentioning together with the dominant of the year one 
of the Ndgcts or serpents, which have certain names as 
they are used in connection with one or other of the 
planets. We have united them in the following table :— 

Table of the serpents. 

The dominant of 
the year. 

Sun. 
Moon. 
Mars. 
Mercury. 
Jupi ter . 
Venus. 
Saturn. 

The names of the serpei 
Doininus Anni, given 

Suka (1 Vasuki), 
Pushkara , 
Pindaraka, Bharma ( 
Cabrahas ta (?), 
Elapat ra , 
Karkotaka,, 
Cakshabhadra (?), 

ts which accompany the 
in two different forms. 

Nanda . 
Citrangada. 

?), Takshaka . 
Karkota . 
Padma . 
Mahapadma. 
Sahkha. 
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The Hindus combine the planets with the sun be- Thedomi-
cause they depend upon the sun, and the fixed stars planets ac-
with the moon because the stars of her stations belong rishnu-
to them. I t is known among Hindu as well as Muslim 
astrologers that the planets exercise the rule over the 
zodiacal signs. Therefore they assume certain angelic 
beings as the dominants of the planets, who are ex
hibited in the following table, taken from the Vishnu-
dharmct:— 

Table of the dominants of the planets. 

The planets and the two nodes. 

Sun. 
Moon. 
Mars. 
Mercury. 
Jup i te r . 
Venus. 
Saturn. 
The Head . 
The Tail. 

Their dominants. 

Agni. 
Vyana (?). 
Kalmdsha (?). 
Vishnu. 
Sukra. 
Gauri. 
Praj9,pati. 
Ganapat i (?). 
Visvakarman. 

The same book attributes also to the lunar stations Thedomi-
as to the planets certain dominants, who are contained lunar 

,1 P I , . , 1 1 stations. 
m the following; table :— 

The Lunar Stations. 

Kri t t ika. 
Rohini. 
Mrigasirsha. 
Ardra. 
Punarvasu. 
Pushya. 
Aslesha. 
Magha. 
Purvaphalguni . 
Ut ta rapha lgunl . 
Has ta . 
Citra. 
Svati. 
Visakha. 

Their dominants. 

Agni. 
Kesvara. 
Indu, i.e. the moon. 
Rudra . 
Aditi . 
Guru, i.e. Jupi ter . 
Sarp§,s. 
Pi taras . 
Bhaga. 
Aryaman. 
Savitri , i.e. SavitE. 
Tvashtri . 
Vayu. 
Indragni . 

Page 262. 
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The Lunar Stations. 

Anuradha. 
J y e s h t h a . 
Mula. ' 
PurvashMha. 
Uttarashadha,. 
Abhijit . 
Sravana. 
DhanishtS,. 
Sa tabhishaj . 
Purvabhadrapada. 
Ut ta rabhadrapada . 
Eevati. 
A.svini. 
Bharani . 

Their dominants. 

Mitra. 
Sakra. 
Nirri t i . 
Apas. 
Visve[devas]. 
Brahman. 
Vishnu. 
Vasavas. 
Varuna. 
[Aja ekapad] . 
Ahir budhnya . 
Pushan. 
Asvin {?). 
Yam a. 
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CHAPTER LXII. 

ON THE SIXTY YEARS-SAMVATSARA, ALSO CALLED Page 263. 

" SHASHTYABDA." 

THE word sctmvatsctrct, which means the years, is a tech- Expiana-
nical term for cycles of years constructed on the basis termssaiK*̂  
of the revolutions of Jupiter and the sun, the heliacal ^hasTtyduia. 
rising of the former being reckoned as the beginning. 
It revolves in sixty years, and is therefore called shash-
tyctbda, i.e. sixty years. 

We have already mentioned that the names of the A year is 
lunar stations are, by the names of the months, divided over̂ by that 
into groups, each month having a namesake in the cor- which the 
responding group of stations. We have represented risiî ĝ of 
these things in a table, in order to facilitate the subject occ'ur.s.̂  
(v. i. 218). Knowing the station in which the heliacal 
rising of Jupiter occurs, and looking up this station 
in the just-mentioned table, you find at the left of it 
the name of the month which rules over the year in 
question. You bring the year in connection with the 
month, and say, e.g. the year of Gctitra, the year of Vai-
sdkha, &c. For each of these years there exist astro
logical rules which are well known in their literature. 

For the computation of the lunar station in which How to find 
the heliacal rising of Jupiter occurs, Varahamihira station'of 
gives the following rule in his Samhitd:— heUao*aî ris-

" T a k e t h e Sakaka la , m u l t i p l y i t b y 11 , a n d m u l t i p l y tio îfrom ̂  
t h e p r o d u c t b y 4 , Y o u m a y do th i s , or you m a y also hfra'sSaTii-
m u l t i p l y t h e S a k a k a l a b y 4 4 . A d d 8 5 8 9 t o t h e p r o d u c t viii.'2'o,Ti. 
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and divide the sum by 3750. The quotient represents 
years, months, days, &c. 

" Add them to the Sakakala, and divide the sum by 
60. The quotient represents great sexagenarian yugas, 
i.e. complete shashtyctbdas, which, as not being necessary, 
are disregarded. Divide the remainder by 5, and the 
quotient represents small, complete five-year yugcts. 
That which remains being less than one yugct, is called 
sctmvatsctrct, i.e. the year. 

" V. 22.—Write down the latter number in two diffe
rent places. Multiply the one by 9, and add to the pro
duct ^ of the number in the other place. Take of the 
sum the fourth part, and this number represents com
plete lunar stations, its fractions representing part of 
the next following current station. Count off this 
number of the stations, beginning with Dhanishtha. 
The station you arrive at is that one in which the 
heliacal rising of Jupiter takes place." Thereby you 
know the month of the years, as has above been ex
plained. 

Smaller The great yugas begin with the heliacal rising of 
contained in Jupitcr in the beginning of the station Dhanishtha and 
six̂ y'̂ yearl the beginning of the month Magha. The small yugas 

have within the great ones a certain order, being 
divided into groups which comprehend certain numbers 
of years, and each of which has a special dominant. 
This division is represented by the following table. 

If you know what number in the great yugct the year 
in question occupies, and you look up this number 
among the numbers of the years in the upper part 
of the table, you find under it, in the corresponding 
columns, both the name of the year and the name of 
its dominant. 
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The names , 
which each 

dozen of years V 
has in 

common. ^ 

Their J 
dominants . j 

Numbers 
with the 
unit I. 

II 
21 

31 
41 
51 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 6. 

6 
16 
26 
36 
46 
56 

Samvatsara . 

Agni, 
i.e. 

the fire. 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 2. 

2 
12 
22 
32 
42 
52 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 7. 

7 
17 
27 
37 
47 
57 

Parivatsara . 

Arka, 
i.e. 

the sun. 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 3. 

3 
13 
23 
33 
43 
53 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 8. 

8 
18 
28 
38 
48 
58 

Idavatsara. 

Sitamaytikhamalin, 
i.e. having a cold 

ray, viz. the moon. 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 4. 

4 
14 
24 
34 
44 
54 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 9. 

9 
19 
29 
39 
49 
59 

Anuvatsara. 

Prajapat i , t h e 
fa ther of the 

lunar s tat ions. 

Numbers 
with the 
unit 5. 

5 
15 
25 
35 
45 
55 

Numbers 
without a 

unit. 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 

Udvatsara . 

Sailasut&pati, i.e. 
the husband of t h e 

daugh te r of the 
mountain , viz. 

MahS.deva. 
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The names Further, cvcry single one of the sixty years has a 
years of̂ â  name of its own, and the yugas, too, have names which 

are the names of their dominants. All these names 
are exhibited in the following table. 

This table is to be used in the same way as the 
preceding one, as you find the name of each year 
of the whole cycle (of sixty years) under the corre
sponding number. It would be a lengthy affair if we 
were to explain the meanings of the single names 
and their prognostics. All this is found in the book 
Samhitd. 



Favourable. 

Favourable. 

Favourable. 

Favourable. 

I.—Lustrum. 
Its lord is Manu, i.e. Nara- ) 

II.—Lustrum. 
Its lord Surejya, i.e. Jupiter 

III.—Lustrum. 
Its lord Balabhit, i.e. } 

IV.—Lustrum. 
Its lord Hutasa, i.e. the fire 

V.—Lustrum. 
Indifferent. Its lord Tvashtri, the lord ) 

of the lunar station Citra . . .\ 

VI.—Lustrum. 
Indifferent. Its lord Proshthapada, the^j 

lord of the lunar station Uttarabha- V 
drapada . . . . . j 

I. 

Prabhava. 

6. 
Aiigiras. 

II . 

I^vara. 

i6. 
Citrabhflnu. 

21. 

Sarvajit. 

26. 

Nandana. 

2. 

Vibhava. 

7. 
Srimukha. 

12. 

Bahudhanya. 

17-
Subhanu. 

22. 

Sarvadharin. 

27. 

Vijaya. 

3-
Sukla. 

8. 
Bhava. 

13-
Pramathin. 

18. 
Parthiva (?). 

23-
Virodhin. 

28. 

Jay a. 

4-
Pramoda. 

9-
Yuvan. 

14. 
Vikrama. 

19. 
T&rana. 

24. 
Vikrita. 

29. 

Manmatha. 

5-
Prajapati. 

10. 

Dhatri. 

IS-
Visha. 

(Vrishabha ?) 

20. 

Vyaya. 

25-
Khara. 

30-

Cadur (!). 



VII.—Lustrum. 
Indifferent. Its lord Pitaras, i.e. the ) 

fathers . . . . . . . \ 

VIII.—Lustrum. 
Indifferent. Its lord is Siva, i.e. the ) 

creatures . . . . . .\ 

IX.— Lustrum. 
Unlucky. Its lord Soma, i.e. the moon . 

X.—Lustrum. 
Unlucky. Its lord Sakranala, i.e. Indra ) 

and the fire together . . . . \ 

XI.—Lustrum. 
Unlucky. Its lord Asvin, the lord of ) 

the lunar station Asvini . . . \ 

XII.—Lustrum. 
Unlucky. Its lord Bhaga, the lord of ) 

the lunar station Pftrvaphalguni . . | 

31-
Hemalamba. 

36. 
Sokakrit. 

41. 

Plavanga. 

46. 
Paridhavin. 

51-
Pingala. 

56. 
Dundubhi. 

32. 
Vilambin. 

37. 
Subhakrit. 

42. 

Kilaka. 

47-
Pramadin. 

52. 
Kalayukta. 

57-
Angara. 

33-
Vikarin. 

38. 
Krodhin. 

43-
Saumya. 

48. 
Vikrama. 

53-
Siddh^rtha. 

58. 
Raktaksha (?). 

34-
Sarvari (?). 

39-
Visvavasu. 

44. 
Sadharana. 

49. 
Riikshasa. 

54-
Raudra. 

59-
Krodha. 

35-
Plava. 

40. 

Paravasu. 

45-
Rodhakrit. 

50-
Anala. 

55-
Durmati. 

60. 

Kshaya. 
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This is the method for the determination of the Page 267. 
years of the shashtyabda, as recorded in their books. 
However, I have seen Hindus who subtract 3 from 
the era of Vikramaditya, and divide the remainder 
by 60. The remainder they count off from the begin
ning of the great yitga. This method is not worth 
anything. By-the-bye, it is the same whether you 
reckon in the manner mentioned, or add 12 to the 
Sakakala. 

I have come across some people from the country ihesamvat-
of Kanoj who told me that, with them, the cycle of people of ° 
samvcttsarcts has 1248 years, each single one of the '*"°''' 
twelve samvatsctras having 104 years. According to 
this statement we must subtract 554 from the Sakakala, 
and with the remainder compare the following diagram. 
In the corresponding column you see in which sctmvctt-
sctrct the year in question lies, and how many years of 
the sctmvcttsara have already elapsed :— 

The years ; i. 

The years : 625. 

Their f T^ -L. i Barbara, names [ 

Pllumant. 
(?) 

729. 

Jamhu. 

209. 

Kadara. 

833-

Kriti. 

313. 

Kalavrinta. 

937-

Sarpa. 

417-

Naumand. 
(?) 

1041. 

Hindhu. 

521-

Meru. 

II4S-

Sindhu. 

When I heard, among these pretended names of sctm-
vatsaras, names of nations, trees, and mountains, I con
ceived a suspicion of my reporters, more particularly 
as their chief business was indeed to practise hocus-
pocus and deception (as jugglers ?); and a dyed beard 
proves its bearer to be a liar. I used great care in 
examining every single one of them, in repeating the 
same questions at different times, in a different order 
and context. But lo ! what different answers did I ge t ! 
God is all-wise! 

VOL. II. I 
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CHAPTER LXIII. 

ON TEAT WHICH ESPECIALLY CONGEENS THE BRAHMANS, 

AND WHAT THEY ARE OBLIGED TO DO DURING THEIR 

WHOLE LIFE. 

First period The life of the Brahman, after seven years of it have 
man's life, passcd, is divided into four parts. The first part begins 

with the eighth year, when the Brahmans come to him 
to instruct him, to teach him his duties, and to enjoin 
him to adhere to them and to embrace them as long as 
he lives. Then they bind a girdle round his waist and 
invest him with a pair of yajnopavitas, i.e. one strong 
cord consisting of nine single cords which are twisted 
together, and with a third yajnopavitct, a single one 
made from cloth. This girdle runs from the left 
shoulder to the right hip. Further, he is presented 
with a stick which he has to wear, and with a seal-
ring of a certain grass, called dctrbhct, which he wears on 
the ring-finger of the right hand. This seal-ring is also 
called pctvitrct. The object of his wearing the ring on 
the ring-finger of his right hand is this, that it should 
be a good omen and a blessing for all those who receive 
gifts from that hand. The obligation of wearing the 
ring is not quite so stringent as that of wearing the 
yajnopavita, for from the latter he is not to separate 
himself under any circumstances whatever. If he 
takes it off while eating or fulfilling some want of 
nature, he thereby commits a sin which cannot be 

Page 268. wiped off save by some work of expiation, fasting, or 
almsgiving. 
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This first period of the Brahman's life extends till the 
twenty-fifth year of his age, or, according to the Vishnu-
Purdna, till his forty-eighth year. His duty is to prac
tise abstinence, to make the earth his bed, to begin with 
the learning of the Veda and of its explanation, of the 
science of theology and law, all this being taught to him 
by a master whom he serves day and night. He washes 
himself thrice a day, and performs a sacrifice to the fire 
both at the beginning and end of the day. After the 
sacrifice he worships his master. He fasts a day and he 
breaks fast a day, but he is never allowed to eat meat. 
He dwells in the house of the master, which he only leaves 
in order to ask for a gift and to beg in not more than 
five houses once a day, either at noon or in the evening. 
Whatever alms he receives he places before his master 
to choose from it what he likes. Then the master 
allows him to take the remainder. Thus the pupil 
nourishes himself from the remains of the dishes of 
his master. Further, he fetches the wood for the fire, 
wood of two kinds of trees, paldsa (Butea fronclosct) 
and dctrbhct, in order to perform the sacrifice; for the 
Hindus highly venerate the fire, and offer flowers to it. 
It is the same case with all other nations. They 
always thought that the sacrifice was accepted by the 
deity if the fire came down upon it, and no other 
worship has been able to draw them away from it, 
neither the worship of idols nor that of stars, cows, 
asses, or images. Therefore Bashshar Ibn Burd says: 
" Since there is fire, it is worshipped." 

The second period of their life extends fromthetwenty- second 
fifth year till the fiftieth, or, according to the Vishnu-Pur- Brahman's'" 
ana, till the seventieth. The master allows him to marry. ^^' 
He marries, establishes a household, and intends to have 
descendants, but he cohabits with his wife only once in 
a month after she has become clean of the menstruation. 
He is not allowed to marry a woman above twelve years 
of age. He gains his sustenance either by the fee he 
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obtains for teaching Brahmans and Kshatriyas, not as 
a payment, but as a present, or by presents which he 
receives from some one because he performs for him 
the sacrifices to the fire, or by asking a gift from the 
kings and nobles, there being no importunate pressing 
on his part, and no unwillingness on the part of the 
giver. There is always a Brahman in the houses of 
those people, who there administers the affairs of reli
gion and the works of piety. He is called purohita. 
Lastly, the Brahman lives from what he gathers on the 
earth or from the trees. He may try his fortune in the 
trade of clothes and betel-nuts, but it is preferable that 
he should not trade himself, and that a Vaisya should 
do the business for him, because originally trade is for
bidden on account of the deceiving and lying which 
are mixed up with it. Trading is permitted to him 
only in case of dire necessity, when he has no other 
means of sustenance. The Brahmans are not, like the 
other castes, bound to pay taxes and to perform services 
to the kings. Further, he is not allowed continually to 
busy himself with horses and cows, with the care for 
the cattle, nor with gaining by usury. The blue colour 

Page 269. is impure for him, so that if it touches his body, he is 
obliged to wash himself. Lastly, he must always beat 
the drum before the fire, and recite for it the prescribed 
holy texts. 

The third The third period of the life of the Brahman extends 
from the fiftieth year to the seventy-fifth, or, according 
to the Vishnu-Purdna, till the ninetieth. He practises 
abstinence, leaves his household, and hands it as well 
as his wife over to his children, if the latter does not 
prefer to accompany him into the life in the wilderness. 
He dwells outside civilisation, and leads the same life 
again which he led in the first period. He does not 
take shelter under a roof, nor wear any other dress but 
some bark of a tree, simply sufficient to cover his loins. 
He sleeps on the earth without any bed, and only 

period. 
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nourishes himself by fruit, vegetables, and roots. He 
lets the hair grow long, and does not anoint himself 
with oil. 

The fourth period extends till the end of life. He The fourth 
wears a red garment and holds a stick in his hand. 
He is always given to meditation; he strips the mind 
of friendship and enmity, and roots out desire, and 
lust, and wrath. He does not converse with anybody 
at all. When walking to a place of a particular merit, 
in order to gain a heavenly reward, he does not stop on 
the road in a village longer than a day, nor in a city 
longer than five days. If any one gives him something, 
he does not leave a remainder of it for the following 
day. He has no other business but that of caring 
for the path which leads to salvation, and for reaching 
moksha, whence there is no return to this world. 

The universal duties of the Brahman throughout his The duties 
. . - t> • • • 1 -I • • of Brahmans 

whole life are works of piety, giving alms and receiving in general. 
them. For that which the Brahmans give reverts to 
the pitaras (is in reality a benefit to the Fathers). He 
must continually read, perform the sacrifices, take care 
of the fire which he lights, offer before it, worship it, 
and preserve it from being extinguished, that he may 
be burned by it after his death. It is called homct. 

Every day he must wash himself thrice: at the 
sctmdhi of rising, i.e. morning dawn, at the sctmdhi of 
setting, i.e. evening twilight, and between them in the 
middle of the day. The first washing is on account of 
sleep, because the openings of the body have become 
lax during it. Washing is a cleansing from accidental 
impurity and a preparation for prayer. 

Their prayer consists of praise, glorification, and pros
tration according to their peculiar manner, viz. pros
trating themselves on the two thumbs, whilst the two 
palms of the hands are joined, and they turn their faces 
towards the sun. For the sun is their kibla, wherever 
he may be, except when in the south. For they do not 
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perform any work of piety with the face turned south
ward ; only when occupied with something evil and 
unlucky they turn themselves towards the south. 

The time when the sun declines from the meridian 
(the afternoon) is well suited for acquiring in it a 
heavenly reward. Therefore at this time the Brahman 
must be clean. 

The evening is the time of supper and of prayer. 
The Brahman may take his supper and pray without 
having previously washed himself. Therefore, evidently, 
the rule as to the third washing is not as stringent as 
that relating to the first and second washings. 

A nightly washing is obligatory for the Brahman 
only at the times of eclipses, that he should be pre
pared to perform the rules and sacrifices prescribed for 
that occasion. 

The Brahman, as long as he lives, eats only twice a 
day, at noon and at nightfal l ; and when he wants to 
take his meal, he begins by put t ing aside as much as 

Page 270. is sufficient for one or two men as alms, especially for 
strange Brahmans who happen to come at evening-
time asking for something. To neglect their mainten
ance would be a great sin. Further, he puts something 
aside for the cattle, the birds, and the fire. Over the 
remainder he says prayers and eats it. The remainder 
of his dish he places outside his house, and does not any 
more come near it, as it is no longer allowable for him, 
being destined for the chance passer-by who wants it, 
be he a man, bird, dog, or something else. 

The Brahman must have a water-vessel for himself. 
If another one uses it, it is broken. The same remark 
applies to his eating-instruments. I have seen Brah
mans who allowed their relatives to eat with them from 
the same plate, but most of them disapprove of this. 

He is obliged to dwell between the river Sindh in 
the north and the river Carmanvati in the south. He 
is not allowed to cross either of these frontiers so as 
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to enter the country of the Turks or of the Karnata. 
Further, he must live between the ocean in the east 
and west. People say that he is not allowed to stay 
in a country in which the grass which he wears on 
the ring-finger does not grow, nor the black-haired 
gazelles graze. This is a description for the whole 
country within the just-mentioned boundaries. If he 
passes beyond them he commits a sin. 

In a country where not the whole spot in the house 
which is prepared for people to eat upon it is plastered 
with clay, where they, on the contrary, prejaare a sepa
rate tablecloth for each person eating by pouring water 
over a spot and plastering it with the dung of cows, 
the shape of the Brahman's tablecloth must be square. 
Those who have the custom of preparing such table
cloths give the following as the cause of this custom: 
—The spot of eating is soiled by the eating. If the 
eating is finished, the spot is washed and plastered to 
become clean again. If, now, the soiled spot is not 
distinguished by a separate mark, you would suppose 
also the other spots to be soiled, since they are similar 
to and cannot be distinguished from each other. 

Five vegetables are forbidden to them by the reli
gious code :—Onions, garlic, a kind of gourd, the root of 
a plant like the carrots called krncn (?), and another 
vegetable which grows round their tanks called ndli. 
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CHAPTER LXIV. 

ON THE RITES AND CUSTOMS WHICH THE OTHER CASTES, 

BESIDES THE BRAHMANS, PRACTISE DURING THEIR 

LIFETIME. 

Duties of THE Kshatriya reads the Veda and learns it, but does 
the single , "̂  

castes, not tcach it. He offers to the fire and acts according 
to the rules of the Puranas. In places where, as we 
have mentioned (v. p. 135), a tablecloth is prepared 
for eating, he makes it angular. He rules the people 
and defends them, for he is created for this task. He 
girds himself with a single cord of the threefold yajno
pavitct, and a single other cord of cotton. This takes 
place after he has finished the twelfth year of his life. 

It is the duty of the Vaisya to practise agriculture 
and to cultivate the land, to tend the cattle and to 
remove the needs of the Brahmans. He is only allowed 
to gird himself with a single yctjnopctvitct, which is made 
of two cords. 

The Sudra is like a servant to the Brahman, taking 
care of his affairs and serving him. If, though being 
poor in the extreme, he still desires not to be without 
a yctjnopctvitct, he girds himself only with the linen one. 
Every action which is considered as the privilege of a 

Page 271. Brahman, such as saying prayers, the recitation of the 
Veda, and offering sacrifices to the fire, is forbidden to 
him, to such a degree that when, e.g. a Sudra or a Vaisya 
is proved to have recited the Veda, he is accused by the 
Brahmans before the ruler, and the latter will order his 
tongue to be cut off. However, the meditation on God, 
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works of piety, and almsgiving are not forbidden to 
him. 

Every man who takes to some occupation which is 
not allowed to his caste, as, e.g. a Brahman to trade, a 
Sudra to agriculture, commits a sin or crime, which 
they consider only a little less than the crime of theft. 

The following is one of the traditions of the Hindus : 
—In the days of King Rama human life was very long, story of 
always of a well-defined and well-known length. Thus the canmd 
a child never died before its father. Then, however. Brahman. 
it happened that the son of a Brahman died while the 
father was still alive. Now the Brahman brought his 
child to the door of the king and spoke to him : " This 
innovation has sprung up in thy days for no other 
reason but this, that there is something rotten in the 
state of the country, and because a certain Vazir com
mits in thy realm what he commits." Then Rama 
began to inquire into the cause of this, and finally they 
pointed out to him a Candala who took the greatest 
pains in performing worship and in self-torment. The 
king rode to him and found him on the banks of the 
Ganges, hanging on something with his head down
ward. The king bent his bow, shot at him, and pierced 
his bowels. Then he spoke : " That is i t ! I kill thee 
on account of a good action which thou art not allowed 
to do." When he returned home, he found the son of 
the Brahman, who had been deposited before his door, 
alive. 

All other men except the Candala, as far as they are 
not Hindus, are called mlecchct, i.e. unclean, all those 
who kill men and slaughter animals and eat the flesh 
of cows. 

All these things originate in the difference of the Philosophic 
. . , opinion 

classes or castes, one set of people treating the others about aii 
as fools. This apart, all men are equal to each other, equal. 
as Vasudeva says regarding him who seeks salvation: 
" I n the judgment of the intelligent man, the Brahman 
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and the Candala are equal, the friend and the foe, the 
faithful and the deceitful, nay, even the serpent and 
the weasel. If to the eyes of intelligence all things 
are equal, to ignorance they appear as separated and 
different." 

Vasudeva speaks to Arjuna: " If the civilisation of 
the world is that which is intended, and if the direc
tion of it cannot proceed without our fighting for the 
purpose of suppressing evil, it is the duty of us who 
are the intelligent to act and to fight, not in order to 
bring to an end that which is deficient within us, but 
because it is necessary for the purpose of healing what 
is ill and banishing destructive elements. Then the 
ignorant imitate us in acting, as the children imitate 
their elders, without their knowing the real aim and 
purport of actions. For their nature has an aversion to 
intellectual methods, and they use force only in order 
to act in accordance with the influences of lust and 
passion on their senses. In all this, the intelligent and 
educated man is directly the contrary of them." 
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CHAPTER LXV. 

ON THE SACRIFICES. 

MOST of the Veda treats of the sacrifices to the fire, 
and describes each one of them. They are different in 
extent, so that certain of them can only be performed 
by the greatest of their kings. So, e.g. the asvamedha. Asvamedha. 
A mare is let freely to wander about in the country 
grazing, without anybody's hindering her. Soldiers 
follow her, drive her, and cry out before her: " She is 
the king of the world. He who does not agree, let him 
come forward." The Brahmans walk behind her and 
perform sacrifices to the fire where she casts dung. 
When she thus has wandered about through all parts Page 272. 
of the world, she becomes food for the Brahmans and 
for him whose property she is. 

Further, the sacrifices differ in duration, so that only 
he could perform certain of them who lives a very long 
life; and such long lives do no longer occur in this 
our age. Therefore most of them have been abolished, 
and only few of them remain and are practised now
adays. 

According to the Hindus, the fire eats everything. Onfire-
, . . . offerings in 

Therefore it becomes defiled, if anything unclean is general. 
mixed up with it, as, e.g. water. Accordingly they are 
very punctilious regarding fire and water if they are in 
the hands of non-Hindus, because they are dehled by 
being touched by them. 

That which the fire eats for its share, reverts to the 
Devas, because the fire comes out of their mouths. 
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What the Brahmans present to the fire to eat is oil and 
different cereals—wheat, barley, and rice—which they 
throw into the fire. Further, they recite the prescribed 
texts of the Veda in case they offer on their own behalf. 
However, if they offer in the name of somebody else, 
they do not recite anything. 

story of the The Vishnu-Dharma mentions the following tradi-
flre beoom- • r\ ' • i c T i 

ing leprous tiou:—Oucc upou a time there was a man of the class 
Bharma. ' of the Daityas, powerful and brave, the ruler of a wide 

realm called Hiranyaksha. He had a daughter of the 
name of Dktsh (?), who was always bent upon worship 
and trying herself by fasting and abstinence. Thereby 
she had earned as reward a place in heaven. She was 
married to Mahadeva. When he, then, was alone with 
her and did with her according to the custom of the 
Devas, i.e. cohabiting very long and transferring the 
semen very slowly, the fire became aware of it and be
came jealous, fearing lest the two might procreate a fire 
similar to themselves. Therefore it determined to defile 
and to ruin them. 

When Mahadeva saw the fire, his forehead became 
covered with sweat from the violence of his wrath, so 
that some of it dropped down to the earth. The earth 
drank it, and became in consequence pregnant with 
Mars, i.e. Skctndct, the commander of the army of the 
Devas. 

Rudra, the destroyer, seized a drop of the semen of 
Mahadeva and threw it away. It was scattered in the 
interior of the earth, and represents all atom-like sub
stances (?). 

The fire, however, became leprous, and felt so much 
ashamed and confounded that it plunged down into 
pdtdla, i.e. the lowest earth. As, now, the Devas missed 
the fire, they went out to search for it. 

First, the frogs pointed it out to them. The fire, on 
seeing the Devas, left its place and concealed itself in 
the tree asvattha, laying a curse on the frogs, that they 
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should have a horrid croaking and be odious to all 
others. 

Next, the parrots betrayed to the Devas the hiding-
place of the fire. Thereupon the fire carsed them, that 
their tongues should be turned topsy-turvy, that their 
root should be where its tip ought to be. But the 
Devas spoke to them : " If your tongue is turned topsy
turvy, you shall speak in human dwellings and eat 
delicate things." 

The fire fled from the asvattha tree to the tree sami. 
Thereupon the elephant gave a hint to the Devas re
garding its hiding-place. Now it cursed the elephant 
that his tongue should be turned topsy-turvy. But 
then the Devas spoke to him : " I f your tongue is 
turned topsy-turvy, you shall participate with man in 
his victuals and understand his speech." 

At last they hit upon the fire, but the fire refused 
to stay with them because it was leprous. Now the 
Devas restored it to health, and freed it from the 
leprosy. The Devas brought back to them the fire 
with all honour and made it a mediator between them
selves and mankind, receiving from the latter the 
shares which they offer to the Devas, and making these 
shares reach them. 
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C H A P T E R LXVI. 

ON PILGRIMAGE AND THE VISITING OF SACRED PLACES. 

Page 273. 

An exti'aot 
on holy 
ponds from 
the vdyu 
and Matsya 
Purdnas. 

PILGRIMAGES are not obligatory to the Hindus, but 

facultative and meritorious. A man sets off to wander 
to some holy region, to some much venerated idol or to 
some of the holy rivers. He worships in them, worships 
the idol, makes presents to it, recites many hymns and 
prayers, fasts, and gives alms to the Brahmans, the 
priests, and others. He shaves the hair of his head 
and beard, and returns home. 

The holy much venerated ponds are in the cold 
mountains round Meru. The following information 
regarding them is found in both the Vdyu and the 
Mcttsyct Purdnas:— 

" At the foot of Meru there is Arhata (?), a very great 
pond, described as shining like the moon. In it origi
nates the river Zanba (? Jambu), which is very pure, 
flowing over the purest gold. 

" Near the mountain Sveta there is the pond Uttara-
manasa, and around it twelve other ponds, each of them 
like a lake. Thence come the two rivers Sancli (?) and 
Maddhyanda (?), which flow to Kiihpurusha. 

" N e a r the mountain Nila there is the pond pyvcl 
(pitanda ?) adorned with lotuses. 

'"' Near the mountain Nishadha there is the pond Vish-
liupada, whence comes the river Sarasvati, i.e. Sarsuti. 
Besides, the river Gandharvi comes from there. 

" I n the mountain Kailasa there is the pond Manda, 
as large as a sea, whence comes the river Mandakini. 
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" North-east of Kailasa there is the mountain Can-
draparvata, and at its foot the pond Acud (?), whence 
comes the river Acud. 

" South-east of Kailasa there is the mountain Lohita, 
and at its foot a pond called Lohita. Thence comes 
the river Lohitanadi. 

" South of Kailasa there is the mountain Sarayusati (?), 
and at its foot the pond Manasa. Thence comes the 
river Sarayu. 

" W e s t of Kailasa there is the mountain Aruna, 
always covered with snow, which cannot be ascended. 
At its foot is the pond Sailoda, whence comes the 
river Sailoda. 

" North of Kailasa there is the mountain Gaura (?), 
and at its foot the pond C-n-d-sara (?), i.e. having 
golden sand. Near this pond the King Bhagiratha led 
his anchorite life. 

" H i s story is as follows:—A king of the Hindus story of 
n n r t i i ^ n f i I T Bhagiratha. 

called feagara had 60,000 sons, all of them bad, mean 
fellows. Once they happened to lose a horse. They 
at once searched for it, and in searching they continu
ally ran about so violently that in consequence the 
surface of the earth broke in. They found the horse in 
the interior of the earth standing before a man who 
was looking down with deep-sunken eyes. When 
they came near him he smote them with his look, 
in consequence of which they were burned on the 
spot and went to hell on account of their wicked 
actions. 

" The collapsed part of the earth became a sea, the 
great ocean. A king of the descendants of that king, 
called Bhagiratha, on hearing the history of his ances
tors, was much affected thereby. He went to the 
above-mentioned pond, the bottom of which was 
polished gold, and stayed there, fasting all day and Page 284. 
worshipping during the nights. Finally, Mahadeva 
asked him what he wanted; upon which he answered, 
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' I want the river Ganges which flows in Paradise,' 
knowing that to any one over whom its water flows 
all his sins are pardoned. Mahadeva granted him 
his desire. However, the Milky Way was the bed 
of the Ganges, and the Ganges was very haughty, 
for nobody had ever been able to stand against it. 
Now Mahadeva took the Ganges and put it on his 
head. When the Ganges could not move away, he 
became very angry and made a great uproar. How
ever, Mahadeva held him firmly, so that it was not 
possible for anybody to plunge into it. Then he took 
part of the Ganges and gave it to Bhagiratha, and this 
king made the middle one of its seven branches flow 
over the bones of his ancestors, whereby they became 
liberated from punishment. Therefore the Hindus 
throw the burned bones of their dead into the Ganges. 
The Ganges was also called by the name of that king 
who brought him to earth, i.e. Bhagiratha." 

On the con- We havc already quoted Hindu traditions to the 
hoiyVonds. cffcct that In the Dvipas there are rivers as holy as the 

Ganges. In every place to which some particular holi
ness is ascribed, the Hindus construct ponds intended 
for the ablutions. In this they have attained to a very 
high degree of art, so that our people (the Muslims), 
when they see them, wonder at them, and are unable 
to describe them, much less to construct anything like 
them. They build them of great stones of an enor
mous bulk, joined to each other by sharp and strong 
cramp-irons, in the form of steps (or terraces) like so 
many ledges; and these terraces run all around the 
pond, reaching to a height of more than a man's stature. 
On the surface of the stones between two terraces they 
construct staircases rising like pinnacles. Thus the 
first steps or terraces are like roads (leading round 
the pond), and the pinnacles are steps (leading u|) and 
down). If ever so many people descend to the pond 
whilst others ascend, they do not meet each other, and 
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the road is never blocked up, because there are so many 
terraces, and the ascending person can always turn 
aside to another terrace than that on which the descend
ing people go. By this arrangement all troublesome 
thronging is avoided. 

In Multan there is a pond in which the Hindus on single 
'- _ holy ponds. 

worship by bathing themselves, if they are not pre
vented. 

The Samhitd of Varahamihira relates that in Tane
shar there is a pond which the Hindus visit from afar 
to bathe in its water. Regarding the cause of this 
custom they relate the following:—The waters of all 
the other holy ponds visit this particular pond at the 
time of an eclipse. Therefore, if a man washes in it, 
it is as if he had washed in every single one of all of 
them. Then Varahamihira continues : " People say, if 
it were not the head (apsis) which causes the eclipse 
of sun and moon, the other ponds would not visit this 
pond." 

The ponds become particularly famous for holiness 
either because some important event has happened at 
them, or because there is some passage in the holy 
text or tradition which refers to them. We have 
already quoted words spoken by Saunaka. Venus had 
related them to him on the authority of Brahman, to 
whom they had originally been addressed. In this text 
King Bali also is mentioned, and what he would do till 
the time when Narayana would plunge him down to 
the lowest earth. I n the same text occurs the follow
ing passage:—" I do that to him only for this purpose onthein-
that the equality between men, which he desires to creS;ed °̂ 
realise, shall be done away with, tha t men shall be theOTî nof 
different in their conditions of life, and that on this A t̂radiwra 
difference the order of the world is to be based ; further, n°^^*^' 
that people shall turn away from his worship and Page 275. 
worship me and believe in me. The mutual assistance 
of civilised people presupposes a certain difference 

.VOL. II. K 
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among them, in consequence of which the one requires 
the other. According to the same principle, God has 
created the world as containing many differences in 
itself. So the single countries differ from each other, 
one being cold, the other warm ; one having good 
soil, water, and air, the other having bitter salt soil, 
dirty and bad smelling water, and unhealthy air. 
There are still more differences of this kind ; in some 
cases advantages of all kinds being numerous, in others 
few. In some parts there are periodically return
ing physical disasters; in others they are entirely 
unknown. All these things induce civilised people 
carefully to select the places where they want to build 
towns. 

That which makes people do these things is usage 
and custom. However, religious commands are much 
more powerful, and influence much more the nature of 
man than usages and customs. The bases of the latter 
are investigated, explored, and accordingly either kept 
or abandoned, whilst the bases of the religious com
mands are left as they are, not inquired into, adhered 
to by the majority simply on trust. They do not argue 
over them, as the inhabitants of some sterile region do 
not argue over it, since they are born in it and do not 
know anything else, for they love the country as their 
fatherland, and find it difficult to leave it. If, now, 
besides physical differences,-the countries differ from 
each other also in law and religion, there is so much 
attachment to it in the hearts of those who live in them 
that it can never be rooted out." 

On Benares The Hiudus havo somo places which are venerated 
asylum. for rcasous connected with their law and religion, e.g. 

Benares (Baranasi). For their anchorites wander to it 
and stay there for ever, as the dwellers of the Ka'ba 
stay for ever in Mekka. They want to live there to 
the end of their lives, tha t their reward after death 
should be the better for it. They say that a murderer 
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is held responsible for his crime and punished with a 
punishment due to his guilt, except in case he enters 
the city of Benares, where he obtains pardon. Regard
ing the cause of the holiness of this asylum they relate 
the following story :— 

" Brahman was in shape four-headed. Now there 
happened some quarrel between him and Saihkara, i.e. 
Mahadeva, and the succeeding fight had this result, 
that one of the heads of Brahman was torn off. At 
that time it was the custom that the victor took the 
head of the slain adversary in his hand and let it hang 
down from his hand as an act of ignominy to the dead 
and as a sign of his own bravery. Further, a bridle was 
put into the mouth (?). Thus the head of Brahman was 
dishonoured by the hand of Mahadeva, who took it 
always with him wherever he went~ and whatever he 
did. He never once separated himself from it when he 
entered the towns, till at last he came to Benares. After 
he had entered Benares the head dropped from his hand 
and disappeared." 

A similar place is Pukara, the story of which is this : on the hoiy 
Brahman once was occupied in offering there to the pukara, 
fire, when a pig came out of the fire. Therefore they nliMraT' 
represent his image there as that of a pig. Outside aridMxiTtan, 
the town, in three places, they have constructed ponds 
which stand in high veneration, and are places of 
worship. 

Another place of the kind is Taneshar, also called 
Kuritkshetra, i.e. the land of Kuru, who was a peasant, 
a pious, holy man, who worked miracles by divine 
power. Therefore the country was called after him, 
and venerated for his sake. Besides, Taneshar is the 
theatre of the exploits of Vasudeva in the wars of 
Bharata and of the destruction of the evil-doers. I t is 
for this reason that people visit the place. 

Mahiira, too, is a holy place, crowded with Brahmans. 
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Page 276. I t is venerated because Vasudeva was there born and 
brought up, in a place in the neighbourhood called 
Nctndagola. 

Nowadays the Hindus also visit Kashmir. Lastly, 
they used to visit Multan before its idol-temple was 
destroyed. 
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CHAPTER LXVII. 

ON ALMS, AND HOW A MAN MUST SPEND WHAT HE 

EARNS. 

I T is obligatory with them every day to give alms as 
much as possible. They do not let money become a 
year or even a month old, for this would be a draft on 
an unknown future, of which a man does not know 
whether he reaches it or not. 

With regard to that which he earns by the crops or 
from the cattle, he is bound first to pay to the ruler of 
the country the tax which attaches to the soil or the 
pasture-ground. Further, he pays him one-sixth of the 
income in recognition of the protection which he affords 
to the subjects, their property, and their families. The 
same obligation rests also on the common people, but 
they will always lie and cheat in the declarations about 
their property. Further, trading businesses, too, pay a 
tribute for the same reason. Only the Brahmans are 
exempt from all these taxes. 

As to the way in which the remainder of the income, 
after the taxes have been deducted, is to be employed, 
there are different opinions. Some destine one-ninth of 
it for alms. For they divide it into three parts. One of 
them^ is kept in reserve to guarantee the heart against 
anxiety. The second is spent on trade to bring profit, 
and one-third of the third portion (i.e. one-ninth of the 
whole) is spent on alms, whilst the two other thirds are 
spent according to the same rule. 

Others divide this income into four portions. One-
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fourth is destined for common expenses, the second for 
liberal works of a noble mind, the third for alms, and 
the fourth for being kept in reserve, i.e. not more of 
it than the common expenses for three years. If the 
quarter which is to be reserved exceeds this amount, 
only this amount is reserved, whilst the remainder is 
spent as alms. 

Usury or taking percentages is forbidden. The sin 
which a man commits thereby corresponds to the 
amount by which the percentages have increased the 
capital stock. Only to the Sudra is it allowed to take 
percentages, as long as his profit is not more than one-
fiftieth of the capital (i.e. he is not to take more than 
two per cent.). 
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CHAPTER LXVIII. 

ON WHAT IS ALLOWED AND FORBIDDEN IN EATING 

AND DRINKING. 

ORIGINALLY killing in general was forbidden to them, 
as it is to the Christians and Manichseans. People, 
however, have the desire for meat, and will always 
fling aside every order to the contrary. Therefore the 
here-mentioned law applies in particular only to the 
Brahmans, because they are the guardians of the reli
gion, and because it forbids them to give way to their 
lusts. The same rule applies to those members of the 
Christian clergy who are in rank above the bishops, 
viz. the metropolitans, the catholici, and the patriarchs, 
not to the lower grades, such as presbyter and deacon, 
except in the case that a man who holds one of these 
degrees is at the same time a monk. 

As matters stand thus, it is allowed to kill animals by List of ani-
means of strangulation, but only certain animals, others anduniaw-
being excluded. Themeatof such animals, the killing of eaten. 
which is allowed, is forbidden in case they die a sudden 
death. Animals the killing of which is allowed are 
sheep, goats, gazelles, hares, rhinoceroses (gandha), the 
buffaloes, fish, water and land birds, as sparrows, ring
doves, francolins, doves, peacocks, and other animals Page 277. 
which are not loathsome to man nor noxious. 

That which is forbidden are cows, horses, mules, 
asses, camels, elephants, tame poultry, crows, parrots, 
nightingales, all kinds of eggs and wine. The latter is 
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allowed to the Sudra. He may drink it, but dare not 
sell it, as he is not allowed to sell meat. 

Why the Somc Hiudus say that in the time before Bharata it 
cows was was allowed to eat the meat of cows, and that there 

then existed sacrifices part of which was the killing of 
cows. After that time, however, it had been forbidden 
on account of the weakness of men, who were too weak 
to fulfil their duties, as also the Veda, which originally 
was only one, was afterwards divided into four parts, 
simply for the purpose of facilitating the study of it to 
men. This theory, however, is very little substantiated, 
as the prohibition of the meat of cows is not an alle
viating and less strict measure, but, on the contrary, 
one which is more severe and more restrictive than the 
former law. 

Other Hindus told me that the Brahmans used to 
suffer from the eating of cows' meat. For their country 
is hot, the inner parts of the bodies are cold, the natural 
warmth becomes feeble in them, and the power of 
digestion is so weak that they must strengthen it by 
eating the leaves of betel after dinner, and by chewing 
the betel-nut. The hot betel inflames the heat of the 
body, the chalk on the betel-leaves dries up everything 
wet, and the betel-nut acts as an astringent on the 
teeth, the gums, and the stomach. As this is the case, 
they forbade eating cows' meat, because it is essentially 
thick and cold. 

I, for my part, am uncertain, and hesitate in the 
question of the origin of this custom between two 
different views. 

(Lacuna in the manuscript.) 
As for the economical reason, we must keep in mind 

that the cow is the animal which serves man in travel
ling by carrying his loads, in agriculture in the works 
of ploughing and sowing, in the household by the milk 
and the product made thereof. Further, man makes 
use of its dung, and in winter-time even of its breath. 
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Therefore it was forbidden to eat cows' meat; as also 
Alhajjaj forbade it, when people complained to him 
that Babylonia became more and more desert. 

I have been told the following passage is from an Thataii 
Indian book : "All things are one, and whether allowed equaifroma 
or forbidden, equal. They differ only in weakness and cai point of 
power. The wolf has the power to tear the sheep; 
therefore the sheep is the wolf's food, for the former 
cannot oppose the latter, and is his prey." I have 
found in Hindu books passages to the same effect. 
However, such views come to the intelligent man only 
by knowledge, when in it he has attained to such a 
degree that a Brahman and a Candala are equal to him. 
If he is in this state, all other things also are equal to 
him, in so far as he abstains from them. It is the same 
if they are all allowed to him, for he can dispense with 
them, or if they are forbidden to him, for he does not 
desire them. As to those, however, who require these 
things, being in the yoke of ignorance, something is 
allowed to them, something forbidden, and thereby a 
wall is erected between the two kinds of things. 
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CHAPTER LXIX. 

ON MATRIMONY, THE MENSTRUAL COURSES, EMBRYOS, 

AND CHILDBED. 

Necessity of No uatiou cau cxist without a regular married life, 
ma rimony. ^^^ ^̂  prevcuts the uproar of passions abhorred by 

the cultivated mind, and it removes all those causes 
which excite the animal to a fury always leading to 
harm. Considering the life of the animals by pairs, 
how the one member of the pair helps the other, and 
how the lust of other animals of the same species is 
kept aloof from them, you cannot help declaring matri-

Page 278. mony to be a necessary institution ; whilst disorderly 
cohabitation or harlotry on the part of man is a shame
ful proceeding, that does not even attain to the standing 
of the development of animals, which in every other 
respect stand far below him'. 

Law of Every nation has particular customs of marriage, 
and especially those who claim to have a religion and 
law of divine origin. The Hindus marry at a very 
young age ; therefore the parents arrange the marriage 
for their sons. On that occasion the Brahmans perform 
the rites of the sacrifices, and they as well as others 
receive alms. The implements of the wedding rejoic
ings are brought forward. No gift is settled between 
them. The man gives only a present to the wife, as he 
thinks fit, and a marriage gift in advance, which he has 
no right to claim back, but the wife may give it back 
to him of her own will. Husband and wife can only 
be separated by death, as they have no divorce. 

marriage. 
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A man may marry one to four wives. He is not 
allowed to take more than four ; but if one of his wives 
die, he may take another one to complete the legitimate 
number. However, he must not go beyond it. 

If a wife loses her husband by death, she cannot The widow. 
marry another man. She has only to choose between 
two things—either to remain a widow as long as she 
lives or to burn herself ; and the latter eventuality is 
considered the preferable, because as a widow she is 
ill-treated as long as she lives. As regards the wives 
of the kings, they are in the habit of burning them, 
whether they wish it or not, by which they desire to 
prevent any of them by chance committing something 
unworthy of the illustrious husband. They make an 
exception only for women of advanced years and for 
those who have children; for the son is the responsible 
protector of his mother. 

According to their marriage law it is better to marry Forbidden 
d.G^rG6S of 

a stranger than a relative. The more distant the rela- man-iage. 
tionship of a woman with regard to her husband the 
better. I t is absolutely forbidden to marry related 
women both of the direct descending line, viz. a grand
daughter or great-granddaughter, and of the direct 
ctscending line, viz. a mother, grandmother, or great-
grandmother. I t is also forbidden to marry collateral 
relations, viz. a sister, a niece, a maternal or paternal 
aunt and their daughters, except in case the couple of 
relations who want to marry each other be removed 
from each other by five consecutive generations. In 
that case the prohibition is waived, but, notwith
standing, such a marriage is an object of dislike to 
them. 

Some Hindus think that the number of the wives Number of 
depends upon the caste; that, accordingly, a Brahman 
may take four, a Kshatriya three, a Vaisya two wives, 
and a Sudra one. Every man of a caste may marry a 
woman of his own caste or one of the castes or caste 
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Partus sequi-
tur ventrem. 

Duration of 
the men
s t rua l 
courses. 

On preg
nancy and 
childbed. 

Page 279. 

below h is ; but nobody is allowed to marry a woman 
of a caste superior to his own. 

The child belongs to the caste of the mother, not to 
that of the father. Thus, e.g. if the wife of a Brahman 
is a Brahman, her child also is a Brahman ; if she is a 
Siidra, her child is a Sudra. In our time, however, the 
Brahmans, although it is allowed to them, never marry 
any woman except one of their own caste. 

The longest duration of the menstrual courses which 
has been observed is sixteen days, but in reality they 
last only during the first four days, and then the hus
band is not allowed to cohabit with his wife, nor even 
to come near her in the house, because during this 
time she is impure. After the four days have elapsed 
and she has washed, she is pure again, and the husband 
may cohabit with her, even if the blood has not yet 
entirely disappeared; for this blood is not considered 
as that of the menstrual courses, but as the same sub
stance-matter of which the embryos consist. 

I t is the duty (of the Brahman), if he wants to co
habit with a wife to get a child, to perform a sacrifice 
to the fire called gai'bhddhdnct; but he does not perform 
it, because it requires the presence of the woman, and 
therefore he feels ashamed to do so. In consequence 
he postpones the sacrifice and unites it with the next 
following one, which is due in the fourth month of the 
pregnancy, called simctmtonnayanctm: After the wife 
has given birth to the child, a third sacrifice is per
formed between the birth and the moment when the 
mother begins to nourish the child. I t is called jdtct-
karman. 

The child receives a name after the days of the child
bed have elapsed. The sacrifice for the occasion of the 
name-giving is called ndmctkctrman. 

As long as the woman is in childbed, she does not 
touch any vessel, and nothing is eaten in her house, nor 
does the Brahman light there a fire. These days are 
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eight for the Brahman, twelve for the Kshatriya, fifteen 
for the Vaisya, and thirty for the Sudra. For the low-
caste people which are not reckoned among any caste, 
no term is fixed. 

The longest duration of the suckling of the child is 
three years, but there is no obligation in this matter. 
The sacrifice on the occasion of the first cutting of the 
child's hair is offered in the third, the perforation of 
the ear takes place in the seventh and eighth years. 

People think with regard to harlotrv that it is allowed on the 
• 1 1 m i 1 T7-A1 ^ "" - 1 1 1 causes of 

With them. Thus, when Kabul was conquered by the prostitu-
Muslims and the Ispahbad of Kabul adopted Islam, he 
stipulated that he should not be bound to eat cows' meat 
nor to commit sodomy (which proves that he abhorred 
the one as much as the other). In reality, the matter 
is not as people think, but it is rather this, that the 
Hindus are not very severe in punishing whoredom. 
The fault, however, in this lies with the kings, not with 
the nation. But for this, no Brahman or priest would 
suffer in their idol-temples the women who sing, dance, 
and play. The kings make them an attraction for their 
cities, a bait of pleasure for their subjects, for no other 
but financial reasons. By the revenues which they 
derive from the business both as fines and taxes, they 
want to recover the expenses which their treasury has 
to spend on the army. 

In a similar way the Buyide prince 'Adud-aldaula 
acted, who besides also had a second aim in view, viz. 
that of protecting his subjects against the passions of 
his unmarried soldiers. 
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C H A P T E R L X X . 

ON LAWSUITS. 

On pro
cedure. 

Number of 
witnesses. 

Different 
kinds of 
oaths and 
ordeals. 

T H E judge demands from the suitor a document written 
against the accused person in a well-known writing 
which is thought suitable for writs of the kind, and 
in the document the well-established proof of the jus
tice of his suit. In case there is no written document, 
the contest is settled by means of witnesses without a 
written document. 

The witnesses must not be less than four, but there 
may be more. Only in case the justice of the deposi
tion of a witness is perfectly established and certain 
before the judge, he may admit it, and decide the ques
tion alone on the basis of the deposition of this sole 
witness. However, he does not admit prying about in 
secret, deriving arguments from mere signs or indica
tions in public, concluding by analogy from one thing 
which seems established about another, and using all 
sorts of tricks to elicit the truth, as ' lyas Ibn Mu'a-
wiya used to do. 

If the suitor is not able to prove his claim, the de
fendant must swear, but he may also tender the oath 
to the suitor by saying, " Swear thou that thy claim is 
true and I will give thee what thou claimest." 

There are many kinds of the oath, in accordance with 
the value of the object of the claim. If the object is 
of no great importance, and the suitor agrees that the 
accused person shall swear, the latter simply swears 
before five learned Brahmans in the following words : 
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" If I lie, he shall have as recompense as much of my 
goods as is ecjual to the eightfold of the amount of his 
claim." 

A higher sort of oath is this : The accused person is 
invited to drink the bish (vishct ?) called brahmana (?). 
I t is one of the worst k inds ; but if he speaks the truth, 
the drink does not do him any harm. 

A still higher sort of ordeal is this : They bring the Page 28 
man to a deep and rapidly flowing river, or to a deep 
well with much water. Then he speaks to the water : 
" Since thou belongest to the pure angels, and knowest 
both what is secret and public, kill me if I lie, and 
preserve me if I speak the t ruth." Then five men 
take him between them and throw him into the 
water. If he has spoken the truth, he will not drown 
and die. 

A still higher sort is the following : The judge sends 
both claimant and defendant to the temple of the most 
venerated idol of the town or realm. There the defen
dant has to fast during that day. On the following day 
he dresses in new garments, and posts himself together 
with the claimant in that temple. Then the priests 
pour water over the idol and give it him to drink. If 
he, then, has not spoken the truth, he at once vomits 
blood. 

A still higher sort is the following: The defendant 
is placed on the scale of a balance, and is weighed; 
whereupon he is taken off the scale, and the scale is 
left as it is. Then he invokes as witnesses for the 
t ru th of his deposition the spiritual beings, the angels, 
the heavenly beings, one after the other, and all which 
he speaks he writes down on a piece of paper, and fastens 
it to his head. He is a second time placed in the scale 
of the balance. I n case he has spoken the truth, he 
now weighs more than the first time. 

There is also a still higher sort. I t is the following: 
They take butter and sesame-oil in equal quantities, and 
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boil them in a kettle. Then they throw a leaf into it, 
which by getting flaccid and burned is to them a sign 
of the boiling of the mixture. When the boiling is at 
its height, they throw a piece of gold into the kettle 
and order the defendant to fetch it out with his hand. 
If he has spoken the truth, he fetches it out. 

The highest kind of ordeal is the following: They 
make a piece of iron so hot that it is near melting, and 
put it with a pair of tongs on the hand of the defen
dant, there being nothing between his hand and the 
iron save a broad leaf of some plant, and under it some 
few and scattered corns of rice in the husks. They 
order him to carry it seven paces^ and then he may 
throw it to the ground. 
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CHAPTER LXXI . 

ON PUNISHMENTS AND EXPIATIONS. 

I N this regard the manners and customs of the Hindus 
resemble those of the Christians, for they are, like those 
of the latter, based on the principles of virtue and 
abstinence from wickedness, such as never to kill 
under any circumstance whatsoever, to give to him who 
has stripped you of your coat also your shirt, to offer 
to him who has beaten your cheek the other cheek 
also, to bless your enemy and to pray for him. Upon 
my life, this is a noble philosophy; but the people of 
this world are not all philosophers. Most of them are 
ignorant and erring, who cannot be kept on the straight 
road save by the sword and the whip. And, indeed, 
ever since Constantine the Victorious became a Chris
tian, both sword and whip have ever been employed, 
for without them it would be impossible to rule. 

India has developed in a similar way. For the Hin- TueBrah-
dus relate that originally the affairs of government and naify t"he 
war were in the hands of the Brahmans, but the country nation? 
became disorganised, since they ruled according to the 
philosophic principles of their religious codes, which 
proved impossible when opposed to the mischievous 
and perverse elements of the populace. They were even 
near losing also the administration of their religious 
affairs. Therefore they humiliated themselves before 
the lord of their religion. AVhereupon Brahman in- Pago 281. 
trusted them exclusively with the functions which they 
now have, whilst he intrusted the Kshatriyas with the 

VOL. I I . L 
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duties of ruling and fighting. Ever since the Brahmans 
live by asking and begging, and the penal code is exer
cised under the control of the kings, not under that of 
the scholars. 

Law of The law about murder is this : If the murderer is a 
Brahman, and the murdered person a member of another 
caste, he is only bound to do expiation consisting of 
fasting, prayers, and almsgiving. 

If the murdered person is a Brahman, the Brahman 
murderer has to answer for it in a future life ; for he is 
not allowed to do expiation, because expiation wipes off 
the sin from the sinner, whilst nothing can wipe off any 
of the mortal crimes from a Brahman, of which the 
greatest a re : the murder of a Brahman, called vajra-
brahmahatyd ; further, the killing of a cow, the drink
ing of wine, whoredom, especially with the wife of one's 
own father and teacher. However, the kings do not 
for any of these crimes kill a Brahman or Kshatriya, 
but they confiscate his property and banish him from 
their country. 

If a man of a caste under those of the Brahman and 
Kshatriya kills a man of the same caste, he has to 
do expiation, but besides the kings inflict upon him a 
punishment in order to establish an example. 

Lawoftheft. The law of theft directs that the punishment of the 
thief should be in accordance with the value of the stolen 
object. Accordingly, sometimes apunishment of extreme 
or of middling severity is necessary, sometimes a course 
of correction and imposing a payment, sometimes only 
exposing to public shame and ridicule. If the object is 
very great, the kings blind a Brahman and mutilate him, 
cutting off his left hand and right foot, or the right hand 
and left foot, whilst they mutilate a Kshatriya without 
blinding him, and kill thieves of the other castes. 

Punishment An adultcress is driven out of the house of the hus-
aduiteress. band and banished. 

I have repeatedly been told that when Hindu slaves 
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(in Muslim countries) escape and return to their country Hindu 
and religion, the Hindus order that they should fast by war, how 
way of expiation, then they bury them in the dung, returning to 
stale, and milk of cows for a certain number of days, try. 
till they get into a state of fermentation. Then they 
drag them out of the dirt and give them similar dirt 
to eat, and more of the like. 

I have asked the Brahmans if this is true, but they 
deny it, and maintain that there is no expiation possible 
for such an individual, and that he is never allowed 
to return into those conditions of life in which he was 
before he was carried off as a prisoner. And how 
should that be possible ? If a Brahman eats in the 
house of a Sudra for sundry days, he is expelled from 
his caste and can never regain it. 
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CHAPTER LXXII. 

ON INHERITANCE, AND WHAT CLAIM THE DECEASED 

PERSON HAS ON IT. 

Liiw of in- T H E chief rule of their law of inheritance is this, that 
the women do not inherit, except the daughter. She 
gets the fourth part of the share of a son, according to 
a passage in the book Mctnu. If she is not married, 
the money is spent on her till the time of her marriage, 
and her dowry is bought by means of her share. After
wards she has no more income from the house of her 
father. 

If a widow does not burn herself, but prefers to remain 
alive, the heir of her deceased husband has to provide 
her with nourishment and clothing as long as she lives. 

The debts of the deceased must be paid by his heir, 
either out of his share or of the stock of his own pro
perty, no regard being had whether the deceased has 
left any property or not. Likewise he must bear the 
just-mentioned expenses for the widow in any case 
whatsoever. 

As regards the rule about the male heirs, evidently 
the descendants, i.e. the son and grandson, have a nearer 
claim to the inheritance than the ascendants, i.e. the 

Page 282. father and grandfather. Further, as regards the single 
relatives among the descendants as well as the ascen
dants, the nearer a man is related, the more claim he 
has on inheriting. Thus a son has a nearer claim than 
a grandson, a father than a grandfather. 

The collateral relations, as, e.g., the brothers, have less 
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claim, and inherit only in case there is nobody who has 
a better claim. Hence it is evident that the son of a 
daughter has more claim than the son of a sister, and 
that the son of a brother has more claim than either 
of them. 

If there are several claimants of the same degree of 
relationship, as, e.g., sons or brothers, they all get equal 
shares. A hermaphrodite is reckoned as a male being. 

If the deceased leaves no heir, the inheritance falls 
to the treasury of the king, except in the case that the 
deceased person was a Brahman. In that case the 
king has no right to meddle with the inheritance, but 
it is exclusively spent on almsgiving. 

The duty of the heir towards the deceased in the Dutiesof 
first year consists in his giving sixteen banquets, where wards the 
every guest in addition to his food receives alms also, 
viz. on the fifteenth and sixteenth days after death ; 
further, once a month during the whole year. The ban
quet in the sixth month must be more rich and more 
liberal than the others. Further, on the last but one 
day of the year, which banquet is devoted to the 
deceased and his ancestors ; and finally, on the last 
day of the year. With the end of the year the duties 
towards the deceased have been fulfilled. 

If the heir is a son, he must during the whole year 
wear mourning dress; he must mourn and have no 
intercourse with women, if he is a legitimate child and 
of a good stock. Besides, you must know that nourish
ment is forbidden to the heirs for one single day in the 
first part of the mourning-year. 

Besides the almsgiving at the just-mentioned sixteen 
banquets, the heirs must make, above the door of the 
house, something like a shelf projecting from the wall 
in the open air, on which they have every day to place 
a dish of something cooked and a vessel of water, till 
the end of ten days after the death. For possibly the 
spirit of the deceased has not yet found its rest, but 
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moves still to and fro around the house, hungry and 
thirsty. 

Parallel ^ similar view is indicated bv Plato in Phaedo, where 
from Plato. J 

he speaks of the soul circling round the graves, because 
possibly it still retains some vestiges of the love for the 
body. Further he says: "People have said regarding 
the soul that it is its habit to combine something cohe
rent out of the single limbs of the body, which is its 
dwelling in this as well as in the future world, when it 
leaves the body, and is by the death of the body sepa
rated from it ." 

On the tenth of the last-mentioned days, the heir 
spends, in the name of the deceased, much food and 
cold water. After the eleventh day, the heir sends 
every day sufficient food for a single person and a 
dirham to the house of the Brahman, and continues 
doing this during all the days of the mourning-year 
without any interruption until its end. 
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CHAPTER LXXIIL 

ABOUT WHAT IS DUB TO THE BODIES OF THE DEAD AND 

OF THE LIVING (i.e. ABOUT BURYING AND SUICIDE). 

I N the most ancient times the bodies of the dead were Primitive 
exposed to the air by being thrown on the fields without customs. 
any covering; also sick people were exposed on the 
fields and in the mountains, and were left there. If 
they died there, they had the fate just mentioned ; but 
if they recovered, they returned to their dwellings. 

Thereupon there appeared a legislator who ordered Page 283. 
people to expose their dead to the wind. In conse
quence they constructed roofed buildings with walls of 
rails, through which the wind blew, passing over the 
dead, as something similar is the case in the grave-
towers of the Zoroastrians. 

After they had practised this custom for a long time, 
Narayana prescribed to them to hand the dead over to 
the fire, and ever since .they are in the habit of burn
ing them, so that nothing remains of them, and every 
defilement, dirt, and smell is annihilated at once, so 
as scarcely to leave any trace behind. 

Nowadays the Slavonians, too, burn their dead, whilst Greek par-
the ancient Greeks seem to have had both customs, 
that of burning and that of burying. Socrates speaks 
in the book Phaedo, after Crito had asked him in what 
manner he wanted to be buried : " As you wish, when 
you make arrangements for me. I shall not flee from 
you." Then he spoke to those around him : "Give to 
Crito regarding myself the opposite guarantee of that 
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which he has given to the judges regarding myself; 
for he guaranteed to them that I should stay, whilst 
you now must guarantee that I shall not stay after 
death. I shall go away, that the look of my body 
may be tolerable to Crito when it is burned or buried, 
tha t he may not be in agony, and not say: 'Socrates 
is carried away, or is burned or buried.' Thou, 0 
Crito, be at ease about the burial of my body. Do 
as thou likest, and especially in accordance with the 
laws." 

Galenus says in his commentary to the apothegms 
of Hippocrates : " It is generally known that Asclepius 
was raised to the angels in a column of fire, the like of 
which is also related with regard to Dionysos, Heracles, 
and others, who laboured for the benefit of mankind. 
People say that God did thus with them in order to 
destroy the mortal and earthly part of them by the fire, 
and afterwards to attract to himself the immortal part 
of them, and to raise their souls to heaven." 

In these words, too, there is a reference to the burning 
as a Greek custom, but it seems to have been in use 
only for the great men among them. 

In a similar way the Hindus express themselves. 
There is a point in man by which he is what he is. 
This point becomes free when the mixed elements of 
the body are dissolved and scattered by combustion. 

Fire and the Regarding tliis return (of the immortal soul to God), 
thoneâ eS" the Hludus think that partly it is effected by the rays 
God.** *° of the sun, the soul attaching itself to them and ascend

ing with them, partly by the flame of the fire, which 
raises it (to God). Some Hindu used to pray that God 
would make his road to himself as a straight line, be
cause this is the nearest road, and that there is no other 
road upwards save the fire or the ray. 

Similar to this is the practice of the Ghuzz Turks 
with reference to a drowned person ; for they place the 
body on a bier in the river, and make a cord hang down 
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from his foot, throwing the end of the cord into the 
water. By means of this cord the spirit of the deceased 
is to raise himself for resurrection. 

The belief of the Hindus on this head was confirmed 
by the words of Vasudeva, which he spoke regarding 
the sign of him who is liberated from the fetters (of 
bodily existence). " His death takes place during utta-
rdyana (i.e. the northern revolution of the sun from the 
winter solstice to the summer solstice), during the 
white half of the month, between lighted Ictmps, i.e. be
tween conjunction and opposition (new moon and full 
moon), in the seasons of winter and spring." 

A similar view is recognised in the following words Quotation 
of Mant : " The other religious bodies blame us because J°™ '"^' 

o Page 284. 

we worship sun and moon, and represent them as an 
image. But they do not know their real natures ; they 
do not know that sun and moon are our path, the door 
whence we march forth into the world of our existence 
(into heaven), as this has been declared by Jesus." So 
he maintains. 

People relate that Buddha had ordered the bodies of 
the dead to be thrown into flowing water. Therefore 
his followers, the Shamanians, throw their dead into 
the rivers. 

According to the Hindus, the body of the dead has Hindu 
. ^ . . , . . . manner of 

the claim upon his heirs that they are to wash, embalm, buriah 
wrap it in a shroud, and then to burn it with as much 
sandal and other wood as they can get. Par t of his 
burned bones are brought to the Ganges and thrown 
into it, that the Ganges should flow over them, as it 
has flowed over the burned bones of the children of 
Sagara, thereby forcing them from hell and bring
ing them into paradise. The remainder of the ashes 
is thrown into some brook of running water. On 
the spot where the body has been burned they raise 
a monument similar to a milestone, plastered with 
gypsum. 
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The bodies of children under three years are not 
burned. 

Those who fulfil these duties towards the dead after
wards wash themselves as well as their dresses during 
two days, because they have become unclean by touch
ing the dead. 

Those who cannot afford to burn their dead will 
either throw them somewhere on the open field or into 
running water. 

Modes of Now as regards the right of the body of the living, 
suicide. _, i - n f T • • • i 

the Hindus would not think of burning it save m the 
case of a widow who chooses to follow her husband, or 
in the case of those who are tired of their life, who are 
distressed over some incurable disease of their body, 
some irremovable bodily defect, or old age and infirmity. 
This, however, no man of distinction does, but only 
Vaisyas and Sudras, especially at those times which 
are prized as the most suitable for a man to acquire in 
them, for a future repetition of life, a better form and 
condition than that in which he happens to have been 
born and to live. Burning oneself is forbidden to 
Brahmans and Kshatriyas by a special law. Therefore 
these, if they want to kill themselves, do so at the time 
of an eclipse in some other manner, or they hire some
body to drown them in the Ganges, keeping them under 
water till they are dead. 

The tree of At the juuctlon of the two rivers, Vamuna and 
Ganges, there is a great tree called Praydga, a tree of 
the species called va,tct. I t is peculiar to this kind of 
tree that its branches send forth two species of twigs, 
some directed upward, as is the case with all other trees, 
and others directed downward like roots, but without 
leaves. If such a twig enters into the soil, it is like a 
supporting column to the branch whence it has grown. 
Nature has arranged this on purpose, since the branches 
of this tree are of an enormous extent (and require to be 
supported). Here the Brahmans and Kshatriyas are in 

Prayaga. 
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the habit of committing suicide by climbing up the tree 
and throwing themselves into the Ganges. 

Johannes Grammaticus relates that certain people Greek 
in ancient Greek heathendom, "whom I call the wor
shippers of the devil "—so he says—used to beat their 
limbs with swords, and to throw themselves into the 
fire, without feeling any pain therefrom. 

As we have related this as a view of the Hindus not 
to commit suicide, so also Socrates speaks : " Likewise 
it does not become a man to kill himself before the 
gods give him a cause in the shape of some compulsion 
or dire necessity, like that in which we now are." 

Further he says : " We human beings are, as it were, 
in a prison. I t does not behove us to flee nor to free 
ourselves from it, because the gods take notice of us, 
since we, the human beings, are servants to them." 
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CHAPTER LXXIV. 

ON FASTING, AND THE VAhlOUS KINDS OF IT. 

FASTING is with the Hindus voluntary and superero
gatory. Pasting is abstaining from food for a certain 
length of time, which may be different in duration and 

Page 285. in the manner in which it is carried out. 
Various The ordinary middle process, by which all the condi-
fasting. tions of fasting are realised, is this : A man determines 

the day on which he will fast, and keeps in mind the 
name of that being whose benevolence he wishes to 
gain thereby and for whose sake he will fast, be it a 
god, or an angel, or some other being. Then he pro
ceeds, prepares (and takes) his food on the day before 
the fast-day at noon, cleans his teeth by rubbing, and 
fixes his thoughts on the fasting of the following day. 
From that moment he abstains from food. On the 
morning of the fast-day he again rubs his teeth, washes 
himself, and performs the duties of the day. He takes 
water in his hand, and sprinkles it into all four direc
tions, he pronounces with his tongue the name of the 
deity for whom he fasts, and remains in this condition 
till the day after the fast-day. After the sun has risen, 
he is at liberty to break the fast at that moment if he 
likes, or, if he prefers, he may postpone it till noon. 

This kind is called upctvdsa, i.e. the fast ing; for the 
not-eating from one noon to the following is called 
ekana,ktct, not fasting. 

Another kind, called kricchrct, is this : A man takes 
his food on some day at noon, and on the following day 
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in the evening. On the third day he eats nothing 
except what by chance is given him without his asking 
for it. On the fourth day he fasts. 

Another kind, called pctrdka, is this : A man takes 
his food at noon on three consecutive days. Then he 
transfers his eating-hour to the evening during three 
further consecutive days. Then he fasts uninterrup
tedly during three consecutive days without breaking 
fast. 

Another kind, called candrdyctna, is t h i s : A man 
fasts on the day of full moon ; on the following day he 
takes only a mouthful, on the third day he takes double 
this amount, on the fourth day the threefold of it, &c. 
&c., going on thus till the day of new moon. On that 
day he fasts ; on the following days he again diminishes 
his food by one mouthful a day, till he again fasts on 
the day of full moon. 

Another kind, called mdsavdsa (mdsopavdsa), is this : 
A man uninterruptedly fasts all the days of a month 
without ever breaking fast. 

. The Hindus explain accuratelv what reward the latter Reward of 
c • • • 1 ^ ''•^^ ^ • r ^^^'^ fasting 

fasting m every single month will bring to a man for a in the single 
new life of his after he has died. They say : 

If a man fasts all the days of Caitra, he obtains wealth 
and joy over the nobility of his children. 

If he fasts Vaisakha, he will be a lord over his tribe 
and great in his army. 

If he fasts Jyaishtha, he will be a favourite of the 
women. 

If he fasts Ashadha, he will obtain wealth.-
If he fasts Sravana, he obtains wisdom. 
If he fasts Bhadrapada, he obtains health and valour, 

riches and cattle. 
If he fasts Asvayuja, he will always be victorious 

over his enemies. 
If he fasts Karttika, he will be grand in the eyes of 

people and will obtain his wishes. 
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If he fasts Margasirsha, he will be born in the most 
beautiful and fertile country. 

If he fasts Pausha, he obtains a high reputation. 
If he fasts M^gha, he obtains innumerable wealth. 
If he fasts Phalguna, he will be beloved. 
He, however, who fasts during all the months of the 

year, only twelve times breaking the fast, will reside in 
paradise 10,000 years, and will thence return to life as 
the member of a noble, high, and respected family. 

The book Vishnu-Dharma relates that Maitreyi, the 
Page 286. wife of Yajnavalkya, asked her husband what man is 

to do in order to save his children from calamities and 
bodily defects, upon which he answered : " If a man 
begins on the day Duve, in the month Pausha, i.e. the 
second day of each of the two halves of the month, and 
fasts four consecutive days, washing himself on the 
first with water, on the second with sesame oil, on the 
third with galangale, and on the fourth with a mixture 
of various balms ; if he further on each day gives alms 
and recites praises over the names of the angels; if he 
continue to do all this during each month till the end 
of the year, his children will in the following life be 
free from calamities and defects, and he will obtain 
what he wishes ; for also Dilipct, Dusliyctntct, and Yctydti 
obtained their wishes for having acted thus ." 
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CHAP TER LXXV. 

ON THE D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF THE FAST-DAYS. 

T H E reader must know in general that the eighth and The eighth 
eleventh days of the white half of every month are fast- days of each 
days, except in the case of the leap month, for it is dis- month are 
regarded, being considered unlucky. '̂ "̂ ' ^^^' 

The eleventh is specially holy to Vasudeva, because 
on having taken possession of Mahura, the inhabitants of 
which formerly used to worship Indra one day in each 
month, he induced them to transfer this worship to the 
eleventh, that it should be performed in his name. As 
the people did so, Indra became angry and poured rains 
over them like deluges, in order to destroy both them 
and their cattle. Vasudeva, however, raised a mountain 
by his hand and protected them thereby. The water 
collected round them, but not above them, and the image 
of Indra fled. The peo^Dle commemorated this event 
by a monument on a mountain in the neighbourhood 
of Mahura. Therefore they fast on this day in the state 
of the most punctilious cleanness, and they stay awake 
all the night, considering this as an obligatory per
formance, though in reality it is not obligatory. 

The book Vishnu-Dhctrmct says : " When the moon is On single 
in Rohini, the fourth of her stations, on the eighth day of throughout 
the black half, it is a fast-day called Jctyanti. Giving ^ ^^^^' 
alms on this day is an expiation for all sins." 

Evidently this condition of the fast-day does not in 
general apply to all months, but in particular only to 
Bhadrapada, since Vasudeva was born'^in this month 
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and on this day, whilst the moon stood iu the station 
Rohini. The two conditions, viz. the moon's standing 
in Rohini and that the day is the eighth of the black 
half, can happen only once in so and so many years, for 
various reasons, e.g. the intercalation of the year, and 
because the civil years do not keep pace with lunar time, 
either gett ing in advance of it or falling behind. 

The same book says: " W h e n the moon stands in 
Punarvasu, the seventh of her stations, on the eleventh 
day of the white half of the month, this is a fast-day, 
called Atj (? Attdtctjct). If a man does works of piety 
on this day, he will be enabled to obtain whatever he 
wishes, as has been the case with Sagara, Kctkutstha, 
and Dandahamdr (?), who obtained royalty because they 
had done so. 

The sixth day of Caitra is a fast-day holy to the sun. 
In the month Ashadha, when the moon stands in 

Anuradha, the seventeenth of her signs, there is a fast-
day holy to Vasudeva called Devctsini (?), i.e. Deva is 
sleeping, because it is the beginning of the four months 
during which Vasudeva slept. Others add this condi
tion, that the day must be the eleventh of the month. 

I t is evident that such a day does not occur in every 
year. The followers of Vasudeva abstain on this day 
from meat, fish, sweetmeats, and cohabitation with the 
women, and take food only once a day. They make 
the earth their bed without any covering, and do not 
use a bedstead raised above the earth. 

People say that these four months are the night of 
the angels, to which must be added a month at the 
beginning as evening twilight, and a month at the end 
as morning dawn. However, the sun stands then near 
0° of Cancer, which is noon in the day of the ctngels, and 
I do not see in what way this moon is connected with 
the two Saihdhis. 

The day of full moon in the month Sravana is a fast-
day holy to Somanatha. 
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When in the month Asvayuja the moon stands in 
Alsharatan (the lunar station) and the sun is in Virgo, 
it is a fast-day. 

The eighth of the same month is a fast-day holy to 
Bhagavati. Fasting is broken when the moon rises. 

The fifth day of Bhadrapada is a fast-day holy to 
the sun, called shctf. They anoint the solar rays, and 
in particular those rays which enter through the win
dows, with various kinds of balsamic ointments, and 
place upon them odoriferous plants and flowers. 

When in this month the moon stands in Rohini, it 
is a fast-day for the birth of Vasudeva. Others add, 
besides, the condition that the day must be the eighth of 
the black half. W e have already pointed out that such 
a day does not occur in every year, but only in certain 
ones of a larger number of years. 

When in the month Kart t ika the moon stands in 
Revati, the last of her stations, it is a fast-day in com
memoration of the waking up of Vasudeva. I t is called 
deotthini, i.e. the rising of the Deva. Others add, 
besides, the condition that it must be the eleventh of 
the white half. On that day they soil themselves with 
the dung of cows, and break fasting by feeding upon a 
mixture of cow's milk, urine, and dung. This day is the 
first of the five days which are called Bhishma pctficct-
rdtri. They fast during them in honour of Vasudeva. 
On the second of them the Brahmans break fasting, 
after them the others. 

On the sixth day of Pausha is a fasting in honour of 
the sun. 

On the third day of Magha there is a fasting for 
the women, not for the men. I t is called Gaur-t-r 
(gaitri-tritiyd ?), and lasts the whole day and night. 
On the following morning they make presents to the 
nearest relatives of their husbands. 

VOL. IL M 
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C H A P T E R LXXVI. 

ON THE FESTIVALS AND FESTIVE DAYS. 

YATRA means travelling under auspicious circumstances. 
Therefore a feast is called ydtrd. Most of the Hindu 
festivals are celebrated by women and children only. 

The 2nd The 2nd of the month Caitra is a festival to the 
Caitra. i /«-

people of Kashmir, called Agclus (^), and celebrated on 
account of a victory gained by their king, Muttai, over 
the Turks. According to their account he ruled over 
the whole world. But this is exactly what they say 
of most of their kings. However, they are incautious 
enough to assign him to a time not much anterior to 
our time, which leads to their lie being found out. I t 
is, of course, not impossible that a Hindu should rule 
(over a huge empire), as Greeks, Romans, Babylonians, 
and Persians have done, but all the times not much 
anterior to our own are well known. (If, therefore, 
such had been the case, we should know it.) Perhaps 
the here mentioned king ruled over the whole of India, 
and they know of no other country but India and of no 
other nations but themselves. 

nth Caitra. On the I i th there is a festival called Hindoli-
caitra, when they meet in the devctgrihct, or temple of 
Vasudeva, and swing his image to and fro, as had been 
done with him when he was an infant in the cradle. 
They perform the same in their houses during the 
whole day and make merry. 

Full moons Oil the full moou's day of Caitra there is a feast 
^^' called Bcthctnd (vasanta?), a festival for the women. 
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when they put on their ornaments and demand presents 
from their husbands. 

The 22nd is a festival called caitra-cashctti, a day of 22nd caitra. 
merriment holy to Bhagavati, when people use to wash 
and to give alms. 

The 3rd Vaisakha is a festival for the women called v-a. vais-
Gctur-t-r (gaitri-tritiyd ?), holy to Gauri, the daughter of Page'288. 
the mountain Himavant, the wife of Mahadeva. They 
wash and dress gaily, they worship the image of Gauri 
and light lamps before it, they offer perfumes, abstain 
from eating, and play with swings. On the following 
day they give alms and eat. 

On the loth Vaisakha all the Brahmans whom the 
kings have invited proceed forth to the open fields, and 
there they light great fires for the sacrifices during five 
days till full moon. They make the fires in sixteen 
different spots and in four diff'erent groups. In each 
group a Brahman performs the sacrifice, so that there 
are four performing priests as there are four Vedas. 
On the 16th they return home. 

In this month occurs the vernal equinox, called Vemaicqui-
vctsctntct. They determine the day by calculation and 
make it a festival, when people invite the Brahmans. 

On the 1st Jyaishtha, or new moon's day, they cele- istjyaish-
brate a festival and throw the first-fruits of all seeds 
into the water in order to gain thereby a favourable 
prognostic. 

The full moon's dav of this month is a festival to FUII moon's 
, day. 

the women, called rupa-panca (?). 
All the days of the month Ashadha are devoted to Ishadim. 

alms-giving. I t is also called dhdri. During this 
time the household is provided with new vessels. 

On the full moon's day of Sravana they give banquets isth Sra-
to the Brahmans. 

On the 8th Asvayuja, when the moon stands in the 8thAsva-
nineteenth station, Mula, begins the sucking of the 
sugar cane. I t is a festival holy to Mahdnctvami, the 
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15th Asva
yuja. 

i6 th As'va-
yiij'i. 

23rd Asva
yuja-

Bhadrapada, 
new moon. 

3rd Bhadra
pada. 

6th Bhadra
pada. 

8th Bhadra
pada. 

sister of Mahadeva, when they offer the first-fruits of 
sugar and all other things to her image which is called 
Bhagavati. They give much alms before it and kill 
kids. He who does not possess anything to offer, 
stands upright by the side of the idol, without ever 
sitting down, and will sometimes pounce upon whom
soever he meets and kill him. 

On the 15th, when the moon stands in the last of 
her stations, Revati, there is the festival Puhdi (?), 
when they wrangle with each other and play with the 
animals. I t is holy to Vasudeva, because his uncle 
Kamsa had ordered him into his presence for the 
purpose of wrangling. 

On the 16th there is a festival, when they give alms 
to the Brahmans. 

On the 23rd is the festival Asoka, also called dhoi, 
when the moon stands in the seventh station, Punar
vasu. I t is a day of merriment and of wrangling. 

In the month Bhadrapada, when the moon stands in 
the tenth station, Magha, they celebrate a festival 
which they call pitripKtkshct, i.e. the half of the month 
of the Fathers, because the moon's entering this station 
falls near the time of new moon. They distribute alms 
during fifteen days in the name of the Fathers. 

On the 3rd Bhadrapada is the festival Hctrbdli (?), for 
the women. I t is their custom that a number of days 
before they sow all kinds of seeds in baskets, and they 
bring the baskets forward on this day after they have 
commenced growing. They throw roses and perfumes 
on them and play with each other during the whole 
night. On the following morning they bring them 
to the ponds, wash them, wash themselves, and give 
alms. 

On the 6th of this month, which is called Gdihctt (?), 
when people give food to those who are in prison. 

On the 8th, when the moonlight has reached half of 
its development, they have a festival called dhruva-
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grihct (?) ; they wash themselves and eat well growing 
grain-fruit that their children should be healthy. The 
women celebrate this festival when they are pregnant 
and desire to have children. 

The n t h Bhadrapada is called Parvctti (?). This is ntiiBiiad-
the name of a thread which the priest makes from plJge 289. 
materials presented to him for the purpose. One part 
of it he dyes with crocus, the other he leaves as it is. 
He gives the thread the same length as the statue of 
Vasudeva is high. Then he throws it over his neck, 
so that it hangs down to his feet. I t is a much vene
rated festival. 

The i6th, the first day of the black half, is the first 16thBhad-
of seven days which are called kardra, (?), when they ' 
adorn the children nicely and give a treat to them. 
They play with various animals. On the seventh day 
the men adorn themselves and celebrate a festival. 
And during the rest of the month they always adorn 
the children towards the end of the day, give alms to 
the Brahmans, and do works of piety. 

When the moon stands in her fourth station, Rohini, 
they call this time Gundlahid (?), celebrating a festival 
during three days and making merry by playing with 
each other, from joy over the birth of Vasudeva. 

Jivasarman relates that the people of Kashmir cele- 26th, 27th 
brate a festival on the 26th and 27th of this month, pad\i. 
on account of certain pieces of wood called gana (?), 
which the water of the river Vitasta (Jailam) carries, 
in those two days, through the capital, Adhishtlidna,. 
People maintain that it is Mahadeva who sends them. 
I t is peculiar to these pieces of wood, so they say, that 
nobody is able to seize them, however much he may desire 
it, that they always evade his grasp and move away. 

However, the people of Kashmir, with whom I have 
conversed on the subject, give a different statement as 
to the place and the time, and maintain that the thing 
occurs in a pond called K'ddaishahr (?), to the left of the 
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source of the iust-mentioned river (Vitasta-Jailam), in 
the middle of the month Vaisakha. The latter version 
is the more likely, as about this time the waters begin 
to increase. The matter-reminds one of the wood in 
the river of Jurjan, which appears at the time when the 
water swells in its source. 

The same Jivasarman relates that in the country of 
Svat, opposite the district of Kiri (?), there is a valley 
in which fifty-three streams unite. I t is called Trctnjdi 
(cf. Sindhi trSvanjdha,). In those two days the water 
of this valley becomes white, in consequence of Maha-
deva's washing in it, as people believe. 

istKart- The 1st Karttika, or new moon's day, when the 
^^^'^' sun marches in Libra, is called Dibdli. Then people 

bathe, dress festively, make presents to each other of 
betel-leaves and areca-nuts ; they ride to the temples 
to give alms and play merrily with each other till noon. 
In the night they light a great number of lamps in 
every place so that the air is perfectly clear. The 
cause of this festival is that Lakshmt, the wife of Vasu
deva, once a year on this day liberates Bali, the son of 
Virocana, who is a prisoner in the seventh earth, and 
allows him to go out into the world. Therefore the 
festival is called Bctlirdjyct, i.e. the principality of Bali. 
The Hindus maintain that this time was a time of 
luck in the Kritayuga, and they are happy because 
the feast-day in question resembles that time in the 
Kritayuga. 

In the same month, when full moon is perfect, they 
give banquets and adorn their women during all the 
days of the black half. 

3_rd Marga- The 3rd Margasirsha, called Guvdoia-bdtrij ( • tri-
tiyd ?), is a feast of the women, sacred to Gauri. They 
meet in the houses of the rich among them ; they put 
several silver statues of the goddess on a throne, and 
perfume it and play with each other the whole day. 
On the following morning they give alms. 
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On full moon's day of the same month there is isthMarga-
another festival of the women. Page 290. 

On most of the days of the month Pausha they pre- Pausba. 
pare great quantities of piihavctl (?), i.e. a sweet dish 
which they eat. 

On the eighth day of the white half of Pausha, which sth Pausha. 
is called Ashtaka, they make gatherings of the Brah
mans, present them with dishes prepared from the plant 
Atrip)lex hortensis, i.e. sarmctkin Arabic ( = orache), and 
show attentions to them. 

On the eighth day of the black half, which is called 
Sdkdrtam, they eat turnips. 

The 3rd Magha, called Mdhcttrij [Mdgha-tritiyd ?), is 3rd Magha. 
a feast for the women, and sacred to Gauri. They meet 
in the houses of the most prominent among them be
fore the image of Gauri, place before it various sorts 
of costly dresses, pleasant perfumes, and nice dishes. 
In each meeting-place they put 108 jugs full of water, 
and after the water has become cool, they wash with 
it four times at the four quarters of that night. On 
the following day they give alms, they give banquets 
and receive guests. The women's washing with cold 
water is common to all the days of this month. 

On the last day of this month, i.e. the 29th, when 29th Magha. 
there is only a remainder of 3 day-minutes, i.e. i-i-
hour, all the Hindus enter the water and duck under in 
it seven times. 

On the full moon's day of this month, called cdmdhct isth.-Magha. 
(?), they light lamps on all high places. 

On the 23rd, which is called mdnsctrtaku, and also 23rd Magha. 
mdhdtctn, they receive guests and feed them on meat 
and large black peas. 

On the 8th Phalguna, called pilrdrtctku, they pre- sthPhai-
pare for the Brahmans various dishes from flour and 
butter. 

The full moon's day of Phalguna is a feast to the 15th Phai-
women, called Oddd (?), or also dhola (i.e. dola), when 
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they make fire on places lower than those on which 
they make it on the festival cdmdha, and they throw 
the fire out of the village. 

i6thPhai- On the following night, i.e. that of the i6tb, called 
Sivardtri, they worship Mahadeva during the whole 
n igh t ; they remain awake, and do not lie down to 
sleep, and offer to him perfumes and flowers. 

23rd Phai- On the 23rd, which is caMed piXyci,ttdn (?), they eat 
rice with butter and sugar. 

A festival iu The Hindus of Multan have a festival which is called 
Mult ta . r V T ^ ^ 1 1 1 - - 1 C I 

Sctmbapuraycttrct; they celebrate it m honour ot the 
sun, and worship him. I t is determined in this way : 
They first take the cthargana, according to the rules of 
Khandakhadyaka, and subtract 98,040 therefrom. They 
divide the remainder by 365, and disregard the quotient. 
If the division does not give a remainder, the quotient 
is the date of the festival in question. If there is a 
remainder, it represents the days which have elapsed 
since the festival,, and by subtracting these days from 
365 you find the date of the same festival in the next 
following year. 
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CHAPTER LXXVII. 

ON DAYS WHICH ARE HELD IN SPECIAL VENEEATION, 

ON LUCKY AND UNLUCKY TIMES, AND ON SUCH 

TIMES AS ARE PARTICULARLY FAVOURABLE FOR 

ACQUIRING IN THEM BLISS IN HEAVEN. 

T H E single days enjoy different degrees of veneration 
according to certain qualities which they attribute to 
them. They distinguish, e.g., the Sunday, because it is 
the day of the sun and the beginning of the week, as 
the Friday is distinguished in Islam. 

To the distinguished days further belong a,mdvdsyd The days of 
and pjurnimd, i.e. the days of conjunction (new moon) andfuu 
and opposition (full moon), because they are the limits 
of the wane and the increase of the moonlight. In ac
cordance with the belief of the Hindus regarding this Page 291. 
increase and wane, the Brahmans sacrifice continually 
to the fire in order to earn heavenly reward. They let 
the portions of the angels accumulate, which are the 
offerings thrown into the fire at moonlight during the 
whole time from new moon to full moon. Then they 
begin distributing these portions over the angels in 
the time from full moon to new moon, till at the time 
of new moon nothing any more remains of them. We 
have already mentioned that new moon and full moon 
are noon and midnight of the nychthemeron of the 
Fathers. Therefore the uninterrupted almsgiving on 
these two days is always done in honour of the 
Fathers. 
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Thclfour 
(lays on 
which the 
four yugas 
are said to 
have com
menced. 

Criticisms 
thereon. 

Four other days are held in special veneration, 
because, according to the Hindus, with them the 
single yugas of the present cctturyugct have commenced, 
viz. :— 

The 3rd Vaisakha, called I'shcturitd (?), on which 
the Kritayuga is believed to have commenced. 

The 9th Karttika, the beginning of the Tretayuga. 
The 15th Magha, the beginning of the Dvapara-

yuga. 
The 13th of Asvayuja, the beginning of the Kali

yuga. 
According to my opinion, these days are festivals, 

sacred to the yugcts, instituted for the purpose of alms
giving or for the performance of some rites and cere
monies, as, e.g., the commemoration-days in the year of 
the Christians. However, we must deny that the four 
yitgcts could really have commenced on the days here 
mentioned. 

With regard to the Kritayuga, the matter is perfectly 
clear, because its beginning is the beginning of the 
solar and lunar cycles, there being no fraction in the 
date, since it is, at the same time, the beginning of the 
caturyugct. I t is the first of the month Caitra, at the 
same time the date of the vernal equinox, and on the 
same day also the other yugas commence. For, accord
ing to Brahmagupta, a caturyuga contains :— 

Civil days . 
Solar months 
Leap months 
Lunar days . 
Unardtra days 

1,577,916,450 
51,840,000 

1,593,300 
1,602,999,000 

25,082,550 

These are the elements on which the resolution of 
chronological dates into days, or the composition of 
them out of days, is based. All these numbers may be 
divided by 10, and the divisors are wholes without 
any fraction. Now the beginnings of the single yugas 
depend upon the beginning of the caturyuga. 
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According to Pulisa the cctturyugct contains :-

Civil days . 
Solar months 
Leap months 
Lunar d a y s . 
Unardtra, days 

1,577,917,^00 
51,840,000 

1,593.336 
1,603,000,010 

25,082,280 

All these numbers may be divided by 4, and the 
divisors are wholly without any fraction. According 
to this computation, also, the beginnings of the single 
yugcts are the same as the beginning of the caturyuga, 
i.e. the first of the month Caitra and the day of the 
vernal equinox. However, this day falls on diff'erent 
week-days. 

Hence it is evident that their theory about the 
above-mentioned four days being the beginnings of the 
four yugcts, is without any foundation at al l ; that they 
could never arrive at such a result unless by resorting 
to very artificial ways of interpretation. 

The times which are specially favourable to earn a The days 
heavenly reward in them are cvi}ded punyakdla, Bala- yakcaa.. 
bhadra says in his commentary to the Khandakhad
yaka :—" If the yogin, i.e. the ascetic who understands 
the creator, who chooses the good and eschews the bad, 
continued his manner of life during one thousand years, 
his reward would not be equal to that of a man who 
gives alms on punyakdla and fulfils the duties of the 
day, i.e. washing and anointing himself, saying prayers 
and praises." 

No doubt, most of the feast-days enumerated in the 
preceding belong to this kind of days, for they are Page 292. 
devoted to almsgiving and banqueting. If people did 
not expect to gain thereby a reward in heaven, they 
would not approve of the rejoicings and merriments 
which are characteristic of these days. 

Notwithstanding the nature of the punyakdla is 
such as here explained, some of them are considered as 
lucky, others as unlucky days. 
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Those days are lucky when the planets migrate from 
one sign into the other, especially the sun. These times 

Samkranti. are Called sctrhhrdnti. The most propitious of them are 
the days of the equinoxes and solstices, and of these the 
most propitious is the day of the vernal equinox. I t is 
called bikhll or shibil (vishuvaf as the two sounds sh and 
kh may be exchanged for each other, and may also, by 
a metctthesis, change their place. 

As, however, a planet's entering a new sign does not 
require more than a moment of time, and, during it, 
people must offer to the fire the offering sdntct (?) with 
oil and corn, the Hindus have given a greater extent to 
these times, making them begin with the moment when 
the eastern edge of the body of the sun touches the 
first part of the sign ; reckoning as their middle the 
moment when the sun's centre reaches the first part of 
the sign, which is in astronomy considered as the time 
of the migration (of the planet from one sign to the 
other), and reckoning as the end that moment when the 
western edge of the sun's body touches the first part 
of the sign. This process lasts, in the case of the sun, 
nearly two hours. 

For the purpose of finding the times in the week 
when the sun migrates from one sign to another, they 
have several methods, one of which was dictated to me 
by Samaya (?). I t is this :— 

Method for Subtract from the Sakakala 847, multiply the re-
the moment maiudcr by 180, and divide the product by 143. The 
kroMti. quotient you get represents days, minutes, and seconds. 

This number is the basis. 
If you want to know at what time in the year in 

question the sun enters any one of the twelve signs, 
you look out the sign in the following table. Take the 
number which you find side by side with the sign in 
question, and add it to the basis, days to days, minutes 
to minutes, seconds to seconds. If the wholes amount 
to 7 or more, disregard them, and with the remainder 
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count off the week-days, beginning with the beginning 
of Sunday. That time you arrive at is the moment of 
sctmkrdnti. 

The Zodiacal Signs. 

Aries 
Taurus 
Gemini 
Cancer 
Leo . 
Virgo 
Libra 
Scorpio 
Arci tenens 
Capricornus 
Amphora . 
Pisces 

What must he added to the Basis. 

Days. 

3 
6 
2 

6 
2 

5 
I 

3 
4 
5 
0 

2 

(iliaiT. Cashaka. 

i 
19 0 
17 , 0 
43 0 
21 0 

49 
49 
14 
6 

34 
54 
30 
J I 

0 

0 

0 

30 
30 

0 

0 

2 0 

The beginning of consecutive solar years in the week On the 
differs by I day and the fraction at the end of the tiie"soiar 
year. This amount, reduced to fractions of one kind, ing to Brah-
is the multiplicator (180), used in the preceding com- Pu&a, kiid 
putation in order to find the surplus of each year (i.e. * ''̂ '̂  ^^'"^' 
the amount by which its beginning wanders onward 
through the week). 

The divisor (143) is the denominator of the fraction 
(which is accordingly -rff)-

Accordingly the fraction at the end of the solar year 
is, in this computation, reckoned as {^'^, which implies 
as the length of the solar year, 365 days 15^31'^ 28 ' ' ' 6"'. 
To raise this fraction of a day to one whole day, i f f of 
a day are required. I do not know whose theory this is. 

If we divide the days of a cctturyugct by the number 
of its solar years, according to the theory of Brahma
gupta, we get as the length of the solar year, 365 days 
30 22'^ 30 ' ' ' 0 ' \ In this case the multiplicator or 
gunakdrct is 4027, and the divisor or bhdgcthdra is 3200 Page 293. 
(i.e. I day 30' 2 2 " 30''^ o''' are equal to if-g-g-). 
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Another 
method for 
finding the 
samkranti. 

Reckoning according to the theory of Pulisa, we find 
as the length of the solar year 365 days 15' 31'^ 30'^' O"'. 
Accordingly, the gunakdra would be 1007, the bhdga-
hdra 800 (i.e. i day 15' 31^^ 30" 'o ' " are equal to VoV)-

According to Aryabhata, the length of the solar year 
is 365 days 15' 3 1 ' ' is'"- In that case the,̂ îwia/iJO-ra is 
725 and the bhdgcthdra is 572 (i.e. i day 15' 31'^ i $'" are 
equal to -jf | ) . 

Another method for finding the moment of samkrdnti 
has been dictated to me by Auliatta (?), the son of Sct-
hdivi (?), and is based on the system of Pulisa. I t is this : 

Subtract from the Sakakala 918, multiply the re
mainder by 1007, add to the product 79, and divide the 
sum by 800. Divide the quotient by 7. The remainder 
you get is the basis. Wha t now must for each sign be 
added to the basis, as has already been mentioned (ii. 
188), is indicated by the following table opposite to each 
sign :— 

Shadaslti-
raukha. 

The Zodiacal Signs. 

Aries . 
Taurus 
Gremini 
Cancer 
Leo 
Virgo . 

What mnst be 
added to the 

Basis. 

Days. Ghati. 

I 
4 
0 
4 
I 
4 

35 
33 
39 
34 

I 

' 

The Zodiacal Signs. 

Libra . 
Scorpio 
Arcitenens . 
Capricornus 
Amphora . 
Pisces . 

What must be 
added to the 

Basis. 

Days. 

6 
I 
2 
4 
5 
0 

Ghati. 

31 
23 
I I 
10 
34 
28 

Varahamihira maintains in the Pancctsiddhdntiktt 
that the shaclasitimitkha is in the same degree pro
pitious as the time of sctrhkrdnti for acquiring in it 
infinite heavenly reward. This is the moment of the 
sun's entering :—-The I Sth degree of Gemini; the 14th 
degree of Virgo ; the 26th degree of Arcitenens ; and the 
28th degree of Pisces. 

The moment of the sun's entering the fixed signs 
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is four times as propitious as the moment of his 
entering the other signs. For each of these times 
they compute the beginning and the end by means 
of the radius of the sun in the same way as they 
compute the minutes of the sun's or moon's entering 
and leaving the shadow at an eclipse. This method is 
well known in their cctnones. We, however, communi
cate here only those of their methods of calculation 
which we think remarkable, or which, as far as we 
know, have not yet been explained before Muslim ears, 
as Muslims know of the methods of the Hindus only 
those which are found in the Sind-hind. 

Most propitious times are, further, the times of solar Times of 
-, , ,. A T - -1 • 1 • eclipses. 

and lunar eclipses. At that time, according to then-
belief, all the waters of the earth become as pure as that 
of the Ganges. They exaggerate the veneration of 
these times to such a degree that many of them commit 
suicide, wishing to die at such a time as promises them 
heavenly bliss. However, this is only done by Vaisyas 
and Sudras, whilst it is forbidden to Brahmans and 
Kshatriyas, who in consequence do not commit suicide 
(vide, however, ii. 170). 

Further, the times of Pctrvctn are propitious, i.e. those Parvan and 
times in which an eclipse may take place. And even 
if there is no eclipse at such a time, it is considered 
quite as propitious as the time of an eclipse itself. 

The times of the yogas are as propitious as those of 
the eclipses. We have devoted a special chapter to 
them (chap. Ixxix.). 

If it happens within the course of one civil day that uniucky 
the moon revolves in the latter part of some station, °'̂ "̂ 
then enters the following station, proceeds through the 
whole of it and enters a third station, so that in one 
single day she stands in three consecutive stations, such 
a day is called trihaspaka (?), and also triharkasha (?). Page 294. 
I t is an unlucky day, being evil, and it is counted 
among the ^2m^a/i:;d/a.. (See ii. 187.) 
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The same applies to that civil day which compre
hends a complete lunar day, whose beginning, besides, 
falls in the latter part of the preceding lunar day, 
and whose end falls in the beginning of the following 
lunar day. Such a day is called traJiagctttcttct (?). I t 
is unlucky, but favourable to earn in it a heavenly 
reward. 

When the days of 'Anctrdtra, i.e. the days of the de-
crectse (see ii. 25), sum up so as to form one complete 
day, it is unlucky and reckoned among the punyct-
kdlct. This takes place according to Brahmagupta 
in 62|-f;-f-ff civil days, ^2^-1^%-^^ solar days, 63ff;-f~|f 
lunar days. 

According to Pulisa, it takes place in 62-H; | -TI | - civil 
days, 63|-f;|-fl- lunar days, 62-^^^^^ solar days. 

The moment when a complete leap-month without 
any fraction is summed up, is unlucky, and is not 
reckoned among the punyctkdla. According to Brahma
gupta, this takes place in 990/^1^1211 civil days, 976-/^^^ 
solar days, lOOO-g^ "̂̂  lunar days. 

Times Tlmcs which are considered as unlucky, to which no 
merit whatsoever is attributed, are, e.g., the times of 
earthquakes. Then the Hindus beat with the pots of 
their households against the earth and break them, in 
order to get a good omen and to banish the mishap. 
As times of a similar ill nature, the book Sctmhitd 
further enumerates the moments of landslips, the fall
ing of stars, red glow in the sky, the combustion of 
the earth by lightning, the appearance of comets, the 
occurrence of events contrary both to nature and 
custom, the entering of the wild beasts into the villages, 
rainfall when it is not the season for it, the trees 
putt ing forth leaves when it is not the season for it, 
when the nature of one season of the year seems trans
ferred to another, and more of the like. 

The book SrlXdhctva, attributed to Mahadeva, says 
the following: 

of earth-
quakes 
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" The burning davs, i.e. the unluckv ones—for thus Quotation 
from the 

they call tliem—are : book srii-
'•The second days of the white and black halves of Mahadeva. 

the months Caitra and Pausha ; 
" T h e fourth days of the two halves of the months 

Jyaishtha and Pha lguna ; 
" The sixth days of the two halves of the months 

Sravana and Vaisakha ; 
" The eighth days of the two halves of the months 

Ashadha and Asvayuja; 
'•' The tenth days of the two halves of the months 

Margasirsha and Bhadrapada; 
" The twelfth days of the two halves of the month 

Kartt ika." 

VOL. II. 
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CHAPTER LXXVIII. 

ON THE KAEANAS. 

Explanation W E havc already spoken of the lunar days called tithi, 
and have explained that each lunar day is shorter than 
a civil day, because the lunar month has thirty lunar 
days, but only a little more than twenty-nine and a half 
civil days. 

As the Hindus call these tithis nychthemera, they 
also call the former half of a tithi day, the latter half 
night. Each of these halves has a separate name, and 
they all of them (i.e. all the halves of the lunar days of 
the lunar month) are called kctrctncts. 

Fixed and Somc of the uames of the karctnas occur only once 
karanas. in a mouth and are not repeated, viz. four of them 

about the time of new moon, which are called the fixed 
ones, because they occur only once in the month, and 
because they always fall on the same day and night of 
the month. 

Others of them revolve and occur eight times in a 
month. They are called the movable ones, because of 
their revolving, and because each one of them may as 
well fall on a day as on a night. They are seven in 
number, and the seventh or last of them is an unlucky 
day, by which they frighten their children, the simple 
mention of which makes the hairs on the head of their 
boys stand on end. W e have given an exhaustive 

Page 29s. description of the karanas in another book of ours. 
They are mentioned in every Indian book on astronomy 
and mathematics. 
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If vou want to know the karctnas, first determine the Rule how to 
f> - 1 f i l l ^^'^ ^'^® 

lunar days, and find out m what part of them the date karanas. 
in question falls, which is done in this way:— 

Subtract the corrected place of the sun from the 
corrected place of the moon. The remainder is the 
distance between them. If it is less than six zodiacal 
signs, the date falls in the white half of the month ; 
if it is more, it falls in the black half. 

Reduce this number to minutes, and divide the pro
duct by 720. The quotient represents tithis, i.e. com
plete lunar days. If you get by the division a re
mainder, multiply it by 60 and divide the product by 
the mean bhukti. The quotient represents ghatis and 
minor fractions, i.e. that portion of the current day 
which has already elapsed. 

This is the method of the canones of the Hindus. 
The distance between the corrected places of sun and 
moon must be divided by the mean bhiddi. This, how
ever, is impossible for many of the days. Therefore 
they divide this distance by the difference between 
the daily revolutions of sun and moon, which they 
reckon for the moon as 13 degrees, for the sun as i 
degree. 

I t is a favourite method in rules of this kind, especi
ally in Indian ones, to reckon by the mean motion of 
sun arid moon. The mean motion of the sun is sub
tracted from the mean motion of the moon, and the 
remainder is divided by 732, which is the difference 
between their two middle hhuktis. The quotient then 
represents days and ghatis. 

The word buht is of Indian origin. In the Indian Expiana-
language it is bhukti ( = the daily motion of a planet), hhukti. 
If the corrected motion is meant, it is called bhukti 
sphuta. If the mean motion is meant, it is called 
bhukti mctdhyamct, and if the buht which renders equal 
is meant, it is called bhuktyantarct, i.e. the difference 
between the two bhuktis. 
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Names of The luuar days of the month have special names, 
days of the wMch wc exhibit in the following diagram. If you 
month. know the lunar day in which you are, you find, by the 

side of the number of the day, its name, and opposite 
it the karana in which you are. If that which has 
elapsed of the current day is less than half a day, the 
karana is a diurnal one ; if that which has elapsed of 
it is more than half a day, it is a nocturnal one. This 
is the diagram :— 
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Their names. 

0 

0 

Atin. 

Navin. 

Daliin. 

Yahi. 

Duvahl. 

Trohi. 

0 

Caudahi . 

The karanas are common to both 
halves. 

In daytime. 

Catushpada. 

Kins tughna . 

Balava. 

Taitila. 

Bauij . 

Bava. 

Kaulava. 

Gara. 

Vishti . 

Vishti . 

In the night. 

Naga. 

Bava. 

Kaulava. 

Gara. 

Visht i . 

Balava. 

Taitila. 

Banij . 

Bava. 

Sakuni. 
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Table of 
karaiias 
•with'their 
donalnants 
and prog
nostics. 

The Hindus attribute to some of the karctncts domi
nants, as is their custom. Further they give rules 
showing what during each karctria must be done or not, 
rules which are similar to collections of astrological 
prognostics (as to lucky or unlucky days, &c.). If we 
give here a second diagram of the kctrancts, we thereby 
simply mean to confirm what we have said already, and 
to repeat a subject which is unknown among us. Thus 
it is rendered easy to learn the subject, because learning 
is the fruit of repetition. 

THE FOUK FIXED KARANAS. 
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The prognostics of the karanas, and for what 
thing each of them is favourable. 

Favourable for the action of medicines, of 
drugs against the bite of serpents, of in
cantations, of learning, of council-hold
ing, and of reciting holy texts before the 
idols. 

Favourable for placing a king on a throne, 
giving alms in the name of the Fathers, 
for making use of four-footed animals in 
agriculture. 

Favourable for weddings, laying a founda
tion-stone, examining the state of snake-
bitten persons, for frightening people and 
seizing them. 

Ruins all actions and is favourable only 
for things connected with marriage, for 
the construction of parasols, the piercing 
of the ears, and for works of piety. 
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The prognostics of the karanas, and for what 
thing each of them is favourable. 

When there is a sariikrdnti in this harana, 
it is sitting, and the fruits will, during it, 
suffer some mishap. It is favourable for 
travelling, for beginning with things which 
are intended to last long, for cleaning 
oneself, for compounding the drugs which 
make the women fat, and for the sacrifices 
which the Brahmans offer to the fire. 

When there is a sarhkrdnti in it, it is sitting, 
not good for the fruits. It is favourable 
for the affairs of future life, and for ac
quiring a heavenly reward. 

When there is a sariikrdnti in it, it is sta.nd-
ing. All that is sown in it will prosper 
and drop with succulence. It is favour
able for making friendships with people. 

When there is a samkrdnti in it, it is 
stretched on the ground. It indicates that 
the prices will sink, and is favourable for 
the kneading of aromatic unguents and 
the compounding of perfumes. 

When there is a samkrdnti in it, it is 
stretched on the ground. It indicates that 
the prices will be depressed, and is favour
able for sowing and laying the founda
tion-stone of a building. 

When there is a sariikrdnti in it, it is stand
ing. All corn will prosper [lacuna), and 
is favourable for commerce. 

When there is a sariikrdnti in it, it is 
stretched on the ground. It indicates that 
the prices will be insufficient. It is not 
favourable for anything save the crush
ing of the sugar-cane. It is considered as 
unlucky and is not good for travelling. 
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Rule for the If you waut to find the karctncts bv computation, 
computa- " • J i. ' 

tion of the subtract the corrected place of the sun from that of 
karawM. '- _ 

Page 297. ^"^^ moon, reduce the remainder to minutes and divide 
the number of them by 360. The quotient represents 
complete karctncts. ^ 

What remains after the division is multiplied by 60, 
and divided by the bhuktyctntctra. The quotient re
presents how much has elapsed of the current karctnct. 
Every unit of the number is equal to half a ghctti. 

We now return to the complete kctrctncts. If they 
are two or less, you are in the second kctranct. In that 
case you add one to the number and count the sum off, 
beginning with catushpctdct. 

If the number of kctrctncts is 59, you are in sctkuni. 
If it is less than 59 and more than two, add one to 

them and divide the sum by seven. The remainder, if 
it is not more than seven, count off, beginning with the 
beginning of the cycle of the movctble kctrctncts, i.e. with 
bavct. Thereby you will arrive at the name of the 
current kctranct in which you happen to be. 

The karanas Wishing to remind the reader of something relating 
as borrowed . 

byAikindi to the kctrctuas which he perhaps has forgotten, we 
Aiab must tell him that Alkindi and others like him have 

hit upon the system of the karctncts, but one which was 
not sufficiently explained. They did not comprehend 
the method of those who use the karancts. At one 
time they trace them back to Indian, another time to 
Babylonian origin, declaring all the time that they are 
altered on purpose and corrupted by the inadvertence 
of the copyists. They have invented a calculation for 
them which proceeds in a better order than even the 
original method itself. But thereby the thing has 
become something totally different from what it origi
nally was. Their method is this : they count half days, 
beginning with new; moon. The first twelve hours they 
regard as belonging to the sun, as burning,i.e. unlucky, 
the next twelve hours as belonging to Venus, t h i 

authors . 
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following twelve hours as belonging to Mercury, and 
so on according to the order of the planets. Whenever 
the order returns to the sun, they call his twelve 
hours the hours of Albist, i.e. vishti. 

However, the Hindus do not measure the ka,rctncts 
by civil, but by lunar days, nor do they begin with those 
burning hours following upon new moon. Accord
ing to the calculation of Alkindi, people begin, after 
new moon, with Jupiter ; in that case the periods of 
the sun are not burning. On the other hand, if they 
begin, according to the method of the Hindus, after 
new moon with the sun, the hours of vishti belong 
to Mercury. Therefore, each method, that of the 
Hindus and that of Alkindi, must be treated sepa
rately. 

Because vishti recurs eight times in a month, and 
because the points of the compass are eight, we shall 
exhibit in the eight fields of the following table their 
acrrpoXoyoviJ.eva regarding the kctrctncts, observations the 
like of which are made by all astrologers regarding 
the shapes of the planets and regarding those stars 
which rise in the single third parts of the zodiacal 
sio-ns. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SINGLE 
" V i S H T I S . " 

It has three eyes. The hair 
on its head is like growing 
sugar-cane. In one hand it 
has an iron hook, in the 
other a black serpent. It is 
strong and violent like run
ning water. It has a long 
tongue. Its day is only good 
for war, and those actions 
in which there is deception 
and falsification. 
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UESCUIPTION OF THE SINGLE 
" VISHTIS." 

It is green, and has a sword 
in its hand. Its place is in 
the lightning, thundering, 
stormy, and cold cloud. Its 
time is favourable for tear
ing out fattening herbs, for 
drinking medicine, for com
merce, and for casting gold 
in a mould. 

It has a black face, thick lips, 
bushy eyebrows, long hair 
of the head. It is long, and 
rides during its day. In the 
hand it has a sword, it is 
intent upon devouring men, 
it emits fire from its mouth, 
and says bd bd ha. Its time 
is only good for fighting, for 
killing miscreants, for cur
ing ill people, and for fetch
ing serpents out of their 
holes. 

It has five faces and ten eyes. 
Its time is favourable for 
punishing rebels, for divid
ing the army into single 
corps. During it a man 
must not turn with his face 
towards the direction where 
it rises. 

It is like a smoky flame. It 
has three heads, in each 
three eyes turned upside 
down. Its hair is standing 
on end. It sits on the head 
of a human being, it screams 
like thunder. It is angry, 
devours men. It holds in 
one hand a knife, in the 
other an axe. 
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It is white, has three eyes, 
and rides on an elephant, 
which always remains the 
same. In the one hand 
he has a huge rock, in the 
other a vajra of iron, which 
it throws. It destroys the 
cattle over which it rises. 
He who makes war coming 
from the direction whence 
it rises will be victorious. 
A man must not turn with 
his face towards it when 
tearing out fattening herbs, 
digging out treasures, and 
trying to satisfy the wants 
of life. 

It has the colour of crystal. 
In one hand it holds a three
fold parasvadha, and in the 
other a rosary. It looks 
towards heaven, and saĵ s 
hd hd hd. It rides on an 
ox. Its time is favourable 
for handing over the chil
dren to the schools, for con
cluding peace, giving alms, 
and works of piety. 

•S'g'2 
si OSQ 

It is pistachio-coloured like a 
parrot. It looks like some
thing globular, and has 
three eyes. In one hand 
it has a mace with an iron 
hook, in the other a sharp 
discus. It sits on its throne, 
frightening people, and say
ing sd sd sd. Its time is 
not favourable for beginning 
anything. It is only good 
for doing service to relations 
and for house-work. 
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C H A P T E E LXXIX. 

ON TIIE YOGAS. 

Page 299. TiiEbE are times which the Hindus think to be most 
unlucky and during which they abstain from all action. 
They are numerous. We shall here mention them. 

Explanation There are two yogas regarding which all Hindus 
of vyali'pnta, 
and vaidh- a g r e e , VIZ. : 

• ' ( i . ) The moment when sun and moon together stand 
on two circles, which are, as it were, seizing each other, 
i.e. each pair of circles, the declinations of which, on 
one and the same side (of either solstice), are equal. 
This yoga is called vyctiipdta. 

(2.) The moment when sun and moon stand together 
on two eq^v,a,l circles, i.e. each pair of circles, the de
clinations of which, on different sides (of either solstice), 
are equal. This is called vaidhritct. 

I t is the signum of the former that in it the sum of 
the corrected places of sun and moon ti'epresents in any 
case the distance of six zodiacal signs from 0° of Aries, 
while it is the signum for the latter that the same sum 
represents the distance of twelve signs. If you compute 
the corrected places of sun and moon for a certain time 
and add them together, the sum is either of these signa, 
i.e. either of these two yogcts. 

If, however, the sum is less than the amount of the 
signum or larger, in that case the time of equality (i.e. 
the time when the sum is equal to either of the signet) 
is computed by means of the difference between this 
sum and the term in question, and by means of the 
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sum of the two bhukti of sun and moon instead of the 
bhuktyctntara, in the same manner as in the cctnones 
the time of full moon and opposition is computed. 

If you know the distance of the moment from noon on middle 
or midnight, whether you correct the places of sun and 
moon according to the one or the other, its time is 
called the middle one. For if the moon followed the 
ecliptic as accurately as the sun, this time would be 
that which we want to find. However, the moon 
deviates from the ecliptic. Therefore, she does not at 
that time stand on the circle of the sun or on the circle 
which, as far as observation goes, is equal to it. For 
this reason the places of sun and moon and the dragon's 
head and tail are computed for the middle time. 

According to this time they compute the declinations Method for 
of sun and moon. If they are equal, this is the time mj^tupdfa^ 

T • T • iif> Tf J • -\ ii I T and vaidh-

which IS sought tor. I t not, you consider the declina- rita. 
tion of the moon. 

If, in computing it, you have added her latitude to 
the declination of the degree which she occupies, you 
subtract the latitude of the moon from the declination 
of the sun. However, if, in computing it, you have 
subtracted her latitude from the degree which the moon 
occupies, you add her latitude to the declination of the 
sun. The result is reduced to arcs by the tables of the 
karctdajdt of declination, and these arcs are kept in 
memory. They are the same which are used in the 
canon Kctrancttilctkct. 

Further, you observe the moon at the middle time. 
If she stands in some of the odtl quarters of the ecliptic, 
i.e. the vernal and autumnal ones, whilst her declina
tion is less than the declination of the sun, in that case 
the time of the two declinations equalling each other— 
and that is what we want to find—falls ctfter the middle, 
i.e. the future one ; but if the declination of the moon 
is larger than that of the sun, it falls before the middle, 
i.e. the past one. 
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If the moon stands in the eveoi quarters of the 
ecliptic (i.e. the summer and winter quarters), just the 
reverse takes place. 

Another Pulisa adds together the declinations of sun and 
Pulisa. ^ moon in vyattpdta, if they stand on different sides of 

the solstice, and in 'oaidhritct, if they stand on the same 
side of the solstice. Further, he takes the difference 
between the declinations of sun and moon in vycttipdtct, 
if they stand on the same side, and in vaidhritct, if they 
stand on different sides. This is the first value which 
is kept in memory, i.e. the middle time. 

Further, he reduces the minutes of the days to mdshas, 
supposing that they are less than one-fourth of a day. 
Then he computes their motions by means of the hhukti 
of sun and moon and the dragon's head and tail, and 
he computes their places according to the amount of 
middle time, which they occupy, in the past and the 
future. This is the second value which is kept in 
memory. 

By this method he manages to find out the condition 
of the past and the future, and compares it with the 
middle time. If the time of the two declinations 
equalling each other for both sun and moon is past 
or future, in that case the difference between the two 
values kept in memory is the portio divisionis (divisor) ; 
but if it is past for the one and future for the other, 
the sum of the two values kept in memory is the pjortio 
divisionis. 

p.ige 300. Further, he multiplies the minutes of the days,'which 
have been found, by the first value kept in memory, 
and divides the product by the portio divisionis. The 
quotient represents the minutes of the distance from the 
middle t ime which minutes may either be past or future. 
Thus the time of the two declinations equalling each 
other becomes known. 

The author of the canon Karctnatilaka makes us 
return to the arc of the declination which has been 
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kept in memory. If the corrected place of the moon Another 
is less than three zodiacal signs, it is that which we the author 
want; if it is between three and six signs, he subtracts natnaka. 
it from six signs, and if it is between six and nine 
signs, he adds six signs thereto ; if it is more than nine 
signs, he subtracts it from twelve signs. Thereby he 
gets the second place of the moon, and this he compares 
with the moon's place at the time of the correction. 
If the second place of the moon is less than the first, 
the time of the two declinations equalling each other is 
future; if it is more than the first, the time of their 
equalling each other is past. 

Further, he multiplies the difference between the two 
places of the moon by the bhukti of the sun, and divides 
the product by the bhukti of the moon. The quotient 
he adds to the place of the sun at the time of the cor
rection, if the second place of the moon is larger than 
the first; but he subtracts it from the sun's place, if the 
second place of the moon is less than the first. Thereby 
he finds the place of the sun for the time when the two 
declinations are equal to each other. 

For the purpose of finding it, he divides the difference 
between the two places of the moon by the bhukti of 
the moon. The quotient gives minutes of days, indi
cative of the distance. By means of them he com
putes the places of sun and moon, of the dragon's head 
and tail, and of the two declinations. If the latter are 
equal, it is that which we want to find. If they are 
not equal, the author repeats the calculation so long 
till they are equal and till the correct time has been 
found. 

Thereupon he computes the measure of sun and moon. 
However, he disregards half of the sum of them, so that 
in the further calculation he uses only the one half of 
their measures. He multiplies it by 60 and divides the 
product by the bhuktyantarct. The quotient represents 
the minutes of the falling (pdtct ?). 
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The author's 
books on the 
subject. 

About the 
yogas being 
unlucky. 

Quotation 
from Bhat-
tila (?) on ' 
unlucky 
times 

The correct time, which has been found, is marked 
in three different places. From the first number he 
subtracts the minutes of the falling, and to the last 
number he adds them. Then the first number is the 
time of the beginning of vyatipdta or vaidhrita, which
ever of the two you want to compute. The second 
number is the time of its middle, and the third number 
the time of its end. 

We have given a detailed account of the bases on 
which these methods rest in a special book of ours, 
called Khctydl-alkuslXfaini (i.e. the image of the two 
eclipses), and have given an accurate description of 
them in the canon which we have composed for Sydvct-
bala (?), the Kashmirian, and to which we have given 
the title The Arctbic Khanclctkhddyctka. 

Bhattila (?) thinks the whole day of either of these 
two yogcts to be unlucky, whilst Varahamihira thinks 
only that duration of them to be unlucky which is found 
by the computation. He compares the unlucky por
tion of the day to the wound of a gazelle shot with a 
poisoned arrow. The disease does not go beyond the 
environs of the poisoned shot ; if it is cut out, the injury 
is removed. 

According to what Pulisa mentions of Parasara, the 
Hindus assume a number of vycttipdtcts in the lunar 
stations, but all of them are computed by the same 
method which he has given. For the calculation does 
not increase in its k ind; only the single specimens of it 
become more numerous. 

The Brahman Bhattila (?) says in his canon :— 
" Here there are 8 times, which have certain gauge-

measures. If the sum of the corrected places of sun and 
moon is equal to them, they are unlucky. They a re : 

" I. Bctk-shutct (?). I ts gauge-measure is 4 zodiacal 
signs. 

" 2. Ganddntct. I ts gauge-measure is 4 signs and 
13I degrees. 
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" 3. Ldta (?), or the general vyatipdtct. I ts gauge-
measure is 6 signs. 

" 4 . Cdsa (?). I ts gauge-measure is 6 signs and 6-| 
degrees. 

" 5. Bctrh (?), also called barhvycttip)dta. I ts gauge-
measure is 7 signs and i6f degrees. 

" 6. Kdladand.a. I t s gauge-measure is 8 signs and 
I 3 i degrees. 

" 7. Vydshdtct (?). I ts gauge-measure is 9 signs 
and 23̂ 3- degrees. 

" 8 . Vaidhrita. I ts gauge-measure is 12 signs." 
These yogcts are well known, but they cannot all be 

traced back to a rule in the same way as the 3d and 
8th ones. Therefore they have no certain duration 
determined by minutes of the fettling, but only by 
general estimates. Thus the duration of vydkshdta (?) 
and of bctkshUta (?) is one mithitrtet, according to the 
statement of Varahamihira, the duration of Ganddnta 
and of Barh (?) two muhHrtas. 

The Hindus propound this subject at great length 
and with much detail, but to no purpose. W e have 
given an account of it in the above-mentioned book. 
(See ii. 208.) 

The canon Karanatilaka mentions twenty-seven Twenty-
yoqas, which are computed in the following manner : according to 

»-i-ii -IT P I 1 f > i the Karana • 

Add the corrected place ot the sun to that of the tiuka. 
moon, reduce the whole sum to minutes, and divide the ^^"^ ôi-
number by 800. The quotient represents complete 
yogas. Multiply the remainder by 60, and divide the 
product by the sum of the bhuktis of sun and moon. 
The quotient represents the minutes of days and minor 
fractions, viz. that time which has elapsed of the cur
rent yoga. 

We have copied the names and qualities of the 
yogcts from Sripala, and exhibit them in the following 
tab le :— 

VOL. II. 0 



The 
num
ber. 

I 

2 

: 3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Their names. 

Vishkambha. 

Pr i t i . 

Rajakama (?). 

Saubhagya. 

Sobhana. 

At igauda. 

Sukarman. 

Dhrit i . 

Siila. 

Whether 
good or bad. 

Good. 

Good. 

Bad. 

Good. 

Good. 

Bad. 

Good. 

Good. 

Bad. 

TABLE 

The 
number. 

. lo 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

i6 

17 

i8 

OE THE TWENTY-SEVEN "YOGAS." 

Their names. 

Ganda. 

Vriddhi. 

Dhruva. 

Vyaghata (?). 

TIarshana. 

Vajra. 

S iddhi . 

K-n-n-ata {?). 

Variyas. 

Whether 
good or bad. 

Bad. 

Good. 

Good. 

Bad. 

Good. 

Bad. 

Good. 

Bad. 

Bad. 

The 
number. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

.7 

1 

Their names. 

Par igha . 

Siva. 

Siddha. 

Sadhya. 

Subha. 

bukra . 

Brahman. 

Indra . 

Vaidhri t i . 

Whether 
good or bad. 

Bad. 

Good. 

Good. 

Middling. 

Good. 

Good. 

Good. 

Good. 

Bad. 
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CHAPTER LXXX. 

ON THE INTRODUCTORY PRINCIPLES OF HINDU ASTROLOGY, 

WITH A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THEIR METHODS OF 

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS. 

OUR fellow-believers in these (Muslim) countries are Indian 
astrology 

not acquainted with the Hindu methods of astrolosfv, unknown 
^ _ _ "•' among 

and have never had an opportunitv of studvinef an Mubam-
. ^ '' . / o madans. 

Indian book on the subject. In consequence, they 
imagine that Hindu astrology is the same as theirs and 
relate all sorts of things as being of Indian origin, of 
which we have not found a single trace with the 
Hindus themselves. As in the preceding part of this 
our book we have given something of everything, we 
shall also give as much of their astrological doctrine as 
will enable the reader to discuss questions of a similar 
nature with them. If we were to give an exhaustive 
representation of the subject, this task would detain us Page 302. 
very long, even if we limited ourselves to delineate 
only the leading principles and avoided all details. 

First, the reader must know that in most of their 
prognostics they simply rely on means like auguring 
from the flight of birds and physiognomy, that they do 
not—as they ought to do—draw conclusions, regarding 
the affairs of the sublunary world, from, the seconds 
(sic) of the stars, which are the events of the celestial 
sphere. 

Kegarding the number seven as that of the planets, î"ĵg\®g 
there is no difference between us and them. They call 
them grctlia. Some of them are throughout lucky, viz. 
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Jupiter, Venus and the Moon, which are called sctum-
yagraha. Other three are throughout unlucky, viz. 
Saturn, Mars, and the Sun, which are called krUragraha. 
Among the latter, they also count the dragon's head, 
though in reality it is not a star. The nature of one 
planet is variable and depends upon the nature of that 
planet with which it is combined, whether it be lucky 
or unlucky. This is Mercury. However, alone by 
itself, it is lucky. 

The following table represents the natures of the 
seven planets and everything else concerning them :— 



Names of the planets. 

Whethe r they are 
lucky or unlucky. 

Wha t e lements 
they indicate . 

Whe the r they in
d ica te male or 
female beings. 

Whe the r they in
dicate day or 

n ight . 

W h a t point of the 
compass they 

indicate . 

W h a t colour they 
indica te . 

W h a t t ime they 
indicate . 

Sun. 

Unlucky. 

Male. 

Day. 

East . 

Bronze-
colour. 

Ayana. 

Moon. 

Lucky, but de
pending upon the 
planet near her 
Middling in the 
first, lucky in 

the second, and 
unlucky in the 
last ten days of 

the month. 

Female . 

Night . 

North-west . 

Whi t e . 

Muhur ta . 

Mars. 

Unlucky. 

F i r e . 

Male . 

Night . 

South. 

L ight red. 

Day. 

Mercury. 

Lucky, when 
it is alone. 

Else depend
ing upon the 
na tu re of the 
planet near it. 

Ea r th . 

Nei ther male 
nor female. 

Day and 
n igh t to
gether . 

Nor th . 

Pistachio-
green. 

Jiitu, i.e. a 
s ixth par t of 

the year. 

Jupiter. 

Lucky. 

Heaven. 

Male. 

Day. 

North-east . 

Gold-colour. 

Month. 

Venus. 

Lucky. 

Wate r . 

Female . 

Day. 

Between east 
and west. 

Many 
colours. 

Paksha, i.e. 
half a month. 

Saturn. 

Unlucky. 

Wind. 

Nei ther male 
nor feinale. 

Night . 

West . 

Black. 

Year. 

i 
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Names of the planets. 

What season they 
indicate. 

What taste they 
indicate. 

What material 
they indicate. 

What dress and 
clothes they 

indicate. 

What angel they 
indicate. 

What caste they 
indicate.. 

Which Veda they 
indicate. 

The months of 
pregnancy. 

Sun. 

o 

Bitter. 

Bronze. 

Thick. 

Nema (?). 

Kshatriyas 
and com
manders. 

o 

The fourth 
month, in 
which the 

bones become 
hard. 

Moon. 

Varsha. 

Saltish. 

Crystal. 

New. 

Ambu, the 
water. 

Vaisyas and 
commanders. 

o 

The fifth 
month, in 
which the 

skin appears. 

Mars. 

Grlshma. 

Gold. 

Burned. 

Agni, the 
fire. 

Kshatriyas 
and generals. 

Samaveda. 

The second 
month, in 
which the 

oinb}'ro 
attains con

sistency. 

Mercury. 

Sarad. 

A mixture of 
all tastes. 

Small pearls. 

Wet from 
water. 

Brahman. 

Siidras and 
princes. 

Atbarvana-
veda. 

'Fhe seventh 
month, in 
which the 

child becomes 
complete, and 

receives the 
memory. 

Jupiter. 

Hemanta. 

Sweet. 

Silver, or if 
the constella
tion is very 
strong, gold. 

Between new 
and shabby. 

Mahadeva. 

Brahmans 
and minis

ters. 

Rigveda. 

The third 
month, in 
which the 

limbs begin 
to branch off. 

Venus. 

Vasanta. 

Pearl. 

Whole. 

Indra. 

Brahmans 
and minis

ters. 

Yajurveda. 

The first 
month, in 
which the 
semen and 

the menstrual 
blood become 

mixed. 

Saturn. 

Sisira. 

... 

Iron. 

Burned. 

o 

The sixth 
month, when 

the hair 
grows. 
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Character as based 
on the three 

primary forces. 

Mitra. f Friendly 
\̂  planets. 

6atru. ( Hostile 
1. planets. 

Vi- ( Indifferent 
misra. 1 planets. 

What parts of the 
body they indicate. 

The scale of their 
magnitude. 

Years of shaddya. 

Years of nai-
sargka. 

Satya. 

Jupiter, Mars, 
Moon. 

Saturn, 
Venus. 

Mercury. 

The breath 
and the 
bones. 

I 

19 

20 

Satya. 

Sun, 
Mercury. 

There is no 
planet hostile 

to her. 

Saturn, Jupi
ter, Mars, 

Venus. 

The root of the 
tongue and 
the blood. 

2 

25 

I 

Tamas. 

Jupiter, Sun, 
Moon. 

Mercury. 

Venus, 
Saturn, 

The flesh 
and brain. 

6 

15 

2 

Rajas. 

Sun, Venus. 

Moon. 

Saturn, 
Jupiter, 
Mars. 

Voice and 
skin. 

5 

12 

9 

Satya. 
• 

Sun, Moon, 
Mars. 

Venus, 
Mercury. 

Saturn. 

Intellect and 
fat. 

4 

15 

18 

Rajas. 

Saturn, 
Mercury. 

Sun, Moon. 

Jupiter, 
Mars. 

Semen. 

25(!) 

21 

2 0 

Tamas. 

V^enus, 
Mercury. 

Mars, Sun, 
Moon. 

Jupiter. 

Sinews, flesh, 
and pain. 

7 

2 0 

50 
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Expiana- The columu of this table which indicates the order 
toYhe°'''' of the size and power of the planets, serves for the 
taWe. "'^ following purposc :—Sometimes two planets indicate 

exactly the same thing, exercise the same influence, and 
stand in the same relation to the event in question. 
In this case, the preference is given to that planet which, 
in the column in question, is described as the larger or 
the more powerful of the two. 

The months ^}^Q column relating to the months of pregnancy is to 
nancy. "be completed by the remark that they consider the eighth 

month as standing under the influence of a horoscope 
which causes abortion. According to them, the embryo 
takes, in this month, the fine substances of the food. If 
it takes all of them and is then born, it will remain 
alive; but if it is born before that, it will die from some 
deficiency in its formation. The ninth month stands 
under the influence of the moon, the tenth under that 
of the sun. They do not speak of a longer duration of 
pregnancy, but if it happens to last longer, they believe 
that, during this time, some injury is brought about by 
the wind. At the time of the horoscope of abortion, 
which they determine by tradition, not by calculation. 

Page 304. they observe the conditions and influences of the planets 
and give their decision accordingly as this or that planet 
happens to preside over the month in question. 

Friendsiiip The qucstion as to the friendship and enmity of the 
of̂ thT™'*̂  planets among each other, as well as the influence of 
planets. ^^^^ domiuus domus, is of great importance in their astro

logy. Sometimes it may happen that, at a particular 
moment of time, this dominium entirely loses its original 
character. Further on we shall give a rule as to the 
computation of the dominium and its single years. 

Tiie zodiacal There is no difference between us and the Hindus 
regarding the number twelve as the number of the 
signs of the ecliptic, nor regarding the manner in which 
the dominium of the planets is distributed over them. 

The following table shows what qualities are peculiar 
to each zodiacal sign as a whole:— 

signs. 
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The Zodiacal 
Signs. 

Whether turn
ing, fixed or 

double-bodied. 

Whether at 
night, or during 
day, according 

to some people. 

What parts of 
the body they 

indicate. 

Seasons. 

Their figures. 

Aries. 

Moving. 

At 
night. 

Head. 

Vasanta. 

A ram. 

Taurus. 

Resting. 

At 
night. 

Face. 

Grishnia. 

An ox. 

Gemini. 

Moving 
and 

resting 
together. 

At 
night. 

Shoul
ders and 
hands. 

Grishma. 

A man 
with a 

lyre, and 
a club in 
his hand. 

Cancer. 

Moving. 

At 
night. 

Breast. 

Varsha. 

Crab. 

Leo. 

Resting. 

During 
day. 

Belly. 

Varsha. 

Lion. 

Virgo. 

Moving 
and 

resting 
togethei-. 

During 
day. 

Hip. 

Sarad. 

A girl 
with an 

ear of 
corn in 

berliand. 

Libra. 

Moving. 

During 
day. 

Under 
the 

navel. 

Sarad. 

A scale. 

Scorpio. 

Resting. 

Durini; 
day. 

Male 
and 

female 
genitals. 

He
manta. 

A scor
pion. 

$ Arci
tenens. 

Moving 
and 

resting 
together. 

At 
night. 

The 
loins. 

He
manta. 

A horse, 
the 

head and 
upper 
half of 
which 
have 

human 
shape. 

Capri
cornus. 

Moving. 

At 
night. 

The 
knees. 

bisira. 

A being 
with the 
face of 
a goat. 

There is 
much 

water in 
its figure. 

Am
phora. 

Resting. 

During 
day. 

The 
calves. 

Sis'ira. 

A kind 
of boat 

or barge. 

Pisces. 

Moving 
and 

resting 
together. 

During 
day. 

The two 
feet. 

Vasanta. 

Two 
fishes. 



What kinds of 
beings they are. 

The times of 
their strongest 

influence ac
cording to the 

different kinds. 

Quadru
ped. 

At 
night. 

Quadru
ped. 

At 
night. 

Human 
biped. 

During 
the " 

day. 

Amphi
bious. 

Duriug 
the ' 

.samdhi. 

Quadru
ped. 

At 
night. 

Biped. 

During 
the day. 

Biped. 

During 
tlie day. 

Amphi
bious. 

During 
the 

samdhi. 

The 
upper 
half a 
biped, 

the 
lower 
half a 

quadru
ped. 

The 
human 

part dur
ing the 

daj', the 
other at 
night. 

The first 
lialf a 
biped, 

the 
latter 
half 

watery. 

During-
the 

samdhi. 

The first 
half a 
biped, 

the 
other 
half 

watery, 
or the 

whole a 
human 
being. 

The 
human 
part in 

daytime, 
the 

other at 
night. 

Watery. 

During 
the 

sariidlii. 
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Explanation The height or a,ltitudo of a planet is called, in the 
of some _ -,. . . - 1 1 

technical Indian language, uceastha, its particular degree para-
astroiogy. moccastha. The depth or dejectio of a planet is called 

nicastha, its particular degree para,mctnieastha. Miila-
trikona is a powerful influence, attributed to a planet, 
when it is in the gaudium in one of its two houses 
(cf. ii. 225). 

They do not refer the ctspectus trigoni to the elements 
and the elementary natures, as it is our custom to do, 
but refer them to the points of the compass in general, 
as has been specified in the table. 

They call the turning zodiacal sign (rpoTnKov) carctrdsi, 
i.e. moving, the fxed one (o-re^eoj') sthirardsi, i.e. the 
resting one, and the douhle-bodied one (StVoj/xa) dvisva-
bhctva, i.e. both together. 

The houses. As WO havc givcu a table of the zodiacal signs, we 
next give a table of the houses (domus), showing the 
qualities of each of them. The one half of them above 

Page 306. the earth they call chcttrct, i.e. parasol, and the half 
under the earth they call nctu, i.e. ship. Further, they 
call the half ascending to the midst of heaven and the 
other half descending to the cardo of the earth, dhanu, 
i.e. the bow. The cctrdines they call kenclra (KevTpov), 
the next following houses pctnap)hctrct (cTrai/ac^opa), and 
the inclining houses dpoklima (diroKXiiJi-a) :— 
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W h a t they 
indicate . 

H e a d and 
soul . 

1 

i 
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F a c e a n d 
p r o p e r t y . 

T h e t w o a r m s 
a n d b r o t h e r s . 

H e a r t , p a r e n t s , 
f r i ends , h o u s e , 

a n d joy . 

Be l ly , ch i ld , 
a n d clever

ness . 

1 T h e t w o s ides , 
1 t h e e n e m y 
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j an ima l s . 

U n d e r t h e 
navel a n d 

w o m e n . 
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d e a t h . 
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T h e t w o loins, 

; j o u r n e y a n d 
d e b t . 

On the as^yects, 

being taken as 
hasis. 

Basis for t h e 
ca lcu la t ion . 

T w o s t a n d in 
a s p e c t w i t h 

t h e ascendens. 

T h e ascendens 
looks t o w a r d s 
i t , b u t i t does 

n o t look t o 
w a r d s t h e 
ascendens. 

Two s t a n d in 
a s p e c t w i th 

t h e ascendens. 

Two s t a n d in 
a s p e c t w i t h 

t h e ascendens. 

I t looks t o 
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What they 
indicate. 

The two knees 
and action. 

The two 
calves and 

income. 

The two feet 
and expenses. 

On the aspects, 
the ascendens 
being taken as 

basis. 

Two stand in 
aspect with 

the ascendens. 

I t looks to
wards the 

ascendens, but 
the ascendens 
does not look 
towards it. 

Two do not 
stand in aspect 

with the 
ascendens. 
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On the 
division of 1 
zodiacal 
sign in 
nimbahras. 

2. In drek-
kdnas. 

3. In nuh-
bahras. 

The hitherto mentioned details are in reality the 
cardinal points of Hindu astrology, viz. the planets, 
zodiacal signs, and houses. He who knows how to find 
out what each of them means or portends deserves the 
title of a clever adept and of a master in this art. 

Next follows the division of the zodiacal signs in 
minor portions, first that in nimbahrcts, which are called 
hooxt, i.e. hour, because half a sign rises in about an 
hour's time. The first half of each male sign is unlucky 
as standing under the influence of the sun, because he 
produces male beings, whilst the second half is lucky as 
standing under the influence of the moon, because she 
produces female beings. On the contrary, in the femctle 
signs the first half is lucky, and the second unlucky. 

Further, there are the triangles, called drekkdnct. 
There is no use in enlarging on them, as they are 
simply identical with the so-called drctijdndt of our 
system. 

Further, the oiuhbcthrdt (Persian, " the nine parts ") , 
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called navdmsaka. As our books of introduction to the 
art of astrology mention two kinds of them, we shall 
here explain the Hindu theory regarding them, for the 
information of Indophiles. You reduce the distance 
between 0° of the sign and that minute, the nuhhahr of 
which you want to find, to minutes, and divide the 
number by 200. The quotient represents complete 
nithbahrcts or ninth-parts, beginning with the turning 
sign, which is in the triangle of the sign in question ; 
you count the number off on the consecutive signs, so 
that one sign corresponds to one nuhbcthr. That sign 
which corresponds to the last of the ninth-parts which 
you have is the dominant of the nuhbahr we want to find. 

The first nuhbahr of each turning sign, the fifth of 
each fixed sign, and the ninth of each douhle-bodied 
sign is called vargottamct, i.e. the greatest portion. 

Further, the twelfth-parts, called the twelve rulers. 4. in 
For a certain place within a sign they are found in the parts. 
following manner :—Reduce the distance between 0° of 
the sign and the place in question to minutes, and 
divide the number by 150. The quotient represents 
complete twelfth-parts, which you count off on the 
following signs, beginning with the sign in question, so 
that one twelfth-part corresponds to one sign. The 
dominant of the sign, to which the last twelfth-part 
corresponds, is at the same time the dominant of the 
twelfth-part of the place in question. 

Further, the deqrees called trinsdmsctkct. i.e. the s- 11130 
, 1 • 1 - 1 1 • • ' I \ degrees or 

thirty degrees, which correspond to our limits (or opta). 6>a. 
Their order is th i s : The first five degrees of each 'inetle 
sign belong to Mars, the next following five to Saturn, 
the next eight to Jupiter, the next seven to Mercury, 
and the last five to Venus. Jus t the reverse order 
takes place in the femctle signs, viz. the first five degrees 
belong to Venus, the next seven to Mercury, the next 
eight to Jupiter, the next five to Saturn, and the last 
five to Mercury. 
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These are the elements on which every astrological 
calculation is based. 

On the The nature of the aspect of every sign depends upon 
kinds of the the uaturc of the ascendens which at a given moment 
«''?««• rises above the horizon. Regarding the etspects they 

have the following rule :— 
A sign does not look at, i.e. does not stand in ctspectu 

with the two signs immediately before and after it. 
On the contrary, each pair of signs, the beginnings of 
which are distant from each other by one-fourth or one-
third or one-half of the circle, stand in aspect with each 
other. If the distance between two signs is one-sixth 
of the circle, the signs forming this aspect are counted 
in their original order ; but if the distance is five-
twelfths of the circle, the signs forming the ctspeet are 
counted in the inverse order. 

There are various degrees of etspects, viz. :— 
The aspect between one sign and the fourth or 

eleventh following one is a fourth-part of an aspect ; 
The aspect between one sign and the fifth or ninth 

following one is half an aspect; 
The aspect between a sign and the sixth or tenth 

following one is three-quctrters of an aspect; 
The aspect between a sign and the seventh following 

one is a ichole aspect. 
The Hindus do not speak of an aspect between two 

planets which stand in one and the same sign. 
Friendship With reference to the change between the friendship 
and enmity . p . - i i • ^ -i 
of certain and cumitv of Single planets with regard to each other, 
planets in -r^. -> -i ^ o ^^ • i 

reiâ tion to the Hiudus havc the following rule :-— 
If a planet comes to stand in signs which, in relation to 

its rising, are the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, first, second, 
third, and fourth signs, its nature undergoes a change 
for the better. If it is most inimical, it becomes mo
derated ; if it is moderated, it becomes friendly ; if it is 
friendly, it becomes most friendly. If the planet comes 
to stand in all the other signs, its nature undergoes a 

each other. 
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change for the worse. If originally it is friendly, it 
becomes moderate; if it is moderate, it becomes ini
mical ; if it is inimical, it becomes even worse. Under 
such circumstances, the nature of a planet is an acci
dental one for the time being, associating itself with its 
original nature. 

After having explained these things, we now proceed The four 
to mention the four forces which are peculiar to each each planet. 
p lanet :— 

I. The habitual force, called sthdnctbala, which the Lagimjafa-
kam, ch. 

plauet exercises, when it stands in its altitudo, its house, ii- 8. 
or the house of its friend, or in the nuhbahr of its house, 
or its altitudo, or its midatrikonct, i.e. its gaudium in the 
line of the lucky planets. This force is peculiar to sun 
and moon when they are in the lucky signs, as it is 
peculiar to the other planets when they are in the un
lucky signs. Especially this force is peculiar to the 
moon in the first third of her lunation, when it helps 
every planet which stands in aspect with her to acquire 
the same force. Lastly, it is peculiar to the ascendens 
if it is a sign representing a biped. 

I I . The force called drishtibala, i.e. the lateral one, Lagh. ii. n. 
also called drigbctlct, which the planet exercises when 
standing in the cctrdo in which it is strong, and, accord
ing to some people, also when standing in the two houses 
immediately before and after the cctrdo. I t is peculiar 
to the ctscendens in the day, if it is a sign representing a 
biped, and in the night, if it is a four-footed sign, and in 
both the sctriidhis (periods of twilight at the beginning 
and end) of the other signs. This in particular refers 
to the astrology of nativities. In the other parts of 
astrology this force is peculiar, as they maintain, to the 
tenth sign if it represents a quadruped, to the seventh 
sign if it is Scorpio and Cancer, and to the fourth sign 
if it is Amphora and Cancer. 

III. The conquering force, called ceshtdbctla, which Lagh. a. 5 
a planet exercises, when it is in retrograde motion, 

VOL. I I . P 
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when it emerges from concealment, marching as a 
visible star till the end of four signs, and when in the 
north it meets one of the planets except Venus. For 
to Venus the south is the same as the north is to the 
other planets. If the two ( ? illegible) stand in 
it (the south), it is peculiar to them that they stand in 
the ascending half (of the sun's annual rotation), pro
ceeding towards the summer solstice, and that the moon 
in particular stands near the other planets—except the 
sun—which afford her something of this force. 

The force is, further, peculiar to the ctscendens, if its 
dominant is in it, if the two stand in aspect with Jupiter 
and Mercury, if the ctscendens is free from an aspect of 
the unlucky planets, and none of them—except the 
dominant—is in the ctscendens. For if an unlucky 
planet is in it, this weakens the aspect of Jupiter and 
Mercury, so that their dwelling in this force loses its 
effect. 

Laghujata- IV. The fourth force is called kdletbetlct, i.e. the tem-
kam, ii. 6. 

poral one, which the daily planets exercise in the day, 
the nightly planets during the night. I t is peculiar 
to Mercury in the sctmdhi of its rotation, whilst others 
maintain that Mercury always has this force, because 
he stands in the same relation to both day and night. 

Further, this force is peculiar to the lucky planets in 
the white half of the month, and to the unlucky stars 
in the black half. I t is always peculiar to the ctscendens. 

Other astrologers also mention years, months, days, 
and hours among the conditions, under which the one 
or other of the four forces is peculiar to a planet. 

These, now, are the forces which are calculated for 
the planets and for the ascendens. 

If several planets own, each of them, several forces, 
Page 309. that one is ]3reponderant which has the most of them. 

If two planets have the same number of balas or forces, 
that one has the preponderance the magnitude of which 
is the larger. This kind of magnitude is in the table of 
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ii. 215, called nctisctrgikctbala. This is the order of the Lagh. 11.7. 
planets in magnitude or force. 

The middle years which are computed for the planets The years 
. f 1 • 1 "^ ii^° which 

are of three ditterent species, two of which are com- the single 
puted according- to the distance from the ctltitudo. The bestow. 

. . . . Three 
measures of the first and second species we exhibit in species of 
,1 , 1 1 /•• ^\ ttiese years, 

the table (n. 215). 
The sltetcldyct and naisctrgikct are reckoned as the 

degree of aUitu,do. The first species is computed when 
the above-mentioned forces of the sun are prepon
derating over the forces of the moon and the ascendens 
separately. 

The second species is computed if the forces of the 
moon are preponderating over those of the sun and 
those of the ascendens. 

The third species is called ctmsdyct, and is computed 
if the forces of the ctscendens are preponderating over 
those of sun and moon. 

The computation of the years of the first species for The first 
each planet, if it d£)es not stand in the degree of its ^̂ "'"®"'̂ ' 
ctltitudo, is the following :— 

You take the distance of the star from the degree of Lagh. vi, i. 
its ctltititdo if this distance is more than six signs, or 
the difi^erence between this distance and twelve signs, in 
case it is less than six signs. This number is multiplied 
by the number of the years, indicated by the table on 
page 812. Thus the signs sum up to months, the de
grees to days, the minutes to day-minutes, and these 
values are reduced, each sixty minutes to one day, each 
thir ty days to one month, and each twelve months to 
one year. 

The computation of these years for the ascenelens is 
t h i s :— 

Take the distance of the degree of the star from 0° of Lagh. vi. 2. 
Aries, one year for each sign, one month for each 2|-
degrees, one day for each five minutes, one day-minute 
for each five seconds. 
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The second 
species. 

The th i rd 
species. 

Laghuja-
takam, 
ch. vi. I. 

The years 
of life be
stowed by 
the o.scen-
dens. 

The computation of the years of the second species 
for the planets is the following:— 

Take the distance of the star from the degree of its 
ctltitutlo according to the just-mentioned rule (ii. 227). 
This number is multiplied by the corresponding num
ber of years which is indicated by the table, and the 
remainder of the computation proceeds in the same 
way as in the case of the first species. 

The computation of this species of years for the 
ctscendens is this :— 

Take the distance of its degree from 0° of Aries, a 
year for each nithbctlir; months and days, &c., in the 
same way as in the preceding computation. The 
number you get is divided by 12, and the remainder 
being less than 12, represents the number of years of 
the ctscendens. 

The computation of the years of the third species is 
the same for the planets as for the ascendens, and is 
similar to the computation of the years of the ascendens 
of the second species. I t is this :—r 

Take the distauce of the star from 0° of Aries, one 
year for each nuhbcthr, multiplying the whole distance 
by 108. Then the signs sum up to months, the degrees 
to days, the minutes to day-minutes, the smaller mea
sure being reduced to the larger one. The years are 
divided by 12, and the remainder which you get by 
this division is the number of years which you want 
to find. 

All the years of this kind are called by the common 
name dyurddyct. Before they undergo the equation 
they are called madhyctmdya, and after they have 
passed it they are called sphutftyet, i.e. the corrected 
ones. 

The years of the ascendens in all three species are 
corrected ones, which do not require an equation by 
means of two kinds of subtraction, one according 
to the position of the ctscendens in the aether, and a 
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second according to its position in relation to the 
horizon. 

To the third kind of years is peculiar an equation by various 
. - T - i - T T • l_^ computa-

means ot an addition, which always proceeds m the tions forth 
_ . ., . durat ion of 

same manner, i t is this :— life. 
If a planet stands in its largest portion or in its 

house, the drekkdnct of its house or the drekkdnct of its 
altitudo, in the nuhbahr of its house or the nuhbahr of 
its ctltitudo, or, at the same time, in most of these posi
tions together, its years will be the double of the middle 
number of years. But if the planet is in retrograde 
motion or in its ctltitudo, or in both together, its years Page 310. 
are the threefold of the middle number of years. 

Regarding the equation by means of the subtraction 
(vide ii. 228) according to the first method, we observe 
that the years of the planet, which is in its dejectio, are 
reduced to two-thirds of them if they are of the first or 
second species, and to one-half if they belong to the 
third species. The standing of a planet in the house 
of its opponent does not impair the number of its years. 

The years of a planet which is concealed by the rays 
of the sun, and thus prevented from exercising an in
fluence, are reduced to one-half in the case of all three 
species of years. Only Venus and Saturn are excepted, 
for the fact of their being concealed by the rays of the 
sun does not in any way decrease the numbers of their 
years. 

As regards the equation by means of subtraction 
according to the second method, we have already stated 
in the table (ii. 221, 222) how much is subtracted from 
the unlucky and lucky stars, when they stand in the 
houses above the earth. If two or more planets come 
together in one house, you examine which of them is 
the larger and stronger one. The subtraction is added 
to the years of the stronger planet and the remainder is 
left as it is. 

If to the years of a single planet, years of the third 
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species, two additions from different sides are to be 
made, only one addition, viz., the longer one, is taken 
into account. The same is the case when two subtrac
tions are to be made. However, if an addition as well 
as a subtraction is to be made, you do the one first and 
then the other, because in this case the sequence is 
different. 

By these methods the years become adjusted, and the 
sum of them is the duration of the life of that man who 
is born at the moment in question. 

I t now remains for us to explain the method of the 
The single Hludus regarding the periods (sic). Life is divided 
elements of o o J. \ / 
the com- [^i the abovc-mentioned three species of years, and 
puta t ion of 1. ./ ' 

the duration immediately after the birth, into years of sun and 
moon. That one is preponderating which has the most 
forces and betlcts (vide ii. 225) ; if they equal each other, 
that one is preponderating which has the greatest 
2Jortio (sic) in its place, then the next one, &c. The 
companion of these years is either the ctscendeois or that 
planet which stands in the cardines with many forces 
and piortiones. The several planets come together in the 
ca,rdines, their influence and sequence are determined by 
their forces and shares. After them follow those planets 
which stand near the cardines, then those which stand 
in the inclined signs, their order being determined in the 
same way as in the preceding case. Thus becomes 
known in what part of the whole human life the years 
of every single planet fall. 

However, the single parts of life are not computed 
exclusively in the years of the one planet, but accord
ing to the influences which companion-stars exercise 
upon it, i.e. the planets which stand in aspect with it. 
For they make it partake in their rule and make it 
share in their division of the years. A planet which 
stands in the same sign with the planet ruling over the 
part of life in question, shares with it one-half. That 
which stands in the fifth and ninth signs, shares with 
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it one-third. That which stands in the fourth and 
eighth signs, shares with it one-fourth. That which 
stands in the seventh sign, shares with it one-seventh. 
If, therefore, several planets come together in one 
position, all of them have in common that share which 
is necessitated by the position in question. 

The method for the computation of the years of such 
a companionship (if the ruling' planet stands in aspect How one 

. - ^- ^ ^ . 1 • planet is 
With other planets) is the following:— affected by 

r n i f i c - i / • -I *^® na tu re 

l a k e for the master of the years (i.e. that planet of another 
which rules over a certain part of the life of a man) one 
as numerator and one as denominator, i.e. \, one whole, 
because it rules over the whole. Further, take for each 
companion (i.e. each planet which stands in aspect with 
the former) only the numerator of its denominator (not 
the entire fraction). You multiply each denominator by 
all the numerators and their sum, in which operation the 
original planet and its fraction are disregarded. There
by all the fractions are reduced to one and the same 
denominator. The equal denominator is disregarded. 
Each numerator is multiplied by the sum of the year 
and the product divided by the sum of the numerators. 
The quotient represents the years kdlambUkct (kdlct-
bhdgct ?) of a planet. 

As regards the order of the planets, after the question 
as to the preponderance of their influence has been 
decided (? text in disorder), in so far as each of them Page 311. 
exercises its individual influence. In the same way as 
has already been explained (vide ii. 230), the preponde
rat ing planets are those standing in the cctrdines, first 
the strongest, then the less strong, &c., then those 
standing near the cctrdines, and lastly those standing in 
the inclined signs. 

From the description given in the preceding pages. Special 
, , , , , . - , • methods of 

the reader learns how the Hindus compute the dura- inquiry of 
tion of human life. He learns from the positions of astrologers. 
the planets, which they occupy on the origin (i.e. at 
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the moment of birth) and at every given moment of 
life in what way the years of the different planets are 
distributed over it. To these things Hindu astrologers 
join certain methods of the astrology of nativities, 
which other nations do not take into account. They 
try, e.g., to find out if, at the birth of a human being, if s 
father was present, and conclude that he was absent, if 

i.agiiuja- the moon does not stand in aspect with the ascendens, 
ch.iii.'3. or if the sign in which the moon stands is enclosed 

between the signs of Venus and Mercury, or if Saturn 
is in the ascendens, or if Mars stands in the seventh sign. 

Chap. iii. 4 (?).—Further, they try to find out if the 
child will attain full age by examining sun and moon. 
If sun and moon stand in the same sign, and with them 
an unlucky planet, or if the moon and Jupiter just quit 
the aspect with the ascendens, or if Jupi ter just quits 
the aspect with the united sun and moon, the child 
will not live to full age. 

Further, they examine the station in which the sun 
stands, in a certain connection with the circumstances 
of a lamp. If the sign is a'turning one, the light of the 
lamp, when it is transferred from one place to the other, 
moves. If the sign is a fixed one, the light of the lamp 
is motionless ; and if the sign is a double-bodied one, it 
moves one time and is motionless another. 

Further, they examine in what relation the degrees 
of the ascendens stand to 30. Corresponding to it is 
the amount of the wick of the lamp which is consumed 
by burning. If the moon is full moon, the lamp is full 
of oi l ; at other times the decrease or increase of the oil 
corresponds to the wane and increase of the moonlight. 

Chap. iv. 5.—From the strongest planet in the ca,r-
dines they draw a conclusion relating to the door of the 
house, for its direction is identical with the direction of 
this planet or with the direction of the sign of the ctscen
dens, in case there is no planet in the cardines. 

Chap. iv. 6.—Further, they consider which is the 
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light-giving body, the sun or moon. If it is the sun, 
the house will be destroyed. The moon is beneficent. 
Mars burning, Mercury bow-shaped, Jupiter constant, 
and Saturn old. 

Chap. iv. 7—If Jupiter stands in its ctltitudo in the 
tenth sign, the house will consist of two wings or three. 
If its indicium is strong in Arcitenens, the house will 
have three wings ; if it is in the other double-bodied 
signs, the house will have two wings. 

Chap. iv. 8.—In order to find prognostics for the 
throne and its feet they examine the third sign, its 
squares and its length from the twelfth till the third 
signs. If there are unlucky planets in it, either the 
foot or the side will perish in the way that the unlucky 
planet prognosticates. If it is Mars, it will be turned ; 
if it is the sun, it will be broken ; and if it is Saturn, it 
will be destroyed by old age. 

Chap. iv. 10.—-The number of women who will be 
present in a house corresponds to the number of stars 
which are in the signs of the ascendens and of the moon. 
Their qualities correspond to the images of these con
stellations. 

Those stars of these constellations which stand 
above the earth refer to those Avomen who go away 
from the house, and those which stand under the earth 
prognosticate the women who will come to the house 
and enter it. 

Further, they inquire into the coming of the spirit Laghujata-
of life in man from the dominant of the drekkdna of 3,4.' 
the stronger planet of either sun or moon. If Jupiter is 
the drekkana, it comes from Devaloka ; if it is Venus or 
the moon, the spirit comes from Pitriloka ; if it is Mars 
or the sun, the spirit comes from Vriscikaloka ; and if it 
is Saturn or Mercury, the spirit comes from Bhriguloka. 

Likewise they inquire into the departing of the soul 
after the death of the body, when it departs to that 
planet which is stronger than the dominant of the 
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Page 412. 

On comets. 

Quotations 
from the 
Samhitd of 
Varahami
hira. 

drekkana of the sixth or eighth houses, according to a 
similar rule to that which has just been laid down. 
However, if Jupiter stands in its a,ltitudo, in the sixth 
house, or in the eighth, or in one of the cardines, or if 
the ctscendeois is Pisces, and Jupiter is the strongest of 
the planets, and if the constellation of the moment of 
death is the same as that of the moment of birth, in 
that case the spirit (or soul) is liberated and no longer 
wanders about. 

I mention these things in order to show the reader 
the difference between the astrological methods of our 
people and those of the Hindus. Their theories and 
methods regarding aerial and cosmic phenomena are 
very lengthy and very subtle at the same time. As 
we have limited ourselves to mentioning, in their 
astrology of nativities, only the theory of the determina
tion of the length of life, we shall in this department 
of science limit ourselves to the species of the comets, 
according to the statements of those among them who 
are supposed to know the subject thoroughly. The 
analogy of the comets shall afterwards be extended to 
other more remote subjects. 

The head of the Dragon is called rdhv, the tail ketu. 
The Hindus seldom speak of the tail, they only use the 
head. In general, all comets which appear on heaven 
are also called ket'^t. 

Varahamihira says (chap. iii. 7-12) :— 
" T h e Head has thirty-three sons who are called 

tdmctsa,kilctket. They are the different kinds of the 
comets, there being no difference whether the head 
extends away from them or not. Their prognostics 
correspond to their shapes, colours, sizes, and positions. 
V. 8.—The worst are those which have the shape of a 
crow or the shape of a beheaded man, those which 
have the shape of a sword, dagger, bow and arrow. 
V. 9, 10.—They are always in the neighbourhood of 
sun and moon, exciting the waters so that they become 
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thick, and exciting the air that it becomes glowing red. 
They bring the air into such an uproar that the tornadoes 
tear out the largest trees, that flying pebbles beat against 
the calves and knees of the people. They change the 
nature of the time, so that the seasons seem to have 
changed their places. When unlucky and calamitous 
events become numerous, such as earthquakes, land
slips, burning heat, red glow of heaven, uninterrupted 
howling of the wild beasts and screaming of the birds, 
then know that all this comes from the children of the 
Head. V. 11.—And if these occurrences take place 
together with an eclipse or the effulgence of a comet, 
then recognise in this what thou hast predicted, and 
do not try to gain prognostics from other beings but the 
Sons of the Head. V. 12.—In the place of the calamity, 
point towards their (the comets) region, to all eight 
sides with relation to the body of the sun." 

Varahamihira says in the Samhitd (chap. xi. 1-7):— 
" I have spoken of the comets not before having 

exhausted what is in the books of Garga, Parasara, 
Asita and Devala, and in the other books, however 
numerous they may be. 

" I t is impossible to comprehend their computation, 
if the reader does not previously acquire the knowledge 
of their appearing and disappearing, because they are 
not of one kind, but of many kinds. 

" Some are high and distant from the earth, appearing 
between the stars of the lunar stations. They are called 
divyct. 

"Others have a middle distance from the earth, 
appearing between heaven and earth. They are called 
dntarikshyct. 

" Others are near to the earth, falling down upon the 
earth, on the mountains, houses and trees. 

" Sometimes you see a light falling down to the 
earth, which people think to be a fire. If it is not 
fire, it is ketitriXpct, i.e. having the shape of a comet. 

"Those animals which, when flying in the air, look 
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like sparks or like fires which remain in the houses of 
the pisctccts, the devils, and of the demons, efflorescent 
substances and others do not belong to the genus of 
the comets. 

"Therefore, ere you can tell the prognostics of the 
comets, you must know their nature, for the prognostics 

Page 313. are in agreement with it. That category of lights which 
is in the air, falling on the banners, weapons, houses, 
trees, on horses and elephants, and that category coming 
from a Lord which is observed among the stars of the 
lunar stations—if a phenomenon does not belong to 
either of these two categories nor to the above-men
tioned phantoms, it is a telluric ketu. 

V. 5.—" Scholars differ among each other regarding 
the number of the comets. According to some there 
are l o i , according to others 1000. According to 
Narada, the sage, they are only one, which appears in 
a multitude of different forms, always divesting itself of 
one form and arraying itself in another. 

V. 7.—'" Their influence lasts for as many months as 
their appearance lasts days. If the appearance of a 
comet lasts longer than one and a half month, subtract 
from it forty-five days. The remainder represents the 
months of its influence. If the appearance lasts longer 
than two months, in that case state the years of its 
influence to be equal to the number of the months of 
its appearance. The number of comets does not exceed 
the number lOOO." 

We give the contents of the following table in order 
to facilitate the study of the subject, although we have 
not been able to fill out all the single fields of the 
diagram, because the manuscript tradition of the single 
paragraphs of the book either in the original or in the 
copy which we have at our disposal is corrupt. The 
author intends by his explanations to confirm the theory 
of the ancient scholars regarding the two numbers of 
comets which he mentions on their authority, and he 
endeavours to complete the number lOOO. 



Their names. 

Brahma-
danda. 

Kanaka. 

Vikaca. 

Their descent. 

The chi ldren 
of Kirana. 

The chi ldren 
of the Fi re (?) 

The children 
of Death. 

The children 
of the Ear th . 

The children 
of the Moon. 

Son of Brah
man. 

The children 
of Venus. 

The children 
of Saturn. 

The children 
of Jupi te r . 

How many 
stars each 
comet has. 

25 

25 

25 

22 

3 

I 

84 

65 

Sum 
total. 

25 

50 

75 

97 

100 

lOI 

185 

Their qualities. 

Similar to pearls in rivulets of 
crystal or gold-coloured. 

Green, or of the colour of fire or 
of lac, or of blood, or of t h e 
blossom of the tree. 

Wi th crooked tai ls , their colour 
inclining to black and dark. 

Round, radiant , of the colour of 
•water or sesame oil, wi thout 
tai ls . 

Like roses, or -white lotus, or sil
ver, or polished iron or gold. 
I t shines l ike the moon. 

Having three colours and three 
tails. 

Whi te , large, br i l l iant . 

Radiant , as if they -were horns. 

Bril l iant, white, -without any 
tai ls . 

From what 
direction 

they appear. 

Only in 
east and 

west. 

S.E. 

S. 

N.E. 

N. 

In all 
directions. 

N. and 
N.E . 

I n all 
direct ions. 

S. 

Their prognostics. 

I t bodes the fighting of the 
kings wi th each other. 

I t bodes pesti lence. 

I t bodes hunger and pesti
lence. 

I t bodes fertility and weal th. 

I t bodes evil, in consequence 
of which t h e world will be 
turned topsy-turvy. 

I t bodes wickedness and de
struct ion. 

I t bodes evil and fear. 

I t bodes misfortune and 
dea th . 

I t bodes destruction and mis
fortune. 



Their names. 

Taskara, 
i.e. t he thief. 

Kauhkuma. 

Tamasa-
kilaka. 

Visvarupa. 

Aruna. 

Ganaka. 

Kahka . 

Kabandh;) . 

Their descent. 

The children 
of Mercury. 

The children 
of Mars. 

The children 
of the Head. 

The children 
of the Fire . 

The children 
of the "Wind. 

The chi ldren 
of Prajapati . 

The chi ldren 
of the Water . 

The children 
of the Time. 

How many „ 
stars each ..̂ V , 
comet has. ! '^°^^'-

1 

51 

60 

36 

120 

77 

204 

32 

9 

Their qualities. 

Whi te , th in , long. The eye is 
dazzled by them. 

I t has three tails, and the colour 
of the flame. 

Of different shapes. 

Of a blazing l ight like the flame. 

They have no body, t h a t 3̂ ou 
could see a star in them. Only 
their rays are united, so t h a t 
these appear as rivulets. Their 
colour is reddish or greenish. 

Square comets, eight in appear
ance, and 304 in number . 

I t s (?) are united, and it is shin
ing like the moon. 

Like the cut-off head of a man. 

One in appearance, n ine in num
ber. White , large. 

From what 
direction 

they appear. 

In all 
directions. 

N. 

About the 
sun and 
moon. 

In all 
directions. 

Their prognostics. 

I t bodes misfortune. ' 

I t bodes the extremity of evil. 

I t bodes fire. 

I t bodes evil. 

I t bodes general destruct ion. : 

I t bodes much evil and de
struction. 

I t bodes much fear and evil 
in Pundra . 

I t bodes much destruct ion. 

I t bodes pest i lence. 
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CHAPTER LXXX. 239 

The author (Varahamihira) had divided the comets page 315. 
into three classes : the high ones near the stars ; the qŷ tatî jî s 
fiowing ones near the earth ; the middle ones in the air, ^̂ °"̂ .*/̂ fo£ 
and he mentions each one of the high and middle classes Jf^.°-^'''^ 
of them in our table separately. 

He further says (chap. xi. 42) :— 
" If the light of the middle class of comets shines on 

the instruments of the kings, the banners, parasols, 
fans, and fly-flaps, this bodes destruction to the rulers. 
If it shines on a house, or tree, or mountain, this bodes 
destruction to the empire. If it shines on the furni
ture of the house, its inhabitants will perish. If it 
shines on the sweepings of the house, its owner will 
perish." 

Fur ther Varahamihira says '(chap. xi. 6) :— 
" If a shooting-star falls down opposite to the tail of 

a comet, health and wellbeing cease, the rains lose their 
beneficial effects, and likewise the trees which are holy 
to Mahadeva—-there is no use in enumerating them, 
since their names and their essences are unknown 
among us Muslims—and the conditions in the realm of 
Cola, Sita, the Huns and Chinese are troubled." 

Further he says (chap. xi. 62) :— 
" Examine the direction of the tail of the comet, it 

being indifferent whether the tail hangs down or stands 
erect or is inclined, and examine the lunar station, the 
edge of which is touched by it. In that case predict 
destruction to the place and that its inhabitants will be 
attacked by armies which will devour them as the pea
cock devours the snakes. 

" From these comets you must except those which 
bode something good. 

" A s regards the other comets, you must investigate 
in what lunar stations they appear, or in what station 
their tails lie or to what station their tails reach. In 
that case you must predict destruction to the princes 
of those countries which are indicated by the lunar 
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stations in question, and other events which are in
dicated by those stations." 

The Jews hold the same opinion regarding the 
comets as we hold regarding the stone of the Ka'ba 
(viz. that they all are stones which have fallen down 
from heaven). According to the same book of Vara
hamihira, comets are such beings as have been on 
account of their merits raised to heaven, whose period 
of dwelling in heaven has elapsed and who are then 
redescending to the earth. 

The following two tables embody the Hindu theories 
of the comets:— 



<o 

TABLE OP COMETS OF T H E GREATEST H E I G H T IN T H E yETHEE. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Vasa. 

Ashti. 

Sastra. 

Kapalaketu. 

Raudra. 

Calaketu. 

West. 

West. 

West. 

East. 

From the east 
in Purvfl-
shadhix, Pur
vabhadrapa
da, and Re
vati. 

West. 

It is flashing and thick, and extends 
itself from the north. 

Less bright than the first. 

Similar to the lirst. 

Its tail extends till nearly the midst of 
heaven. It has a smoke-colour and 
appears on the day of new-moon. 

With a sharp edge, surrounded by rays. 
Bronze-coloured. It occupies one-
third of heaven. 

During the first time of its appearance 
it has a tail as long as a finger towards 
the south. Then it turns towards 
the north, till it becomes as long as to 
the south, the Great Bear and the 
Pole, then the Falling Eagle. Ris
ing higher and higher it passes round 
to the south and disappears there. 

It bodes deatli and excessive wealth 
and fertility. 

It bodes hunger and pestilence. 

It bodes the fighting of the kings with 
each other. 

It bodes the abundance of rain, much 
hunger, illness and death. 

1 
It bodes the fighting of the kings with 

each other. 

It ruins the -^country from the tree 
Prayaga till Ujjajdui. It ruins the 
Middle Country, whilst the other 
regions fare differently. In some 
places there is pestilence, in others 
drought, in others war. It is visible 
between 10-12 months. 



TABLE OP COMETS OF THE GREATEST HEIGHT IN THE A^/niF.B.^Continued. 

7 

8 

9 

l O 

Svetaketu. 

Ka. 

Ras'miketu (?) 

Dhruvaketu (?) 

South. 

West. 

The Pleiades. 

Appears be
tween heaven 

and earth 
wherever it 

likes. 

It appears at the beginning of night 
and is visible during seven days. Its 
tail extends over one-third of heaven. 
It is green and passes from the right 
side to the left. 

It appears in the first half of night, its 
flame is like scattered peas, and re
mains visible during seven days. 

It has the colour of smoke. 

It has a big body, it has many sides (?) 
and colours, and is bright flashing. 

\ 

When these two comets shine and 
lighten, they bode health and wealth. 
If the time of their appearance ex
ceeds seven days, two-thirds of the 
affairs of men and of their lives are 
ruined. The sword is drawn, revolu
tions prevail, and there will be mis
fortune during ten years. 

It ruins all human affairs and creates 
numerous revolutions. 

It bodes health and peace. 

10 
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TABLE OP COMETS OP MIDDLE HEIGHT IN THE SKY. 

Their names. 

Kumuda. 

Maniketu. 

Jalaketu. 

Bhavaketu. 

From what 
direction they 

appear. 

West. 

West. 

West. 

East. 

Description. 

Namesake of the lotus, whicli is com
pared with it. It remains one night, 
and its tail is directed towards the 
south. 

It lasts only one quarter of a night. 
Its tail is straight, white, similar to 
the milk which spurts out of the 
breast when it is milked. 

Flashing. Its tail has a curve from the 
west side. 

It has a tail like that of a lion towards 
the south. 

Tlieir prognostics. 

It bodes lasting fertility and wealth 
for ten vears. 

It bodes a great number of wild animals 
and perpetual fertility during four 
and a half months. 

It bodes fertility and well-being of the 
subjects during nine months. 

It is visible only one night. It bodes 
pierpetual fertility and well-being dur
ing as many months as its appear
ance last muhurtas. If its colour 
becomes less bright, it bodes pesti
lence and death. 



TABLE OP COMETS OP MIDDLE H E I G H T IN T H E SiKY—Continued. 

T
he

ir
 

nu
m

be
r.

 

5 

6 

7 

Their names. 

Padmaketu. 

Avarta. 

Samvarta. 

From what 
direction they 

appear. 

South. 

West. 

We.st. 

Description. 

It is as white as the white lotus. It 
lasts one night. 

It appears at midnight, bright shining-
and light gray. Its tail extends from 
the left to the right. 

With a tail with a sharp edge. It has 
the colour of smoke or bronze. It 
extends over one-third of heaven, and 
appears during the samdhi. 

Their prognostics. 

It bodes fertility, joy, and happiness for 
seven years. 

It bodes wealth during as many months 
as its appearance lasts muhilrtas. 

The lunar station in which it appears 
becomes unlucky. It ruins as well 
that which it bodes, as the lunar 
station. It bodes the unsheathing of 
the weapons and the destruction of 
the kings. Its influence lasts as many 
3'ears as its appearance lasts muhilrtas. 

-fi. 
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This is the doctrine of the Hindus regarding the P îgesis. 
comets and their presages. 

Only few Hindus occupy themselves in the same Onmetcoro-
way as physical scholars among the ancient Greeks 
did, with exact scientific researches on the comets and 
on the nature of the other phenomena of heaven 
(TO, fj.ereo)pa), for also in these things they are not able 
to rid themselves of the doctrines of their theologians. 
Thus the Matsya-Purana says :— 

"The re are four rains and four mountains, and 
their basis is the water. The earth is placed on four 
elephants, standing in the four cardinal directions, 
which raise the water by their t runks to make the 
seeds grow. They sprinkle water in summer and 
snow in winter. The fog is the servant of the rain, 
raising itself up to it, and adorning the clouds with 
the black colour." 

With regard to these four elephants the dJook of the 
Medicine of Elephants says :— 

" Some male elephants excel man in cunning. There
fore it is considered a bad omen if they stand at the 
head of a herd of them. They are called manguniha (?). 
Some of them develop only one tooth, others three and 
four; those whicli belong to the race of the elephants 
bearing the earth. Men do not oppose t h e m ; and if 
they fall into a trap, they are left to their fate." 

The Yayu-Purana says :— 
" T h e Avind and the sun's ray raise the water from 

the ocean to the sun. If the water were to drop down 
from the sun, rain would be hot. Therefore the sun 
hands the water over to the moon, that it should drop 
down from it as cold water and refresh the world." 

As regards the phenomena of the sky, they say, for 
instance, that the thunder is the roaring of Airdvata, 
i.e., the riding-elephant of Indra the ruler, when it 
drinks from the pond Manasa, rut t ing and roaring with 
a hoarse voice. 
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The rainbow (lit. bow of Kuzah) is the bow of 
Indra, as our common people consider it as the bow of 
Pustam. 

Conclusion. W e think now that what we have related in this 
book will be sufficient for any one who wants to con
verse with the Hindus, and to discuss with them 
questions of religion, science, or literature, on the very 
basis of their own civilisation. Therefore we shall 
finish this treatise, which has already, both by its length 
and breadth, wearied the reader. We ask God to 
pardon us for every statement of ours which is not 
true. W e ask Him to help us that we may adhere to 
that which yields Him satisfaction. We ask Him to 
lead us to a proper insight into the nature of that which 
is false and idle, that we may sift it so as to distinguish 
the chaff from the wheat. All good comes from Him, 
and it is He who is clement towards His slaves. Praise 
be to God, the Lord of the worlds, and His blessings be 
upon the prophet Muhammad and his whole family! 
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ANNOTATIONS. 

A^OL. I. 

P. I. Title.—The author proposes to investigate the 
rectlity ( = hcf,kika) of Hindu modes of thought in the entire 
extent of the subject. He describes the religious, literary, 
and scientific traditions of India, not the country and its 
inhabitants. However, in some chapters he gives more 
than the title promises ; cf his notes on the roads and on 
the courses of the rivers. 

The contents of the eighty chapters of the book may be 
arranged under the following heads :— 

Chap. I. General Introduction. 
Chap. 2 -11 . On Eeligious, Philosophical, and cognate 

subjects. 
Chap. 12-17. Oî  Literature and Metrology, Strange 

Customs and Superstitions. 
Chap. 18-31. On Geography, Descriptive, Mathemati

cal, and Traditional, i.e. Pauranic. 
Chap. 32-62. On Chronology and Astronomy, inter

spersed with chapters of Eeligious Tradition, e.g. on Nara
yana, Vasudeva, &c. 

Chap. 6T)-y6. On Laws, Manners and Customs, Festivals 
and Fast Days. 

Chap. 77-80. On Astrological Subjects. 
The word makiXla, translated by ca,tegory, is a technical 

term of Arabian philosophy. I t was coined by the first 
Arabian translators of Aristotle for the purpose of render
ing Ko.T-qyopia, and has since become current in the school 
language of Islam (cf. the Arabic title of Aristotelis Gctte-
gorice Greece cum versione Arabicet, &c., edid. J. Th. Zenker, 
Lipsise, 1846). The Syrian predecessors of those Arabian 
translators had simply transferred the Greek word just as 
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it is into their own language; cf. e.g. Jacob of Edessa in 
G. Hoffmann's I)e Hermeneutici sapud Syros Aristoteleis, 
Lipsise, 1869, p. 17. 

That a Muslim author should investigate the ideas of 
idolaters, and not only such as Muslims may adopt, but 
also such as they must reject and condemn, that he quotes 
the Koran and the Gospel side by side (p. 4-5) , is a proof 
of a broadness of view and liberality of mind more fre
quently met with in the ancient times of Islam, in the 
centuries before the establishment of Muhammadan ortho
doxy by Alghazzali (died A.D. i i i i ) , than later. There 
was more field for utterances of mental individuality before 
the ideas of all the nations of Islam were moulded into a 
unity which makes it difficult to recognise the individual 
influences of every single nation on the general develop
ment of the Muhammadan mind, before all Islam had 
become one huge religious community, in which local and 
national dift'erences seem to have lost most of their original 
importance for the spiritual life of man. The work of 
Alberuni is unique in Muslim literature, as an earnest 
at tempt to study an idolatrous world of thought, not pro
ceeding from the intention of attacking and refuting it, 
but uniformly showing the desire to be just and impartial, 
even when the opponent's views are declared to be inad
missible. There can be hardly a doubt that under other 
circumstances, in other periods of Muslim history and 
other countries, the present work might have proved fatal 
to its author ; and it shows that the religious policy of 
King Mahmud, the great destroyer of Hindu temples and 
idols, under whom Alberuni wrote, must have been so 
liberal as to be rarely met with in the annals of Islam 
(cf pp. 268, 269). 

P. 5. Ihe master 'Abu-Sethi, &c.—Al-tiflisi, i.e. a native 
of Tiflis in the Caucasus, is not known from other sources. 
I suppose he was one of the high civil functionaries of the 
realm or court of Mahmud. The name Scdil occurs very 
frequently among men of Persian descent of those times, 
and the title Ustddh ^raa^ter, is in the Ta'rikh-i-Baihaki 
always prefixed, if not precisely as an official title, at all 
events as a title expressive of profound respect on the 
part of the speaker, to the names of the ministers and 
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highest civil officials of Mahmud and Mas'ud, such as 
Bu Sahl Zauzani, Bii Sahl Hamdiini, Bii Nasr Mushkan, 
the minister of state, whose secretary Al-baihaki was, as 

well as to the name of A l b e r u n i ( ^ n , 16), but never to the 
names of the great military men (cf on titles in the Ghaz-
nawi empire, A. de Biberstein Kazimirski, Menoutchehri, 
Paris, 1887, p. 308). Administrative skill was a legacy 
left by the organisation of the Sasanian empire to the 
Persians of later centuries, whilst military qualities seem 
entirely to have disappeared among the descendants of 
Rustam. For all the generals and officers of Mahmud 
and Mas'ud were Turks, as Altuntash, Arslan Jadhib, Ari-
yarok, Bagtagin, Bilkatagin, Niyaltagin, Noshtagiu, &c.' 
The Ghazna princes spoke Persian with their civil function
aries, Turkish with tlieir generals and soldiers (cf. Elliot, 
History of India, ii. 81, 102). 

P . 5. The Mutazila sect.—The dogma, God hets no know
ledge, is part of their doctrine on the qualities of God, 
maintained especially by Mamar Ibn 'Abbad Al-Sulami. 
(Gf. on this and related subjects the treatise of H. Steiner, 
Die Mutaziliten oder die Freidenker im Islctni, Leipzig, 
1865, pp. 50, 52, 59, and Al-Shahrastanl's " Book of Reli
gious and Philosophical Sects," edited by Cureton, London, 
1846, p. 30,11. 7-9). Proceeding from the study of Greek 
philoso]3hy, the doctors of this school tried to save the 
free will of man as against predestination. There was 
once in Arabic a large literature composed by them and 
by their opponents, most of which is unknown, at all 
events not yet brought to light. Most of these books 
were of a polemical nature, and it is against their polemi
cal bias that the criticism of Alberuni is directed. With 
regard to his own work, he expressly declares (p. 7) that 
it is not a polemical one. The book which Abu-Sahl had 
before him, and which gave rise to the discussion between 
him and our author, was probably one like that of Abul-
liasan Al-'ash'ari (died A.I,>. 935), the great predecessor of 
Alghazzali, " On the Qualities of God," in which he attacks 
the Mutazila doctrine of the negation of God's omni
science. (Gf. W. Spitta, Zitr Geschichte Abidhasctn Al-
^AsKaris, Leipzig, 1876, p. 64.) The same author has 
also written an extensive work against the antagonists of 
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the orthodox faith, against Brahmins, Christians, Jews, 
and Magians (v. ib. p. 68). 

Our information regarding the ancient literature on the 
history of religion and philosophy (the latter proceeding 
from a work of the Neoplatonist Porphyrins) is very 
scanty, and mostly limited to titles of books. The work 
of Shahrastani (died A.D. 1153) is a late compendium or 
j.«.3:i.i.̂ » (v. his pref., i. 8). His editor, Cureton, intended to 
give " Observations respecting the sources from which this 
author has probably derived his information" (English 
pref., p. iv.), but, as far as I am aware, he has not carried 
out his intention. There is an excellent treatise on the 
history of religions in the Fihrist of Al-nadim (composed 
about A.D. 987) on p . TiA—foi. The same author mentions 
(P- ivv) an older work on doctrines and religions by 
Alhasan Ibn Miisa Alnaubakhti (mentioned by Mas'udi), 
who also wrote against metempsychosis. Parts of a simi
lar work of Ibn Hazm, an Arab of Spain (died A.D. 1064), 
are extant in the libraries of Vienna and Ley den. Mr. 
C. Schefer has recently published in his Chrestomathie 
Persctne, Paris, 1883, a useful little book in Persian called 

^JIJJ!J1 ( ^ L ; ( >',:;i J composed by Abul-Ma'aliMuhammad Ibn 
'Ukail, who wrote in Ghazna, under the king Mas'ud Ibn 
Ibrahim (A.D. 1089-1099), half a century after Alberuni, 

whose Indicet he quotes in his book. He calls it j . i^ \ .ĉ  ,T, 

i.e. "The Doctrines of the H i n d u s " (p-iTA). Two more 
treatises in Persian on the history of religions are men
tioned by C Schefer, Ghrestomathie Persane, pp. 136, 137. 

An author who seems to have written on subjects con
nected with the history of religions is one Abii-Ya'kub of 
Sijistan, as Alberuni (i. 64-65) quotes his theory on the 
metempsychosis from a book of his, called I<Citdb-kashf-
ctlmahjub. 

Pp. O-y. AUrdnshahri ctnd Zurkdn.—Our author has 
not made any use of the Muhammadan literature on the 
belief of the Hindus, as far as such existed before his 
time ; evidently he did not give it the credit of a bond fide 
source of historical information. Throughout his book 
he derives his statements exclusively either from Indian 
books or from what he had heard himself. He makes an 
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exception of this rule only in favour of Aleranshahri, the 
author of a general work on the history of religions. 
Alberuni seems to have known this book already (A.D. 
1000) when he wrote his " Chronology," for there he gives 
two quotations, one an Eranian, and the other an Armenian 
tradition, on the authority of Aleranshahri (v. " Chrono
logy of Ancient Nations," &c., translated by Dr. C. Edward 
Sachau, London, 1879, pp. 208, 2 i i ) . 

The word Eranshahr was known to the Arabs as the 
name of the whole Sasanian empire, from the Oxus to the 
Euphrates. So it is used, e.g. by Abu-'All 'Ahmad Ibn 
'Umar Ibn Dusta in his geographical work (British 
Museum, add. 23,378 on fol. 120&), where he describes the 
whole extent of it. If, however, Eranshahr here means 
the place where the author Abul'abbas was born, we must 
take the word in the more restricted meaning, which is 
mentioned by Albaladhuri. For it is also the name of a 
part of the Sasanian empire, viz. one of the four provinces 
of Khurasan, the country between Nishapur, Tus, and 
Herat . Accordingly, we suppose that Aleranshahri means 
a native of this particular province. Gf. Almukaddasi, 
p. r iT^Yakiit , i. i^iA, According to another tradition, the 
name Eranshahr also applied to Nishapur, i.e. -the name 
of the province was used to denote its capital. Gf. Almu
kaddasi, p . r 1 ^. 

Aleranshahri, a sort of freethinker according to Albe
runi, is only once quoted (i. 326, a Buddhistic tradition 
on the destruction and renovation of the world). But as 
Alberuni praises his description of Judaism, Christianity, 
and Manicheeism, we may suppose that the information of 
the Indica on these subjects, e.g. ^the quotation from the 
Gospel (p. 4-5), was taken from ^Eranshahri. 

Incorporated in the work of Eranshahri was a treatise 
on Buddhism by an author, Zurkan, who is entirely 
unknown. Although Alberuni speaks very slightingly 
of this author, and although he does not mention him 
anywhere save in the preface, he seems to have borrowed 
from him those notes on Buddhistic subjects which are 
scattered through his work (v. Index Eerum, s.v. Bud
dhists). This sort of information is not of a very high 
standard, but other sources on Buddhism, literary or oral, 
do not seem to have been at the command of Alberuni. 
The Hindus with whom he mixed were of the Brahminical 
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creed, not Buddhists. In the countries where he had 
lived, in Khwarizm, Jurjan, the country round Ghazna 
(Zabulistan), and the Panjab, there had been no oppor
tunity for studying Buddhism ; and also among the nume
rous soldiers, officers, artisans, and other Indians in the 
service of M a h m M in Ghazna and other places, there do 
not seem to have been Buddhists, or else Alberuni would 
have used such occasions for filling out this blank in his 
knowledge. 

In the Fihrist (ed. G. Flligel, Leipzig, 1871), on p. 
r i^l—roi there is an extensive report on India and China, 
which is derived from the following sources :•— 

1. The account of Abu-Dulaf of YanbiY, who had 
travelled to India and China about A.D. 941. 

2. That of a Christian monk from Najran, who by order 
of the Nestorian Katholikos had also travelled to India 
and China in the years A.D. 980-987. 

3. From a book dated A.D. 863, of an unknown author, 
a book which had passed through the hands of the famous 
Alkindi. Was this perhaps the work of Aleranshahri, and 
the note on Buddha on p. T P v by Zurkan ? 

The origin of the chapter on Indian subjects in Shah
rastani (ed. Cureton, London, 1846), on p. r p p seq. is not 
known. At all events, this author has not made use of 
Alberuni's work. 

Pp . 7-8. Greeks, Svtfis, Ghristiavs.—In order to illustrate 
the ideas of the Hindus, and to bring them nearer to the 
understanding of his Muslim readers, Alberuni quotes 
related ideas— 

1. Of the Greeks (cf. i. 24). 
2. The Christians. 
3. The Jews. 
4. The Manichseans ; and 
5. The Sufis. 
Pantheism in Islam, the doctrine of the Siifts, is as near 

akin to the Neoplatonic and Neopythagorean schools of 
Greek philosophy as to the Vedanta school of Hindu 
philosophers. I t was in our author's time already repre
sented by a very large literature. He quotes some Sufi 
sentences, e.g. of Abu Bakr Al-shibli, and Abu Yazid 
Albistami, v/ho are known from other sources (i. 87, 88), 
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and a Siifi interpretation of a Koranic passage (i. 88). 
Cf. besides, the Index Rerum, s.v. Sufism. He gives i. 33, 
34, several etymologies of the word Siifi, which he himself 
identifies with 2o< t̂a. 

The notes relating to Mani and the Manichseans (v. 
Index Rerum), and the quotations from their books, are 
probably mostly taken from Aleranshahri (v. p. 18). 
However, it must be kept iu mind that, at the time of 
our author, the woi:ks of Mani still existed, and he him
self found the "Book of Myster ies" and others in his 
native country, though perhaps at a time subsequent to 
the date of the composition of the Indica. Gf. Ghronologic 
Orientalischer Volker, herausgegeben von Ed. Sachau, 
Leipzig, 1878, Vorwort, pp. xi. and xxxvi. The following 

works of Man! are quoted: "Book of Mysteries," i i\:^ 

^K-ĵ n • Thesaurus vivificettionis si\^=^'i\ j-J,i. 2,g. Gf.Mctni, 

seine lehre und seine Schriften, by G. Fliigel, Leipzig, 1862. 
As regards the Jews, I am not informed to what degree 

Jewish colonies were in those times spread over Cen
tral Asia. Alberuni derived probably his knowledge of 
Judaism also from Aleranshahri (p. 253). That in earlier 
years, during his stay in Jurjan, he was acquainted with 
a Jewish scholar is apparent from his chronological work 
(" Chronology of Ancient Nations," p. 269). 

Alberuni's knowledge of Christianity may have been 
communicated by various channels besides the book of 
his predecessor Aleranshahri, as during his time it was 
far spread in Central Asia, and even at the court of 
Mahmud in Ghazna (e.g. Abulkhair Alkhetmmetr, p. 256), 
there lived Christians. I t has not yet been investigated 
in detail how far Nestorian Christianity had been carried 
eastward across Central Asia towards and into China. 
Gf. Assemani's Notitia Ecclesiarum Metropolitctnctruni et 
Fpiscopaliitm qucB sunt Patriarchce Nestorietno Subjectce 
(Bibliotheca Orientalis, vol. iv. p. DCCV. seq.). Barhebrseus 

speaks of Uiguri monks LVa . _, L"_,5 (ib. ii. 256), and 

from the same time date some of the Syriac inscriptions 
on Christian tombstones recently found in Russian Central 
Asia and published in Petersburg, 1886. Alberuni men
tions Christians in his native country Khwarizm (Khiva), 
and in Khurasan, and not only Nestorians, but also Mel-
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kites, whilst he expressly states that he does not know 
the Jacobites. Gf. "Chronology of Ancient Nations," pp. 
283, 4 ; 292, 12 ; 295, 22 ; 312, 16. 

Where Alberuni learned Greek philosophy, and who 
introduced him to the study of Plato's Dialogues and leges, 
he does not state himself. The Arabic translations which 
he used, and which are tolerably correct, had passed 
through Syriac versions which are now no longer extant 
(e.g. those of Plato). Alberuni was personally acquainted 
and had literary connections with a man who was one of 
the first representatives of Greek learning in the Muslim 
world in that age, Abulkhair Alkhammar, and it was 
perhaps to him that Alberuni owed part of his classical 
education. Abulkhair was born a Christian in Bagdad, 
A.H. 942. He lived some time in Khwarizm, and migrated 
thence, together with Alberuni and others, to Ghazna, A.D. 
1017, after Mahmud had annexed that country to his 
empire. He died in Ghazna during Mahmud's reign, i.e. 
before A.D. 1030, and is said to have become a Muslim 
towards the end of his life. He was a famous physician, 
and wrote on medical subjects and on Greek philosophy; 
besides he translated the works of Greek philosophers 
(e.g. Theophrast) from Syriac into Arabic. Of his writ
ings we may mention a "Book of Comparison of the 
Theory of the (Greek) Philosophers and of the Christians," 
"Explanat ion of the Theory of the Ancients (i.e. Greek 
philosophers) regarding the Creator and regarding Laws," 
" The Life of the Philosopher," " On the {5X7̂ ," " On Meteo
rology," &c. His pedigree points to a Persian descent. Gf. 
Ghronologic Orientalischer Volker, Einleitung, p. xxxii., 
Fihrist, p. f 1 e and the work of Shahrazuri <^'j,,. _ t , S\\ Jx-; 

-^'y^l (manuscript of the Royal Library of Berlin, MSS. 

Orient, oct. 217, fol. I44&-I46a); C. Schefer,. CA?'es;̂ o-
mathie Persctne, p. 141. 

I t must be observed that Alberuni, in comparing Hindu 
doctrines with those of Plato, follows in the wake of 
Megasthenes, who says: HapairXiKoven Se KOL JJLVOOV?, 
wcTTrep Kal r iAarojv, Trepl r e dc^^apcrtas \jyv)^rj'i KOI TCOV KO.O'' 

a8ov Kpla-ewv KCU dAAa roiavra (Schwanbeck, Bonn, 1846, 
p. 138). 

P . 8. Sdnkhya (or Sdmkhyel) and Pcttctfijctla.—The 
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former word is here written sdngit ,^t\^. I t may be 
doubtful whether the second is to be read Pdtetfijctlct or 
Pcttanjali. Alberuni generally says J.vsji.J*u c_.?lui, which 
may be translated the book of (the author) Patanjali, or 
the book (which is called) Patctnjali or Pdtanjala. Only 
in one place, i. 68 (n"^, 5), he says J^^V-JIJ t^-:S (,_^£.-L:, the 
author of the book of Pcttanjali, where apparently iJ^j^J'V 
means the title of the book, not the name of the author. 
The long et in the Arabic writing would rather indicate the 
pronunciation Pdtanjala than Patctnjctli, but in this respect 
the transliteration is not always uniform, as sometimes 
a short Indian a has been rendered by a long d in Arabic, 
c-g. A\j tctlet, /»^'/ brahman, i--iji>yj'€gctndhctrvct, i^^Sci-'l^ 

mctdhyctlokct,iJ\jyMSutalct,i\x>\.^:s: vijayctnctndin, J^pctra, »«.-U 
vetsu, i .yfcU medhurd, Jb 'U^ methdtcdxt. Only in two places 
the word J^^^V evidently means the author, i. 70 ( r p , 20), 
and 87 (l^r 3). 'f'he name of the author seems to have 
been current also as meaning his book. Therefore, and be
cause in Sanskrit generally the name Paletnjctli is quoted, I 
have given the preference to the latter form of the name. 

Alberuni has transferred large portions of his transla
tions of the books Sdmkhyct and Pcttctnjctli, which he had 
published at an earlier date, into the Indicet. 

Pp. 17-19.-—-In a similar way to Alberuni, the poet Mir 
Khusrau discourses on classical and vernacular in his 
Nuh-sipihr. He mentions the word Sanskrit, whilst Albe
runi only speaks of Hindi (v. Elliot, " History of India," 
iii. 562, 556; also v. 570, " O n t h e Knowledge of Sanskrit 
by Muhammadans "). 

There were Hindu dragomans in the service of Mahmud, 
both in the civil administration and in the army, large 
portions of which were Hindus under Hindu officers 
(Elliot, ii. 109; some fought in Karman, Khwarizm, and 
before Merw for their Muslim master, ib. ii. 130, 131). 
Par t of these troops were Kannctrct, i.e. natives of Karna-
tadesa (here i. 173J. 

A specimen of these interpreters is Tilak, the son of 
Ja i Sen (i.e. Tilaka the son of Jayasena). After having 
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pursued his studies in Kashmir, he became interpreter first 
to Kadi Shlrazi Bulhasan'Ali , a high civil official under 
Mahmud and Mas'iid (Elliot, ii. 117, 123), then to Ahmad 
Ibn Hasan of Maimand, who was grand vizir, A.D. 1007-
1025, under Mahmud, and a second time, 1030-1033, 
under Mas'ud, and rose afterw^ards to be a commanding 
officer in the army (Elliot, ii. 125-127). This class of 
men spoke and wrote Hindi (of course with Arabic char
acters) and Persian (perhaps also Turkish, as this language 
prevailed in the army), and it is probably in these circles 
that we must look for the origin of Urdu or Hindustani. 
The first author who wrote in this language, the Dante of 
Muhammadan India, is one Mas'ud, who died a little more 
than a century after the death of King Mahmiid (A.H. 525 
= A.D. 1131). Gf. A. Sprenger, " Catalogue of the Arabic, 
Persian, and Hindustany Manuscripts of the Libraries of 
the King of Oudh," Calcutta, 1854, pp. 407, 485. If we 
had any of the Hindi writings of those times, they would 
probably exhibit the same kind of Indian speech as that 
which is found in Alberuni's book. 

P. 18.—Thebearingof the words i:.S\ S-̂ ŷ̂ -̂ ^^•^:^:^^-'}(9, 
14, 15), which I have translated " a n d must pronounce the 
case-endings either," &c., is doubtful. The word 'i^rttb 
means the p)rocess or mode of Arctbizing a foreign word, and 
refers both to consonants and vowels. An 'irdb mashhur 
would be ct generctlly known Arabic mode of pronitnciettion 
of a word of Indictn origin, an ^i'rdb mdmul such a pro
nunciation of an Indian word in Arabic as is not yet 
known, but invented for the purpose. E.g. the Sanskrit 
word dvipa appears in two different forms, as clib, '-T r̂l'-N 
which must be classed under the first head, and as dbip, 
^-^Mj, which belongs to the second class. If it is this the 
author means, we must observe that the former class, i.e. 
the class of words which had already general currency in 
Arabic before he wrote his Indicet, is insignificantly small 
in comparison with the large number of words which by 
Alberuni were for the first time presented to a reader of 
Arabic (v. preface of the edition of the Arabic original, 
p . xxvii.). 

Another meaning of the word 'irdb is the voicel-pronun-
cicttion at the end of the words, chiefly the nouns ; in fact 
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the case-endings. Accordingly, 'i'rcib mctshhiXr may mean 
case-ending (in German, vocalischer Auslcttit) as it is gene
rctlly used in Hindi, e.g. Vlj^ gitd, ^}-.j revctti, and H^rdb 
ma'mitl, a case-ending added to a word pitrposely in order to 
make it amenable to the rules of Arabic declension (dip-
totonandtri|)toton),e._^. ^J^ j Ictnku — Skv. Ictnlcltd, j ^ gattrit 

= Skr. Gcturi, sf bindu = Skr. Vindhya. The vocalisation 

of these words is liable to lead us into an error. Is ^^j an 

Arabic diptoton, or is its final vocal the termination of the 
noun in Hindi ? If the former were the case, we ought 

also to have j j ^ in genitive and accusative, and we ought 

to read j ct cctste (vctrnct), ^j\.^\ an impure one (mleccliet), 

[^ Ct meetsure (mdnct), &c. But these forms do not occur 
in the manuscript, and therefore I hold the termination it to 
be the Indian nominative, developed out of the o of Prakrit , 
and still extant in Sindhi. (Gf. E. Trumpp, Die Stetmmbil-
dung des Sindhi, " Journal of the German Oriental Society," 
xvi. p. 129; his "Grammar of the Sindhi Language," p. 32). 
The Arabic manuscript is not sufficiently accurate to enable 
us to form an opinion to what extent names in Alberuni's 
Hindi terminated in u, but we must certainly say that 
this is the case in the vast majority of nouns. If we are 
correct in this, the term 'irdb ma mill cannot mean ctn 
artificial case-ending or one invented or added for the pur
pose, because it existed already in the Indian dialect whence 
Alberuni took the word. 

OfthewordsUj-\AiiJj ci;U\U!^ \is.'f^\ jS.xkli \m>~A JUI^.-^!' 

^f^y%.x.'^ \^\% ;»f^.-« U^ < j'.^L-, the former half refers to the 
writing of the consonants (and perhaps of the lesezeichen). 
Accordingly the latter half ought to refer to the vowels ; 
but 'irdb does not mean voivels or vocalisation /At only means 
the vocalisation of the final consonant of the word. There
fore I am inclined to prefer the first of the two interpreta
tions here proposed, and to translate for in order to fix 
the pronitnciettion we must chctnge the p)oints (i.e. the dia
critical points of the consonants, c J ( . ^ t_j J J j J ' & C . ) 
ctnd the signs (perhapshe means the Hamza, which cannot be 
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applied to Indian sounds), ctnd must secure its correct pro
nitnciettion by such a process of Arabizing as is either already 
in general use or is carried out (or invented) for the pur
pose. This is an example (and there are hundreds more) 
of the concise style of the author, so sorely fraught with 
ambiguity. Every single word is perfectly clear and cer
tain, and still the sentence may be understood in entirely 
different ways. 

P. 19. 3. Which in our Persictn grctmmetticctl system 
ctre considered as, &c.—Literally, " Which 07tr companions 
call having," &c. Speaking of his fellow-Muslims in 
opposition to the Hindus, the author always says our com-
pctnions, our people., not meaning national differences, Arab, 
Persian, or Turk, but exclusively the difference of creed. 

In Sanskrit a word (a syllable) may commence with 
one, two, or three consonants, e.g. dvi, jyd, stri, kshvedet, 
which is impossible in Arabic, where each syllable begins 
and ends with one consonant only. Alberuni's comparison 
cannot, therefore, refer to Arabic. 

In Persian, the rules for the beginning and end of the 
syllable are different. Whilst in the ancient forms of 
Eranian speech a syllable could commence with two con
sonants, as, e.g. frettctmet, khsetpa, Neo-Persian permits only 
one consonant at the beginning of a syllable, fardum, shctb. 
However, the end of a syllable may consist of two con
secutive consonants, as in ydft c :^ ib , bctksh ^ i : : , khushk 
LiJ.Ari-., mctrd <V'*J &C. Alberuni seems to hint at these ex
amples, and at a doctrine of certain grammarians, who are 
not known, to this effect, that the first of these two conso
nants is to be considered as having not a complete or 
clear vowel, but an indistinct hidden one, something like 
a schwa mobile of Hebrew grammar. 

There is a small number of words (or syllables) in Neo-
Persian which indeed commence with the two consonants 

y - j a s , e.g. u^^.)^^ ^)=^^ c:;^>s.-v^^ y^L*^? ^^I.^ '^^, but 
they were at the author's time pronounced as a single one, if 
we may judge from the metrical system of the Shdhndma of 
his contemporary Firdausi, who was only a little older than 
himself. (Cf similar remarks of the author, i. 138, 139.) 

P . 20. Sctgctra.—The story of Sagara is related in Vishnu-
Purttnct, translated by Wilson-Hall, vol. iii. p. 289-295. 

The words *^^.«x' |^>^^^ and ^\\ a,L<ti CLJ ^Ai might make 
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us think that these events happened within the recollec
tion of the author ; but this is not necessarily the case. 
The former words may be interpreted, " / recollect the story 
of a Hindu who," &c., i.e. " I recollect having heard the 
story," &c.; and the words with which he winds up the 
story may mean, " I feel thankful to my fate that it was 
not I and my contemporaries whom he treated thus, but 
former generations." 

P . 21. Shctmctniyyct.—The Buddhists are in Arabic called 
by this name, which is derived from a Prakritic form of 
Sanskrit sra,metnct (Strabo y^apjxavat, Hieronymus Sa,ni-

anetei), and by the word iJ.^.5j^!^, i.e. tJte red robed-people 
( = ra,ktctpctta), which refers to the red-brown ( = kdshdya) 
cloaks of the Buddhist monks. Cf. l lern, Per Buddhismits 
und seine Geschichte in Indien, iibersetzt von H. Jacobi, 
Leipzig, 1882, ii. 45. See another note of our author's on 
Buddhism in his "Chronology of Ancient Nations," pp. 
188, 189. I t is extremely difficult, from the utter lack of 
historic tradition, to check the author's statements as to 
the western extension of Buddhism, which certainly never 
reached Mosul. Before all, it will be necessary to examine 
how far Alberuni, when speaking of the ancient history 
and institutions of Eran, was under the influence of the 
poets of his time, Dakiki, Asadi, and Firdausi, who 
versified Eranian folklore for the edification of the states
men of the Samanian and Ghaznavi empires, all of them 
of Eranian descent. Hearing the songs of the heroic 
exploits of their ancestors consoled them to a certain 
degree for the only too palpable fact that their nation was 
no longer the ruling one, but subject to another; that 
Arabs and Turks had successively stepped into the heritage 
of their ancestors. 

I t must be observed that the negotiators of the cities 
of Sindh, whom they sent to the Muslim conquerors when 
first attacked by them, were invariably srctmctnas (v. 
Albaladhuri), which seems to indicate that Sindh in those 
times, i.e. about A.D. 710, was Buddhistic. Gf. H. Kern, Per 
Buddhismus und seine Geschichte in Indien, ii. 543. 

P. 21. M.ithammo,d, Ibn Alkdsim.—The brilliant career 
of the conqueror of Sindh falls into the years A.D. 707 -

714. By Albaladhuri (p. i ^ n ) , Ibn-Al'athir, and others 
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he is called Muh. Ibn Alkasim Jbn Muhammad, not Ibn 
Almunabbih, as here and p. i i 6 . When Alberuni wrote, 
Islam was known in Sindh already 350 years (since A.D. 
680), and was established there 320 years (since about 
A.D. 710). On the history of the conquest of Sindh, cf. 
Albaladhuri's Kitdb-alfutuh, p. P r i , translated by Reinaud, 
"Fragments , " p. 182; Elliot, History of India, i. 113. 

Instead of Bahmanva read Bctmhctnvel — Brahma,na,vdtct. 

P. 23. The words of Varahamihira are found in his 
Brihett-Samhitd, translated by Kern in the " Journal of 
the Royal Asiatic Society," 1870, p. 441 (ii. 15): " T h e 
Greeks, indeed, are foreigners, but with them this science 
is in a flourishing state. Hence they are honoured as 
though they were Rishis; how much more then a twice-
born man, if he be versed in astrology." 

I-*. 25. Think of Socrates, &c.—The author speaks of a 
Socratic fate or cctletniity, meaning a fate like that which 
befell Socrates. I do not know from what particular 
source Alberuni and his contemporaries derived their in
formation about the history of Greek philosophy. There 
is a broad stream of literary tradition on this subject in 
Arabic literature, but it has not yet been investigated 
what was its origin, whether it proceeded from one source 
or from several. Those men, mostly Greek heathens from 
-Harran or Syrian Christians, who had enjoyed the Greek 
education of the time, not only translated Greek literature 
into Syriac and Arabic for the benefit of their Arab mas
ters, but wrote also general works on the history of Greek 
learning and literature, probably translating and adopting 
for their purpose some one of the most current school-
books on this subject, used in the schools of Alexandria, 
Athens, Antioch, &c. Among authors who wrote such 
books, some being mere compilations of the famous sen
tences of Greek sages (doxographic), others having a more 
historic character, are Hunain Ibn 'Ishak, his son 'Ishak 
Ibn Hunain, and .Kusta Ibn Lfika (i.e. Constans the son 
of Lucas). But what were the Greek works from which 
they took their information, and which they probably 
communicated to the Arabs exactly as they were ? I am 
inclined to think that they used works of Porphyrius and 
Ammonius, the Greek originals of which are no longer 
extant. 
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P. 25. Jurctre in verba, &c.—The Hindus consider, e.g. 
the sciences of astronomy and astrology cts founded ujoooi 
tradition, and their authors produce in their books side 
by side their own perhaps more advanced ideas and some 
silly notions of any predecessors of theirs, although they 
are fully aware that both are totally irreconcilable with 
each other. Gf. the words of Varahamihira to this effect 
in Brihctt Sarhhitd, ix. 7, and the note of his commentator 
Utpala to V. 32. Alberuni pronounces most energetically 
against this kind of scientific composition when speaking 
of Brahmagupta in chapter lix. on eclipses. 

P. 27. Beyond all likeness ctnd, unlikeness, an expression 
frequent in the description of the Deity. Literally t rans
lated : things that ctre opposite to each other and things tha,t 
are like each other. Perhaps the rhyme (lidd and nidel, 
''aclddd and 'ctndetd, has contributed to the coining of this 
term. As for the idea, it may be compared with the term 
dvctndvds in Hindu philosophy =j;fars of opposites, as 
pleasure and pain, health and sickness. Bhctgctvetd-Gitd, 
ii. 45, vii. 27 : " Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjal i" (edited by 
Rajendralala Mitra), ii. 48, p. i i i . 

P . 27. Who is the icorshipped one?^ &c.—The greater 
part of this extract from Patafijali has been translated into 
Persian by Abulma'ali Muhammad Ibn 'Ubaid-Allah in 
his Kitdb-baydn-al'ftdyan; v. C. Schefer, Ghrestomctthie Per
sctne, i. T A - . r ^ : ^\^ ^^ib ô L>.Ax̂ * ^T Li^..u.*Ui J ' j~-

p . 27. Pa,tetnjali.—The book of this name used and trans
lated by the author had the form of a conversation between 
two persons, simply called " t h e asking one," and " t h e an
swering one," and its subject was the search for liberation 
and for the union of the sotd with the object of its medita
tion (i. 132), the emctncip)ettion of the soul from the fetters 
of the body (i. 8). I t was a popular book of theosophy, 
propounding in questions and answers the doctrine of the 
Yoga, a theistic philosophy developed by Patanjali out of 
the atheistic Saihkhya philosophy of Kapila. Cf. J . Davies, 
" H i n d u Philosophy," Sdnkhyd Kdrikd of IsvaretKrishna,, 
London, 1881, p . 116. The latter is called nirisvctrct = 
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not having a lord, the former sesvetra = havii\g a lord. I t 
mostly treats of mokshct (salvation) and metempsychosis. 
I t contained not only theory, but also tales (i. 93), Hag-
gadic elements by way of illustration. 

Alberuni's Patanjali is totally different from " The Yoga 
Aphorisms of Patanjali" (with the commentary of Bhoja 
Raja, and an English translation by Rajendralala Mitra, 
Calcutta, 1883), and, as far as I may judge, the philosophic 
system of the former dift"ers in many points essentially 
from that of the Siitras. 

Moreover, the extracts given in the Indicet stand in no 
relation with the commentary of Bhoja Raja, although the 
commentator here and there mentions ideas which in a 
like or similar form occur in Alberuni's work, both works 
being intended to explain the principles of the same school 
of philosophy. 

Besides the text of Patanjali, a commentary also is 
mentioned and quoted (i. 232, 234, 236, 238, 248), ,^^^ 

J^'vjl.. ( >Û  or J,.5^aJ'-.' .^A.^. I t is most remarkable that 

the extracts from this commentary are all of them not of a 
philosophic, but of a plainly Pauranic character, treating 
of cosmographic subjects, the loka,s, Mount Meru, the 
different spheres, &c. The name of the commentator is 
not mentioned. If the quotations on i. 273 seq. may be 
considered as derived from this commentary, the author 
was Balabhadra. V. index i. s.v. Patanjali. 

P . 29. Gitd.—The book Gita, is, according to Alberuni, 
a part of the book Bhdrcttct (i.e. Mcthdblidrata, which term 
does not occur in the Intiica,^), and a conversation between 

Vasudevaand Arjuna (.,:=..,]! ».'U.\-.IJ J U ) . I t is largely quoted 
in chapters relating to religion and philosophy. We have 
now to examine in what relation Alberuni's Gitd stands to 
the well-known Bltctga/vctcl-Gitd as we have it in our time. 
Gf. " H i n d u Philosophy," " T h e Bhagavad-Gita, or the 
Sacred Lay," translated by J. Davies, London, 1882. The 
latter is described as a skilful union of the systems of Kctpila 
and Patanjali with ct large admixture of the 'prevailing 
Brdhmanic doctrines. Although the opinions regarding its 
origin differ widely, it can scarcely be denied that it is not 
free from having been influenced to a certain degree by 

' Cf. Alberuni on t h e Mahdbhdrata, i. 132, 133. 
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Christianity, and that it could not have been comjoosed 
before the third Christian century. Chapter xi. gives the 
impression of having been modelled after a Christian 
apocalypsis. 

The quotations from the Gild (or Song) may be divided 
into three classes :•— 

( i . ) Such as exhibit a close relationship with certain 
passages in the Bhctgctvetd-Gitd. Parts of sentences are 
here and there almost identical, but nowhere whole sen
tences ; V. i. 40, 52, y^, 74, 86, 87, 103, 104, 218 (v. note), 
352 ; ii. 169. 

(2.) Such as show a certain similarity, more in the ideas 
expressed than in the wording, with passages in the 
Bhagavad-Gita; v. i. 29, 70, 71, 78, 79, 103, 104, 122. 

(3.) Such as cannot be compared, either in idea or in 
wording, with any passage in the Bhagavctd-Gitd ; v. i. 52, 
53, 54, 70, 71, 7s, 74, 75, y6, 78, 79, 80, 92, 122 ; ii. 137, 

The single texts will be discussed in the notes to the 
places in question. 

The quotations given by Alberuni cannot have been 
translated from the Bhetgavctd-Gitd in its present form. 
Admitting even that the translator translated as little 
literally and accurately as pos.sible (and the texts of Albe
runi do not give this impression), there remains a great 
number of passages which on no account could be derived 
from the present Sanskrit text, simply because they do not 
exist there. Or has Alberuni translated a commentary of 
the Bhctgctvetd-Gitd instead of the original ? The text of 
the extracts, as given in the Indicet, is remarkably short 
and precise, extremely well worded, without any repeti
tion and verbosity, and these are qualities of style which 
hardly point to a commentary. 

Alberuni seems to have used an edition of the Bhctgctvetd-
Gitd totally different from the one which we know, and 
which also in India seems to be the only one known. I t 
must have been more ancient, because the notorious Yoga 
elements are not found in it, and these have been recog
nised by the modern interpreters as interpolations of a 
later time. Secondly, it must have been more complete, 
because it exhibits a number of sentences which are not 
found in the Bhctyctvctd-Gitd. 
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Various generations of Hindu scholars have modelled 
and remodelled this book, one of the most precious gems 
of their literature, and it seems astonishing that an edition 
of it which existed as late as the time of Alberuni should 
not have reached the nineteenth century. 

As regards the quotation on this page (29), it exhibits 
only in the substance a distant relationship with Bhetgctvad-
Gitd, X. 3 : " H e who knows Me as unborn and without 
beginning, the mighty Lord of the world, he of mortals is 
free from delusion, he is free from all sin." 

P . 30. Sdmkhya.—The book Sdrhkhya, as used and 
translated by Alberuni, had the form of a conversation 
between an anchorite and a sage, and it contained a 
treatise on the origines ctnd ct description of all created 
beings (i. 8), a book on divine subjects (i. 132). I t was 
composed by Kapila. The author quotes it largely on 
questions of religion and philosophy. The Saihkhya 
philosophy of Kapila is the most ancient system of 
thought among the Hindus, the source of the Yoga doc
trine of Patanjali. Gf. Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 239-279 ; 
J . Davies, " H i n d u Philosophy," &c., p. l o i seq. 

The relation between Alberuni's Sdmkhya and the so-
called Sdffbkhyetprctvctcctnam (" The Sankhya Aphorisms of 
Kapila," translated by Ballantyne, London, 1885) is a 
very distant one, and is limited to this, that there occurs 
a small number of passages which show a similarity of 
matter, not of form. The latter book (the Sittrcts) seems 
to be a late secondary production; v. A. Weber, Vorle-
sungen itber Indische literctturgeschichte, p. 254, note 250. 
Besides, the philosophic system propounded by Alberuni 
under the name of Sdmkhyct seems in various and essen
tial points to differ from that of the Sdtrcts; it seems 
altogether to have had a totally different tendency. The 
SUtrcts treat of the complete cesscttion of pctin ; the first one 
runs thus : " Well, the complete cessation of pain, (which 
is) of three kinds, is the complete end of man ; " whilst the 
Sdmkhya, of Alberuni teaches mokshct by means of know
ledge. 

Next we have to compare Alberuni's Sdmkhyct with 
the Sdmkhyct Kdrikd of Isvara Krishna (v. Colebrooke, 
" Essays," i. 272 ; J . Davies, " Hindu Philosophy," London, 
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1881). Both works teach moksha by means of knowledge, 
and contain here and there the same subject-matter. I t 
must be observed that of those illustrative tales which 
Alberuni's Sdriikhya gives in full length, short indications 
are found in the Sdrhkhya, Kdrikd. I ts author, Isvara 
Krishna, says at the end of his book that he has written 
his seventy SUtrcts, excluding illustrative tctles. This is not 
quite correct, as sometimes, though he has not told them, 
he has at all events indicated them. His words show 
that he has copied from a book like the Sdmkhyct of Albe
runi, in which the tctles were not only indicated, but related 
at full length. Gf. A. Weber, Vorlesungen ilber Indische 
Literctturgeschichte, Berlin, 1876, p. 254, note 250. Hall 
considers the S. Pravacanam to be younger than the S. 
Kdrikd. 

If, in the third place, we examine the Bhdshya of 
Gaudapada, we find that it is not identical with Alberuni's 
Sdrhkhyet, but a near relative of it. Gf. the Sdrhkhya 
Kdrikd, &c., translated by Colebrooke, also the Bhdshya 
of Gaudapada, translated by H. H. Wilson, Oxford, 1837 ; 
Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 245. Most of the quotations 
.given by Alberuni are found only slightly differing in 
Gaudapada, and some agree literally, as I shall point out 
in the notes to the single passages. Almost all the illus
trative tales mentioned by Alberuni are found in Gauda
pada, being, as a rule, more extensive in Alberuni than in 
Gaudapada. The latter seems to have taken his informa
tion from a work near akin to, or identical with, that 
Sdrhkhya, book which was used by Alberuni. 

According to Colebrooke (in the preface of the work 
just mentioned, on p. xiii.), Gaudapada was the teacher of 
Saihkara Acarya, who is said to have lived in the eighth 
Christian century. Gf. also A. Weber, Vorlesitngen, pp. 
179, 254, and 260. Alberuni does not mention Gaudapada, 
as far as I can see. Or is he perhaps identical with Gauelet 
the anchorite, whom Alberuni mentions even before Kapila ? 
Gf. the passage, i. 131-132: "Besides the Hindus have 
books, &c., on the process of becoming God and seeking 
liberation from the world, as, e.g. the book composed by 
Gauda the anchorite, which goes by his name." 

Kapila, the father of the Samkhya philosophy, is men
tioned by Alberuni also as the author of a book called 
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Nydyctbhcishd, " on the Veda and its interpretation, also 
showing that it has been created, and distinguishing 
within the Veda between such injunctions as are obliga
tory only in certain cases and those which are obligatory 
in genera l" (i. 132). The subject of this book is evidently 
not related to the Nyaya philosophy, but to the tenets 
of the Mimamsa philosophy, i.e. the Purvamimaihsa, 
(Colebrooke, "Essays ," i. p. 319-349; J. Davies, " H i n d u 
Philosophy," p. 2 ; Thibaut, Arthcuamgrcthet, Benares, 
1882), a system of rules which are applied to the text of 
the Veda and its sacrifical prescriptions. 

P. 31. The ctnthropomorp)hic doctrines, tlie tectchings of the 
Jabriyya sect, &c.—The sect, called Jabriyya, Jabariyya, 
and Mujbara teaches that the actions of man proceed 
from God. They are the followers of Al-najjar. Cf. Fihrist, 
p. 179 seq. 

The Ahl-etltctshbih, or anthropomorphists, teach that God 
is similar to His creatures. Cf Stedio Quintet et Sexta et 
appendix libri Mevctkif, edit. Th. Soerensen, Leipzig, 1858, 
p. 362 ; Kitdb-i-Yetmini of Al-Utbi, translated by J. Rey
nolds, London, 1858, preface, pp. xxv. xxix . ; "Book of 
Religious and Philosophical Sects," by Alshahrastani, edited' 
by Cureton, pp. 59, 61, and 75 seq. 

I understand the passage c, ^-i , j Jiu^V /*ij=^» ('^? i i , 
12) as meaning the prohibition of the study (not discussion, as 
I have translated, which would be ,N .U-U^SO of a subject, i.e. 
a question of a religious bearing ; but I am not aware what 
particular event the author hints at by these words. At 
the intolerant religious policy of the Khalif Alkadir ? 
King Mahmiid was a great Ketzerrichter. Probably a stout 
adherent of the theory of the harmony of throne and altar, 
which his contemporaries Al -Utb i (in his preface) and 
Alberuni (i. 99) call tivins, he tried to cover the illegitimate, 
revolutionary origin of his dynasty, which was still fresh 
in the memory of the men of the time ; he maintained the 
most loyal relations with the spiritual head of Islam, the 
Khalif of Bagdad, Alkadir (A.H. 381-422), who had clad 
the usurpation of his family with the mantle of legitimacy ; 
and in order to please him, he hunted down the heretics 
in his realm in Khurasan as in Multan (cf Reynolds, 1. 1., 
p. 438 seq.), impaling or stoning them. He tried to rid 
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the Khalif of the real or suspected votaries of his oppo
nent, the Anti-Khalif in Egypt, the famous Hakim, famous 
by his madness and by being considered by the Druzes as 
the originator of their creed. The religious policy of Mah
mud may be retraced to the following principles :— 

( i . ) Perfect toleration for the Hindus at his court and in 
his army. 

(2.) Persecution of certain Muslim sectarians in the 
interest of the Khalif, of the Karmatians and other sects 
of Shiitic tendencies. (Gf. A. von Kremer, Geschichte der 
herschenden Ideen des Islam, Leipzig, 1868, p. 127.) 

(3.) Predilection for a Muslim sectarian from Sijistan 
by the name of Abu-'Abdillah Ibn Alkiram, by whose 
influence both Sunnites and Shiites had to suffer (cf. 
Alshethrctstdni, p. f '\ How long the influence of this man 
had lasted, and how far his doctrines had been carried into 
practice, does not appear from Alshahrastani's account. 

That, notwithstanding all this, there was a large margin 
for liberty of religious thought under the rule of Mahmud 
and his immediate successor, is sufficiently illustrated by 
the tenor of Alberuni's work. Altogether, it must be 
kept in mind that before Alghazzali the Muslim Church 
was not that concentrated organisation nor that all-over
whelming force which it has been ever since and keeps up 
in our days. To those who only know the centuries of 
Muslim history after the establishment of the orthodox 
Church, it sounds next to incredible that the military chief 
of a Khalif should have been an infidel (a Zoroastrian ?). 
Gf. the story of Afshin, the general of the Khalif Almu'-
tasim, in Menoutchetri, Poetc Persctn, par A. de Ijiberstein. 
Kazimirski, p. 149. 

P . 33. TO Xavdaveiv.—The word kitmitn, which I have 
thus rendered, means to be hidden. Not knowing to what 
school of Greek philosophers the author refers, I can only 
give the note of Reiske, "' ̂ ^-t^iW J}-&\ Philosophi qui omnes 
animas simul et semel creatas et reconditas in Adamo 
pu tan t " (Freytag, Lexicon ArciMcitm, s.h.v.). 

P. 33. Petildsopd, &c.—As Syrian scholars were the 
author's teachers in Greek philosophy, he knows the Greek 
word (jnXocrocjios Only in its Syrian garb |^a£nl:^j.23. 
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The Ahl-etssitffa were certain persons, poor refugees and 
houseless men, who during the first years of Muhammad's 
stay in Medina passed the night in the ptffa of the mosque 
of the Prophet in Medina, which was a covered place, an 
appurtenance of the mosque, roofed over with palm-sticks 
(Letne). 

Abulfctth Albitsti was a famous poet of the time. A 
native of Bust in Northern Afghanistan, he was in the 
service of the governor, who held the place under the 
Samani dynasty, and after the conquest of Bust by Sabuk-
tagin he entered the service of this prince and of his son 
Mahmud. Under Mas'ud he lived still in Ghazna, for 
Baihakl mentions that he had fallen into disgrace and 
had to carry water for the royal stables. By the inter
vention of Baihaki, he was restored into the good graces 
of the prime minister, Ahmad Ibn Hasan of Maimand. 
Gf Elliot, "His tory of India," ii. 82, 84, iv. 161 ; Ethe, 
Rijtdagi's Vorldufer itncl Zeitgenossen, p. 55. According to 
Haji Khalifa (iii. 257, iv. 533), he died A.H. 430 (A.D. 1039). 
For further information see Shahrazuri, Nuzhat-ctretrwtdp, 
fol. 1825 (MS. of the Royal Library, Berlin, MSS. Orient, 
octav. 217); Al-Baihaki, Tatim.mctt-suiodn-ctlhikmct, fol. 
22& (MS. of the same library, Petermann, ii. 737) ; also 
Mirchondi Historia Gasnevidctrum Persice, by F. Wilken, 
Berlin, 1832, p. 144. Towards the end of his life he is 
said to have travelled with an embassy of the Khakan of 
Transoxiana to that country, and to have died there. 

P . 34. Galenus.—The author quotes the following works 
of Galenus :— 

( l . ) AoyOS TVpOrpiTTTiKOS. 

(2.) A commentary to the aphorisms of Hippokrates, a 
book of which I do not know the Greek original (cf. i. 35, 
ii. 168). 

(3.) ..-JU^!^ C__JU^ (from the Syriac ]";k)|LD) =7repto-ui/6'€-
o^ews (fiappJ.KWv roiv Kara TOTTOVS. 

(4.) j^U .Jl (. J US' = the book of the'proof of which I do not 
know'the Greek original; cf. i. 97. 

' (5 •) {j^^^ ^ '^^ ^ = d^ indole ctnim ce (-rrepl r)^wv ?), of which 
the Greek original likewise is not known to m e ; cf. i. 
123, 124. 
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(6 . ) ^jM.J\p--[h\3 C—jlj^ = Trepl crvvOecrews (papfxaKCxiv Kara yevrj. 

Besides, the author gives some quotations from Galenus 
without mentioning from what particular book they were 
t aken ; cf i, 222, 320. Gf. on Galen's works in Arabic 
Dr. Klamroth, " Journa l of the German Oriental Society," 
vol. xl. 189 seq. 

The passage here given is found in JlpoTpeirTtKO'? i-n-l 
Ttts rexvas, ed. Abrah. Willet, Lugduni Bat., 1812, chap. ix. 
p p . 2 9 , 3 0 •—^'^ '^''^' '^^^ dv6pii)ir<x)V Tovs apicTTOvi 6'etas 

d^LuiOrjva.c Tt/x?js, ov^ o r t KaAws eSpajjLov ev r o t s dywatv rj 

SLCTKOV eppiipav rj SteTraAatcrav dAAa Sta rrjv o.Tro TMV 

Te^vwy evepyea-tav. 'AO^/CAT^TTIOS ye r o t /cat Aiovvcro's eir' • 

dvdpWTTOL TrpoTepov ija-rrjv e'tr' dp^rjOev, Tip.Qiv d^LOVvrai 

/xeyto"Twv, 6 fxev Sta rrjv larpiKrjv, 6 S' OTL rrjv Trepl r o n s 

dfiireXovi rgjios re^vrju eSiSa^ev. 

The two passages on p. 36 are probably taken from the 
Protrepticus too. With the former compare the words in 
chap. ix. (on p. 22 editio Kiihn, vol. i.) : Et S' oik- edeXets 
ep.ol Tretdecrdai,, TOF ye 9eov alSecrOrjTC Toi' IXij^toi'. 

Shortly afterwards follows the second quotation, verses 
quoted by Galen from Herodotus, i. 65 : 

"HKets, 0) AvKoepye, e/xbv TTOTI iriova vrjov. 
At^O) r'j ere deov jia.VTevcropat r) dvOpdywov, 
dAA' e r t Kal p(7XXov deov e'ATro/xat, w AvKoepye. 

P. 35. Plato.—The author quotes the following works 
of Plato :— 

(i.) Phaedo. 
(2.) Timceus (cf. also Proclus). 
(3.) Leges. 
Of the three quotations on this passage, the middle one 

is found in Tirnceits, 41 A;—'ETret S' ovv irdvres K. T. A., 
Aeyct Trpbs avTOV'i 6 ToSe TO irdv yevvrj(ras rdSe " 6'eot ^ewv" 
K. T. A., dOdvaTOi p.ev ovi< ecrre ov8' dXvroi TO Trd.p,Trav' 
ovri pev 8rj Xvdrjcreerde ye ov8e reij^ea-de Oavdrov potpas, 
Trj<i ep.rj'i jSovXrjcreu)? pe[(pvos eVt 8e(rp.ov Kal Kvpiwrepov 
Aa^oj/Tes eKeivMV ots OT' eyiyveerQe ^vve8elerBe. 

The first and third quotations are not found in the Greek 
text, and Ed. Zeller, to whom I applied for help, thinks 
that both are taken from a commentary on Timceus by 
some Christian author, as e.g. Johannes Philoponus, the 
former having being derived from 40D (irepl 8e TMV dXX wv 
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8aip,6v(x)v elirelv Kal yviavai Trjv yeveeriv K.T.A.) , t h e l a t t e r 
from |)assages like 32B and 92B. 

The index of the works of Johannes Philoponus or Scho-
lasticus (Steinschneider, Al-Fdrdbi, p. 152 seq.) does not 
mention a commentary on Timceus, if it is not concealed 

under the title of one of his books, 01̂ .̂ ^̂ !̂  ,S]\ 'i, i.e. on 

existing ctnd perishing. As he was a literary opponent of 
Nestorius, he seems to have been a strict Monophysite, 
which would be in keeping with the third quotation, " God 
is in the single number," &c. Gf. the note to pp. 56, 57. 

P . 36. Johannes Grctntmctticus (identical with J . Philo
ponus and Scholasticus) is five times quoted. There are 
three extracts from his Refutatio Prodi, and two more, the 
origin of which is not mentioned, but probably taken from 
the same book. The passage here mentioned is found in 
Joannis Orctmmatici Philoponi Alexctndrini contra Proclum 
de Mitndi ceternitctte, libri xviii., Venetiis, 1551, Greek and 
Latin, in the 18th Aoyos, chap. ix. (there is no pagination ; 
cf. the Latin translation, p. 95) :— 

p.'q 8e yap etSevat TTO) e/cetvous dXXo rt deov TvXrjv row 

<^aivop,eve>iv o-Mjxarojv rjXiov /<at creXrjvrjs Kal TWV XOLTTMV, 

cocnrep Kal pe^pt vvv TMV f3apj3dpwv viroXo.plidveiv TOG§ 
TrXeiCTTOv^. vcrrepov Se cj^rjcriv ei? ei ' i 'otar KO.I TMV dXXoJV 

deOiv TQIV dxrwpd.Twv eXXrjvos eXOovras, TW avTW KO.KeiVOVS 

Trpoo-ayopevcraL ovopa.Tt. 

I have not succeeded in identifying the other four 
quotations, i. 65, 226, 231, 284. Cf. on this author, Fihrist, 
p. 254, and Dr. Steinschneider, Alfdrdbi, pp. 152, 162. 

P. 37. Petal. The form of the word Ix) (Syriac ]l_v.£:)') 
shows that the Arabic Bible-text which Alberuni used had 
been translated from Syriac. 

P . 39. Mdtii.— Vide note to pp. 7, 8. 
P . 40. Gitd.— Gf. with these words the Bhctgctvad-Gitd 

(of J. Davies), xv. 14, 15 :— 
" Entering into the ectrth, I sustain all things by my 

vital force, and becoming ct savoury juice, I nourish all 
herbs (v. 14). 

" I become fire, and enter into the bodies of all that 
breathe, &c. And I am seated in the hearts of a l l : from 
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Me come memory, knoioledge, and the power of reason," 
&c. (v. 15). 

Davies supposes the whole of verse 15 to be an interpo
lation, but this remark must, as it seems, be limited to the 
final sentence of verse 15 only, i.e. to the words : " I form 
the Vedanta, and I am one who knows the Vedas." 

P. 40. Apollonius.—A Greek book of Apollonius of 
Tyana of this title is not known to me, but it exists iil 

Arabic Ji*!^ î C_JU^ (Liber de Cctitsis), in the library of 
Leyden, cf. Wenrich, De Auctoritm Grcecorum Versionibus 
et Gommentetriis Syrietcis, Arctbicis, &c., p. 239. 

Pp. 40-44.—The Samkhya doctrine of the twenty-five 
tattvas is found in the commentary of Gaudapada to the 
Sdriikhya Kdrikd of Isvara Krishna, where also the saying 
of Vyasa (here i. 44 and 104) is found. Gf. the translation 
of H. H. Wilson, p. 79, i. 14. 

P. 40. Buddhtt, dJtarma, salighct.—This note on the 
Buddhistic trinity probably rests on the authority of 
Zurkan, as he was quoted in the book of Erdnshahri: cf. 
note to pp. 6, 7. I t shows that Alberuni had no original 
information regarding Buddhism, and it justifies his harsh 
judgment on the worth of the tradition of Zurkan, v. i. 7. 

The name Buddhodana is nothing, and by mistake 
derived from Suddhodanct, the name of Buddha's father. 
Perhaps Zurkan had read not ^'^^^^: but _̂.̂ ,Ĵ i>-\~;, which 
would be Sctitddhoeletni, i.e. the son of Suddhoelctnet or 
Buddha. 

P. 41 . Vdyit Purdnet.—Of the Puranas the author had 
the Atlityct, Mettsya, and Vdyu Pardnets, i.e. only portions 
of them (i. 130), and probably the whole of Vishnu-
Purdna. Most of his Pauranic quotations are taken from 
Vdyu, Vishnu, and Mcttsyct P/trdnas. Gf. on the Puranas, 
A. Weber, Vorlesungen, p. 206, and note 206 on p. 208. 

P. 42.—The five mothers are a blunder of the author's 
instead of the five measures, i.e. pctncanidtrdni (petficettetn-
mdtrdni). 

The combination between the senses and the elements, 
as it is given here and on p. 43, also occurs in the Vctise-

VOL. II. S 
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shika—philosophy of Kanada : cf. Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 
293 seq. Compare also Vishnu-I^urdnct,i. 2, p. 35,and Hall's 
note I. There are similar elements in the philosophy of 
the Bauddhas or Saugatas: v. Colebrooke, I.e. i. 416, 417. 

P. 42.—The quotation from Homer is not found in the 
Greek text, nor do I know the Greek original of the second 
verse. Were they taken from some Neo-Pythagorean 
book? 

P. 43. Porphyry.—This is the only quotation from Por
phyry, from a book of his which is not extant in the Greek 
original. According to Wenrich, I.e. p. 287, there has 
once been in Syriac a translation of the fourth book of a 
Liber Historictrum Philosophorum, probably identical with 
the work here mentioned. The note on the Milky Way 
(i. 281) is perhaps taken from this same source. 

P . 43. ZftCima.—In the Arabic text (f 1, 15) is missing 
the relation between the hectring and the ctir, the comple
ment to the words hectring airy in 1. 14. 

P . 43. Plctto.—As the author does not mention the 
source whence he took these words, I conjecture that they 
were derived from Timceus, yy, A, B, or from some commen
tary on this passage: cf note to p. 35. 

P. 45. Matres simplices.—Gf. note to p. 42. On the 
Samkhya theory regarding the union of soul and matter, 
cf. Sdrhkhya Kdrikd, vv. 20, 21, 42, and Gaudapada's 
Bhdshya. 

P. 47. Dancing-girl.—This example is likewise found in 
Gaudapada, p. 170 (Bhdshyct to v. 59 of the Sctmkhyct 
Kdrdcd); that of the blind and the lame on p. y6 (to 
V. 2 1 ) . 

P. 48. Mctni.— Vide note to pp. 7, 8. 

P. 48. The book of Sdmkhyct, d&c—The theory of pre
dominance among the three primary forces (gitnct), v. in 
Gaudapada, pp. 92, 93, to v. 25, p. 49 to v. 12 ; the com-
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parison of the soul with a spectator on p. 72 to v. 19 (also 
Bhagavctd-Gitd, xiv. 23) ; the story of the innocent among 
the robbers on p. 74 to v. 20. 

P . 49. The soul is in mcttter, &c.—The soul compared to 
a charioteer, v. in Gaudapada, p . 66 to v. 17. 

Pp . 52-54. Vdsudevct speaks to Arjitna, &c.—Of these 
quotations from Gitd, compare the passage, " Eternity is 
common to both of us, &c., whilst they were concealed 
from you," with Bhctgctvetd-Gitd, iv. 5 : " Many have been in 
past time the births of me, and of thee also, Arjuna. All 
these I know, but thou knowest them not, 0 slayer of foes ! " 

Of the other quotations on these two pages, I do not 
see how they could be compared with any passage in 
Bhctgctvad-Gitd, except for the general tenor of the ideas. 
Wi th the phrase, " F o r he loves God and God loves him," 
cf. Bhetgavad-Gitd, xii. 14-20, " W h o worships me is dear 
to me." 

P . 54. Vishnu-Dharma.—Alberuni gives large quota
tions from this book. He speaks of it i. 132, and trans
lates the title as the religion of God. 

I do not know the Sanskrit original of the book, for it 
is totally different from the Vishnu-Smriti, or Vishnu-
Siltra, or Vaishnavct Dharmasdstret, translated by J. Jolly 
("The Institutes of Vishnu," Oxford, 18^80), a law-book in 
a hundred chapters, similar to those of Apastamba, Yajna
valkya, Vasishtha, the Grihyasutras, &c. Our Vishnu-
Dharma is a sort of Parana, full of those legends and 
notions characteristic of the literature of Puranas ; but 
the author does not assign it to them. Most of the ex
tracts here given are conversations between the sage 
Markandeya and Vajra, others a conversation between the 
king Pariksha and the sage Satanika. The extracts treat 
of mythological subjects (i. 54); the twelve sums (i. 216, 
217) ; the pole (i. 241); the planets and fixed stars (i. 287, 
288); star-legends (i. 291); the story of Hiranyaksha (ii. 
140); the names of the Manvantaras (i. 387); the domi
nants of the planets (ii. 121); in particular, of chrono
logical and astronomical subjects. The author has taken 
several series of names from the Vishnu-Dharma. He 
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seems to quote it sometimes without mentioning its title. 
So, e.g. I am inclined to attribute the traditions of Saunaka 
(i. 113, 126) to this book. The quotation (ii. 398) on 
Vasudeva, Samkarshana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha, as 
the names of Hari in the four Yugas, is found likewise 
among the doctrines of the Vaishnava sect, the Pahcara-
tras, or Bhagavatas : cf Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 439, 440. 
Vishnu is the chief god of those Hindus with whom 
Alberuni held relation. Were they Vaishnava sects, and 
was the Vishmt-Dhctrmct a special code of theirs ? On 
the heterodox sect of Vishnu- or Vasudeva worshippers 
just mentioned, cf. Colebrooke, I.e. pp. 437-443. 

Colebrooke mentions a book, Vishnu - Dhctrmottarct-
Purdna, which is said to have comprehended the Brahma-
siddhanta of Brahmagupta: cf. "Essays ," ii. 348. This 
work is perhaps identical with the VisJtnit-Dhetrr)ia used 
by Alberuni. As he had a copy of the Brethmasiddhetntct, 
he had it perhaps as a portion of this larger work. 

P . 54- Lakshmi, who produced the Amrita.—For the 
legend of Lakshmi v. Vishnu-Purdnet, i. 9, where it is 
Dhanvantari who brings the Amrita-cup, not Lakshmi. 
Apparently this goddess is meant here, and not Lakshmana, 
as the manuscript has it, the brother of Rama. When 
Alberuni wrote this, he seems to have mistaken Lakshmi 
for a masculine being, or else we must write d=^ .̂ v̂̂  in the 
text ' Vj 3, instead of •̂ •̂•s>-«-

The Arabic hctntl'a ( = aisetnce, fdicite) is an attempt of 
Alberuni's to translate the Sanskrit rr/?M"i/('/= ambrosia, 
which scarcely any one of his readers will have understood. 
Gf. the Arabic text, iT l , 6 (here i. 253). 

P . 54. Daksha, who wa,s beetten by Methddeva.—Gf. the 
story of the destruction of Daksha's sacrifice by order of 
Siva, as communicated by Hall in his edition of Wilson's 
Vishnit-Pitrdna as appendix to i. viii. p . 120 seq. (Sacrifice 
of Daksha, from the Vdyu-Purdna). 

P. 54. Varethctmihira.—Of this author Alberuni quotes 
the following works :— 

(I.) Brihcttsctrj'ihitet. 
(2.) Brihctjjdtctkam, i. 158, 219, 220, ii. 118. 
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(3). Lctghujdtetkctnt, i. 158. 
(4.) Pancctsiddhdittikd, 1. 153, ii. 7, 190. 
Books of the same author, which Alberuni mentions 

without giving extracts from them, are Shatpcthcdsikd and 
^ysi> ^,.\! j ^ (^2)^ both with astrological contents (i. 158). 

Perhaps the two books called Yogctydtrd and Tika,ni(?)-
ydtrd (i. 158) are also to be attributed to Varahamihira. 
Besides there are mentioned several commentaries, one of 
the Brihat-Sctriihitd by Utpala, from ICashmlr (i. 298), 
and one of the Brihajjdtakctm by Balabhadra. 

One of the sources whence Alberuni has drawn most 
copiously is the Brihat-Sarhhitet, or, as he calls it, the 
Sarhhitd: v. the edition of the Sanskrit original by Dr. 
Kern, Calcutta, 1865, and his translation in the " Journa l 
of the Royal Asiatic Society" for the years 1870, 1871, 
1873, 1875. Alberuni praises Varahamihira as an honest 
man of science (i. 366), and maintains that he lived 526 
years before his own time, which is A.D. 1030. Accord-
inglv, the date of Varahamihira would be A.D. 504. Gf. 
ii. 86. 

In the preface to the edition, p. 61 , Kern mentions the 
Shcttpethcdsikd and the Yogctydtrd. Both the Brihat-Sa/tit-
hitet and Letghujdtetkam had been translated into Arabic 
by Alberuni. 

The passage here (p. 54) quoted is found in chap. iii. 
V. 13-15 ("Journal of the R(3yal Asiatic Society," 1870, 
p. 446). 

P . 54. Mctni.—-Vide note to pp. 7, 8. 

P . 55. Po,tcthjo,li.— Vide note to p. 27. 

Pp. 56, 57. Ihcedo.—The two quotations from Phcedoave 
the following :— 

7 0 c . -TraAatbs p.ev ovv e W t Aoyos, ot' pep.vi'pxeOa,, ws e'urlv 
evOevSe ac/jtKo/xei'at eKei, Kul irdXiv ye 8evpo dcjuKvovvTa-t Kal 
yiyvovTai eK TWV TeOvewTMv, /cat et Tovd' OVTOJS e\ei, TTU.XIV 
ylyvenQai eK TWI/ dTToOa.v6vT(DV rov'i {'wi/Ta?, o'AAo Tt r) elev dv 
a t \pv)(al rjpwv eKe?, K.T.X. 

dp' 0VTW(rl ytyi/eTat iravra, OVK dXXoOev ij eK row evav-
TLWv Ta eva.vTta, K.T.X. 

The sentences which in the Arabic follow after these 
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words ("Our souls lead an existence of their own," &c.) 
cannot be combined with the Greek text, and I suppose 
they were taken from some commentary. 

The second quotation is found 
7 2 E . oTt rjp,LV rj jidOr^fTis OVK dXXo TL r) d.vdjivrja-fi Tvy^avev 

ovo-a, /cat Kara Tovroe avayKrj TTOV rjpd's ev irpoTepw TI.VL X/- ' " ' "P 
p.epM.Oi'jKevat d vvv dvo-pipvrja-Kopda.. TOVTO Se d.8vvaT0V, el p.ij 
rjv TTOV TjpMV 1) ^v)(rj, irpiv ev TtoSe TW d.vdpcaTrtvco etSet elvac 
K.T.X. 

7 3 D . ovKovv OLcrda OTI ot epaa-ToX, OTO.V t'Sojo"t Xvpav r) IjMTiov 

rj dXXo TL, OLS TO, 7rat8t/<a avTOjv etuide )(pyjo-9ai, 7rao")(OT;o"t TOIJTO. 
eyvuxrdv Te Trjv Xvpav KO.L ev TTJ Stavotct eXajSov TO etSos TOV TratSos, 
0-5 rjv rj Xvpa.; TOVTO Se ea"Ttv ava/xy?jo"ts. 

In some sentences the Arabic and Greek texts agree 
literally; in others they differ to such an extent that this 
extract, too, does not seem to be taken from a simple trans
lation of the text of Phceclo, but rather from a work in 
which text and commentary were mixed together, and the 
original form of a dialogue was changed into that of a 
simple relation. Alberuni erroneously held this to be the 
original form of the book. W e have arrived at a similar 
result in the case of Plato's Timceus. 

Proclus has composed a commentary on the saying of 
Plato that the soul is immortal, in three sections : v. Wen
rich, De Aitctorurn Grcecorum Versionibus, Sic, p. 288 ; and 
Zeller, l^hilosophie der Griechen, iii. 6, 780, i . This was 
probably an Arabic edition" of Phcedo, and possibly that 
one which Alberuni used. Gf. note to p. 35. 

The quotations from Phcedo given farther on (pp. 65-67) 
agree more accurately with the Greek original, but in 
them, too, the dialogistic form has disappeared. 

P. 57. Proclus is twice quoted, here and i. 86. Both 
extracts seem to be derived from some commentary on 
Timceits, which was different from that commentary known 
in our time and edited by Schneider, Breslau, 1887. The 
words here mentioned probably refer to Timceits, 44 A B c:— 
Kat Stot S^ TanTa TravTa TO, Tra.Orjpa.Ta. vvv Kar' dp)(^d'i Te d.pov; 
^^XV yi-y'^^T'a.L TO TTpwTov, oVav ets (rujpa. ev8e6'rj BviiThv K.T.X. 
^ojAr/i/ Toij [3LOV 8L0.7ropevdels ^Mrjv, d.TeXrjs Kal dv6r]T0'i els 'AtSov 
TTO.XLV ep-^eTo.L. 

The commentary of Proclus referring to these words 
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(pp. 842, 843, ed. Schneider) is entirely different from the 
Arabic words. 

The other quotation (i. 86) is derived from the same 
book, and refers to Tiniasus, 44D:—els cr4)aipoeL8es a-wpa 
eveSi](Ta.v, TOTJTO O VVV KecjiaXrjv eirovopLa^op-ev, o OeLOTaTOV T' eo"Tt 
Kal Twv ev rjpAV iravTWV 8eo-7roTOVV, K.T.X. 

The commentary of Proclus (ed. Schneider) breaks off a 
little before this passage, at the beginning of 44D, 

I am inclined to believe that the work, simply intro
duced by "Proclus says," is identical with that one which 
he calls Timceus (cf. note to page 35), a work which was— 

( i . ) Not a simple translation of the book, but a transla
tion and a commentary together, the one running into the 
other ; and which 

(2.) Was diff'erent from the now extant commentary of 
Timceus by Proclus. Therefore Proclus must either have 
made two editions of Timceus, or he is not really the author 
of the book used by Alberuni. In the one place the name 

is written u*^'^^j'i in the other^_^ij» .J^. 

P . 57.—The-sm^ (, Ji.*)i) aiid the throne (\,^ i\\\ of God. 

By these two words Muhammad calls the throne of God 
in the Koran. Allah's sitting on his throne, as mentioned 
in the Koran, has been a subject of deep speculation among 
Muslim theologians. Gf. Zitr Geschichte Abulhasa,n Al-
As^ari's, von W. Spitta, Leipzig, 1876, pp. 106, 107, and 
the note on p. 144. 

P. 60. Vishnu-Purdna.—The passage is found in Book 
I I . chap. vi. (Wilson-Hall, ii. p . 216). The order in 
which the hells are enumerated and their names differ to 
some ex ten t :— 

Alberuni. Sanskrit original. 

Raurava. Eaurava. 
Rodha. Rodha. 
Taptakumbha. Sukara. 
Mahajvala. Tala. 

5. Savala. 5- Taptakumbha. 
Krimisa. Taptaloha. 
Lfllabhaksha. Mahajvala. 
Visasana. Lavana. 
Adhomukha. Vimoha. 

10. Rudhirandha. 10. Krimibhaksha. 
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Alberuni. Sanskrit oriyinal. 

Rudhira. Krimisa. 
Vaitarani. Lalabhaksha. 
Krishna. Vedhaka. 
Asipatravana, Visasana. 

15. Vahnijvala. 15. Adhomukha. 
Sandariisaka. Puyavaha. 

Rudhirandha. 
Vaitarani. 
Krishna. 

20. Asipatravana. 
Vahnijvala. 
Sandarhsa. 
Svabhojana. 

P. 62. Sdiiikltya.—I do not find anything corresponding 
in the Sctmkltyet Kdrikd nor Gaudapada's commentary. 
As for the idea, <f. " Samkhya Aphorisms," iv. 32. 

P . 63. Ativcihikct.—On the dlivdhiket = th.at which is 
swifter than the wind in passing from body to body, cf. 
Sdmkhya Kdrikd, ed. Colebrooke-Wilson, p. 133. 

The Barzctkh is mentioned in the Koran, 23, 102 ; 25, 
55 ; 55, 20. 

P. 63. Vidtijit-Piirdijc.—This quotation is related in 
substance to Book II . chap. vi. pp. 221-224 • c/- fhe unin
terrupted thinking (sarhsmaranct) with the remembrance 
of Hctri, ihe mcditcttioit on Vdsudevct. Are the words of 
Alberuni an extract from this passage ? 

P. 64. Sdiitkhyct.—The >S'. Kdrikd and Gaudapada do 
not seem to offer anything analogous to this passage. 

P . 64. A theosoph, &c.—The passage relating to the 
four degrees of metempsychosis has been translated into 
Persian by Abulma'ali Muhammad Ibn 'Ubaid-Allah in 
his Bctydn ctVctdydn: v. C. Schefer, Chrestomathie Persanc, 
i. ipA^ 1. 3-8. 

Abu-Yet kub and his work are not known to me from 
other sources. 

P . 65. Johannes Grammaticits.— Vide note to p. 36. 
Phcedo.—-The quotations on pp. 65-67 agree pretty 

accuratelv with the Greek text. 
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The body is ectrthy, &c., 81 G, D:— 

'Kp^fSpLdes 8e ye, w c/jtAe, TOVTO ocecrOa.L ^^prj eivoA Kal jSapv KOX 

yewSes /<at opa/rov ' o ST) /cat e^ovcra 1) TOLavrrj ^v^rj jSa.pvveraA Te 

KU.L eA/ccTat TraAtv et's TOV opa.TOV TOTTOV <f)6/3(o TOV aetSous Te /cat 

'AtSox;, (ixnrep AeyeTat, irepl TO, jivqjiaTu. Te Kal TOUS Taijiovs 

KvXiv8ovpevr], Trepl d 81) /cat &<^9r] ctTTa xl^v\d)v a-KioeL8rj (fiavTd.u--

paTa, ota, Tru.pe)^ovTaL a t TotauTat xj/v^al et8wXa at p.rj Ka.dapQis 

airoXvdela-aL, dAAa /cat TOV 6pa.Tov /xeTe^ovcrat, Stb /cat optavTat. 

It ctppears thett these a,re not the souls, &c., 81D-

8 2 A : — 

EtKOS [xevTOL, O) KefSrjs ' Kal ov TL ye Tas TQV dyadwv TanTas 

etVat, aAAa Tas TWI/ cj)avXo)v, a t Trept Tot TotavTO. ai/ay/ca^ovTat 

TrXavdcrdo.L 8LKIIV TivovfraL TTJS rrpoTepas Tpo(j)7Js KaKijs ovo'i'js' 

Kat p-ey^pt ye TOVTOV irXavuiVTaL, ews dv Tjj ^vveiraKoXovOovvTOs 

TOV crcojUaToetSons eTrtCjtv/xta TrdAtv evSe^wo^tr ets (TMpa,. 

'EvSouvTat 8e, Hxnrep et/cos, et? TotaiJTa ijOrj OTTOL' (XTT' av Kat 

p.ep.eXeTip<vla.L TV~)(W<TLV ev TW (HM. TO, Trota ST) TO.VTO. Aeyets, 

0) ^wK^oaTes; Otov TOVS /xev ya.wTpLjiapylas Te Kal vfSpeLs Kal 

(juXoTToa-LOS pep.eXeTi'jKOTa.s Kat /xi) 8LevXa/3r]p.evovs ets TO. TCOV 

ovwv y e n ] Kat TWI/ rotoiJTWV dyjplwv etKOS ev8vea'9aA ' rj OVK oteL \ 

Trdvv pev ovv etKos Aeyets. Tons Se ye dStKtas Te Kat TvpavvL8as 

Kat apvrayas TrpoTeTtprjKOTas ets Ta TWI/ AVKWJ/ Te Kat tepaKWv Kat 

LKTLvcov yev)]. 

If I did not think thett I ctm going, &c., 63B :— 

et jiev prj 'oprjv ly^eti/ irponov p.ev irapd Oeovs dXXovs (TO<^OVS 

Te Kat a.yadovs, eireLTO, Kal Trap' d.vdpMirovs TeTeXevTrjKOTas 

d.peLvovs Twv ev6d8e, ij8LKovv dv OVK d.yava.KTdiv TW 0a.vd.Tw. 

P. 66. When et mctn dies, ct dctiinon, &c., 107D, io8c :— 

AeyeTat Se OUTWS, WS dpa. TeXevT'qa-a.vTa eKacrTOV 6 eKacrTOV 

Sat/xojv, oo'Trep ^wvTa etAi^^et, OSTOS dyeti/ eiTLy^eLpel ets 8'q TLva 

http://0a.vd.Tw
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TOTTOV, ol Set TOTJs CTuAAeyei/Tas 8La8LKa<ja.pevovs ets AtSon 

TTopeveerdaL /xeTa ijyepovos eKeivov, w S?) xpoo"T€TaKTat Tons 

evuev8e eKelae TropevcraL. TVVOVTO.S 8' €Ket, S)v Set Tn^eti/, Kat 

jxeLva.vTas ov XPV Xf^^^'^^j dXXos 8evpo TTO.XLV rjyepMV KopL^ei ev 

TToXXa.LS xpovov Kal paKpa.ls TrepLoSoLS. ecTTt Se a p a rj Tropela 

ov)^ ojs o AtcTT^vAoD T')]Aec/)OS Aeyef eKetvos pev yap dirXrjv oipov 

(jiTjCTLV ets AtSon (f>epeLV, rj 8'ovTe dirXrj oiVe /xta (j^aiveTal jioi 

etVat. ouSe y a p dv yjyepovwv eSet, on y d p Tron Tts dv 8La.pdpT0L 

ov8apLoa-e /xtds oSon ovo-fjs. vvv Se eotKe (r^/'o"ets Se Kat TreptoSous 

TToAAas e';^etv aTTO TWV otrtojv Te Kat vopipojv TMV ev6d8e 

TeKp^a.Lpojievos Aeyw. rj pev Koo'/xta T€ Kat cfipovipos ^^XV ^TreTat 

Te Kat ouK dyvoet Ta irapovTa' rj 8' eirLdvpLrjTLKOJS TOV o^oj/xaTOS 

exovcra., oirep ev TW ejiTrpoa-Oev elirov, Trepl eKelvo TTOXVV xpovov 

eTrTorjfxevrj /cat TrepL TOV opaTov TOTTOV TTOAAO, dvTtTetvao"a Kat 

TToAAa Tradovcra fSta KO.I /xoyts VTro TOU TT pocrT eT ay pev ov Sadpovos 

ot^(€Tat dyopevrj. d<if)LKopievrjV Se odiTrep a t dXXai, Tijv pev aKa-

OapTov Kat TL TTeTToiijKvlav TOLOVTOV, rj (povoiv dStKWv rjp.p,evrjv rj 

dAA' ciTTa TOtanTa eLpya(rpLevrjv, a TOTJTWV dSeAc^a Te Kat dSeA(^wv 

xpvywv epya Tny^ave t ovTa, TavTTjv pev aTro.s (j^evyeL Te Kat 

VTreKTpeTreTu.L Kat onTe ^nve/xTropos onTe ijyejJMV edeXeL yiyveerdcu, 

a.vTrj Se TrXavaTa.L ev Trd.orrj ey(Ojxevrj drropla, ems dv 8rj Ttves 

XpovoL yevwvTat, wi/ eAl9ovTWv nTr' dvdyK'/js <pepeTfu ets T ^ V anTr/ 

TrpeTTOvcrav OLKIJCTLV rj Se Kadapws re Kal peTptws TOV ^ t o v 

8Le^eXdovara. Kal ^vvepTTopojv Kal ijyepovwv dewv Tvypvera. wK-qerev 

TOV avTTj eKaeTTrj TOTTOV Trpoa-yjKovTu.. 

Those of the dead who led ct middle sort of life, &c., and 

Those who repented of their sins, &c., 113D-114c :— 

Kat ot /xev dv So^ojcrt /xecrws (ief^LWKevaL, rropevOevTes ITTI TOV 

^AyepovTa, dva,/3dvTes d Sry anTOts 6)(rjjxa.Td. ecTTLV, ITTI TOVTWV 

acfiLKVovvTaL ets TT^V XLpvrjv, KOX eKet OIKOVCTL Te Kal Ka.daip6jxevoL 

TWV Te a.8LKrjpdTWV StSovTes StKas dTToA-uovTat, et Tts Tt rj8iKrjKev, 

TWV Te enepyecrtwv TipAs (jsepovTac KaTa TTJV d^tav eKa.(TT0s. ot 

S' dv So^wo-tv dvtaTws e;)(eiv Std Ta peyedrj TWV dpapTrjpdTwv, 

tepocrvAtas TToAAds Kat p e y d A a s rj (jiovovs dStKOns Kat Trapavopons 
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TToAAo-us e^eLpyaa-pevoL rj dAAa oVa TOtauTa Tvy^dveL dvTa, 

TOTJTons Se ij Trpoo-qKovcra. p.olpa. ptTTTet et's TOV TdpTapov, o^ev 

ovTTOTe eKfJatvovcTLV. OL 8' dv IdfTLpa. pev, jxeyaXa. Se Sd^wo"tv 

rjpLopTTjKevaL d.pa.pTrjpaTa, olov Trpbs TraTepa ij prjTepa. VTT' opyrjs 

fdtaLov TL Trpd^avTes, Kat peTa/xeAov auTots TOV dAAov /5tov 

[SLWO-LV, r) dv8pocj)6voL TOLOVTO) TLVI d.XXw TpoTtw yevojvTat, Totou-

Tons Se epTrecretv pev ets TOV TdpTapov avayKi], ep7reo"ovTas Se 

avTovs Kat evtavTov eKet yevopevons eK/3dAAet TO KVjia, Tons 

pev dv8po(ji6vovs KaTa TOV KWKTJTOV, Tons Se rraTpaXoias Kat 

prjTpaXoias KaTa. TOV HvpLfj^XeyedovTa . eTreiSav Se c/jepopevot 

yevwvTat KaTa TI)V XtpvrjV Trjv 'A^^eponcrtdSa, evTavBa fSowa-t 

Te Kal KaAoncrtv, ot pev ons aTreKTetvav, ot Se ons n/^pto^av, 

KaAecravTes S' tKeTet'o-ucrt Kat SeovTat edcrat cfjids eKfSrjvaL ets 

Ti]v AtpvTyv Kat 8e^aar6aL, Kat eav pev TretVwcrtv, eKfia.Lvova-L Te 

Kal X'fjyov<TL TWV KO.KWV, el Se p-;^, (^epovTo.t UVOLS ets TOV 

Td.pTa.pov Kal eKeWev TrdAtv ets Tons TroTapons, Kat Ta-uTa 

Trdcr^^ovTes on vrpoTepov TranovTat, vrptv dv 7ret(rwcrtv ons rj8LK-)j(rav 

a.vTtj yap ij 8LKV VTTO TWV StKao^Twv anTots eTaydrj' ot Se Siy dv 

So^wcrt Stat^epovTWs Trpbs Tb ocrtojs /?twvat, OVTOL elcnv OL TwvSe 

pev TWV TOTTWV TWV ev Try y^/ eXevdepovjievot Te Kal aTraAAaT-

TopLevoL (oo'Trep Seo^pwTiyptwv, dvoj Se ets T'^V Kadapdv OLKTJO-LV 

dijiLKVovpevoL Kal eTri T-^S yvys OLKL^op^evoL. 

P. 68. Ignorance, knowledge.—-Gf. Sdrnkhya Kdrikd, 
V. 44, " B y knowledge is deliverance; by the reverse, 
bondage." 

P . 69. :Z'A(?se e?!(/7;/(; things, &c.—(7/1 the Commentary of 
Bhojaraja to " T h e Yoga Aphorisms of Patafijali," &c., -y. 
xlv., also Gaudapada's Bhdshya to the Sdiitkhyd Kdrikd, 
V. xxiii. (pp. 83, 84), where he quotes the work of Patan
jali (Pdtanjalet). 

P. 69. Pctssing through several stetges.—Gf. with these 
four stages of knowledge the " seven kinds of enlightenment " 
in "' The Yoga Aphorisms," ii. v. xxvii., and Commentary. 
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The fourth stage of Alberuni's Patanjali corresponds to the 
seventh kind of Bhojadeva. 

P . 70. In the book Gitd.—There is no passage like this 
in the Bhagctvad-Gitd. The words, " pleasures which in 
reality are pains" (p. 71, 6), may be compared with 
Bhagctvad-Gitd, v. 22 : " For the pleasures that are born 
of (these) contacts are the wombs of pain." 

A similar sentence recurs in another quotation from 
Gitd here on p. 78, 1. pen : " Pleasures of a kind which, in 
reality, are disguised pains." 

P. 71 . Socrates.—The following quotation is composed 
of the two passages, Phcedo, 65 B-D and 67A : — 

oVav pev y d p peTa Ton crwpaTos eTTL^eLpy TL u-KOTrelv, STJAOV 

OTt TOTe e^aTraTttTat {'TT' O.VTOV. 'AXrjOrj Aeyets. A p ' ovv OVK 

ev TW Xoyt^eo'daL, eLTrep TTOV O^XXOOL, KaTd.8rjXov avTy y tyveTat 

Tt TWV ovTWV; N a t . Aoyt^eTat Se ye Tron TOTe KO.XXLO-Ta., oVav 

jiij8ev TonTwv avTijV TvapaXvTvy, pryTe dKoy pr'jTe OIJ/LS pryTe 

dAyiySwv pijTe Tts rj8ovrj, dAA' o T I pAXurTa O.VTTJ KO.O' avTijv 

ytyvijTaL ewo'a )(^olpeLV TO (rtJdjia, Kal Kad' b'crov Si'vaTat p,7y 

KOtvwvoncra auTW pij8' aTrTOjjAvrj opeyrjTaL TOV OVTOS. E(TTt 

TauTtt. OnKouv Kat evTavOa. y TOV c/)tAocro</)OT ^vyy pdAto^Ta 

d.Ttpd^et TO 0"wpa Kat cj^evyeL d.Tv' avTOV, ('ijTeL 8e a.vTy Kad' 

anT>)v ylyvea-daL. 

67A.—K-at ev w dv ^wpev, onTWs, ws eoLKev, eyynTaTW evopeda 

TOV etSevat, edv 0 Tt pdXLdTO. prj8ev oyxtAwpev TW 0"wyxaTt pT]Se 

Kotvwvwpev, o Tt pij Trd.cra d.vdyKy, p^ySe dvaTTLp.TrXwjieda. TTJS 

TOVTOV (jivcrews, dAAd Kadapevwpev dTr' auTOn, ews dv 6 ^ebs 

duTbs aTToAncrry ypds. Kal OVTW pev Kada.pol dTraAAaTTopevot 

T'̂ S TQ-G cojpaTos dcjipoo'vvrjs, peTa TotonTwv Te ea'OfteOa Kal 

yvwdopeda St' ypwv Trdv Tb eiAtKptves . TOTJTO S' eo^Ttv tcrws TO 

dXydes. 
The words ĵ J^^ sMss=~. uii^^Ari- {^^, 8) are barbaric 

Arabic = TOT€ e^aTraTaTat VTT' avTov. Probably the Syriac 
translation had a passive word with m 1V1 = VTT' O.VTOV, and 
this was literally rendered in Arabic by ^ j . ^ . The reading 
of the MS. 'i.̂ ,* cannot be accounted for in any way. 
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P. 71. From the book Gitei.—The text is not found in the 
Bhagctvctd- Gild. 

P. 72. Kctp>ila, for he wets born knowing.—Cf. Colebrooke, 
" Essays," i. 242. 

P. 72. Cupidity, wrctth, ctnd ignorance,—"The Yoga 
Aphorisms," ii. 3 seq., mention five afflictions: ignorance, 
egoism, desire, aversion, and ardent attachment to life. 
Perhaps we may also compare Sdrhkhya, Kctrikd, v. Ixiii., 
where seven modes are enumerated by which nature binds 
herself : virtue, dispassionateness, power, vice, ignorance, 
passion, and weakness. 

P . 73.—The three primary forces are retjas, tamas, sattvct. 

P. 72- '̂'̂  '^^02^ cell motions, and even the brectthing.— Gf. 
on the stoppage of motion and the expulsion and retention 
of breath, "Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali," i. xxxiv., and 
the notes of Rajendralala Mitra. 

P . y^)' ^'''^ i^^^ ^ook Gitd.—The two quotations as given 
here are not found in the Bhagavad-Gita. Only the com
parison with the lamp occurs in vi. 19 I " A s a lamp 
sheltered from the wind does not flicker;" this is 
the wonted simile of the Yogin who is subdued in 
thought," &c. 

Also the comparison with the waters of the rivers not 
increasing the ocean is found ii. 7 0 : " H e attains to 
peace into whom all desires enter as rivers enter into the 
ocean, which is ever filled, and (yet) remains within its 
bounds," &c. 

P. 74. The following nine rides.—Five of these command
ments are mentioned in " T h e Yoga Aphorisms," ii. xxx., 
and the other four seem to be identical with the five 
obligations mentioned in ii. xxxii. 

P. 75.^—Pythetgoras.—I do not know the Greek original 
of this saying. The idea of the body being a fetter to the 
soul is frequently met with in the book of the Neopytha
gorean philosophers, as Apollonius of Tyana and others; 
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cf. Zeller, Philosophic der Griechen, iii. 2, p . 156. For two 
more sentences of Pythagoras, -y. i. p. 85, where Alberuni 
states that he has taken them from Ammonius, v. note to 
p. 85. 

P. 75. The book Sdmkhya setys.—It is difficult to say 
whether the Arabic manuscript has ^ilij or a,^li.i, and not 
knowing a Sanskrit parallel to this saying, I am thrown 
upon conjecture. Preferring the latter reading, I t rans
late : "Everyth ing which man opines (i.e. on which he 
forms an opinion) is a terminus to him, for he does not go 
beyond it," which may mean that as long as the thinking 
faculty of soul has not ceased, it is not liberated, has 
not attained moksha. Cf. Sdriikhya Kdrikd, v. Ixviii.: 
" When separation of the informed soul from its corpo
real frame at length takes place, and nature in respect 
of it ceases, then is absolute and final deliverance accom
plished." 

Pp- 75) 76- Gitd.—The three quotations from this book 
are not found in the Bhagctvad-Gitd. 

P. 76. Socrettes.—The quotations given here are found 
in Phcedo, 84E-85B :— 

Kat, ws eotKe, TWV KWKVWV SOKW c/ianAoTepos np tv etvat TIJV 

pavTtKTjv, ot cTretSdv aicrdwvTaL OTL Set ax'Tons aTTO^avetv, aSovTes 

Kat ev TW Trpocrdev ^povw, TOTe 8r) TrAeto-Ta Kat pdXLcrTo. a8ova-L, 

yeyyOoTes OTL peXXoverL Tvapd TOV deov d-Trtevat ovrrep elcrl Oepd-

TTOvTes, K.T.A. dAA' d.Te, oIpMt, Tou 'ATTOA/XWVOS dvTes paVTtKOl 

Te etcrt Kat TrpoetSoTes Ta ev "AtSon dyadd dSoncrt Kat TepTTOVTat 

eKetvrjv T'/JV ypApav 8ta(j6epovTws y ev TW epTrpoa-Qev ^povw. eyw 

Se Kat anTos yyovjxaL o/xoSonAds Te e?vat TWV KVKVWV Kal tepbs 

Ton auTon deov, KOI ov yj.lpov eKetvwv TTyv pavTLKyv e';^etv 

Tvapd TOV Seo-TTOTOV, ov8e SvcrdvjxoTepov anTwv Ton ySton aTraA-

AaTTeo-^at. 

In the middle a passage has been left out by Alberuni, 
or by the author of that edition of Phcedo which he used. 

P. ^6. In the book of Pcttanjctli.—To the explanation of 
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the four parts of the path of liberation on pp. 76-80 I do 
not know a parallel from a Sanskrit source. 

P. yy. In the book Vishnu-Dhctrniet.—Cf. on this the 
note to p. 54. The Arabic text has not Parikshit, but 
Pctriksha, which name is mentioned by Hall in a note to 
Vishnu-Purdnet, iv., chap. xx. p. 154. 

Pp. 78, 79. The book Gitd.—These three extracts are not 
found in the Bhagavctd-Gitd. The words, " H e who mor
tifies his lust," &c., compare with Bhagctvctd-Gitd, iv. 21, 
" Void of hope, self-restrained in thought, performing 
merely bodily work, he contracts no sin." Regarding the 
passage, "Pleasures of a kind which, in reality, are dis
guised pains," V. note to p. 70. 

The expression, the nine doors of thy boely (p. 79, 8), is 
also found in Blictgctvetd-Gitd, v. 13 : " i n the city of nine 
gates," i.e. in the body. Gf. also Sdrhkhya Kdrikd, v. 

Pp. 79, 80, The book Gitd.—These quotations cannot be 
compared with anything in the Bhagetvad-Gitd. 

P. 81. Pettctfijetli.—There is a certain resemblance be
tween these words and the last of " The Yoga Aphorisms " 
(iv. xxxviii .): " Isolation is the regression of the qualities 
devoid of the purpose of soul, or it is the abiding of the 
thinking power in its own nature." 

Pp. 81, 82. Sdmkhyct.—The comparison with the wheel 
of the potter (not the silk-weaver) is also found in 
Sdrhkhyet Kdrikd, v. Ixvii. 

P . 82. In the book of Patanjali.—I have not found these 
two passages anywhere else. As to the faculties of the 
perfect Yogin, cf. "Yoga Aphorisms," iii. 42, 44, 45. 

P. 83. The Sufi explain the Koranic verse, &c.—Being 
asked about the story of Dhulkarnaini (Bicornutus, i.e. 
Alexander), Muhammad says, " We (i.e. Allah) have metde 
room for him on earth; " or, as Sale translates, " We stab-
i^hed for him on earth," which means. We hetve given him 
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ct p)Osition of well-cstctblished ctutltortty or p)ower on ectrtlt, 
and this authority or power is interpreted by Siifi com
mentators in accordance with their tenets, perfectly har
monising with those of the Yoga philosophy. 

Pp. 83, 84. Sdrhkhya.—With the tale of |the man tra
velling in the night with his pupils compare a similar one 
in Gaudapada's Bhdshyct to Sdrhkhyet Kelrikel, v. xxx. (on 
p. 106). 

P . 85.—Ammonius, a philosopher of the Neoplatonic 
school, v. Zeller, Philosopjhic der Griechen, iii.c. 829 seq. 
A Greek book of his which contains these extracts from 
Pythagoras and Empedocles is not known. He has been 
known to the Arabs as commentator of Aristotle : v. Wen
rich, De Auctorum Grcecorum Versionibus, p. 289 ; Fihrist, 
p. fcr. _ 

By Heracles in the passage, " Empedocles and his suc
cessors as far as Heracles," is probably meant Heraclides 
Ponticus. 

Pp . 85, 86. Socrettes says.—The first extract is identical 
with Phcedo, 79D, the second is composed of 80B, 80A, 
81 A B, the order of the Greek text having been aban
doned. 

Phcedo, y^T). "OTav Se ye aiJT?) Ka^' avTyv (TKOTrrj, eKela-e 

ot'^eTUt ets TO' Kada.pov Te Kal d.el ov KOI ddu.vaTOv Kal waanTOJS 

e^ov, Kat ws o-nyyev7]S oiVra auTon aet peT eKetvon Te y tyveTat , 

oTavTrep a.VTy Kad' a.vTyv yevyTa.L Ka.L e^y avTy, KOI TreTravTat Te 

TOV TrXavov Kal Trepl eKelva d.el KaTa TanTa ('jaanTWS 6)(et aTe 

TOtonTWV ec^aTTToyxevry " Kat TonTO avTys TO rradypa. (jjpovycrLS 

KeKXyTo.L. 

8 0 B . SKOTret Sry, ecfiy, w Kef^ys, el eK TrdvTWv TWV elpypevwv 

TaSe yplv ^vjxfialveL, TW pev deLw Kal d.davd.TW Kal voyTw Kal 

povoetSet Kat aStaA-UTW KOI del too-anTOJS Kat KaTa TO.VTU. evovTi 

eavTW opotoTaTOv et'vat xpv^fjv, TW 8'dvdpwTrLvw Kal BvyTW Kal 

avoyTW Ka.L TroAi>etSet Kat StaAnTw Kat p.y8eTT0Te KO.TO. TO.VTO. evovTt 

eanTW opoiOTO.TOv av elva.L awua. 
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8 0 A . €7retSdv ev TW aijTW wo t̂ ^V)(rj Kal o-wyxa, TW pev SonAenetv 

Kat dp-^ea-dac y (j)va-is TrpocTTaTTet, Try Se d.p-^eLV KO.I SeaTrd^etv. 

8 1 A a n d B. OiJKO-Gv OWTOJ pev e^ova-a els Tb opoLov a.vTr'j, Tb 

aetSes, aTvep^eTa.L, TO delov Te Kal d.dd.vaTOV Ka.l (f)p6vLjj.ov, ol 

acl>LKop.evy VTvap^eL avTy ev8a.Lp.ovL elva.L, TvXd.vys KO.I dvotas Kat 

(jiofiwv Ka.L dypiwv epwTwv Kat TWV dAAwv KO.KWV TWV dv^pwTretwv 

drryXXaypevy, wcTTrep Se XeyeTO.L KaTa TWV pepvrypevwv, ws 

dXydws TOV AotTTOV )(p6vov peTa TWV 6'ewv Stdyoi^o^a; onTOj 

cjitJopev, (J) Kej3ys, y dXXws; OVTW vy At ' , eĉ ry 6 KejSys ' 'Edv Se 

ye, oljiaL, peptacrpevry Kat dKddapTos TOV crwpaTos dTvaXXdTTyTaL, 

d.Te TW o-wfiaTL o.eL ^vvovcro. KO.I TOVTO deparrevovcra Kal epwcra Kal 

yeyoyTevpevy VTT' avTov, VTTO Te TWV eTndvpLWv Ka.l ySovwv, wo-Te 

yxrySev dXXo SoKetv eTvat d.Xydes dAA' rj Tb o"topaToet8es on Tts dv 

d.xj.'aLTO, K.T.X. 

Pp. 86, 87. Arjunct setys.—^The comparison of Brahman 
with an ctsvatthct tree is found in Bhetgetvctd-Gitd, xv. I -6 , 
and X. 26. 

The doctrine cf Patctnjali.—Ideas similar to these Sufi 
sentences are found in Bhagctvctd-Gitd, vi. 28-31, describ
ing the union of the soul with Brahman. 

Pp. 87, 88.—On Abu-Bakr Ash-shibli cf. Ibn Khallikan, 
translated by De Slane, i. 511-5 13 ; Abulmahasin, Annates, 
ii. 313. He lived in Bagdad, was a pupil of Junaid, died 
A.H. 334 = A.D. 946, in Bagdad, and was buried there. On 
Abu-Yazid Albistami cf. Ibn Khallikan, nr. 311. He 
died A.H. 2 6 1 = A.D. 875. Jami has articles on these two 
mystics with many quotations from them in his Aetfcthett-
ctl'uns (Lee's "Pers ian Series," the Netfahdt-alons, &c., or 
the Lives of the Soofis,-by Jami, Calcutta, 1859, pp. 201 
and 62). 

P. 88. The Sufi explain the Koretnicpctssctge (Sura 2, 68), 
&c.—" And when you had killed a person and were dis
puting among yourselves (the one throwing the blame 
on the other), whilst God was bringing to light what 
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you concealed, then we spoke : Beat him (the killed per
son) with part of her (the killed cow mentioned in the 
preceding") . In that case the killed person will again 
become alive and tell who murdered him. " Thus God 
brings to life the dead ones," &c. Gf. A. Geiger, Was hat 
Mohctmmed etus dem Judenthume aufgenommen? Bonn, 
1833, p. 172. Muhammad has moulded this part of 
Sura 2 from elements taken directly or indirectly from 
Numb. xix. 2 seq., and Dent. xxi. 2 seq. 

The Sufies try to show by this sentence that the body 
must be mortified before the heart can become alive by 
mystic knowledge. 

P. 89. Sdmkhyct.—For the two enumerations of created 
beings, v. Gaudapada to S. Karika, Iiii. p. 162, and xliv. 
p . 143-

The reading of the MS ^j-^^i-^ is certainly wrong. The 

author means sctu,myct= yj^J"^' but it would have been 
better to write (*.?*"' in accordance with '-^^rl^ = dctityct. As 
all the other words of this enumeration stand in the sin
gular, it is not allowable to read this word in a plural 
form, {jr^-^y^ like ^j^-^j the Rishis, t^-.j'^i the Pitris. 

P. 90. In the book Gitd.—The first quotation on the 
prevalence of one of the three guncts, sctltva, retjas, tamas, 
is to be compared with Bhetgavael-Gitct, xvii. 3, 4, seq., and 
xiv. 6-8 seq. 

The second extract, "Belief and virtue," &c. I am 
inclined to combine with Bhctgetvtul-Gitd, xvi. 3, 4, secq. 

P. 91 . People sety thett Zoroaster, &c.—The author was 
aware of the identity of the Persian dSv (demon) with the 
Indian eieva (god). I t is in ' this way that he tries to 
account for the discrepancy of the meaning. 

P . 92. Sdrhkhyet, v. p. 89 ; Vdsudeva, v. p. 90, or Bhetget-
vctd-Gitd, xvii. 4 . 

P . 95- Galenus, Trepl a-wdea-eojs (^apjxdKwv TWV KaTa TOTTOVS, 
ed. Kiihn, vol. xiii. p. 268 :— 
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lEla.vdyv pev Tptyjx fBdXXe pnptTrvoov IcrodeoLO 

Ov Xiidpos E p p e t a s AdpTreTat ev /SoTavaLS. 

KpoKon Se (TTadpov <f)pevas dvepos, ov ydp dSryAov, 

BaAAe 8e Kat Spa>^pryv NaTrAion YivjSoews, K.T.X. 

i^pa-^pyv Kal pt^ys xpev8wvvpov, yv d.v'edpexpe 

Xtopos o Tbv UtVo-ry Zryva Ao^eno-dpevos. 

The second quotation, v. on p. 271 :—-
a^LOL paXXeLV yv \pev8wvvpov etpyKe pi^a.v, eTretSry <TTd')^vs 

ovoyxa^eTat vo.p8ov • fSovXeTal 8' o.vTyv etvaL KprjTtKryv, ev^a 

(f)ya-LV, yv dvedpexpe )(wpos o Tbv IIto-o-?j Zryva Ao^encrapevos, 

eTTetSry Tbv A t a (jia.crlv ol pvdoXoyoL KaTo. Tb AtKTatov dpos ev 

ripyTTj Tpacf>rjvaL, KpvTTTopevov VTTO Trys pryTpbs ' P ' a s , bVws yx^ Kat 

avTos nTTO TOV TraTpbs Ton Kpdvon Ka.Ta.Tr6dy. 

P. 96. Europe, the tletughter of Phoenix, &c.—In the 
source whence the author drew his information about 
Greek legends, Greek, Hebrew, and Persian traditions seem 
to have been mixed together. I t was synchronistic like 
the Chronicon of Eusebius, with which it is nearly re
lated (note to p. 105), comparing the dates of Greek his
tory with those of the Biblical and Persian history. Julius 
Africanus and Eusebius are the fathers of this kind of 
literature, but I do not know by whom the book which 
Alberuni used had been composed. Gf. Eusebi chronicoritm 
cctnomtm quce supersilnt, ed. A. Schcene, ii. p. 13 (Zeus), 
26 (Cecrops), 32, 34 (Asterius); also the Syriac Epitome, 
p. 204, 206. 

P . 96. The story of Alexctnder is derived from the 
romance of Pseudo-Kallisthenes (ed. Didot), which Eastern 
scholars have mistaken for a historic record. 

" M a n cannot oppose the gods" (p. 97, i ) = Trpbs TrdvTas 
y d p 8vvdp.eda ol fSaaLXets, Trpbs 8e TO-L'S deovs ov Svvd.peda 

(ed. Didot, i. 9). 
" When then he died," &c., " from a wound in the neck," 

&C. ( p . 9 7 , 4 ) — Treo"tov Se NeKTave/^ws Aayx/3dvet cjiof^epov Tpa.vpa 

KaTa TOV Icr^iov O.VTOV ( i . 1 4 ) . 
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P. 97. Gctlenits.—Gf. note to p. 34. 

P. 97. Aratits.—The author quotes the Phmnomenct and 
a commentary to them, which exhibits certain relations 
with the scholia edited by Immanuel Bekker, but is not 
identical with them. As I learn from my colleague. Pro
fessor C. Robert, this commentary is to be combined with 
the Gatasterismi of Pseudo-Eratosthenes. 

The first quotation from Arcttits is v. i seq. 

' E K Atbs dp')(wp.e(Tda, Tbv onSeTTOT' dvSpes ewyxev 

ApprjTOv • pecTTal Se Atbs Tracrat pev dyn ta t , 

IIdo"at S' dvdpwTTWV dyopal, jxecTTy Se dd.Xaa(Ta 

K a t Atpeves " TrdvTij Se Atbs Ke)(prjpeda TrdvTes. 

Ton y d p Kat yevos etpev • 6 8' yTTios dvdpwTTOLcnv 

Ae^td ayjpaiveL, Xaovs S' CTTI epyov eyetpei, 

Mtpvrjo^KWv (SLOTOLO • Aeyet 8' bVe /3wXos dpicTTy 

Bono^t Te Kat paKeXycrf Aeyet S' oVe Se^tat wpat 

K.aL (l>VTa y n p w c a t , Kat CTreppaTa TrdvTa jBaXeu-da.L. 

KvTos yap Taye (ryjxaT ev ovpavw eaTypL^ev, 

KcTTpa. 8LaKpLvas ' ea-Ke\paTO 8' ets evtavTov 

AfTTepas, ol Ke paAtcrTa TeTnypeva crypalvoLev 

Kv8pd<JLV wpawv, d<^p epTreSa TrdvTa cjwwvTaL. 

Tw p t v aet TrpwTOv Te /cat vcrTaTov IXaaKOVTaL. 

X a t p e , TraTep, p e y a davp,a, p.ey dvdpwTroKTLV dvetap, 

AiJTbs Kat TrpoTepy yevery, ^(atpotTe Se Mowra t 

MetAt^tai jj.a.Xd. TO.O'LV, K.T.X. 

P. 97. Gommentctry on the Pheenomenct of Arettus.—The 
following quotation from the Scholiet Sctngermetneiisict, p. 
55, I owe to the kindness of Professor Rober t : "Crates 
autem Jovem dictum ccelum, invocatum vero merito ?erem 
et Eetherem, quod in his sint sidera, et Homerum Jovem 
dixisse in aliqua parte coelum." 

ws S' OTt Tapc^etat vet^eAat Atbs eKTroTtovTat 

—(Ilicts, i. 3570-

The common tradition of this verse is— 

ws S' OTt Ta.prfjela.L vtc/;dSets A t b s eKTVOTLOVTa.L, 
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and thus it has been rendered by Alberuni. Cf.on the 
Scholiet SctngeiTnctnensicf,, C. Robert, Eratosthenis Gatasteris-
moritm Relicqitice, Berlin, 1878, p . 21. 

P . 99. These twins, stette and religion.— Vide note to p. 79. 

P. 100. When Ardetshir Ibn Bcihctk.—Gf. with these 
ranks of the Persian nation under the Sasanians the 
"Chronology of Ancient Nations," translated by Dr. 
Edward Sachau, London, 1878, pp. 203 and 206 ; Geschichte 
der Terser undAretber zurZeit derSetsctniden, by Th.Noldeke, 
p. 437 seq. 

P. l o i . The Vctisya who were creetted from.—In the 
Arabic text, P"^, 4, there is a lacuna, where originally stood 
the words " from the thigh (Uru) of Brahman. The Sudra 
who were created from." Cf. Manu, Dlictrmetsdstret, i. 87, 
mukhct-bdhit-uru-paj-jdndrh. 

P. l o i . Hddi, Donut, &c.—Of these classes of outcast 
people, the Badhatau are not known to me. The Candala 
are well known, called Sctnddlia by Ibn Khurdadhbih 
(Elliot "His tory of India," i. 16). The Hadls and Dom 
are mentioned by Colebrooke, " Essays," ii., " Enumeration 
of Indian Classes," p. 169, note 3. On the latter (cf. Rom, 
the name of the gipsies), v. "Memoirs on the History, 
Folk-lore, and Distribution of the Races," &c., by Elliot, 
edited by Beames, London, 1869, i. p. 84. Are the Bad
hatau identical with the Bediyas, mentioned in the note 
of Colebrooke just quoted ? 

P. 103. Vdsudevct ctnstuered.—The first quotation from 
Gitd is identical with Bhaga,vo,d,-Gitd, xviii. 41-45 ; the 
second is similar to ii. 31-38. 

P . 104. Tlie saying of Vydsa.— Vide note to pp. 40-44. 

P . 104. Vdsudevct.—This quotation from Gitd much 
resembles Bhagctvctd-Gitd, ix, 32, 33. 

P . 105. Minos.—I cannot acquit the book on ancient 
history which Alberuni used of the blunder of having 
split the Minos of Greek traditions into two persons, a 
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Minos and a Mianos (sic). Cf. on this source note to 
p . 96. 

At the time of Darius, &c.—Except the synchronism of 
Persian history, the whole passage relating to Numa 
Pompilius may be derived from Eusebius, Chronicon, 
ii. 82 :— 

^ovp.ds peTo. 'PwpnAov fSao-iXevcro.s 'Pwprjs TrpwTos vopovs 

Ywjj.a.LOLS etVryyayev ' [d anTbs Tb KaTreTtoAtov €K 6'epeAtwv 

WKo86jj.ya'€v •] d anTos TW eviavTW 8vo pryvas Trpoa-edyKe, TOV Te 

lavovdpLov Kal Tbv ^efipovdpLov, SeKayxryvaton Ton evto.nTon Trpo 

TouTon >(prypaTt^ovTOs * d a w b s Kat KoyyLd.piov eSwKev, ao"crapta 

^dAtva Kat (TKVTLva Kal ocTTpaKtva. 

P. 105. Pla,to.—These extracts from I'lato's Leges are the 
remnant of an Arabic translation. We give the Greek 
text for the purpose of comparison :— 

I . I . 'Adyvatos. Qeos y Tts dvdpwTVWv vplv, (3 ^evot, elXycjie 

Trjv a tTtav Trys TWV vdpojv 8ta6'eo"eojs; KAevtas . Oebs, w ^eve, 

^eds, ws ye Tb StKatoTa.Tov etTretv, Trapd pev yplv Zeus, Trapd Se 

AaKeSaipovtots , 6'6'ev dS' ea-Tiv, otyxat c^dvat TonTons 'ATToAAwva. 

I . 6 . "î cTTrep TO Te dXyd'es, otyxat, Kat TO 8LKaLov VTvep ye deia.s 

StaAeyopevons Aeyetv, ov^ ws Trpbs dperys Tt jxopiov KU.L TanTa TO 

(jiavXoTaTov eTidei jSXeTrwv, dAAd Trpbs Trdcrav o.peTyv, K.T.X. 

I . 6 . ot KpryTwv vojxOL OVK elcrl pdTyv Stac^epdvTws ev Trdo'tv 

enSoKtpot Tots"EAA9yo'tv " e^^ovai yd.p opdws, TOVS avTols xpwyxevons 

ev8a.Lp.ovas aTToreXovvTes ' d.TravTa ydp Td dyadd Tvopi^ova-L. 

I I . I . ^eot 8e, oiKTetpavTes Tb TWV dvdpwTvwv eTTLTrovov TecjiVKos 

yevos, avaTravXa.s Te avTols TWV TTOVOJV eTa^avTo Tas TWV eopTwv 

dp.0LJ3ds, Kal Moncras 'ATrdAAwvd Te poncrayeTryv Kat Atovncov 

^vveopTacTTas e8o(Tav. 

I I . I . r^ptv Se ons eiTVopev deovs ^vyy(opevTds 8e86a-daL, TOTJTOVS 

etvaL Kal TOVS SeSwKOTas Tryv evpvdpov Te Kal evappovLov o.LcrdyiTLV 

ped' rj8ovys, y Sry Kivelv Te ypds KO.I )^opryyetv i^ptv TonTons, wSats 

Te Kat dp^ya-eeriv dXXyXovs ^vvetpovTas, )(opods Te wvopaKevat TO 

Trapd. Trys X'^-P^'' '^p'^VTOv ovopa. 
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P. 107. Sdnta/nu.—Gf. Vishnu-Purdnet, iv. ch. xx. p. 
158, and the notes. The story of the curse of Pandu is 
given in the Mcthdbhdra,tet Adipietrvan, v. 3812 seq. 

Vydsct.—His mother is Satyavati: v. Vishnu-Purdna, 
1.̂  c. The birth of Vyasa is mentioned in Ma,hdbhdrcttct 
Aclip)a,rva,n, v. 3802. 

P . 108. Panca,hir, better Panchir.—The author means 
the alpine countries of the Hindukush between Kashmir 
and a line from Faizabad to Kabul, i.e. the Hazara country, 
Svat, Citral, and Kafiristan. I t is well known that poly
andry exists among the Tibetan tribes in the Alps between 
Kashmir and Tibet, but I am not aware whether it is also 
found among the inhabitants of the more western exten
sion of the Himalaya which he mentions, e.g. among the 
Siyahposh. On polyandry in the Panjab v. Kirkpatrick 
in " Indian Antiquary," 1878, 86. 

The Panchir mentioned by the author is the tr ibutary 
of the Kabul-Riid. Another Pancahir (sic) is mentioned 
by the Arab geographer Yakut as a city in Bactriana with 
rich silver mines. 

Among the heetthen Aretbs.— Gf. here i. 185. 

P . 109. A ccrta,in Jewish metrriage.—On this custom iu 
India and Indian tradition, cf Elliot-Beames, " Memoirs," 
i. 274, s.v. Karcto. 

P. 109. Barsliei,wdr the Girshdh.—This seems to be a mis
take, and I jjropose to read, as I have done in the edition 
of the Arabic text, i\2i ̂ j'i-^-^^? *- '̂ the Shah of Padashvargir 
or Prince of Tabaristan (as e.g. Gilanshah = the Shah of 
Gilan). Gf. V. de Lagarde, Beitrdge zur Baktrischcn lexi-
cographie, p. 50; Sachau, "Chronology of Ancient Nations," 
p. 47, 19, and no te ; Noldeke, Geschichte der Perser und 
Araher zur Zeit eler Sasetniden, p. 462. 

P . 112.—The story of Romulus is drawn from the Ghro-
nographia, of Joannes Malalas, book vii. (Bonn edition, p. 
172). 

P. 113. Ambetrisha.—The story of this king seems to 
have been taken from the Vishnu-Dha,rmct, v. note to p. 
54. Probably Ambarisha, the son of Nabhaga, is meant, 
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famous as a worshipper of Vishnu. Cf. Vish nit-Purdna, 
book iv. chap. ii. p. 257, note 1. 

P . 116. Ndretda.—The story of this saint, a Moses in 
India, is not known to me from other sources. 

P . 116. Jctletm Ibn Shctibdn.—The pronunciation of the 
former name is conjectural, the history of this Karma-
tian chief unknown. The expedition of King Mahmud 
against Multan took place A.D. 1006, in the ninth year of 
his rule, the seventh year of his usurpation of sovereignty, 
in which he had left out the name of his Samani liege-
lord on the coins and in the public prayer, and had received 
the investiture, a robe and a title, from the source of all 
legitimacy in the Muslim world, the Khalif Alkadir, the 
great enemy and persecutor of the Karmatians. Gf. on 
this expedition Elliot, "His tory of India," ii. p . 441. 

Ir*. 116,1. 21.—There is an error in the calculation of the 
years. From the end of the Kritayuga up to the year 
4132 of the Kaliyuga there have elapsed— 

Years. 
Of the Tretayuga . . . . . 1,296,000 
Of the Dvaparayuga . . . . . 864,000 
Of the Kal iyuga 4-132 

Sum . . . . 2,164,132 

As Alberuni gives but 216,432 years, it seems he has 
omitted by inadvertence the cipher i (Schrctm). 

P. 117, 1. 7.—The above supposition is confirmed by this 
passage; it ought to be the 132 years instead of the 432 
years. One can consider 132 years as a kind of arbitrary 
equivalent for the sum of about 100 years, but 432 years 
cannot be an equivalent for about 100 years (Schram). 

P. 117, 1. 10.—It must be 2,164,000 instead of 216,000 
(Schra,m). 

P. 117. Vctrdhctmihiret setys.—This extract is a transla
tion of Brihctt-Sctrhhitd, chap. Iviii. §§ 30-48, 56-57, on 
the fabrication of the idols (p. 117-120) ; chap. Iviii. §§ 
4952, on the consequences of faults in the construction 
of idols (p. 120); chap. Ix. § 19, on the various classes of 
priests (p. 121); chap. Ix. §§ 4, 5, on the effects of the 
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idols (p. 121). The order of the single verses is to some 
extent different from that of the Sanskrit text as exhibited 
in the edition of Kern. In the Arabic text, p. oV, ]^ in the 

lacuna after ^̂ —̂_« are required the words ow;-̂ ^̂ ^ ' CJA^HJ 

( " the sword and shield"). 

P. 122. Gitd.—I do not know similar passages in i/Aa-
gavetd-Gitd. The first quotation distantly reminds one of 
Bhagavad-Gitd, iv. 25. 

P. 123. Plato.—This quotation shows considerable con
fusion in the rendering of the Greek text . Gf. Leges, iv. 8. 

TvpwTov pev, </japev, Ttpds Tas p.eT 'OAnpTrtons Te Kat Tons Tryv 

TToAtv e^^ovTas ^eons TOts ^dovLOLS dv Tts ^eots dpTta Kat SeuTcpa 

Kat aptcTTepa vep.wv opdoTo.To. TOV Trys evo-ejSetas (TKOTTOV TvyyfivoL, 

TOts Se TOVTWV dvwdev TO. TreptTTa Kat dvTtc^wva TOts ep.Tvpoa-dev 

pydela-L vvv Sry • peTd 6'eons Se Tovo-8e Kal TOLS 8aLpoa-Lv o y ' 

evcfjpoyv opytd^ot T dv, ijpwa-L Se peTa TOVTOVS' eTruKoXovdel 

8' awTots tSpupaTa tSta TraTpwwv 6'ewv KaTa vopov dpyta^'dpeva" 

yovewv Se peTa Ta-uTa Tipal ^WVTWV, WS dep.is, d</jetAovTa aTroTtvetv 

Ttt TTpwTa Te Kat peyto"Ta oefieLXypaTa, K.T.X. 

The underlined words are the original of the Arabic quo
tation. The translator has rendered 8aLp.oo-Lv by ^J (gods), 

ijpwo-L by CL:\1J,C^, by which elsewhere the word Mouo-at is 

translated, and dpytd^etv by ^^Jl: t ..̂ -j (instead of ^_^«23 

^,M^\ = s^i\:>-^ Jj- Heseemstohave mistaken the meaning 

of the word eTvaKoXovdei, translating in this way : " they (the 

l8pvjj.a.Ta = Aj^\j follow ill rank after the TraTpwot ^eot, i.e, 

you shall not put the TraTpwot deol in the first place, but 
worship them secundo loco. 

P. 123. Gctlenus.— Vide note to p. 34. 

P . 126.—The tradition of Saunaka from Venus (so the 
Arabic text), i.e. Sukra, is perhaps taken from the Vishnu-
Dharma : V. note to p. 54. 

Vishnu-Puretna.—Compare this quotation with book iii. 
chap. ii. p. 29 (ed. Wilson-Hall). The G7'ectt Bectr is called 
the Seven Rishis in Sanskrit. 
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P. 126. Vctsukret.—This reading does not quite accu
rately correspond to the Arabic signs, which must be read 
Vasu,kra. I have preferred the former, because it is men
tioned in the St. Petersburg Dictionary as the name of a 
man who occurs in the Veelet as a poet of Vaidic hymns. 

P . 127. Gctlenus.— The quotation from Galenus must be 
compared with the following passage in his Trept orwdecrews 
(̂ appdKwv KaTa yevry (ed. Kiihn, tom. xiii. p . 995) :— 

yvpedy Se vTrb MeveKpaTons, K.T.X. laTLKov c/)dppaKov. cTTtye-

ypaTTTat Se Tb /3LI3XLOV, K.T.X. avTOKpaTwp 6Xoypdp.[j.o.Tos ' O.VTOK-

paTwp pev, cTretSry TOWTW TrpowTvecj^wvyTaL, oXoypap.jj.a.Tos Se StoTt 

^wpts \apaKTypwv o'Aats Tats crvXXafials yeypaTTTai /3' Kal y KOI 

S' Kat e Kat TWV dAAwv dpidpwv eKacjTos, K . T . A . TOIITO 8' eVpa^ev 

o MeveKpaTTjs, CTretSry TroAAaKts on pdvov O.KOVTWV d.papTaveada.L 

0"np/3atvet KaTa Tas ypac^ds dAAd Kat Std cjidovov eKovTwv evtwv, 

K.T.A. 

etKOTWs ovv yv8oKLpy(Te TO. AapoKpd.TOvs /3t/5Ata TWV (^apyxaKwv 

ets peTpa ypac^evTa [Kat etVep aTravra Tbv TpoTTOv TOVTOV eye-

ypaTTToJ, KaAAtcTTOv dv yv. 

That which I have underlined forms the text as given 
by Alberuni. 

P . 127. Vydsa, hctd four sishyet.—Cf. Vishnit-Purdnet, 
book iii. chap. iv. 

P . 128. A peculiar kind of recitation.—This is a descrip
tion of the four qxtthccs, pctdapdthet, krctmaqmthet, &c. Cf 
Colebrooke, "Essays ," i. 18. 

P . 128. Kdntlin.—The word LJ/• evidently refers to the 
divisions of the Yajurveda called kandikd. The text of 
the Yajurveda is composed of Kdnri, and its name (the 
name of Yajurveda ? what name of it ?) is derived from it 
(from kdnri ?), i.e. the collection (or totality) of kdnri." I t 
does not appear which one of the names of Yctjitrveda is 
here meant by the author as having been derived from 

file:///apaKTypwv
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kdnri. Is there a name of Yajurveda like kdndika or 
kdndin, meaning consisting of kandikds ? 

In kdnri = kctnidikd the cerebral ei is rendered by an 
Arabic r, as in L_;^$ kudava, _fjbj vyddi, ,»f garuda, jjj'^ 

dravieict, ^jiLv nddi, ^fj vinddi, 'rjij^. vctieliXryet,hc. The 
termination in long i seems to be characteristic of the 
vernacular form of Indian speech, and is probably a sur
vival of the more ancient termination ika, ikd. Cf. R. 
Hornle, " Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Lan
guages," § 195, 203, 205. 

P. 128. Ydjnavctlkya.—Gf. Vishnit-Pitrctrta, book iii. 
chap. V. 

P . 129. The well-known story.—It is told by Alberuni 
himself, i. p. 396. 

P . 131. Vishnu-Purdnct.—This index of the Puranas 
occurs in book iii. chap. vi. pp. 66, 6y. In the Arabic 

text i r , 12, read ^ ^ instead of t> î'. 

P . 131. Smriti.—The author erroneously calls it a book. 
I t is the literature on law, and the twenty sons of Brahman 
here mentioned are authors of Dhetrma,sdst,ra,s. Cf. on smriti 
(opp. sruti), Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 337, 466 ; A. Weber, 
Vorlesungen, p. 296, note 327; Indische Studien, i. 232. 

Alberuni sometimes quotes the book Smriti. However, 
he had not the book himself, but transferred those quota
tions from the Brcthmasiddhdntet of Brahmagupta. In 
reality it is the latter author who quotes it. As, according 
to him, the book smriti was composed by Manu (v. here 
ii. n o , i n ) , he means the Dha,rmei,sdst,rct of Manu. This 
law code is only once clearly referred to by Alberuni (ii, 
164), but in a manner which makes me think that it was 
not in his hands. On Manu, as the author of the great 
Mdnaset (a work on astronomy and astrology ?), v. p. 157. 

P. 132. Gctuda.—On the proposed identification with 
Gaudapada, v. note to p . 30. 

Sdmkhya.— Vide the same note. 
Pcttctnjctli.— Vide note to p. 27. 

Nydyetbhdshd.—This my transliteration of ^J^I^AJU will 

perhaps seem doubtful, as the contents of the book have 
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no relation to the Nyaya philosophy or logical system of 
Gautama (cf. Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 280), but are clearly 
identical with the Mimamsa philosophy of Jaimini, who is 
here mentioned a few lines farther on. However, I do not 
know another mode of reading the word. That Kapila 
was the author of such a work does not seem to be known. 

Mimdmsd.—Gf. Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 319. In oppo
sition to Kapila, Jaimini teaches that the Veda is primeval 
and superhuman. This theory and the discussions through 
which it has passed are also found in the history of Islam 
applied to the Koran. According to Islam, the Koran 
too is primeval and superhuman. 

Lctitkdyata: read Ldkayettct.—It is the materialistic doc
trine of the Carvaka sect that perception alone is a means 
of proof. Gf. G. A. Jacob, " Manual of Hindu Pantheism," 
Vedantasara, p. 74 ; Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 426 seeq., ̂ ^6 
seq.; J . Muir, verses from the Sa,rvet-da,rsa,na,-sa,ngrahet, 
&c., illustrating the tenets of the Charvakas or Indian 
materialists, "Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," 1861 ,p. 
299, and "Journal of the German Oriental Society," xiv. 519. 

Brihaspati is the founder of this school; his sid,ra is 
quoted by Bhaskara-acarya. The Bdrhaspettyasittrctm is 
mentioned by A. Weber, Vorlesungen, p . 263. 

P. 132. Agastyet.—His doctrine is not known to me. 
Is it identical with that of the Jainas ? Gf. Colebrooke, 
"Essays ," ii. 173. 

VishnU'Dhctrmct.— Vide note to p. 54. 

P. 132. Bhdrcttct, i.e. Mcthdbhdrctta, which is repeatedly 
mentioned by Alberuni. Bhagavad-Gitd is a part of it 
(i. 132). The story of the birth of Vasudeva and of his 
five brothers (i. 401-406) is taken from Mahdbhetrctta. 

I am not quite certain whether Alberuni had a copy 
of the work. When giving quotations from the book, he 
does not mention it, which he probably would have done 
if he had had it in hand. 

P. 133.—With the index of the chapters of Mcthdbhdrata, 
cf. Monier Williams, " Indian Epic Poetry," p. 91 seq. The 
list of Alberuni exhibits some remarkable diff'erences. 

P . 135. Pdnini.—The reading of the MS. is pdnriti, 
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CLJy\j which I cannot explain. If ^f\j petnrini is the cor
rect reading, we must remember that in the sound n there 
is an admixture of the sound r. So Hornle, " Compara
tive Grammar," p. 15, says: " T h e cerebral n contains the 
sound of r, being somewhat like rn." In this way Albe
runi has transliterated the n in the word betnij, which he 

writes ^ ^ ' barnij. Accordingly we should expect to find 

^^jb p)drnini, but the author seems to have written ^ J ^ 

pdnrini. 

P. 135.—The word c:̂ .̂<.Ji ^ sishyahitct^ has been deci
phered by Professor Kielhorn, Gottingen. 

P. 136. Sdtavdhanct.—Other forms of the name are 
Sdlavdhctna, Sdlivdhanct (Hemacandra, i. 211) ; but Albe
runi clearly notes the pronunciation Samalvdhana, which 
is not known to me from other sources. 

P. 136.—Instead of mditdakctm read modakctm = md 
udctkctrh. 

P. 136.—AbuVetsujctd, &c., is, according to the literary 
tradition, the originator of their grammatical science. Gf. 
G. Fliigel, Grctmmatische Schiilen eler Araber, p. 19 seq. 

P. 136. Ghctndcts.—1'n translating the chapter on metrics, 
I have derived much help from Colebrooke, " Essays," ii. 
p. 57 (on Sanskrit and Prakri t poetry), and from Weber's 
edition of the Sutras of Pingala (Indische Studien, vol. viii.). 
Alberuni, however, seems to have used other sources and 
to have followed another system, which has greatly in
creased the task of the translator. 

P . 137. Pingctlct.—What are the Sanskrit forms of the 

names u::^!;!- cctlitit, (̂ ,̂ ,,,,.v^ gctisitu, j^jLOJ ctitliyeindit ? 

The chapter of Brahmagupta's Brcthmasiddhdntet, of 
which the author here (p. 147-150) communicates a few 
extracts, is chap, xxi.. On the cctlculcttion of the mectsures of 
poetry ctnd on metrics, v. i. 155. 

P . 138.—Alkhctlil, also mentioned i. 147, is in Arabic 
literature the father of the science of metrics. Gf. G. 
Fliigel, Gretmmcttische Schulen der Araher, p. 37. 

Sctbctb.—Gf. Freytag, Arctbische Verskunst, p. 64, 65. 
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P. 140. Metdhyct.—I do not know this term in Sanskrit, 
and the signs ^ admit of diff'erent transliterations. Both 
the terms mctdhyd and mctdhit are used in metrical ter
minology, but with different meanings. Gf. Colebrooke, 
" Essays," ii, 141 (mctdhu), and ii. 136, 141 (madhyd). 

P. 141. Hetribhctttct ?—This name is not known to me 
as that of an author of a lexicographical work. The MS. 
clearly writes hctriuddu, which may represent various 
other forms of Sanskrit names. 

P . 141.—The single letters rn, y, r, &c., denoting the 
single feet, are mentioned by Colebrooke, " Essays," ii. 6T). 

P. 142. Plctce the numerctl 2, &e.—The rule, as explained 
in 11. 4, &c., differs from that one which is followed in 
the example (11. 11-14), in so far as in the former place 
the subtraction of i (" and from the product (4) he sub
tracts I ") has been omitted. But even if we correct the 
text of the rule according to the exemplification, it cannot 
be correct, and we agree with Alberuni that something in 
the manuscript must have been wrong (also in the passage 
below, 11. 30-34). For it can be applied not to all eight 
feet, but only to two, viz., to 

II < ( 2 x 2 = 4 - 1 = 3 x 2 = 6 - 1 = 5) 
and to 

| < | ( 2 x 2 = 4 — 1 = 3 x 2 = 6), 

i.e. these two feet occupy respectively the fifth and sixth 
places in the arrangement on p. 141 (below). 

P . 143. The Greeks, too, <&;c.—The comparison with Greek 
metrics is unintelligible, as something must have been 
dropped in the Arabic text. 

P. 143. Consonant or sylletble.—I suppose the author 

means syllable. The Arabic word i—Ĵ -̂  has the same in

convenience as Sanskrit etkshetrct of meaning both syllable 

and sounel (mostly consonctnt). 

P. 143. Aryd.—This reading is a conjecture of mine, as 
the MS. has etretl, which I cannot explain. The descrip
tion given by the author seems to be applicable to the 
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Arya metre, which could be known to him from his 
study of Brahmagupta 's Brcthmasiddhdnta. Gf. Colebrooke, 
" Essays," ii. 66. 

P. 144. Skandha.—A kind of Arya metre, v. Colebrooke, 
" Essays," ii. 137; or skctndhakct, v. Weher,Indische Studien, 
viii. 295. 

Khafif.—This Arabic metre, represented in European 
fashion, is the following :— 

P. 145. Vritta.—On the metre of this name v. Cole

brooke, " Essays," ii. 145. However the signs c - y (b-r-t) 

admit of various other ways of reading. The MS. has britit. 

P . 147. Sloka.—On the rules relating to this metre v. 
Colebrooke, " Essays," ii. 107. 

P . 150. I hctve only seen ct single leaf.—This translation 
is to be replaced by, " 1 have only studied a single leaf." 

P. 151. Galenus.—The quotation is found in his Trept 
o-nv6'60-ews (^a.pp.dKWV KaTa yevry ( e d . K i i h n ) , t o m . x i u . p . 

996 :—^ 
dAA' rj ye Std TWV ^VXWV VTTO MeveKpaTons evpedelu-a Std 

TwvSe TWV Tpbp.eTpwv (TTOL\eLWv VTTO AapoKpaTons y e y p a x T a t . 

P. 153. Sidelhdntct.—On the literature of the Sid-
dhantas v. E. Burgess, Silrya Sieldhdntct, p. 418-422. 

Srishena is written with kh instead of sh, as bhdshd = 
bhdklhd. Gf. Hornle, " Comparative Grammar of the Gau
dian Languages," § 19 and 20. 

Vctrdhctmihiret.— Vide note to p. 54. 

Pp . 153, 154. Brahmaguptct.—His work, the Brcthma
siddhdnta, has been very largely used by Alberuni. I t 
exists in manuscript, but has not yet been completely edited 
or translated. Alberuni translated it into Arabic when he 
wrote the Indicet (A.D. 1030). W e do not know whether he 
ever finished it. 

Brahmagupta was only thirty years of age when he 
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wrote this work. He is accused of the sin against con
science of having propagated futilities and lies in order to 
please the bigoted priests and the ignorant rabble of his 
nation, in order to avoid those dangers in which Socrates 
perished. Vide chap. lix. on eclipses, and specially ii. i l l . 
Besides, Alberuni accuses him of undue animosity against 
Aryabhata (i. 376). 

Brahmagupta holds a remarkable place in the history 
of Eastern civilisation. I t was he who taught the Arabs 
astronomy before they became acquainted with Ptolemy ; 
for the famous Sindhind of Arabian literature, frequently 
mentioned, but not yet brought to light, is a translation 
of his Brahmasiddhdnta; and the only other book on 
Indian astronomy, called Alctrkctnd, which they knew, was 
a translation of his Khanelctkhddyctka. 

The latter work (here ii. 7) is also called Kctranetkhan-
clctkhdelyctka (i. 156). I t was explained in a special com
mentary by Balabhadra (ii. 187). 

A third composition of Brahmagupta's called Vttctra-
khctndctkhddyalcct,i's> mentioned i. 156, and quoted ii. 87, 91 . 

Gf. on Brahmagupta Colebrooke, "' Essays," ii. 409 seq.; 
Dr. Bhau Daji, " Brief Notes on the Age and Authenticity 
of the Works of Aryabhata, Varahamihira, Brahmagupta, 
&c.," in the " Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," 1865, 
vol. i. 392 seq. 

Notes from Varahamihira's Pctncetsiddhdntikd have been 
edited by G. Thibaut in the " Journa l of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal," 1884, vol. Iiii. p. 259. 

Sindhind is mentioned ii. 191, as the only source of the 
information of Muslims on Indian astronomy and astrology. 
According to ii. 90, the Indian computation of the heliacal 
risings of the stars and the moon is identical with that 
given in Sindhind. I t is called the great sinelhind (Sid
dhdnta) ii. 18. 

Alberuni has written a treatise on it. See preface to the 
Arabic edition, p. xx. 

P, 154. Pulisct.—This name and Paulisa are written 
Pulisa and Paulisa in Utpala's commentary to the Sctmhitd 
of Varahamihira; but as Alberuni writes them constantly 
with a L/^' not j_ Ĵi, I am inclined to believe that he and 
his Pandits pronounced Pulisa and Petuliset. Alberuni has 
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drawn from the Pitlisetsiddhdniet almost as largely as from 
the Brahmetsiddhdnta, and was occupied with translating 
it (v. also i. 375). 

The relation betvveen Pulisa and Paulisa is this :— 
Petuliset is the sage who communicates his wisdom in 

this Siddhdnta. He was a native of Saintra, i.e. Alexandria. 
Pulisct is the redactor or editor of the book. The one 

as well as the other is called ^ i J . J , Greek (not i^-^_}j', Byzan
tine Greek). " Pulisa says in his Sieldhdnta that Paulisa 
the Greek had mentioned somewhere," &c., i. 266. 

A commentator of this Sielelhdntct is mentioned i. 339 
med., where I now prefer to translate : " The commentator 
of the Sieldhdntct of Pulisa," &c. 

Pulisa quotes Parasara (ii. 208), and is himself quoted 
by Aryabhata jun. (i. 316). 

Paulisa is quoted by Brahmagupta, i. 374 (v. note). 
Gf. on the Pulisetsield/ietntet H. Kern, The Brhctt Sahhitd, 

preface, p. 48. 

P. 156.—Aryeiblialet senior is clearly distinguished from 
Aryabhata junior, who is mostly called " t h a t one from 
Kusumapura,"^.g.P^ltaliputra(Patna). Alberuni knows him 
only through the quotations in the works of Brahmagupta. 
He mentions two oilnnYfovk^,Dctsctcgitikd and Arydshtctsetta, 
which have been edited by Kern, Aryct-bhettiyctm, 1874, 
Gf. Dr. Bhau Daji, " Bri^ef Notes on the Ag^e and Authen
ticity of the Works of Aryabhata," &c., p. 392. 

P. 156. Balabhadra.—Of his works are mentioned:— 
(i . ) A tanlra. 
(2.) A Sctrhhitd. 
(3.) A commentary of the Jyrihajjdtakctm of Varahami

hira (p. 158). 
(4.) A commentary to the K/ietnelakhddyakct of Brahma

gupta. 
(5.) He is supposed to be the author of the book Khan-

elakhddyetka tipqxt. 
Alberuni always calls him the commentator, and fre

quently quotes him without indicating from whi.t particular 
book he quotes. He gives on his authority the latitude 
of Î Canoj and Taneshar, and passes harsh judgment on 
him i. 244, 275. Gf. also note to p. 27.' 

VOL. II. U 
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P. 156. Bhdnurajas (also on p. 157).—The Arabic MS. 
writes Bahdnarjus, which I cannot identify. A slight 
alteration (of /uuc^ .31,̂ . to i_̂ /«*̂ y V) would give Bhdnuyasas, 
which name was suggested to me by G. Biihler, 

P. 156. Kura-babctyd.—A.& kitramean's,rice, \^.xi,babayd, 
must mean mountain. Is it a vernacular form iovparvata.? 

P. 156. Khandct-khddyetka-tctp)pd.—The MS. has tappd 
or tipqod (titppd), of which I do not know the Sanskrit form-. 

b J changed to j j would he = tippam or commentary. 
• C/v 

Vijayctnctndin.—Alberuni quotes from him a method for 
the computation of the longitude of a place (i. 313), a note 
on the dominants of year, month, and horet (i. 343), on the 
circumpolar stars (ii. 90), an ahargctna rule (ii. 49, 50)* 
An astronomer of this name is mentioned by Dr. Bhau 
Daji as anterior to Srishena, the author of Romakasid-
dhdntcf. V. "The Age and Authenticity of the Works of 
Aryabhata," &c. ("Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," 
1864), p. 408. 

-P. 156. Bha,dettta(f Mihdctttct).—'\Axelsi'^. read's, ,^'^.^^ 

Bhadatta is mentioned by Kern in the preface to his Brhat 
Scthhitd, p. 29. Alberuni quotes from the work of Vitte-
svara a note on the motion of the Great Bear (i. 392), on 
the mean places of the stars (ii. 60), on the diameters of 
sun and moon (ii. 79), the latitude of Kashmir (i. 317), 
the era used in the book (ii. 7). I t must have been trans
lated into Arabic before Alberuni wrote the Indica, because 
he complains that that part of the book which he had was 
badly translated (ii. 55). 

P . 157. Vtpala.—Besides these two Karctncts, he has 
composed— 

(l.) A commentary to the great Mdnaset composed by 
Manu. 

(2.) The Prctsnacucldmani (p. 158). 
(3.) A commentary to the Sctrhhitd of Varahamihira 

(p. 298). 
(4.) The book Srudhava (?), whence Alberuni has taken 

metrological and chronological notes (p. 334, 336, 361). 
Gf. on Utpala Kern's preface to his Brhat Safthitd, p . 61 . 
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The book-title rdhunrdkarana, i.e. breaking of the Ket-
ranas, seems to be corrupt. One expects the word kctranct 
in the first place, and a word for breaking in the second. 

P. 157.—On Mctmt as an authority in astronomy and 
astrology, v. Kern, preface to Brhctt Sanhitd, p. 42. Cf. 
note to p. 131. 

P. 157. Puncctlet (?).—The author quotes from him a 
statement relating to the precession of the equinoxes ; he 
speaks highly of him, and says that a theory of his was 
adopted by Utpala (i. pp. 366, 367). 

I do not know of such an Indian name. The nearest 
approach to it is Munjdlct, that of an astronomer quoted 
by Colebrooke, "Essays ," ii. 330, 332. 

P. 157. Bhaeiilct (?).—The MS. has bcthctttetl, and I sup
pose that the correct reading is Bhctttilct. The name is 
perhaps a derivation (diminutive ?) from bhcttta, as kitrnd-
rilct from kumdret, pushanelhilet from shandhct. Alberuni 
quotes him, ii. 208, in the chapter on the yogcts. 

On Parasara and Garga cf. Kern, Brhetl Sanliitel, preface, 
PP- 3ij 33 ) o'^ Satya, jivasarman, p. 51 ; on Manittha, p. 
52. Man is probably identical with Maya : v. Weber, 
Vorlesungen, p. 270. 

P. 158. Of Vardhamihirct, &c.—This author has com
posed not only the Shatpaftcdsikd and Hordpancahotriya (?), 
but also the Yogctydtrd, Tikaniydtrd^ (?), and Vivdhctpcttala: 
V. Kern, Brhat Setnhitd, preface, pp. 25, 26 ; his translation 
of the Yogctydtrd in Weber 's Indische Studien, x. 161. 

The name of the author of the book on architecture is 
missing in the Arabic text. If it was not likewise a work 
of Varahamihira's, it may have been composed by Nagnajit 
or Visvakarman : v. Kern, Z. c. p. 51. 

P. 158. SrHdhavct.—I do not know the corresponding 
Sanskrit fo.rm. I t seems to be some relative of sruti. If 
srutctyas had currency in the meaning of tretditions, I 
should identify it with sriXdlictva. Is it = srotctvya ? 

The word is the title of two different books, one by 
Utpala from Kashmir (v. note to p. 157), and the one here 
mentioned, on ominct and portenta, lucky and unlucky 
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days, &c. I t probably contained the names of the twenty-
four hord (i. 344); it mentioned the names of the third 
parts of the day (ii. 120), the names of the vishti (ii. 201), 
the unlucky days of the year (ii. 192), the name of Vikram
aditya (ii. 6, vide note to the place). 

The reading of the word fĵ j as Bangdht is probably 

not correct. Is it—punyctkdlctl 

P. 158. Gitdhdmana (?), in the Ajcabic jiXrdrnctn.—As the 
word is translated by unknown, one thinks of a derivation 
of the word gith = to conceal (v. gitelhet). The Arabic 
characters may also be read ciXeldmaiii. If prasna jitrd-
man (?) really meant what Alberuni says, one would expect 
gideihctprctsnct. 

P. 158. Setngcthilct, Piruvdnet.—I do not know the San
skrit equivalents of these two names. The former might 
be a word like sriiikhetla or sringald (Syncellus ?) Prithii-
daka is the author of a commentary on the Brahmetsid-
dhdntct: v. Colebrooke, "Essays ," ii. 411. 

P . 159. Garetka.—The ancient Arabic translation of his 
medical work is sometimes quoted by Alberuni, and to 
judge from these quotations the translation was not free 
from blunders nor the manuscript-tradition free from the 
effects of carelessness: v. a quotation on weights, i. 162, 
163 ; one on the origin of medicine, i. 382. Gf. Weber, 
Vorlesungen, pp. 284, 289. 

P. 159. Petnccttantra.—Gf. on this book and on Ibn 
Almukaffa's share in its translation, Benfey's introduc
tion to his translation of the Pancatctntrct (Leipzig, 1859). 
On the translations of the book and on the influence 
which King Mahmud of Ghazna has had on its fate, cf. 
Colebrooke, " Essays," ii, 148. The work of Ibn Almu-
kaffa' is that one edited by S. de Sacy, 1816. 

P. 160. Ghetpter XV.—For the translation of this chapter 
on metrology, I have derived much help from Colebrooke, 
" O n Indian Weights and Measures" ("Essays," i. 528 
seq.), and Marsden's Numismatct Orientetlia, new edition. 
Part I., "Ancient Indian Weights," by E. Thomas, London, 
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1874; A. Weber, Geber ein Fragment der Bhagetvati, I I . 
Theil, p. 265 note. 

The weight of one dirham = one-seventh mithkdl, dates 
from the time of the Khalif Omar. 

The weight of one dirham = seven ddnak, is peculiar 
to India in the author's time, for in general one dirham 
= six ddnak. Gf Sauvaire, Mat^riaux pour servir d 
I'Histoire de let Numismcttique et de let 3Idrologie Mitsul-
manes, Paris, 1882, pp. 43, 81, 98 ; on the mithkdl, p. 35 ; 
on the fats, p. 108, On the ancient denars of Sindh cf. 
Elliot, " History of India," i. 11 (Abu Zaid), 24 (Masudi), 
35 (Ibn Haukal). 

P . 162. Vetrdhamihira.—^This passage is Brihctt Samhitd, 
chap. Iviii. v. i. The following quotation on yavct, etndi, 
metshet, and suvarnct, I do not find in his Sarirhitd. 

P. 162. Gctraka.—The Arabic translation of this book 
is not extant. The Indian words which occur in the 
extracts from this book are not so accurately written as 
those in Alberuni's own work, and offer more difficulties 
in the way of identification : v. note to p. 159. 

P. 162. Jivasctrmctn.—The words " A s I have been told 
(by him)," may better be translated " A s I have heard it 
from him." Alberuni does not quote from a book of his, 
but only says " he has told, mentioned," " I have heard from 
him." Accordingly, he seems to have been a contemporary 
and personal acquaintance of Alberuni's, in the same way 
as Sripala. Alberuni relates on his authority details re
garding a festival in Kashmir and Svat, ii. 181, 182. 
Besides, a Jivasarman is mentioned as the author of a 
Jdtakam, i. i^y, who seems to have been a different person 
altogether, and lived before the time of Varahamihira : v. 
Kern's Preface to Brhat Sanhitd, p. 29. 

P . 164. Varetharnihira.—This cjuotation seems to corre
spond to Brihat Sctmhitd, chap, xxiii. v. 2. At all events, 
it is the passage to which Sripala refers. 

Sripdla.—Alberuni quotes him a second time, i. 240, 
where he speaks of a star, sUlct, as observed in Multan, 
which people considered as unlucky, and ii. 209, he copies 
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from him the names of the twenty-seven yogas. Perhaps 
Sripala was a scholar living at Multan in the time of the 
author. Alberuni does not mention a book of his. 

P. 165. Sisupdla.—The story of Krishna's killing Sisu-
pala (Sisupdlabadha) is told in the Mahdbhdrata, Sabha-
Parvan, v. 1336 seq. 

P. 165. Alfazdri is one of the fathers of Arabian litera
ture, the first propagator of Indian astronomy among the 
Arabs. His works are, as far as I am aware, not extant. 
Probably this Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Alfazari was the 
son of Ibrahim Ibn Habib Alfazari, the first constructor of 
astrolabes among the Arabs, who as a surveyor partook in 
the foundation of Bagdad. Gf .Fihrist,-^.X^X^, Gildemeister, 
in his Scriptoritm Arabitrn de rebus Indicis loci, p. 101, gives 
the translation of an article of Alkifti on our Fazari. 

According to the quotations of Alberuni (v. index s. v. 
Alfazari), this scholar used the ^ovd pctlct in the meaning 
of day-minute ; he reckoned the circumference of the earth 

in f^^s>-\ii-e. yojctncts; he (together with Ya'kub Ibn Tarik) 

mentions a town, Tdra, in a sea in Yamakoti ; he gives a 
method for the computation of the longitude of a place 
from two lat i tudes; his book contained the cycles of the 
planets as derived from Hindu scholars, the members of an 
embassy from some part of Sindh, who called on the Khalif 
Almansur, A.H. 154 ( = A.D. 771). Alberuni charges him 
with having misunderstood the meaning of the word Arya
bhata, which he is said to have used as meaning y-oVo of 
the measures of the great Siddhanta, i.e. the Brahmasid-
dhdntet of Brahmagupta. Lastly, Alfazari (together with 
Ya'kiib) has used the word <LJUj^j (padctmdsa ?) in the 
sense of ctdhimdsct (leap-month). On the whole, Alberuni 
finds that the tradition of Indian astronomy by Alfazari 
is not very trustworthy, and that in it the names or termini 
technici are often corrupt and badly written. 

As Alfazari and Ya'kiib Ibn Tarik are sometimes men
tioned in the same context, there must have been a close 
relation between these two authors, the nature of which I 
have no means for examining. Have both learned from 
the same Hindu scholar, and have they independently of 
each other committed their information to writing ? Or 
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has the one made a new edition or a commentary of the 
work of the other? Vide note to p. 169 (Ya'kub). 

P. 165. Sibi.—-The word occurs thrice, and is written 
i^^'^ (siyi ?) ; only in one place it seemed to be j;-^-^") but on 

repeated comparison of the MS. I find that originally here, 
too, was written i ^ ^ * I do not know a measure of such a 
name. Perhaps it is the bisi, of which 1 6 = 1 panti (p. 
166,1. 2 in Somanath). Gf Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 536 ; 
sixteen bisis = one panti. 

P. 166. Khwdrizmietn.—The comparison of the measures 
of this country, the modern Khiva, will remind the reader 
that it was the native country of the author. 

P. 166. Vetrdhamihira.—I have not succeeded in find
ing this quotation in his Samhitd,. 

P. 167. Vardhctmihirct.—The passage here quoted is 
Sarhhitd, chap, xviii. v. 26-28. 

P. 167. 'Ajvdn.—Alberuni only mentions the plural 
form, not the singular, which would be jiln or jaitn, jon. 
I take the word to be the Arabized form of yojana. The 
change from yojctna, to jon was perhaps facilitated by a 
Prakritic pronunciation on the part of the Hindu teachers 
of Alfazari, according to which aj/'between two vowels may 
be dropped. Gf. gcto = getja, rctealam, rajcttct (Vararuci, ii. 2). 

P . 168.—Archimedes fixed TT as a measure between 3A and 
ST?-- Of- J- Gow, " Short History of Greek Mathematics," 
Cambridge, 1884, p. 235. 

P . 169.— Yetkub Ibn Tdrik seems to have been the most 
prominent predecessor of Alberuni in the field of astro
nomy, chronology, and mathematical geography on an 
Indian basis. He is frequently quoted in the Indica, much 
more than Alfazari. 

Here he gives the measures of the circumference and 
the diameter of the zodiacal sphere in yojanas, in which 
Alberuni recognises the system of Pulisa. He speaks of 
a city, Tara, within a sea in Yamakoti (i. 303). He gives 
the measures of the radius, diameter, and circumference of 
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the earth in yojancts (i. 312), a statement on the latitude 
of Ujain, and a quotation from the book Arkand on the 
same subject (i. 316). He mentions the four rndncts or 
measures of time, saitranidnct, cdndramdna, &c. (i. 353). 
His work contained tables of the revolutions of the planets, 
borrowed from a Hindu who had come in an embassy 
from Sindh to the court of the Khalif Almansur, A.H. 
154 ( = A.D. 771), but Alberuni finds in these tables con
siderable deviations from those of the Hindus (ii^ 15). He 
is accused of having misunderstood the word Aryabhata, 
so as to take it not for the name of an author, but for a 
technical term meaning yoVcr of the measures employed in 
the great Siddhanta (that of Brahmagupta), on ii. 18, 19. 
He called the leap-month <uUi.j (pctdetmdsa ?) instead of 
adhimdsa (ii. 23). He gives an incorrect method for the 
computation of the solar days in the aharejana and for the 
reduction of years into days (by the side of a correct one) 
on ii. 26, 34, 38. He gives further details of the ahargctnct 
computation (ii. 44, 45), and a table indicating the dis
tances of the planets from the earth, borrowed from a 
Hindu, A.H. ]6i ( = A.D. yyy, 778), on ii. 6y, 68. 

Accordingly the work of Yakub seems to have been a 
complete system of astronomy, chronology, and mathema
tical geography. I t is called Gompositio Sp)hceretru.m and 

also ^riyS i.e. Canon. 

Alberuni sometimes criticises Ya'kub, and maintains 
that he had committed errors,that he mis-spelled the Indian 
words, and that he simply borrowed the tables from his 
Hindu authority without examining them by calculation. 

On his relation to Alfazari, v. note to p. 165. 
When Alberuni wrote his Chronology, he did not possess 

the work of Ya'kub, for there he gives a note on the four 
mdnas and on the word dî ^Uĵ j (pctdetmdsa?') on the autho
rity of Ya'kub, but taken from the work of another author. 
Vide my translation, p. 15. 

As Ya'kub studied in the years A.II. 154 and 161 (A.D. 
771, 778), he must have lived in the second half of the 
eighth Christian century (probably in Babylonia). This 
is nearly all we know of him. Cf. Reinaud, Mdmoire sitr 
I'Indc, p. 3 1 3 ; Steinschneider, Zeitschrift der Deutschen 
Morgenldndischen Gesellschctft, 24, 332, 354. 
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The Fihrist, p . T VA. has a note on him in which there 
is some confusion. The work Gompositio Sp)hcerctrum is 
erroneously mentioned among the works of 'Utarid Ibn 
Muhammad, whilst it is apparently identical with the 
work here called Canon. I t consisted of two parts, one on 
the sphere and one on the periods (the yitgas ?). Accord
ing to Fihrist, he had written two more books, one on the 
division of the sine in kardajdt, and another on whett is 
derived from the ctre of the meridian. 

Regarding the embassy from Sindh, from which the 
Arabs are said to have got the first information on Indian 
astronomy, in fact, the two works of Brahmagupta, the 
Brethmctsiddhdnta, (Sindhind) and the KJtantiakhddyakct 
(called Arkctnd), I cannot find any historical account in 
the Arabic annals. We do not learn anything from Ibn 
Wadih or Tabari of the presence of a Sindhi embassy in 
Babylonia in the year 154 (A.D. 771), as Alberuni has it, 
nor in the year 156 (A.D. 773), as Alhusain Ibn Muhammad 
Ibn Aladami maintains (Gildemeister, Scriqjtorum Arabum 
de rebus Indicis loci, p. lOi), nor of the presence of Hindu 
scholars in Babylonia in the year 161 (A.D. yyy). This 
only is related by Ibn Wadih, that when Abulabbas Saffah, 
the first Abbaside Khalif, was dying in Anbfir, there 
arrived at his court an embassy from Sindh, A.H. 136 (A.D. 
753). At all events, at the time of the Khalif Almansur, 
Sindh obeyed this prince, and Islam had spread not only 
in Sindh, but far beyond it into the adjacent countries, 
both by war and by commerce. There must have been 
many occasions for petty Hindu princes in Sindh to send 
special missions to the political centre of the Muslim realm. 

When Ya'kiib wrote, the Arkctnd (Khctneletkhctdyaket) had 
already been translated into Arabic. By whom ? By 
Alfazari ? 

In the first fifty years of Abbaside rule there were two 
periods in which the Arabs learned from India, first 
under Mansiir (A.D. 753-774), chiefly astronomy, and 
secondly under Harlin (786-808), by the special influence 
of the ministerial family Barmak, who till 803 ruled the 
Muslim world, specially medicine and astrology. 

P. 170. Socrates.—I do not know the Greek form of this 
dictum. I t must be observed that according to the common 
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tradition hides of animals were first prepared for vellum 
at Pergamum long after Socrates. 

P. 171.—On the fabrication of papyrus, cf. Wilkinson, 
"Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians," ii. p. 180. 

P . 172. As for the Greek ctlphctbet, &c.—The source of 
this tradition on the origin of the Greek alphabet seems 
to be certain scholia to the Ars Grammatica of Dionysius 
Thrax : v. Immanuel Bekker, Anecdota Grcecct, Berlin, 
1816, vol. ii. p. 780 seq. The synchronistic notes point 
more to Joannes Malalas; perhaps these things were 
originally mentioned in the lacuna 0 129. 

Asidhets seems to be a mistake for Palamedes, Agenon 
for Agenor. 

P. 173. Bethmctnwd.—Read Bamhetnvd. Other forms 
of the name are Bdmtvdn and Betinvdh: v. Elliot, " History 
of India," i. 34, 189, 369, and the papers of Haig in the 
" Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," 1884, p. 281, and of 
Bellasis in the " Journal " of the Bombay branch, vol. v., 
1857, p. 413, 467. 

For Kannara, v. note to pp. 17-19. Andhradesa identi
fied by Cunningham with Telingana, v. his " ancient Geo
graphy of India," p. 527. 

Bhetikshuki.—Alberuni writes Baikshitka, probably tJtett 
of the bhikshu or beggar-monks, i.e. the sretmetnct or Bud
dhistic monks. Is the AudunplXr mentioned by Alberuni, 
identical with the famous Buddhistic monastery Udanelct-
puri in Magadha (?). Cf. H . Kern, Der Buddhismus unci 
seine Geschichte in Indien, German by H. Jacobi, Leipzig, 
1882, vol. ii. p. 545. 

What Malvashau is I do not know (Malla-vishaya ?). 

P . 175.—To the orders of numbers, cf. Weber, Vedische 
Angctben itber Zeittheilung unci hohe Zahlen, in Zeitschrift 
dc')' Deutschen Morg. Gesellschetft, xv. 132. 

Pp. 178, 179.—This table has already been published 
by F . Wopcke, Memoire sur la Propctgation des Chiffres 
Indiens, p. 103 seq.] A. C. Burnell, "E lements of South 
Indian Palaeography," ii. ed., p. yy. Compare also E. 
Jaquet, Mode d'Expression Symbolique des Nombres Em-
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qdoyd p)a,r les Indiens, Ics Tibetains et les Javanetis (Extretit 
du Journctl Asiettique); Brown, "Sanskr i t Prosody and 
Numerical Symbols," London, 1869, p. 49 seq. 

P. 181. Pitshet'iitihila.—The eunuch is called sha,nclha,. 
This seems to be a diminutive form compounded with the 
word pitms (G. Biihler). 

P . 182. They magnify the noitns of their letngitetge, &c.— 
This somewhat enigmatic sentence seems to have the 
following meaning:—An Arabic word, e.g. karsh (a sea-
animal), is magnified, i.e. receives a larger form, by being 
changed into the diminutive form, i.e. kuretish (a small 
sea-animal, as a proper noun, the name of the tribe to 
which Muhammad belonged). The diminutive form serves 
the purpose of magnifying the form of the word : cf. Kash-

shaf to Koran, 106, 2, -̂̂ li-̂ -'̂ iS JJ^X^J^WJ (not f»J>.i.ij.Jj. If the 

Hindus magnify their nouns by giving them the feminine 
gender, this must be referred to some of the pleonastic 
suffixes, e.g. d, i, which are added to Indian nouns without 
altering their meaning. In appearance they are the ter
minations of the feminine gender, in reality euphonic 
changes of the more ancient suffixes aka, and iku, e.g.pa,t/t, 
board, by the side of p)Ctt. Cf. Hornle, "Comparative 
Grammar of the Gaudian Languages," § 194 seq. 

P. 183.—An explanation of the Indian chess has been 
published by A. Van der Linde, Geschichte unci Littercttur 
des Shachspiels. 

P. 189. Ndgdrjitnct.—Gf. on him A. Weber, Vorlesungen, 
pp. 306, 307; H. Y..eTn, Der Buddhismits unci seine Geschichte 
in Indien, ii. 5 0 1 ; Beal, " Ind ian Antiquary," 1886, 353. 

P. 189. Vydeli.—A lexicographer of this name is men
tioned in a certain connection with Vikramaditya by 
Colebrooke, "Essays ," ii, 19. 

P. 190.—Ra,ktdmci,la = rctkta —red, and ctonetla — emblicet 
offcinalis. 1 do not see how the word could be understood 
to mean oil and hitnia,n blood,. 

P. 191. Bhojadeva.—Gf. on this king of Malava, Lassen, 
Indische Alterthitrnskunde, iii. p. 845 seep 
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P. 192. VallabJti.—On the end of this city, cf. Lassen, 
Indische Alterthumskitnde, iii. 532 secq., and also Nicholson 
and Forbes on the ruins of the place, in " Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society," vol. xiii. (1852), p . 146, and vol. 
xvii. (i860), p . 267. 

P. 196. For it is not na,viga,ble.—This passage agrees 
almost literally with Plato's Timceus, 251):— 

Stb Kat vvv d.Tiopov KO.I dStepe-uvryTOv yeyove TO eKet TreAayos, 
TryXov KapTO. ySpa^eos eyxTToSwv OVTOS OV ry vywos l^opevy 
Trap€cr)^eTO. 

P. 197. The various tribes of the Za,nj.—The traditions 
of the Arabs regarding Eastern Africa have been collected 
by Marcel Devic in his Le Pa,ys des Zendjs, Paris, 1883. 

P . 197.—-The configuration of the northern coast of the 
Indian Ocean seems to have been a favourite subject of 
Alberuni, for he mentions it again on p. 270. 

P . 199.—Mdhura, so written by Alberuni, is written 
i.£x», Mahura, by his elder contemporary Al-'utbi, more in 
keeping with the Sanskrit vowels (Mctthurd). 

Alberuni reckons the distances in fetrsakh, regarding the 
measure of which he unfortunately does not give accurate 
information. According to i. 167, i yojana = 32,000 yards 
= 8 miles ; I mile = 4000 yards ; and according to i. 200, 
I farsakh = 4 miles = I kuroh; I farsakh = 16,000 yards. 
Gf. also Aloys Sprenger, Die Post- und Reiserouten des 
Orients, Vorrede, p. xxvi., who.proves that one Arabian 
rnile= ptreeterpropter 2000 metres = 21S6 yards, whilst the 
English geographical mile = 2025 yards. If we, therefore, 
want to compare Alberuni's distances with English miles, 
we must reckon— 

I Engl ish mile=iTjWJ-j- Arabian mile. 
I Arabian mile = |-ff g- English mile. 
I farsakh = 4 Arabian miles = 3//3i5 English miles. 

P. 200.—Alberuni gives sixteen itineraries which seem 
to have been communicated to him by the military and 
civil officers of King Mahmiid (on some of these roads he 
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had marched with large armies, e.g. to Kanoj and to 
Somanatha), from merchants and sailors, from Hindu and 
Muslim travellers. The starting-points of these itineraries 
are Kanoj, Mahura (now Muttra), Anhilvara (now Pattan), 
Dhar in Malava, and two less known places, Bari, the tem
porary capital of the realm of Kanoj, after the old capital 
had been taken by the Muslims, and a place called Bazana. 

These itineraries a re—I. From Kanoj to Allahabad, 
and thence towards the eastern coast of India as far as 
Kafici (Conjeveram), and farther south. 2. From Kanoj 
(or Bari) to Benares, and thence to the mouth of the 
Ganges. 3. From Kanoj eastward as far as Kamroop, and 
northward to Nepal and the Tibetan frontier. 4. From 
Kanoj southward as far as Banavasi on the southern coast. 
5. From Kanoj to Bazana or Narayan, the then capital of 
Guzarat. 6. From Muttra to Dhar, the capital of Malava. 
7. From Bazana to Dhar and Ujain. 8. From Dhar in 
Malava towards the Godavari. 9. From Dhar to Tana, 
on the coast of the Indian Ocean. 10. From Bazana to 
Somanatha, on the south coast of Kathiavar. 11. From 
Anhilvara to Tana, on the west coast, north of Bombay. 
12. From Bazana vid Bhati to Loharani, at the mouth 
of the Sindh river. 13. From Kanoj to Kashmir. 14. 
From Kanoj to P^nipat, Attok, Kabul, Ghazna. 15. From 
Babrahan to Addishtan, the capital of Kashmir. 16. From 
Tiz, in Makran, along the coast as far as Setubandha, 
opposite Ceylon. 

Gf. the following latitudes and longitudes, taken from 
the Cetnon Masudicus :— 

Tree of Praydga, 25° o' lat,, 106° 20' long. ; Kuraha , 26° i ' lat., 106° 
40' long. ; Tiauri, 23° o' lat., io6° 30 ' long. ; KajCira,ha, 24° 4' lat., 106° 
50' long. ; Bazana (?) or Narayan, 24° 35' lat., 106° 10' long. ; t he 
country Kannakara , 22° 20' lat., 107° o ' long. ; Sharvfir, 24° 15' lat. , 
107° 50' long. ; Patal iputra , 22° 30' lat., 108° 20 ' long. ; Mungiri, 22° o' 
lat. , 109° 10' long . ; Dfigum, 22° 40' lat., 110° 50' long. ; Bari, 26° 30' 
lat., 105° 50' long. ; Dudahi, 25° 40' lat. , 102° 10' l ong . ; Dahmala , 31° 
10' lat. , 100° 55' long. ; Shirsharaha, 38° 50' lat., 102° 10' long. ; Bhil-
lamala, 23° 50' lat. , 87° 45' long. ; Bamhanva, 26° 40' lat., 85° o' long. ; 
Lohardni, 24° 40' lat., 84° 25' l ong . ; Daibal, 24° 10' lat., 82° 30' long . ; 
BhS,tiya, 28° 40' lat . , 96° o ' long. ; Ujain, 24° o ' lat. , 100° 50' long. ; 
Tiz, 26° 15' lat., 83° o' long. ; Kandi, 33° 40' lat., 95° 50' long. ; Dun-
p-ur, 33° 45 ' l a t . , 96° 25' long . ; Tanjore (?), 15° o' lat . , 115° o' long . ; 
Rameshar , 13° o' lat., 118° o' long. ; j ahravar , 39° 50' lat., 96° 15' l ong . ; 

J . JkS 31° i ' lat . , 95° 55 ' long. Longi tude is reckoned from the coast of 

t h e Atlant ic ; t h a t of Bagdad is 70°. 
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P. 200.—Bctrhctmshil = Brdhmanasetila = Brahmin's 
rock (?). 

7Vee of Prctydga = Allahabad, at the confluence of Ganges 
and Jumna. 

In line 20 after 12 farsctkh (in the Arabic only 12 with
out/av-saM) there is apparently a lacuna. 

Uwctryahdr.—One expects an indication of Orissa 
(tlriy^desa). The word might also be read tfriyahdr. 
Is ZJriyaelhdrel meant? tfrdabishctit jierha'^^ — urdhvct-
vishaya. 

Jaur's possessions, i.e. the Cola empire; v. also here, 
i. 209, and Lassen, Indische Alterthumskitnde, ii. 435, iv. 
230 seq. 

P . 200. Bdri.—Regarding the situation of this place the 
following statements must be taken into account:—It was 
situated ten farsakh or three to four days' march distant 
from Kanoj towards the east, east of the Ganges, in the 
neighbourhood of the confluence of the rivers '^—^•^j and 
^ A J ^ and Sarayu. I t was twenty-five farsakh distant from 
Oudh. The name Beiri occurs also in Elliot-Beames, 
"Memoirs," ii. 83, as that of a subdivision of the district 
Agra. 

P. 201.—Kdmrit is apparently KdmariXpa and Tilvat = 
Tirhoot. The latter is by mistake also written Tanvat. 
Are we to read Tirlit ? The word is perhaps composed of 
Tan),, the name of the nation who lived there, and a word 
like bhitkti. 

The empire of Shilahat.—Is this to be identified with 
Sylhet, the province of Assam ? 

Bhoteshar seems to be bhetutta-isvarct, lord of the 
bhauttets, or Tibetans. 

P. 202.—Kctjitrdha is = kharjurct-bhetga. 
Tiauri.—According to a well-known rule of Prakri t 

(Vararuci, ii. 2), the name TtdToupa (Ptolemy, vii. i. 63) 
would become something like Tiauri. As there is a lacuna 
in the Arabic manuscript, the situation of this place cannot 
be accurately defined. 

Kannctkara.—This is probably identical with Kctmketr, 
the realm of the Balhara, according to Mas'iidi; v. Elliot, 
" History of India," i. 25. 
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P. 202. Bazdnct.—The reading is conjectural. For an 
identification v. Arch^ological Survey of India, ii. 242. 
For Sethanyd (Suhaniyd) v. ibid. ii. 399. 

On Guzarat, the empire of the Gurjjara kings, not 
identical with modern Guzerat, cf. Cunningham, "Ancien t 
Geography of India," p. 312 seeq.; Elliot, /. c. p. 358. 

Jctd'drct.—This reading is uncertain. Perhaps all the 
signs of the Arabic text {^j^d^s^ .z>-\) are the name of a place. 

P. 202.—Bdmahitr is perhaps identical with Ptolemy's 
Bappdyovpa (Pf. vii. i. § 63), as in some cases an h repre
sents an elder g; e.g. ii>i\,^j,^^ Candaraha — Gandrabhdgd, 

.̂J6jjJ devahctr = devagrihet, kitlahara (Vrakxit) = kiilagriha. 

P. 203. Namdvur, AlisqMr.—Are these names to be 
identified with Nimdr and Ellichpitr in Central India? 
Gf. G. Smith, " Geography of British India," pp. 339, 347, 

P, 203, Sarabha.—This digression of the author's is 
repeated by Muhammad 'Aufi in his story-book : v. Elliot, 
" History of India," ii. 202. 

P. 205.—AnhilveXra = Analavata = modern Pat tan in 
Northern Baroda : v. G. Smith, /. I. p. 297 ; Elliot, " History 
of India," i. ^6^. 

Ldrdesh — AapLKy of Ptolemy, vii. i. 4. 
Bihroj=lBroach = Bapijya(a,G. Smith, p. 263. 
Rihanjvur is probably identical with 'Aypivdyapa (Pto

lemy, vii. i. § 63). Two consonants frequently undergo a 
metathesis, if one of them is a liquid. Agrinagara has 
become Arginagara, and the g is here represented by an li, 
as in Gandardha= Gandrabhdgd. 

Loharani seems to be identical with Awvl/Sape of 
Ptolemy, vii. i. § 2. A metathesis of the middle conso
nants has taken place, and b has become h. I t is also 
called Lohdniyye (i. 316). 

P. 20.—Jdlandhar is the KvXiv8pLvy of Ptolemy, vii. i. 
§ 42, G. Smith, p. 207. 

Betlldvar— Valldpura, v. Cunningham,/, c. pp. 135, 133. 
Is it identical with modern Phillaur ? G. Smith, p. 208, 
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P. 206.—Kavitctl — liapisthalct = Kap.j3L(TdoXoL (Megas
thenes), now Kapoorthala, G. Smith, p. 208. Vide aiso 
Kaithal in Elliot's, " History of India," ii. 337, 353. 

Metndahukur.—Gf. Elliot, /. c. i. 530. 

P. 206. Kusnetri.—I am inclined to identify this river 
with the Kitnhctr (G. Smith, p . 231). Is the Mahvi = 
Kishen-Ganga ? 

P. 207.—tlslikdrd is explained by Cunningham, /. c. p. '99, 
as Hushkapura, Huvishkapura and Baramula as Vecrdhet-
mula. 

P . 208.— Tdkeshctr is perhaps to be explained as Tak-
kaisvara, like Bhoteshar = Bhautta-isvara. Gf. on Takket, 
Cunningham, /. c. p. 749. 

Rdjavari seems to be identical with Rajaori (G. Smith, 
p. 228). 

P. 208. The coast of India begins with Tiz.—Gf. with 
this route along the coast that one given by Ibn Khurdadbih 
in Elliot, "His tory of India," i. 15, 16; A. Sprenger, Die 
Post- und Reiserouten des Orients, pp. 80-82. 

M2tnhct = Skr. mukha, Prakrit muhctm, Hindi munh: v. 
Hornle, "Comparative Grammar," § 116. 

Daibetl.—On the identification with Karaci v. Elliot, 
" History of India," i. 375. Daibal-Sindh is the Diulcineli 
of Duarte Borbosa, translated by Stanley, p. 49 (Hakluyt 
Society). 

Pp. 208, 209.—Bctroi = liaroda, Kctnbdyat = l^arahaj, 
Bihroj = liroach. Silbdra is identical with Skr. ^urpd-
raka, Ptolemy's 'lovTvapa, and the Svfdla of the Arabs. 
Tdnct=^S)kv. stlidnct, and Setnddn is •\ierha'\>& = sctmdhdna. 
To Sfibara, cf. Bhagvanlal Indraji, "Antiquarian Remains 
of Sopara," &c., " J o u r n a l " of the Bombay branch, 1881, 
1882, vol. XV. p. 273. 

P. 209.—Petnjctydvctr seems to be a mistake for some 
older form of the name Tctnjore. 

Rdmsher — Rdmesvara?—On Rama and the monkeys of 
the Kishkindha mountains cf. the fourth book of the 
Rdmdyanet. 
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P . 210.—The theory of the rising and disappearing of 
the Diva islands seems to have been a favourite one of the 
author's, for he explains it in three different places ; v. p. 
233, and ii. 106. 

P . 211.—Shctuhctt is explained by Johnson as a tree 
whence bows are made, and mulctmmct means hetving diffe
rent colours. What particular sort of wood this means I 
do not know. 

P . 211.—Indretvedi must be changed into Antarvedi, 
" the old name of the Lower Doab, extending from about 
Etawah to Allahabad." Elliot-Beames, "Memoirs," ii. 10 ; 
Elliot, "His to ry of India," ii. 124. 

Is Bhdtal identical with Ptolemy's IlaTaAiyviy ? 

P. 213. We have ctlready mentioned, viz. on p. 17. 

P . 214. wpat KaipLKai, i.e. the ancient division of day 
and night, each in twelve equal parts, of whatsoever length 
day and night happened to be. These hours were different 
in the different seasons of the year. On the contrary, the 
Spat lcryp.epLvaL, probably of scientific origin, are the twenty-
fourth part of a nychthemeron, always equal throughout 
the course of the whole year. Gf. Ideler, Hctndbuch der 
Chronologic, i. 86. 

P. 214. Hord.—The Persian nimbcthra means hctlf petrt, 
and in astrology one-half or fifteen degrees of a sign of 
the zodiac; v. ii. 222, 

P . 214, 1. 30,—The distance between the sun and the 
degree of the ascendens divided by fifteen gives in hours 
the time which has passed since sunrise ; the dominus of 
the day being at once the dominus of the first hour, the 
rule here given is evidently correct (Schrctm). 

P. 215.—For names of planets v. E, Burgess, Suryet Sidd
hdnta, pp. 422, 423, and A, Weber, Indische Studien, ii, 261, 

Instead oi^^\read ^J^ydvaneyc/,. The word bibcttd is 
probably some form of vivasvant. 

The reader will notice the Greek names heli IJXLOS, drct 
VOL, IL X 
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"Apys, hemnct "Eppiys, jivct Zeds, dsphajit 'A(/>poStT-)y, konct 
Kpdvos. 

Pp. 216, 217, 218. Vishnitdharma.— Vide note to p. 54. 

P . 217. Table.—I shall here give the names of the 
months as the author probably pronounced them, but 
cannot be held responsible for the details of the vowel-
pronunciation : cetr, bSshdk, jert, dshdr, shrdbctn, bhadro, 
dshuj, kdrtik, manghir, posh, rndg, pdgitn. Perhaps most 
of these names terminated in short it, as manghiru. Gf. 
the Hindustani names in Dowson's " G rammar of the 
Urdu," 1887, p. 259. 

The vernaculctr names of the suns are perhaps to be 
pronounced : rabi, bishnit, dhdtct, bidhdtct, ctrjamu, bhagu, 
sctbitet, prisha, tvashta, ctrku, dibetkarit, ctnshu. 

The diff'erence between vernacular and classical speech 
is repeatedly referred to. Vide i. 18 (v. note), 218. 

P . 218. With the traeldio'n of the Visltnudhctrma.—After 
these words must be added the following, which I have 
overlooked in t ranslat ing: " And further he (i.e. Vasu
deva) has spoken in the Gitd, '• I am like tite vasetnta, i.e. 
the equinox, ctmong the six pctrts of the yectr! This too 
proves that the tradition as given in the first fable is 
correct." Cf. Bhctgctvad-Gitd, x. 35. 

P . 218.—Compare the table of the nakshedrcts with E, 
Burgess, Siiryct Siddhdnta, p. 468. 

P . 219.— Varahamihira.— Vide note to p . 54. 

P . 220.—The Greek names krii/a Kptds, tdmbiru Tavpos, 
jitumct StSupot, pdrtinct rrapdevos, &c., ai'e declared to be 
not generally known. Gf. A. Weher, Jyielisc/ie Studien, ii. 
259. Instead of jit it read cetthu. 

P. 222. Gctlenus.—I have not been able to verify this 
quotation about Asclepius in the Greek works of Galenus. 

P . 223. From the belief of the nations who lived in 
ctncient times in anel round Bctbel, &c.—-That information 
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to which the author here refers was probably derived 
from the books of the Manichseans. 

P . 223. Plato.—This quotation is not identical with 
Timceus 36 B-D, but apparently derived therefrom. I t 
r u n s : — 

TavTyv ovv T-jyv ^vaTaariv Trdaav StTrA'/yv KaTa [JLYJKOS c ^ t V a s 
peuyv Trpbs j-ieayv, K.T.X. TTJV 8' evTbs cr)(^L(Tas e^oiy^y eTTTa 

KVKXOVS dvicrovs, K.T.X. 

Gf note to p. 35. 

Pp . 223, 224.—On Brethmagiqjta and Pulisct, v. notes to 
pp. 153, 154. 

P . 225. Vasishtha, Aryabhcttct.—The author does not 
take the theories of these men from their own works; he 
only knew them by the quotations in the works of Brah
magupta. He himself states so expressly with regard to 
Aryabhata, Cf. note to p. 156, and the author, i. 370. 

P. 225, 227. Bctlabhadra.— Vide note to p. 156. 

P . 226. Aristotle. Gf. his Phys. vii. i, and Metctph. xii. 
8, 24. 

P . 226. Ptolemy.—Gf. the edition of Halma, Paris, 
1813, tome i. p . 2 : 

TO pev Tvys Ttov d'Awv TvpwTys KLvycrews TvpwTov atVtov, et Tts 
KaTa Tb aTrXovv eKXafxfSdvoL, deov dopaTOv KO.I d.KLvyTov dv 
yyya-aLTO, Kal TO TOVTOV {'TyTvyTeov etSos 6'eoAoytKbv, dvw TVOV 
rrepL Ta peTewpoTaTa TOV Kocrpov Trys TOLa.vTys evepyetas voy-
detcrys dv pdvov, Kal KadaTva.^ Ke^wpicrpevys TWV aladyTwv 

0V(TLWV. 

P . 226. Johctnnes Gretmmaticus.— Vide note to p. 36. I 
have not been able to find this quotation in the Greek 
text. 

Pp. 228, 229.—The author repeatedly complains of the 
great verbosity of the Sanskrit caused by the necessities 
of the authors, who will only write in metre, and require 
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a great number of synonyms, in order that one word may 
fit into the metre if others will not. Gf. i. 213, 217, 299. 

P . 229. For those men who, &c.—This is the only passage 
in which Alberuni clearly speaks of his Pandits. Appa
rently he tried hard to learn Sanskrit, but could not suc
ceed on account of the difficulties of which he himself 
complains, and he studied Indian literature in the same 
manner as the first English scholars in Bengal, by the 
help of native Pandits. 

P. 230. Table.—Gf. Vishnu-Purdna, ii. 209, where the 
fifth and seventh earths are called rnahdietlct and pdtdlet. 

Also the Vdyu-Purdna (ed. Rajendralala Mitra, Calcutta, 
1880) offers somewhat different names, viz. ettalam, sutet-
Ictm, vitctlam, gabhastctlam, mcthdtctlam; sritctlam, pdtdlam,, 
and krishna-bhaumctm, pdneiu, rctktam, pitet, sarkarct, silet-
rnetyam, setuvctrnct (vol. i. p. 391, v. 11-14). 

P . 231. Tlie spiritual beings, &c.—-This list of names is 
literally taken from Vctyit-Purdna, vol. i. p! 391, v. 15 -
394. V. 43 (Aclhydiya, 50). 

P. 231. Johannes Grctmmctticits.—I have not been able 
to find this quotation in the Greek text, nor the verse of 
Homer, Vide note to p. 36, 

P. 231. I^lctto.—Cf. Timceits, 41 A :— 
Geot dewv wv eyw Sypiovpyos TraTyp Te epywv, a St' eyxoij 

yevdpeva dXvTO. epov y ' edeXovTOS' Tb pev ovv Sy Sedev Trdv 
AvTov, TO ye pTyv KaAws appoo-Qev Kal e^^ov ev Xveiv edeXeLV 
KO.KOV. 

P. 232. Vishnit-Pttretna.—The seven lokas. Vitle ii. 
226, 227. 

P . 232. The comonentator of the book of Patanjali.— Cf. 
note to p. 27. 

P. 233. Dibajdt,—This remark was already made on 
p . 210. 
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P . 235. Vishnu-Purdna.— Vide the dviqoas and seas, 
Vishnu-Purdna, ii. 109. 

P. 236.—Lokdlokct, which means a not-gctthering plctce. 
Apparently the author had not quite understood the nature 
of the compound lokei,-a,loket, i.e. world and not-world. 

P. 237. Vishnu-Purdna.—The first quotation seems to 
correspond to ii. 211-213, the second to ii. 204, and the 
third (on p. 238) to ii. 225-227. 

Seshdkhya is apparently a mistake for Seshct-dkhyct, i.e. 
h.ctving the name of Seshct. 

P. 240.—The story of Visvamitra's at tempt at creating a 
second world is taken from Rdmdyctnct, i. chaps. Ivii.-lx.; 
but here the king is called Trisankit. 

P. 240.—On Sripdlct, v. note to p. 164. The city of 
Multan is in various places mentioned by the author in 
such a remarkable manner as makes me think that he 
knew it, and that he had lived there for some time. 
When King Mahmiid, A.H. 408 (A.D. 1017), had returned 
from Khwarizm-Khiva after the conquest of the country, 
and had carried along with him the princes of the con
quered house of Ma'mun, many scholars (among them 
Alberuni), officers, and soldiers, did he send some of these 
(among them Alberuni) as state prisoners to Multan, 
which he had conquered years before ? In this way, nine
teen years later (A.H. 427), the princes of the family of 
Altuntash, who had ruled Khwarizm after the Ma'miinis, 
were treated by Mahmud's grandson, Majdud, who sent 
them as state prisoners to Lahore. At all events, it is 
perfectly certain that Alberuni cannot have been in favour 
with King Mahmud, or he would have dedicated one of 
his books to him. Cf. Sachau, Zur dltesten Geschichte und 
Chronologic von Khwdrizm-, i. p|), 16, 28. 

P . 240.—Aljctihdni is one of the fathers of Muslim litera
ture on geography and travels in the eastern part of the 
Khaliphate, minister of one of the Samani kings of Central 
Asia towards the end of the ninth Christian century. His 
work is most extensively quoted, but has not yet come to 
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light. Gf. Aloys Sprenger, Die Post- itnd Reiseroiden des 
Orients, Vorrede, p. xvii. 

P. 241. When Brcthman wctnted, &c.—On the division 
of Brahman, on Dhruva, &c., cf. Vishnu-Purdna, i. pp. 
104, 161 seq. 

P. 242. 1020 to 1030 steers.—This is the number of stars 
enumerated in the star-catalogue of 'Abdurrahman Sufi 
(cf. Schjellerup, Description des Moiles fixes qxtr Alsilfi, St. 
Petersburg, 1874), which Alberuni has transferred into his 
Cetnon Metsudicus. 

Should those men breathe ctnd receive, &c.—I am not quite 
certain whether I have found out the right meaning of 
these words or not. 

P. 243. The commentettor Bctlabhctdrct, &c.— Vide note to 
p. 156. 

P . 245, 1. 10.—The values here given correspond to the 
greatest declination of 24°. So AT= 1397' is the sine of 
24°, BT = 298' the versed sine of 24°, and TH the difference 
between this latter and the radius 3438' (Schrctm). 

P. 245,1. 12. Kctrdajdt.—The word kctrdctja seems to be 
derived from the Persian kctrd,a = cut, meaning a seegment. 
The radius is equal to 3438 minutes of the periphery, which 
are called kctrdajdt. Cf. i. 275, and ii. 205. 

P . 246, I.—Read 24° instead of 23°. 

P. 246. Aryetbhatct of Kitsitmctpurct is repeatedly quoted 
by Alberuni. He mentions the orders of the numbers from 
ctyutarh to petrapadmct, i, 176. Here he speaks of the 
height of Mount Meru, on the longitude of Kurukshetra, 
i. 316 (where he quotes Pulisa and PrithusvEimin), on the 
day of the Devas and that of the Pitaras, i. 330. H e calls 
the cashaka vinddli, i. 335. From a book of his it is quoted 
that 1008 cctturyitgas are one day of Brahman ; half of it is 
utsarpini, the other half avasctrpini (Jaina terms), i. 371. 
Unfortunately I cannot read the title of this book; the 
signs may be u-iJuIl, and it must remain uncertain whether 
it is an Arabic word with the article or an Indian one. 
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Alberuni warns the reader not to confound this Aryabhata 
with the elder scholar of this name, to whose followers he 
belongs. In this place (i. 246) Alberuni does not seem to 
have used a work of Aryabhata junior himself, but to 
have taken these words of his from a commentary of 
Balabhadra. We learn here that the book had been trans
lated into Arabic, but do not learn which particular work 
of Balabhadra's. Was it his commentary on the Khctndct
khddyctkct oi Brahmagupta? Uu/e note to p. 156. That 
Alberuni had made a new edition of the Arabic version of 
the Khandctkhddyctkct is known (v. edition of the Arabic 
original, pref. p. xx . ) ; perhaps he had also procured him
self an Arabic translation of Balabhadra's commentary. 
Cf. on this younger Aryabhata, Kern, Brhctt Safthitd, pre
face, pp. 59, 60, and Dr. Bhau Daji, "Brief Notes on the 
Age and Authenticity of the Works of Aryabhata, Vara
hamihira," &c., p . 392. Alberuni always calls him Arya
bhata of Kusumapura (Patna), to distinguish him from his 
elder namesake. 

P. 247. ^Suktibdm.—This seems to be some vernacular 
iorm for Suktimctt. Vishnu-Purdna, i\. I2y. Rikshabam 
= Rikslictvat (?). 

P . 248. The Vishnu-Purdna says.—I do not find this 
quotation in the Vishnu-Purdna. Gf. V. P. ii. 117. 

P . 248. The commentator of the book of Pctta,hjctli.— 
Vide note to p . 27. 

P. 249. Alcrdnshethri.— Vide note to pp. 6, 7, 

P , 249. Arcliyd and Girnagar (?) are apparently the same 
mountains which the Avesta calls het,rct berezaiti and taera. 

P, 254, Vishmt-Purdna.—The quotations from the 
V. P. given in this chapter are found in ii. p . 191 seq. 

P. 2^4..—-Jctitnu, as here the river Yamuna is called, 
corresponds to the Prakri t form prescribed by Vararuci 
ii. 3, viz. Jaund. 

P. 257. Vdyu-Purdna.—The names of the rivers are 
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found in the 45th Adhydyet, vol. i. pp. 349-350. The 
order of enumeration of the mountains in the Sanskrit 
text is th i s ; Pariyatra, Riksha, Vindhya, Sahya, Malaya, 
Mahendra, Sukti. 

V. 97. 
vedasmritir vedavati vritradhni sindhur eva ca 
varnasa candana caiva satira mahati tatha. 

V. 98. 
para carramanvati caiva vidisa vetravaty api 
sipra hy avanti ca tatha pariyatrasrayah smritah. 

^ ^ V . 9 9 . ^ 
sono mahanadas caiva narmmada sumahadruma 
mandakini dasarna ca citrakiita tathaiva ca. 

V. 100. 
tamasa pipyala sroni karatoya pisacika 
nilotpala vipasa ca baiijula baluvahini. 

V. l o i . 
siteraja suktimati makruna tridiva kramat 
rikshapadat prasutas ta nadyo maninibhodakah. 

V. 102. 
tapi payoshni nirbbandhya madra ca nishadha nadi 
venva vaitarani caiva sitivahuh kumudvati. 

V. 103. 
toya caiva mahagauri durga ca 'ntahsila tatha 
vindhyapadaprasiitas ca nadyali punyajalah subhah. 

V. 104. 
godavari bhimarathi krishna vainy atha vaiijula 
tuiigabhadra suprayoga kauveri ca tatha, paga 
dakshinapathanadyas tu sahyapadad vinihsritah. 

V. 105. 
kritamala tamravarna pushpajaty utpalavati 
malayabhijatas ta nadyah sarvah sitajalah subhah. 
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V. 106. 

trisama ritukiilya ca ikshula tridiva ca ya 
lahgiilini vamsadhara mahendratanayah smritah. 

V. 107. 

rishika sukumarl ca mandaga mandavahini 
kupa palasini caiva suktimatprabhavah smritah. 

P. 259.—Very similar to this enumeration of rivers is 
that in the Vdyu-Purdna, adhyaya 45, vv. 94-108 :— 

V. 94. 

plyante yair ima nadyo gaiiga sindhusarasvati 
satadrus candrabhaga ca yamuna sarayus tatha. 

V. 95. 
iravati vitasta ca vipasa devika kuhlih 
gomati dhutapapa ca bahuda ca drishadvati, 

V. 96. 

kausiki ca tritiya tu niscira gandaki tatha 
ikshu lohita ityeta himavatpadanihsritah. 

The following verse, already given in the note to p. 273, 
mentions the rivers fiowing from the Pariyatra. 

P. 259. Veclasini.—Write Viddsini. 

P. 259. KdyabisJt.—The realm of K^yabish is here 
identified with Kabul, The signs may be read Kdyetbish 
or Kelyabshi; only the consonants are certain. This re
minds one forcibly of the name of the Indo-Scythian king 
Kadapthes. A dental sound between two vowels may in 
later forms be represented by a y, as e.g. in Biyattu^ 
Vitastd. Or is the word to be combined with Panini 's 
Kdqnshi (Caqnssene in Pliny) ? Gf. Panini and the geo
graphy of Afghanistan and the Panjab in " Ind i an Anti
quary," 1872, p. 21. 

P . 259. GhiXzctk.—This pass ('aketba in Arabic) is also 
mentioned in Elliot, " History of India," ii. 20, 449 
(Ghiirak). 
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P, 259, Below the town of Parvan.—It is mentioned in 
the maps at about the distance of eight miles, as the crow 
flies, north of Tscharikar. The road from Anderab to 
Parvan has been sketched by Sprenger, Post- und Reise
routen, map nr. 5. 

P, 259. Tlie rivers Nur and Kird.—Read Kirdt instead 
of Kira. Cf Elliot, I. c. ii, 465", 

P, 260,—Bhdtul seems to mean a sub-Himalayan coun
try between the Beas and the Satlej, I t occurs only 
here and p , 211 (together with Antarvedi). Masudi 
(Elliot, " History of India," i. 22) mentions it as the name 
of one of the five rivers of Panjab. 

The union of the seven rivers.—This tradition apparently 
refers to the hapta, henclu of the Avasta, Vendidad i, 73, 

P. 261, Mcttsyet-Purdna.—Not having this book at hand, 
I give the corresponding passage from the Vdyu-Purdna, 
adhyaya 47, vv. 38-58 :— 

V. 38. 

nadyah srotas tu gahgayah pratyapadyata saptadha 
nalini hradini caiva pavani caiva praggata. 

V. 39-
sita cakshus ca sindhus ca praticiih disam asritah 
saptami tv anuga tasani dakshinena bhagirathi, &c. 

V. 42. 

upagacchanti tah sarva yato varshati vasavah 
sirindhran kuntalans cinan varvaran yavasan druhan. 

V . 4 3 . 
rushanams ca kunindamsca ahgalokavaraihs ca ye 
kritva dvidha sindhumarum sita 'gat pascimodadhiih. 

V .44 -
atha cinamaruriis caiva nahganan sarvamulikan 
sadhrams tusharams tampakan pahlavan daradan sakan 
etan janapadan cakshuh sravayanti gato 'dadhirii. 
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V. 45. 

daradaihs ca sakasmiran gandharan varapan hradan 
sivapauran indrahasan vadatims ca visarjayan. 

V. 46. 

saindhavan randhrakarakan bhramarabhirarohakan 
sunamukhanis cordhvamaniin siddhacaranasevitan. 

V . 4 7 . 
gandharvan kinnaran yakshan rakshovidyadharoragan 
kalapagramakaihs caiva paradan sigaiian khasan. 

V. 48. 

kirataihs ca pulindaihs ca kurun sabharatan api 
paiicalakasimatsyaihs ca magadhahgaihs tathaiva ca. 

V.49-
brahmottarams ca vahgaihsca tamaliptaihs tathaiva ca 
etan janapadan aryyan gahga bhavayate subhan. 

V. 50. 
tatah pratihata vindhye pravishta dakshinodadhim 
tatas ca 'hladini punya pracinabhimukhi yayau. 

V. 51, 

plavayanty upabhogariis ca nishadanafi ca jatayah 
ghivaran rishakarhs caiva tatha nilamukhan api. 

V. 52. 

keralan ushtrakarnarhs ca kiratan api caiva hi 
kalodaran vivarnaihs ca kumaran svarnabhushitan. 

V. 53-
sa mandale samudrasya tirobhuta 'nupfirvatah 
tatas tu pavani caiva pracim eva disah gata. 

V. 54. 
apathan bhavayanti 'ha indradyumnasaro pi ca 
tatha kharapatharhs caiva indrasahkupathan api. 
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V. 55. 
madhyen 'dyanamaskaran kuthapravaranan yayau 
indradvipasamudre tu pravishta lavanodadhirii. 

V. 56. 
tatas ca nalini ca 'gat pracimasam javena tu 
tomaran bhavayanti ha hariisamargan sahiihukan. 

V. 57. _ 
purvan desaihs ca sevanti bhittva sa bahudha girin 
karnapravaranaihs caiva prapya ca 'svamukhan api. 

V. 58. 
sikataparvatamariin gatva vidyadharan yayau 
nemimandalakoshthe tu pravishta sa mahodadhiih. 

P. 262. Vishnu-Purdna.—This quotation occurs V. P. 
ii. 192. Instead of Anutapata, Shikhi, and Karma, read 
Anutctptd, Sikhi, and Kramu. 

P. 263. Created.—This word seems to prove that Albe
runi already adhered to the dogma of orthodox Islam, that 
the Koran had been created by God from all eternity, and 
had been preserved on a table in heaven before God 
revealed it to mankind by the mouth of his prophet, 
Muhammad. 

P . 264, Ibn Alrnukaffec ('Abdallah) and 'Abdetlkctrim 
are also mentioned in the author's " Chronology of Ancient 
Nations," pp. 80 and 108. 

P . 265, For this the ctstronomers requite them, &c.—When 
writing these criticisms, the author probably thought of 
Brahmagupta, Gf. the chapter on eclipses, ii. n o seq. 

P. 267. Yetmakoti, Lankd, &c.—Gf. the same names in 
Sitryct-Siddhdntet, xii, 38-40. 

P , 268, Aryetbhcttet, Vctsishthet, Ldtet.—All the astrono
mers quoted in this context were not known to the author 
from their own works, but only through quotations in the 
works of Brahmagupta. Also the words of Varahamihira 
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(here and p, 272) seem to be quotations of Brahmagupta 
(evidently p. 276), although they possibly might have been 
taken from Varahamihira's Paftcctsiddhdntikd. Pulisa, of 
course, must be excepted, as his Sidelhdntct was in the 
hands of Alberuni, and in course of being translated by 
him. 

P, 271. Amardvetti, Vaivasvata, &c.—Cf. on these four 
cities Vishnu-Purdna, ii. 240. 

P . 273. Ap)tct-p)urdna-kdrna.—I do not see how the 
Arabic signs must be read. The translation of the term 
means the true ones ivho follow the Puremct. 

P. 274,1. 37.—TA being the sine of 3f ° is equal to 225', 
its square to 50,625 ; TB the versed sine of 3f° is 7', and 
HT = radius — TB = 3438' — 7 = 3431 (Schrctm). 

P. 275, 1. 3,—The following calculation seems to have 
been made very negligently, for there are several faults in 
it. The radius 795° 27 ' 16" is correctly determined, for 
employing the ratio 7 : 22 between diameter and circum
ference, we are indeed led to this number. But already in 
the determination of BC there is a fault. Alberuni seems 
to have converted 0° 7 ' 42" into yojanas, instead of con
verting 0° 7' 45"; for 360° being equivalent to 5000 yojanas, 
we get for i ° 13 yojana, 7 krosa, 444f yards, for 1' i krosa, 
34071^ yards, and for i" I23|-f yards, and reckoning with 
those numbers we get 0° 7^ 42", and not 0° 7 ' 45", which 
corresponds to 57,035 yards. Further, the rule he makes 
use of is completely erroneous; it is not true that the 
relation between the height of two observers is the same 
as the relation between the sines of their respective 
fields of vision. If this were the case, we,should have 

sec o. —~ T 
sec a — I : sin a = sec P— i : sin fS, or the quotient —-. 

sm a 
would be a constant for every value of «, which, of course, 
is not the case. But even with his incorrect rule we 
cannot find the numbers he has found. This rule is 
4 yards : sine of field of vision = 57,035 yards : 225', so one 

4. X 22 1̂ ' 
would have sine of field of vision = *̂̂  ; but he finds 

57035 
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the sine of the field of vision equal to o'̂  o ' i" 3 ' ' ' , which 

corresponds to^ , and not to -̂  . Therefore Albe-
^ 57035 57035 

runi seems to have reckoned 4 x 225 = lOOO instead of 900, 
Also the length of each degree is not quite correct; it is 
not 13 yojana, 7 krosa, 333^ yards, but, as above stated, 13 
yojana, 7 krosa, 444I- yards. Lastly, if we convert by means 
of this number 0° o' i" '}f" into yards, we find 129! yards, 
so that the 29 i f yards he speaks of seem to have been 
arrived at by an erroneous metathesis of the original 
ciphers (Schrctm). 

P, 277.—Pretnct.—Gf. on this measure of time here i. 
334,335-

P . 278.—The inhabitants of Moitnt Meru, &c., till as ct 
westward motion, almost identical with SHryet-Siddhdnta, 
xii. 55. 

P. 281. There is ct story of an ctncient Greek, &c.—Pro
bably taken from Porphyry's book on the opinions of the 
most prominent philosophers about the nature of the sphere. 
Viele note to p. 43 . 

P. 289. The Greeks determined, &c.—The author has given 
a description of the winds, according to the Arabian and 
Persian views, in his " Chronology of Ancient Nations," 
pp. 340, 341. 

P . 291. Atri, Dctkshet, &c.—The legends here referred to 
are found in Vishnu-Purdiia, i. 153, ii. 21 secq. 

P. 294.—Tltc Rishi Bhuvetna-koset (i.e. globe) is only 
mentioned in this place, and not known to me from other 
sources. His work, the title of which is not given, seems 
to have treated of geography. 

P . 295. Setrnndret (?).—Thus the manuscript seems to 
have it. The signs may also be read Samndd. 

P. 297. Kdrraaceikrei.— Vide on this term a note of H . 
Kern, Brihut Sarnhild, translation, to the title (kHrmavi-
bhdget) of chap. xiv. 
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P . 298. Utqjala, ct native of Ka,shrnir.— Vicle note to 
P- 157-

P. 2gS.-—Sto7ie-tower, i.e. the Atdivos Trvpyos of Ptolemy, 
vi. 13, 2. 

P . 299.—Bushang, a place near Herat, to the west. 
Sakilkand, also Iskilkand, is identified with Alexctndria 
by Elliot, "His tory of India," i. 336, note i. Perhaps it 
is identical with l\ydA TTOAIS of Stephanas. Cf. Droysen, 
Geschichte des Hellenismus, iii. 2, 217. 

-P. 299.—This extract from Vdyu-Purdnct is found in 
adhyaya 45, vol. i. pp. 350-353, vv. IC9-136. Alberuni 
gives the directions in the following order: east, south, 
west, north ; whilst the Sanskrit text has this order : north, 
east, south, west. In comparing the following text with 
Alberuni, the varictas lectionis given in the footnotes of the 
Calcutta edition can sometimes be used with advantage. 

V. 109. 
kurupahcalah salvas caiva sajangalah 

V. n o . 
surasena bhadrakara bodhah satapathesvaraih 
vatsah kisashta kulyas ca kuntalah kasikosalah. 

V. Ir I. 
atha parsve tilahgas ca magadhas ca vrikaih salia. 

V. 115.—NORTH. 

vahlika vadhadhanas ca ^bhirah kalatoyakah 
aparitas ca siidras ca pahlavas carmakhandikah. 

V. 116. 
gandhara yavanas caiva sindhusauvirabhadrakrih 
saka hradfdi kulindas ca parita harapiirikah. 

V. 117. 
ramata raddhakatakah kekaya dasamanikfdi 
kshatriyopanivesas ca vaisyasudrakulani ca. 
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V. i i 8 . 
kamboja daradas caiva varvarah priyalaukikfdi 
pinas caiva tusharas ca pahlava vahyatodarah. 

V. 119. 
atreyas ca bharadvajah prasthalas ca kaserukah 
lampaka stanapas caiva piclika juhuclaih saha 

V. 120. 
apagas ca 'limadras ca kiratanafi ca jatayah 
tomara hamsamargasca kasmiras tahganas tatha. 

V. 121. 

culiktls ca hukas caiva piirnadarvas tathaiva ca 

V. 122.—EAST. 

andhravakah sujaraka antargiri vahirgirah 
tatha pravahgavarigeya malada malavarttinah. 

V. 123. 

brahmottarah pravijaya bhargava geyamarthakah 
pragjyotishas ca mundas ca videhas tamaliptakah 
mala magadhagovindah. 

V. 124B.—SOUTH. 
pandyas ca keralas caiva caulyah kulyas tathaiva ca 
setuka miishikas caiva kumana vanavasikah 
maharashtra mahishakah kalihgas ca. 

V. 126. 
abirah saha cai 'shika atavyas ca varas ca ye 
pulindra vindhyamiilika vaidarbha dandakaih saha. 

V. 127. 
pinika maunikas caiva asmaka bhogavarddhanfih 
nairnikfih kuntala andhra udbhida nalakalikfih. 

V. 128. 
dakshinatyas ca vaidt sa apararis tan nibhodhata 
surpakarfih kolavana durgah kalitakaih saha, 
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V. 129. 

puleyas ca surtdas ca rupasas tapasaih saha 
tatha turasitas caiva sarve caiva paraksharah. 

V. 130. 

nasikya 'dyas ca ye canye ye caiva 'ntaranarmadrih 
bhanukacchrah samaheyah sahasa sasvatair api. 

V. 131. 

kacchiy^s ca surashtras, ca anarttas ca 'rvudaih saha. 

V. 132 .—WEST. 

malavas ca kariishas ca mekalasco 'tkalaih saha 
uttamarna dasarnas ca bhojah kishkindhakaih saha. 

V. 133. 
tosalah kosalas caiva traipura vaidikas tatha 
tumuras tumburas caiva shatsura nishadhaih saha. 

V. 134. 

anupas tundikeras ca vttihotrtl hy avantayah. 

V. 135. 

nigarhara harhsamargah kshupanas tariganah khasah. 

V. 136. 

kusapravaranas caiva huna darvah sahiidakah 
trigartta malavas caiva kiratas tamasaih saha. 

Pp. 300-303.—This extract from Varahamihira's Sain-
hitd is taken from chap. xiv. Cf the text in Kern's edition, 
p . 87, the vetrietas lectionis, pp. 12-14, ^^^ ^^^ translation 
in " Journa l of the Asiatic Society," 1870, p. 81-86. The 
number of discrepancies between these two traditions is 
very considerable. In many places Alberuni and his Pan
dit may not have read their manuscript with sufficient 
accuracy ; in others, the Sanskrit manuscript-tradition may 
exhibit blunders arising from a not uncommon confusion 
of characters that are much like each other. The Arabic 
manuscript-tradition is on the whole correct but the 

VOL. II. Y 
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copyist of the Arabic text, too, may have contributed in 
some case to increase the number of errors. To some 
Indian names he has added explanatory glosses, e.g. Sctu-
vira, i.e. Multan and Jahravar. I t is a pity he has done 
this so sparingly. 

P . 303. Yetkub ctnd Alfazdri.— Vide notes to pp. 169 
and 165. 

P . 304.—Abit-Meishctr, author of many books, chiefly on 
astrology, died A.ii. 272 = A.D. 885. He is known to the 
Middle Ages in Europe as Albumaser. 

P . 306. Gupolct of the ectrth.—If this expression has not 
been derived from the Indian, the question arises. Who 
introduced it among the Arabs ? Was it Alfazari ? 

P, 306. Rdvetna the demon.—The author refers to the 
fifth and sixth books of the Rdmdyanet, which he apparently 
did not know, or he would not have called it, as he con
stantly does, the story of Rdmct and Rdmdyctna; v. pp. 307, 
310, and ii. 3. I have not succeeded in deciphering the 
name of the fortress ; the Arabic signs cannot be combined 
with the name Trikiita. 

P . 308.—A strctight line from Lankd to Meru is also 
mentioned on p. 316. The first degree of longitude, accord
ing to the Indian system, is also described in SiXryct-Sid-
dhdntet, i. 62. Instead of Kurukshetra the author seems 
to have pronounced Kuritkketru. At all events, he did not 
write a sh. Therefore the compound ksh must have under
gone the Prakritic change into li^kh, as in pokkharo =push-
kctret (Vararuci, iii. 29). 

P, 309, These wctres ctre deposited, &c.—This kind of 
commerce with savage nations is the same as that carried 
on by Carthage with tribes on the west coast of Africa ; v. 
Herodotus, iv. 196 ; C. Mliller, Geoegraphi Greed Minores, i. 
p. xxvii., and Meltzer, Geschiclde eler Kctrthctger, p . 232 
and 506. 

P, 310,—LangetbdMs is identified with the Nicobar 
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Islands by A. Sprenger, Post- und Reiserouten des Orients, 
p. 88. 

P. 312. Desdntara.— Vide the rule for its computation in 
SiXrya-Siddhanta, i. 60, 61. 

Alarkand, Ibn Tdrik.—Gf. note to p. 169. 

P, 312.—Al-arkctnel is identified by Alberuni with the 
Khanelctkhddyctka, of Brahmagupta (ii, 7). In another 
place (ii. 48) the author identifies the word arkand with 
cthctrgana. Both of these identifications can hardly be 
justified phonetically, and therefore I prefer to suppose as 
the Sanskrit original of Arkctnd a word like Aryakhaneict, 
whilst apparently the word harkctn (title of an Arabic 
calendar, ii. 52) is identical with ahargana. 

The author complains of the Arabic translation of 
Al-ctrkctnd being a bad one, and at some time of his life 
(probably after the composition of the Indica) he has pub
lished a new and amended edition of this translation. Gf. 
preface to the Arabic edition, p. xx. The Arabic Arkand 
has not yet been discovered in the libraries of Europe. 
The author has borrowed from this book the following 
notes:—(i) 1050 yojanas are the diameter of the earth 
(i. 312, 316). (2) The latitude of Ujain is 22° 29', and 
that of Almansura 24° i' (i. 316). Here the author states 
that also Ya'kiib Ibn Tarik had quoted the book, but 
erroneously. (3) The straight shadow in Loharanii is 5f 
digits (i. 316). (4) Alberuni quotes from Alarkctnd a 
method for the computation of the era Shakh, by which 
the Gupta era is meant (ii. 48, 49). 

P. 312.—On the relation between yojana and mile, v. 
note to p. 199. 

P. 312,1. 22.—Using the ratio of 7 : 22 between diameter 
and circumference, we find 3300 yojanas as the circum
ference corresponding to a diameter of 1050 yojanas. So 
3300 yojanas is the circumference of the earth given in 
the handbook Al-ctrkctnd. This agrees with the last lines 
of p. 315, where it is said that 3200 yojanas are 100 yojanas 
less than the value given by Al-ctrkand (Schram). 
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P. 313. The ctuthor of KarctncttiledM, i.e. Vijayananelin. 
— Vide note to p. 156. 

P . 313.— Vyctstatrairdsikct is a technical term for a cer
tain algebraic calculation. Gf. Colebrooke, " Algebra," p. 
34> § 7^-

P. 314.—Alfetzdri in his canon, which was a translation 
of the Brcthmctsiddhelntet of Brahmagupta ; v. note to pp. 
153, 165. 

P. 314, 1. 11.̂ —^The calculation of the desdntara is, as 
Alberuni remarks, quite erroneous, as the difference of 
longitude is not taken into account (Schrctm). 

P. 315, 1. 25.—^The number in the-lacuna must be 80, 
for Alberuni says at the bottom of the page, " I f we invert 
the calculation and reduce the parts of the great circle to 
yojanas, according to this method we get the number 
3200." But to get 3200 we must multiply -2-f̂  by 80. 
The rule, "Mult iply the yojanas of the distance between 
two places by 9 and divide the product by 80," serves to 
convert this distance given in yojanas into degrees. This 
distance, then, is considered as the hypothenuse of a 
right-angled triangle, one of the sides of which is the dif
ference of the latitudes, the other the unknown difference 
of the longitudes ; this latter is found by taking the root 
of the difference of the squares of hypothenuse and known 
side. This difference of longitude is then expressed in 
degrees; to get it expressed in day-minutes we must 
further divide by 6, as there are 360° in a circle, but only 
60 day-minutes in a day (Schram). 

P. 316.—The line connecting Lankd with Meru, already 
mentioned on p. 308. 

P . 316. Yetkub Ibn Tdrik, Alctrkand.— Viele note to 
p. 169, 312. 

P . 317. Gatlaghtagin.—Not knowing the etymology of 
this Turkish name, I am also ignorant of its pronunciation. 
The second part of the compound seems to be tagin = 
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valorous, as in Toghrultagin, i.e. valoroits like a falcon. As 
ij^j .5^, jilghan, means a large spear, one might think of 
reading Jilghatictgin, i.e. vctlorous icith the spear, but this 
is very uncertain. Another name of a similar formation 
is kutlughtagin, ka,tlctgh, but probably entirely different. 
Vide Biberstein-Kazimirski, Menoittschehri preface, p . 136; 
Elliot, " History of India," ii. 352, iii. 253. 

P. 317.—Ketranetsdret by Vittesvara ; v. note to p. 156. 

P. 317.—The fortress Laithur, also mentioned p. 208 as 
Lahiir, must not be confounded with Lauhavar or Lahore. 
Situation unknown. According to the author's Canon 
Metsudicus, it has latitude ^^° 40', longitude 98° 20'. 
Comparing these latitudes with those given in Hunter 's 
Gazetteer, we do not find that they much diff'er :— 

Ghazna 
Kabul 
Peshavar 
Jailam 
Siyalkote 
Multan 

On the identity of Waihand and Attok, cf. Cunning
ham, "Ancient Geography of India," p. 54. 

Mandakkakor (the name is differently written) was the 
fortress of Lahore, according to the author's statement in 
his Canon Metsudicus. 

Nandna is explained by Elliot (" History of India," ii. 
450, 451) as a fort on the mountain Balnath, a conspicuous 
mountain overhanging the Jailam, and now generally called 
Tilla. Cf also Elliot, I. c. ii. 346, note 347, 366. 

The places Dunpiir (pronunciation perfectly uncertain) 
and Kctncli (also read Kiri), the stettion of the Amir, seem to 
have been on the road from Ghazna to Peshavar. Near 
the latter place was fought the decisive battle between 
King Mas'ud and his blinded brother Muhammad, A.D. 
1040, and there the former was murdered by the relatives 
of those who ten years earlier had thought to win his 
favour by betraying his brother, and were killed or mal
treated in reward. Gf. Elliot, /. c. iv. 199, note 1, 138, 
ii. 150, 112 (Persian text, p. 274), 273, note 3. 

Hunter. 

33° 34' 
34° 30' 
34° I' 45" 
32° 55' 26" 
32° 31' 
30° 12' 

Alberuni 

33° 35 
33° 47' 
34° 44' 
33° 20' 

32° 58' 
29° 40 
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I conjecture Duupiir to have been identical with Jala
labad or some place near it. Latitude of Jalalabad, 34° 
2 4 ' ; that of Dunpur, 34° 20'. 

Kandi, more southern than Dunpur and nearer to 
Kabul, must have been a place like Gandamak or near it. 
If it is called the station (post-relai) of the Amir. We may 
understand by this Amir the father of King Mahmud, the 
Amir Sabuktagiu, who first constructed the roads lead
ing to the Indian frontier, as Alberuni informs us on 
p. 22. 

On the identification of Bamhanwa or Almansura in 
Sindh, V. Cunningham, I. I. p. 271 seq. 

The statements of Alberuni regarding the Kabul valley 
and environs have been laid down in a sketch-map of 
Aloys Sprenger, Post- und Reiserouten des Orients, No. 
12; the Punjab and the approaches of Kashmir, ibid. 
No. 13. 

P. 319.—Mithanimctd Ibn, &c., is the famous Razes of the 
Middle Ages, who died probably A.D. 932. The author has 
written a catalogue of his works which exists in Leyden ; 
V. Chronologic OrientaliscJier Volker von Alberuni, Einlei
tung, p. x i . ; Wilstenfeld, Geschichte der Arabischen Aerzte, 
No. 98. 

P. 320.—Alexander of Ap)hrodisiets is the famous com
mentator of Aristotle, who lived in Athens about 200 
after Christ. Cf. Fihrist, p. 252, and Zeller, Geschichte der 
Griechischen Philosop)hie, 3, 419. The quotation is found 
in Aristotle, Phys. vii. i . 

P . 320. Vetrdhamihirct.—This quotation corresponds to 
Sctrhhitd, i. v. 6, 7. Instead of Kumbhaka the Sanskrit 
text has Kanada. 

P . 322. Timceits.—This quotation seems to be derived 
from 42 D E:— 

TO Se peTa Tbv (nropov TOLS veots TrapeSwKS deots crwpaTa 
TrXaTTeiv dvyTa, K . T . A . Kat XafSovres dddvaTov dp^yv dvyTov 

^WOV, K.T.X. 
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In the Arabic text, p. t IP , 17, read j;j;j^^ instead of J U J U , 

and \1:[^ instead of UJU. 

-P. 324. Thett being who is etbove him, i.e. a being of the 

next higher order.—The opposite of the term i?̂ Lt; ^^^ is 

itSjJ j^^l (for the being of the next lower order) on p . 1 VV, 

20 (translation i. 351). 

P. 325. Vishnu-Purdnct.—The first words, Mcthctrlokd 
lies, &c., there is one kctlpict, are found in ii. chap. vii. p. 
226. The sons of Brahman are mentioned in Vishnu-
Purdnct, ii. 200, note. The name Sauandanada (Sananda-
natha ?) is perhaps a mistake for Sanatana. Gf. Sdrhkhyet 
Kctrikd with the commentary of Gaudapada by Colebrooke-
Wilson, p . I. 

^ P . 325.—AbiX-Mct^shctr.— Vide note to p. 304. 

P. 325. Alerdnshcthri.— Vide note to pp. 6, 7. 

P . 327. The country without Icttitude, i.e. nira,kshct in 
Sanskrit.— Vide p. 267, and SiXryct-Sieldhdntct, xii, 44, note, 

P . 330. Aryctbhata of Kusumapura, i.e. \uniov.—Cf.note 
to p, 246. 

P . 333.—The terms pctrdrdhct and khet have been ex
plained, pp. 175, 178. 

P. 334. The book Srvtdhavct by Utpala.— Vide notes to 
pp. 157, 158. 

A system of the measures of time has also been given 
by Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 540 seq. 

P. 336. S-M-Y.—This name is so written here and p. 
337. The Arabic signs are to be read Shctmmi or Shamiyyit. 
I do not know a Sanskrit name of this form. Is it = 
Samctya ? 

The same name seems to occur a third time, ii. 188, but 
is there written S-M-Y. Alberuni says that S-M-Y had 
dictated a method for the computation of the sarhkrclnti ; 

file:///uniov
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he therefore, perhaps, was a scholar of the time and a per
sonal acquaintance (teacher ?) of Alberuni's. The title of 
a book of his is not mentioned. 

P. 338.—The sqjed muhra or white shell, an Indian blow
ing instrument, is also mentioned by Elliot, " History of 
India," ii. 215, note. 

Purshiir f ,»^ j ) as the manuscript has, is probably a mis

take for ,,1 * ,. Purushetvar, i.e. Peshavar. 

P . 338. Horce cequinoctiales and temporales.— Vide note 
to p. 214. 

P . 339. The convnicntator of lite Siddhilntct, Pidisa.—Read 
instead of this, " The commentator of the Siddhanta of 
Pulisa," and compare note to pp. 153, 154. Who this com
mentator was is not mentioned. 

P. ^4.0.—Abhijit means the 8th onuhilrta of the day. 

The Arabic form ^-^^^ corresponds perhaps to Sanskrit 

abhijiti. 

P.^340. Vydsa.—This statement points to Mahabharata, 
the Adi-parvan, v, 4506 ; but the chronological detail is 
not found there, 

P, 340. Sisuqnda.— Vide note to p, 165, 

P. 342.—The names of the dominants of the muhHrtas 
are also mentioned in the following four lines taken from 
Aufrecht's Catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts of the 
Bodleian Library, p. 332ft :— 

rudrahimitrapitaro vasuvfirivisve vedha vidhih satama-
khah puruhutavahni. 

naktamcaras ca varunaryamayonayas ca prokta dine 
dasa ca paiiica tathti muhHrtah 

nisamuhilrta glrisrijapadahirbudhnyapiishasviyamagna-
yasca. 
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vidhatricamdraditi jivavishnutigmadyutitva shtrasaml 
ranas ca. 

P. 343. Except the astrologers.—Cf. the meaning of hord 
in astrology, ii. 222. 

P. 343. Vijctyanandin.— Viele note to p. 156. The 

title of his book would be in Arabic c.;:,;!;̂ -̂!! ^ i (Ghurrat-

alzijdt). 

P. 344, Ketnies of the horcts.—I have not found these 
names in Sanskrit. Perhaps they are mentioned in some 
commentary to Surya, Sieldhdntct, xii. 79. 

On Sritelhava, v. note to p. 158, 

P. 347. Physical scholars know, &c.—There is a similar 
passage on the physical effects of moonlight in the author's 
" Chronology of Ancient Nations," p. 163. I am afraid I 
have not caught the sense of the sentence, " a n d that she 
affects (?) linen clothes," &c. 

P. 348. Atith (?).—The MS. seems to read dtvcthhu. 

The word '^jh BRBA, is perhaps a mistake for ^j^t betrkhu, 
which, according to the table, ii. 197 (cf. Trumpp, "' Gram
mar of the Sindhi Language," p. 158), is the name of the 
first day of a pakslta. 

P. 348. Veda.—The author gives six quotations from 
the Vedct: one taken from Patctnjali (i. 29), one from 
Sdriikhya (i. 3 i), two from the Brahmasiddhdntct of Brah
magupta (ii. n o . I I I ) , and two quotations which were 
probably communicated to him by his Pandits, as he does 
not mention a particular source whence he took them (i. 
348 and ii. 348). 

P. 352. Vasudeva.—The quotation corresponds to Bha
gavad-Gitd, viii. 17. 

The book Smriti.— Vide note to p. 131. This quotation 
seems to have been taken from Manu, Dharmasdstret, 
i. 72. 
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P. 353.̂ —^The information on the four mdncts (cf Silrya,-
Siddhdnta,, chap, xiv.), as given by Ya'kub, was the only 
one at the disposal of Alberuni at the time when he wrote 
his "Chronology" (v. English edition, p. 15). I t was 
communicated to him by the Kitctb-cdghurra of Abii 
Muhammad Alna'ib Alamuli. The four different kinds of 
spaces of time mentioned there are the four mdncts, sctitra, 
sdvana, candra and nctkshatrct. 

^^' 353-—Bhukti, in Arabic buht, is the daily motion of 
a planet ; cf. Silrya-Siddhdnta, i. 27, note, and here ii. 195. 
The Arabic form does not seem to have passed through an 
intermediate stage of a Prakritic nature, for in Prakri t it 
would have been bhidti (Vararuci, iii. i ) . 

P . 355. The sdvanct-metnct is ttsed, &c.—Cf. the similar 
rules in Surya-Siddhdnta, xiv. 3, 13, 15, 18, 19. 

P, 356. Uttardyanet.—On the two ay anas cf. SHrya-
Siddhdntct, xiv. 9. 

P. 357. R'ltu.— Vide the description of the six seasons 
in Silrya-Siddhdntct, xiv. 10, 16. 

P . 358. Dominants of the halves of the months.—I do not 
know a Sanskrit list of these names. The Asana (Ashunu) 
perhaps means Asvin or Asvini. 

P. 359. Dimcts (probably pronounced dim asu) = Sanskrit 
divctsct, is the shibboleth of the Indian vernacular dialect 
spoken round Alberuni, and probably by himself. I do 
not know which dialect this was, nor whether there are 
any traces of it in our days. The change between v and 
m is also observed in the following examples :— i-::̂ ,».-c« .̂>. 
ca,rma,7imett = carmamvctti (Chambal), L : : ^ ^ ^ , ^ hinictmetnt — 
himavctnt, <^'-'*-^^=TJdgama,lkit = yetjna,vctlkya, ^„^^ metcci = 

vatsya, ^ „ / ^ sugrimu — sitgriva. Some examples of the 

change of v to m are also given by Hornle, " Comparative 
Grammar," § 134. 

P . 359. The three sounds h, kh, ctnd sh, &c.—On the pro-
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nunciation of sh as kh, cf. Hornle, /. c. § 19, and on the 
further change of kh to h, ibid. § 19. Examples of the 
former change are numerous in the Indica; of examples 

of the latter, cf. Afj^ mitnha — nuikhct, ij'^^j^. babrethdn = 

vaprakhdna (?), and also ,C,IAT dhdri, cf. dshctdJict, \X>.^ 

kihkind = kishkindhct. In Prakrit mitham —mukha (Vara
ruci, ii. 27. 

P. 361. Srudhavct by Utpalct.— Vitle note to p. 157. 

P. 362. I gliati= \6 kalel,—Gf. with these measures of 
time the statements on pp. 336, 337. 

P. 364. Chapter XL.—\t has also been translated by 
Reinaud, Fragments Arabes et Persans, pp. 155-160. 

P. 364. Samdhi udetyct and samdhi astamana.—One 
would expect samelhyitdaya and samdhyctsta,manei, but there 
is no trace of a y. The forms have a vernacular character, 

and must be explained according to the analogy of CUJ 

duti = dyuti, and jJul antctzu = ctntyajet. 

Hiranyakctsiqm.—The story of this king and his son 
Prahlada is told by the Vishnu-Purdna, ii. 34 seq. 

P. 366. Sctmdhi.—The way it is used in astrology is 
shown by the table, ii. 219. 

V. 366. l^uiijala.— Vide note to p. 157. The tradition 
here given is very similar to that mentioned by Colebrooke, 
"Essays," ii, 332, ZZZ-

P. 366,1. 35.—We find that the beginning of the Hindu 
solar year 854 Sakakala takes place A.D, 932, March 22, 
6 ghati 40 ' 15", which corresponds to March 22, 7 h, 40 m, 
civil Greenwich time, whilst the real instant of the solstice 
is March 15, 12 h. 15 m. civil Greenwich time, so that the 
solstice precedes the calculation by 6 days and 19 hours, 
which agrees very well with the 6° 50' which Punjala men
tions (Schram). 
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P. 368. Ahargctna = ahtir -\-getna.—The author's erroneous 
explanation is repeated ii. 26. 

Sind-hind = sidelhdntct.—It may be questioned whether 
the inorganic n has been introduced into the word by the 
Arabs, or whether it existed already in the pronunciation 
of the Hindus from whom they learned the word. I do 
not know of a rule to this effect in Prakri t or vernacular, 
but there are certain Indian words which apparently show 
a similar phonetic process. Gf. e.g. Prakrit utto (Sanskrit, 
ushtra), which in Eastern Hindhi has become ut or itnt. 
Hornle, " Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Lan
guages," § 149. 

P. 370. Aryabha/re, sen.— Vide note to p. 156. 
Aryabhata of Kusumapura. Vide note to p. 246. 
The word I cannot decipher may be read W_J;J.A!1J i.e. the 

article and three consonants with three dots above them, 
something like <__£AĴ !1. 

P. 371 .— Utsctrpiini, ctvetrsctrqnni, are terms employed in 
the Jaina system. Gf. Colebrooke, " Essays," ii. 186, 194. 

P . 372. The book Smriti mentions.—This is Manu, Dhetr-
metsdstrct, i. 80. 

P . 375. A translettion of his whole work, &c.—Gf. note 
to pp. 153, 154. Alberuni was translating the Pidiset-
Siddhdntet, which until that time had not yet been trans
lated into Arabic by Muslim scholars, because they did 
not like its theological tendency. 

P. 376. Brcthmaguqjta.— Vide note to pp. 153, 154. 

P. 378.—-In writing the introductory sentences of chap, 
xliii., the author seems to have had in mind Plato's 
Timceus, 22c : TroAAat Kat KaTa TToXXd cjidopal yeydvaatv 
dvdpwTTWv Kal ea-ovTo.L., K.T.X. 

P. 379.—The pedigree of Hip)pocrates is known from 
Tzetzes, chil. vii. host. 115. Gf. "The Genuine Works of 
Hippocrates," translated by Fr. Adams, London, 1849, vol. 
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i. p. 23. The name IJM^^^\J\ seems to be a repetition of the 
name Hippolochos, ^j^^^ly^. If it is dropped from the list, 
we have the fourteen generations which the author counts 
between Hippocrates and Zeus. 

The Arabic ^^^l^-U seems to be a mistake for ^j^^ld-U, 
Mctchaon. 

P. 380. Petrctsitretma.— Viele this legend in Vishnu-
Purdna, iv. 19 (here added from the Mcthdbhdratet). 

P. 380. Bitddhodanct.— Vide my conjecture as to the 
origin of this name in note to p . 40. 

The Muhetmmira.—This term has been explained in 
note to p. 21. 

P. 382. Garga, the son of.—The name of his father is 
written Jctshil or Jetsho (here and p. 397). Could this be 
Yasoda ? 

P . 382.—'AH Ibn Zctin was a Christian physician in 
Merw ; cf. Shahrazuri, MS. of the Royal Library, Berlin, 
MS. Or., octav. 217, fol. 144b; the same in Baihaki, ibid. 
No. 737, fol. 6a. According to this tradition, his son was 
the author of the famous medical book Firdaus-ctlhikma. 
Gf. also Fihrist, p . 296 and notes ; Wlistenfeld, Geschichte 
der Arabischen Aerzte, No. 55. 

The book Getrctket.— Vide note to p. 159, 

P, 383. Krisct, the son of Atreyct.—If this is what the 
author means, the Arabic signs o ^ / J must be altered to 
U ^ V ' ^f- ^- Weber, Vorlesungen, p. 284, note 309, 

P . 383.—The quotation from Aratus is Phasnomenct, vv. 
96-134. I give the text from Imm. Bekker, Arettus cum 
ScJtoliis, Herlm, 1828:— 

'AjjiffiOTepoLo-L Se T70(T0"tv VTTOCTKeTVTeLO fSowTew 

TIa.pdevov, rj p' ev xepa-l cj^epeL ^Td)(yv a.lyXyevTO.. 

etV' ovv 'Ao"Tpatou Ketvy yevos, dv pd Te (jnuriv 

doTTpwv d p ^ a t o v TvaTep' eppeva.L, etVe Tev dXXov, 

evKyXos (jiopeoLTO • Adyos ye yxev evTpe^eL dXXos 
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avdpvTVois, cos 8ydev eTn^^doviy Trdpos '^ev, 

rjpXero S' dvdpwTrwv KaTevavTiy, ov8e TTOT' dvSpwv 

ovSe TTOT' dpi^atwv lyvTyvaTO (fivXa yvvaiKwv, 

aXX' dvapl^ eKadyTO Kal ddavaTy rrep eovera. 

Kat e AiKyv KaXeecTKOv ' dyetpopevry Se yepovTas 

ye TTOV etv ayoprj y evpv)(6pw ev dyvLy, 

8yp.0Tepas yeLSev eTrLa-Tvep^ovcra. depLaras. 

ovTTW XevyaXeov TOTe veiKeos TyTrtVTavTO, 

ovSe 8La.KpL(TLOs Treptpep^eos oijSe Kv8oLpov • 

at'Tws S' e^'ojov. )(^aXeTry 8' aTreKeiTO ddXaera-a, 

Kat /3tov OVTTW viyes aTroTrpo^ev i^ytvecTKOv • 

aAAd /?des Kat dpoTpa Kat avTy TTOTVta Aawv 

[MvpLa TravTO. Trapel^^e AtKij, SwTetpa StKatwv. 

T o ^ p ' ^v d(^p' eVt y a t a yevos \pva-eLOV ecfiep/Sev. 

apyupew 8' oXtyy Te Kal ovKeTL TrdpTrav opoly 

wptAet, Tvodeovcra TraAatwv r |^ea Aawv. 

aAA' epTrys eVt Ketvo KaT' dpydpeov yevos '>yev. 

ijpyeTO 8' e^ dpewv VTToSeteAos yxy^^'^^^ 

jiovvd^ • ovSe T€w eTTeptVyeTO pLeiXiXLOLcrLv ' 

aAA' OTTOT' dvdpwTTWv peydXa.s TrArycratTO KoAwvas, 

TyTretAet Siy eVetTa KadaTrTop.evy KaKOTyTOs, 

ovS' eV e(̂ 7y eto"WTrbs eXevcrecrdaL KaXeovcnv, 

o'lyv ^ p w e i o t TvaTepes yeveiyv eAtTTOVTO 

^eLpoTepyv ' vpels Se KaKWTepa Te^etedde. 

Kat Syy TTOU TToAepot, Kat Ŝ y Kat dvd.p(TL0V atfxa 

ea-Q-eTaL dvdpwTVOLo-i, KaKots 8' eTrtKet'o-eTat dAyos. 

ws etTTOvcr opewv CTrepateTO, TOVS S' d p a Aaods 

ets avTyv eVt TrdvTas eAtpTrave Troj!rTa.LvovTas. 

aAA' OTe Sry KdKelvoL eTedva.aav, ot 8' eyevovTO, 

XaXKeiy yeverj, TTpoTepwv oXowTepoi dvSpes, 

Ot TvpwTOL KttKoepybv e^o.AKeiVavTO pd^^atpav 

etvoStryv, TvpwTOL Se fiowv eTrdcravT' dpoTypwv, 

Kal TOTe pLO-yaacra AtKiy Ketvojv yei'os dvSpdiv 

eTTTad' vTTOvpaviy. 

P. 384. T/ie commentator of the book of Aratus.—This 
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commentary is not identical with the scholia edited by 
Bekker. Gf Eratosthenis Gatasterisrnoritrn Reliquice, rec. 
C. Robert, pp. 82-84. 

P . 385. Plato.—This quotation is from Leges, iii. 6yy ; 
but the phrases forming the conversation have been 
omitted. 

A G H N . Tb TToAAds dv^pwTrwv (f)Oopd.s yeyovevat KaraKXycr-

pOLS Te Kal vocroLs Kal dAAots TTOAAOIS, ev ots jSpayf TL TO TWV 

dvdpwTTWv XeiTrecrdaL yevos, K . T . A . COS ot TOTC Trept^uydvTes TTJV 

(pdopdv a')(e8ov d'petvot Ttves dv etev vopels ev Kopv(f)a.LS TTOV, 

(TfiLKpa ^WTTvpa. TOV TWV dvdpwTTWv yevovs 8tao-eo"wo'peva, K . T . A . 

Kat 8y TOVS TOLOVTOvs ye 'd.vdyKy TTOV TWV dAAwv aTreipovs etvai 

Te)(V(jJV Kai TWV ev TOts do"Tecri Trpbs aAAryAovs p.y^o-vwv ets Te 

TrAeove^tas Kat c^tAovetKtas Kat OTTOCT"' dAAa KaKOvpyyjxa.Ta Trpbs 

dXXyXovs eTVLVoovcTLV. 

P. 387.—Gf. with this table Vishnit-Pitrdna, book iii. 
chap. i. and ii., and the Bombay edition, 1886. 

Stdmasa seems to be a mistake for Tamasa. 
Caitraket instead of caitra seems to have been derived 

from an erroneous reading of the beginning of the Sanskrit 
caitrctkiiivpitrushadydscct. 

Sudivya seems to have risen from a wrong division of 
the words Parasu (other readings Parabhu, Paramo) 
Divya. The Bombay edition reads prajdhparamadivyd-
dydstasya. 

Antatet, the name of Indra in the fifth Manvantara, can 
hardly be combined with the Vibhu of Sanskrit tradition. 

Sindhu Revet.—These words, whatever their proper pro
nunciation may be, are not found in the Sanskrit text. 

Punt Murtt is Sanskrit Urn Puru, but Prctmukhet is a 
gross mistake, for the text has •urupuruscttadyumnaqwctrrtit-
khdh, i.e. Uru, Puru, Satadyumna, and others. 

Nctbasa and Dhrishna are mistakes for Nabhaget and 
Dhrishta. 

Virajas, Ascctrvari, Nirmoghet.—The Sanskrit text runs 
viracdscorvctrievdmscanirmohddyds, which Alberuni has 
divided into virctja-ascorvarivdrhscet-nirmohct. Cf. Scor-
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vctri Vdriiscct on p. 394. Wilson reads the second name 
Arvarivat. 

Mcthdviryct, name of Indra in the ninth Manvantara, 
instead of Adbhuict, rests on a misinterpretation of these 
words : teshdm^ indrS mahetviryo bhctvishycttyadbhitto dvijct. 

Sudhctrmettmctn.—The Sanskrit text has Sarvadharmd. 
Devata- Vdniqjctdevdsca, instead of Devavett and Upctdeva, 

rests on a wrong division of the words devctvdnupadevctscct. 
Vicitret-adyd, a mistake for vieitrctdyd, i.e. Vicitret and 

others. 
Urur, Gahhi (sic MS.), Budhnyct-ctelyet, a mistake for 

iiTurgahhirabudhnycldyd, i.e. Uru, Gahhira, Buelhnyct, anel 
others. 

P. 388.—The same book relates, viz., Vishiu-Purdnet, iii. 
p. 20. 

On Priyavrctta, v. ibid. ii. p. l o i . 

P. 389.—A p)ious wometn, viz., Arundhati, v. p. 390. 

P . 390.—On the Seven Rishis, or Ursa Major, cf Cole
brooke, "Essays ," ii. 310. ' . 

P. 391.—The almanac or calendar from Kashmir for the 
Saka-year 951 (A.D. 1029) is quoted in two other places, 
ii. 5 and ii. 8. 

P . 391.—On the ancient astronomer Garga, cf. Kern, 
Brhat Setnhitd, preface, pp. 33 seq. 

P. 392. Only by 525 years.— Gf. on Varidiamiliiret note 
to p. 54. 

P. 392. I{eiretnasdret by Vittesvara.— Vide note to p. 
156. 

P. 394.—This table is taken from Vishnu-Purdna, book 
iii. chaps, i. and ii. 

2. Mctuvantaret: Dattu Nirishahha.—A mistake for Dat-
toni Rishetbha. 

Nisvarct.—Alberuni read Nirsavct. 
Scorvari Vctmsca.—The author has wrongly divided the 
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word scorvctrivdmsca (ed. Bombay svorvarivdrhscct). Gf. 
note to p. 387. 

4. Metnvctntara: Jyoti (read Jyotis) Dhdmctn.—Mistake 
for Jyotirelhdman. 

Getitrogni, as the author has, is a mistake for Cctitrdgni. 
Vetraket.—^d. Bombay, Va,metket; Wilson-Hall, Vanetket. 
5. Mctnvctntarec: Rurdhvetbdhu has risen through the 

wrong division of the two words vedasrirurdhrcehdltxt. 
Apetret has by mistake been taken for a proper noun in 

the following words :—urdhvcthdhitstetthtlpareth. 
Subdhu (Svabdhu?).'—^The Sanskrit text has svaelhetman. 
6. Manvantetra: Atinttman.—1-lie Arabic text has ati-

mdnu. Or are we to read ^^-^-'^ instead of Â--».J'' ? 
Garshetyah ( = and the Rishis) by mistake derived from 

the following passage :—saptdsctnnitir(ir>i/it/y/dt,. 
9. Metnvetntara: Ilavyct, in the Sanskrit traditionBhavya. 

'" . . '* ' 
Perhaps we must read ^ ^^ instead of , ^^ 

MeAliddhriti (Wilson-Hall), viedhdinriti (ed. Bombay). 
Alberuni seems to have read Vcdhddltriti, if we are not 
to read ci-'oUjkA.-* instead of CI^JUJ^A.', 

I o. Manvctntara: Satya (Wilson-Hall).—The Arabic has 
something like Satlctyo. 

Sukshetrct.—The Arabic has Sushcra instead of Satyctketu. 
Perhaps the author has overlooked this word and copied 
the following one, viz., Sukshetrct. 

11. Mctnvctntctrct: Niscetrct, in the Arabic viscarct. 
Agnidhrct = Agniteja,s. The Arabic has ctgnitru y.J^jS\, 

which is perhaps to be changed to j^^-^-*-^^ (ctgnitejas). 
Nctgha.—Wilson-Hall, Anagha. 
12. Manvctntctra: Sutetyct, in the Sanskrit text sutapdscet. 

Perhaps the author has read sutctydscct. 
Dyuti and Iscdnyas have by mistake been derived from 

the following verse-—• 

tetpodhritirclyutiscdnyctlisetptct'inetstutetpoelhctncth. 

13. Manvantctret: Tctlvadctrsicct, mistake for Tatvadar-
sin, for the Sanskrit text has tcitvadarsiect. 

Vyaya, mistake for Avyayct. The author seems to have 
read dhritimdn vyayascci instead of elliritirndnavyetyetscet, 

14. Manvantara: Agnibct instead of Agnibethuh. 
VOL, n , Z 
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Gnidhra.—The ed. Bombay reads mdgetellhognidhrctn-
vctcet. Other readings, Grielhret, Agnidhrct. 

Yuktctsa and Jitct are taken from the following verse— 

yitktcts-tctthd-jitcts-cetnyo-mctnuqnttrdn etteth srinu. 

P. 395.—-Vdlakhilyets are known as pigmy sages from 
the Vishnu-Purdnet, but I do not find there this story of 
them and Satakratu. 

P. 396. Bali, the son of Virocanet, and his Vazir Venus, 
i.e. Sukra.— Vide Vishnu-Purdnet, iii. p. 19, note. There 
is a Hindu festival called after him Bctlirdjyct; v. ii. 182. 

P, 397. Vishnu-Purdna.—This quotation is found I I I , 
ii. p. 31. 

P . 398.—The second quotation from Vishnu-Purdnet is 
I I I . iii. p. 33. 

Kali, the son of J a sit<j (?).— Vitle note to p . 382. 

P. 398.—The names of the Vyasas of the twenty-nine 
Dvapara-yugas have been taken from Vishmt-Pureinet, I I I . 
iii. pp. 34-37. The author's tradition diff'ers a little from 
the Sanskrit text, in so far as he does not always combine the 
same Vyasa with the same Dvapara, particularly towards 
the end of the list. The names agree in both traditions, 
except Trivrishctn, for which the Arabic has something like 
Trivartct or Trivrittct. Besides, in the word Rinajyeshtha 
(in Arabic Rinajertu) the author has made a mistake. 
The Sanskrit verse runs thus— 

kritariijayah saptadasc rinajyosldddasc smritah. 

Alberuni has read rinajycshtoshtctda.se instead of rinajyesh-
tddctse, and has wrongly divided these words into rinaj-
yeshto-ashtddetse instead of rinajyo ashteidase. Further, he 
has been guided by the analogy otjyaishthct (the name, of 
the month), which in vernacular was pronounced j/Vr/;^, iu 
changing rinajycshtct into rinajcrtii. 

P. 398. Vishnu-Dltar met.'—^In mentioning Vasudeva, 
Saihkarshana, &c., as the names of Vishnu in the yugas, 
this source agrees with the teaching of the sect of the 
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Bhagavatas or Paiicaratras.— Vide Colebrooke, " Essays," i. 

439, 440. 

P . 401.—The story of the birth of Vasudeva, i.e. Krishna, 
is related in the Vishnu-Purdnct, book v. chap. iii. 

P . 403. I'/ie chilelrcn of Kaitrava, &c.—The following 
traditions are taken from the Mcthdbhdrata: the dice-
playing from book ii., or sctbhdqxtrvetn ; the preparing for 
battle from book v., or udyogaqiarvan ; the destruction of 
the five brothers by the curse of the Brahmin from book 
xvi., or rnaitsalaqjarvetn; their going to heaven from book 
xvii., or mahdprasthdniketpctrvan. 

The introductory sentence of this relation, Si^ ^.lij 

aî »/».*!\ f>.i 1.C ^jfi, literally, " T h e children of Kaurava 
were over their cousins," is odd, and perhaps not free 
from a lacuna, Pandu had died, and his children grow 
up in Hastinapura, at the court of Kaurava, i.e. Dhrita-
rashtra, their uncle, the brother of Pandu, One expects a 
sentence like " The children of Kaurava cherished enmity 
against their cousins," but as the Arabic words run, one 
could scarcely translate them otherwise than I have done. 
The children of Kaurava had " the charge of their cousins." 
&c. 

P . 407. On the akshauhini cf. H. H. Wilson, " Works," 
2d edit., iv. p. 290 (on the art of war as known to the 
Hindus). 

Mctnkalus seems to be a mistake for Myrtilits. Gf. 
Eratosthenis Gatasterisniorum Reliquice, rec. C. Robert, p. 
104. The source of Alberuni seems to have been a book 
like the chronicle of Johannes Mcdalcis. 

The second tradition, taken from a commentary on 
Aratus ' Phcenomenet (vide note to p. 97), is found in the 
same book, Eratosthenis, &c., p. 100, 98. For this informa
tion I am indebted to my colleague. Professor C. Robert. 

P . 408.—The number 284,323 of people who ride on 
chariots and elephants is a mistake for 284,310. I do 
not see what is the origin of this surplus of 13 men. 
However, the wrong number must be kept as it is, since 
the author reckons with it in the following computation. 
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P. I.—The famous chronological chapter xlix. consists 
of two parts of very different value. Par t i., on p. 2—5, an 
explanation of the mythical eras of the Hindus, is taken 
from the Vishnu-Dhctrmet, on which work cf. note to i. 

P- 54- .. 
Par t ii., on p. 5-14, containing information of a historical 

character, has not been drawn from a literary source. If 
the author had learned these things from any particu
lar book or author, he would have said so. His infor
mation is partly what educated people among Hindus 
believed to be historic and had told him, partly what he 
had himself observed during his stay among Hindus and 
elsewhere. That their historic tradition does not deserve 
much credit is matter of complaint on the part of the 
author (on pp. 10, i i ) , and that altogether the description 
of historic chronology, as far as he was able to give it, is 
by no means in all points satisfactory, is frankly admitted 
by the author himself (on p. 9). Whatever blame or 
praise, therefore, attaches to this chapter must in the first 
instance be laid to the charge, not of Alberuni, but of his 
informants. What he tells us is to be considered as the 
vulgcxta among educated Hindus in the north-west of India 
in his time. 

Although the tales which had been told Alberuni may 
not have been of a high standard, still it is much to be 
regretted that he has not chosen to incorporate them into 
his Indica (cf. p. 11, I -6) , 

Whether his hope (expressed on p, 8), that he might 
some day learn something more of this subject, was realised 
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or not, I cannot make out. However, the stray notes on 
Indian chronology scattered through his Canon Metsudicus, 
which he wrote some years after the Indica,, do not seem 
to betray that his Indian studies had made much progress. 

In all researches on Indian chronology, Alberuni's state
ments play an eminent part, specially those relating to the 
epochs of the Saka and Gupta eras. Cf. among others 
the following publications :— 

Fergusson, " On Indian Chronology," "Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic 
Society," vol. iv. (1870), p. 8i ; and "On the Saka, Samvat, and 
G-upta Eras," vol. xii. (1880), p. 259. 

E. Thomas, " The Epoch of the G-uptas," ibid. vol. xiii. (1881), p. 524. 
Oldenberg, " On the Dates of Ancient Indian Inscriptions and 

Coins," " Indian Antiquary," 1881, p. 213. 
Fleet, " The Epoch of the Gupta Era," ibid., 1886, p. 189. 
Drouin, " Chronologic et Numismatique des Rois Indo-Scythes," 

in "Revue Numismatique," 1888, premier trimestre, pp. 8 seq. 
M. Miiller, " India, What* can it teach us ?." pp. 281, 286, 291. 

P. 2.—-As the author had to compare a number of dif
ferent eras with each other, he stood in need of a common 
standard to which to reduce all of them, and for this pur
pose he chose the New-Year's Day or first Caitra of the 
year 953 of the Saka era, which corresponds to— 

(i .) A.D. 1031, 25th February, a Thursday. 
(2.) A. Hijrae 422, 28th Safar. 
(3.) A. Persarum 399, 19th Ispandarmadh-Mah. 
The Nauroz or New-Year's Day of the Persian year 400 

fell on 9th March 1031 A.D., which is the day 2,097,686 
of the Julian period (Schrctm). 

P. 2, 1. 30.—This refers to the year of the kaliyuga 
3600, as there have elapsed 10 divya years or 3600 years 
of the present yuga. On the next page Alberuni makes 
the calculation for the gauge-year, or the year 4132 of the 
kaliyuga. A kalpa being a day of Brahman, 8 years, 5 
months, 4 days correspond to 8 X 720-I-5 X 60-I-4 X 2, or 
6068 kalpas, or 26,213,760,000,000 years. Of the present 
kalpa there have elapsed six manvantaras or 1,840,320,000 
years, seven samdhis or 12,096,000 years, twenty-seven 
caturyugas or 116,640,000 years, the kritayuga or 1,728,000 
years, the tretayuga or 1,296,000 years, the dvaparayuga 
or 864,000 years, and of the kaliyuga 4132 years ; so 
altogether of the seventh manvantara 120,532,132 years, 
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of the kalpa 1,972,948,132 years, and of Brahman's life 
26,215,732,948,132 years, as stated p. 3, 11. 6-9 (Schrctm). 

P. 3. It was I who told it to Yudhishthira, &c.—The 
author of Vishuu.-Dharmet refers in these words to the 
third quirvan (yetnaqxtrvan) of the Mahetbheireitct. 

P. 4, 1. 29.—From the beginning of Brahman's life to 
that of the present kalpa there have elapsed 6068 kalpas or 
6068 X 1008 X 4,320,000 or 26,423,470,080,000 years. Six 
manvantaras = 6 x 72 x 4,320,000 or 1,866,240,000 years ; 
twenty-seven cataryugas = 27 x 4,320,000 or 116,640,000 
years ; three yugas + 4132 years = 3 x 1,080,000 i 4132 or 
3,244,132 years. The latter number represents the years 
elapsed of the caturyuga; adding to it successively the 
other numbers of years, we find the numbers given 11. 29-31 
of thispage. TheArabicmanuscripthas26,425,456,200,000 
instead of 26,425,456,204,132 (Schretm). 

P. 6,1. 3.—In the book Sriidhctvct, &c., cf. note to i. p . 158. 
Cctndrabijct.—I first took the reading of the manuscript 

to be j^j fsl:>- ^^^t ^0"^ I believe I can see a pale dot above 

the last consonant, so that we may read :_v..',j..«.p-. 
On the sho,shtyetbdct, or sixty-years cycle, cf. chap. Ixii. 

p. 123. 

P. 6. 27ie epoch of the era of Saka, &c.—Alberuni 
speaks of this era in his Canon Masudicus (composed 
during the reign of Mas'ud) in the following t e rms : 

•ia^ La\d^* Mibs'j.::. •^ij\^J^\ ji^'^^ J ^ ^^ '̂ •^^^ ^*^:' LH-̂ î .!! 

'i-»KA'^ ^A-K«; ^^JvJ' ^ i^£. ^ii> ^JNJ /*'-j/'j ^ ^ \Ax.l^ ^ 

Ji^^UJl ^^^' (Beginning of the sixth chapter, book i., 
copied from the Codex Elliot, now in the British Museum.) 

Translation: " Time is called Kdla in the language of 
the Hindus. The era most famous among them, and in 
particular among their astronomers, is the Sctkakdla, i.e. 
the time of Saka. This era is reckoned from the year of 
his destruction, because he was ruling (rather, tyrannising) 
over it (i.e. over that time). In this as well as in other 
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eras it is the custom to reckon only with complete, not 
with incomplete or current years." 

Then the author goes on to give rules for the comparison 
of the Saka era with the Greek, Persian, and Muslim eras. 

A later author, 'Abii-Sa'id 'Abd-alhayy Ibn Aldahl.iak 
Ibn Mahmud Gardezi (Gardez, a town east of Ghazna), 
has reproduced the information of Alberuni on the Saka 
era in Persian. Not having the original (MS. Ouseley 240, 
Bodleian Library, Oxford) at my disposal, I give a trans
lation made years ago :— 

" T h e Hindu era is ca l led j i^^ because J l̂  (kdla) means 
time, and <jj>,̂  (Saka,) is the name of a king whose death 
was made an era ; he did the Hindus a great deal of harm, 
so they made the date of his death a festival" (Oxford 
manuscript, p. 352). 

The place Ketritr is also mentioned in the (Jhaehndmet. 
Vide Elliot, "His tory of India," i. 139, 143, 207. 

P. 7. Al-arkctml.—Gf. note to i. 312. The book does 
not seem to exist in the collections of Arabic manuscripts 
in Europe. 

P. 8.—The pronunciation of the names Kanir, Bardari, 
Marigala, and Nirahara (Nlra-griha ?) is more or less con
jectural. 

Alberuni identifies Mdrigetlet with Taks]ta,silct (vol. ii. 
302), i.e. the Taxila of the ancients. The name Mdrigalct 
seems to be preserved in that of a ra,ngc of hills lying only 
two miles to the south of Shahdhesi (Cunningham, " Ancient 
Geography of India," p. 111). The place is also mentioned 
in the Tdbaketti-Ndsiri. Vide Elliot, "His tory of India," 
ii. 271, 273. 

P. 9.—Durletbhet, a native of Multan, is only twice men
tioned. Here the author quotes from him a method for 
the computation of the Saka era, and p . 54 a method for 
the computation of cthctrgctnct. According to him, the 
Indian year commenced with the month Margasirsha, but 
the astronomers of Multan commenced it with Caitra 
(p. 10). 

P. 10. Betrhalctkin.—The name occurs only in this one 
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place. If it were an Indian name, I should think of some
thing like] Vrihatkinct (or Vrihatketu ij.:.^j.^ljb j). If it is 
Turkish, it is a compound, the second part of which is 
tetgin (as in Toghrultctgin and similar names). As the 
author declares the dynasty to be of Tibetan origin, the 
question is whether the name may be explained as Tibetan. 

P . 10. Vctr.—As the Arabic verb may be connected 
either with the preposition hi or with the accusative, we 
may read either Iwr or vr. 

P. 10, 1. 25. He begctn to creep ovi.—In the Arabic text, 

p. r .V, 8, read - ; ^ ''^^^ instead of ^ ; ^ '^^^• 

P . I I . Kctnik.—Only the three consonants KNK are 
certain. We may read them Kanik or Kanikku, which 
would be a Middle-Indian Kctnikkhit for Sanskritic Kan-
ishka. Thus the name Turk was pronounced by the 
Middle-Indian tongue as Turukkhu, and Sanscritisized as 
Titruskha. 

This Zopyrus-story was reproduced by Muhammad 
'Aufi. Gf Elliot, "His to ry of India," ii. 170. 

P . 13. Letgaturmdn.—The uncouth formation of this 
name seems to point to a Non-Indian (Tibetan ?) origin. 
I at first thought to combine it with the name of the 
Tibetan king, Lctngtarma, who abolished Buddhism, A.D. 
899 (v. Prinsep, " Useful Tables," ii. 289), as our Lagatur-
man was the last of a series of Buddhistic kings, and as 
the names resemble each other to some extent. However, 
this combination seems delusive. 

The name Kallar is written Kallr K, Could this name 

be combined with Kitlitsha (Kalusha ?), which e.g. occurs as 
the name of the Brahmin minister of the Mahratta Raja 
Sambaji ? 

P . 13, ]. 17. The Brcthman kings.—The word sdmctnta 
means vassal. 

KctmctlH was a contemporary of the prince 'Amr Ibn 
Laith, who died A.D. 911. Cf. Elliot, " History of India," ii. 
172. Is the name a hypokoristikon of one like Kamctlctv-
ardhctnct ? 
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Anctndctpdla, Bhimctpdlct, and Trilocetnctqjdla, mean hetv
ing Siva, as protector. If, therefore, these princes, like the 
Indo-Scythian kings (cf. Drouin, Rcvite Kumismettiqite, 
1888, 48), were Siva-worshippers, we must explain the 
name Jaipdl perhaps as Jaydpdlct, i.e. having Durgd (the 
wife of Siva) as protector. Cf. the Hindu kings of Kabul 
in Elliot, "' History of India," ii. 403 seq. (in many points 
antiquated). 

The name Trilocanapdla (here Tarv,cei,npeU) has been 
much disfigured in the Arabic writing. Vide the Puru 
Jaipal in Elliot, I.e., ii. 47, 463, 464. 

P. 13, 1. 14. The la,tt,cr wets killed.—The Arabic manu
script has J.AJj, which may be read Jĵ iJ (narrcttum est) or 
J.-vi" (interfectu,s est). I have not been able to ascertain 
whether the year in question was that of the enthronisa-
tion of Trilocanapala, or that of his death. I prefer, how
ever (with Reinaud), to read ^.^i, "' he was killed," because 
evidently the author stood so near to the events in ques
tion that he could have ample and trustworthy informa
tion, and that, in fact, an on elit ( J-A]!) seems here entirely 
out of place. 

P . 13, 1. 22. The slighdcst rcmneint, literally one blow
ing fire, a well-known simile for nobody. Gf. e.g. Hasan 
Nizami in Elliot's "His tory of India," ii. 235, 1. 13. 

P . 15.—For Alfazari and Ya'kub Ibn Tarik, ef. note 
to i. 165, 169. 

Midiexmmad, Ibn Ishdk of Setrakhs is mentioned only 
here and in the tables on pp. 16 and 18, besides in 
Alberuni's " Chronology " (English edition, p. 29). 

P . 16, 1. 6 of the table.—It is not clearly said in the 
text that the anomalistic revolution is meant, but the 
numbers which Alberuni quotes leave no doubt on the 
subject. The days of a kalpa are 1,577,916,450,000, which 
being divided by the number 57,265,194,142, give for one 
revolution 27f j 4 f f f f f i | - f days, or 27 days 13 h. 18 min. 
33 sec , whilst the anomalistic revolution of the moon is 
equivalent to 27 days 13 h. 18 min. 37 sec , an agreement 
so very close, that every doubt that there could be meant 
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anything but the anomalistic revolution is completely ex
cluded. Moreover, the number of the revolutions of the 
apsis, 488,105,858, being augmented by 57,265,194,142, is 
equal to 57,753,300,000, the number of sidereal revolu
tions ; an-d, indeed, the revolutions of the apsis, plus the 
anomalistic revolutions, must be equal to the sidereal re
volutions (Schrctm). 

P. 16.—The'note in the table " T h e anomalistic revolu
tion of the moon is here treated," &c., is not quite clear, and 
probably materially incorrect. That the term j ^ \ ^.^[=>. 
means the anomaly (dvwpaAta in Greek, kcu/lret (KevTpov) 
in Sanskrit), was first pointed out to me by my friend and 
colleague. Prof. Fors ter ; but this note, which seems to be 
intended as a sort of explanation of the term, does not 
exactly render what astronomers understand by anouwly. 
Literally translated it runs t h u s : " T h e Hdssat-alkamar 
stands in the place of the ctp>sis, because the result is its 
(whose ? the apsis' ?) share, since it (the lids sat-ctlkctmar) 

is the difference between the two mot ions" (.^ .sc^ U ,."% 

^y.'j^jc^\ ^xi t« f\J:^i J> (not S) ^\ S^'S.^:^ ic>^d' 
Accordingly, we must translate the term as " falling to 
the moon as her lot or share," viz., movement, in Arabic 

.^SL\ £ U \ l<.^\\. Therefore, in the Arabic text, pp. 

f . l and f'*? 8 write 'X.^\s>- instead of haXd*-. 

P. 19.—Abu-alhasan of Ahwaz is mentioned only in 
this place. He seems to have been a contemporary of 
Alfazari and Ya'kub Ibn Tarik. 

P . 20. Annus qjrocrastinationis.— Viele the author's 
"Chronology" (English edition), p . 73. Metlamdset, in 
Hindustani metlmds. Viele Dowson, "Hindus tan i Gram
mar," p. 258. 

P . 21,1. 24.—A caturyuga or 4,320,000 solar years con
sists of 53,433,300 lunar months or 1,602,999,000 lunar 
days; so one solar year has 371/13V lunar days, and the 
difference between the solar and lunar days of a year is 
I ifVV The proportion 360 lunar days: i if'^is days 
= x lunar days : 30 days gives for x the number of 
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976/J jT ' which is equivalent to 9y6-^rfiJ',j. Vide p. 24 
1.53 (Schram). 

P. 22, 1. 17.—Read 22''i instead of 23"' (Schretm). 

P. 23. PadamtXset.—Thi^ seems to be an old mistake 
which has crept into the Arabic manuscripts of the works 
of Alfazari and Ya'kub. Cf. the author's "Chronology" 
(English edition), p. 15. 

P. 27.—The rule given in the first fifteen lines of this 
page is completely erroneous, and consequently the ex
ample calculated after this rule is so too. The right 
method would be the following :—•" The complete years are 
multiplied by 12 ; to the product are added the months 
which have elapsed of the current year. The sum repre
sents the partial solar months. You write down the 
number in two places ; in the one place you multiply it 
by ^'^11, i.e. the number which represents the universal 
adhimasa months. The product you divide by 172,800, 
i.e. the number which represents the universal solar 
months. The quotient you get, asfetr as it contains com-
qilete months, is added to the number in the second place, 
and the sum so obtained is multiplied by 30 ; to the pro
duct are added the days which have elapsed of the current 
month. The sum represents the candrahargana, i.e. the 
sum of the partial lunar days." These two proceedings 
would be identical, if we were not to omit fractions ; but 
as an adhimasa month is only intercalated when it is com
plete, we must first determine the number of adhimasa 
months, and, omitting the fretctions, change them to days; 
whilst when we multiply beforehand by 30, the fractions 
of the adhimasa months are also multiplied, which is 
not correct. This is at once seen in the example which 
he works out after this rule, and we wonder that Albe
runi himself did not see' it. He is calculating the ahar-
ganas for the beginning of a year, consequently also for 
the beginning of a month, and, notwithstanding, he is not 
at all surprised to find (p. 30) 28 days and 51 minutes of 
the month already passed. 

The adhimasa days are nothing else than adhimasa 
months converted into days. As the number of the adhi-
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masa months must be a whole, so the number of the 
adhimasa days must be divisible by 30. Accordingly, the 
number cjuoted, p. 29, 1. 30, not being divisible by 30, is 
at once recognised as erroneous, and it is astonishing when 
he says in the following lines, " If, in multiplying and 
dividing, we had used the months, we should have found 
the adhimasa months and multiplied by 30, they would be 
ecjual to the here-mentioned number of adhimasa days." 
In this case certainly the number ought to be divisible 
by 30. Perhaps he would have found the fault, if not, 
by a strange coincidence, the difference between the true 
value and the false one had been exactly 28 days or 
four complete weeks, so that though the number con
sidered is an erroneous one, yet he finds, p. 30, 1. 9, the 
right week-day. 

Alberuni finds, p. 29, 1. 2, as the sum of days from 
the beginning of the kalpa to the seventh manvantara 
676,610,573,760. Further, he finds, 1. 7, tha t from the 
beginning of the seventh manvantara till the beginning of 
the present caturyuga there have elapsed 42,603,744,150 
days, and, 1. 12, that till the beginning of the kaliyuga 
there have elapsed 1,420,124,805 days of the present catur
yuga. Adding these numbers, we find that the sum of 
days elapsed from the beginning of the kalpa to that of the 
caturyuga is 720,634,442.715 ; but as he finds, p. 30, 1. $, 
that from the same epoch to the gauge-date there have 
elapsed 720,635,951,963 days, so the gauge-date would be 
1,509,248 days after the beginning of the kaliyuga. Now 
we know that the gauge-date is 25th February 103 i (see 
p. 2, 1. 17, and note), or the day 2,097,686 of the Julian 
period, whilst the first day of the kaliyuga, as is generally 
known, coincides with the 18th February 3102 before 
Christ or with the day 588,466 of the Julian period, so 
that the difference of the two dates is 1,509,220, and not 
1,509,248 days. 

To this result we shall also come when working out 
Alberuni's example after the method stated in the begin
ning of this note. Instead of p. 29, 1. 16, we should then 
have : the years which have elapsed of the kalpa up to 
that year are 1,972.948,132. Multiplying them by 12, we 
get as the number of their -months 23,675,377,584. In 
the date which we have adopted as gauge-year there is 
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no month, but only complete years ; therefore we have 
nothing to add to this number. I t represents the par
tial solar months. We multiply it by 5 3 i i and divide 
the product by 172,800; the quotient 727,661,6331!-^ 
represents the adhimasa months. Omitting the frac
tions, we add 727,661,633 to the partial solar months 
23,675,377,584, and get 24,403,039,217 as the partial 
lunar months. By multiplying this number by 30 we 
get days, viz., 732,091,176,510. As there are no days 
in the normal date, we have no days to add to this 
number. Multiplying it by 55,739 and dividing the pro
duct by 3,562,220, we get the partial unaratra days, viz., 
11,455,224,575i|-ff |f . This sum of days without the 
fraction is subtracted from the partial lunar days, and the 
remainder, 720,635,951,935, represents the number of the 
civil days of our gauge-date. Dividing it by 7, we get as 
remainder 4, which means that the last of these days is a 
Wednesday. Therefore the Indian year commences with 
a Thursday, The difference between 720,635,951,935 
and the beginning of the kaliyuga 720,634,442,715 is, 
as it ought to be, 1,509,220 days (Schrctm). 

In the beginning of chap. Iii., in the Arabic text, r H. 8, 

it seems necessary to write j»i-^ and j^i-^^^ instead of T̂  

and ̂ [.'"j]. 
i •• 

P, 29, 1. 10. Thursdety.—The Arabic manuscript has 
Tuesdary. 

P. 30,1. 10-17.—This ought to run as follows :—We have 
found above 727,661,633| | - | | - for the adhimasa months ; 
the wholes represent the number of the adhimasas which 
have elapsed, viz., 727,661,633, whilst the fraction is the 
time which has already elapsed of the current adhimasa 
month. By multiplying this fraction by 30 we get it 
expressed in days, viz., 'Y^if days, or 28 days 51 minutes 
30 seconds, so that the current adhimasa month wants only 
I day 8 minutes 30 seconds more to become a complete 
month (Schrctm). 

P, 31, 1, 19.—^The number 1,203,783,270 is found by 
adding the 30 x 1,196,525 or 35,895,750 adhimasa days to 
the 1,167,887,520 solar days (Schram). 
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P . 31, 1. 24.—The number of days from the beginning 
of the caturyuga to the gauge-date is here found by 
Pulisa's method to be 1,184,947,570, whilst p . 33, 1. 16, 
the number of days from the beginning of the caturyuga 
to that of the kaliyuga is found to be 1,183,438,350. The 
difference between both numbers is (as it ought to be) 
1,509,220 days (Schram). 

P. 33, 1. 24.—-The method of Aryabhata is the same 
as that given before, only the numbers by which we are to 
multiply and to divide, are different according to his system, 
which supposes a different number of revolutions in a 
kalpa. According to Aryabhata the elder, a caturyuga has 
1,577,917,500 days (see vol. i. p. 370, 1. 28). As to the 
revolutions of sun and moon, they seem to be the same 
as given by Pulisa. The tables, pages 16 and 17, are not 
quite correct in this, as they give, for instance, for the 
revolutions of the moon's node and apsis the icooth part 
of their revolutions in a kalpa, whilst in vol. i. p. 370, 1. 
16, it is said that, according to Pulisa and Aryabhata, the 
kalpa has 1008 caturyugas. But p. 19, 1. 15, the numbers 
4.320,000 for the sun and 57,753,336 for the moon are 
given as possibly belonging to the theory of Aryabhata. 
The same numbers are cited by Bentley in his " Historical 
View of the Hindu Astronomy," London, 1825, p. 179, as 
belonging to the system of the so-called spurious Arya 
Siddhanta. I t is doubtless the same system, for if we 
compare the number of days between the beginning of the 
kalpa and that of the kaliyuga, which Bentley states in 
the above-cited book, p. 181, to be 725,447,570,625, with 
the same sum quoted by Alberuni, p. 33, 1. 29, there can 
scarcely be a doubt as to the identity of both systems, 
especially as this number 725,447,570,625 is a curious 
one, giving Thursday for the first day of the kalpa, whilst 
the other systems give Sunday for this date. Of this book 
Bentley says, p. 183 : " I t would be needless to waste any 
more time in going over its contents; what has been 
shown must be perfectly sufficient to convince any man 
of common sense of its being a downright modern for
gery ; " and p. 190, " T h e ^spurious Brahma Siddhanta, 
together with the spurious Arya Siddhanta, are doubtless 
the productions of the last century at farthest." Perhaps 
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he would have chosen more reserved expressions, if he had 
known that this "production of the last century" was 
already cited by Alberuni. 

When we adopt these numbers for a caturyuga, i.e. 
1,577,917,500 civil days, 4,320,000 revolutions of the sun 
and 57,753,336 revolutions of the moon, and consequently 
53,433,336 lunar months, we find the numbers belonging 
to a yuga by dividing the above numbers by four, as in 
this system the four yugas are of equal length. Thus 
we get for a yuga 394,479,375 civil days, 1,080,000 solar 
years, and consequently 12,960,000 solar months, and 
388,8oo,OOOsolardays,i3,358,334lunarmonths,400,750,020 
lunar days, 398,334 adhimasa months, and 6,270,645 
unaratra days. To find the number 725,449,079,845 men
tioned, p. 33, 1. 31, as the sum of days between the be
ginning of the kalpa and the gauge-date, we are to proceed 
as follows :—-From the beginning of the kaliyuga to our 
gauge-date there have elapsed 4132 years, which multi
plied by 12 give 49,584 as the partial solar months. This 
number multiplied by the universal adhimasa months 
398,334, and divided by the universal solar months 
12,960,000, gives I 5 2 3 - | 4 | ^ as the number of adhimasa 
months. This number, without the fraction added to the 
solar months 49,584, gives 51,107 as the number of the 
partial lunar months, which multiplied by 30 gives 
1,533,210 as the number of the partial lunar days. This 
number multiplied by the universal unaratra days6,270,645 
and divided by the universal lunar days 400,750,020 
gives 23,990f|-I- |^ff as the sum of the partial linaratra 
days; and 23,990 subtracted from the partial lunar days 
1,533,210 gives 1,509,220 as the civil days elapsed of the 
kaliyuga till the gauge-date, identical with the number 
found in note to p. 27. These 1,509,220 days added to the 
725,447,570,625 days which separate the beginning of the 
kalpa and the kaliyuga, give the number of 725,449,079,845 
days cited p. 33,1. 31. Finally, the number of days elapsed 
of Brahman's life before the present kalpa, is got by multi
plying the number of days in a kalpa, i.e. 1,590,540,840,000 
(see page 370, vol. i.) by 6068, the number of the kalpas 
elapsed before the present one (Sehrctui). 

P. 34, 1. 32.—There is here the same fault as that which 
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led Alberuni to a false result, p . 27. The multiplication 
by 30 must be made after dropping the fraction of the 
adhimasa months, not before (Schretm). 

P. 36, 1. I.—The lacuna must have contained a phrase 
like t h i s : — " I n three different places; they multiply the 
number in the lowest place by yy, and divide the product 
by 69,120." This follows clearly from the explanation 
which he gives in the following page (Schretm). 

P. 36, 1. 9.—Read lunar instead of solar, in the Arabic 

( r r P , 7, last word), £, ^^u instead of AJ^^AJLW. 

P. 36, 1. 10.—The expression is a very concise one, so 
that it is not quite clear what is meant (1. 14) by the 
"middle number ."—It is to be understood in the follow
ing manner : " This number of the partial lunar days is 
written down in two different places, one under the other. 
The one of these is " i n the uppermost p l ace" (1. 17); 
they multii^ly the lower number by 11, and write the 
product under it. Then they divide it, i.e. the product, 
by 403,963, and add the quotient to the middle number, 
i.e. to the product of eleven times the partial lunar days 
(Schravt). 

P. 36, 1. 26.—A certain number of months A is to be 
divided by 65-j-Yi/VV. If we wish to get the same result 
by dividing only by 65, we must subtract from A a cer
tain number K which is to be determined by the equation 

— = ^ . This equation ffives for X the value 

X=A{ ^ •''''•"':'.-), or, reduced, X= A (T-OVTTW'W)' ^^ ^^ ^^'^^ 
° 5 T 5 i/W^ 

X= A(^rf-^.y-f). The equation V = ^ f ^ YV'-'-, ) ^^^ ^^^ 

be written in the form 6^^^^f^i.r: Y-.V.AA; =A:X, that is, as 
Alberuni states it (1. 30), " t h e whole divisor stands in 
the same relation to its fractions as the divided number to 
the subtracted portion " (Schram). 

P. 36,1. 33.—Alberuni has not made the calculation given 
VOL. IL 2 A 
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above in a general way, but he has made it only for a 
special case, for the gauge-date. He finds the fraction 
-^f-rzU' which he would find for every other date, as this 
fraction is independent of the number A (Schrctm). 

P. 37,1. 26.—Here again a certain number of iinaratra 
days A is to be divided by 63-lflff. If we wish to get 
the same result by dividing only by 62)\Y> 0̂ 5 which.is the 
same, by "^-^-l^, we must add to A a certain number X, which 
is determined by the equation 

^±.^= -J:^- or A + X=A f -_4°3 \ ,,x = A (7^zJ^mHi\ 
vox ( = , ' , 5 0 0 0 3 \ r r Y Ct^'iS.Uf'S I V T T V (^O" 0 0 0 S I 

.^ /703-702ffm\ ,,x = A (^id^^\=A f--
V 702mn J \̂ \̂f*.*f̂ / \39i 

.97 
84420 

or at last, dividing numerator and denominator by 97, we 

find X— , — . The 7/*- are neglected (see p. 38,1. 9) 

(Schrctm). 

P. 38,1. 25.—The Arabic manuscript has yy, 139, instead 
of 7739, as Dr. Schram demands; v. p. 39,1. 7, and p. 40,1. 8. 

P . 39, 1. 20.—Here he grants that the 28 days which 
we get over 727,661,633 months are to be reckoned after 
the beginning of the month Caitra, so that the result 
found, p. 29, 1. 30, agrees with the 28th, not with the first 
Caitra (Schrctm). 

P. 39, 1. 24.—The middle number was multiplied by 
|-|-S-J-; a solar year has 3651-̂ 4-0- clays (1. 36), or 52 weeks 
I day and f-|-§-o- of a day. By adding the product of the 
number of years multiplied by f|-f^ to this number itself, 
we get the sum of days by which these years exceed 
whole weeks. The rest of the calculation is sufficiently 
explained by Alberuni himself (Schretm). 

P. 41 , 1. 19.—This is the same case as p. 36, only the 
numbers are a little different. If A is the number of 
months to be divided by 32- | | - | | - | , and we wish to sub
tract a number from A so as to get the same result by 
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dividing the difference by 32 only, we have the equation 

A _A-X 

which gives for X the value 

A f_MMf \ orX^A f_35S5^\ ^, x^A ( 'XH). 
V32flf|#y V2160000; V675ooy 

Albe]*uni has again made the calculation for a special case, 
the gauge-date, and found the same fraction (Schram). 

-P. 41 , 1. 20 .—" This number of days," viz., the number 
of solar days corresponding to the given date (Schretm). 

P. 41 , 1. 33.—The MS. has 974 instead of 976. 

P. 42, 1. 3.—The number of solar days, 1,555,222,000, 
is here taken as divisor instead of the number of adhimasa 
months, 1,593,336. The fraction ought to be 976x -̂3^3^3*6-
— 9766-VW'T; t^6 common divisor 24 (ScJiretm). 

P. 42, 1. 6.—Alberuni does not seem to have understood 
Pulisa's calculation which is correct, although there seems 
to be a lacuna in its explanation. According to Pulisa's 
theory, there are in a caturyuga 1,555,200,000 solar days 
and 1,593,336 adhimasa months. Dividing the first num
ber by the second, we get as the time within which an 
adhimasa month sums up 9y6-j^'fPf-^^^jy^ days. So one would 
get the number of adhimasa months by dividing the given 
number of solar days by the number 9y6-^-£Tj^^-^-^'^; but 
Pulisa prefers not to reckon with the fraction, so he 
diminishes the number of given days by a certain amount 
and divides only by 976. The number which is to be 
subtracted from the given days is easily found by the 
following equation :-— 

Let D be the number of given solar days ; we then have 

^ ^ - ^ or Z = i) 
1 0 4 0 0 4 \ / 1 0 4 0 Ctt. \ 

„ , --lIlIUi±J\ or X = I) f ^JtMl.M«_\ 
976jwwy¥« 976 V976TVWW^/ vmrn^y 

ovX = D( ^o^»6^ ). 
\looo-2 00000/" 

Now 384 is a common divisor to 104,064 and the divisor 
1,555,200,000. So we get X—D-^-^-i^l-^-y^, just as Pulisa 
finds it (Schretm). 
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P. 42, 1. 22.—Not only is it not "qu i te impossible that 
this number should, in this part of the calculation, be used 
as a divisor," but it needs must be used as a divisor. 
This we see at once when, instead of working out the cal
culation with special numbers, we make it algebraically. 
Let S be the number of solar days in a caturyuga, and A 
the number of adhimasa months in a caturyuga. Then the 
number of days within which one adhimasa montl^i sums 
up, will be found by dividing S by A. By this division 
we shall get Avholes and a fraction ; let the wholes be 
represented by Q and the numerator of the fraction by R. 

We then have .--- = 0-f_ or S=AQ-tR. Now if, the 
A A 

given number of solar days beiiig D, we have to divide D 

by Q-h— to get the number of adhimasa months, but as 

we wish to divide by Q alone, we must subtract from D 
a number X, whicli will be found by the equation 

ovXr--!) R 
AQ + li 

As AQ + R is equal to S, we have X=DA, where S is the 

number of solar days in a caturyuga, which must necessarily 
be a divisor in this part of the calculation (Schram). 

P. 42,1. 31.'—As one linaratra day sums up in 63-;/-J L'!;;• 
lunar days (see p. 37, 1. 17), we have again the equation 

where L represents the number of the given lunar days. 

P . 44, 1. I.—The number 720,635,951,963 is not 
correct, as we have seen in note to p. 27. I t is too 
great by 28 days. But the number of adhimasa days, 
21,829,849,018 (1. 10), is also 28 days too great. So the 
difference is again correct. There is the same fault as at 
p. 27. The calculation ought to run as follows :—The par
tial civil days which have elapsed up to our gauge-date are 
720,635,951,935. This number is given, and what we 
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want to find is how many Indian years and months are 
equal to this sum of days. First we multiply the num
ber by 55,739 and divide the product by 3,506,481 ; the 
quotient is 11,45 5,224,575 ?; -.1 ;j,! •' [}f- iinaratra days. We add 
11,455,224,575 to the civil clays; the sum is 732,091,176,510 
lunar days. Dividing this number by 30, we get as quo
tient 24,403,039,217 lunar months (and no fraction; so we 
see that the date in question consists of a number of 
months only, or, what is the same, that the date corre
sponds to the beginning of a month). Multiplying the 
lunar months by 5311 and dividingthe product by 178,111, 
we get 727,661,633y-f-f|-|f- adhimasa months ; 727,661,633 
adhimasa months subtracted from the 24,403,039,217 
lunar months give 23,675,377,584 solar months, which 
divided by 12 give 1,972,948,132 years and no fraction. 
So we find the given date corresponding not only to 
the beginning of a month, but also to that of a year. We 
find the same number of years of which the gauge-date 
consists (see p. 29, 1. 17) (Schram). 

P. 45, 1. 12.—This rule must indeed be based on some 
complete misunderstanding, for it is absolutely erroneous, 
as Alberuni rightly remarks (Schram). 

P. 46, 1. I.—If we calculate from the beginning of the 
kalpa or the catur37uga, there are in the epoch neither 
fractions of the adhimasa months nor of unaratra days; 
but as the great number of days embraced by such long 
periods makes the calculation wearisome, the methods set 
forth in this chapter start neither from the beginning of 
the kalpa nor from that of the caturyuga, but from dates 
chosen arbitrarily and nearer to the time for which they 
are to be employed. As such epochs are not free from 
fractions of the adhimasa months and iinaratra days, these 
fractions must be taken into account (Schrctm). 

P. 46,1. 27.—The numbers employed here do not belong 
to Brahmagupta's, but to I^ulisa's system. The year taken 
as epoch is the year 587 Sakakfda. As we have seen, p. 31, 
11. 8-10, that in the moment of the beginning of our 
gauge-date or of the year Sakakala 953, there have elapsed 
3,244,132 years of the caturyuga, there must have elapsed 
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3,243,766 years of the caturyuga till the beginning of the 
year 587 Sakakala. We must now first calculate the 
adhimasa months and unartitra days for this epoch. After 
Pulisa's method (p. 41, 1. 29), we have: 3,243,766 years 
are equal to 38,925,192 solar months or 1,167,755,760 
solar days. This number multiplied by 271 and divided 
by 4,050,000 gives 78,138-tg-||. As here the nearest num
ber is to be taken, we get 78,139, which, subtracted from 
Li65,755,76o, gives 1,167,677,621. This latter number 
divided by 976 gives as the number of adhimasa months 
1,196,391 vfY6̂ . Now 1,196,391 adhimasa months are equal 
to 35,891,730 adhimasa days, which, added to 1,167,755,760 
solar days, give 1,203,647,490 lunar days. According to 
Pulisa's theory (see p. 26, 1. 9), there are in a caturyuga 
1,603,000,080 lunar and 25,082,280 iinaratra days ; so one 
unaratra day sums up in 63-lff-f-l lunar days. Therefore 
we should have to divide the given number of lunar days 
L by 63f If|- | , but we prefer to subtract from L a certain 
number X, and to divide the rest by 63-̂ -̂ - or ^-^-^. The 

/ I — X 
number Xwil l be sfivenbvthe equation = A — 

^ 0 0 "JO" 7.-J 1 1 

II L— II X 
—. This equation ecives for JTthe value X — 

703 
• LorX=( „439 \zorX = ( ^ - . - U , 7o3^Whl USgSoss^l V I I I 5 7 3 T : 

1 -T̂  I I X 

or nearly 11 A = -. 
111573 

Now L being equal to 1,203,647,490 lunar days, 11 L will 
be equal to 13,240,122,390 lunar days ; this number di
vided by 111,573 gives i I8 ,667-J^\"YVW Taking the nearest 
number, we subtract 118,668 from 13,240,122,390 and get 
13,240,003,722, which divided by 703 gives 18,833,5754^1-
as the number of iinaratra days. This added to the 
1,203,647,490 lunar days gives for the date of our epoch 
the number of civil days 1,184,813,915. 

This number divided by 7 gives 5 as remainder. Now 
the last day before the present caturyuga was a Mon
day (see p. 33,1. 11), therefore the last day before our epoch 
is a Saturday, and any number of days elapsed since 
that epoch if divided by 7 will indicate by the remainder, 
the week-day counted from Sunday as I, as it is said, 
p. 47. 1. 19. Now the whole method is easily recognised 
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as thoroughly correct. Instead of multiplying the partial 
solar days by -^i-of^Jjjjjy-o, we multiply them by TT-OT-F' which 

is sufficiently correct, as i-oidj^-Q-ij is equal to 
i 4 9 4 4 i H 

As besides the whole adhimasa months there is yet a 
fraction of -g-l̂ -g- adhimasa months in our epoch, we add 5 
before dividing by 976. The calculation of the iinaratra 
days has already been explained ; but as in our epoch 
besides the whole iinaratra days there is still a fraction of 
i-^lj iinaratra days, we must add 497 before dividing by 
703. The whole proceeding is thus explained (Schretm). 

P. 48, 1. I I .—The calculation has been made for the 
complete years elapsed before our gauge-date. So we get 
the week-day of the last day before the first Caitra of the 
gauge-date, and if this is a Wednesday, the first Caitra 
itself is a Thursday ; ef. p. 30, 1. 9. 

The first day of this epoch corresponds to the day 
1,964,031 of the Julian period. Adding 133,655 to 
1,964,031, we have for the first Caitra 953 the day 
2,097,686 of the Julian period, as it ought to be (Schram). 

P. 48, 1. 21.—The 18th Isfandarmadh of Yazdajird 399 
corresponds in fact to Wednesday, 24th February 1031, 
the day before the first Caitra 953 Sakakala (see note to 
p. 2, 1. 17) (Schrctm). 

P. 49, 1. 22. By six years.—The Arabic manuscript has 
seven instead of six. 

P. 50, 1. I.—The method here employed is based on 
Pulisa's theory. According to this theory, the solar days 
must be divided by 976//^^%- to get the adhimasa months. 
Now 976-eYvW with sufficient accuracy is equal to 976^%-
nv SLS>_3 fi_2. 
^'- 3 0 * 

If S represents the number of solar months, the solar 
days or 30 S are to be divided by --j^jy-~, or, what is the 
same, 900 S must be divided by 29282. 

To get the unaratra days, the lunar days must be 
divided by 63! f f f f (see note to p. 46,1. 27). Now 63f f f f f 

is equal to ^^'•'^'^-i, or with sufficient accuracy I— -̂ " "' 
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or at least equal to -Ŝ ;̂ -y--o-f-. So the multiplications and 
divisions of this method are explained. 

The constant numbers which are to be added, are in
herent to the epoch. The year 888 Sakaktda corresponds 
to the year 3,244,067 of the caturyuga; 3,244,067 years 
are equal to 38,928,804 solar months, or 1,167,864,120 
solar days. These solar months multiplied by 66,389 and 
divided by 2,160,000 give i,i96,502Y-|-[f-3~î o- adhimasa 
months, or 35,895,060 adhimasa days. This added to the 
1,167,864,120 solar days gives 1,203,759,180 lunar days. 
Eleven times this number is equal to 13,241,350,980; this 
latter number divided by 111,573 gives ii86y?>YT-Ti'T:i> 
or the nearest number 118,679. Subtracting this from 
13,241,350,980, the remainder is 13,241,232,301, w^hicli 
being divided by 703, gives i8,835,323f-;|f iinaratra days; 
these days subtracted from the lunar days give for the 
number of civil days 1,184,923,857. Dividing this last 
number by 7, we get the remainder 5 ; and as the last day 
before the present caturyuga was a Monday (see p. 33, 
1. 11), the last day before the epoch here adopted is a 
Saturday, so that any number of days elapsed since that 
epoch, if divided by 7, will indicate by the remainder 
the week-day counted from Sunday as i. The first day 
of this epoch corresponds to the day 2,073,973 of the 
Julian period. We have found in our epoch the fraction 

5 5 o l 7 2 7 6 6 
of adhimasa month Twm^i)' which is equal to ^-»^o00 

2 9 2 8 2 

or very nearly -sffio- adhimasa month, so we must add 
661 before dividing by 29282. 

The fraction of unaratra days -f-M is equal to ^' "̂  **"̂  
•̂  ' " - ^ ^ 2 1 0 9 0 2 

or nearly to -xYirwih:- Therefore we must add 96,601 before 
dividing by 210,902. Alberuni has, instead of this number 
69,601, the number 64,106, 4 instead of 9, and the last 
three numbers reversed (Schrctm). 

P. 50, 1. 35.—We had 780 months; adding thereto the 
23 adhimasa months, we have 803 months, which being 
multiplied by 30 give 24090, and not 24060 days. All the 
following faults are the consequences of this one (Schretm). 

P. 51, 1. 2.—It ought to be "adding thereto 69,601, we 
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get the sum 79,566,601. By dividing it by 210,902, we 
get the quotient 377, i.e. iinaratra days, and a remainder of 
AV/oV' '̂ •̂ - the avamas." (In the Arabic text, p. T T V̂  17, 
the reading of the MS. ought not to have been altered.) 
The correct result is 23,713 civil days. If we divide 
this number by 7, we find the remainder 4, which shows 
again that the last day before our gauge-date is a 
Wednesday. By adding 23,713 to 2,073,973, we get for 
the first Caitra 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, 
as it ought to be (Schrctm). 

P. 51, 1. 4.—Read 377, instead of 307. 

P . 51, 1. 9.—This method works with numbers much 
less accurate than the preceding ones. I t is assumed that 
one adhimasa month sums up in 324 solar months. So the 
solar months are divided by 324 or by -̂ -f-§-, or, what is the 
same, they are multiplied by -o^-^- For the time within 
which an unaratra day sums up, there is simply taken 
63-}-^, and the lunar days are divided b}^ 6 3 ^ ^ or ^~^^^-, or, 
what is the same, multiplied by AJ^.r. The epoch corre
sponds to the year 427 Sakakala, or the year 3,243,606 
of the caturyuga. This number of years is equal to 
38,923,272 solar months, which, multiplied by 66,389 
and divided by 2,160,000, give 1,196,331-lf^f-y^ adhimasa 
months. The author has taken 1,196,332 adhimasa months 
and neglected the little fraction -y^f,^^, so that he has no 
fractions of adhimasa months. These 1,196,332 adhimasa 
months added to the 38,923,272 solar months give 
40,119,604 lunar months or 1,203,588,120 lunar days. 
Multiplying by 11, we have 13,239,469,320, which divided 
by 111,573 gives 118,661 Y T T I H '^^ 118,662. Subtracting 
this from 13,239,469,320, we have 13,239,350,658, which 
divided by 703 gives 18,832,646^!-^ for the number of 
unaratra days. So the fraction of linaratra days is f̂ -̂ -̂ , 
very near to that adopted by the author of the method, viz., 
flf;. By subtracting the unaratra days from the lunar days 
we get as the number of civil days 1,184,755,474, which 
is divisible by 7. So, as the last day before the caturyuga 
was Monday, the last day before this epoch is also Monday, 
and the number of days elapsed since this epoch if divided 
by 7, will give a remainder which indicates the week-day, 
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counting Tuesday as I. The first day of this epoch corre
sponds to the day 1,905,590 of the Julian period (Schrctm). 

P. 51,1. 24.—-It is easily understood why this method 
is called that of the Siddhanta of the Greeks. I t is assumed 
that an adhimasa month sums up in 3 24 or -^f ̂  solar months. 
Now -̂f-̂  solar months are equal to -V- solar years. There
fore this method is apparently an application of the cycle 
of nineteen years of the Greeks (Schram). 

P. 52,1. 2.—32 months 17 days 8 ghati and 34 cashaka 
are only another expression for 324- months (Schretm). 

P. 52, 1. 10.—The number of civil days is 192096; 
dividing by 7, we have as remainder 2. As in this method 
(see note to p. 51, 1. 9) Tuesday is to be reckoned as i, 
this gives for the last day before our gauge-date Wednes
day. Adding 192,096 to 1,905,590, we get as the first 
Caitra 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, as it 
ought to be (Schram). 

P. 52, 1. 20. Al-hetrkan.—This book is mentioned only 
in this passage. The author calls it a cetnon, i::.j-> i.e. a 
collection of astronomical, chronological, and astrological 
tables and calculations. Whether it was an original com
position in Arabic or translated from Sanskrit, and from 
what original, we do not learn from him. The word seems 
to be an Arabic rendering of ahargctnct. Alberuni quotes 
from this book the computation of an era the epoch of 
which falls 40,081 days later than that of the Persian era, 
and compares it with the gauge-date (p. 53). 

P. 52, 1. 22.—If the epoch should fall 40,081 days after 
that of the era Yazdajird, it would fall on the first Caitra 
of the year 664 Sakakala ; but this is not the case. The 
first of Sha'ban of the year 197 coincides with the begin
ning of Vaisakha 735. As there are 72 years to be sub
tracted, we should come to Vaisakha 663, and to begin 
with the beginning of a year, the epoch must be postponed 
to Caitra 664, But this is of no importance, as we shall 
see that Alberuni altogether misunderstood the method 
here given (Schretm). 
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P. 52, 1. 24.—These two dates do not agree to a day. 
The first Ferwerdinmah Yazdajird coincides with i6 th 
June 6 3 2 ; 40,081 days later was Monday, 12th March 
742, whilst the 21st Daimah of the year n o of Yazdajird 
corresponds to Sunday, i i th March 742. But as the date 
itself is erroneous, this is of no importance (Schrctm). 

P. 52, 1. 27.—-As the numbers which form multii^lica-
tions and divisions in this method are identical with those 
of the Pafica Siddhantika (p. 5 i), we can reckon the con
stants by the directions there given. The epoch of the 
method of Al-harkan is the beginning of Sha'ban of the 
year 197. But this date corresponds to the beginning 
of Vaisakha 735 Sakakfda. So we should have for this 
date the following calculation :—Subtracting 427 from 735 
years and i month, we get 308 years i month, or 3697 
months ; 3697 multiplied by 7 and divided by 228 gives 
for the number of adhimasa months 113-i-^-l; the 113 
adhimasa months added to the 3697 solar months give 
3810 lunar months or 114,300 lunar days. This number 
multiplied by 11 is 1,257,300; we add 514, which gives 
us 1,257,814; this divided by 703 gives for the number 
of unaratra days lySg^-^l^. So we should have all the 
numbers wanted for our epoch if, in fact, this epoch were 
the true epoch. But we have to add 864 months to the 
interval. Therefore these 864 months, which must always 
be added, must first be subtracted from the epoch, so that 
this latter is thrown back by 72 years. Now 72 years or 
864 solar months multiplied by 7 and divided by 228 give 
the number of 26^% adhimasa months. These together 
with the 864 solar months are 890 lunar months or 26,700 
lunar days, which multiplied by 11 and divided by 703 
give 417-f-^f linaratra days. So we have to subtract from 
the numbers first found 2 6 i | f adhimasa months and 
4i7-f-49 unaratra days. The number of adhimasa months 
inherent to our t rue epoch will then be i I3i-i-f — 26|-f | = 
86fff, or with sufficient accuracy 87 without a fraction, 
and the number of iinaratra days iy8gi~^-l —41 y^-jy^r = 
iSyir?)}- Therefore no fraction is to be added to the 
adhimasa months, whilst to the unaratra days there must 
be added f {} ,̂ or nearly --r^f-. Therefore we must add 28 
(not 38) before multiplying by -^=jr. The 114,300 lunar 
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days of the first epoch diminished by the 26,700 lunar 
days of the 72 years, give 87,600 lunar days. Subtract
ing therefrom 1371 unaratra days, we have 86,229 civil 
days, which being divided by 7 give as remainder 3. So 
the last day before this epoch is Thursday, and the number 
of days elapsed since the epoch of this method, if divided 
by 7, will give a remainder indicating the week-day, count
ing Friday as I. The first day of this epoch corresponds 
to the day 1,991,819 of the Julian period (Schram). 

P. 53, 1. I.—It must be 28, not 38 (see preceding note) 
(Schrctm). 

P. 53,1. 6,—We must add i, if we wish to have the week
day of the date itself, not that of the last day before it, 

P. 53, 1. 8.—Here Friday is considered as the first day 
of the week, not, as in the Indian books, Sunday, This, 
ought to have been remarked (Schrarn). 

P. 53, 1. 9.—Alberuni's notes to this method of Al-
harkan are perhaps the weakest part of his work. His 
very first remark shows a complete misunderstanding of 
the whole calculation. The method is correct, for the 
months of the seventy-two years with which it begins are 
solar. If, as Alberuni would have them, they were lunar, 
and the rest of the months, as he understands it, were lunar 
too, then the calculation would simply be nonsense; for 
finding adhimasa months is nothing else than finding the 
number which we must add to convert solar months into 
lunar ones. But when the months are already lunar, how 
can one add anything to them to make them once more 
lunar? (Silircm). 

P. 53, 1. 15.—The example he works out is as erroneous 
as the remarks on the method itself. I t must be clear to 
anybody who examines the method given on p. 52, that by 
the words (1. 29), " A d d thereto the months which have 
elapsed between the first of Sha'ban of the year 197 and 
the first of the month in which you happen to be," there 
can only be meant solar months. The author fixed the 
initial epoch in his calendar by saying " i Sha'ban 197," 
instead of fixing it in the Indian calendar by saying 
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" first Vaisakha 735." This accidental circumstance, v/hich 
is of no consequence, induced Alberuni to think that he 
was to take the interval in lunar months, as the Arabic 
calendar has only lunar months, and he did not notice 
that lunar months in this part of the calculation would be 
absolutely impossible. He takes, in fact, in the example, 
the interval in lunar months, for there are 2695 lunar 
months between the first Sha'ban 197 and first Rabi' I. 422, 
and to these 2695 lunar months he adds the 864 months 
which he knows to be solar. Then he changes all these 
mingled months, of which the greatest part are already 
lunar, to lunar ones, as if they all were solar, and at last 
he wonders that the result is nonsense, and tries to amend 
the method. The only fault in the matter is that he did 
not understand the method. 

If we wish to exemplify the method of the canon Al-
hctrkctn in the case of our gauge-date, i.e. the first Caitra 
953 Sakakala, we must proceed as follows:—Subtracting 
from 953 years 735 years i month, we get as interval 217 
years i i months or 2615 solar months ; adding thereto 
864 solar months, we have 3479 solar months. This 
multiplied by 7 and divided by 228 gives for the number 
of adhimasa months i o 6 ^ | | ; adding the 106 adhimasa 
months to the 3479 solar months, we get 3585 lunar 
months, or 107,550 lunar days. W e add 28, and multi
plying 107,578 by I I , we have 1,183,358, which number 
divided by 703 gives the number i683f-3-!r for the linaratra 
days. Subtracting the 1683 iinaratra days from the 
107,550 lunar days, we have 105,867 civil days. We 
add I in order to get the week-day of the first Caitra 953, 
and dividing by 7, we get as remainder 7. And as here 
Friday is considered as i, so 7 corresponds to Thursday, 
and the first Caitra 953 is found to be Thursday. By 
adding 105,867 to 1,991,819 we have for the first Caitra 
of the year 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, as 
it ought to be (Schram). . 

P . 53, 1. 33.—The emendation is as erroneous as the 
example was. The 25,958 days are counted from the 
epoch falling 40,081 days after that of Yazdajird to the 
first Sha'ban 197. But 25,958 days are equal to 879 
Arabic months, or 73 years and 3 months. Further, he 
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takes again the interval in lunar months, so that now in 
the amended method he has nothing but lunar months, 
which he changes to lunar months as if they were solar. 
So he gets a number which is, of course, absolutely errone
ous, but he thinks it to be correct, for in the last instance 
he commits a new fault by subtrctcting I instead of adding 
it. And so by an accidental combination of different faults 
he finds by chance a week-day which agrees with that of 
the day before our gauge-date (Schrctm.) 

P. 54, 1. 12.—-As the multiplications and divisions of 
this method have already been explained in the note to 
pp. 36 and 37, we have here to account for the constant 
numbers only which are inherent to the epoch. The 
epoch is 854 Sakakala, which corresponds to the year 
1,972,948,033 of the kalpa. Multiplying 1,972,948,033 
by 12, we find 23,675,376,396 solar months, which mul
tiplied by 1,593,300,000, the adhimasa months of a kalpa, 
and divided by 51,840,000,000, the solar months of a kalpa, 
give the quotient 727,661,597^^*/!^^ as the number of 
adhimasa months. Adding the 727,661,597 adhimasa 
months to the 23,675,376,396 solar months, we have 
24,403,037,993 lunar months or 732,091,139,790 lunar 
days. This latter number multiplied by 25,082,550,000, the 
unaratra days of a kalpa, and divided by 1,602,999,000,000, 
the lunar day s of a kalpa, gives for the number of un aratra day s 
i i ,455,224,000|4 | - f f i . Subtracting the 11,455,224,000 
unaratra days from the 732,091,139,790 lunar days, we 
find as the number of civil days elapsed from the begin
ning of the kalpa to this epoch 720,635,915,790, a number 
which divided by 7 gives as remainder o. So, as the last 
day preceding the kalpa was a Saturday (see p. 28, 1. 31), 
the last day before this epoch is also a Saturday, and 
any number of days elapsed since this epoch, if divided 
by 7, shows by its remainder the week-day counted from 
Sunday as i . The fraction of the adhimasa months in
herent to the epoch has been found to be yTr/^-o- Now 

A W V fa eq™l to ^ ^ . or very neariy « ;̂  so we add 29 

before dividing by 65, The fraction of the linaratra days 

IS %UU^. Now again ^ 4 , ^ is eq ual to ^^-''" '̂  - " , or 
- 6 . . . 1 ^ ^ Q ^ 

nearly f^lj ; so we add 686 before dividing by 703, 
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The first day of this epoch coincides with the day 
2,061,541 of the Julian period (Schram). 

T*- 55) -̂ 5-—This method consists in finding first the 
difference of the mean longitude of sun and moon. The 
numbers are Pulisa's. There are in a caturyuga 4,320,000 
revolutions of the sun, and 57,753,336revolutions of the 
moon. The difference, 53,433,336, is the number of lunar 
months. In every lunar month the moon gains one revolu
tion or 360 degrees over the sun. Dividing 53,433,336 by 
the solar years 4,320,000, we find as the number of lunar 
months belonging to one solar year 12if-f-^-^. So in every 
solar year the moon gains over the sun i2+|-§-^-^ revolu
tions. 

Omitting the whole revolutions which have no interest, 
the moon gains over the sun -3-lf^f revolutions, or, what 
is the same, i^^ffjpjj degrees. Now yVV -̂ degrees are equal 
to 46^j^jy or to 4 6 1 ^ minutes. So the moon gains over 
the sun in every solar year 132 degrees 46f-|- minutes. 
By multiplying the number of years by 132 degrees 
46!"^- minutes, we find the number of degrees which 
the moon has gained in the given interval over the 
sun. Now if in the beginning of this epoch sun and 
moon had been together, this would be the difference 
of the mean longitude of sun and moon. But as this 
was only in the beginning of the caturyuga, but not at 
the moment of our epoch, there is an initial differ
ence between the longitudes of sun and moon which 
must be added. Our epoch, or the year 821 Sakakala, 
corresponds to the year 3,244,000 of the caturyuga. 
Multiplying 3,244,000 by the number of lunar months 
53,433,336, and dividing by the number of solar years 
4,320,000, we find that in these 3,244,000 years the 
moon gained over the sun 40,i24,4yylffii revolutions. 
Dropping again the whole revolutions, we see that the 
moon was in advance of the sun at the moment of our 
epoch by +|-f revolutions, or 112 degrees. Therefore these 
112 degrees must be added, and all the numbers of this 
method find in this their explanation. The result for our 
gauge-date, 358° 41'46' ' , is the number of degrees, minutes, 
and seconds by which the moon is in advance of the sun 
at the moment of the beginning of the solar year 821, that 
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is, in the moment when the sun enters Aries. As in the 
beginning of the luni-solar year sun and moon must have 
been in conjunction, the beginning of the luni-solar year 
has preceded that of the solar year by an interval which 
was just sufficient for the moon to make 358° 4 1 ' 46" in 
advance of the sun. Now as the moon gains 360 degrees in 
a lunar month or 30 lunar days, so she gains 12° in every 
lunar day. Therefore dividing 358° 4 1 ' 46" by 12, we get 
the number of lunar days and fractions by which the luni-
solar year's beginning preceded that of the solar year. The 
fractions of the lunar clays are changed to ghatis and casha-
kas. Thereby we get 29 days 53 ghatis 29 cashakas as the 
time by which the beginning of the luni-solar year pre
ceded the sun's entering Aries, in agreement with the frac
tion of the adhimasa month found on p . 31, 1. 17. For 
i l l ) 0 0" adhimasa months are also equal to 29 days 53 ghatis 
29 cashakas. The number 27 days 23 ghatis 29 cashakas 
which he gives, p. 55, 1. 25, is obtained by dividing 328^ 
4 1 ' 46", and not 358'' 4 1 ' 46", by 12 (Srhniui). 

P. 55,1. 17.—The Arabic manuscript has 328 instead 
of 358. 

P . 55,1. 33.—The number is 132° 46f ;|̂ , and not 132° 46' 
34" (as the Arabic manuscript has). Therefore the qiortio 
anni is not 11° 3' 52" 50"', but 11 days 3 ghatis 53 
cashakas 24" ; and the qiortio mensis not 0° 55' 19" 24''' 
lO^̂ ', but o days 55 ghatis 19 cashakas 27"'. 

The reason of this calculation is the following:—In 
a year or 12 solar months the moon gains over the sun 
132° 46^-f^. As she gains 12 degrees in every lunar day, 
the twelfth part of these degrees will represent the sum 
of lunar days and their fractions which the solar year con
tains over 360, that is to say, the sum of adhimasa days 
and their fractions. One solar month containing o 
adhimasa days 55 ghatis 19 cashakas 27"', the number of 
solar months within which one adhimasa month or 30 
lunar days sum up, will be found by dividing 30 days by 
O days 55 ghatis 19 cashakas 27". This gives 2 years 8 
months 16 days 3 ghati 55 cashaka. 

P. 56, 1. I .—Theie must be a great lacuna, for the first 
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lines of this page are absolutely without meaning. I am 
inclined to attribute this lacuna to the source whence the 
author drew this information, i.e. the Arabic translation 
of Karanasara. 

P. 59, 1. 23.—The calculation should be made in the 
following manner:—The sum of days of the kaliyuga is 
multiplied by the star-cycles of a kalpa and divided by the 
civil days of a kalpa, viz., 1,577,916,450,000. So we get the 
revolutions and part of a revolution which the planet has 
made during the time elapsed since the beginning of the 
kaliyuga. But in the beginning of the kaliyuga all planets 
have not been in conjunction; this was only the case in 
the beginning of the kalpa. Therefore to the fractions 
of revolutions which the planet made since the beginning 
of the kaliyuga, we must add its place at this begin
ning itself, i.e. the fraction of a revolution which every 
planet had at the beginning of the kaliyuga, the whole 
revolutions being of no interest. But Brahmagupta adds 
these numbers before dividing by the civil days of the 
kalpa, and this is quite natural, both fractions having by 
this proceeding the same divisor. Therefore what he calls 
the basis, ought to be the fraction of every planet at the 
beginning of the kaliyuga multiplied by the civil days of 
the kalpa; but he has made a great mistake. Instead 
of multiplying the fractions by the civil dctys of a kalpa, 
viz., 1,577,916,450,000, he has multiplied them by the 
years of a kalpa, viz., 4,320,000,000. Therefore all num
bers given on p. 60 as the bases are entirely erroneous. 
To find the fractions for each planet and the bases we have 
the following calculation: From the beginning of the kalpa 
to that of the kaliyuga there have elapsed 1,972,944,000 
years ; so to get the places of the planets at the beginning 
of the kaliyuga we ought to multiply the revolutions 
of each planet by 1,972,944,000, and to divide them by 
the years of a kalpa, 4,320,000,000. As these two num
bers have the common divisor 432,000, we multiply the 
revolutions of each planet by 4567 and divide them by 
10,000. This will give us the place of the planet at the 
beginning of the kaliyuga. W e have thus for the single 
planets :— 

For Mars, 2,296,828,522 revolutions multiplied by 4567 
VOL. 11. 2 ?. 
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and divided by 10,000 give 1,048,961,585y'^oWo' revolu
tions ; so the place of Mars at the beginning of the kali
yuga is xVcroV of a revolution. 

For Mercury, 17,936,998,984 revolutions multiplied by 
4567 and divided by io,ooogive 8,191,827,435-/^-^^ revo
lutions ; so the place of Mercury is rmnro revolutions. 

For Jupiter, 364,226,455 revolutions multi|)lied by 4567 
and divided by 10,000 give 166,342,22i-jSg^o^^ revolutions ; 
so his place is YTHTOV revolutions. 

For Venus, 7,022,389,492 revolutions multiplied by 
4567 and divided by 10,000 give 3,207,i25,28oY"-o^Vb-; so 
her place is xVoinr revolutions. 

For Saturn, 146,567,298 revolutions multiplied by 4567 
and divided by io,ooo give 66,gT,y,2S4fjf'j^W revolutions; 
and his place is XVOTTV revolutions. 

For the sun's apsis, 480 revolutions multiplied by 4567 
and divided by 10,000 give 219^-,^^^^^ revolutions; and its 
place is xVircro revolutions. 

For the moon's apsis, 488,105,858 revolutions multiplied 
by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give 222,917,945-j^VV'oir 
revolutions; and its place is /THnrV revolutions. 

For the moon's node, 232,311,168 revolutions multiplied 
by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give 106,096,5 iOy%"o%*Tr 
revolutions ; and its place is yVoinj revolutions. 

Multiplying now the place of every planet by 1,577, 
916,450,000, we get the following bctses for the single 
planets :— 

For Mars, 1,573,813,867,230. 
Mercury, 1,566,555,451,560. 
Jupiter', i,57S,549>575-325- ' 
Venus, 1,572,235,950,780. 
Saturn, 1,572,551,534,070. 
the sun's apsis, 340,829,953,200. 
the moon's apsis, 550,061,674,470. 
the ascending node, 671,561,241,120 (ScJiram). 

P. 6y, I. 14. A.H. 161.—According to p. 15, the year was 
A.H. 154. Gf note to i. 169. 

P. 71.—With the orbits of the planets cf Surya-Siel-
dhdntet, xii. 90, note. 

Pp. 74 seeq.—As for the Arabic terminology of these 
pages, it deserves to be noticed that— 
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( i . ) Ĵ -V -̂*!' ^Li'l means the true distctnce = Sanskrit 

mctndctkarnct. 

(2.) That *j'i^\\ .iiiin means the true distctnce of the 

shctelow's enel; and 

(3.) Sinus totus, J.Ol 1 ĵkp- = Sanskrit trijivtt or trijyet, 

means the sinus of three zoelietced signs or 90 degrees, i.e. the 
radius. 

P. 74, 11. 17, 18.—Instead of T C = •f^ the Arabic manu

script has KC = ^^, which has been corrected by Dr. 

Schram. 

P. 75, 1. 34.—The lacuna must be something like the 
following :—" For .ATC'must be divided by the divisor kept 
in memory " (Schram). 

P. 78, 1. 27.—This and the two following passages are 
not clear. Alberuni does not seem to have understood 
the subject, for the shadow is neither the greatest nor the 
mean, but the true shadow ; and the shadow from which 
one is to subtract, i.e. 1581, is nothing else than the earth's 
diameter, which also is neither the mean nor the greatest, 
but always the same (ScJcrctm). 

P. 79.—Alkhwdrizmi is mentioned here and ii. 114 (on 
the various colours of eclipses). According to Fihrist, 
p . r Vp, he composed an epitome of the Sindhind (Brcthmct-
Siddhttntet). He is famous as the author of a work on 
algebra, edited by Rosen, London, 1831. Gf. also L. 
Rodet, IJAlgebre el' A Ikhwctrizmi et les Methodes Indienne vt 
Greccque ( "Journa l Asiatique," l o i (1878), pp. 5 seeq.). 

P. 82, T'l.co suns, two moons, &c.—This theory, as well 
as the expression_yisA (a name for the polar star?), seem 
to be of Jaina origin. Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 201. 

P . 84.̂ —(Jf. with this table of the Nakshatrets a paper of 
Thibaut, " The Number of the Stars constituting the several 
Nakshatras according to Brahmagupta, &c.," the " Indian 
Antiquary," 1885, p. 4 3 ; also Colebrooke, "Essays," ii, 
284, and Surya-Sieldhdntct, p. 321. 
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P. 89, 1. 32.—In the Arabic text, p. T r i , 15, read L-iH 

instead of i^:^^-''- The number of years is 1800, not 2800. 

P. 90. Kellelriisctket.—This term (also kdldrhset) is ex
plained in Suryet-Sieldhdntct, note to ix. 5. 

The work Ghurrctt-ei,lzijdt, only once mentioned, is per
haps identical with the Kitdb-alglturra, which Alberuni 
quotes in his "Chronology" (my translation, p. 15 el 
pctssim). I ts author was Abu-Muhammad Alna'ib Alamuli, 
who has used the work of Ya'kiib Ibn Tarik. Gf. note to 
i. 169. 

P. 90, 1. 21.—Emendation of the khandakhddyaka (also 
on p. 91), i.e. Uttarakhandakhadyaka. 

On Vijayanandin (1. 26), the author of Ketrancttiletka, ef. 
note to i. p. 156. 

P . 101.—The enumeration of mountains, here taken 
from the Matsyct-Purdnct, may be checked by the help of 
Vishnu-Purdna, ii. 141, note 2, and ii. 191 seq. The last 
name is written bethdsMr in the Arabic, which I cannot 
identify with an Indian name. Perhaps it is a blunder 
for medtdshtr, which might represent malielsailet. Vide 
Vishnu-PurtXnet, I I . iv. p. 197. 

P. 101.—On the Aurval egend, cf. Vishnu-Puretna, I I I . 
viii. p- 81, note. 

P. 102.—The story of Soma, the husband of the daughters 
of Prajapati (the lunar stations), occurs in its elements 
already in the Vedic period. Gf. H . Zimmer, Altimlisches 
Ẑ '&cw, pp. 355, 375. 

P . 104.—On the Hindu theory of ebb and flow, ef. 
Vislinu-Purdnet, ii. 203, 204. The two names, of which I 
have not found the Indian equivalents, are written baliarn 
and vithctr in the Arabic. 

P. 105. The Vishnu-Purdna says.—The author seems 
to refer to Vishnu-Purdnct, I I . iv. p . 204: " T h e rise and 
fall of the waters of the different seas is five hundred and 
ten (not 1500) inches" (or finger-breadths). 
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P . 106.—The author's theory of the origin of the .Diba-
jat has already been mentioned, vol. i. 233. 

P. n o . — A s to the strictures of the author on the sin
cerity of Brahmagupta, cf. note to p. 25 (here ii. p. 263). 
The passages which excited the indignation of Alberuni 
do not express the view of Brahmagupta, but were simply 
taken by him from older books—in fact, written qntrvct-
sdstrdmtselrenet. Gf. Kern, translation of Brihett-Setmhitd, 
note to chap. iii. v. 4 (p. 445). 

P . 114, 1. 12. Kinds of ecliqjses.—Read instead of this, 
colours of the eclipses. On Alkhwarizmi, cf. note to ii. 79. 

Wha t the author here mentions as a view of the Hindus, 
agrees literally with Shryct-Sielelhdntet, vi. 23. 

P. 116.—On the Khetneiakhddyetkct, the Sanskrit original 
of the Arabic Sindhind, cf. note to i. 153, 154. 

P. 118.—On the Brihetjjdtakam of Varahamihira, cf. 
note to i. 219, 

P. 119.—Rules for finding the dominants or regents of 
the day, month, and year are given in the Sttryet-Sid-
dhdntet, i. 51, 52 ; xii. 78, 79. 

P. 120.—On the srilelhctvet (?) of Mahadeva, not to be 
confounded with the book of the same title by Utpala, 
cf. note to i. 157. 

P . 120. Tctble of the serqjents.—The names of this table 
must be compared with the names in Vishnu-Puretnet, ii. 
74, 285. The words Sukv, and Gabraha,stet seem to be mis
takes of the Arabic copyist for Vasuki and Cctkrcthctstct. 

P. 121.—The names of the dominants of the planets are 
not known to me from a Sanskrit source. Therefore the 
pronunciation of some of them remains uncertain. 

Pp . 121, 122.—The names of the dominants of the 
Nakshatras are given by A. Weber, Ueber den Vedakctlen-
cler Netmens Jyotisheim, p. 94. Gf. also Silryct-Siddhdntct, 
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viii. 9, pp. 327 seq., and Vishnu-Purdnet, I I . viii,, notes on 
pp. 276, 277, 

Instead of Mitra, the deity presiding over Anuradha, it 
would perhaps be better to write Maitra, and in the 
Arabic ^IA'* (Vishnu-Purdnct, ii. p. 277). 

The latter part of this list in the Arabic text is not free 
from confusion. 

The regent of Uttarabhadrapada is placed side by side 
with Piirvabhadrapada, whilst the latter station is left 
without its regent, which is etja ckctpdt (SHryct-Sieldhetnta, 
p, 343), A part of this word seems to be extant in the 
square for ctsvini, which has^U^ . . i l I 'erhaps this is to be 
read asvin ajctikapdd, JU.O-=- \ .ijl, in which case the Arabic 
copyist has made two blunders, dropping part of the word 
ajetikapdd and placing it in the wrong square. 

P . 123.—On the sixty-years cycle ef. Suryet-Sidelhdntct, 
i. 55, and xiv. 17 ; Varahamihira, Brihctt-Setriihitd, viii. 
20-53. 

P . 125.—For the names Samvatsara, Parivatsara, &c., cf. 
Brihett-Setmhitd, viii. 24 ; Suryct-Siddhdnta, xiv. 17, no t e ; 
Weber, Heber den Vedctkalender genctnnt Jyoiishctm, p. 
34-36. 

Pp. 127, 128.—The dominants of the single lustra, are 
given in Brihett-Setmhitd, chap. viii. 23. 

The names of the single years exliibit some differences 
from the Sanskrit text (Brihctt-Setnihitd, viii. 27-52). 

No. 8, {j*>-^^^i instead of blutvct, has risen from a wrong 
division of the words of the text— 

srimukhctbhdvetsdhvctu, 
i.e. srimukhct-bhdva-sdhvctu. 

No. 9, i_5^ instead of ^ =LyvMim, is perhaps a mis
take of the copyist of the Arabic text . 

No. 15, jj^J, vishet (in Kern's edition vrisha), is not a 
mistake, but a different reading. The word in brackets 
(Vrishetbha) is to be cancelled. 

No. 18, (J:^; natu, cannot be combined with ĵ jâ -̂ ^Ami. 

I t corresponds to ncttctrii. Cf. Kern's various readings to 
chap. viii. 35. 
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No. 30, j-''!>-' The name of the thirtieth year is ditr-

mukha. Perhaps the reading "\p>- has risen from a 

wrong division of these words (viii. 38)— 
metnmcttho 'sya qjarettascct durmukheth, 

so as to represent the elements -ca, clur-. 
No. 34, S-^-^ (sctrvet), seems to be a mistake for sarvari 

or setrvarin. 
No. 40, qjctrdvasu is the reading of some manuscripts 

for pa,rahhetva. Gf Kern, various readings to viii. 41 . 
No. 48. This year is called dnctndct by Kern, but the 

reading of Alberuni, vikrama, occurs also in Sanskrit 
manuscripts. Cf. various readings to viii. 45. 

No. 56. The ^iS'} of the text seems to be a blunder of 
the copyist for elund,itbhi (viii. 50). 

No. 57. ctriigetra or a,rhgdri, the reading of certain manu
scripts instead of udgctri (viii. 50). 

No. 58 and 60. The words ^ ^ (instead of i^U^^) and 

, < —raktdksha and kshetya, seem to be examples of a 

phonetic change between sh and r. 
The same list of names is given in Suryet-Sielelhdntct, i. 

55, note. 

P . 130.—With this chapter on the four parts of the life 
of a Brahman cf. Vishnit-Purdna, book I I L chap. ix. 

P. 131.—The complete verse of Bashshar is this— 
" The earth is dark, but the fire is bright. 

And the fire is -worshipped, since there is fire." 

This is the saying of a man whose parents had come as 
prisoners of war from Tukharistan on the Upper Oxus, 
but he was born in Basra, and lived in Bagdad under the 
Khalif Almahdi. As he stood under the accusation of 
being a heretic (Zoroastrian or Manichsean), or, according 
to another version, because he had composed satirical 
verses on the Khalif, he was, notwithstanding his great 
age, sentenced to be beaten, and died in consequence, A.H. 
167 = A.D. 784, Gf. Ibn Khallikan, Vita, No. 112. 

P. 134,1. I.—The south, as the direction foreboding evil, 
has already once been mentioned in connection with the 
islands Laiika and Vadavamukha, vide i. 307, 308. 
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Pp . 134, 135.—With this description of Aryavarta cf. 
Manu, ii. 17 seq.; Vasishtha, i. 12 ; and Baudhayana, i. 
I, 9-12 ("Sacred Laws of the Aryas," translated by G, 
Biihler, Oxford, 1879-82). 

P . 135.—On the vegetables which must not be eaten, 
cf Manu, v. 5, and Vasishtha, xiv. 33. Xetli seems to be 
= Sanskrit nctlikd. 

P . 136.—The contents of this chapter are nearly related 
to Vishnu-Purdna, book I I L chap. viii. 

P . 137.—The story of King Rama, the Brahmin, and the 
Ganeldlct, taken from the Rttrndiytriet, vide in Wilkins' 
" H i n d u Mythology" (Calcutta, 1882), p. 319. 

Pp . 137, 138.—The two quotations of Alberuni from 
the Bhctgavadgitd can hardly be compared with any pas
sage in the book in its present form. Gf. note to i. 29. 

P . 139.—On the ctsvctmedha or horse-sacrifice, ef. Cole
brooke, "Essays," i. 55, 56. 

Pp. 140, 141,—This legend, as given on the authority of 
the Vishnu-Dhctrmct, is not known to me from a Sanskrit 

P, 142.—As the original of this quotation from the 
Purdnas is not known to me, the pronunciation of some of 
the proper nouns remains uncertain. 

P . 143.—The story of Sagara, Bhagiratha, and the 
Ganges, is related by H. H. Wilson, " W o r k s , " vol. ii, p, 
168, Gf also Wilkins ' " Hindu Mythology," p, 385. The 
source of this legend is the first book of Putmelyana., 

P. 145,—I do not know the original of this quotation 
from Varahamihira's Sctrhhitd. 

Pp. 145, 146.—The words here attributed to Saunaka 
are probably taken from the Vishnu-Dharmct. Cf. note 
to i. 54. 
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P . 147.—The story of the head of Brahman is part of 
the legend of Siva's fight with the Asura Jalandhara. Gf. 
Kennedy's " Researches," p. 456. 

P. 149.—This and the following chapters treat of subjects 
which are discussed mor̂ e or less in every Indian law-book, 
as in those of Manu, Apastamba, Gautama, and others. 
Alberuni, however, does not seem to have drawn directly 
from any of these books, but rather from his own experi
ence, from what his Pandits had told him, and what he 
himself had observed during his stay in India. 

P . 153.—Alhajjaj was governor of Babylonia during 
twenty years under the Omayyade Kalif 'Abdulmalik 
(684-704) and his son Alwalid (704-714). 

P. 153. Thett et Brahmin and et Ganeldlct are cequal to 
him,—Cf. the saying of Vyasa, the son of Parasara, here 
vol. i. p . 44. 

P . 155.—On the forbidden degrees of marriage, cf 
Manu, iii. 5. 

P . 156.—On getrbdelhelnet, simariitonnayetnam, &c., cf. the 
Dhctrmctsdstra of Gautama, viii. 14 ; also the Grihyasutras 
of Asvalayana, i. 13, 14. 

P . 157. Tints, when Kdbid was concpuereed, &c.—The sen
tence added in brackets to indicate the meaning of the 
author's words, as I understand them, ought to run t h u s : 
" (which proves that he abhorred the eating of cows' meat 
and sodomy, but that he did not consider harlotry as 
anything baneful or unlawful)." 

The detail in the history of Kabul here alluded to is 
not known from other sources, e.g. Bctldelhuri. During the 
Omayya Kaliphate of Damascus, both Kabul and Sijis
tan bravely fought against the Muslims. During certain 
years they were subdued and had to pay tribute, but 
Kabul always remained under the sway of its Hindu 
(Brahmin) kings of the Pala dynasty. I t was incorporated 
into the Kalif's empire under the Abbaside Ma 'mim; it 
had to receive a Muslim governor, but retained at his side 
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the Hindu Shah. The same double rule existed in 
Khwarizm. 

About A.D. 950-975 the city of Kabul was already 
Muslim, whilst the suburb was inhabited by the Hindus 
(and by Jews). Kabul was the coronation-city for the Pala 
dynasty, as Konigsberg in Prussia for the Hohenzollerns. 
Even when they ceased to reside in Kabul, they had to be 
crowned there. 

By the Ispahbad, mentioned by Alberuni, I under
stand the Hindu goyernor who ruled over the city for the 
PrUa king. Our author applies a title of the Sasanian 
empire to the official of a Hindu empire. 

In what year the negotiation referred to by Alberuni 
took place is not known. Perhaps under Ma'miin, when 
the city was definitely ceded to the Muslim conquerors. 

I t seems to have been the public opinion among Mus
lims that Hindus considered fornication as lawful, as Ibn 
Khurdadhbih expresses it (Elliot, "His tory of India," i, 
13), whilst, according to Alberuni, they considered it in
deed as unlawful, but were lax in punishing it, 

P, 157,—The Buyide prince 'Adud-aldaula, who held 
Persia under his sway, died A.H. 372 = A.D. 982. Not long 
before Alberuni wrote, the last of their dominions had been 
annexed to the empire of Mahmud of Ghazna, 

P, 158,—'lyas Ibn Muawiya was judge in Basra under 
the Omayya Khalif Omar Ibn 'Abdala'ziz, and died there, 
A.H. 122 = A.D. 7 4 0 . 

P. 159.—With the author's description of the ordeals, 
ef. Manu, viii, 114 seq., and a translation of the chapter on 
ordeals from the Vydvahdret Mayitkhct by G. Biihler, in 
"Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," 1867, vol. 
XXXV. pp. 14 secq.; Stenzler, Die Inelischen Gottcsurtheile, in 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenldnedischen Gesellschctft, ix. 
p . 661. The last-mentioned kind of ordeal (p. 160) is also 
described in Elliot's " History of India," i. 329 (the Sindian 
ordeal of fire). 

P . 164. According to ct pctssctge in the book Manu.—Cf. 
Manu, ix. 118. 
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P. 166,—For the first quotation from Phaedo, 8 ID, cf. 
note to i, p . 65. The second quotation can hardly be iden
tified with any passage in Phaedo. Perhaps it is derived 
from a commentary on the following words, 8 iC:— 

aAAo, 8LeLXyp.jievyv ye, OIJUXL, VTTO TOV (Twp.a.ToeL8ovs, o avry y 

ojxiXia Te Ka.l a-vvovcria TOV (TwpaTOS 8td TO aet ^vvelva.i Ka.l Sta 

Tyv TToXXyv jieXeTyv eveTrotya-e ^vp.tjiVTOV. 

P. 167.^—The quotation from Pha^elo is found 115c-
11 6A :— 

QaTTTWjxev 8e o"e rtVa TpoTrov ; OTTOJS dv, e<l>y, fSovXyade, ed.vTrep 

ye Xa/3yTe pe KO.I jj.y eKcfivyw vp.ds, K.T.X. 

eyyvyo-aa-de ovv p.e Trpbs Kptrcova, e< '̂)y, TT^I' evavTiav eyyvyv y 

yv OVTOS TTpos St/vao"Tas yyyvaTo, OVTOS pev ydp y p.yv To.papevelv. 

vpels 8e y [j.yv py TrapajxeveLV eyyvyo-aade, eTreL8dv dTTodd.vw, dXXd 

OLyrfjo-eerdaL dTriovTa, tVa Kptrcoi/ paov (j^epy, Kal py bpwv pov 

TO (rwp.a. ij Kaiopevov y KaTopvTTopevov dyavaKTrj VTrep epov cos 

Setvo. Trdo-^ovTos p,y8e Xeyy ev Ty Tatjiy, ws y TcpoTideTai ^wKpd.Ty 

y eKcjiepei y KaTopvTTei, K.T.X. 

a/VA.a dappelv Te ~)(py KO.1 cj^avaL Tovphv crwpa. daTTTeiv Ka.L 

ddTTTeiv ovTWS, OTTCOS dv (joi <^LXOV rj Kal paXio'Ta yyrj vojUjiov 

etVat. 

P. 168. Galenus, &c.—I do not know the Greek original 
of this quotation. Gf. note to i. p. 35. 

P. 169.—The words of Vasudeva are a quotation from 
Bhetgctvad-Gitd, viii. 24. 

P . 171. Johecnnes Grctmmctticits.—Cf note to i. 36. 

P. 171.—The two quotations from Phcedo are found in 
62c :— 

t'o-tos TotVoi' TaiJT?^ OVK dXoyov py Tvporepov avrbi^ dTVOKTLVVvvab 

8elv, Ttplv dvdyKyv TIFO. deos eTTnrejx-ipy, wcnrep Kat Tyv vvv yplv 

Tvapovara.v. 

And 62B :— 

d)S ev TLVL (fypovpa ea-p.ev ol dvdpwTVOL Kai ov 8el 8y eavTov eK 
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TavTys XveLV ov8' a7roStSpao-/cetF, K.T.X. TO deovs elvat ypwv 

TOVS eTTipeXovpevovs Kal yp.ds TOVS dvdpwTvovs ev TWV KTypdTWV 

TOLS deoLS elva.L. 

P. 174.—For the Vishnu-Purdna, vide note to i. 54. 
The reading Duve is not certain, as the Arabic text has 
only ^^i^-

The names Diliqxt, Dushyctnta, and Yayetti have been 
verified by means of the index to Vishnit-Purelna. 

P, 175, last line,—On the festival of the birth of Vasu
deva-Krishna (Krishnctjctnmdshtctmi), ef. Weber, " Indian 
Antiquary," 1874, p, 21 ; 1877, p , 161 ; Zeitschrift der 
Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellsclietft, vi, p, 92. 

P . 176,1. II.—-The Arabic manuscript has .^"A.^i.e. dtctj. 

For the word ettttitctjet, ef. H . H. Wilson, " Essays and 
Lectures," ii. 232. 

P . 176,1. 19. Devctsini.—The latter half of this word is 
apparently a derivation from the root svciq^ = to sleep. In 
Prakri t sleep = sivino (Sanskrit svctqrna). Vide Vararuci,i. 3. 

P . 177, 1. 20.—Deotthini, also called eieotthdn and 
ditthwetn. Gf. H . H. Wilson, " Glossary of Technical 
Terms," pp. 133, 134, 143, and "Memoirs on the History, 
Folklore, and Distribution of the Races of the North
w e s t e r n Provinces of India," by H, Elliot, edited by J, 
Beames, i. 245. 

P. 177.—The here-mentioned bhishmct-panca-rdtri seems 
to be identical with the bhishmei,-pa,ncadmrn mentioned by 
Wilson, "Essays and Lectures," ii, 203. 

P . 177.—The name Gaur-t-r, fjS, occurs also ii. 179, 
and is apparently a vernacular form for getitri-tritiyd. Gf. 
Wilson, /. /. p . 185. 

P . 178.—With this calendar of festivals are to be com
pared the treatise of H. H . Wilson, " T h e Religious 
Festivals of the Hindus," in his " Essays and Lectures," ii. 
p . 151 seeq., and Garcin de Tassy, Notice sur les fUes popit-
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Ictio-es des Hinelents, Paris, 1834. This chapter, as well as 
the preceding one, would perhaps receive much light from 
the Jyotirvidhdbhetranctm, chap. xxi. Gf. Weber, " Journal 
of the German Oriental Society," vol. xxii. p. 719, and 
xxiv. p. 399. 

This chapter has been translated into Persian by Abu-
Sa'id Gardezi (manuscript of the Bodleian Library in 
Oxford, Ouseley 240). Gf. note to ii. 6. 

P. 178. Agtlus.—The Arabic has only u^tS^^f which 

might be something like ajyei-divasct. 
Mutteti.—This pronunciation is given by the manuscript. 

The name, not to be confounded with the Arabic name 
Mattd (Mattheeus), is perhaps identical with the name of 
a prince of Siwistan m.entioned by Elliot, "His tory of 
Ind ia , " ! . 145-153. 

Hindoli-caitrct.—Cf. Dola-ydtrd or Holi of Wilson, 
p. 223. 

Bethand.— Vide Wilson, /. c, and vasctntct, here ii. 179. 

P . 179. Gaur-t-r.—6/. note to ii. 177. 

P. 180. Gdilteit (?), &c.—-In the Arabic text the word U 

must be added before ^f^i-

In the following line there is a lacuna, whicli in my 
translation I have filled up by the help of the Persian 
translation of Gardezi which runs thus :— 

^,UjUijJ^. ; ^} J'^\ ^'^ ^y ^ ^ )^J ĵ;jt* (sic) ^y LT^f l̂  

!ij.ibJ *UL \j. In another place Gardezi writes >-̂ f̂'̂ - • 

P. 181.—On Jivasarmetn, cf. note to i. 164. 

P . 182. Kiri (?).—This is perhaps only a misspelling of 
the Arabic copyist for ^ j^^ i , Kctneli (GandiRibttt-alet'mir). 
Gf. note to i. 317, and Elliot, " History of India," ii. 112, 
150; iv. 138; Bctihaki, ed. Morley, p. 274. I t is the 
place where King Mas'fid was murdered. 

P. 182. Dibdli — tUpidvali (row of lamps).—Gf. Wil
son, "Glossary of Technical Terms," p. 114. Gardezi has 

I'^jJ, divdli. 
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P. 183. Sdgdrtam — sdkdshtavii.—Cf. Wilson "Essays," 
ii. 208. 

P . 183.—Cdmdha, seems to be = cetturdasi mdeghet, 
mdnsctrtagu — mdnsdshtaka, p'drdrtctku —piXrdshtaket, and 
mdhdtctn —mdghdshta^ni. Gf Wilson, "Essays ," ii. 183, 
184, 181. 

P . 183.—The festival elhola seems to be identical with 
holi, holikd or dol-jdtrd. Gf. Wilson, p. 147, 210. Instead 

of dhola the Persian translation of Gardezi has ^^^1 holi. 

P. 184. Sivardtri.—Gf. Wilson, p . 210. 

P . 184.—Pityctttctnu is perhaps = qvdqjdshtctmi. Cf. 
pUpdshtctkd. 

P. 186.—On the 15th Magha, as the beginning of 
kaliyuga, ef. Wilson, " Essays and Lectures," ii. p . 208. 
Alberuni seems to have taken his information regarding 
the yugdtlyd or beginning of a yugct from Vishnu-Purdna, 
I I I . chap. xiv. p. 168. 

P . 187, 1. 5.—The number of lunar days, 1,603,000,010 
(sic MS.), must, according to Dr. Schram, be altered to 
1,603,000,080. 

P. 188. Vishitvct.—On the use of this term in astronomy, 
cf. Sur yet-Sieldhdnta, iii. 6, note. 

P . 188.—On Samayet (?), cf. note to i. 336. 

P. 189,1. 17, after the table.—The solar year is 365 days 
15' 30'' 22'" 30'^', not 365 days 30' 22" 30'" O'^ Accord
ingly the last line must run t h u s : "(i.e. i day 15' 30" 22"' 
30^̂ ' are equal to - |ff^) " (Schretm). 

P. 190, 1. 7.—The blhdgahdra is not 572, as the manu
script has, but 576, and the fraction |^ |f (Schrctm). 

P. 190.—Aitliatta (?). The name is written ^,J <..Z~^^ 

t j j l ^ . A more literal rendering is this : " And that which 
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A. the son of S. has dictated of the same (subject), is based 
on the theory of Pulisa." This author seems to have been 
contemporaneous with Alberuni, as also Samaya (ii. 188). 

P . 190. Vardhamihirct.—Gf. note to i. 54. 
The term shaclasitiniukha is explained in Surya-Sid-

dhdntet, xiv. 6, note. 

P . 191.—On the Pctrvctn, ef. chap. Ix. 

P. 192. Setmhitdt.—The author quotes here the Brihett-
Setmhitd, chap, xxxii. 24-26. 

P . 192.—On the book Srudhctva, cf. note to i. 157 and 
ii. 120. Is the word = sarvctdhara ? 

P. 194.—With the theory of the kctrctncts, cf. S'dryct-
Siddhdntct, ii. 67-69. 

P . 195.—For an explanation of the term bhukti, cf. 
Siirya-Sidclhdnta, i. 27, note. 

P . 197.—The names of the common karanas are found 
in Suryct-Siddhdnta, ii. 69, note. 

The other names are Indian numerals of a vernacular 
stamp. The corresponding Sindhi forms are barkhu (?), bio, 
trio, cotho, p)anjo, chaho, sctto, cttho, ndo, (Jlahd, ydrho, bdrlio, 
t^rho, cotiho. Gf. Trumpp, "Sindhi Grammar," pp. 158, 174. 
The form, pctncdhi ( = the 15 th) has, as far as I can see, no 
analogy in the vernacular dialects. 

P. 199.—-Setriikrdnti means the sun's entrance into a sign 
of the zodiac. Gf. SiXryct-Sidtlhdnta, xiv, 10, note. 

P . 200. Alkintli.—The way in which this scholar has 
transformed the Hindu theory of the ketretnas is instruc
tive, as showing how Indian subjects were handled by the 
Arabs before Alberuni, even by the most learned and 
enlightened among them. The first knowledge of these 
things was probably communicated to the Arabs by the 
translation of the Brahma-Sielclhdnta(Sindhind) and Khctn-
pakhddyaka (Arkand) of Brahmagupta. On Alkindi, cf. 
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G. Fliigel, Alkindi, genctnnt eler Philosoph der Araber, 
Leipzig, 1857 (in vol. i. of the Abhctndlungenfitr die Kunele 
des Me-rgenlandes). 

P. 201.—The names of the vishtis, as taken from the 
SriXdhava (of Mahadeva?—cf. note to ii. 120), are not 
known to me from a Sanskrit source. However, vaeiavct-
mukha, ghora, and kdlardtri seem to be certain. The 

words _jî  and J i ^ ^ might he plava and jvdla, but J \ ? ? 

The other series of names of the vishtis, according to 
Alkindi, which by a mistake have been omitted in the 
Arabic text, may be transliterated in this way:— 

( i . ) ^hvA^A (siXlctqiaedi'}). 
(2.) Jamadud (ydmyoeletelltil). 
(3.) Ghora. 
(4.) Nastarinish. 
(5.) JXvkmni (dhdrini'^). 
(6.) Kayali. 
(7.) Bahayamani. 
(8.) I>ikata (vyctktct.?). 

P . 204. On the yogcts.—The contents of this chapter are 
near akin to those of chap. xi. of the Surya-Sidelhdnta. 
Compare also in the same book ii. 65, 66. The technical 
term pdtct, which literally means fall (for its astrological 
meaning, cf. I. c. xi. 5, note), has in Arabic been rendered 
by the word l̂ .ij..̂ , i.e. fettling (page i""", 11, 24), here ii. 207, 

208,209. In the Arabic text on p. T '̂  *], 7, read \ _̂, instead 

of <̂  A.!, and to the word c:.̂ jjkAJ, 1. 16, it must be added that 

the manuscript has ^.Ijjuo. 

P. 205.—On the Karanatilaka of Vijayanandin, ef. note 
to i. 156. 

P. 207.—The bhuktyantetra has been explained, ii. 195. 

P . 208.—Sydvabala (?) seems to have been a Hindu 
from Kashmir who had become a Muslim, and wanted, by 
means of an Arctbic book, to be informed on certain chap
ters of Hindu astrology. The pronunciation Sydvabeda is 
out certain. The Arabic manuscript has siydwpal. 
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P. 208.—On the lirahmin Bhatiilct, cf. note to i. 157. 
The names of the yogas which he mentions are not known 
to me from other sources. The names ega,nddntet, kdla-
daneia, and vaidhrita are certain, and barh is probably 
varsha,. 

P. 209.—On Sripala, cf. note to i. 164. 

P. 210.—With the names of this table cf. Sitrya-Sid-

elhttnta, ii. 65, note (also p. 432). The j ^ ^ . of the Arabic 

seems to be a mistake for *^1^ , vishkanibhet; No. 15, SJS^, 

a mistake for j)j^^ gancla. 

Instead of dyushmctnt (name of the third yoga), the 

Arabic has fSi\j (retjakamet ?); instead of vyectipcttct it has 

CUUA.<' (sjatipetta.?). 

P. 211.—The contents of this astrological chapter are 
principally taken from the Laghujdtetkam (i.e. the smaller 
book of nativit}^) by Varahamihira, of which the chapters 
i. ii. have been translated by A. Weber (Indische Studien, 
2, 277 seeq.), whilst the remainder has been translated by 
H. Jacobi (De Astrologies Inelicce hora ctqipellatce origini-
hits. Accedunt Laghujdtetki cetpitet ineditct iii.-xii., Bonn, 
1872). Alberuni does not always adhere to the order of 
the paragraphs which we have in the Sanskrit text, and 
for certain parts he seems to have drawn from some com
mentary. 

The exact meaning of the term seconds of the stars (the 

same page, 11. 23, 24), ^^oj-*.'! ^•^'j^j is not known to me. 

Pp. 213-215 .•—The tctble ofqilanets is taken from chapters 
ii. iii. iv. of the Laghujdtakam. 

For the reading of the terms naisctrgikct, vimisra, and 
shaeldya (p. 215), I am indebted to Prof. H. Jacobi, Kiel. 

The number 25, ^^ in the column with the heading The 
scale of their magnitude, seems to be a mistake for 3, '^• 

Pp . 217-219.—This table of the zodiacal signs has been 
taken from Lagltujdttetkam, chap. i. 

Pp . 221, 222.—This table of the"Houses has been taken 
from Lcteghujdtedictm, chap. i. 15. 

VOL. II. 2 C 
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P. 234.—The notes on comets and other meteorological 
subjects, with which the author concludes his book, have 
been taken from the Brihctt-Sarhhitd of Varahamihira. 

Pp. 237-238.—This table of comets is taken from 
Brihctt-Sctrhhitd, chap. xi. 10-28. 

The children of the fire are called Inttdsasittdh in Sans
krit, in Arabic ^ ÎIL^ iSi>\, which I cannot explain. 

Pp. 241-244.—This table of comets is taken from 
Brihat-Sarhltitd, chap. xi. 29-51. 

The reading LI^ ^.^xi, instead of padmaketu, seems to 
be a mistake of the copyist for ̂ .L^^C^i^i. 

P. 245. Book of the medicine of elephctnts.—On this and 
similar literature, cf. A. Weber, Voolesungen ilher Indische 
Literctturgeschichte, p. 289. 



I N D E X I. 

a = a d i t y a , i. 215 
abda, ii. 118 
abdhi, i. 178 
Abhapuri, i. 200 
fibhastala, i. 230 
Abhi, j . 303 
abhijit, i. 340, 341, 342 ; ii. 66, 

85, 87, 127 
Abhira, i. 300, 301, 302 
abhra, i. 178 
Abika (?), i. 299 
acarya, i. 155 
I c u d (?), ii. 143 
Adars'a, i. 302 
adhaka, i. 162, 163, 164 
adhas, i. 290 
adhimasa, ii. 20 seq., 23 ; universal 

or partial, ii. 23 
Adhishthana, i. 207 ; ii. 181 
adhomukha, i. 61 
adi, i. 178 ; ii. 23 
adi-purana, i. 130 
Aditi , i i .T21 
Adit tahaur, i. 206 
aditya, i. 116, 179, 215, 216, 291 
adityavitra, i. 213 
aditya-purana, i. 130, 168, 217, 

229, 230, 232, 248, 368 
adityaputra, i. 215 
adri, i. 178 
aga, i. 178 
agastya, i. 132 ; ii. 66, 91, 92, 94 
Agastyamata, i. 132 
Agdus (f), ii. 178 
agneya, i. 290, 297, 3 0 1 ; ii. 203 
Agneya, i. 358 
Agni, i. 131, 178,- 242, 342, 357, 

358, 394; ii. 121, 125 
Agniba (!), i. 394 
Agnidhra, i. 394 
agnihotrin, i. 102 

Agnijihva, i. 231 
Agnimukha, i. 231 
Agnitya, i. 302 
Agnivesa, i. 159 
agoluru, i. 220 
ahan, i. 368 ; ii. 26 
ahankara, i. 41 
ahargana, i. 355, 368 ; ii. 26, 27 

seq., 34, 46 seq., 48, 60, 116, 184 
ahari, ii. 179 
Ahirbudhnya, i. 342 ; ii. 66, 122 
Shoi, ii. 180 
ahordtra, i. 359 
aindra, i. 135 
Airavata, ii. 245 
aisana, i. 290, 297 ; ii. 202 
aisanya, i. 303 
Aja, i. 342, 358 
Aja, elcapfid, ii. 122 
Ajodaha (Ayodhya), i. 200 
Akara , i. 301 
akasa, i. 178 
akshara, i. 172 
akshauhini, i. 179, 403, 407, 408 
akshi, i. 178 
Alika, i. 300 
Altspur, i. 203 
AmarS,vati, i. 271 
Amar^vatlpura, i. 271 
amavasya, i. 348 ; ii. 185, 197 
ambara, i. 178, 303 
ambaratala, i. 230 
Ambarisha, i. 113 
Ambashtha, i. 301 
amrita, i'. 54, 253, 262, 344; ii. 107 
arhsaka, i. 140, 144 
aihsaya, ii. 227 
aiiis'u, i. 217, 230 
aihsumant, i. 217 
anala, ii. 123 
Anandapilla, i. 135; ii. 13 
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Auanta, i. 237, 247, 298 
Anar, i. 205 
Anartta, i. 300, 302 
Andhra, i. 299, 300, 301 
Andhrade.sa, i. 173 
Atidhrl, i. 173 
audi, i. 161, 162, 163 
anga, i. 178, 301 
angora, ii. 128 
Angiras, i. 131, 215,291, 390; ii. 

127 
angula, i. 166 
Anhilvara, i. 153, 205 ; ii. 6, 7 
anikiul, i. 407 
Anila, i. 342 
Anlla, i. 248 
Aniruddlia, i. 398 
Aiijana, i. 300 
anka, i. 174 
anta, i. 220 
Antaka, i. 342 
autara, i. 178 ; ii. 195 
Antardvipa, i. 302 
Antarikslia, i. 398 
4ntarikshyn, ii. 235 
Antarvedi, i. 211 (uotes). 
Antahsila, i. 257 
autya, i. 175 
antyaja, i. 101 
anu, i. 337 
AnuLlada, i. 231 
anuradha, i. 218, 391, 393 ; ii. 85, 

86, 122, 176 
Anuru, i. 253 
Anutapta, i. 262 
anuvatsara, ii. 125 
Anuvisva, i. 303 
apaddharmn, i. 133 
Apfi,ihmurti, i. 394 
apaua, i. 339 
Apara(!) , i . 394 
AparantaCO, i. 300 
Aparantaka, i. 302 
Apa.s, i. 342 ; ii. 122 
Apastamba, i. 131 
apratidlirisbya, i. 372 
apsaras, i. 247, 248 
ApsUr, i. 202 
apta-pur^nadiara, i. 237 
fi,ra, i. 215 
a^ranya, i. 133 
Aravambaslitlia, i. 302 
ai-buda, i. 176 
arbudam, i. 177 
ardhanagaii, i. 173 
Ardln, i. 202 

ardra, i. 218 ; ii. 66, 84, 86, 121 
argha, ii. 95 
Arliant, i . 119, 121 
Arhata (?), ii. 142 
Ari, i. 300 
Arjuna, i. 29, 52, 352, 403 ; ii. 138 
Arjunayana, i. 302 
arka, i. 179, 215, 217; ii. 125 
arki, i. 215 
Arkutir tha, i. 200 
Aror, i. 205, 260 
artlia, i. 178 
Arthayashava (?), i. 299 
Aruna, i. 259 
Aruiia, i. 255 ; ii. 143, 238 
Arundliati, i. 390 
Aruni, i. 394 
Arvasudhana (?), i. 303 
arya, i. 143 
Aryabhata, i. 156, 168, 225, 227, 244, 

246, 266, 267, 268, 275, 277, 280, 
370, 373, 376, 377, 386 ; ii. 16,17, 

, 18, 19, 33, 111, 190 
Aryabhata (of Kusumapura), i. 176, 
^ 246, 316, 330, 335, 370 

Aryaka, i. 254 
Aryaman, i. 217, 242, 342 ; ii. 121, 

199 
aryashtasata, i. 157, 386 
aryavarta, i. 173 ; ii. 6 
fi,sa, i. 179 
asala (?), i. 230 
Asana (?), i. 358 
Af^avil, i. 209 
asbati (?), i. 215 
Ascarvan, i. 387 
a.shadha, i. 211, 217, 218, 357, 358, 

4 0 3 ; ii. 96, 99. 100, 173, 176, 
179, 193 

ashta, i. 178 
ashtaka, ii. 183 
ashti, i. 179 
Asi; i. 202 
asipattravana, i. 61 
asita, i. 215 ; ii. 235 
asleslia, i. 218, 291 ; ii. 84, 121 
Asmaka, i. 300, 302 
aspbujit, i. 215 
asramavasa, i. 133 
asoka, ii. 180 
A.stagiri, i. 302 
asthi, ii. 241 
asura, i. 90, 247, 325, 331 
asvamedha, i. 133 ; ii. 2, 139 
Asvavadana, i. 301 
Asvamukha, i. 262 
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Asvatara, i. 231, 247 
asvattha, i. 86 ; ii. 140, 141 
Asvattbaman, i. 133, 394, 398, 405, 

406 
asvayuja, i. 217, 218, 358, 403 ; ii. 

98, 173, 177, 179, 186 193 
asvin, i. 159, 178 ; ii. 122, 128 
a,svinl, i. 218, 242, 369 ; ii. 84, 86, 

122, 128 
atala, i. 230 
Atavya, i. 300 
atharvanaveda, i. 127, 129 
atidhriti, i. 179 
atin, ii. 197 
Atinaman, i. 394 
ativahika, i. 63 
atman, i. 351 
atuiapuruslia, i. 321 
Atreya, i. 163, 300, 383 
Atri, i. 131,291, 301, 390, 394 
attataja, ii. 176 
atvh(?), i. 348 
atyashti, i. 179 
Audumbara, i. 300 
Auliatta (?), ii. 190 
Aurva, ii. 101 
Autata (?), i. 387 
auttami, i. 387 
uvaraa ii. 38, 43, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 

54 
avaneya, i. 215 
Avanti, i. 298, 301 
Avarta, ii. 244 
avasarpini, i. 371 
avasvasa, i. 339 
avyakta, i. 40 
a^yana, i. 356, 366 ; ii. 118 
Ayana (?), i. 257 
ayurdaya, ii. 228 
ayuta, i. 175 
ayutam, i. 176, 177 

b = Badha, i. 215 
Babrahan, i. 206 
Badara, i. 302 
badhatau (?), i. 101, 102 
Baga, i. 208 
Baha, i. 261 
bahand, ii. 178 
Bahimarvara, i. 261 
Bahroj (v. Bihroj), i. 205, 261 
Baimdasa (?), i. 259 
bahudhanya, ii. 127 
bakshtita (?), ii. 208 
bala, ii. 226, 230 
Balabandhu, i. 387 

Balabhadra, i. 156, 157, 158, 225, 
227, 236, 238,248 (?), 241,243,244, 
246, 273, 274, 275, 279, 281, 282, 
317, 401, 403 ; ii. 70, 75, 187 

Balabiiid, ii. 127 
Baladeva, i. 118 
Baladevapattana, i. 301 
balagra, i. 162 
Balahaka, ii. 101 
balava, ii. 197, 199 
Bali, i. 117, 129, 231 387, 396 ; ii. 

3, 11, 145, 182 
Balirajya, ii. 182 
Baliavar, i. 205 
Eaiuka(!) , i. 257 
Baiuvahin i, i. 257 
Bamahilr," i. 202 
Bamhanva (not Bahmanva), i, 21, 

173, 205, 316 
Banarasi (Ijeuares), i. 200 
Banavas, i. 202 
Bafigala, i. 158 
banij, ii. 197, 199 
Baiijula, i. 257 
bara, i. 213 
Baramtiia, i. 207 
Barbara, i. 261 302; ii. 129 
Bardari, ii. 8 
bardi (?), i. 405 
barh, i. 359 
Barhamsil, i. 200 
Bari, i. 200, 201, 261 
barkhu, i. 359, 348 (?) ; ii. 197 
Baroda, i. 403 
Baroi, i. 208 ; ii. 105 
barsh, i. 359 
Barshavar (Peshavar), i. 211 
Bar van cat, i. 261 
Bahama (!),i. 300 
bava, 'ii. 197, 199 
Bavarij, i. 208 
Bazana (?), i. 202, 205, 300 
Benares, i. 22, 156, 173 ; ii. 146, 

147 
Bhadatta (?), i. 156 
Bhadila (?), i. 157 
Bhadrakara (!), i. 299 
Bhadra, i. 300, 301 
bhadrapada, i. 217, 218, 340, 358, 

4 0 3 ; ii. 8, 98, 173, 175,177, 180, 
193 

Bhadrasva, i. 249 
Bhaga, i. 217, 358 ; ii. 121, 128 
bhagahara, ii. 30, 189, 190 
Bhagavat, i. 255 
Bhagavata, i. 121, 131 
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Bhagavati, i. 118, 120 ; ii. 177, 179, 
180 

Bhageya (?), i. 342 
Bhagiratha, ii. 143, 144 
Bhailsan, i. 202 
bhaikshukl, i. 173 
Bhalla, i. 303 
Bhanurajas (?), i. 156 
bhanu, i. 176, 215, 217 
Bhanuyasas (?), [cf. Bhanurajas), i. 

157 
Bhanukacchra (?), i. 300 
bhara, i. 165 
bhara, i. 130 
Bharadva, i. 300 
Bharadvaja, i. 394, 398 
bharani, i. 218 ; ii. 84, 122 
Bhhrata, i. 262, 294 
Bharata, i. 29, 117, 132, 134; ii. 1, 

147, 152 
Bharatavansha, i. 249, 294, 295, 

296, 297 
Bhargava, i. 132, 215, 372, 398 
Bharma (?), ii. 120 
bharna (?), ii. 104 
Bharukaccha, i. 301 
Bhatal , i. 211 
Bhati , i. 205 
Bhatiya, i. 173 
Bhattila, ii. 208 
Bhatul, i. 260 
bhaumya, i. 215 
bhautya, i. 387 
bhava, ii. 127 
bhavaketu, ii. 243 
Bhavin (?), i. 254 
Bhavishya, i. 131 
bhavishya-purana, i. 130 
Bhillamala, i. 153, 267 
Bhima, ii. 13 
Bhimapala, ii. 13 
Bhimarathi , i. 257 
Bhimasena, i. 403 
Bhishma, i. 133 
bhishmapancaratri, ii. 177. 
Bhogaprastha, i. 302 
Bhogavardhana, i. 300 
Bhoja, i. 300 
Bhoteshar, i. 201, 206 
bhramara, ii. 92 
Bhrigu, i. 77, 215, 291 
bhriguputra, i. 215 
bhriguloka, ii. 233 
Bhujaga, i. 342 
bhukti , i. 3 5 3 ; ii. 80, 83, 195, 200, 

205, 206, 207 

bhuktyantara, ii. 195 
bhumi (?), i. 387 
Bhumihara, i. 203 
bhupa, i. 179 
bhtlri, i. 175 
Bhurishena, i. 387 
bhurja, i. 171 
bhurloka, i. 45, 232, 233, 238 
bhUta, i. 90, 92, 93, 178 
Bhutapura, i. 303 
Bhuvanakosa, i. 294 
bhuvarloka, i. 45, 232, 238 
bibata (?), i. 215 
Bihat , i. 201 
Bihroj, i. 209 
bisi (?), i. 165, 166 
Bitra, i. 262 
BitUr, i. 259 
biya, ii. 197 
Biyaha, i. 259, 260 
Biyatta, i. 206. 259, 260 
Blv (? plava), ii. 202 
Bodha, i. 299 
bodhana, i. 215 
Brahmadanda, ii. 237 
brahmadi (!), ii. 116 
Brahmagupta, i. 147, 150, 153, 154, 

156, 168, 223, 224, 241, 243, 267, 
272, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, 283, 
312, 314, 335, 368, 369, 370, 372, 
373, 374, 376, 377, 386 ; ii. 4, 7, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 28, 31, 46, 
59, 71 , 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 82, 
90, 110, 111, 112, 186, 189, 192 

brahmahoratra, i. 331 
brahmaloka, i. 233 
brahman, i. 28, 54, 72, 77, 89, 92, 

94, 100, 116, 118, 125, 129 ; his 
sons, i. 131, 134, 153, 155, 157, 
159, 176, 241, 256, 266, 321, 322, 
seq., 331, 332, 342, 350, 352, 360, 
361, 363, 369, 380, 386; ii. 2 ; 
life of, ii. 28, 6.3, 99, 115, 116, 
118, 120, 145, 147, 199, 237 

Brahman, era of, ii. 1 
brahmana, 100, 102, 104, 121 
brahmana (?), ii. 159 
brahmanda, i. 131, 221 seq., 237 
brahmanda-purana, i. 130 
Brahmanl, i. 119 
Brahmapura, i. 303 
brahma-purana, i. 130 
Brahmaputra, i. 387 
brahmarshi, i. 93, 247 
Brahmarupa, i. 256 
Brahmasavarni, i. 387 
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brahmasiddhanta, i. 138, 153; table 
of contents, i. 154, 223, 224, 267, 
276, 352 ; ii. 110, 112 

Brahmavaivarfca, i. 131 
Brahmin, ii. 95, 96, 98, 100, 109, 

110, 111, 130 seq., 149, 151, 153, 
179,180, 181, 183, 185, 191 . 

Brahmottara, i. 262 
Brihaspati, i. 132, 398 
briliaspativara, i. 213 
biidha, i. 215 
budhavara, i. 213 
Buddha, i. 40, 119, 121, 158, 2 4 3 ; 

ii. 169 
Buddhodana, i. 40, 380 
Budhnya, i. 387 
burlA (?), i. 204 

C = candra, i. 215 
Cabrahasta (?), ii. 120 
cadur (!), ii. 127 
caitra, i. 212, 217, 218, 358, 369, 

394, 4 0 3 ; ii. 8, 10, 39, 48, 123, 
173, 176; festivals, ii. 178, 186, 
187,193 

caitra-casliati (?), ii. 179 
Caitraka (?), i. 387 
cakhaka, i. 334 
cakra, i. 114, 117, 118, 341 ; ii. 101, 

107 
cakrasvamin, i. 117 ; ii. 103 
Cakshabhadra (?), ii. 120 
Cakshu, i. 261 
cakshukha, i. 387 
Cakshus, i. 261 
cakshusha, i. 387 
calaketu, ii. 241 
Calitu (?), i. 137 
camaha, ii. 183, 184 
camara, i. 140 
Camunda, i. 120 
camii, i.' 407 
cana (?), i. 163 
Caiicuka, i, 302 
candala, i, 101, 239, 344, 381 ; ii. 

137, 138, 153 
Candana, i. 259 
Candaraha, i. 260 
caudra, i. 178, 215, 216 ; ii. 21, 101 
caudra, i. 135, 215 
Candrabhaga, i. 259 
Candrablja (?), ii. 6 
Candraha, i. 206, 259 
candrahargana, ii. 27 
candramana, i. 353, 354 
candra parvata, ii. 143 

Candrapura, i. 300 
candrayana, ii. 173 
cantima (?), i. 344 
Caraka, i. 159, 162, 382 
Carmadvipa, i. 301 
Carmakhandila, i. 300 
Carmanvati,' i. 257, 259 ; ii. 134 
Carmaranga, i. 302 
Carshayah (!), i. 394 
cashaka, i. 334 seq., 337 ; ii. 52, 56, 

189 
caturyuga, i. 325, 354, 359, 368 seq., 

372 seq., 386, 398 ; ii. 1, 2, 17, 18, 
28, 57 seq., 186, 189 

catushpada, ii. 197, 198, 200 
Caulya, i. 299 
caudahi, ii. 197 
caut, ii. 197 
ceshtabala, ii. 225 
chandas, i. 136 
chidra, i. 178 
cikitsa, i. 355 
Cina, i. 261, 303 ; ii. 239 
Cipitanasika, i. 302 
Clranivasana, i. 303 
citi-a, i. 218, 342 ; ii. 85, 121, 127 
citrabhanu, ii. 127 
Citrakiita, i. 301 " 
Citrangada, ii. 120 
Citrapala, i. 257 
Citraktita, i. 257 
Citrasaia, i. 255 
Citrasena, i. 387 
C-n-d-sara (?), ii. 143 
Cola, i. 301 ; ii. 239 
Colika(?), i. 301 
Cyavana, i. 231 

DADHI, i. 178, 235 
dadhimanda, i. 235 
dadliisagara, i. 156, 235 
Dahaia, i. 202 
dahana, i. 178 
dabariya (?), i. 344 
dahln, ii. 197 
Dahmala, i. 205 
Daibal, i. 208 
Daihak, i. 189 
daitya, i. 91, 231, 237, 247, 248, 

267, 272, 279, 280, 364 ; ii. 140 
daityantara, i. 266 
Daksha, i. 54, 131, 291, 387 
dakshakula, i. 357 
dakshaputra, i. 387 
dakshina, i. 290 
Dakshinatya, i. 300 
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dakshinayana, i. 356, 357 
Damara, i. 303 
damariya (?), i. 344 
Damin, i. 254 
Damodara, i. 403 
danadharma, i. 133 
Danak, i. 203 
danava, i. 91, 231, 237, 248, 256, 

272, 330, 331 
danavaguru, i. 215 
Danda, i. 303 ; ii. 97 
Dandahamar (?), ii. 176 
Danclaka, i. 300 
Dandakavana, i. 301 
dantin, i. 178 
Dantura, i. 301 
Darada, i. 261 
Daraur, i. 200 
darbha, ii. 130, 131 
Cardura, i. 301 
Darva, i. 303 
Darvad, i. 209 
dasagitika, i. 157, 386 

' dasalaksha, i. 176 
dasam, i. 175 
Dasameya, i. 303 
Darva, i. 300 
Dasapura, i. 301 
Dasaratha, i. 117, 306, 372 
Dasarna, i. 301 
Dasarna, i. 257 
dasasahasra, i. 176 
Dasera (1), i. .302 
Daseruka (!), i. 300 
dasra, i. 178, 342 
dasta, i. 166 
Dat ta , i. 394 
deotthini, ii. 177 
desantara, i. 312, 314, 315 
deva, i. 90, 91, 92, 95, 159, 176, 

247, 248, 252, 256, 266, 272, 330, 
3 3 1 ; ii. 63, 66, 96, 99, 139, 140, 
141, 177, 279, 280, 357 

devagriha, ii. 178 
devaka, i. 330, 352, 369, 372 
Devakirti, i. 158 
Devala, i. 132 ; ii. 235 
devaloka, ii. 233 
devamantrin, i. 215 
Devanig-a, i. 387 
devapita, i. 215 
devapurohita, i. 215 
devasini, ii. 176 
Devasreshta, i. 387 
Devata (?),' i. 387 
devejya, i. 215 

Devika, i. 259 
Dhaman, i. 394 
Dhanahjaya, i. 231, 398 
dhanishtha, i. 218, 291 ; ii. 85 
dhanishtha, ii. 122, 124 
dhanu, i. 166, 220 
Dhanushman (!), i. 302 
Dhanya, i. 254 
Dhar, i. 202, 203 
Dhara, i. 191 
dharani, i. 178 
dharm'a, i. 40, 132, 242, 291 
Dharmaranya, i. 300 
dharmasavarni, i. 387 
Dhatri , i. 217, 238, 342 ; ii. 127 
dhi, i. 178 
Dhlvara, i. 262 
dhola, ii. 183 
Dhrishna, i. 387 
Dhritaketu, i. 387 
Dhritarashtra, i. 108, 403 
dhriti, i. 179 
Dhri t imat, i. 394 
dhruva, i. 239, 241 
dhruvagriha (?), ii. 180 
Dhulika'(?), i. 261 
dhruvaketu (?), ii. 242 
dhura (?), ii. 21 
dhurashadha, ii. 21 
Dhutapapa, i. 259 
dhyanagrahadhyaya, i. 155 
dibali, ii. 182 
dikshita, i. 102 
Dilipa, ii. 174 
dimasu, i. 359 
Dipapa, i. 262 
Diptimat, i. 394 
Dirghagriva, i. 302 
Dirghakesa, i. 302 
Dlrghamukha, i. 302 
Dirvari (Dravidi), i. 173 
Dirvaridesa, i. 173 
dis, i. 178, 179 
Divakanbar, i. 210 
Divakara, i. 158, 215, 217 
Diva-kMha, i. 210 
divasa, i. 359 
Divarsa (!), i. 301 
Divaspati, i. 387 
divya, i. 42, 374 ; ii. 235 
divyahoratra, i. 329 
Divyatattva, i. 157 
divyavarsha, i. 359, 368 ; ii. 2 
Diyamau, i. 205 
Dkish (?), ii. 140 
clomba, i. 101, 102 
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Dramida, i. 302 
drankshana, i. 161 
Dravidadewi, i. 173 
Dravina, ii. 101 
drekkana, ii. 229, 233 
drigbala, ii. 225 
Drihaia (?), i. 300 
Drishadvati, i. 259 
drishtibala, ii. 225 
Drona, i. 133, 162, 163, 164, 254, 

394, 398, 405, 406 ; ii. 101 
Drtita, i. 259 
DMahi , i. 202 
Dtlgum, i. 201 
Dugumplir, i. 200 
dundubhi, ii. 128 
Dunpiir, i. 206, 211, 317 
Durga, i. 300 
Durga, i. 257 
Durgavivritti, i. 135 
Durlabha', ii. 9, 10, 54 
durmati , ii. 128 
durtama (?), i. 371 
Durvasas, i. 404 
Duryodhana, i. 133 
Dushyanta, ii. 174 
duvahl, ii. 197 
duve, ii. 174 
Dvaipayana, i. 398 
dvapara, i. 372, 397, 398 
dvapara-yuga, i. 126, 373 ; descrip

tion, i. 380 ; ii. 5 ; its beginning, 
ii. 186 

Dvar, i. 207 
dvijesvara, i. 216 
dvipa, i. 168, 233, 234, 235, 236, 

243, 251 seq., 265, 295, 301, 388 ; 
ii. 144 

dvisvabhava, ii. 220 
Dyuti , i. 394 
Dyutimat, i. 394 

EKACARANA, i. 303 
ekam, i. 175 
ekauakta, ii. 172 
Ekapada, i. 301 
Ekavilocana, i. 302 
Elapatra, ii. 120 

GA, i. 140 
gabhastala, i. 230 
Gabhastimat, i. 230, 296 
Gabhira, i. 387 
gada, i. 133 
gagaua, i. 178 
gaihat (?), ii. 180 

Gaisitu (?), i. 137 
gaja, i. 178, 300 
Gajakarna, i. 231 
Galava, i. 394 
gana, i. 407 
gana (?), ii. 181 
Ganaka, ii. 238 
Ganapati (?), ii. 121 
Ganarajya, i. 301 
ganda, i. 203 
(Ja'ndakl, i. 259 
gandanta, ii. 208 
gaudha, i. 42 
Gandhamadaua, i. 248, 249 
Gandhara, i. 21, 259, 261, 300, 303 
gandharva, i.89,91, 238,247,262,303 
gandharva, i. 296 
Gandharvi, ii. 142 
Ganga, i. 200 seq., 203, 253, 254, 

259, 261 ; ii. 144 
Gaiigadvara, i. 199 
Gangasagara, i. 261 
Gangasayara, i. 201 
Gangeya, i. 202 
gara, ii. 197, 199 
Garbha, i. 236 
garbhadhana, ii. 156 
Garga, i. 157, 342, 382, 390, 391 ; 

ii. 96, 110, 235 
garuda, i. 114, 130 131, 193, 194, 

231, 253, 344 
Gauda, the anchorite, i. 132 
Gaudaka, i. 301 
gaura, i. 161 
Gaura (?), ii. 143 
Gauragriva, i. 300 
Gauri (Gaudi), i. 173 
Gauri, i. 119; ii. 121, 179, 182, 183 
Gaur-t-r (gaurl-tritlya), ii. 177, 179 
Gautama, i. 131,'391, 398 
gayatri, i. 147 
ghana, i. 140, 144, 146 
ghati, i. 334 seq., 337, 338, 349, 362, 

366 ; ii. 48, 52, 56, 189, 190,195, 
200 

ghatika, i. 279, 282, 286 
Ghoi-a, ii. 202 
Ghorwand, i. 259 
Ghosha, i. 300, 303 
ghritamanda, i. 235 
Ghuzak, i.'259 
Giri, i. 302 
Girnagara, i. 301 
gtta, quoted, i. 29, 30, 40, 52-54, 

70-72, 73-74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80, 
86, 90, 103-104, 122 
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Gnidhra (!), i. 394 
go, i. 178 
Godavar, i. 203 
Godavari, i. 257 
gokarna, i. 167 
Gomati, i. 259 
gomeda, i. 235 
gomedadvlpa, i. 235, 255 
Gomukha, i. 231 
Gonarda, i. 301 
Govinda, i. 299, 403 
graba, i, 140 
graha, i. 204 
grishma, i. 357 
Guda, i. 300 
gtidhamana (?), i. 158 
gHhanlya, i. 344 
gulma, i. 407 
gunakara, ii. SO, 189, 190 
g^iiaiahld (?), ii. 181 
Gupta, ii. 5, 7, 49 
Guptakala, ii. 7, 9, 49 
guru, i. 138, 140, 145, 146, 215, 

342 ; ii. 121 
Guruha, i. 302 
guvana-batrij, ii. 182 
Guzarat, i. 202 
Gvalior, i. 202 

likm (?), i. 101, 102 
Hahu(! ) , i. 257 
Haihaya, i. 302 
Hariisamarga, i. 262 
Hariisapura, i. 298 
Harahaura, i. 298 
Haramakdt, i. 207 
harbah(?), ' i i . 180 
Hari, i. 254, 342, 362, 398 
Haribhatta (?), i. 141 
Haripurusha, i. 252 
Harlta, i. 131 
harivariisa-parvan, i. 133 
Harivarshai, 249 
Harsha, ii. 5, 7 
Haryatman, i., 398 
hasta, i. 218 ; ii. 85, 121 
hastin, i. 140, 141, 146 
hattha, i. 166 
hauhava (?), i. 408 
Havishmat, i. 394 
Havya, i. 394 
Hayagriva, i. 231 
heli, i. 215 
Hemagiri, 1. 302 
hemalamba, ii. 128 
hemakUta, i. 247, 249 

Ilemakutya, i. 301 
hemanta, i. 357 
Hemataia, i. 302 
hemna, i. 215 
Himagiri, i. 249 
himagu, i. 215 
himamaytikha, i. 215 
himara.smi, i. 215 
Himavan, i. 302 
Himavant, i. 119, 246, 247, 248, 

258, 261, 294, 295, 308 ; ii. 179 
Hindhu, ii. 129 
hindoll-caitra, ii. 178 
Hiranmaya, i. 249 
Hiranyaka^ipu, i. 364 
Hiranyaksha, i. 231 ; ii. 140 
Hiranyaroman, i. 394 
homa, i. 128 ; ii. 96, 133 
hora, i. 343 ; their names, 344 
hora-paiica-hotriya (?), i. 158 
horadipati, i. 343 
Hradini, i. 261, 262 
Hrishlkesa, i. 403 
Hudvuda(?), i. 300 
Hiihaka (!), i. 300 
Huna, i. 300, 302 
Hutasa, ii. 127 
hutasana, i. 178 

IDAVATSAHA, ii. 125 
ikshu, i. 235 
Ikshula, i. 257 
ikshurasoda, i. 235 
ikliunu (?), i. 178 
Ikshvaku, i. 387 
iia (?), i. 230 
Iiavrita, i. 248 
Indra, i. 89, 92, 93, 113, 119. 159, 

217, 231, 252, 271, 292, 342,357 
361, 386, 387, 393, 396, 398 ; ii. 
101, 102, 115, 127, 128, 175, 246 

Indradvlpa, i. 262 
Indradyumna, i. 262 
Indradyumnasaras, i. 262 
Indi-agni, i. 342, 358 ; ii. 121 
Indramaru, i. 261 
Indrani, i. 120 
Indravedi (v. Antarvedi), i. 211 
indriya, i. 178 
indriyani, i. 43 
Indu, i . ' l53, 178, 2 1 5 ; ii. 121 
Irava, i. 206, 260 
Iravati, i. 259 
L4canyas (!), i. 394 
Ishlka, i. 300 
ishtin, i. 102 
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ishu, i. 178 
Javara, i. 31, 179, 361, 362, 3 6 3 ; ii. 

127 

JADUKA ( ), i. 202 
Jagara, i. 230, 300 
Jahravar, i. 260, 300, 302 
Jailam, i. 206, 207, 259, 317 
Jaimini, i. 127, 132 
Jajahoti, i. 202 
Jajjamau, i. 200 
Jajjanir, i. 206 
jalaketu, ii. 243 
Jaiandhar, i. 205 
jalapradauika, i. 133 
jaiasaya, i. 178 
jalatantu, i. 204 
Jamadagui, i. 394 
jambu, ]. 235 ; ii. 129 
jambudvipa, i. 235, 243, 251, 258 
jana (?), i. 163 
janaloka, i. 232 
Janardana, i. 254 
Janarta (?), i. 231 
Jandra, i. 202 
Jangala, i. 299 
jaiigala, i. 300 
Janpa, i. 200 
Janujaiigha, i. 387 
Jarmapattana (?), i. 301 
Jasu (?), i. 382, 397 
jataka, i. 100, 157 
jatakarman, ii. 156 
Jatasura, i. 303 
Jatadhara, i. 301 
Jathara, i. 301 
Ja t t , i. 401 
Jat taraur, i. 202 
Jaun (Yamuna), i. 199, 200 seq., 

206, 254, 259, 261 
Jaur, Hindu king, i. 200, 209 
jaya, ii. 127 
Jayanta (?), i. 231 
Jayanti, ii. 175 
Jayapala, i. 135 ; ii, 13 
Jlmlir, i. 209 
Jimiita, ii. 101 
Jina, i. 119, 243 
jinaloka, i. 238 
Jishnu, i. 163 
Jita, ' i . 394 
jltu, i. 220 (? cettham) 
j i tuma, i. 220 
jiva, i. 215, 358 
jivabaranl, i. 344 
Jivasarman, i. 157, 164 ; ii. 181, 182 

na, i. 215 
Jringa, i, 302 
uga, i. 220 

Jtidari, i. 211 
Jvaia (?), ii. 202 
valaiia, i. 140. 141, 143, 145, 146, 

178 
yaishtha, i. 217, 218, 340, 358, 403 ; 

ii. l '73; festivals, ii. 179, 193 
yeshtha, i. 218 ; ii. 85, 86, 122 

Jyotis, i. 394 
Jyotisha, i. 300 
Jyotishmat, i. 394 

KA, ii. 242 
Kabandha (?), i. 2 3 1 ; ii. 238 
Kabul, j . 206, 259, 317 ; ii. 157 
Kaca (?), i. 261 
Kacch, i. 208, 260 
Kacchara, i. 303 
Kacchlya, i. 300 
kadamba, i. 272 
Kadara, ii. 129 
Kadni, i. 252 
Kaikaya, i. 302 
Kailasa, i. 248, 302 ; ii. 142, 143 
Kaiiavata, i. 302 
Kaj, i. 260 
Kajtiiaha, i. 202 
Kakutstha, ii. 176 
kaia, i. 160, 335, 337, 362 
kaiabala, ii. 226 
kalabhaga (?), ii. 231 
Kaiajina, i. 301 
Kaiaka, i. 302 
kaiarhsaka, ii. 90 
Kaianemi, i. 231 
Kaianjar, i. 202 
Kalapagrama, i. 262 
kaiai-atri, i. 344 ; ii. 203 
kalasi, i. 166 
Kalatoyaka, i. 300 
Kalavrinta, ii. 129 
Kalayavana, ii. 5 
kalayukta, ii. 128 
kali, i. 140, 382, 397 ; ii. 1, 198 
Kalidara, i. 262 
Kaiika (?), i. 261 
kalikaia, ii. 1, 5 
Kahnga, i. 231, 298, 299, 301 
Kaiiya, i. 231 
kaliyuga, i. 325, 373 ; description, 

i. 380, 397, 3 9 9 ; ii. 1, 4, 17, 
18, 28, 59, 60 ; its beginning, ii. 
186 

Kaikoti, i, 300 
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Kallar, ii. 13 
Kalmasha (?), ii. 121 
kalpa, i. 54, 175, 279, 32,5, 332, 350, 

352, 354, 360, 362, 368 seq., 386 ; 
ii. 1, 15 seq., 17, 18, 23, 28, 57 seq., 
118 

kalpahargana, i. 368 ; ii. 116 
kalpana, i. 368 
Kalyanavarman, i. 158 
Kamalu, ii. 13 
kama, i. 140, 141, 145, 146 
kamandalu, i. 118 
KambVla, i. 231, 247 
Kamboja, i. 302 
Kamrii, i. 201 
Kamsa, i. 340, 401, 403 ; ii. 180 
Kamyakavana, ii. 3 
Kanaka, i. 302; ii. 237 
Kanashtharajya (!), i. 303 
Kanbayat, i. 208 
Karicl, i. 301 
Kand, i. 203 
Kandakasthala, i. 301 
Kandhar (Gandhara), i. 206 
Kandi, i. 317 ; ii. 182. 
kandin, ii. 128 
Kanik, ii. 11 seq. 
Kanik-caitya, ii. 11 
Kanir, ii. 8 
Kanjl, i. 200, 209 
Kanka, ii. 101, 238 
Kankata, i. 301 
Kannakara, i. 202 
Kannara, i. 173 
Kanoj, i. 21, 165, 173, 198, 199, 

200 seq., 261, 317 ; ii. 5, 8, 11, 
129 

Kanthadhana, i. 302 
kan'ya, i. 219, 220 
kapalaketu, ii. 241 
Kapila, i. 72, 132, 255, 302, 321, 

325, 397 
Kapishthala, i. 300 
karabha, i. 167 
karaia, i. 344 
Karamoda (?), i. 257 
karana, i. 155,156,157,354; ii. 194 

seq., 197, 198, 200 
karanacudamani, i. 157 
karanakhandakliadyaka, i. 156 
karanaparatilaka, i. 157 
karanapata, i. 157 
karanasara, i. 156. 317, 392 ; ii. 7, 

54,' 60, 79, 80 
karanatilaka, i. 156, 313, 343 ; ii. 7, 

50,' 60, 80, 205, 206 

kararaCO, ii. 181 
Karaskara, i. 300 
Karatoya, i. 259 
kark (=:khadga), i. 204 
karkadi, i. 356 
karkadannu (kliadgadaiita ?), i. 204 
karkata, i. 220 
Karkota, ii. 120 
Karkotaka, i. 247 ; ii. 120 
Karll, town, i. 317 
Karma, i. 262, v. Kramu 
karman, i. 321 
Karmaneyaka, i. 301 
Karmara, i. 231 
karmendriyani, i. 44 
Karna, i. 133 
Karnapravarana, i. 262, 300, 302 
Karnata, i. 173, 301 ; ii. 135 
Karnatadesa, i. 173 
kansha^ i. 163 
karttika, i. 217, 218, 3 5 8 , 4 0 3 : ii. 

98, 173, 177 ; festival, ii. i82, 
186, 193 

Karttikeya, i. 54 
Karlir, ii. 6 
Karlisha, i. 300 
Karvata, i. 300 
Kaserumat, i, 296 
Kashmir, i. 21, 22, 108, 126, 135, 

173, 174, 205, 206 seq., 211, 258, 
303, 317, 391 393 ; ii. 8, 9, 104, 
148, 178, 181 

kashtha, i. 336 seq., 362 
Ka.si,' i. 299, 300 
Kasyapa, i, 216, 242, 252, 291, 394 ; 

ii. 96, 100 
Kasyapapura, i. 298 
Katantra, i. 135 
Katyayana, i. 131 
katt, i. 206 
kaulava, ii. 197, 199 
Kaumarl, i. 120 
Kauninda, i. 303 
Kaunkuma, ii. 238 
Kaurava, i. 403 
kaurba, i. 220 
Kausalaka, i. 301 
Kaushaka (?), i. 262 
Kausiki, i. 259 
Kaustuba, i. 261 
Kauverya, i. 301 
Kavana, i. 259 
Kavara, i. 261 
Kavatadhana(!) , i. 302 
Kaverl, i. 257 
Kavinl, i. 261 
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Kavltal, i. 206 
Kavya, i. 394 
Kayabish, i. 259 
Kerala, i. 299 
Keralaka, i. 301 
Kesadhara, i. 302 
Kesari, i. 231 
Kesava, i. 218, 361, 362, 403 
Kesvara, i. 342 ; ii 121 
ketu, ii. 234, 236 
Ketumaia, i. 249 
keturupa, ii. 235 
kha, i. 178, 333, 350 
Khajara, i. 302 
khadira, ii. 99 
khanda, i. 156, 295, 302 
khandakhadyaka, i. 156, 312 ; ii. 7, 

46,'49, 60, 79, 83, 86, 87, 90, 91, 
116, 119, 184, 187 

khandakhadyakatippa (?), i. 156 
khara, ii. 127 
Kharapatha, i. 262 
kharl, i. 164 
kharva, i. 175, 176, 177 
Khasa (?), i. 262 
Khasha, i. 301,303 
Khastha, i. 302 
khendu, i. 179 
Kumbhakarna, ii. 3 
Khyati, i. 387 
Kihkind, i. 209 
Klkara, i. 262 
kilaka, ii. 128 
Kiihnara, i. 262 
Kiihpurusha, i. 249, 251, 262 ; ii. 

142 
kinnara, i. 91 
kinstughna, ii. 197, 198 
Kira, i. 259 
Klra, i. 303 
Kirana, ii. 237 
Kirata, i. 262, 300, 302, 303 
Kiri {v. Karidl), ii. 182 
Kirpa (!), i. 257 
Kirva (?), i. 257 
Kisadya, i. 299 
Kishkindha, i. 300, 301 
kisbku, i. 167 
Kodara (?), i. 300 
Kokala, i. 303 
Kolavana, i. 300 
Kollagiri, i. 301 
Konkana., i. 301 
kona, i. 215 
Ko'pa, i. 300 
Kosala, i. 299, 300, 301 

koti, i. 92, 175, 176, 177, 236, 248, 
284, 303, 304 

kotipadma, i. 176 
Kraia (?), i. 300 ; ii. 202 
Kramu, ii. 262 (v. notes) 
Krathanaka, i. 231 
Kratu, i. 390 
krauiica, i. 235, 302 
Kravya, i. 302 
kricchra, ii. 172 
krimisa, i. 60 
Kripa, i. 394 
Krlra-samudra, i. 301 
krishna, i. 61, 231, 255, 257, 398 
krishnabhumi, i. 230 
krishnapaksha, i. 359 
Krishnavaidtirya, i. 301 
krita, 1. 178, 372 
Kritamala, i. 257 
Kritaihjaya, i. 398 
Krauiicadvipa, i. 235, 254, 301 
kritayuga, i. 116, 373; description, 

i. 379 ; ii. 182 ; its beginning, i. 
396, 397, 398 ; ii. 186 ' 

kriti i. 179 • ii. 129 
ki-ittika, i. 140-145, 218, 291, 344 ; 

ii. 84, 121 
Krisa (•?), i. 383 
kriya, i. 220 
kroda, i. 344 
krodha, ii. 128 
krodhin, ii. 128 
krosa, i. 166, 167, 275 
Krura(?) , i. 261 
krtirakshi (?), i. 215 
kshatriya, i. 101, 104, 125, 247, 

388; ii. 95, 98, 136, 155, 157, 
161,162, 170, 191 

kshaya, ii. 128 
Kshemadhurta (?), i. 303 
Kshetrapaia, i. 120 
kshlra, i. 235, 284 
kshlrodaka, i. 235 
Kshudramlna, i. 302 
kshairlta (?), ii. 186 
Icshana, i. 335, 337 
kshara, i. 235 
Kubata, i. 261 
Kubera, i. 119 ; ii. 115 
Kuoika, i. 303 
KudaLshahr (?), ii. 181 
kudava, i. 162, 163, 164, 165 
Kuiiu, i. 259 
kuja, i. 215 
Kukura, i. 300 
ktila, i. 356 
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Kularjak, i. 207 
Kulata, i. 261 
Kulika, i. 344, 345 
Kulinda, i. 298, 300 
kullra, i. 220 
Kuluta, i. 303 
KulHtalahada, i. 302 
Kulya, i. 299 
Kumarl, i. 257 
kumblia, i. 220 
kumbhakarna, ii. 3 
Kumbhaka, i. 321 
Kumuda, i. 255 ; ii. 243 
Kumudvati, i. 257 
Kunatha, i. 303 
Kurijaradari, i. 301 
Klink, i. 200 
Kunkan (Konkan), i. 203 
Kuntala, i. 299, 300 
Kupatha (?), i. 262 
kura-babaya (?), i. 156 
Kuraha, i. 200 
Kurava, i. 302 
kurma, i. 131 
kurmacakra, i. 297 
kurma-purana, i. 130 
kuroh, ii. 66 
Kuru, i. 132, 249, 262, 292, 299,380 
Kurukshetra, i. 308, 316 ; ii. 147 
Kurura, i. 254 
ku.sa, i. 235, 397 
kusadvlpa, i. 235, 254, 325 
Kushikana, i. 262 
Kusapravarana, i. 262 
Kusnarl, i. 206 
kusuma, i. 140, 146 
kusumakara, i. 357 
Kusumanaga, i. 301 
Kusumapura, i. 316, 330, 335, 370 
kutara, i. 120 
kuthara, i. 181 
Ku'tl, i. 205 
kuttaka, i. 155 

LA, i. 140 
Ladda (?), i. 205 
laghu, i. 138 
Lagaturman, ii. 13 
laghu, i. 145, 146 
Lahore, i. 259 
Lahur, i. 208 
laksha, i. 175, 236, 284 
Lakshmi, i. 54 ; ii. 182 
laiabhaksha, i. 61 
Lamghan, i. 259, 317 ; ii. 8 
Lampaka, i. 300 

Lanbaga, i. 259; ii. 8 
Langulinl, i. 257, 2 
Lanka, i. 209, 267, 268, 301, 303, 

306 seq., 316, 370 
Larau, i. 209 
Lardesh, i. 205 
Larl, i. 173 
Lata, i. 153, 268, 269, 280 
Latadesa, i. 173 
Laubavur (Lahore), i. 206, 208 
Lauhur, castle, i. 317 
Laukayata, i. 132 
laukikakaia, ii. 9, 54 
lava, i. 336, 337, 362 
lavana, i. 235 
lavanamusbti, i. 156 
lavanasamudra, i. 235 
Likhita, i. 131 
likhya, i. 162 
linga, i. 117, 131, 1 8 1 ; ii. 102, 103 
Lit ta (!), i. 300 
liyaya, i. 220 
locana, i. 178 
Lohavar, ii. 8 
lokakaia, ii. 8 
lokananda, i. 157 
L6nl, ii. 6 
Loharani, i. 205, 208, 260, 316 
Lohita, i. 259 
Lohita, i. 231 ; ii. 143 
Lohitanadi, ii. 143 
Lohitya, i. 301 
loka, i. 59, 232, 238 
lokaioka, i. 236, 237, 249, 284, 286 
lokapaia, i. 247 
LUpa (?), i. 257 

MADDHYANDA (?), ii. 142 
Madhava, i. 403 
Madhra(?), i. 300 
Madhu, i. 394 
Madhustidaua, i. 403 
madliya(?), i. 140, 141, 143, 144, 

145, 146, 175 
madhyadesa, i. 173, 198, 251, 290 
madhyaloka, i. 59 
madhyama, ii. 195 
madhyamaya, ii. 228 
Madra, i. 302 
Madraka, i. 303 
madrl (?), i. 161 
Madura, i. 298 
niadya(?), i. 252 
Mnga, i. 21, 121 
Magadha, i. 299 
Magadha, i. 262, 298, 301 
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Magadha, i. 255, 394 
magha, i. 211, 217, 218, 403 ; ii. 

177 ; festivals, 183, 186 
magha, i. 218, 390, 391 ; ii. 84, 121, 

124, 180 
mahabhiita, i. 41, 42, 321, 382 
Mahadn, i. 207 
Mahadeva, i. 54, 92, 93, 94, 117, 

118, 119,120, 121, 130, 131, 136, 
158, 176, 179 181, 292, 342, 361, 
3 6 2 ; ii. 6, 102, 103, 120, 12-5, 
140, 143, 144, 147, 179, 180, 181, 
182, 184, 192, 239 

Mahagauri, i. 257 
Mahagrlva, i. 301 
Mahajambha, i. 231 
mahajvala, i. 60 
Mabakaia, i. 202 
mahakalpa, i. 332 
mahakhya (?), i. 230 
Mahamegha, i. 231 
Mahanada, i. 257 
Mahanara, i. 259 
mahauavami, ii. 179 
mahapadma, i. 175, 176, 247; ii. 

120 
Maharashtra, i. 299 
maharloka, i. 232, 238, 325 
Mahai-nava, i. 302 
Mahasaila, ii. 101 
mahasanku, i. 176 
mah atala, i. 230 
mahatan, ii. 183 
Mahatavi, i. 301 
mahatrl j , ii. 183 
Mahavika (?), i. 257 
Mahavlrya, i. 386 
Mahendra, i. 242, 247, 257, 301 
maheya, i. 215, 300 
mahidhara, i. 178 
Mahisha, i. 254, 299, 325 
Mahoshnlsha, i. 231 
Mahrattadeshu, i. 203 
Mahilra, i. 199, 202 ; ii. 147, 175 
Mahvl, i. 206 
Mainaka, ii. 101 
maitra, i. 358 
Maitreya, i. 63, 388, 397 
Maitreyi, ii. 174 
Maivar, i. 202 
makara, i. 204, 219, 220; ii. 93 
makaradi, i. 356 
mala, ii. 20 
Mala, i. 299 
Malada (?), i. 300 
malamasa, ii. 20 

Malava, i. 173, 191, 202, 249, 299 
300, 303, 308 

Maiavartika, i. 299 
Malaya, i. 200, 247, 257, 301 
Malayaparvata, i. 248 
Maiindya, i. 301 
Malla, i. 300 
Malvarl, i, 173 
Malvashau, i. 173 
Maiyavant, i. 248 
mana, i. 166, 353, 355 
Manahala, i. 303 
manas, i. 44 
manasa, i. 157, 247, 255, 256, 366 ; 

ii. 143, 245 
Manasottama, i. 256 
manda, i. 215; ii. 142 
Mandaga, i. 255 
Mandagir, i. 203 
Mandahiikur, i. 206 
Mandakini, i, 257 ; ii. 142 
Mandakkakor, i. 317 
Mandavahini, i. 257 
Mandavya, i. 157, 300, 302, 303 
Mandeha, i. 254 
mangala, i. 178, 215, 261 
maiigalabara, i. 213 
manguniha (?), ii. 245 
maniketu, ii. 243 
Manimaa, i. 302 
Manittha, i. 157 
manmatha, ii. 127 
Manojava, i. 387 
mansartagu, ii. 183 
Manu, i. 131, 132, 157, 179, 241, 

386 ; his children, 387, 393 ; ii. 
110, 111, 118, 127, 162 

manushyaiioratra, i. 328 
manushyaloka, i. 59 
manvantara, i. 179, 241, 291, 359, 

361, 367, 369, 372 seq., 386 seq.; 
their names, 387, 393, 398 ; ii. 1, 
2, 17, 118, 119 

Mara, i. 261 
Maraka, i. 302 
margana, i. 178 
margasirsha, i. 217, 218, 358, 402, 

403 ; ii. 10, 174 ; festivals, 182, 
193 

marlci, i. 163, 242, 390 
Marlkala, i. 302 
Marigala, ii. 8 
Markandeya, i. 54, 131, 241, 321, 

340,'360, 372, 386 ; ii. 2, 3, 64, 66 
mai'kandeya-purana, i. 130 
Maru, ' i . '261, 300 ' 
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Maruclpattana, i. 301 
Marukucc'a, i. 302 
Marut, ii. 199 
ma.sa, i. 179, 359 
masardham, i. 178 
masha, i. 160, 161, 162, 163, 164 ; 

ii. 206 
Mashaka (!), i. 299 
masopavasa, ii. 173 
Mathara, i. 302 
Mathura, i. 300, 308, 401, 403 ; ii. 5 
matra, i. 139, 140 
matsya, i. 131, 300 
Matsya, i. 262 
matsya-purana, i. 130, 168, 235, 

236, 247, 248, 251, 252, 254,255, 
258, 261, 271, 284, 285, 286, 325 ; 
ii. 62,65, 101, 102, 142, 245 

Mau, 1. 157 
mausala, i. 133 
maya, i. 344 
Meda, i. 300 
Medhadhriti, i. 394 
Megha, i. 231 
Meghavan, i. 302 
Mekala, i. 300, 301 
Meru, i. 243 seq., 257. 265, 271, 274, 

302, 303, 308, 316 ; according to 
the Buddhists 326, 327, 329 ; ii. 
82, 96, 129, 142 

mesha, i. 220 
mesbadi, i. 357 
Mihran, i. 260 
mimanisa, i. 132 
mlna, i. 220 
Mithiia, i. 301 
mithuna, i. 219,220 
Mlrat (Meerut), i. 205 
Mitra, i. 217, 242, 342 ; ii. 122, 199 
Mitrakhya, ii. 115 
mleccha, i. 19, 302 ; ii. 137 
modaka, i. 136 
moksha, i. 70, 80 ; ii. 133 
mokshadharma, i. 133 
mora, i. 166 
Mravarta, i. 249 
Mriga, i. 255 
mrigaiaiichana, i. 137 ; ii. 102 
mrigasiras, ii. 86 
mrigas^lrssha, i. 218, 342 ; ii. 84,121 
mrigavyadha, ii. 91 
mritasariijivan, i. 254 
mrittaia, i. 230 
mrityasara, i. 344 
Mrityu, i. 398 
Mruna, i. 261 

Mucukunda, i. 231 
Mudrakaraka (?), i. 299 
Muhi-an (Sindh), i. 204 
muhurta, i. 239, 287, 337, 338 seq., 

341 ; their names, 342, 366 ; ii. 
118, 119, 243, 244 

Mukta, i. 301 
mula, i. 218, 298 ; ii. 85, 122, 179 
MUlasthana, i. 298 
mtilatrikona, ii. 225 
Miilika (!),'i. 300 
Multan (mulastana), i. 21, 116, 153, 

205, 211, 240, 260, 300, 302, 308, 
317 ; ii. 6, 8, 9, 54, 145,148, 184 

Mundla (!), i. 299 
Munglrl, i. 200 
Munha, i. 208 
muni, i. 93, 178, 238 
Muiija, i. 231 
Muru, i. 387 
Mtishika, i. 299 
Muttai, ii. 178 

NABASA (?), i. 387 
Nabhaga, i. 394 
nadi, i. 335 
naga, i. 178 
naga, i. 91, 178, 247, 267, 344; iL 

120, 197, 198 
Nagadvlpa, i. 296 
nagaloka, i. 59 
luigara, i. 173 
Nagarapura, i. 156 
ISTagarasarnvritta, i. 257, 296 
Nagarjuna, i. 189 
Nagarkot, i. 260 ; ii. 11 
Nagha, i.'394 
nagna, i. 121 
Nagnaparna, i. 301 
Nahusha, i. 93 
Naipai, i. 201 
nairrita, i. 290, 297, 301 
nairriti, ii. 203 
naisargika, ii. 215, 227 
naisargikabala, ii. 227 
Naitika (?), i. 300 
nakha, i. 179 
nakshatra, ii. 64 
nakshatramana, i. 353, 354 
nakshatranatha, i. 216 
Nakula, i. 403 
Nalaka, i. 300 
nail, ii. 135 
Nalikera, i. 301 
NaUnl, i. 261, 262 
nalva, i. 166 
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namakarman, ii. 156 
Namavur, i. 203 
Namiyya, i. 203 
Namuci, i. 231 
nanda, i. 178, 231, 401; ii. 120 
nandagola, i. 401 ; ii. 148 
Nandana, i. 257 
nandana, ii. 127 
Nandanavana, i. 244 ; ii. 96 
nanda-purana, i. 130 
Nandavishtha., i. 303 
Nandikesvara, i. 93 
Nandna, i. 317 
Nara, i. 387 
Narada, i. 116, 131, 237, 3 5 7 ; ii. 

96, 101, 236 
Naraka, i. 236 
naraloka, i. 59 
Narasiriiha, i. 365, 366 
narasiihha-purana, i. 130 
Narayana, i. 94,'106, 118, 129, 132, 

176, 193, 202, 216,241, 242,342, 
363, 395 seq., 398, 4 0 3 ; ii. 127, 
145, 167 

Narlmukha, i. 302 
Narmada, i. 257, 259 
Nasikya, i. 300, 301 
natha, ii. 103 
Naumand (?), ii. 129 
navakanda, i. 297 
navakhandaprathama, i. 294, 296 
navan, i. 178 
navin, ii. 197 
netra, i. 178 
hidagha, i. 357 
nihsvasa, i. 339 
nikharva, i. 175, 176 
Nlla, i. 231, 247, 249 ; ii. 142 
Nllamukha, i. 262 
nimesha, i. 335 seq., 337, 362 
Nlrahara, ii. 8 
niraksha, i. 267 
Niramaya, i. 387 
Nirbindhya, i. 257 
Nirishabha (!), i. 394 
Nirmogha, i. 387 
Nirmoha, i. 394 
nirriti, i. 358 ; ii. 122 
Nirutsuka, i. 394 
Nisakara, i. 342 
Niscara, i. 394 
Ni.sclra, i. 259 
nisesa, i. 216 
Nishaba (?i, i. 262 
Nishadha, i. 247,248, 249, 257, 3 0 1 ; 

ii. 142 
VOL. IL 

nishkubada (?), i. 231 
Nishprakampa, i. 394 
Nisvara, i. 394 
nitala, i. 230 
nivra. i. 140 
niyutam, i. 176, 177 
nripa, j . 179 
Nrisiriihavana, i. 302 
Niir, i. 259 
nyagrodha, i. 256 
nyarbuda, i. 175, 176 
nyayabhasha, i. 132 

DM, i. 173 
odad (?), ii. 183 
Odra, i. 301 

PADA, ii. 23 
pada, i. 143, 144, 145, 147, 148, 

150, 160 
padanjasa, ii. 23 
Padha, i. 300 
padma, i. 114, 131, 175, 176 ; ii. 120 
jiadmaketu, ii. 244 
Padmanabhi, i. 403 
Padma-Tulya (?), i. 300 
Padnai-, i. 209 
Pahlava, i. 300 
Paila, i. 127 
paitamaha, i. 153 
Pajaya (?), i. 257 
paksha, i. 140, 143, 145, 146, 178, 

359; ii. 118 
pala, i. 162, 163, 164, 165 
paiasa., ii. 131 
Paiasinl, i. 257 
Palhava, i. 261 
paii, i. 161 
Palola. i. 303 
Paiicahasta, i. 387 
pancahi, ii. 197 
Paneaia, i. 133, 262, 298, 299 
panca mataras, i. 42 
Paiicanada, i. 260, 302 
panca-siddhantika, i. 153 ; ii. 7, 51 

190 
Paiicasiklia, i. 325 
paiicatantra, i. 159 
Panchir, i. 108, 259 
panel, ii. 197 
Pandava, i. 178 
Pandava-kala, ii. 1, 5 
pandu, \. 107, 132, 133, 199, 300, 

380, 403 
Pandya, i. 299 
panini, i. 135 

2 D 
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Panipat, i. 205 
panlya, i. 235 
Paujayavar (?), i. 209 
panti, i. 166 
papagraha, i. 216 
Para, i. 257, 259 
pai-aka, ii. 173 
paramapada, ii. 2 
parapadma, i. 176 
parardha, i. 174, 175, 333 
parardhakalpa, i. 333 
Parasara, i. 44, 63, 107, 131, 157, 

369, 388, 394, 397 ; ii. 96, 208, 
235 

I'arasava, i. 302 
Parasurama, i. 380 
parasvadha, ii. 203 
Parata, i. 302 
paravasu, ii. 128 
Pares vara, i. 158 
paridhavin, ii. 128 
Pariksha, i. 77, 113 
parivatsara, ii. 125 
Pariyatra, i. 247, 257, 259, 300 
Parjanya, i. 217, 394 
Parnasa, i. 257, 259 
parthiva, i. 42 ; ii. 127 
partina, i. 220 
parvan, i. 132 ; ii. 115 seq., 119, 191 
Parvan, i. 259 
parvata, i. 140, 141, 143, 145, 146, 

178 ; ii. 101, 199 
Parvatamaru, i. 262 
parvail (?>, ii. 181 
pascima, i. 290 
pashanabhuini, i. 230 
Pa.supaia, i. 303 
pata, ii. 207 
patala, i. 59, 230, 397; ii. 140 
Pataliputra, i. 200 
patanjala, i. 8 
Pataiijali, i. 27, 55-56, 68-70, 76, 

80, 81, 82, 87, 93, 132, 189, 232, 
234, 235, 236, 238, 248 

Pathesvara, i. 299 
patti , i. 407 
pattrin, i. 178 
Paulisa, i. 153, 266 
Paundra, i. 301 
Paurava, i. 303 
pausha, i. 217, 218, 358, 4 0 3 ; ii. 

174, 177; festivals, 183, 193 
pavaka, i. 178 
pavana, i. 178 
pavani, i. 261, 262 
pavitra, ii. 130 

Payoshni, i. 257 
Phalgufu, i. 302 
phalguna, i. 217, 218, 358, 403 ; ii. 

174; festivals, 183, 193 
Phanikara, i. 301 
Phenagiri, i. 302 
pllumant (?), ii. 129 
pinda, ii. 104 
Pindaraka, ii. 120 
PiAgala, i. 137 ; ii. 128 
Pingalaka, i. 303 
Pinjaur, i. 205 
Pipyala, i. 257 
Plruvana (?), i. 158 
Pisabika (?), i. 257 
pisaca, i. 89, 90, 92, 247 ; ii. 236 
Pita, i. 255 
pltabhlimi, i. 230 
pitamaha, i. 178, 361 
pitanda (?), ii. 142 
pitaras, i. 89, 93, 232, 248, 330, 357; 

ii. 121, 128, 133 
pitri, i. 3 42 
pitriloka, i. 233, 236, 238 ; ii. 233 
pitrlnariiahoratra, i. 328 
pitripaksha, ii. 180 
pitrya, i. 358 
Pivara, i. 394 
plaksha, i. 235 
plava, ii. 128 
plavanga, ii. 128 
Pojjihana _(!), i. 300 
prabhava, ii. 127 
Pradyumna, i. 118, 158, 398 
Pi-agjyotisha, i. 299, 801 
prahara, i. 337 
Prahlada, i. 365 
prajapati, i. 89, 92, 94,159, 291, 357 

398 ; ii. 102, 121, 125, 127, 238 
prakriti, i. 41 
pramana, i. 353 
pramadin, ii. 128 
pramathin, ii. 127 
pramoda, ii. 127 
Pramukha (?), i. 387 
pi-ana, i. 277, 334 seq., 337, 339, 361, 

394 
Prasastadri, i. 302 
prasna-gudliamana (?), i. 158 
prastha, i. 162, 163, 164, 165 
prasthana, i. 133 
prathama, i. 295 
Prathanga (?), i. 299 
Pratimaujas, i. 394 
Pratragira (?), i. 299 
Prayaga, i. 200; ii. 170 241 
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prayascitta, i. 355 
prayuta, i. 175, 176, 177 
preta, i. 90 
Prishaka, i. 262 
pritaua, i. 407 
prithivl, i. 238 
I'rithu, i. 292, 394 
Prithudakasvamin, i. 158 
Prithusvamin, i. 316 
Priyavrata, i. 241, 387 
Proshthapada, ii. 127 
puhai'(?), ii. 180 
ptihaval (?), ii. 183 
Puhlinga (!), i. 299 
Pulaha, i. 390 
Pulastya, i. 390 
Pulindra, i. 300 
Pulisa, i. 153, 154, 168, 169, 224, 

266, 275, 276, 278, 312, 313, 316, 
335, 339, 370, 374, 375, 376, 377 ; 
ii. 4, 18 ,19 ,24 ,31 ,41 ,42 , 58, 67, 
69, 70, 72, 74, 91, 187, 190, 192, 
208 

Pulisa-siddhanta, i. 153, 177, 275, 
333 ; ii. 31 

Piikala, i. 302 
Pukara, ii. 147 
Puleya, i. 300 
Pulinda, i. 262 
punarvasu, i. 2 1 8 ; ii. 66, 84, 121, 

176, 180 
Puiicala (?), i. 157, 366, 367 
Puiijadri, i. 303 
punyakaia, ii. 187, 191, 192 
puranas, i. 92 ; ii. 136 
purana, i. 130, 233. 238, 264, 273, 

283 ; ii. 110, 113 
Purandara, i. 387, 397 
piirartaku, ii. 183 
Purika, i. 301 
Purna, i. 262 
purnima, i. 348 ; ii. 185, 197 
purohita, ii. 132 
Purshavar (Peshavar), i. 206,259,317 
Purshur (Peshavar ?), i. 338 
Puru, i. 387 
purusha, i. 31, 40, 321 
purusha, i. 324, 332, 333, 350, 351, 

360, 386 ; ii. 118 
Purushada, i. 300 
purushahoiatra, i. 332 
Purushaparvata, i. 248 
Purushavar {v. Purshavar), ii. 11 
plirva, i. 290 
p-iirvabhadrapada, i. 218, 240 ; ii. 

85, 122 

Ptirvadesa, i. 173 
ptrvaphalgunl, i. 218, 291 ; ii. 85, 

121, 128 
purva.ihadha, i. 218, 2 9 1 ; ii. 85, 

122. 
pii.shaD, i. 217, 342, 358 j ii. 122 
pushandila (?), i. 181 
Pushk'aia, i. 254 
Pushkaiavatl, i. 302 
pushkara, i. 235, 254, 261 ; ii. 120 
pushkaradvlpa, i. 235, 255, 256, 284, 

286 
Pushpajati, i. 257 
pushya, L 218, 2 9 1 ; ii. 66, 84, 121. 
puthl, i. 171 
puj'attanu (?) ii. 184 

EADA (?), i. 231 
Rahab, i. 261 
rahu, i. 293 ; ii. 234 
rahucakra, i. 292 
ralmnrakarana (?), i. 157 
rai, ii. 11 
raibhya_(?), i. 387 
raivata, i. 387 
Raivataka, i. 302 
raja, i. 162 
rajadharma, i. 133 
Rajagirl, i. 205, 208 
Rajanya, i. 302 
rajarslii, i. 93 
rajas, i. 40, 399 
Rajaurl, i. 202 
Rajavarl, i. 208 
i-akshasa, i. 89, 90, 91, 92, 231, 247, 

248, 262, ; ii. 3, 128 
rakta, i. 215 
raktabhfimi, i. 230 
raktaksha (?), ii. 128 
raktamala, i. 190 
Rama, i. 117, 121, 166, 209, 258, 

306, 307, 310, 372, 380, 397 ; ii. 
3, 137 

Raniadi (?), i. 257 
Ramayana, i. 307, 310 ; i l 3 
Rameshar (?), i. 209 
Ramsher (?), i. 209 
Ramyaka, i. 249 
randhra, i. 178 
Ranka, i. 192 
rasa, i, 42, 178, 188 
rasatala, i. 230 
rasaj'ana, i. 80, 188, 191, 193 
rasayana-tantra, i. 156 
Rashtra, i. 301, 303 
rasmi, i. 178 
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rasmiketu (?). ii. 242 
ratha, i. 407,'408 
ratrl , i. 359 
raucya, i. 387 
raudra, i. 344, 358 ; ii. 128, 241 
raurava, i. 60 
Ravana, i. 306, 307, 380 ; ii. 3 
Ravanasiras, i. 179 
ravi, i'. 215, 216, 217, 342 
ravicandra, i. 178 
Rebha (?), i. 387 
renu, i. 162 
Revanta, i. 119 
revati, i. 218, 291, 342, 369 ; ii. 66, 

85, 86, 122, 177,180 
rie, i. 128 
Rigveda, i. 127, 128 
Rihanjtir, i. 205 
Riksha, i. 257 
Rinajyeshtha (?), i. 398 
Rishabha, 'i. 301 ; ii. 101 
rishi, i. 93, 106, 130, 237, 239, 241, 

404 ; ii. 96, 103 
Rishika, i. 257 
Rishika, i. 301 
Kishyamuka, i. 301 
Rishyasringa, i. 394 
Ritadhaman, i. 387 
rltu (?), i. 178, 357, 359 ; ii. 118 
Ritukiilya, i. 257 
rodha, i. 60 
rodhakrit, ii. 128 
rodhini, i. 218 
rohinl, i 218 344, 4 0 1 ; ii.66, 84, 96, 

97, 99,100,102,121,175,176,177 
Rohltaka, i. 308, 316 
Romaka, i. 267, 303 
Romaka-siddhanta, i. 153 
rudhira, i. 61 
rudhirandha, i. 61 
Rudra, i. 94, 179, 342,362,363 ; ii. 

120, 121, 140 
rudraputra, i. 387 
rukmaksha (?), ii. 129 
Rum, i. 268, 272 
Rumana (?), i. 299 
Rtimimandala, i. 262 
rtipa, i. 4'2' 140, 178 
rtipa-panca (?), ii. 179 
RUpaka, i. 300 
Rurasa (?), i. 261 
Rfirdhwabahu (!), i. 394 
ruvu, i. 161, 162 

SABATI (?), i. 261 
^abda, i. 42 

sabha-parvan, i. 133 
Sadasiva, i. 361, 362, 363 
Saddana (?), i. 257 
sadharana, ii. 128 
sagara, i. 178 
Sagara, i. 2 0 ; ii. 143, 176, 16& 
sagartam, ii. 183 
sahadeva, i. 403 
Sahanya, i. 202 
sahasram, i. 175, 177 
sahasiarhsu, i. 179 
Sabawi (?), ii. 190 
Sahishnu, i. 394 
Sahya,"]. 247, 257 
sailasutapati, ii. 125 
Sailoda, ii. 143 
saindhava, i. 173, 261 
Saintra, i. 153 
Sairlklrna (?), i. 301 
Sairindha, i. 303 
Saka, i. 300, 302 ; ii. 5, 6, 8 
saka, i. 235 
sakadvlpa, i. 235, 252, 253 
sakakala, i. 366, 390, 391, 392 ; iL 

6, 7, 9, 28, 123, 129, 188, 190 
sakata, i. 135 
sakatayana, i. 135 
sakra, "i. 358 ; ii. 122 
Sakranala, ii. 128 
sakti, i. 118, 119, 363 
sakuni, ii. 197, 198, 200 
•sakvara, i. 241 
sal aka, i. 239 
Salila. i. 261 
Saikot, i. 317 
saimali, i. 235 
saimalidvlpa, i. 235, 254 
Salva, i. 299 
Saivani(!), i. 300 
Salya, i. 133 
sama, i. 371 
Samalvahana, i. 136 
saman, i. 129 
samanta, ii. 13 
Samatata, i. 301 
samaveda, i. 127, 129, 396 
Samaya (?), i. 336, 337 ; ii. 188 
samba, i. 118 
samba-purana, i. 130 
Sambhapura, i. 298 
Sambhapuruyatra, ii. 184 
samdhi, i. 128, 364, 366, 369, 372; 

ii. 2, 17,110,133, 225, 226, 244 
saihdhi-astamana, i. 364 
saihdhi udaya, i. 364 
samdhyamsa, i. 372, 373 
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eamhita, i. 157, 167, 298, 299, 
389, 391 ; ii. 66, 86, 88, 92, 
110, 111, 115, 123, 126, 145, 
235 

sami, ii. 141 
Sainkara, ii. 147 
Samkarshana, i. 398 
Sariikhya, i. 8 ; quoted, i. 30, 4J 

64, 75, 81, 83, 89, 92, 132 
earhkranti, i, 344 ; ii. 188, 189, 

199 
samnara (?), i. 295 
samudra, i. 175, 178 
Samlihuka, i. 262 
Samvarta, i. 131; ii. 244 
sariivartaka, ii. 101 
Samvatsara, i. 242 ; ii. 8, 9, 

125, 129 
Samyamanlpura, i. 271 
sanaiscara, i. 215 
sanaiscarabara, i. 213 
Sanaka, i. 325 
Sananda, i. 325 
Sanandanatha, i. 325 
sandaihsaka, i. 61 
Sandan, i. 209 
Sandi (?), ii. 142 
Sangahila (srinkhala ?), i, 158 
Sangavanta'(?), i. 261 
sarigha, i. 40 
Sankara, i. 94 
eankha, i. 114, 131, 301, 338 

120 
.Saiikhaksha, i. 231 
sanku, i. 166, 175, 176 
Sankukarna, i. 231 
Sankupatha, i. 262 
santa (?), ii. 188 
Santahaya, i. 387 
Santanu, i. 107 
santi , i. 133, 387 
Santika, i. 302 
eanta, i. 358 
fiaptan, i. 178 
eaptarshayas, i. 389 
i5ara, i. 178 
sara, i. 113 
karabha, i. 203 
Sarad, i. 357 ; ii. 93 
sarada, i. 117, 303 
Saradhana, i. 302 
earasltimukha, ii. 190 
Sarasvata, i. 158, 300, 398 
Sarasvatl, ii. 99, 142 
earavali, i. 158 
Sarayu, i. 259 ; ii. 143 

320, 
107, 
192, 

,62 , 

190, 

123, 

Sarayusati (?), ii. 143 
sarkara, i. 230 
sarpa, ii. 129 
sarpa, i. 358 
Sarpas, ii. 121 
sai-pis, i. 235 
Sarsutl, i. 257, 261, 405 ; ii. 105, 

142 
Sarva, i. 259, 261 
sarvadharin, ii. 127 
sarvajit, ii. 127 
sarvari (?), ii. 128 
Sarvatraga, i. 387 
Saryati, i. 387 
sasalakshana, ii. 102 
Sasideva, i. 135 
sasidevavritti, i. 135 
.sasin, i. 178; ii. 115 
sastra, ii. 241 
sat, ii. 197 
.satabhishaj, i. 218 ; ii. 85, 122 
satadyumna, i. 387 
Sataka, i. 303 
Satakratu, i. 396 
satam, i. 175 
Satanika, i. 77 
Satarudra, i. 259 
Satasirsha, i. 231 
Satatapa, i. 131 
Satavahana, i. 136 
satin, ii. 197 
sattra, i. 344 
satva, i. 40 
Satya, i. 157, 394, 399 
Satyaka, i. 385 
satyaloka, i. 232, 233, 238 
Saulika, i. 301 
Saumva, i. 89, 215, 296, 344, 358 ; 

ii. 128 
Saunaka,i .77,113, 126, 380; ii. 145 
sauptika, i. 133 
saura, i. 215 
saurahargana, ii. 27 
sauramaua, i. 353, 354 
Sauvlra, i. 298, 300, 302 
Sava, i. 259 
fevala, i. 60 
Savana, i. 394 
eavaua, i. 328 ; ii. 21 
savanahargana, ii. 27 
savanamana, i. 353 
Savahjuia, i. 257 
Savara (?), i. 300, 301 
savarni, i. 387 
savita, ii. 121 
savitri, i. 216, 217, 398 ; ii. 121 
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sayaka, i. 178 
Scorvai ld) , i. 394 
senamukha, i. 407 
Sesha, i. 231 
i^ftshakhya, i. 237 
Setubandha, i. 209, 307 
Setuka, i. 299 
shadaya, ii. 215, 227 
Sha'kruna (?), i. 257 
Shamlian, i. 20@ 
Sharvar, i. 200 
Sharvat, i. 259 
shashtyabda, ii. 5, 6, 12-3, 124, 129 
shat, i. 178 ; ii. 177 
Sha'taldar (Satlej), i. 259, 260 
shatpaiicasika, i. 158 
Shattumana (?), i. 300 
shidda (?), ii. 39 
Shilahat, i. 201 
Shirsharaha, i. 205 
Shmahina (?), i. 259 
sibi (?), i. 165 
Sibika, i. 301 
Sibira, i. 301 
siddha, i. 93, 192, 238, 247 
siddhamatrika, i. 173 
siddhanta, i. 153, 155 ; of Pulisa, 

224, 266,339, 374 ; ii. 18 
Siddhapura, i. 267, 268, 303, 304 
siddhartha, ii. 128 
Sikhi, i. 262, 387 
siiatala.i. 230 
simariitonnayanam, ii. 156 
siihha, i. 220 
Simhala, i. 301 
Siihhaladvlpa, i. 233 
Simbika (?), ii. I l l 
Sindh, i. 173, 198, 206, 259, 261, 

270, 298, 300, 302, 310, 387 ; ii. 
6, 8, 15, 48, 104, 129, 132 

Sindhusagara, i. 260 
Singaldib, i. 209 
Sini, i. 257 
Sipra, i. 259 
Sirva (?), i. 257 
sishya, i. 127 
^ishyahitavritti, i. 135 
.sisira, i. 357 
Sisumara, i. 231, 241, 242 
^isupaia, i. 165, 340, 341 
sita, i. 2 1 5 ; ii. 239 
Sita, i. 249 
Sita, i. 261 
sita, i. 178 
.sltadldhiti, i. 215 
i^ltakaia, i. 357 

.sitariis'n, i. 178, 215, 216 
sitamaytikhamaiin, ii. 125 
sitarasmi, i. 215 
Siva, i. 131, 342, 362, 363 ; ii. 128 
Sivapaura, i. 261 
sivaratri, ii. 184 
Skanda, i. 118, 131 ; ii. 140 
skanda-purana, i. 130 
skandha, a metre, i. 144 
strl, i. 133 
sioka, i. 127, 132, 137, 147 
Smasrudhara, i. 301 
smriti, i. 131, 352, 372, 373, 374, 

386; ii. 110, 111 
Sneha, i. 254 
sokakrit, ii. 128 
soma,'i. 215, 216, 252, 253, 342 ; iL 

10.3, 128 
somabara, i. 213 
Somadatta, i. 239 
somagraha, i. 216 
Somamantra, ii. 97 
Somanatha, i. 117, 161, 165, 189, 

205, 208; 261, 357, 405 ; ii. 9, 
103, 104, 105, 176 

soma-purana, i. 130 
Somasuslima, i. 393 
Sona, i. 257 
soshinl, i. 344 
sparsa, i. 42 
sphuta, ii. 195 
sphutaya, ii. 228 
sravana, i. 218 ; ii. 85, 99, 122 
sravaAa, i. 211, 217, 218, 358, 403 ; 

ii. '98, 173, 176; festivals, 179, 
193 

Sri, i. 118, 119 ; ii. 6, 199 
Srldhara, i. 403 
Sri Harshn, ii. 5 
Srimukha, ii. 127 
Sriiigadri, i. 249 
Sringavant, i. 248 
Sripala, i. 164, 240 
Srlparvata, i. 248 
Srishena, i. 153, 266, 376 ; ii. I l l 
Sroni, 'i. 257 
srudhava (?), i. 158, 334, 336, 344, 

361 j ii. 6, 120, 192, 201-203 
stamasa (?), i. 387 
Stambha, i. 394 
sthanabala, ii. 225 
Stiirajya, i. 302 
Subahu, i. 394 
Subara, i. 209 
subha, i. 344 
Subhakrit, ii. 128 
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subhanu, ii. 127 
Suci, i. 387, 394 
Suddhodana, i. 380 
Sudharmatman (?), i. 387 
Sudivya (?), i. 387 
sudra, i. 101, 125, 247, 302 ; ii. 6, 

95, 98, 136, 150, 152, 155, 157, 
163, 170, 191 

Sugiiva, i. 156 
Suhma, i. 300 ; ii. 101 
Suka (?), ii. 120 
Sukha, i. 271 
Sukhapura, i. 271 
sukla, ii. 127 
suklabhumi, i. 230 
suklapaksha, i. 359 
Sukra, i. 132, 215, 358, 394 ; ii. 

121, 199 
sukrabara, i. 213 
Sukrita, i. 262 
Sukriti, i. 394 
Sukshetra, i. 387, 394 
Sukti, i. 257 
Suktibam (?), i. 247 
Suktimati , i. 257 
Suklirda, i. 261 
sula, i. 119, 210 
Suladanta, i. 231 
Siilika, i. 300, 302 
Sumali, i. 231 
Sumanas, i. 255 
Sumantu, i. 127 
Sumedhas, i. 394 
Sunnam, i. 206 
sunya, i. 178 
Suprayoga, i. 257 
sura, i. 235 
Surasa, i. 257 
surakshas, i. 231 
Surasena, i. 299, 300, 302 
Surashtra, i. 300 
Surejya, ii. 127 
surenu, i. 251 
siiri, 'i. 217 
stirpa, i. 163 
Surpakarna, i. 300 
Surpakaraka, i. 300 
slirya, i. 179, 215 
Stiryadri, i. 301 
stiryaputra, i. 215 
Surya-siddhauta, i. 153 
Susaihbhavya, i. 387 
Susauti, i. 387 
Sushmin, i. 254 
slitaka, i. 355 
sutala, i. 230 

sutala, i. 230 
Sutapas, i. 394 
Sutaya, i. 394 
siitra, i. 158 
suvarna, i. 160, 161, 162, 163, 164 
Suvarnabhumi, i. 303 
Suvarnadvipa, i. 210 ; ii. 106 
suvarnavarna, i. 230 
svadMaka, i. 235 
Svamukha, i. 302 
Svapada, i. 231 
Svargabhumi, i. 262 
svargarohana, i. 133 
svarloka, i.'45, 232, 233, 397 
svarocisha, i. 387 
svarociya, i. 387 
Svastikajaya, i. 231 
Svat, ii. 182 
svati, i. 218, 391 ; ii. 85, 99,100, 121 
Svayarhbhu, i. 398 
svayambhuva, i. 241, 387 
Sveta, i. 248 ; ii. 142 
svetaketu, ii. 242 
Syamaka, i. 303 
Syavabala (?), ii. 208 . 

TAITILA, ii. 197, 199 
Takeshar, i. 208 ; ii. 8 
Takshaka, i. 231, 247 ; ii. 120 
Taksha.sila, i. 302 
tala, i. 290 
tala, i. 167, 230 
Taiahala, i. 302 
taiaka, i. 188 
Tarakruti (?), i. 302 
Taiaklina (?), i. 300 
Taiikata, i. 301 
Tamalipta, i. 262 
Tamaliptika, i. 301 
Tamara, i. 262, 300 
tamas, i. 40, 237, 399 
Tamasa, i. 257 
tamasa, i. 300 
tamasakllaka, ii. 234, 238 
tambiru, i. 220 
Tamra, i. 259 
Tamraliptika, i. 299 
Tamraparna, i. 301 
Tamravai-na, i. 257. 296 
Tana, i. 203, 205, 2'09, 298 
tandua, i. 204 
Taneshar, i. 117, 199, 205, 300, 308, 

316, 317 ; ii. 103, 145, 147 
Tangana, i. 303 
Tankana, i. 301 
tantra, i. 155, 156 
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Tanvat (?), i. 201 
tapana, i. 178 
Tapasasrama, i. 301 
Tapasvin, i. 394 
Tapl, i. 257 
Tapodhriti, i. 39 4 
tapoloka, i. 232 
Tapomurti, i. 394 
Taporati, i. 394 
taptakumbha, i. 60 
Tara (?), i. 303 ; ii. 64 
Tarakaksha, i. 231 
tarana, ii. 64 
tarana, ii. 127 
tari, ' i . 171 
tarkshya-pui-ana, i. 130 
Tarojanapala, ii. 13, 14 
Taru, i. 201 
Tarupana (?), i. 300 
Taskara, ii. 238 
tattva, i. 44, 179 
Tattvadar.slca(l), i. 394 
taukshika, i. 220 
Tavalleshar, i. 208 
Tharpura(?), i. 300 
thohar (Sindhi), i. 192 
Tiauri, i. 202 
tikani- (?)-yatra, i. 158 
Tillita(?), i. 300 
Tilvat, i. 201 
Timingiiasana (?), i. 301 
tiryagloka, i. 59 
Tishya, i. 254, 372, 380 
tithi, i. 179 ; ii. 194, 195, 201-203 
Toba, i. 257 
tola, i. 160, 162 
trahagattata (?), ii. 192 
trahl, trohi, ii. 197 
Traipura, i. 300 
tranjai, ii. 182 
trasanlya, i. 344 
trayam, i. 178 
Trayyaruna, i. 398 
treta, i. 372 
tretayuga, i. 253, 373, 397, 398 ; ii. 

186 
Tridhaman, i. 398 
Tridiva, i. 257, 262 
Trigarta, i. 300, 302 
triguna (?), i. 178 
triharkasha (?), ii. 191 
trihaspaka (?), ii. 191 
trijagat, i. 178 
trikaia, i. 178 
trikatu, i. 178 
Trikiita, i. 248 

Trilocanapala, ii. 13, 14 
Trinetra, i. 303 
trin3ariisaka, ii. 223 
Tripava (?), i. 257 
Tripurantika, i. 248 
Tripurl, i. 301 
Trisaga, i. 257 
Tri.sira, i. 231 
Trivikrama, i. 403 
Trivrisha, i. 398 
triva, ii. 197 
tni t i , i. 335 seq., 337, 362, 363 
Tukhara, i. 261, 302 
tula, i. 165, 219, 220 
tuiadi, i. 357 
Tumbavana, i. 301 
Tumbura, i. 300 
Tungabhadra, i. 257 
Turaganana, i. 302 
Turau, i. 208 
Tvashtri, i. 217, 342, 358 ; ii. 117, 

121, 127 

UDAKA, i. 136 
Udayagiri, i. 301 
Udbhira, i. 300 
Uddehika, i. 300 
tidruvaga, i. 220 
Udunpur, i. 173 
udvatsara, ii. 125 
Udyanamarura, i. 262 
udyoga, i. 133 
Ugrabhuti, i. 135 
Ujain, i. 189, 202, 259, 298, 301, 

304, 308, 311, 313, 316 
Ujjayini, ii. 241 
Ulyanda(?), i. 137 
Umadevl, i. 54 
Ummahiara, i. 209 
una, ii. 21 
unaratra, i. 354 ; ii. 21 ; universal or 

partial, 23, 25, 34, 37, 186, 187, 
192 

IJnjara (?), i. 231 
Upakana, i. 262 
upari, i. 290 
Upavanga, i. 301 
upavasa, ii. 172 
Uraga, i. 262 
Urdhablshau, i. 200 
Urdhvakarna, i. 301 
tjrdvakuja, i. 231 
Urja, i. 394 
Urur, i. 387 
urvara, i. 178 
usanas, i. 77, 131, 398 
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Ushkara, i. 207 
ushnakaia, i. 357 
Ushtrakarna, i. 262 
Uskala, i. 301 
utamasa (?), i. 387 
Utkala, i. 300 
ntkriti, i. 179 
Utpala, i. 157, 158, 298, 334, 336, 

337, 361, 367 
Utpalavinl (?), i. 257 
utsarpini, i. 371 
Uttama, i. 398 
Uttamaujas, i. 387 
Uttamarna, i. 300 
Uttanapaida, i. 241, 242 
uttara, i. 290 
uttarabhadrapada, i. 218, 342 ; ii. 

85, 86, 122, 127 
uttarakhandakhadvaka, i. 156 ; ii. 

87, 90, 91 
uttarakula, i. 357 
Uttarakurava, i. 302 
uttaramanasa, ii. 142 
Uttaranarmada, i. 300 
uttaraphalgunl, i. 218 ; ii. 84, 121 
uttarashadha, i. 218 ; ii. 85, 122 
uttarayana, i. 356, 357 ; ii. 169 
Uvaryahar (?), i. 200 

VADAVAMUKHA, i. 266,267, 269, 272, 
2'78, 279, 302, 307, 327 ; ii. 201 

Vadavanala, ii. 104 
Vadha, i. 300 
Vadhra, ii. 101 
vahinl, i. 407 
Vahirgira, i. 299 
vahlika (!), i. 300 
vahnijvala, i. 61 
Vaidarbha, i. 300 
Vaide^a, i. 300 
vaidhrita, ii. 204, 206, 208 
Vaidika, i. 300 
Vaidurya, i. 301 
Vaihand, i. 206, 259, 317 
Vainya, i. 257 
Vairahma(?), i. 344 
vaisakha, i. 217, 218, 358, 403 ; ii. 

123,173 ; festivals, 179,182, 186, 
193 

vaishnava, i. 357 
Vaishnavl, i. 120 
vaisvanara, i. 178 
Vaisanipayana, i. 127 
vaisya, i. 101, 125, 247, 302 ; ii. 95, 

98, 136, 155,157, 170, 191 
vaitarani, i. 61, 257 

Vaivasvata, i. 271, 387 
Vajasravas, i. 398 
vajra, i. 119, 236, 241, 321, 360, 

386; ii. 2, 3, 65, 203 
vajrahrahmahatya, ii. 162 
Vaka, i. 299 
vakra, i. 215 ; ii. 101 
Vaiikhilya, i. 395 
Vallabha, i. 192, 193, 209 ; ii. 5, 6 
Vallabhl, i. 192 ; ii. 6 
Vaimlki, i, 398 ; ii. 3 
Vamana, i. 129, 131, 396, 403 
vamana-purana, i. 130 
Vam^avara, i. 257 
Variisca (!), i. 394 
vana, i. 178, 300 
Vanarajya, i. 303 
Vanaugha, i. 302 
"\'auavasl, i. 301 
Vanavasika, i. 299 
Vanga, i. 301 
Vangeya, i. 299 
Vanupadevas-ca, i. 387 
Vaprlvan, i. 398 
Vapushmat, i. 394 
var (?), ii. 10 
vara, i. 355 
Varaha, i. 131 
Varahamihira, i. 23, 54, 117-121, 

153, 157, 158, 162, 164, 166, 167, 
219, 220, 266, 268, 272, 276, 297, 
299, 800 seq., 320, 348, 389, 391, 
392; ii. 7, 51, 66, 70, 86, 87, 88, 
89, 92, 95, 103,107 seq., 113,115, 
116, 118, 123, 145, 190, 208,235, 
239, 240 

varaha-purana, i. 130 
Varahl, i. 120 
Varaka, i. 394 
Vardhamana, i. 301 
varga, i. 297, 298 
Varicara, i. 301 
varna, i. 100 
varsha, i. 359 
varshakala, i. 211, 357 ; ii. 94 
Varuna, i. 217, 242, 271, 292, 342, 

358, 372 ; ii. 92, 115, 122 
varunamantra, ii. 97 
Varvara, i. 261 
Vasa, ii. 241 
vasara, ii. 118 
vasanta, i. 357 ; ii. 179 
Vasati, i. 302 
Vasavas, ii. 122 
Vasishtha,]. 115, 131,225,239,268, 

280, 340,390, 394, 398 ; ii. 66, 96 
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vasishtha-siddhanta, i. 153 
vasu, i'. 178, 291, 342, 394 
vasudeva, i. 29, 52, 104, 107, 122, 

133, 165, 199, 218, 254, 340, 341, 
352, 362, 397, 398, 400 seq., 401 
seq., 403 ; ii. 105, 137, 138, 147, 
148, 175, 176, 177, 178, 180, 181, 
182 

vasuki , i. 231, 247 ; ii. 120 
Vasukra, i. 126 
Vasuman, i. 302 
vata, ii. 170 
Vatsa, i. 299, 300, 301 
vayava, i. 290, 297, 302 ; ii. 202 
Vayavamantra, ii. 97 
vayu , i. 292 ; ii. 66, 121 
vayu-purana, i. 41, 130, 168, 194, 
230, 23i; 232, 234, 239, 241, 248, 
251, 257, 258, 271, 287, 295, 296, 
299 seq., 337 ; ii. 62, 63, 65, 142, 
245 

veda, i. 29, 31, 104, 125, 131, 132, 
178, 348, 893, 396, 398 ; ii. 21, 
22, 82, 95, 96, 110, 111, 131,136, 
139, 140, 152, 179 

Vedabahu, i. 394 
Vedasmriti, i. 257, 259 
Vedasrl, i. 394 
Vedavati, i. 257 
vega, i. 344 
Vena, i. 301 
Venavyasa, i. 398 
Veiiumatl, i. 259, 302 
Venva, i. 257 
Vibha, i. 271 
vibhava, ii. 127 
Vibhavaripura, i. 271 
Vicitra, i. 387 
Vidarbha, i. 301 
Vida.sinl, i. 259 
Vidhatri, i. 217, 238 
Vidisa, i. 257, 259 
vidyadhai-a, i. 91, 262 ; ii. 92 
vidyut, i. 42 
Vidyujjihva, i. 231 
vighatika, i. 334 
vijaya, ii. 127 
Vijayanandin, i. 156, 343 ; ii. 49, 90 
Vikaca, ii. 237 
vikarin, ii. 128 
vikrama, ii. 127, 128 
Vikramaditya, i. 189 ; ii. 5, 6, 7, 129 
vikrita, ii. 127 
vilambin, ii. 128 
Vimalabuddhi, i. 158 
vinadl, i. 337 

Vinata, i. 252, 253 
Vinayaka, i. 120, 134 
Vindhya, i. 247, 248, 257, 262, 301 ; 

ii. 92 
Vindhyamuli. i. 300 
Vipascit, i. 387 
Viraj, i. 241 
Virajas, i. 387, 394 
Virahcana, i. 361, 362 
Virata, i. 133 
Viriiicya, i. 342 
Virocana, i. 117, 231, 396 ; ii. 11 
virodhin, ii. 127 
visakha,] . 218, 231, 291, 3 9 1 ; ii. 

85, 121 
visala, i. 230, 344 
Visaia, i. 259 
Visalyakarann, i. 254 
visasana, i. 61 
visha, ii. 159 
Vishnu, i. 94, 118, 130, 131, 216, 

217, 231, 242, 253, 255, 358, 365, 
382, 388, 394, 397, 398, 403 ; ii. 
107, 120, 121, 122 

Vishnucandra, i. 153, 266, 376 ; iu 
Hi 

vishnu-dharma, i. 54, 113-115 (?), 
126 (?), 132, 216, 217, 218, 241, 
242, 287, 288, 291, 321, 329, 331, 
332, 344, 353, 354, 358, 360, 372.. 
379, 380, 381, 386, 387, 398 ; ii. 
2, 3, 21, 64, 65, 102, 121, 140, 
145(?), 174, 175 

Vishnupada, ii. 142 
vishnu-purana, i. 47, 60, 61, 63, 77, 

126, 130, 131, 230, 232, 235, 237, 
238, 248, 254, 255, 256, 262, 325, 
387, 388, 393 ; ii. 62, 105, 131, 
132 

Vishnuputi-a, i. 387 
vishti, ii. 197, 199 
vishuva, ii. 188 
visva, i. 179, 342 
Visvakarman, ii. 121 
Vtsvamitra, i. 239, 322, 394 
Visvarupa, ii. 238 
visvavasu, i'. 128 
visvedevah, i. 357, 358 ; ii. 122 
vitala, i. 230 
Vitasta, ii. 181 
vitasti, i. 167 
vitta (?), i. 215 
Vittesvara, i. 156, 392 
vivahapatala, i. 158 
Vivarna, 'i. 262 
Vivasvant, i. 217 
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Vivimsa, i. 254 
viyat, i. 178 
Viyattha, i. 259 
Vodha, i. 325 
Vokkana, i. 302 
Vrihaspati, i. 131, 215 
Vrika, i. 299 
Vrikavaktra, i. 231 
vriscika, i. 220 
vriscikaloka, ii. 233 
Vrisha, i. 301, 387 
vrishabha (?), ii. 127 
Vrishabadlivaja, i. 300 
vrishan, i. 220 
vrishnl, i. 344 
Vritraghnl (?), i. 257 
vritta, i. 145 
viihara (?), ii. 104 
Vyadi, i. 189-191 
Vyagramukha, i. 300 
vyakaraiia, i. 135 
vyakta, i. 41 
Vyaiagriva, i. 301 
Vyana (?). ii. 121 
Vyasa, i. 44,104,107, 108, 126,127, 

131, 132, 134, 171, 238, 340,341, 
352, 369, 394, 397, 398 

vyasamaiidala, i. 238 
vyastatrairasika, i. 313 
vyatlpata, ii. 204, 206, 208 
Vyaya, i. 394 ; ii. 127 

YADAVA, i. 133, 404, 405 
yahi, ii. 197 
Yajna, i. 242 
Yajnavalkya, i. 128, 131, 1 3 2 ; ii. 

174 
yajnopavita, i. 181 ; ii. 130, 136 

yajurveda, i. 127, 128 
yaksha, i. 89, 91, 92, 247, 262 
Yama, i. 131, 178, 271, 291, 292, 

303, 342 ; ii. 11.5, 122 
Yamakoti, i. 267, 268, 272, 303 
yamala, i. 178 
Yamuna, i. 308, 316 
Yamuna, i. 300, 302 
yamya, i. 358 
YamVodadhi, i. 301 
Yasoda (?), i. 382, 397, 401 
Yasovati, i. 302 
yati-a, ii. 178 
Yaudheya, i. 303 
yava, i. 160, 162 
Yavana, i. 153, 158, 300, 302 ; ii. 5 
Yavana-koti, i. 306 
Yavasa(?),'i. 261 
Yayati, ii. 174 
yoga, ii. 191, 204 seq, 
yogayatra, i. 158 
yojana, i. 153, 167, 168, 169, 224, 

234, 236, 244 seq, 265, 311 ; ii. 
65, 67 

yojanas of heaven, i'. 72, 74, 79 
Yima. i. 119 
Yudhishthira, i. 340, 341, 390, 391, 

403 ; i'i. 3 
yuga, i. 298, 367, 372 seq., 397 ; ii, 

1, 2, 124 ; their beginning,*!, 186, 
187 

ytika, i. 162 
Yuktasa, i. 394 
yuvan, ii. 127 

ZABAJ, i. 210 
Zanba (?), ii. 142 
Zindutunda (?), i. 261 
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ABDALKAMM Ibn 'Abl Al'auja', i.264 
'Abdallah 1 bn AlmukafFa, i. 159 
Abd-almun'irn v. Abu-Sahl, i. 5 
Abu-Ahmad Ibn Catlaghtagln, i. 

317 
Abu-al'abbas Aleranshahri (v. Aler

anshahri), i. 6 
Abu-al'asvvad Al-du'ali, i. 136 
Abu-alfath Albustl, i. 34 
Abu-alhasan of Ahvaz, ii. 19 
Abu-Bakr Al-shibll, i. 87 
Abu-Mashar, i. 304, 325 
Abu-Sahl 'Abd-almun'im Ibn 'All 

Ibn Nuh Al-tifllsi, i. 5, 7 (also 
under "Abd-almiuiim) 

Abu-Ya'kub of Sijistan, his book 
Kashf-almahjuh, i. 64 

AbH-Yazld Albistami, i. 88 
"Adud-aldaula, ii. 157 
Afghans, i. 208 
Afrasiab, i. 304 
Al-eranshahri v. Abu-al'abbas, i, 6, 

249, 326 
Alexander, story of his birth, i, 96 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, i. 320 
Alexandria, i. 153 
Alfazari, i. 165. 303, 314, 315 ; ii. 

15, 16, 17, 18, 23 
Al-hajjaj, ii. 153 
"All Ibn Zain of Tabaristan, i. 382 
Aljahiz, i. 204 
Al jaihani, book of routes, i. 240 
Alkhalll Ibn 'Ahmad, i. 138, 147 
Al-khwarizmi, ii. 79, 114 
Alkindi, ii. 200, 201 
Alma'mui'a, i. 21 
almanac from Kashmir, i. 391 
Almansui-, Khalif. 
Al-mansura, i. 21, 173, 193, 205, 

260, 316 ; ii. 6 
Ammonius, i. 85 

Aphrodisius, i. 407 
Apollonius, dc causis rerum, i. 40 
Arabian astronomy (lunar stations), 

ii. 81, 90 
Arabian metric, i. 138, 142, 144 
Arabian traditions, i. 170, 185 
Arabic literature, translation of Ca

raka, i. 159 ; Kalila and Dimna, 
translation from the Indian cor
rupt, i. 162 

Arabs, i. 302; different forms of 
matrimony with them, i. 1 0 8 ; 
their idols, i. 123 

Aratus, i. 97, 383 ; scholia on the 
Fhcenomena, i. 97, 384 

Archimedes, i. 168 
Ardashir Ibn Babak, i. 100, 109 
Ardiya, Eranian, i. 249 
Aristotle, letter to Alexander, i. 124, 

225, 226, 232 ; (pvaiKri aKpbaais, 
i. 320 

Arjabhar, ii. 19 
Arkand, i. 312, 316 ; ii. 7, 48, 49 
Asclepius, i. 222 
Asvira, i. 207 

BABYLONIA, ii. 153 
Bagdad, ii. 15, 67 
Balkh, i. 21, 260, 304 
Barhatagln, ii. 10 
BarldLsh, Eranian, i. 260 
Barmecides, i. 159 
Barshavvar, i. 109 
Barzakh, i. 63 
Barzoya, i. 159 
Bashshar Ibn Burd, ii. 131 
Bhatta-Shah, i. 207 
Bhattavai-yan, i. 207 
b i s t ( = vishti), ii. 201 
Bolor mountain.s, i. 117, 207 
Bolor-Shah, i. 206 
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Buddhists, i. 7, 21, 40, 91, 121,156; 
their writing, 173 ; their cosmo
graphic views, 249, 326 ; ii. 169 

BUshang, i. 299 

CALENDAR of Kashmir, ii. 5, 8 
Ceylon, i. 209 ; pearls, i. 211 
che-ss, i. 183-185 
China, ii. 104 
Chinese, ii. 239 
Chinese papei', i. 171 
Christianity, i. 6, 8 
Christians, their use of the words 

Father and Son, i. 38 
Christian views, i. 69 
Chiistians, i. 94 ; ii. 186 
Christian traditions, ii. 151, 161 
clepsydra), i. 337 
Commodus, Emperor, i. 123 
Constantine, Emperor, ii. 161 

DAIBAL, i. 208 
Daizan, i. 109 
Danak, Pei'sian, i. 163 
Denars, i. 309 
Dlbajat (Maledives, Laccadives), i. 

233 ; ii. 106 
Dirhams, i. 160, 163, 164 
diz (Persian), i. 304 

EMPHDOCLES, i. 85 
era of the realm of Sindh, ii. 48, 49 
era of Yazdajird, ii. 48, 49 
Eranian traditions, i. 249 
Eranshahr, i. 54 
Erichthonius, i. 407 

FAHFAZA, i. 299 
farsakh, Persian, i. 167, 311 ; ii. 

67, 68 
Fulus, i. 160 
Ftisanj, i. 299 

GALENUS, i. 222, 320 ; cle indole ani-
mce, i. 123 ; hoolc of speeches, i. 95 ; 
look of deduction, i. 97 ; com
mentary to the Apothegms of 
Hippocrates, ii. 1 6 8 ; Protred-
ticus, i. 34 ; commentary on the 
Aphoi'isms of Hippocrates, i. 35, 
3 6 ; llcLTi). yh-n, i. 127, 151 

Gauge-yeai-, ii. 2, 7, 28, 31, 39, 44, 
47, 48, 50, 53 

Ghazna, i. 117, 206, 317 
Ghaznin, ii. 103 
ghlXr, measure in Khwarzim, i, 166 

Ghurrat-alzljat, ii, 90 
Ghuzz (Turks), ii. 168 
Gilgit, i. 207 
Girnagar, Eranian, i. 250 
Girshah, i. 109 
Gospel, quoted, i. 4 
Greek legend.?, i. 96 
Greek philosophy, i. 7, 24, 33 
Greek traditions, i. 105, 112, 1 4 3 ; 

origin of the alphabet, i. 172 ; on 
the astrolabe, i. 215, 219, 220,. 
222 ; on the Milky Way, i. 281, 
289 ; on the first meridian, i. 304 ;. 
on tlie chariot of war, i. 407 

HARKAN, ii. 52 
Hebrew, i. 36, 37, 38 
Herbadh, i. 109 
Hindus, their language, i. 17 f 

classical and vernacular, i. 1 8 ; 
shortcomings of manusciipt t ra
dition, i. 18 ; the metrical form^ 
of composition, i. 19 ; their 
avei-sion to strangers, i. 20 ;• 
their systems of matiimony, i. 
107 ; the balance they use, i. 
164 ; relation between authors-
(writers) and the nation at large, 
!. 265 ; their architecture, ii. 144 

Hippocrates, his pedigree, i. 379 
Homer, i. 42, 98 
Huns, ii. 239 

IBN ALMUKAFFA , i. 264 
Impila, name of the rhinoceros with 

the Negroes, i. 204 
India, rainfall, i. 211, 212 
Isfandiyad, i. 193 
Islam, sectarian views, i. 31, 263, 264 
Ispahbad (of Kabul), ii. 157 
'lyas Ibn Mu'awiya, ii. 158 

JABRIYYA, a Muslim sect, i. 31 
Jalam Ibn Shaibau, i. 116 
Jam, i. 304 
Jewish tradition on the tetragram-

maton, i. 173 
Jews, i. 6, 109 ; ii. 240 
Johannes Grammaticus, refutation 

of Proclus, i. 36, 65, 226, 231 ; ii. 
171 

Jlin, Arabised form oi yojana, i. 167 
Jurjan, i. 258, 305 : ii. 182 
Jlizajan, i. 308 

KABUL, i. 22 ; its history, ii. 10,157 
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Kabul-Shahs, ii. 10 
Kaf mountain, i. 193, 249 
Kaika'us, i. 304 
Kaikhusrau, i. 304 
Kalila and Dimna, i. 159 
Kandi (?), ii. 182 
Kangdiz, i. 304 
Kanz-al'ihya, title of a book of the 

Manichseans, quoted, i. 39 
kardajat, i. 245, 275 ; ii. 205 
Kaimatians, i. 116, 117 
Ka'us, i. 193 
Ka.slimir, i. 117 
kata-birds, i. 195 
Khandakhadyaka, Arabic, ii. 208 
kliom, Eranian, i. 249 
Khoten, i. 206 
Khayal-alkusufaini (by Alberuni), 

ii. 208 
Khui-asan, i. 21 
Khwarizm, sea of, i. 258 
Khwarizmian measures, i. 166 
kirtas (papyrus), i. 170 
Kitab-almanshurat (by Ptolemy), ii. 

69 
Kitab-tibb-alfiyala, ii. 245 
Koran, i. 4 ; Sufi interpretation, i. 

83, 88 ; quoted, i. 170, 222 ; 
sectarian interpretations, i. 263 ; 
quoted, i. 264 ; ii. I l l , 113 

Kulzum, i. 270 
Kumair islands, i. 210 
kuitak, Arabic piece of dress, i. 

180,' 239 

LACCADIVES, i. 210, 233 

Langa (dove-country), i. 309 
Langabalus, i. 241, 310 
lavang ( = clove), i. 309 
Lohaniyya, i. 316 
lunar stations (of the Hindus), i. 

MAHMUD (Yamln-aldaula), i. 22, 
117 ; ii. 2, 13, 103 

Makran, i. 208 
Maledives, i. 210, 233 
Mana, Arabic, i. 163, 164, 166 
Maul, i. 48, 54, 55 ; his Book of 

Mysteries, i. 54, 264, 381 ; ii. 
105, 169 

Mauichaeans, i. 7, 39, 111, 123, 159 
Miftah-'ilm-alhai'a (by Alberuni), 

i. 277 
mikyas, Arabic, i. 166 
mithkal, i. 160, 161, 163, 164 

Mu'awiya, Khalif, i. 124 
Muhammad Ibn Alkasim, the con 

queror of Sindh, i'. 21, 116 
Muhammad Ibn Ishak, of Sarakhs, 

ii! 15, 16, 18 
Muhammad Ibn Zakariyya Al-razl, 

i. 319 
Muhammira (Buddhists), i. 380 
Mukl, Arabic, a tree, i. 208 
Mulamma", Arabic, kind of wood, i. 

211 
Multan, i. 121 
Mu'tazila, i. 5 
Myrtilus (?), i. 407 

NARD, a play, i. 182 
Nauroz, ii. 2 
Nikah-almakt, i. 109 
Nile, sources, i. 270 
nlmbahr, Persian, i. 343 
nlmbahra, Persian, i. 214 
Nimroz, i. 198 
Nishapur, i. 305 
nuhbahr, ii. 225, 228, 229 

ORDEALS, ii. 159, 160 
Oxus, i. 260 

PAPER, i. 171 
papyrus, i. 171 
Persian, i. 4 0 ; vazldaj = guzida, i. 

158, 213, 214 ; susmdr, i. 241 
Persian grammar, technical term, i. 

19 
Persian metric, i. 138 
Persian traditions, i. 21, 63, 100, 

109, 193, 304 
Plato, i. 43, 65, 67 ; Leges, i. 105, 

123 ; 379, 385 ; Timceus, i. 35, 
223, 231, 322 ; Phcedo, i. 56, 57, 
65-67, 71, 76, 85, 86 ; ii. 166, 
167, 171 

Poutus Euxinus, i. 258 
Porphyry, quoted, i. 43 
Proclus, i. 57, 86 
Ptolemy, Almajest, i. 226, 2 6 9 ; 

geography, 298, 390; ii. 69 
Pythagoras, i. 65, 75, 85 

RAMM, island, i. 210 
rati, Arabic, i. 163 
RJme, i. 306 
Romulus and Remus, L 112 
Rustam, ii. 246 

SABUKTAQIN (Nasir-aldauln), i. 22 
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Sakakala, ii. 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 54, 
55 

Sakilkand, i. 299 
Samarkand, paper of, i. 171 
Sarakhs, ii. 15 
Sattl, ii. 155 
Seven Rishis, i. 394 
Shakh ( = Saka?), ii. 48, 49 
Shamaniyya {hamana), i. 21 
Shapurkan, i. 304, 308 
Shash, i'. 298 
shauhat, Arabic, kind of wood, i. 

2 i i • 
Shiltas, i. 207 
Shughnan-Shah, i. 206 
Sicily, i. 124 
Sidar, Arabic, piece of dress, i. 180 
Sijistan, i. 198 
Simonides, i. 172 
Sindh, Muhammadan conquest, i. 

21, 22, 165 ; Eranian, i. 260 ; 
mission from Sindh to Bagdad, 
ii. 15 

Sindhind, i. 153, 332, 368 ; ii. 90, 
191 

Slavonians, ii. 167 
Slavonians, sea of the, i. 258 
smallpox (a wind blowing from 

Lanka), i. 309 
Socrates, i. 25, 85, 170 ; ii. 171 
Sogdiana, i. 249 
sped-muhra, Persian, i. 328 
Stoa, i. 98 
Sufala, i. 204, 211, 270 ; ii. 104 
Sufi, explanation of the word, i. 33 
Sufis, i. 351 
Sufism, i. 8, 57, 62, 69, 76, 83, 87, 

88 
sukhkh, measure in Khwarizm, i. 

166 
susmar, Persian, i. 241 

Syria, i. 270 
Syriac, paildsopd, i. 33 

TARKIB-AL'AFLAK (V. Ya'kiib), i. 
316, 3 5 3 ; ii. 67 

Tartarus, i. 67 
Tashkand, i. 298 
Tausai-, i. 109 
Tibet, i. 201, 206 
Tibetans, ii. 10 
Tirmidh, i. 260, 302 
Tiz, i. 208 
Tui-an, i. 208 
Tui-k.s, i. 22, 206, 252, 302 ; ii. 10, 

135, 178 
Tuz, Persian, name of a tree, i. 171 

UNANG, i. 207 
Uzain (ujain), i. 308 

VAKHAN-SHAH, i. 206 
vellum, i. 171 

WAKWAK, island, i. 210 

Y A K U B Ibn Tarik, his Tarlcib-aVa-
fldk, i. 169,' 303, 312, 316, 3 5 3 ; 
ii. 15, 18, 23, 26, 34, 38, 44, 45, 
67, 68 

Yazdajird, his era, ii. 48 
Yemen (distinguished from Arabia), 

i. 270 

ZABAJ, i. 210 ; ii. 106 
Zanj, the nations of Eastern Africa, 

i. 252, 270 ; ii. 104 
Zarkan, i. 7 
Zindik, i. 264 
Zoroaster, i. 21, 91, 96 
Zoroastrians (in Sogdiana), i. 249, 

260 ; their dakhmas, ii. 167 
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